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The Largest Fourdrinier Wire Plant in the World

Eastwood Wire Mfg. Co.
Belleville, New Jersey, U.S.A.

MANUFACTURERS OF

FOURDRINIER WIRES,

CYLINDER and WASHER WIRE CLOTH,
|

DANDY ROLLS, !

CYLINDER MOULDS,
ROLLED BRASS SCREEN PLATES,
PERFECTION BRONZE (cast metal) SCREEN PLATES,

|
SUCTION BOX COVERS, COUCH ROLLS,
NAME PLATES,

PERFECTION BRONZE, DIGESTER CASTINGS and Y VALVES,
for the manufacture of SULPHITE W^.OOD PULP,

,

PERFECTION BRONZE VALVES, bolts and fixtures, for SU
PHITE PROCESS.

BRASS, COPPER and IRON WIRE and WIRE CLOTH of every
description,

BABBITT METAL and all grades of ANTI FRICTION METAL,
BRONZE and BRASS CASTINGS, from i oz. lo 20.000 lbs. in weight.

N. B,—We manufacture all of the above articles, not merely

dealers. Write for prices to

EASTWOOD WIRE MFG. CO.,
BELLEVILLE, NEW JERSEY, U.S.A.

The Largest Fourdrinier Wire Plant in the World
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Foreign PHOSPHORBRONZE Fourdrinier Wire ,

Sulphite Pulps, Paper Stock and Rags.

Bleached Strt»v Pulp, abo

China Clay, p

JEAN FBEESE, y3ysr.rr.T new york.

FOURDRINIER MACHINE WIRES I

CYLINDER COVERS |

I
Unettuaited for Strength, Smoothness and Long Litem §

I
GEORGE CHRISTIE LIMITED |

^ Ladywell Wire Works, GLASGOW, SCOTLAND
jj

• Agent—THOMAS L. PATON. 30 St. Francois Xavier Street, Montreal, who jS
• holds stock for immediate delivery. p 2

1 ADAMS CROCKER, Manager
|
E. J. WELCH. Gen. Supt.

|
EMMONS CROCKER, Treas.

^
HENRY W. S. DOWNS, Superintendent Sherbrooke Works.

j Union Screen Plate Co.
I Sherbrooke, Canada, Fitchburg, Mass., U.S.A.

1 LARGEST MANUFACTURERS OF

I
Screen Plates

1 IN THE WORLD

The " Union " Bronze (best cast metal) Plates for Sulphite Mills. The Standard
Rolled Brass Plates. The " Union " Cast Metal Suction Plates.

Old Plates re-closed by our process are practically as good as new and give
better results than by any other process.

We shall keep on hand at our Sherbrooke Works a large stock of the different
sizes of both metals and can fill large orders promptly. F
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I

BERTRAMS, LIMITED

I
Papermakers'

I
Engineers

I St. Kaiherine's Works,
I SCIENNES, EDiNBURGH.
I The Newest and most Up-to-date Machinery for Papermakers,

I embracing British, American and Continental Improvements.

I REPRESENTED BY

I C. H. JOHNSON & SONS, LIMITED, WIRE WORKS,
I ST. HENRY, MONTREAL. F

C. H. JOHNSON & SONS, Ltd

ST. HENRY, MONTREAL,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Fourdrinicr Wires, Cylinder Wires,

Brass, Copper and
iron Wire Cioiit.

F

Dandy Rolls. - Watermarking
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21
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Blaisdell Screen Plate Co 20

Bredt & Co., F ^

Canada Paper Co iQ

Canadian Rubber Co 6

Carrier, Laine & Co 6, 23

Castle, Gottheil & Overton g

Cheney-Bigelow Wire Works 12

Child Acme Cutter & Press Co 22

Chicoutimi Pulp Co., Limited 21

Christie, J 24

Christie, Limited, George 3

Cushing Sulphite Fibre Co 19

Eastwood Wire Mfg. Co 2

Emerson Mfg. Co 11

Fairbanks Co., The 11

Fleming & Co., W. A 8

Freese, Jean 3

Green & Co., G. F 7

Greening Wire Co., The B 23

Hamblet Machine Co 17

Hamilton Mfg. Co., Wm 14

Hardy, George F 7

Hanson's Woolen Mills 7

Hay Knife Co., Peter 13

Hough, P. 24

International Pulp Co 7

Jack & Co., Watson 12

Jenckes Machine Co 10, 22

Johnson & Sons, Limited, C. H. . . 4

Kenyon & Son, James 15

Kimball, Herbert S. 7

Klipstein & Co 9

Little & Walker 7

Makin & Sons, Wm 5

Mawson, George 8

Nicholls & Co., E. E 24

Nova Scotia Wood Pulp Co 21

Paton, Thomas L 3

Philadelphia Clay Mfg. Co 7

Porritt & Sons, Joseph 8

Porritt & Sons, Limited, Samuel . . 24

Pringle & Son, T 7

Pusey & Jones Co 17

Ryrie, W. P . 21

Sandusky Foundry and Machine Co. 13

Sherbrooke Iron Works 9
Smith & Co., C. H 17

Snell, Samuel 7

Stebbins Engineering & Mfg. Co... 14

Union Screen Plate Co 3
Vogel, C. H 7
Wertheim & Co., A 16

Wilson, Paterson & Co 10

Wurster, Dr. C 19

Young, J. S. 23

Wm. makin & SONS,
SHEFFIELD, - ENGLAND.

STEEL AND BRONZE TOOLS FOR PULP AND PAPER MILLS.

SWEDISH BESSEMER STEEL ROLL BARS AND PLATES.

A PiV A NTA CC—Increased toughness, durability, resistance to
r\LJ \ r\[y 1 rVvJl^O chemical waste and double value as scrap.

Rolled Bars, cut to length, - - - 2d. per lb.

" notched . - - - 2jd.
"

" finished 2^d.
"

Plates " - - from 3|d.
"

English Bessemer Steel Jd. to |d. per lb. less.

GOLD ROLLED ELECTRIC BRONZE
Roll Bars and Plates, finished^ 151dm gter Ibm c.imfm Montpoalm
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The Canadian Rubber Co.
OF MONTREAL

Manufacturers of

Rubber Belting:, Packings, Valves, Gaskets, Fire, Steam

and Water Hose, Etc, Etc.

We make a specialty of covering

Couch, Press and Squeeze Rolls

For Pulp and Paper Mills.

I^ubber Diaphragms for Screens .

If it's anything: in the Rubber Line we've got it. correspondence solicited

F

MONTREAL TORONTO WINNIPEG VANCOUVER

CARRIER, LAINE & CO.
LE,VIS, Que.

MAKERS OP •

Pulp Machinery,

Paper MacMneryp
Engines and Boilers^

Mills Built and
Equipped with Power Plant
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Little & Walker
93 Broad Street, Boston

CHEMICAL EXPERTS and ENGINEERS

SPECIALISTS IN

Pulp and Paper making.

HERBERT S. KIMBALL

Chemical Engineer and Mill Architect

101 Tremont St., Boston, Mass.

Designs, Examinations, Reports, F

Sulphite and Soda Fibre, Pulp and Paper MiHs.

GEORGE F. HARDY, \^Im.e.
Consulting Engineer.

Paper, Pulp and Fibre Mills, Examination of

Mill Properties, Water Power Developments.

Mutual Reserve Building. - 309 Broadway.

NEW YORK.

"Asbestine Pulp" Filler

Superior to any Clay.

Delivered price on application.

INTERNATIONAL PULP CO.
New York City, U.S.A.

Drainer Stones

The Klary and Snell Patent Drainer Stones are made

of the most durable material, and are proof ag-unst

acids or bleaching agents ; smooth on both sides, and do

not soil stock. Send for description and a list ot

Canadian and United States Mdls using them.

SAMUEL SNELL. Holyokc, iHass.

—Hugh C. Maclean, of the Hugh C.

Maclean Publishing Co., Ltd., Toronto,

has acquired The Commercial, Winnipeg,

Man. The paper will be enlarged, but its

publication will go on without any break.

—According to official returns th^

United States imports from Canada in

paper stock, and rags other than

woolen rags, for the eleven months end-

ing November last, were $106,145, against

T. PRINGLE & SON

Specialities:— Pulp Paper and Fibre Mills,

Hydraulic Developments and Electrical

Transmissions

409,410,411,412 Coristine Bldg.,
MONTREAL. F

a. H. VOGEL
A. M. Can. Soc. C.E. ENGINEER

OTTAWA, CAN.

WATER POWER
Paper, Pulp and Sulphite Fibre Mills

Telegrams—"WoODPULP-LoNDON."
Estab. 1879

Q. F. GREEN & CO.
5 Laurence Pountney Hill,

LONDON.

Importers of Wood-Pulp, Boards, etc.

Correspondence.

ToMis Improved Dpmestie
ISO Tons ^^r^^

^^^^ Paper

iiy Making-Bright Color

* High Retention-

Daily. Fine Quality.

The Philadelphia Clay Manufacturin|Co.

706 Drexel Building. Philadelphia. Pa^^l^^^

HANSON'S

WOOLEN MILL
—^ Hull, Que-
RlanulHcliireis of

Best Pulp Felts

in the World.

$95,827 in the same period of 1902, and

$96!83i in 1901. The United States im-

ports from this country of wood pulp in

the same periods were as follows: 1903.

77,006 tons, value $1,080,684; 1902, 62,551

tons, value $1,516,515; ^90i, 36,055 tons,

value $1,016,868. In the eleven months

of last year the exports of United States

paper to Canada were $1,445799, against

$1,312,328 in the same period of 1902.
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CHINA CLAYf!?*^^'
Makers' Strained

Bleaching Powder. Soda Ash.
Ultramarine Blue.

STARCHES ^'B*"^^^ f^eaH
aifi# Potato.

JOSEPH PORRITT & SONS.
Established 1808.

HELMSHORE - Near Manchester.

felts and Jackets for Pulp and Paper Mills
And all kinds of Woollen, Linen and Colion Cloths

for Mechanical Purposes.

Agents for the States ui Ca.ada. F. BREDT & Co.. - 194 Fulton Street. New York.^ FOR EXPORTERS ONLY

GEORGE MAWSON
Handles all grades of Pulp and I?' QUCCH VlCtoria StfCCt
Paper on the English. European

I rVMn/^IVT nr^
'

and Australian Markets
. LUIMJUIN, t.C, En^Iaild

^fiecSaUiSes, ''News" and Box Boards,

I
W. A. FLEMING {3 CO., |

% MONTREAL. ffiiCAMEt^RANnt-#W RPirmirZl^ Branch oace,
St. John, N. B.

FT

J Importers of Belting, Hose Mill Supplies Camel Brandnair Beitine. also "Ralata"
S r+ir..^*!:";?

BALATA Rubber Leather and« St.tched cotton Pulp and Paper Mill FELTS, Wet and Dry
g Send for Prices and Discounts
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A. KLIPSTEIN & CO.
17 Lemoine St., flontreal

Sulphate
Alumina

China Clay & Bleachinir Powder

Ultramarine a.nd

Aniline Blues

Sherbrooke Iron Works
SHERBROOKE, QUE.

MANUFACTURERS OF

PULP WOOD BARKER

Saw Mill and Wood Working

Machinery.

Wood Barker
with automatic block turning attachment.

Improved machinery for cutting pulp wood
to any length.

|

Improved^jj? '

Pulp and Paper Screens.

*********************************************************'4,

I CASTLE, GOHHEIL & OVERTON
|

t 41 Park Row, Times BMff., New York
% AGENTS FOR

! Sulphite anti Wood Pulp Mills
% Dealers in all kinds of Paperstock, Sizing:, etc.

* Correspondence Solicited.
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I
30 ST, JOHN ST,, MONTREAL

I
OFFER TO THE TRADE s

J t^P^A'^^' Caustic Soda, 50^ to 78», Caustic Potash, Sal

I
Soda, SALT CAKES, Silicate of Soda, Pearlash, Potash, Sul- ;

I phnr. Also a full line of Resins, direct shipment from the south.
\

^ Contracts made for regular supplies. l
j

ESTABi-IaHKD 1850

BELLHOUSE, DILLON & CO.
IMPORTERS OF

China Clay, Sulphur, Bleaching Powder, Sulphate
Alumina, Soda Ash and Aniline Colors.

MACHINE WIRES, FELTS, ETC,
Offices-201 to 203 Coristine Building. St. Nicholas Street. VffnKI-TO ¥r A t

^'

Te'ephones Main 846. 8t7. -WUNlIvEAL.

The JENCKES Machine
Company, Limited,

117 Lonsdownc Street,

Sheibrooke,
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—The first volume of this magazine

closed with the December issue, and a

new volume begins with this number

in order to make future volumes close

with the calendar year. Subscribers who

wish to bind their paper and require an

index will please send in their names

and addresses and the index will be

mailed as soon as ready.

A QUESTION ANSWERED.

Elsewhere in this issue some figures

are given from the World's Paper Trade

Review on the recent course of British

exports to Canada in paper and paper

products. Our contemporary is in doubt

as to why British papers, with the aid of

the preferential tariff, have not made

headway compared with those of the

United States; but this is no insoluble

riddle to Canadians. The Review sug-

gests the burning of the Eddy Company's

mills at Hull, Que., as a possible ex-

planation. What happened after that

fire may, indeed, explain the relative de-

cadence of British trade with Canada,

not only in the paper trade, but in many

other lines; but the cause is not to be

traced to the fire itself. The Eddy mills,

though not the largest in Canada, are

the largest in a certain class of papers,

and when the fire occurred, some travel-

lers representing United States mills in

that class of papers were, in the words

of the old song, "on their way to Can-

aday," and were drumming up the Cana-

dian customers of the Eddy mills the

next day. Where were the agents of

British houses in this line when this op-

portunity presented itself? They were

not "i' the imminent deadly breach,"

and consequently United States and not

British mills got a footing in the trade

here. Lack of alertness and adaptability.

This may be apphed to other occasions

and other branches of the trade, and may

be set down as the general answer.

Of course, there are qualifications.

The United States mills, in some in-

stances, have the advantage in nearness



to the chief paper consuming centres of
Canada, and consequently can deliver
goods not only in quicker time, but at
lower freight rates. Yet in most cases
this could be largely ofifset by the use of
the cable and by making terms with cus-
tomers for the purchase of larger lots,

and by having stocks on hand from
which the purchaser could draw accord-
ing to Canadian custom. When the pre-
ferential tariff is taken into the account
the advantage of freight should be alto-

gether in favor of the British mill if its

equipment were up to date and its output
on the scale of United States mills. This
is not saying that many of the British
mills are not as well equipped and on as
Jarge a scale as the best of the United
States mills, but, according to the
Mosely Commission, the United States
mills have a better average in quantity of

output. One can only suppose that the
same causes explain why United States
paper makers have in recent years been
making relatively greater headway in

other markets-New Zealand and Aus-
tralia, for instance, where freights are
equalized by distance, but where the chan-
nels of communication are established in
favor of the British maker.

There appears to be no reason why.
on the whole, the trade of Great Britain
with Canada in paper and goods made of
paper should not have immensely in-

creased since the adoption of the prefer-
ential tariff. It is quite obvious that the
development of our home manufactures
in this line cannot account for the com-
parative decline in British trade, since
the United States and other countries
have steadily increased • their exports to
this country in spite of the higher duties

paid in the past three years. It is ap-

parent that the business Great Britain

has lost and is still losing in Canada in

The Pulp and Papei

the paper trade, and not in the pape
trade only, is being lost through condi
tions which are quite in the power o
liritish manufacturers to alter.

United States periodical and othe
literature is pouring into Canada in i

constantly increasing tide; British litera-
ture is barred out of Canada by posta
I^ws and postal rates of British making
that are practically prohibitive of a like
increase. As trade follows the press
more than the flag, can we wonder at the
results? A Government that extracts a
surplus of £4,000,000 sterling, through
the post office, out of the products of the
press, and indirectly out of the paper
trade, and applies the greater part of this
tax on literature to the maintenance o.
the navy, as it does, cannot wonder at^
United States paper and newspapers
commg ,n increasing quantities intoi
Bntam itself as well as Britain's col-

onies.

We are far from regarding such a
floodmg as a calamity. It should make
for friendly intercourse and social inti-
macy between the two peoples, and is in
all ways to be desired so long as the
bulk of such literature is not the moral
poison which too much of it which finds
^ts way to Canada is. But the tide
should not forever set in one direction
I here should be a fair and free ebb and
flow in order to keep the ocean at its
natural level and normal temperature.

NEW ZEALAND TARIFF AND THE
PAPER TRADE.

Another new market is opened up as

it has never been opened before to Cana-
dian merchants and manufacturers,
namely. New Zealand, a colony which,
like its great neighbor, the Common-
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'wealth of Australia, has a splendid future.

The secretary of the Canadian Manufac-

turers' Association has prepared a list of

items that would be favorably affected in

the case of Canada, showing the rate of

Iduty under the New Zealand general

lariflf, and the lower preferential rate

under which Canadian goods would go

into that colony. As will be seen, the

items thus favorably affected include

paper of all kinds, and since our United

States neighbors already do an increas-

ing trade in that quarter of the world, this

new opening for Canadians under the

preferential tariff should not be ne-

glected. So quick are the United States

manufacturers at seeing the advantages

Canada will enjoy under this new tariff

that a number of exporters of New York

and other cities in the Republic have

opened up correspondence with Canadian

houses making lines of goods similar to

those hitherto exported to New Zealand

from the United States. The alert New

Yorkers are willing to handle Canadian

goods if those of their own country are

knocked out of the market. The fol-

lowing is the list referred to.

New Zealand Preferential Tariff.

First Schedule.

Pref. Gen.

Tariff. Tariff.

Brl. Brl.

Cement 2s. 4s.

Second Schedule.

P.C. P.C.

Basket and wickerware . . . 20 30

Cycles and like vehicles.. 20 30

Boots, shoes and slippers. 22V2 33^
Candles, per lb. , id. i^^d.

Carriages, wagons, etc. . . 20 30

China, porcelain and par-

ianware 20 30

Clocks 20 30

Cordage and ropes, n.o.e.. 20 30

Cream of tartar, per lb... id. i^/4d.

Earthenware & stoneware. 20 30

Fancy goods and toys .... 20 30

22^
2d. 3d.

Furniture and cabinetware 25 37/2

Glass, per 100 ft. superficial 2S. 3s.

Glassware—plate glass and

20 30

Hardware, ironmongery
20 30

6d. 9d.

2S. 3s.

Iron pipes and fittings 5 7/2

Lamps, lanterns and wick 15 22^
20 30

15 22^

7s. 6d.

30

30

.Free, 20 p.c.

Paper, wrapping, other

kinds, including brown,

cartridge and sugar

papers, per cwt 5s

Plate and plated ware.... 20

Pumping machinery 20

Third Schedule.

Cycle fittings and supplies

Gas and oil engines

Gumboots
Iron and steel cordage. . . .

Sheet, rod, bar and plate

iron

Printing paper

Railway rails

Sailcloth, canvas, etc

Surgical and dental instru-

ments

The Paper Trade Journal, of New

York, writing on the situation created by

the new tariff, says:

"The information that New Zealand had

adopted a tariff which favors Great

Britain and is against the United States,

and especially against the products of

United States paper mills, is confirmed

by later advices from that country.

Printing paper going into New Zealand

must pay 20 per cent, ad valorem and

wrapping and other paper 50 per cent, ad

valorem unless they are tnc product of

British mills. Exporters agree that this

will damage, if not effectually end, our

paper trade in the growing market of

New Zealand, and it would seem as
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though here is a red-hot live topic on
which the American Paper and Pulp

Association can do some first class mis-

sionary work. The action of New Zea-

land certainly should lead to an increase

in the duty of British made paper enter-

ing this country, just as surely as the

action of the Province of Quebec in

allowing a rebate in the price of wood
manufactured within her borders led to
a countervailing duty on the pulp that

she afterward sent to United States
mills."

If the method of holding trade here
suggested is inspired by any responsible

proportion of United States paper manu-
facturers or exporters, then one can
only observe that they have much to
learn concerning British colonies such
as New Zealand and Canada. In fiscal

matters the legislative independence of

all British colonies except the Crown
colonies is as complete as that of the
United States itself, and the attempt to

coerce any of these colonies by raising

duties on British goods would be about
as effective as to think that if Holland
raised her tariff she could be punished
by retaliation on her next of kin, Ger-
many. The mention of Germany will

call to mind a proof of the position.

When Canada adopted her preferential

tariff, that country sought to prevent it

by dealing with the British Government,

and when this failed, Germany tried to

punish Canada by a discriminating tariff

on Canadian imports. Canada's answer
to this was a surtax against German
goods, which has already reduced the

aggregate of German exports by 25 per

cent., and has literally wiped out Ger-

man shipments to Canada in some lines,

such as cement. Having had enough of

this, the German Government became
anxious to come to terms, and applied

:i

to the British Secretary of State for th

Colonies, who referred them to Ottawi

The origin of this contest and the fi

reference of the matter to Ottawa w
show that Canada is running a store 0

its own, and so is New Zealand.

But even if this were not so, woul(

the raising of the tariff against Britisl

papers be effective as a stroke of retalia

tion? Already as a matter of protectioi

to its own mills the United States ha:

raised the duties against British goods

till the British Paper Makers' Associa

tion as a body declined to be representee

at the St. Louis Fair, giving as the rea-

son that there was not business enoug

in medium and lower grade goods t

warrant the effort of making a Britis

exhibit there. The British exports

paper to the States continue to decline

and are only maintained in speciaUici

which are not made to advantage in th<

United States. Even if New Zealand am
Great Britain were a legislative unit, th<

position would still be this, that the

United States has a growing trade in

New Zealand to lose, while she has

already destroyed about all of the British

paper trade that was worth having—in

the one case the tariff sword is in the

adversary's hand, while in the other it

has already done its worst rnd Has no

more power. The preferential tariff prin-

ciple in a commercially confederated

British Empire raises a new situation,

and if the United States wants to traie

with the Empire it will have to abandon

its old policy of grab-ill-and-give-

nothing. This policy was condemned

long ago in the words, "There is that

witholdeth more than is meet, but it ten-

deth to poverty"—poverty of character,

if not poverty of means.

As to the reference to the Province of

Quebec, the parallel is not obvious. The
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3overnment of Quebec is willing to see

:he Province stripped of its chief asset,

the spruce forests, as fast as possible, for

the sake of raising money to cover

up the annual deficits of a spend-

thrift administration. The counter-

vailing duty can only be said to be an

aid to that end, inasmuch as United

States operators are put on a perfect

equality with the home consumer. On

the other hand, the Government and

people of Ontario desire to conserve its

forest assets and keep its lumbering and

Other wood manufacturing business at

home, and so prohibit the export of

wood from Crown lands to the United

States. And yet we find no "counter-

vailing duty," much less prohibition,

against Ontario pulp! Why? Because

United States mills want Canadian

pulp, and in some districts are ab-

solutely dependent on it. Because one

reckless Provincial Government chooses,

like a spendthrift heir, to squander the

greatest of its natural resources without

regard to the after consequences, many

good people in the United States appear

to be running off with the idea that this

recklessness—which is becoming for more

reasons than one a scandal in our pro-

vincial history — means that Canada's

hopes for the future depend upon her

ability to sell pulp wood to the United

States. If the United States market

were closed, the worst that could hap-

pen, even to the handful of people whose

livelihood depends on getting out pulp

wood from the woods of Quebec, would

be that their work would be at a stand-

still until pulp and paper mills could be

erected in the Province. The timber

would still be there, and is not going to

decrease in value by the lapse of a few

years.

To return to the New Zealand tariff,

5

we would urge Canadian paper manu-

facturers to get in touch with the sister

colony, and lose no time in picking up

the business which United States mills

will drop. To our United States friends

we would say, that the best way to meet

the new situation is to join the British

Empire combination, from which the

Republic should never have segregated

itself, and come m on the broad basis

of reciprocity. We do not expect our

neighbors to give up their flag, for Can-

ada does not intend to give up its own

legislative independence in the feder-

ation of the Empire-but in commercial

matters Canada has always been open to

negotiate for a freer and fairer deal.

SCANDINAVIAN VS. CANADA.

-Shadower," a regular contributor to

the Paper Maker, London, writes:

I notice, in one of the Scandinavian

papers referred to, it is stated that the

Swedish and Norwegian pulp makers do

not fear competition from Canada. In

fact "Farmand" is convinced that Can-

ada,' as a pulp making country, need not

be taken into serious consideration, io

back up Its assertions, "Farmand" quotes

me from various issues of the Paper

Maker," in which I have mentioned sev-

eral Canadian pulp mills havmg got into

difficulties. It reproduces my statements

respecting the trouble at the "Soo, the

Acadia Company's mills, and Sissiboo;

but this is hardly fair, as the reasons for

their stoppage are now well known, and

cannot be taken as evidence of Canada s

unfitness to become a big pulp-producing

country. Ask "Uncle Sam's'' paper-

makers, and they will tell you that Can-

ada is the big source of their wood pulp

supply of the future. Look at Chicou-

timi Where is there a more successful

and better equipped mechanical wood

pulp plant in the world? "Farmand

might just as well include the instance

which has just been brought before me
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respecting the Belgo-Canadian Com-
pany's plant at Shawinigan. The mill is

all right, and so is the plant; but what
is crippUng the concern? Why, over-
capitalization, and being- ontUj: the thumb
of the Shawinigan Water and Power
Company. Scandinavian pulp makers
must not, like the ostrich bury their
heads in the sand in the belief that they
are perfectly safe so long as they refuse
to see what is happening around them.
They can take it from me as one who
has studied the subject so thoroughly on
many visits to Canada, that the Great
Dominion is destined to be a very im-
portant competitor of the future in the
.wood pulp markets of Europe. 1 should
like to impress on "Farmand" that Scan-
dinavian pulp makers have nothing to
fear from Canadian competition on
prices, as the Canadian makers of me-
chanical pulp have always been well sold,
and their product will, in the future, as
in the past, generally speaking, always
command more monev.

^ ^ ^
STRIKE OF EDDYS PAPER-

MAKERS.

There is a strike at the paper mills of
the E. B. Eddy Co., Hull, Que., 'the em-
ployees refusing to conform to the recent
order that they work until twelve o'clock
Saturday nights instead of 5.30, as has
been the custom during 1903. The ques-
tion of hours of labor has given trouble
at mtervals since 1900, and on the 2nd
inst. the company issued a mandate that
from the gth inst. the hours would be
extended.

The employees, who belong to the
International Brotherhood of Paper-
makers, sent a notice that they could not
accept the order, but that if the output
of the mill was not sufficient they were
willing to work according to the three
shifts hour system, that is with three
Jhifts per day, each working eight hours
It was further claimed that the short
hour schedule is in force at the mills of
the Canada Paper Company. Windsor
Mills, Que.; the Laurentide Pulp Com-
pany, Grand Mere, Que., and the To-

ronto Paper Company, Cornwall, Ont. 1

reply, the company issued an order thi
all who were not willing to obey th
order might consider themselves dij

charged. Consequently at 5.30 o'cloc
on the 9th the whole paper mill staff lei

in a body, and the mill will be idle unt;
the company can either fill up with out
side men or come to some arrangemen
with its former employees. Betweei
three and four hundred men are affectec
by the lock-out. There are 125 unior
papermakers and 250 helpers. The paper
makers are in four classes, according tc
ability, being paid $1.35, $1.50, $2.50 anc
^3-25 a day, respectively.

The fight promises to be a bitter one,
and may affect many of the daily papers
in Canada who depend upon the Eddy
Company for news-print. The company
purpose to keep "open shop," and will
start the mill as soon as men are avail-
able. The men, on the other hand, pro-
phesy trouble if non-union labor is em-
ployed. They do not think it possible
to get enough men to operate the mill,
claiming they can stand a siege. The
union allows the married men $5 a week
and single men $3, and they have pro-
mises of plenty of food. The girls of the
counting and finishing-room and in the
rag-room have quit work out of sym-
pathy.

The company issued a notice that
applications from its late employees for
re-engagement would be considered up
to January i6th, after which date pro-
ceedings would be taken to fill all
vacancies. This resulted in some of the
older men returning to work, and the
company had two machines running on
January i8th. Mr. Eddy states that they
are^ still willing to take back those of
their old hands whom they choose if

they make appHcation rather than see
them leave the city, but they are as de-
termined as ever to keep "open shop."
The paper makers say there are no new
developments from their point of view
Daily discussions are being held, and
they are preparing for a long fight The
pulp and sulphite workers are forming a
lodge, and a meeting on January 17th
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vas attended by about 41 members as

veil as by the locked-out paper makers

ind many sympathisers, in all about 400.

Mr. Scully, president of the Hull lodge

[>f Papermakers, presided, and speeches

jvere made by C. S. O. Boudreault, Em-

pey, N. Mercer, E. Walsh, Scully and

Smith. After the public meeting twenty-

five candidates were initiated. The Free

Press reports that five or six men have

been sworn in as special constables in

Hull to be ready in case of any trouble

arising. The sulphite and pulp mills will

not shut down, as if the company accu-

mulates a larger supply than it needs for

its own consumption it will sell the sur-

plus.

BRITISH MARKETS.

The World's Paper Trade Review

reports on the London markets under

date of January 8th:

Chemicals—The chemical market is

rather quiet. For bleaching powder

consumers seem to have mostly placed

their contracts at more favorable prices

than those now ruling, viz., £4 to £4 5s.

Alkali, 58 per cent., stands at £4 los.

I

Caustic soda is firm, 77 per cent, being

quoted £10 los. to £10 15s. Soda crys-

tals stand at £3 2S. 6d. to £3 5s., and

salt cake at 26s. to 27s. in bulk. Re-

covered 'sulphur is quoted £5 5s. to

£5 7s. 6d. Alum, sulphate of alumina,

and blanc fixie are steady at unchanged

prices.

Chemical Wood Pulps—A fair enquiry

is reported, and manufacturers are firm

in their quotations.

I

Mechanical Wood Pulps — Scandi-

navian producers have not succeeded in

forming a central sales office. A good

demand, however, is said to be current

and prices are in an upward direction.

In the United States and Canada a

scarcity is reported, and any transac-

tions show a substantial advance in

prices.

—Charles H. Lugrin, formerly Pro-

vincial Secretary of the New 'Brunswick

Legislature, will shortly publish in Van-

couver, B.C., a weekly periodical, to be

7

called "Progress," devoted to the general

acivancement of British Columbia in-

terests.

^ ^ ^
—A pamphlet pauiisiied in England

dealing with the course of the British

paper trade shows that while from 1882

to 1902 the imports of foreign-made

paper to Great Britain increased by 256

per cent, in value; the increase in weight

of the same was 430 per cent. From this

it would appear that in the cheaper

grades of paper the British maker was

relatively losing ground.

^ ^ ^
—Reporting on the wood pulp market

in France, A. L. Grondal, of Paris,

states: An active demand has been ex-

perienced for chemical wood pulps, and

-prices show an advance. Makers report

that the greater part of this year's make
has already been sold, while some mills

announce that their entire production has

been disposed of. In mechanical, prices

are well maintained, but there is an ab-

sence of business owing to the divergent

views of buyers and sellers.

^ ^ It

—It appears that the so-called asbestos

fire-proof curtain used at the Iroquois

theatre in Chicago was not pure asbes-

tos, but a mixture of paper pulp and

asbestos fibre. It is beheved that had the

curtain been of pure asbestos and the

drop mechanism in proper working order

the great calamity would not have oc-

curred. It was a case of cheap imitation

of a genuine article. Asbestos is fire-

proof, but its fibres are weak, and have

to be strengthened and held together by

fine wire netting. By mixing paper pulp

with the asbestos the wire backing can

be dispensed with, but the result is that

the curtain is no longer fire-proof, but

highly inflammable. History is full of

records of such disasters that have been

brought about by bad workmanship.

Ships have been sunk, battles lost, and

buildings and machinery wrecked through

poor materials, bad handicraft; but as an

object lesson on the extent of disaster

that is possible to follow from such a

trifling fraud the Iroquois theatre should

remain eminent for all time.
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PULP SHIPMENTS TO GREAT BRITAIN.

The following were the shipments of wet mechanical pulp to British ports
from Canada in November and December:

Date. From At Importers.
Nov. 2.—Halifax London Becker & Co

" 6.—Chicoutimi Cardiff Owen & Co., Ltd
" 6.—Quebec Grimsby Dixon & Son i

" 6.—Three Rivers .. Grimsby Dixon & Son
" 3—Quebec Manchester H. B. Wood..
" 12.—Halifax Liverpool Becker & Co.
" II.—Quebec Manchester H. R Wrmd
" 24.-

" 25.-

Dec. 3.-

" 5--

" II.-

" 7.-

" 8.-

" 10.-

" II.-

" II.-

" I4--

" I4--

-Halifax Liverpool Becker & Co
-Quebec Manchester H. B. Wood
-Quebec Manchester Hecker & Co
-Chicoutimi Queensboro' ....Becker & Co
-Halifax Liverpool Becker & Co
-Quebec Manchester H. B. Wood
-Quebec Manchester H. B. Wood 255
-Quebec Manchester Becker & Co
-Quebec Manchester Becker & Co
-Quebec Manchester S. W. Royse & Co...
-Chicoutimi Cardiff T. Owen & Co., Ltd.
-Quebec Manchester S. W. Royse & Co...

1 ons. Value.

72 Io2

i>y73 3,946

I 214 2,420

5/3 I, 146

20 30

240

740 1,490

^uo 478
Son 1,640

419

0,210

500

2 4

255 510

8 16

1,320 3,037

96 192

2.800 5,600

SO 99

A new stack of calenders has been in-

stalled in the news department of Wm.
Barber & Bros.' paper mills, at George-

town, Ont.

—The Eastwood Wire Manufacturing
Co., of Belleville, N.J., manufacturers of

fourdrinier wires, dandy rolls, screen

plates, suction box covers, etc., have
issued a very serviceable calendar for

1904. It will be sent while it lasts to

Canadians engaged in the pulp and paper
trades.

—T. J. McDonald, Pembroke, who weni
to Australia from that locality three
years ago. is visiting Canada as pur-

chasing agent for the f^rm of S. S. Chip-
man, of Sydney, one of the largest Aus-
tralian importing houses. He has been
making a tour of the United States and
Canada for his firm, and after visiting
his old home he will go to Sturgeon
Falls, where he proposes, if possible, to

place a contract for the output of th
paper mill at that place.—Almont
Gazette.

A writer in the Paper Alaker has thiL

lO say of the proposed Scandinavian syn-
dicate agency in London: "I warn them
seriously of another danger they will

run, and that is from Canada, for every
move they make for cornering pulp and
unduly raising prices will be welcomed
by the Canadian pulp makers, who will

not be slow to avail themselves of such
a fine opportunity to come to the British

papermakers' assistance by pushing their
pulp for all it is worth. Scandinavian
pulpmakers must not forget that Cana-
dian pulp is well established in England
and a fast favorite. The imports of Cana-
dian wood pulp are steadily rising every
year. If the Scandinavian pulpmakers
are going to be satisfied with a fair and
reasonable profit, then they have not
much to fear; but so soon as they put
on the screw they will spoil themselves."
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A NEW SUCTION DEVICE FOR
PULP.

Among the patents recently issued in

the United States and Canada is one'to

Joseph Lewis Youngs, of Chateaugay,

N.Y., for a new form of suction device

for use in the manufacture of pulp. In

his specifications the inventor says: "In

the manufacture of paper and other pulp

it is sometimes the practice to subject

the pulp to air suction by which to elimi-

nate or remove therefrom as much as

possible of the moistuie contained

therein previous to delivery of the pulp

to the driers or presses therefor, and in

the use of many forms of suction devices

hitherto devised for this purpose disad-

vantages have been encountered, due

principally to the frequent stoppages of

the machine, caused by undue friction

produced by the suc'ion dev'ce.

"The present invention has for its prin-

cipal object to overcome many former

objections to suction devices for this

purpose, and to provide a device of the

kind which is simple both in the con-

struction and organization, reliable, com-

paratively hiexpensive, possessing the

capacity for long service, and composed

of few parts easily assembled, repaired

and replaced, besides not being liable to

get out of order."

Fig. I is an end elevation, partly

broken out. of a suction device for pulp

machines embodying the improvements;

and Fig. 2 is a vertical transverse sec-

tional view thereof, taken on the line 2 2

of Fig. I.

The inventor employs a casing of

special construction, in which is sup-

ported a plurality of specially organized

rolls, over which is carried an endless

belt or band of wire cloth of suitable

mesh, and a specially constructed suc-

tion chamber within the casing, with

means whereby the difTerent joints and

crevices between tiie parts are rendered

securely air tight.

In the drawings, i represents the im-

proved suction device in its entirety, the

same comprising two end pieces or sec-

tions 3 3. each oblong in form, and hav-

ing a central hanging portion 4, each of

the hanging portions being formed with

a comparatively deep notch 5, leading

upwardly from the edge thereof. Having

their bearings in the end pieces or sec-

tions are the ftnds or journals 6 6 of

duplicate rotatable rolls 7 7, each of

which latter is reduced in diameter all

around at each end to form an inter-

mediate short section S, a portion of the

constantly moving surface of which is

always flush with the upper surface of a

longitudinal ledge 10, formed or pro-

vided on the inner surface of the adjacent

end section 3 of the device, as shown,

and located intermediate the rolls 7 7, at

the upper part of the suction device, is a

rotatable roll 11, which is considerably

smaller in diameter than either of the

first mentioned rolls, the journals 12 of

this roll II being likewise supported in

suitable bearings therefor in the said end

pieces of sections 3 3.

This roll II is so mounted that a por-

tion of its constantly moving surface will

be intersected or touched by an imagi-

nary horizontal line uniting the upper-

most portions of the rolls 7 7. and each

end of roll 11 is likewise reduced in dia-

meter to form a short section 13 inter-
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mediate the main diameter of the roll

and the corresponding journal a portion
of the moving surfaces of sections 13 also

always being flush with the aforesaid

ledges 10 on the inner sides of the end
sections 3 3. (See Fig. 2.) Mounted in

bearings 14 therefor, which are slidable

vertically between the sides of the

notches 5 in the hanging portions 4 of

the end sections 3 3, are the journals 15

of a tension-roller 16, the roller also

being formed at each end with an inter-

mediate short section 17 of reduced dia-

meter, and the hanging portions being
provided on their inner surfaces with

ledges or projections 18, located at either

side of each of the notches 5 in the end
sections 3,

Passing around the reduced inter-

mediate section at either end of each of

the rolls referred to is a suitable band

19 (preferably elastic), which of a thick-

ness equal to the difTerence between the

diameters of each roll and its sections,

each band being also of a width equaling

that of the space between the ends of

each roll, and the adjacent surfaces of

the side pieces or sections 3 3, and fitted

to the outer surfaces of the bands are

the edge portions of an endless apron

20, of foraminated material, as wire-

gauze, as shown, it being understood

that the roll 16, by its weight, serves to

maintain the bands and said apron taut

upon the rolls.

Secured to the inner suriaces of the

side pieces or sections 3 3 by means of

screws 21 are corresponding brackets

22, the under surface of each of which is

formed with angular or reversely in-

clined faces, as shown, and the brackets

being connected by a longitudinal mem-
ber 22a. Also connecting iMe brackets

are adjustable bars 23 (see Fig. i), se-

cured at each end by means of screws 24

passing through the same and entering

the angular faces of the brackets, the

outer edge of each of the bars being pro-

vided with a strip 25, having contact with

the periphery of the adjacent roll 7. (See

Fig. I.) Also fitted to the inner surface

of each end piece or section 3 3 is an

adjustable shoe 26, which is curved at 27

in conformity with the periphery of tire

The Pulp and Paper

adjacent reduced section 8 of the roll 7,
tiie snoes eacli being formed with slotted
lugs 28, tiirougii wnich pass the screws
29 tor supporting the shoes in place.

There is provided an interior suction-
chamber entei-ing which from one end of.
the aevice is a pipe 30, which may lead to
a pump or other similar device. By
mounting the suction device in proper
position, so that the upper surface of the
wire-gauze apron will come beneath the
travelling felt (not shown), by which the
wet pulp is carried, the superfluous wet
or moisture may be rapidly withdrawn
from such pulp on producing a suction
in the chamber through the pipe. By the
use of the device, it is claimed that the
felt and pulp will not be drawn into the
suction-chamber, no matter how power-
ful the suction, and that the operation

'

may be carried on uniformly and suc-
cessfully.

^ ^ ^
[For the Pulp and Paper Magazine.]

TESTING BALES OF WOOD PULP.

Calculation of Average Results.
R. W. Sindall, Chemical Engineer, Lon-

don, Eng.

In many cases the delivery of raw ma-
terial to the paper mill involves a repeti-

tion of tests upon the same consignment
lor several reasons, such as irregularity

in gross weight or variation in compo-
sition, according to the nature of the

substance under consideration. If, for ex-
ample, the material is caustic soda, which
exhibits considerable difference between
the various drums as to the percentage
of available soda, then a true idea of the

average amount is only to be gauged by
repeated tests. In the case of wood pulp,

the gross weight of individual bales may
vary to a large extent, causing much
trouble when testing and sampling is

being done. The variation in moisture
is also another cause of difficulty in ar-

riving at the actual amount of air-dry

pulp present in any particular consign-

ment.

These differences compel the repetition

of tests, and we propose to suggest one
or two interesting points with regard to
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the calculation ot the average test from

any given number which has been made.

V^e may take as an illustration the ques-

tion of the percentage of air-dry fibre in

wood pulp, although the same reasoning

will apply to any raw material and its

analysis, such as the percentage of soda

in caustic, the amount of available

chlorine in bleaching powder, the quan-

tity of moisture in china clay, the per-

centage of residual ash in the finished

paper, and numerous other suDjects con-

nected with the paper-making industry.

The simplest case which may be

quoted is as follows: A consignment ot

wood pulp is delivered according to in-

voice as 1,000 bales at 200 lbs. each

moist, weighing 100 tons wet, 50 per

cent, air-dry pulp. For a test ten care-

fully selected bales are weighed and

sampled, showing a net weight equal to

1,980 lbs., and testing 50 per cent, air-dry

pulp. A second test is made, in which

30 bales are again carefully submitted to

a similar test, weighing 5,940 lbs., giving

51.2 per cent, air-dry pulp. Here the

gross weights per bale are identical:

In the first test 10 bales = 1,980 lbs.

In the second test 10 bales = 1,980 lbs.

and hence the question of the actual

average is confined to the percentage of

air-dry pulp.

The usual plan adopted in a case of this

sort is to take the mean of the two re-

sults, thus: (50 + 51.2) 2 = 50.6 as the

correct percentage. Is this plan of cal-

culating mathematically correct? In the

one test only ten bales are chosen, while

thirty bales are selected for the second.

It is obvious that the test in the latter

instance must possess a value which is

more to be depended on than the former

in proportion to the larger number of

bales tested.

It is only reasonable and logical to

suppose that thirty bales, weighed and

tested in toto, would give the same re-

sult as if these thirty had been sampled

in three lots of ten each. Hence, it fol-

lows that the two tests actually made are

equivalent to the combined effects of one

made on ten bales and three made on

lots of ten bales each.

From this it is clear that the only ma-

thematical way of determining the true

average is to reduce the figures to a con-

dition of equality as far as the tests

themselves are concerned. In other

words, the average does not lie between

the mean of 50 and 51.2, but between 50

per cent, as the result of a test on ten

bales and three times 51.2 as the result

of the second test, thus:

(50-f5 1 . 2+5 1 . 2 -^5 1 . 2)-^4=50 .9%
The efifect of such a method of calcula-

tion is, in this instance, a raising of the

percentage of an air-dry fibre to the ex-

tent of 0.3 per cent., which is a consid-

erable quantity.

The accuracy of this reasoning may be

placed beyond question by supposing

that four tests have been made, each on

ten bales, the gross weight of which we
may, for the sake of simplifying the

argument, assume to be the same in each

of the four tests. The tests respectively

showed:

50.00%, 51.80%, 51.60%, 50.20%

the mean of which gives 50.9% as the

true average. The mean of the last

three tests (51 .6 -f 51 .8 + 50.2) = 51 .2,

which is the result arrived at in the

original example quoted.

The importance of thus reducing each

test to what may be termed "an equiva-

lent condition" cannot be exaggerated,

because far greater variations constantly

occur than those given above, and the

effect on the bulk received is consider-

able. Thus, in the case quoted we may
get two different amounts of air-drv

pulp, according to the method adopted

in determining the average percentage,

which we may proceed to illustrate:

The gross weight of ten bales is 1,980

lbs., from which the weight of the bulk,

1,000 bales, is 198,000 lbs. The air-dry

weight of this pulp by the usual plan of

taking average results, without any re-

gard to conditions, would be 100,188 lbs.

If the more correct method of obtain-

ing the aver- 're result be adopted as

shown, then the air-dry weight is 50.9

per cent, of 198,000 lbs. == 100.782 lbs.

This difference of 406 lbs. is only a small

one in the ex Miiple given, and a differ-
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ence which cannot be regarded as of

much practical value, but at the same
time it serves its purpose in indicating-

the need of paying some attention to the

calculations involved in final results,

which in many cases of actual practice

would considerably alter the figures ob-

tained by methods which may be looked
upon as mathematically incorrect.

This point may be emphasized still

further by another instance of the appli-

cation of the method to the weighing of

samples, such as bales of wood pulp, etc.

We may assume a case in which sixty

bales are very carefully weighed, showing
a gross amount of 12,070 lbs. These
bales are again weighed in separate lots

as follows:

Lbs.

First lot 10 bales = 2,010

Second lot 20 bales =r 4,000

Third lot 30 bales = 6,060

60 12,070

Lbs.

First lot 10 bales = 2,010

Second lot per bale r=z 200

Third lot per bale = 202

Lot, per bale 201

But the weight of one bale is not 201

lbs., as would appear from averages
taken in this way. It is 12,070 60 =
201.166 lbs., but if calculated from the

three results independently, the mean of

these gives 201 lbs.

It can be shown that this difiference is

due to the fact of ignoring the relative

value of the three separate tests. It is

clear that the test containing the thirty

bales has most influence upon the final

result, and hence, helor^ any average is

calculated, the test should be reduced to
an "equivalent condition." Hence, we
may proceed as follows: The true aver-
age, if calculated from the three separate
tests, if found from these figures, ten
bales will weigh respectively:

Lot T. Lot 2. Lot 3.

201 200 202

200 202

202

Hence, 60 bales = 12,070 lbs., or one

1 he Pulp and Paper
i

bale =3 201.166 lbs., obtained by taking
the test for the smallest number of bales,

viz., ten, and repealing the test tor the
others in proportion to the number of
bales in each; i.e.', in second test two lots
of ten each, and in third test three lots
of ten each, 'i his gives the same weight
as that calculated on the gross weight of
the whole sixty, and hence supports the
argument in favor of reducing the
ligures obtamed from repeated tests to a
condition in which they may be fairly
and justly compared.

INTERNATIONAL FORESTRY
CONVENTION.

At the annual meeting of the Ameri-
can Forestry Association, held in Wash-

'

ington recently, Gifford Pinchot, chief
forester for the United States ; E.

Stewart. Superintendent of Forestry of

Canada, and Dr. Tarleton H. Bean,
director of the forestry exhibit of the
Exposition, were appointed a committee
lo make arrangements for an interna-
tional forestry convention to be held at

St. Louis during the World's Fair. No
date was set, but it will probably be early <

in the fall of 1904. Invitations will be '

sent to forestry representatives in all
;

countries. The Canadian Forestry As-
sociation will send a good representa-
tion. While at Washington Mr. Stewart
arranged for some of the leading for-

esters of the United States to attend the
annual meeting of the Canadian Forestry
Association at Toronto on March loth
and nth.

^ ^ ^

FORESTRY IN NOVA SCOTIA.

The Nova Scotia Lumbermen's Asso-
ciation met at Truro, N.S., for the tran-

saction of general routine business and
the election of ofificers for 1904. This
year's officers are: President, Alfred
Dickie; vice-president, J. H. Levingston;
treasurer. W. J. Kent; secreidry, D. G.

McDonald. The association decided to

join hands with the Western Nova
Scotia Timber Owners' Association in
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their efforts to obtain better tire protec-

tion of timber lands, and a bill is to be

drafted for presentation at the next ses-

,-ion of the Legislative Assembly. It is

proposed to form a Provincial associa-

tion, which, under authority from the

Government, would exercise jurisdiction

over timber lands, also to have a chief

forest warden, with a staff of trained

sub-wardens to direct operations in case

of fires.

NEWSPAPER POSTAL RATES
FROM ENGLAND.

The World's Paper Trade Review

comments upon the necessity of cheaper

newspaper rates from England as fol-

lows: "A corollary to the need for a fast

British mail service is the paramount

necessity of something being done imme-

diately to reduce the cost of postage of

newspapers and magazmes between the

Mother Country and Canada. At pre-

sent, owing to the remarkable cheapness

of the United States postal rates, Canada

is flooded with American publications.

British newspapers and magazines are

comparatvely rarely seen, and the news

of the outer world contained in the local

journals is almost entirely obtained

through American sources. Thus, young

Canada is being largely nurtured on the

doctrine that all that is great, progres-

sive, and glorious is of American origin,

while Great Britain is an effete country,

rapidly losing both her commercial and

political supremacy. Yet the British

Government is content to allow such a

state of affairs to go steadily on, and

solaces itself with gloating over the

growing revenue of its postal budget!

The possibility of the gradual Americani-

zation of a great British State is a mat-

ter of serious import, and demands early

and effective action, without haggling

over the cost. At all events, we are con-

vinced that the matter only requires to

be brought home to the people of this

country to secure the amelioration of

conditions that are so antagonistic to

common sense and to the interests of the

British Empire."

THREAD FROM PAPER PULP.

Kuhlow's German Traoe Review gives

the following particulars of a Chemnitz

nivention deahng with the preparation

and spinning or threads from cellulose,

paper, paper puip, and similar materials.

The cellulose is made mto a web or sheet

of paper of the full width of the paper

machnie and wound into a roll. The web

is then drawn from the roll through a

specially designed apparatus in which it

is cut into strips by rotary disc cutters,

separated . by smaller discs of soft or

yielding material, and alternate strips are

passed m opposite directions and guided

so as to separate them more effectively.

The strips are then moistened by means

of a moistening apparatus, condensed

into round threads by rubbers, and coiled

in receptacles analogous to silver cans.

Each receptacle contains a central pro-

jection or core, and may have hot air or

steam injected into it for the purpose of

maintaining the material as required in

a dry or moist condition. The material

is drawn from the receptacles and spun

upon ring-spinning or other machines.

^ ^ ^

CELLULOSE AND SULPHITE
WOOD PULP.

At the fifth International Congress of

x'\pplied Chemistry, in Berlin, Germany,

Prof. Klason read a paper on "The De-

termination of Cellulose in Wood and

Valuation of Sulphite Wood Pulp," in

which, under the name of cellulose, the

author denotes those carbohydrates

which are not dissolved by lieatmg for

the twenty-four hours at tlie boiling

point of toluene, 108° C, with solutions

of calcium or magnesium bisulphite of a

certain composition. The composition

of such solutions should correspond with

the formuhe N/2 CaO(SO.). + N/6 SO..,

or N/2 MgO(SO.).. -f N/6 SO,. By

such treatment other carbohydrates in

cond)ination with the cellulose proper,

e.g., hydrocellulose, oxycellulose, and

pentosans are dissolved. Pure cellulose

should give perfectly clear solutions in

concentrated sulphuric acid which should
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only darken very gradually, in many
celluloses, such as those from birch and

beech woods, the author has found an

excess of 0.2—0.3 per cent, of carbon

over that corresponding with the for-

mulae C0H10O5. He does not regard cel-

lulose as a chemical individual, but as a

-collective compound, into which both

hexose and pentose groups enter. Cel-

lulose is best dried for analysis in the

desiccator over phosphorus pentoxide at

60° C. For the determination of cellu-

lose in lignilied hbres, Muller's method
by alternate treatments with bromine

water and ammonia is preferable to

Schultze's method. In order to obtain

perfectly pure cellulose, however, the

treatment must last for eight days, and

the cellulose itself is attacked by the bro-

mine; the author estimates a correction

of 3 per cent, to allow for this. A rapid

colorimetric method for the determina-

tion of ceHulose is proposed. The pro-

cedure is as follows: 22 mgrms. of the

sample, equivalent to 20 mgrms. of dry

fibre, are dissolved with agitation in 20

c.c. of concentrated sulphuric acid. A
color standard is prepared by making a

solution in a similar manner of a fibre,

the cellulose content of which has been
determined directly. The solution of the

sample is then adjusted by the addition

of alcohol until it is identical in color

with the standard; the percentage of cel-

lulose can then be calculated, and the

results are said to be accurate to o.i per

cent.

^ ^ ^

DRYING WOOD PULP.

The general advice to mills has now
been for some years to dry their super-

fluous pulp so as to keep it from rapidly

going bad, and so save a valuable pro-

duct from destruction. Many mills, how-
ever, lose heavily when the market is

bad, from two causes: Firstly, the stuff

gets more or less SDoilt by keeoing; and

secondly, it has to be sold at frequently

less than what it cost to make it. Not-

withstanding the fact, however, that

many an unfortunate small mill-owner

sees his profits, small enough in all con-

science, vanishing into thin air, the

proper drying of pulp, which would stop

all the multifarious complaints one hears

about the shocking bad stuff turned out

by the mills, and also do a lot towards

improving the wretchedly bad prices now
prevalent, does not by any means seem
to receive the attention from mill men
which it ought to. The deterioration of

pulp may be prevented, as everyone

knows now, in one or two ways: Firstly,

by means of some preservative prepara-

tion; and secondly, by drying it. Keep-
ing wood pulp by means of a preserva-

tive can only be done to a very limited

extent, and, as a matter of fact, none of

the numerous impregnating substances

recommended of recent years will keep

pulp satisfactorily for a protracted period,

of time, much less permanently. Again,*'

if too much of the preservative agent be

used the process becomes too costly; if

too little be used, then its efficacy is

doubtful. The whole matter is, however,

a constant source of trouble and anxiety,

and cannot be satisfactorily dealt with

without some expenditure of money and

lime of some kind. Keeping superfluous

pulp in pits where water is plentiful is a

good and tried remedy, and one eagerly

adopted when practicable; for stuff so

kept, after it has been through the re-

'

finer, is just as good as fresh ground 1

pulp; but even in this case also double;

work is involved, and, consequently, lossj

of time and money. The only sure and.-

certain way out of the difficulty is to"

gradually dry the stuflf after having first

'

removed all superfluous water up 10 50

per cent, by means of a good press. The
best method of drying is that employed

!

for pasteboard. As, however, many pulp

mills have no steam power, auxiliary

heating apparatus will have to be pro-

vided. A suitable apparatus can be pro-

vided very simply and at little cost in the

following way. Nearly every mill has a

room or shed of some sort which can be

utilized as a drying room, and by erect-

ing a furnace in which shavings, wood-
waste, and other rubbish can be burnt

such a room or shed can be efficiently

heated. The hot fire gases should be led.

through ribbed pipes so as to provide as
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large an external radiating surface as

possible, and so secure proper distribu-

tion of the heat. A plentiful supply of

fresh air should be allowed to pass or

circulate over the pipes, and means

should also be provided for the removal

of the moisture-laden air, as in drying

pasteboard. If mill owners could only

be brought to see the important advan-

tages they would gain by drying their

pulp, we should hear fewer complaints

about the prices, and the whole pulp

trade would be benefited to a very great

extent.—Kuhlow's German Trade Re-

view.

OVER-PRODUCTION IN THE
UNITED STATES.

The sixty mills of the Paper Products

Co. were closed down from December

19th to January 4th in order to curtail

the production, which has for several

months been in excess of the demand.

According to the Boston Commercial

Bulletin the only branches of the paper

industry in the States where prices can

be firmly held without resorting to cur-

tailment are in tissues and writing

papers, in which lines the demand ex-

ceeds the supply. The mills of the Inter-

national Paper Co., employing 10,000

men, which closed down last month

owing, it is said, to low water, have been

re-started.

^ %l ^

THE SOCIETY OF CHEMICAL
INDUSTRY.

The first meeting in Montreal of the

Canadian section of the Society of Chemi-

cal Industry of England was held in the

Macdonald Chemistry and Mining build-

ing of McGill College on December 23rd.

The chair was occupied by Dr. Lang, of

Totonto University, who referred to the

rapidly increasing membership. He
wished to impress upon the members

that the headquarters were not in To-

ronto, but the Dominion as a whole. Dr.

Lang pointed out that one object of the

society was to bring before manufac-

turers the fact that a trained university

graduate was a more suitable person to

give suggestions and improve their pro-

cesses of manufacture than the technical

man without any scientific training. The

society claimed that a scientific training

made a man more fitted to help his em-

ployer in the manufacture of anything

that required a chemical process.

In the discussion which followed, Dr.

McFarlane, the Dominion analyst, said

that in connection with the forest there

was an immense amount of work to be

done. No one was employed in a pulp

wood factory to examine and find out if

anything could be done in the way of

utilizing the waste liquor that was left

after transforming the wood into cellu-

lose. Scarcely any care was exercised by

the Dominion Parliament and the Legis-

latures in taking care that there was no

waste of the products of our forests.

There was no plan for replacing what

was taken away. If the Canadian sec-

tion of the Society of Chemical Industry

could induce Parliament to take care of

the forests it would be doing a good

work.

^ ^ k

THE "ROSSED" WOOD CASES.

The International Paper Company, in

eight cases, and Gilbert & Bell, of

Cohoes, N.Y., in two, protested against

the collection of 35 per cent, ad valorem

tax on rossed pulp wood imported by

them from Canada, and the cases went

before the Board of United States Ap-

praisers for a decision. On the decision

of these cases hundreds of others, sus-

pended for the present, hinge. The pro-

testing parties were represented by able

counsel, while the Government was pre-

sent with at least four lawyers, who in
^

reality represented pulp wood land own-

ers in this country, who are in favor of

the imposition of the duty, as it en-

hances the value of the-r own pulp wood.

Rossed wood is wood from which the

rough outside of the bark on pulp logs

or the bark itself, as well as knots, etc.,

has been removed. The question at issue

is whether the process of "rossing," or
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lemoving the bark, knots, etc., of the
wood by a mechanical device so changes
Its nature as to preclude it from free
entry as "pulp wood."

It is contended by the Government
that it dues, and duty has been assessed
on it as partially manufactured wood.
The question is one of a great deal of
importance, as the wood in this condi-
tion is imported in large quantities from
Canada, and if the decision is against tlie

importers it is likely that the rossing
plants will be moved to this country,
although it is much more advantageous
to ross the woo 1 on the ground where
it is cut.

Counsel for the protesting companies,
on the other hand, contend that the cus-
tom of the free entry of rossed pulp
wood should be continued, as the re-
moval of the bark from the logs does not
change the "name, character and use"
of the article. They rely somewh'it on
a decision of the United States Supreme
Court, which laid down the rule that the
duty on an article could not be changed
unless m the manipulation of the article
Its name, character and use were chang-
ed. The fact that the bark has been
taken ofif the logs does not make of them
manufactured articles, so the protesters
claim.

The hearing began on Dec. i6th, and
contmued three days, and it will pro-
bably be several weeks before the mem-
bers of the board can examine the mass
of testimony taken and digest the argu-
ments offered before they can reach a
decision.—Paper Trade.

ELECTROLYTIC BLEACHING.

To many electrolytic bleaching is a
terror on account of its heavy cost, and
they would on that account rather keep
to the cumbrous chloride of lime. A
few words, therefore, on the new pro-
cess and its advantages and disadvan-
tages compared with ordinary chloride
of lime bleaching may be of service to
those interested.

To bleach cotton, linen, flax, etc., weak
solutions containing from two to five
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grammes of active chlorine per litre of
bleaching lye are quite suiiicient. For
cellulose, which contains a great deal of
moisture, practical experience shows that
very much stronger solutions containing
as much as 20 grammes of active chlorine
must be used. Commercial chloride of
lime contains only one-third of its weight
of active chlorine, and on protracted
keeping it luses still more of its avail-
able strength. The preparation of the
"bleach" solution is extremely laborious,
and the disadvantages of the lime resi-
dues which persistently adhere to the
fibres of the paper, in spite of antichior,
^icids, soda, etc.. are still worse. More-
over, it encrusts the wires, cloths, felts,

and other parts of the machinery, and
causes rapid destruction everywhere.
The disposal of the waste bleach and
wash water into rivers is also often diffi-

cult or else prohibited. Electric bleach-
ing possesses none of these evils; a clear
solution is obtained, and the waste bleach
and wash waters are free from noxious
lime residues and the like. The electrical
bleaching solution is prepared from ordi-
nary salt, such as common salt (sodium
chloride), which can be obtained com-
paratively cheaply everywhere. The salt
solutions which are employed in the so-
called electrolyser have a strength of
about 10° to 15° Baume. These appara-
tus were formerly supplied from the
electrical works with platinum electrodes,
and both apparatus and plates were hith-
erto very costly. Haas & Stahl, of Ane,
have succeeded in constructing a new
automatic apparatus or electrolyser,
which requires neither costly centrifugal
pumps nor cooling, apparatus. This is a
great advantage to the paper trade, and
the cost of electrolytic bleaching plants
is thereby substantially reduced, making
their introduction profitable even in

small mills, and replacing the objection-
able cumbrous chloride of lime bleaching
system with distinct advantage. Paper-
makers will not, and cannot, bear higher
expense, and the cost of erection and
working must not, notwithstanding the
advantages of electrolytic bleaching, be
greater than those of chloride of lime
bleaching.
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The electrolyser can be connected to

any existing continuous current electri-

cal plant. After the electric current has

I been passed through the apparatus in

which the common salt solution is placed,

the latter is decomposed into its two

constituents, i.e., into sodium and

chlorine. The soaium is liberated at one

electrode, but cannot exist in the aqueous

solution, and at the moment of its libera-

tion immediately forms caustic soda with

the water. The chlorine is liberated at

the other electrode of the apparatus, and

immediately forms sodium Hypochlorite

' in the aqueous solution which sodium

I hypochlorite possesses the bleaching

power. The same action takes place

with chloride of lime, calcium hypo-

chlorite being formed. In commercial

I
calculations only the effective or avail-

^
able chlorine is taken accounti of, and is

\ estimated from the sodium hypochlorite,

1 for example.

Supposing, for example, a paper mill

has to bleach 6.500 kilos, of stuff daily,

1 and that about 225 kilos, of lime are re-

! quired; this will yield about 75 kilos.

I available clilorine. that is, assuming the

chloride of lime to be of good quality,

about one-third of the weight employed.

With chloride of lime at about i8s. per

rco kilos., a kilo, of available chlorine

will cost 6i/^d.

An electrolyser will produce 11 to 15

kilos, available chlorine in ten hours
trom salt solutions of 10° to 15° Baume,

I
and the consumption of horse-power
increases with increased concentration of

the solution of salt, the yield from the

salt increasing, of course, also. Where
a mill is favorably situated and has

power to spare, both factors, .i.e., power
and salt, may be varied according to re-

quirements and the trend of circum-

stances, and used accordingly. Where
power is cheap, but salt is dear, the solu-

tion may completely decompose by long

passage of the current. Where power is

scarce, but salt is cheap, the salt should

not decompose to such a great extent

As a rule, a kilo, of available chlorine

may be produced for from 3]4 to 3^d.,

which, however, as above stated, may
vary slightly in difTerent mills, depending

on the use of power and salt. Notwith-

standing this, however, the price of

electrolytically-produced chlorine is much

more favorable than that obtained from

bleaching powder.

The improved patent electrolyser manu-

factured by Haas & Stahl, of 'Ane, is

provided with automatic means for keep-

ing the liquid in circulation, and, as above

stated, requires, no pumps or cooling

apparatus for the bleaching solution, all

of which tends to make the total cost

considerably less than formerly. Plati-

num is no longer employed for the elec-

trodes, very cheap prepared non-metallic

plates having been recently successfully

substituted for the platinum ones. These

prepared plates also have the advantage

of being easily removed and cleaned, or

replaced by new ones. An electrolyser

of this type, with prepared electrodes,

will continuously supply strong solutions

containing as much as 20 grammes avail-

able chlorine per litre, which can be

diluted at pleasure _to suit the material

in hand to be bleached. Provided good

circulation of the liquid is maintained,

all heating and consequent escape of the

poisonous chlorine gas, which is both

objectionable and wasteful, is easilv pre-

vented. All chlorine is immediately ab-

sorbed and transformed into sodium

hypochlorite. The c(^mplete -pp'ir-itus

is supplied by the above-mentioned firm

in its newest rnvl most improved form at

a comparatively cheap price, and the

total expenses in connection therewith

are in the main small. It is now pos-

sible for even snicill mills to discard the

old bleaching powder method of bleach-

ing for the improved electrolvtic method

with advantage.—Dr. B., in Holzstoff

Zeitung.

PULP FROM FIR.

The fir tree has alwavs been regarded

by most Canadian lumbermen and

farmers as a cucumber of the ground. Tts

fibre is too sof<- and its life too short to

make it valuable for such uses as those

to which the spruce tree is put; and the
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inevitable balsam makes it objectionable
as an ornamental tree.

But there is a possibility that the lir

may be made of commercial value as a

substitute for spruce in the making of

pulp. Raphael G. Zon, of the United
States Bureau of Forestry, has been
inaking an exhaustive study of the tir

tree in Maine, and finds that ic is already
used to some extent along with spruce
in the pulp mills. It is stated that some
pulp manufacturers, who four years ago
used no fir, are now using from 25 to 50

per cent, of it, chiefly because they were
driven to it by the growing scarcity of

spruce in their districts. They have
found that fir is the best substitute for

spruce that is found in the jMaine woods.
Whatever is true of Maine would, of

course, be true of New Brunswick.

But the mixing of fir with spruce does
not produce the most satisfactory re-

sults, as the pulp is of an inferior grade.

Mr. Zon explains that the balsam fibres

?re not nearly so tough and strong as

are those of the spruce, and the pressure
of the grinders which are adjusted for

spruce fibres is too powerful for the

fibres of balsam, and they are torn and
weakened. For the same reason the

chemicals used in the treatment of

spruce fibres weaken and dissolve the
fibres of balsam when used in the same
strength. Examples of what can be
done with balsam in the manufacture of

paper, he points out, are found in France,
where the tree is made to produce good
book paper. There not only the main
trunk, but even the top of the tree is

used.

In his report, which will shortly be
issued as a bulletin by the Bureau of

Forestry, Mr. Zon says that spruce has
been cut for many years, while balsam
has scarcely been cut at all. Hence, bal-

sam has taken the place of, and is

crowding out, the spruce. This change
in species of the north woods is has-
tened by the great suoeriority of the

balsam as a seed tree, for balsam seeds
every year, while the soruce seeds only
once in seven years. These conditions

make it apparent, he says, how very
desirable it is that the pulp manufac-
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lurers should use balsam wherever pos-
sible, for in doing so they not only
lessen the drain on the limited amount
of spruce left, but they give the spruce
a chance to grow and reproduce itself.

^ ^ ^

CARDBOARD FROM MOSS.

There is an Austrian process by which
peat moss can be manufactured into
cardboard. Peat moss taken from the
large Brock swamp west of Cannington,
Ont., was used with excellent results in

a test made recently at the Thorah Brick
and Tile Co.'s yards. Beaverton. The
time may come when our big swamps
may be considered one of the countrj-'s
most valuable assets.

THE WORLD'S CONSUMPTION OF
"NEWS."

The world's annual consumption of

"news," according to the Holzstoff
Zeilung, is estimated at 335 000,000 kilos

(a kilo is 2 1-5 lbs.), an increase of iio,-

ooo,coo kilos during the last ten years.

The total production of paper is stated to

be 1,450.000.000 kilos, contributed by 3,986
paper mills. Great Britain, it is com-
puted, has a consumption of paper per

head of 6.5 kilos; the United States, 5.7

kilos; Germany. 44 kilos; Franc^, 4.2

kilos; Italy and Austria. 2 kilos each, and
Spain, .85 kilo.

^ ^ ^

—The bork industry in Germany at

present, like many other branches of

manufacture and trade, is sufTering from
over-production. The vast majority of

the 25,000 new books issued during 1902

proved to be a drug on the market. This
state of pfTairs makes its influence felt

in the bookstores. In small towns many
bookbinders sell books of every descrip-

i

tion as a side line, which increases the

difficulties of the retail dealer. The opin-

ion prevails that the retail bookstore in

Germany, exclusively as such, has seen

its best days.
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WHERE THE WOOD GOES.

(Recent statistics show that the vast

quantities of wood pulp required to make

the paper for the enormous numbers of

novels printed is one cause of the rapid

disappearance of the forests of North

America. The poet takes the usual

license with non-cellulose words.)

We ask: "Where have the forests gone?"

The man of wisdom spoke:

"'Historical romance has drawn

Upon the weathered oak.

*'The novelist whose heroine

No end of sorrow sees

—

He is the man who's taken in

The weeping willow trees.

"The summer girl romancer, too,

Has taken at a gulp

Each beech as quickly as it grew

And turned it into pulp.

"The Libby Lady—Laura Jean—

Whose heroes are 'divine'—

Who always has a soulful scene

—

Has called for all the pine.

"The problem novelists declare

They cannot get enough

Of wood their doubtful tales to bear

—

They call for knotty stuff.

"The David Harums constantly

Old Hickory reduce;

And such books as 'Beaucaire,' you see.

Have need for all the spruce.

"The pirate stories, with their thrills—

With buckos at the helm—
They give us bleak and dreary hills

And take the slip'ry elm.

"The schoolboy stories get the birch;

And Seton Thompson's screeds

Have sent the lumbermen a-search

For dogwood on the meads."

And this is where our woods have gone.

What's left for you and me
To print our labored thought upon.

Except the chestnut tree?

—Chicago Tribune.

CANADA'S PAPER IMPORTS FROM
GREAT BRITAIN.

(From the World's Paper Trade Review.)

As the reader no doubt knows, Canada

extended to British manufacturers a pre-

ference in the nature of a rebate from

the duty exacted from non-British pro-

ductions. From August I, 1898, British

goods entered Canada subject to duty

25 per cent, less than that charged upon

goods from other countries. From July

I, 1900, this rebate was increased to

33 1-3 per cent., at which it now stands.

Lately, on account of Germany's penal-

'93 '94 '95 '96 '97 '98 '99 '00 '01 '02

izing Canadian produce, Canada had put

an extra 33 1-3 per cent, tax on German

goods entering the Dominion. To make

the meaning of all this quite clear, we

append a short table showing the duties

Canada charges upon paper in various

forms from various countries:

Canadian Import Duties on Paper, etc.

From From all foreign From

Great countries except Ger-

Hritain. Germany. many.

Collar cloth

paper in

rolls or
sheets, not

glossed ....

Ditto, glossed.

Millboard

Strawb o a r d, \

tarred paper,

sand paper,

paper bags

or sacks,
p r i n ting
paper

10% 15% 20

13 1-3%

6 2-3%

20%
10%

26 2-3%

13 1-3%

162-3% 25% 331-3%
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2d.

^3 7o 357o 462-370

Playing cards,
)

per pack. . . . )

Pape r Ji a n g-

j"gs, paper

window
blinds, en-

velopes, and
paper manu-
factures .... )

The concession there is considerable.
In the last group it means that an article

from Britain costing 22s. can reach the
Canadian buyer at the same price as a

smiilar article from France or the United
States at 20s., or as a similar article

from Germany at i8s. 2d. In the face of
this favoring measure it is natural that
we should look to lind what effect, if

any, it has upon British exports.
We illustrate the course of British ex-

ports to Canada during the last decade
by TTj^ans of two diagrams. The second
diagram shows how actual values of
British imports to Canada have gone,
and the first diagram indicates what
proportion these values bore to Canada's

95 •^'s 'Q-^ '03 '''9 '00 01 '02

total imports of paper. Two facts must
be borne in memory. Canada herself is

a considerable manufacturer of paper.
She has the timber, and a great part of
her export trade is in woo:l pulp -both
mechanical and chemical—and she na-
turally continues the operation of paper-
making on a part of her output. The
other fact is that in igoo the largest
paper mill in Canada—that of the E. B.
Eddy Co., in Hull, Ontario, close to

Ottawa, where over i.ooo hands found

employment—was burnt to the ground
With the closing of such an important
domestic source of supply, the imports
increased, and we have the explanation
of the upward tendency of the indicating
line of our diagram in 1901. Now, what
can be said for the preferential tariff in
its influence on British exports of paper
to Canada? The second table—that
dealing with percentages—is the true
basis from which ' to draw evidence,
'ihe most we can say is that from 1898,
when the preferential tariff came into
operation, the downward tendency was
less decided than formerly. The year
1901 looks as if the increase in the pre-
ference was sufficient to turn the market
in our favor, but the subsequent retro
gression discounts this idea. Anothe
explanation of the increase of 1901 woul
be that the class of paper made by the
Ottawa mill that was burnt was best
procured in Great Britain. Whatever b
the true lessons to be drawn from the
movements exhibited we leave them to
the judgment of the readers and content
ourselves with having pro luced tl.e evi-

dence.

The United States now supplies 75 per
cent, of the manufactured paper bought
by Canada. Britain is a bad second, and
Germany, Belgium, France and Japan
appear a long way lower in value of con-
tributions.

^ ^ ^

RECENT CANADIAN PATENTS.

The following patents relating to the
pulp and paper trade have recently been
issued in Canada:
No. -^.2,^02. Carl Kellner, Vienna, Aus-

tria.—The process for the manufacture
of cellulose by means of the chlorine gas
derived from the electrolysis of metallic
chlorides, in which the portions of the
plants are treated with water, milk, lime,
or a weak alkaline solution, and are
submitted to the action of chlorine gas
derived from the electrolysis of metallic
chlorides, whereby the incrusting sub-
stances lignines are subjected to such an
intensive oxydation or chlorination that
by treating the same with hot water, or
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if necessary milk of lime or a weak alka-

line solution, the said incrusting sub-

stances can be removed for the purpose

of utilizing entirely, or at least for the

greatest part the products obtained at

the cathode during the electrolytic pro-

cess.

No. 83,528. The Improved Paper Ma-

chinery Co., assignee of Howard Parker,

both of Nashua, New Hampshire, U.S.A.

—A machine for treating pulp, consisting

of a tank having the roll revolubly

mounted therein, compartments ar-

ranged in the interior of the roll, a

i'

stationary plate, which is held against

the end of the roll, covering part of the

compartments as they pass beneath it,

means connected with the said plate for

laying the pulp, and also independent

means for extracting the moisture there-

from.

No. 83,099. C. H. Stern, 47 Victoria

Street, Westminster, London, Eng.—The
process of forming filaments, sheets or

films of cellulose from crude viscose,

which consists in insulating the xanthate

of cellulose, dissolving, allowing it to

stand at an approximately constant tem-

perature, forming it into filaments, sheets

or films, and then treating it in a pre-

cipitating bath containing an acid or a

compound which will liberate an acid.

No. 82,720. The American Paper Feed-
ing Co., Boston, Mass., assignee of F. L.

Cross, Mystic, Conn.—A paper-feeding

machine, consisting of a feed table, and

means for advancing a feathered bank of

sheets thereon, a loader comprising a

supply table, a curved guideway leading

from the supply table to the feed table,

a feed drum at one side of the guideway,

worm wheels connected therewith, screw

shafts engaging the worm wheels, and

means for locking them, whereby the

rotation of the shafts or worm wheels

will move the loader.

No. 83.134. Charles Seybold, Dayton,

Ohio.—A paper cutter, consisting of a

main driving shaft, a clamp shaft con-

necting thereto, on which is a pair of

cranks, one being loosely mounted
thereon, with a bolt to couple said cranks

together, a pitman in two

parts, frictionally connected,

coupling the loosely mount-

ed crank with the main driv-

^ ing shaft, a hand-operated

screw and follower, with a

connecting lever between it

and the clamp-shaft crank,

whereby upon uncoupling

^^^Ct the cranks the hand clamp

iP mechanism can be operated

^ t'^ without disturbing the fric-

"^ilj^^^ tion clutch.

l^^^m No. 82,755. M. L. Heys,

Cambridge, Mass.—An ap-

paratus for making articles

No. 82,755. M. L. Heys, Cambridge.

Mass.—An apparatus for making articles

out of pulp consisting of a travelling

mould with two co-operating members
constructed to form between them an

individual article, means to deposit a

layer of pulp on one of the mould mem-
bers, and to compress said layer between

the members during the bodily move-
ment of the mould, whereby an indi-

vidual article is shaped from the pulp,

and means to subsequently discharge

each article from said mould. Sixty-

seven claims.

No. ^2,7^6. The Laflin and Rond Pow-
der Co., assignee of F. B, Howard, both

of New York City.—Apparatus for mak-
ing pulp vessels, comprising one or more
complete moulds, each adapted to form

a closed or substantially closed vessel,

each having an interior perforated wall

and an exterior wall spaced from the in-

terior wall, a pipe leading to a vacuum
appliance, and means for removably
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attaching the mould or moulds to the
pipe, with their interiors in communica-
tion with the interior of the pipe, and for
holding pulp in suspension. Also means
for lowering and raising the complete
moulds into and out of the pulp.

No. 82,263. The National Fibre and
Cellulose Co., Chicago, assignee of G.
R. Sherwood, Oak Park, Ill._The im-
provements in the manufacture of pro-
ducts from Indian corn, or analogous
plants, consisting in separating the pith
from the fibrous portion ot the stalk,

thereafter separately digesting each for
the purpose of dissolving the intercellu-
lar structure of the shell and reducing
pith to a suitable glutinous condition,
and thereafter uniting the same.

Also No. 82,264. The process of manu-
facturing cellulose products from the
stalks of Indian corn or analogous
plants, consisting in mechanically sever-
ing the pith from the shell before cook-
ing or chemical disintegration, and
thereafter separately digesting the pith
until it reaches a plastic and adhesive or
glutinous condition, substantially as
herein described.

Also No. 83,352. A husking mechanism,
consisting of nipping rolls adapted to
remove the ears from the stalks, a pair
of inclined parallel rods, one above the
other, having longitudinal intermeshing
slats or ribs, and rotating toward each
other, means for conveying the ears
from the nipping rolls to said inclined
rolls, teeth at intervals on the ribs of the
lower roll, and an endless carrier having
curved fingers adapted to convey the
ears longitudinally of said rolls and pre-
sent them to the lower roll in advance
of its engagement with the upper roll,

for the purposes described.

^ ^ ^
PROCESS OF TREATING PULP.

Julian H. Rivers, of St. Louis, Mo.,
assignor to the United States Fibre
Stopper Company, of St. Louis, Mo., a

corporation of South Dakota, has been
granted a United States patent (No.

(748,014) on a process of treating pulp.

It is described by the Paper Trade Jour-
nal as follows:

Fig. I is a side elevation of an appara-i
tus for carrying out the inventor's pro-
cess. Fig. 2 is an end view looking from
the left of Fig. i, the forming machine,
being removed and the exhaust pipe
being broken. Fig. 3 is a top plan view,
of the condensing mechanism. Fig. 4 is,

a central longitudinal sectional elevation
of the same, and Fig. 5 is a transverse,
sectional elevation on about the line 5 5
of Fig. 4.

The pulp in the very fluid condition in

which it appears when mixed is spread
in a relatively broad, thin sheet, and a-

large proportion of the moisture is ex-

tracted, so that the pulp is presented in a

thin web. In order to effect this pre-
liminary drying the pulp is preferably
spread over a reticulated surface, by
means of which the water is permitted
to rapidly pass ofT, and the thin web of

pulp is readily delivered from such sur-

face. The thin web is then piled, and
this pile of pulp is compressed or con-
densed, certain moisture being expelled
from the pulp during this compressing or
condensing action. Preferably between
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the time that the pulp is piled and that

at which it is compressed or condensed

moisture is extracted. A convenient

means of effecting the desired steps after

the pulp is formed into the afore-men-

tioned thin web is to deliver the web on

a reticulated carrier, so that the thin

web can pile upon the carrier as it is

delivered from the surface upon which it

is preliminarily dried, and this carrier

carries the piled pulp to suitable con-

densing or compressing devices, the

openings in the carrier permitting the

moisture to escape from the pulp upon
the same.

In the drawings E indicates a frame of

any suitable construction by means of

which the parts of the apparatus are sup-

ported. A represents the vat or hopper
for receiving the pulp to be treated. B
indicates the preliminary drying appara-
tus. C the condensing mechanism, and D
the forming machine for acting upon the

stock treated.

The preliminary drying device is sup-

ported below the hopper A, and is here
shown as comprising a cylindrical screen

37, supported upon a suitable shaft 33,

this shaft preferably supporting a drip

cup 39 within the screen, said drip cup
being adapted to receive moisture
escaping from the pulp spread over the

screen, and having at its lower portion
a discharge pipe 41. A spout or de-

livery pipe 44 delivers the pulp from the

hopper A upon an inclined trough 42,

and this trough delivers to the said

screen 37. The trough and screen are

relatively wide, so that the pulp is

spread upon the rotatable screen in a

relatively wide thin sheet, whereby the

water readily escapes from the pulp mass
and falls into the aforementioned drip
cup, a sufficient quantity of water escap-
ing to cause the pulp to be delivered

from the screen in a thin web.
Upon suitable rollers 45 is /a conveyor

screen 46, which is below the cylindrical

screen 37, and adapted to receive the thin

web delivered from the said cylindrical

screen. The screen 46 travels in a line

substantially parallel to the axis of rota-
tion of the screen 37. Suitably sup-
ported above the conveyor screen and

between the delivery end of the same
and the point at which it receives the

pulp from the preliminary drymg devices

IS a series of compressing rolls 54, ad-

justably mounted in any convenient man-
ner, these rolls being at different heights

from the surface of the conveyor screen,

and gradually approaching the screen

toward its delivery end. The conveyor

screen is shown in the drawings as de-

livering to the feed trough or raceway

67 of the forming machme D.

Intermediate the top and bottom
sheets of the conveyor screen is a box or

casing 68, having an open top, over

which the pulp receiving portion of the

conveyor screen travels, and an exhaust

pipe 69 leads from said casing to the eye

of an exhaust fan or similar device 70.

A main shaft 74 receives power from
the shaft 73 of the forming machine, and
through suitable connections, as beveled

gears 80 and 81, imparts rotation to one

of the rollers 45. Said shaft 74 is also

connected to the shaft 33, upon which
the rotatable screen 37 is carried. The
driving con/iections are such that the

screen 37 rotates at a relatively high

speed compared to the rate of travel of

the conveyor screen 46, by reason of

which the screen 37 can feed the thin web
to the conveyor screen 46 with sufficient

rapidity to cause this web to pile upon
the conveyor screen. The piled pulp is

then fed to the condensing rolls 54, and

is condensed to the desired consistency,

the fan 70 serving to suck certain of the

moisture from the pulp on the conveyor
screen.

^ ^ ^

Forestry and Pulpwood

The Federal Minister of Public Works
was interviewed recently by representa-

tives of the lumber and pulp companies

and the settlers of ihe Spanish River dis-

trict regarding the obstruction to navi-

gation of the Spanish River by the

booming of sawlogs. The Minister, after

hearing both sides, advised the parties to

get together and draw up a scheme for

submission to him. Nothing definite has

yet been decided.
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The Daiiahar & Melendy Company, of

13etroit, have chjsed a deal for the pur-

ehase of 200 scjuare miles of spruce and
cedar lands in (Juebec Province, the

price being understood to be about $300,-

000. Sawmills, logging roads, etc., are

included.

G. W. Henderson, actnig manager of

the United Lumber C(j., has been ap-

pointed manager of the Gaspereaux

Company, which operates about 45,000

acres of timber land in the neighbor-

hood of Kentville, N.S. Mr. Henderson
stated that he expected a large output of

lumber during the coming season from

all the companies operating in Nova
Scotia. The United Co. alone would cut

about ten million feet on the St. Mary's

property, lately purchased by Alfrei

Dickie, and would also have about eight

million of logs at their Jordan River

mills.

A conference of delegates from vari-

ous county councils of Wales was held

recently to consider ih- question of

establishing a school of forestry. Mr.

Robinson, of North Pembroke, pointed

out that there were a million acres of

waste land in Wales which, if planted

with trees would in thirty years be worth

$200,000,000 to $250,000,000, while the

total outlay of planting would not ex-

ceed $15,000,000. A single acre could be

planted for $30, and in thirty years' time

it would be worth $200 to $250. It w^as

resolved to establish a school of for-

estry for the principalit}'.

Shipments of logs from J. R. Booth's

limits above Madawaska to his mill at

Ottawa form an important item in the

traffic of the Canada Atlantic Railway.

The logging line connecting the main

hne near Egan estate, which was ex-

tended five miles last summer, having

opened up a new timber country, large

numbers of logs will be secured this sea-

son. They are loaded on to the cars in

the bush, and the trip is made in twenty.-

four hours from the stump to the saw.

Formerly these logs had to be sent down
the Madawaska river, and in low water

seasons did not reach the mill until a

year or so after they were cut.

1
The Pulp and Faper

A shortage of a hundred million feet
of the estimated season s cut of Ontario
is reported by Moore and Roe, inspec-
tors of the National Lumber Trust of
Chicago, who have returned to Toronto
from the logging camps. Mr. Roe stated
that the shortage was very markea in

chopping, due to lack of men. The yield
of the Georgian Bay Lumber Company
alone would be reduced this year to

60,000.000 feet as compared with over
80,000,000 last year. With the other large

companies the falling off was even
worse. No satisfactory explanation
could be given for the scarcity of chop-
pers. A man could earn $2.50 a day with
his board, but dissatisfaction existed as

to the methods of payment, ^nd the

treatment they received from sub-bosse.s.

E. B. Eddy is reported to have stated

his views regarding the expcjrt of pulp-

wood to the United States m the fol-

lowing terms: "At the present time Can-
ada is exporting 1,000,000 cords of pjlp
wood annually. The result is that Cana-
dian forests are being depicted for the

benefit of the United States and to the

detriment of Canada. I have advocated
a duty of $4 a cord on pulp wood. This

would mean the establishment of a large

number of mills here. These mills would 1

bring in from $3,000,000 to $5,000,000 per

year. The country is full of water-

powers from Quebec to the Lake of the

Woods, each one of which would become
of value for manufacturing purposes."

He adds that 60 per cent, of the paper

made in the United States is manufac-
tured from Canadian wood or wood pulp.

Referring to the lumber outlook in

Quebec and Nova Scotia the "Montreal
Star" states that several shippers of

spruce deals have tried to close contracts

for next season's stock at prices which
ruled last year, but it is understood have

^

not been successful, and that manufac-
]

turers are asking an advance. Now that

the Ottawa Valley pine production has

commenced, it is expected to facilitate

the closing of contracts for spruce

stocks. Manufacturers ask an advance
on the ground of increased cost of pro-

duction. In Nova Scotia the quantity of

spruce deals manufactured this year will
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probably show a considerable decrease

owing to forest fires on lands that had

been logged before. The small logs re-

niaming will be cut, but very few of them

will be large enough to produce deals

„„- the British market. The Nova

Scotia mills have sold practically all the

lumber cut last year. Enquiries are

bting received for stock for shipment to

New York, where spruce is selling at the

hiohest average prices ever obtained.

The Clanny newspaper, Glace Bay,

K.S., has amalgamated with the Gazette,

which after February ist will appear as

a daily.

The Ontario Government has passed

an order-in-councii awarding the con-

tract for paper for the next five years

to the Riordon mills, of Merritton. The

price is below what the Government has

paid previously. The contract, it is un-

derstood, amounts to between $10,000

:ind $12,000 a year.

A report to the Ottawa Free Press

states that the British Columbia Gov-

ernment is succeeding in its efforts to

keep American mill-owners from obtain-

ing their log supply from the British side

of Puget Sound. In retaliation for the

American tariff on Canadian lumber, the

British Columbia Government has im-

posed restrictions which make it impos-

sible for the American mill men to

operate camps m British Columbia.

The ex-Minister of Public Works is

not afraid to give his opinion of the

kind of patriotism that animates the pre-

sent Quebec Government in connection

with the pulp industry. At a convention

in Montcalm county the other day Mr.

Tarte pointed out the possibilities of the

pulp industry, and denounced the shame-

ful squandering that the Parent Govern-

ment is allowing to take place in sending

the raw material out of the Province.

The Americans will not buy from Canada

when they can help it. The best market

for Canada, besides the home market,

which could be largely extended, is Eng-

land. The ex-Minister commended the

Chamberlain proposals.

A Quebec correspondent, writing on

the subject of our recent articles on the
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pulp wood question in that Province,

says: "So far as the provincial statistics

are concerned in Quebec they are of no

value, as our Crown Lands Blue Book

is made up of reports from different

agents over the country, which are abso-

lutely unreliable for statistical purposes.

A Forestry Bureau should be established

here with skilled, intelligent men in

charge of it. We have nothing of the

kind now. The fact is that no Minister

of that Department has ever set himself

earnestly at work to reform our whole

system. The management of our Crown

lands up to the present date has been

more in the direction of getting an annual

revenue to cover the financial deficit than

to foster our greatest source of wealth.

Our Statistical Department of the Pro-

vince of Quebec is of the most primitive

kind, and so far as I have seen is of very

little assistance to anyone seeking facts

as they are."

A report states that the cut of timber

in the district tributary to the mills of

the Fox River valley of Wisconsin this

winter will be enormous. About 10,000

men are at work in the woods of the

Duluth district, and 2,500 more are work-

ing on spruce for the pulp mills, and

some of this cut is for mills as far east

as Buffalo. The report goes on to state:

"Never before has the cut amounted to

more than 40,000 cords. Now it is

120,000 carloads of spruce. More than

10,000 carloads of spruce will be shipped

from Duluth to paper mills this winter

and the following summer. The cost of

rail freight alone on the wood will aver-

age about $40 per carload, or $400,000 to

the roads, and the value of the wood de-

livered on track at Duluth is about $600,-

coo. Paper making concerns of the cen-

tral west are scouring the region for

timber lands, and the value of such lands

is rapidly advancing. It is thought that

the advance has scarcely begun. Hun-

dreds of thousands of acres tributary to

Duluth, and reached, or soon to be de-

veloped by railway lines, are covered by

spruce timber."

In the course of his address at the

annual meeting of the Canadian Bank of

Commerce Byron E. Walker, the gen-
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era! manager, said: "At_ the recent sale
by the Ontario Government, however,
experienced hmd)ermen paid such sums'
per mile for limits as would hardly seem
warranted unless we are to face, per-
manently, new conditions as to the value
of all lumber products. We are glad to
see that the Government of Ontario,
which has just had such ample evidence
of the value of our remaining timber, is
about to aid in forestry research in our
Provmcial Universitj'. We can but hope
that the work of the Canadian Forestry
Association, of the Provincial Directors
of Forestry, where such an office has
been established, and of forestry depart-
ments in our Universities, may some
day bring large practical results in the
way of further segration of the country
as to timber preserves and in replantin-
on an extensive scale. The large revenue
derived from annual cutting on quite
small timber reserves by European Gov-
ernments should tempt our politicians, ,f
they have any concern for their succes-
sors m office, or for the people. In the
Maritime Provinces the forest f^res dur-
ing the past summer will doubtless cause
an increase in the cut this winter because
of the necessity for prompt work in burnt
areas and this, in view of a probablv
restricted demand at home and abroad
seems unfortunate. The cut of New
Brunswick for the past year was about
130,000.000 feet, and the business iias
f^een as a rule quite profitable "

The Pulp and Paper

Mill Matters
The London, Eng., Gazette reports thewmdmg up of the British Columbia Pulp

and Paper Mills, Ltd.

The Cornwall Paper Manufacturing
Co. are advertising for tenders for the
erection of their new paper mill at Mille
Roches Station, Ont.

Alex. McArthur & Co., Montreal,
whose factory and paper mills were de-
-^troycd by fire in September, have com-
pleted the new factory on the site of the
old one. It is the same size, but the
machinery will be the most modern

Ihe Brompton Falls, Que., pulp com
pany will soon erect a $300,000 paper mill
containing an equipment o{ four ma
chines of the largest type.

Scarcity of water in the River Chic(.u
timi has forced the pulp mill at Jon
quiere, Que., and other establishments
m the vicinity to suspend operations.
The Ottawa Free Press states that J

R. Booth's new pulp factory at the Chau
chere will be in operation early m the
spring, and wid be run night and day
The mill will have a capacity of between
75 and 80 tons of ground pulp per day
and will employ 150 hands.

A curious accident occurred at the
Riordon Company's Paper Mill, Hawkes-
hury, Ont.. a few days ago. One of the
pumps became stuck, and in endeavoring
to start it James Walsh had resource to
a crowbar. The pump starting quicker
than expected, the crowbar was hurled
violently from Walsh's hands, and struck
him on the head, breaking his jaw The
same day G. W. Higginson had three
hngers badly cut while working at a
planer.

The West Coast Pulp and Power Com-
pany, B.C., whose spruce limits are situ-
ated in the interior, will erect a mill for
the manufacture of pulp at a cost of
$500,000 as soon as the timber limits are
surveyed. G. D. Scott, a director, states
that although this is the third mill to be
erected in the Province, there is ample
room for all in the markets of the far
East, where British Columbia will comem competition with American concerns
which ship their pulp from a greater dis-
tance.

The Ontario Government have ex-
tended the time for the completion of
the Montreal River Pulo and Paper
Co.'s works. The agreement called for
the expenditure of $100,000 by September
last; $200,000 by March next, and further
$200,coo by March next year, the mills to
be erected on the Afontreal River or on
the Ottawa River, above the town of
Pembroke. The incorporators are- P
McArthur, Detroit; W. C. Phillips. C D
Warren, W. Kerr, and E. F. B. John-
ston, of Toronto.
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The Fisher Paper Mills, Dunclas, Ont.,

are installing a number of new machines

in the addition recently made to their

mills.

The Sturgeon Falls Pulp Company's

I mills are now turning out over fifty tons

If of paper per diem, which is being

I

shipped to all parts of the world.

The employees of the finishing-room

of the Toronto Paper Co.'s tnW, Corn-

wall, Ont., presented Edward Fields with

a gold pin and necktie on Christmas

Eve.

On December 29th Charles Ware, an

employee of the Riordon paper mills at

Merritton, Ont.. had a leg broken in

three places while assisting in placing an

engine. A falling skid hit him.

W. J. Finlay & Company's new mill at

Strathcona, Ont., will be in operation

by the end of February. It is understood

that the firm will continue to manufac-

ture manilla and other wrappings, also

printing papers.

John C. Kaine, of Quebec city, has

purchased from Ives Bouillion, of Ta-

douisac. Que., a timber limit of fifteen

square miles at Bergeron, fifteen miles

east of Tadousac, on the St. Lawrence.

The limit is well wooded with cedar and

spruce, and includes a small mill. The

i

purchaser intends to manufacture pulp

i

wood.

Wm. F. Brooks, of Minneapolis, a

director of the Rainy River Lumber Co.,

is at Fort Frances to arrange for con-

struction of the power dam and mills.

Mr. Brooks states that the mills will be

in operation by May, and that its capa-

city will be 70,000.000 feet yearly. Also,

that as soon as power can be supplied

manufacturing industries will be estab-

lished on both the Canadian and United

States sides of the river. The principal

works of the power company will be on
the Canadian side.

The dividends declared by the leading

British paper mills during the past year

bear favorable comparison with the pre-

vious year. The highest dividend was
paid by the Kellner-Partington Com-
pany, vi7., 15 per cent. This, however.
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was 3 per cent, less than a year ago.

The Burnley Company paid 12^ per

cent., an advance of 2^2 per cent. The
East Lancashire dividend paid 10 per

cent, against 7^2 per cent., and Peebles

& Co. paid 3 per cent, against nothing

last year. Other mills paid from 5 to 10

per cent.

The annual meeting of the American
Paper and Pulp Association will be held

at the Waldorf-Astoria hotel. New York,

on the loth February, the convention and

dinner being confined to a single day and

evening. The American Sulphite Manu-
facturers' Association will hold a meet-

ing on the same day, as will also the new
organization of paper dealers, called the

National Paper Trade Association. The
Tissue Paper Manufacturers' Associa-

tion is arranging for a meeting on the

9th February, but will no doubt be repre-

sented at the convention of the loth.

J. J. Warren, of the British Canadian

Pulp Co.. has written the council of

North Bay, Ont., stating that he had not

been successful in interesting British

capitalists in the enterprise there, but

that Mr. Flemming, the Scotch capital-

ist, and some personal friends were pre-

pared to subscribe a sufficient sum to

construct a mill of about half the size of

the one first proposed if the council

would extend the time of the agreement

to December. 1906, and pay the $15,000

bonus if the mill should be ready for

operations within that time.

The United States consul at St. John's,

Newfoundland, in a recent report to

Washington makes the following refer-

ence to the lumber industry: "The com-

pany, headed by H. M. Whitney, of Bos-

ton, has acquired several large properties

in the colony, and is operating them on

a hitherto unequalled scale. Geo. J.

Barker, of Boston, has also acquired a

large grant, and is developing it exten-

sively. An American syndicate is now
negotiating for forest tracts on the west

coast for charcoal manufacture as well

as ordinary lumbering. There is room

for the sale of large quantities of Ameri-

can machinery for lumbering and pulp

making. A. Harmsworth, the great Lon-
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don publisher, has secured a large forest

area, and is now arranging for the estab-

lishment of a pulp and paper making

plant to cost $2,500,000.

The Canada Paper Co. has got its

steam power plant at Windsor Mills

now in such shape that with the assist-

ance of the water power available the

mill is running to its full capacity.

The E. B. Eddy Co. is placing on the

market a hoopless antiseptic jam pail

made of chemically treated pulp wood
fibre. It is impervious to water, and is

said to be as cheap as the old wooden
pail.

The pulp and paper and textile mills

along the Magog, St. Francis and other

rivers of the Eastern Townships are still

suffering from low water, and there is

little likelihood of any relief until spring,

unless as the result of some extraordi-

nary spell of thawing weather. Two
pulp mills have been knocked out of busi-

ness for the past three months.

The Canadian creditors of the "Soo"

companies have served notice on the

general officer in charge of the proper-

ties that a liquidator of the subsidiary

companies was being applied for. They
contest the control of the affairs by

Speyer & Co., and ignore the sale of secu-

rities recently held in New York. F. H.

Clergue, who has been working with his

accustonjed energy to secure capital suf-

ficient to regain control, is now said to

have lost heart.

A correspondent to the Paper Mill

reports that an extension of the Nor-

wood and St. Lawrence Railroad to the

St. Lawrence River is proposed. The
latest scheme includes the development

of the water power at Kent's Mills, on

the Racquette River, four miles from

Massena Springs, and engineers are now
surveying for the line. The fact that the

greater part of the pulp wood now used

in the Norfolk and Raymondville mills

comes from Canada via the Grand

Trunk, thence to Norwood on the New
York Central, and to Norfolk on the

Norwood and St. Lawrence, makes it

probable that the road will go through

Massena. The Remingtons and other

The Pulp and Paper

owners of the Norfolk and RaymOtid-

ville paper plants are the owners of the

Norwood and St. Lawrence line.

H. M. Th(jrne. who has been with the

Canada Paper Company for some twenty

years, during , a part of which time he

has had charge of the company's ac-

counting department at Toronto, has

been promoted to the position of chief

accountant and inspector, with head-

quarters at Windsor Mills. Mr. Thome's
advancement is well merited, and has

been secured by conscientio.us, hard

work. F. B. W^heatley, assistant book-

keeper at the Montreal house, takes Mr.

Thome's place in Toronto. Under the

energetic management of H. B. Dono-
van, who is regarded as one of the land-

marks in the printing and kindred trader

of Toronto, the Toronto business of this

company has made great advances.

Robt. AL Thompson, of Tacoma,

/Wash., who made the proposition to

establish a mill at Bella Coola, B.C.,

referred to in our November issue, has

promoted a company called the Bella

Coola Pulp and Paper Co. under the laws

of the State of Washington, and has

made an agreement with the farmers of

Bella Coola district in substance as fol-

lows: If he establish a mill of 125 tons

of pulp per day—half the capacity to be

in operation within two years and the

balance within three years—they will

allow him to take pulp wood from their

farms free. The settlers under this

agreement dispose of timber from 6,700

acres, chiefly in spruce and cottonwood,

but fir and cedar is included. The agree-

ment is operative for forty-two years.

Charles H. Vogel, paper mill architect

and hydraulic engineer, of Ottawa, Ont.,

reports that he has the plans for a mill

for the Nepigon Pulp, Paper and Manu-

facturing Company under way, to be

located on the Canadian Pacific Railway,

about 80 miles east of Port AVthur. The

paper mill will be equipped with two

large, fast-running paper machines, and

the pulp mill will have a daily capacity

of fifty tons. The plant will be so built

as to make possible a doubling of its

capacity at a later date. Another new
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plant under Mr. Vogel's supervision, and

recently referred to, is the Rainy Lake

Pulp and Paper Company, at the head

waters of the Rainy River, on a stream

which will develop 8,ocx) horse power.

The company has concessions for the

water power, together with 272 square

miles of timber lands. The mill site will

have railway connections by the time

construction begins in the sprhig.

^ ^
NEW COMPANIES. |/

The Dominion Paper Box Co., Ltd.,

Toronto. Capital, $395.ooo. To take

over the business of the Dominion Paper

Box Company, and to manufacture and

deal in paper, paper box board, paper

boxes and paper products of all kinds.

A. Jephcott, C. Jephcott, W. Jephcott,

Harriett A. Jephcott and Amelia E.

Jephcott, of Toronto.

The Northern Industrial Co., Ltd.,

Montreal. Capital, $50,000. To manu-

facture charcoal and its products, with

the privilege of manufacturing the pro-

ducts of the earth and converting them

into chemical products, pulp, paper, card-

board, etc. R. Prefontaine, Hermantine

R. Prefontaine,, the Hon. R. Prefon-

taine, J. L. Perron, of Montreal; Louis

Parent, of Ste. Agathe des Monts, Que.

Alex. McArthur & Co., Ltd., Mont-

treal. Capital, $180,000. To manufac-

ture all kinds of paper and paper pro-

ducts, pulp and tar, including by-pro-

ducts of tar and pitch, to acquire timber

limits, water power and rights, and to

acquire the business of the late Alex-

ander McArthur, F. Robertson, C. Mc-

Arthur, Jessie McArthur, D. Munn, and

M. G. Lockerby, of Montreal.

The Carney Lumber Co., Ltd., Massey,

Algoma. Capital, $500,000. To manufac-

ture and deal in lumber, timber, logs

and wood of every description and all by-

products thereof. J. S. Lovell. W. Bain,

R. Gowans, E. W. McNeill and R. Rich-

ardson, of Toronto.

The Rainy River Lumber Co., Ltd.,

Rainy River, Ont. Capital, $1,000,000.

To carry on the business of lumbering,

and to manutacture articles in the mak-

mg of whicn wood is required or can be

utilized, and ail business incidental

thereto. i. H. Shelvin, E. W. Backus,

L. (^arpenter, VV. F. Brooks and G.

b. Ldciy, of Minneapolis, and J. A.

iUathieu, of Kamy River, Ont.

The Telford Lumber Co., Ltd., Prince

Albert, N.W.T. Capital, :p3bS,ooo. To
manufacture and deal in timber and ail

products of same. J. N. Telford, D. H.

Telford, H. A. Beard, J. W. Tehord, of

Prince Albert, N.W.T!; W. A. Telford,

of Benson, Minnesota, and Mary J. Tel-

ford, of Winnipeg, Man.

The La Ferriere Lumber Co., Ltd.,

Montreal. Capital, $120,000. To carry

on the lumber and pulp wood business in

all its branches. P. La Ferriere, S. P.

Stearns, R. Forget, D. Coyle, and R.

Fielder, of Montreal.

Foster-Brown Co., Ltd., Montreal.

Capital, $20,000. To acquire the business

of William Foster Brown, and to carry

on the business of booksellers, pub-

lishers, stationers, printers, envelope and

account book manufacturers, etc. W. F.

Brown, F. Brown, H. Brown, Plannah

C. Macdonell, and H. Booth, of Mont-

real.

Jaffray Bros., Ltd., Gait, Ont. Capi-

tal, $20,000. To purchase the business of

Jaffray Bros., and to carry on a general

printing and publishing business, in-

cluding manufacturing paper boxes, e,tc.

R. M. Jafifray, J. P. Jaffray, Ada E. Jaf-

fray, A. G. Donaldson, T. Arntfield, of

Gait, Ont.

The Great West Lumber Co., Ltd.,

Victoria, B.C. Capital, $100,000, and

the Great Northern Lumber Co., Ltd.,

Victoria, B.C. Capital, $25,000. Both to

carry on the business of lumbering and

to manufacture all articles in conjunc-

tion therewith.

The Canada South African Lumber
and Produce Co., Ltd., Montreal. Capi-

tal, $50,000. To purchase or lease tim-

ber limits, and to carry on the lumber

and timber trades in all their '•t-anches;

also to construct, acquire an operate

mills for the manufacture of wood pulp,

pulp, paper, cardboard, paper materials,

all products thereof, and all articles used
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in connection therewith, and generally
to carry on the business of manufactur-
ing wood, pulp and paper in all its

branches. G. A. Campbell, J. W. Mac-
dougall, O. W. Pease, L. Skaife, and A.

E. Abbott, of Montreal.

The Bright Stationery Co., Ltd., Van-
couver, B.C. Capital, $10,000. To carry
on the business of wholesale and retail

merchants in stationery and other goods.
C. Flood & Sons, Ltd., St. John, N.B.

Capital, $100,000. To carry on the busi-

ness of wholesale and retail dealers in

stationery, etc. Carson Flood, E. II. S.

Flood, G. H. Flood, T. J. Flood, and \\\

A. McLaghlin of St. John, N.B.

Paper Consumers.

The Oracle newspaper office at Olds,

Alberta, was recently destroyed by fire.

H. S. French, formerly of Orillia and
Coldwater, Ont., has started a paper at

Port Arthur, called the Western World.

Manufacturers of, and wholesale dealers

in, wrapping paper have decided to

shorten their terms of credit, which
terms now are 60 days net; 30 days 2 per
cent., instead of 90 days net and 30 days

3 per cent.

The Almonte Gazette states that Geo.
Barcley, of Brockville, has in his pos-

session a copy of the London, England,
Gazette, published in the year 1530. The
paper was then issued in pamphlet form,
with heavy black type.

Kerr & Thomson have issued a writ

against Charles Reid & Co., paper box
manufacturers, Hamilton, Ont., on be-
half of Thomas Love, Jr., for $1,000 dam-
ages for an injury received while work-
ing at a corner-cutting machine, four
fingers being cut ofif his right hand.

Fire gutted the Niagara Falls (Ont.)
Review printing house on January 6th.

It started from the furnace in the press-
room, and made great headway before
discovered. The building was saved, but
the press and composing-rooms were
wrecked. The damage is partly covered
by insurance.

Jas. A. Evoy, of the Keniptville Tele-
gram, has severed his connection there-
with, and will establish The Carp Review
and County of Carleton Advertiser at

Carp, Ont.

Ihe State Government of Kansas is

distributing free of cost about 2,000,000
young shade trees to the farmers and
land owners on its western border every
spring, and it is not unusual for a Kansas
farmer to drive fifty miles for a load of
young trees. The efYect on the country
is already marked.

At a meeting of wholesale paper men
in Montreal, on December 22nd, terms
and discounts were discussed, the idea
being to come to some general under-
standing which will tend to greater uni-
formity in the future. The breaking of
packages for the smaller dealers was one
of the items, and it was decided to make
a uniform advance in price on all such
lots. Toronto dealers have an under-
standing amongst themselves, and the
Montreal traders intend to work in con-
junction with them in the future.

The case of Remington-Martin Com-
pany vs. Greene et al. at Sweetsburg
Que., last month involved an important
question affecting sales of movables by a
bailiff. On a debt, including costs, of
about $99, a creditor seized and the*

bailiff sold pulp wood and logs of the
value of about $3,000 for $410. The com-
pany pleaded to set the sale aside on the
ground of illegality, fraud and collusion.
The defendants strenuously contested on
all points, but judgment went against
them.

^ ^ ^
PERSONAL.

Mr. Boothe, of Niagara Falls, N.Y.,
has been appointed superintendent at the
Riordon Paper Mills, recently vacated
by Richard Fawell.

G. W. Tate, having left the Canada
Paper Company's St. Francis Mills, is

replaced by P. Burns, formerly foreman
at the Spring Vale Mills. The latter posi-
tion has been filled by the appointment
of A. Larue.
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Ed. B. McKay, a well-known Winni-

peg newspaper man, has assumed con-

trol of the Yorkton, Assa., Enterprise.

Edward Trout, secretary-treasurer of

the Toronto Paper Manufacturing Co.,

is spending the winter at Palma Sola.

Florida, and does not expect to return to

Canada till about April.

A. S. Fairbanks, engineer in charge of

construction at the Imperial Paper Mills,

Sturgeon Fahs, Ont., was tendered a

complimentary dinner by the paper-

makers on December 14th prior to his

departure for New York on the comple-

tion of the work.

Daniel McMaster, a director and mana-

ger of McMurray's Royal Paper Mill,

Limited, London, Eng., has been ap-

pointed general manager to the mills of

the Oxford Paper Company, Rumford

Falls, Me. Mr. McMaster, who has for

many years been a prominent figure in

paper trade circles in the south of Eng-

land, will, it is understood, engage a

number of English paper makers to

occupy positions under his management.

Peter McArthur will be manager of W.

T. Stead's new paper in London, Eng.

Mr McArthur, who is a native of Ekfrid,

Ont., has been in England for some time

contributing to Punch. He is about to

publish a book of humorous reflections

from the colonial point of view on the

manners and methods in England. Mr.

McArthur did his first writing for the

press as correspondent for the Glencoe

Transcript while attending Wardsville

High School in the eighties.

J. C. Crome, late manager of the To-

ronto Type Company's Western Canada

business, with headquarters in Winnipeg,

Man., is now manager of the Western

Printers' Supply Company, a new com-

pany composed largely of Winnipeg and

Manitoba business men, which will start

business about February ist. The new

house will carry printers' supphes, and

will also engage in the ready print busi-

ness. G. A. Patterson, of Deloraine, will

be president, and James Hooper, King's

Printer, secretary-treasurer.
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The pulp and paper industry of Canada

has lost one of its most sterling business

characters in the death on December

28th of William Currie, president of the

Dominion Paper Company and of the

Jacques Cartier Pulp Company. In ad-

dition to conducting a large paper busi-

ness, Mr. Currie and his brother carried

on very successfully for many years a

large trade in chemicals and raw ma-

terials used by other paper and textile

mills. Mr. Currie had been a resident

of Montreal for thirty-five years. He

was born in Scotland sixty-eight years

ago. There are left to mourn his loss

two sons, Robert and William, and two

unmarried daughters.

^ M )l

CANADA'S BIG ASSET.

In the course of a recent lecture upon

Canada's wood pulp resources Prof. D. B.

Penhallow gave some interesting infor-

mation. After sketching the early his-

tory of paper among the Egyptians,

Chinese and Pacific Islanders, he pointed

out that the earliest papermaker from

wood was the hornet. This insect

stripped fibres of wood off a cedar post,

and from them constructed a nest able to

withstand the weather, whose six layers

were only one twenty-fifth of a milli-

meter thick. He separated the fibres of

the wood in precisely the same way as

the modern pulp-maker does.

In 1897 the export of wood-pulp from

European countries was worth nearly

$16,500,000, and in 1900 nearly $18,000,000,

and this was only a small part of the

whole industry. The United States cen-

sus of 1870 said there were eight pulp

mills at work; in 1880, fifty; in 1890, 82;

and in 1900, 763, employing a capital of

$167,507,000. The figures for Canada

showed a like rapid increase which re-

suUed in the existence in 1900 of forty

mills, and the projection of nineteen

others. The output that year was 470,700

tons of pulp, and the export to the value

of $598,874. In 1901, $1,250,000 worth was

exported, showing an increase of 113 per

cent.
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The lecturer then described the pro-
cesses to which wood pulp was sub-

jected, taking the works at Grand Mere
as his example. The United States, ac-

cording to official returns, takes from
Canada pulp of 349,084 cords of wood,
of the value of $2,250,000, equal to 28 per

cent, of their total consumption. They
prefer the woods from the north, as they

make the best pulp, and the supply seems

inexhaustible. Spruce grows nearest the

Arctic regions of any tree. Dr. Robt.
Bell estimated the Canadian forests at

2,595,000 square miles, with 16,500,000,000

cords of spruce, while the conservative

statements of the Dominion statisticians

placed them at 1,400,000 square miles,

producing 4,500 million tons of pulp.

The operations in the woods were then

described, and the treatment of the logs

in the factory.

After describing the making of pulp,

the question of the effect on the forests

of the appearance of this new industry

was next discussed. A great deal of the

danger of disafTorestation is due to forest

fires, and the carelessness of lumbermen.
Thus, the leaving of a stump three feet

high instead of seventeen or eighteen
inches means a loss of $120 per 1,000

acres. The refusal to use logs below a

certain diameter causes $95, and the leav-

ing of the skids, used to move timber,
$100 a 1,000 acres, to be thrown away.
Then there are other extravagances, less
easily calculated, to be reckoned with.
The question of afforestation was also
considered. If all timber of five inches
diameter is cut, the forest will take from
fifty to seventy-five years to grow up,
but if no tree less than twelve inches is

taken, operations may be resumed in

twenty-four years. The lecturer advo-
cated the regulation of this matter by
Government,as it was too much to ex-
pect any but the most enlightened pri-

vate owner to regard it from the public
point of view. The lecture was closed
with a few remarks on the hard life of
the lumber camps, which is now in some
cases being ameliorated by the institution
of reading rooms and travelling libraries.

—Attention is directed to the adver-
tisement of the Peter Hay Knife Co.,
Ltd., of Gait, Ont, makers of all classes
of machine knives, including barker
knives, chipper knives and paper cutter
knives. This old firm has an excellent
reputation for the quality of the goods it

produces.

—A deputation of wallpaper manufac-
turers interviewed the ^linister of Cus-
toms the other day on tariff matters. Mr.
Williamson, representing Colin Mc-
Arthur & Co., Montreal; Mr. Boxer, of

the firm of Watson & Foster, also of

Montreal, and Mr. Staunton, of the firm

of Staunton, Limited, Toronto, formed
the deputation, whose interview related

to the competition of United States wall

paper manufacturers.

^ ^ ^

—From the news we have received

from Sweden it looks as if our corre-

spondent had been somewhat premature
in his statement that the proposed Scan-

dinavian pulp syndicate would become a

fact, because it appears that even the

300,000 tons which were wanted to form
a smaller syndicate have not yet been
subscribed. We think the Scandinavian
pulp makers who hesitate to join this

smaller syndicate are wise, as it is obvi-

ous that a small syndicate must neces-

sarily end in a failure, a conclusion jus-

tified by the past experience of smaller

syndicates. Whatever may be the result

of the agitation in favor of a syndicate,

about one thing the pulp makers joining
may not be mistaken: The English paper-
maker has enough experience of syndi-

cates to be able to judge about the fine

common phrase, viz., founded in the "in-

terests of papermakers." The paper-
maker will never favor any syndicate,

however small it may be, and however
favorably it may be represented to him;
he wants to buy his pulp of whom and
where he likes, and would rather pay a

somewhat higher price to the single pulp
mill outside the combination than he de-
pendent on a syndicate.—World's Paper
Trade Review.
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EME.RSON MFG. CO.

/ Zee

Engine EMERSON
Bars

////

lawrhncb:, = = MASS.

[ FOR HEAVY LIFTING
Around Pulp and Paper Mills, whether for Parts

of Machinery, or Rolls of Paper or Pulp, the

Yale & Towne "Triplex" Chain Block
EXCELS ALL OTHER TYPES.

Double Speed With
Equal Ease.

Where the use is frequent these Blocks are dis-

placing all others, as they save half the time and

half the labor—the resulting economy soon

paying their cost.

We can also supply Overhead Trolleys where it is desirable to

carry the load on the Chain Block to different parts of the mill by

means of an Overhead Tramrail System.

SEND FOR "TRIPLEX" CATALOGUE.

Sole Canadian Agents

THE FAIRBANKS COMPANY,
MONTREAL. TORONTO. VANCOUVER. WINNIPEG.
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Cheney-Bigclow Wire Works
SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

... Manufacturers of ...

FOURDRINIER WIRES
CYLINDER MOLDS, DANDY ROLLS

ALSO

Brass, Copper and Iron Wire Cloth

SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF THE F

Bell Patent Flat Wires for Book Papers

WATSON JACK & COMPANY,
MONTR E, A L.

Paper Blues

Prussian Blues
Paper Anilines

Shades MatcheU Promptly. f

Send for Color Cards and Prices.
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PAPER STOCK MARKET.

Montreal, i8th Jan.

The scarcity of water in the smaller

rivers in Eastern Canada still continues.

Reduced water power, severely cold

weather, and the annual stock takmg.

acting together, have made a very dull

market for paper stock.

Rag collections are small, and paper

stock^'rags, especially cottons, are scarce,

and any unusual demand would make a

shortage. There is a full stock of roof-

ing paper stock. Bagging is a drug.

There is little or no manilla rope re-

maining in this market, and while water

is so low no demand for it.

Christmas business has produced an

increased supply of wash papers, and

common wash is a little hard to sell.

The demand for shavings and better

qualities of book stock is fair.

Quotations are as follows:

Domestic white rags $2.00 to $2.10 per^ioo

Blues and thirds.... i.iSto 1.25 '|

Dark cottons 75 to 90

Roofing paper stock 45 to 50 |"

Waste papers 35 to 45

Hard white shavings 2.00 to 2.10
"

Soft white shavings, i.ooto 1.25

Book stock 75 to 90

Manilla rope 1.90 to 2.10

Mixed bagging 55 to 65
||

Sisal and jute strmg 75 to i.oo

Flax tow 1. 10 to 1.25

BARKER,
CHIPPER,
PAPER-CUTTER

MACHINE KNIVES
Of Every DescHptionm

The Peter Hay Knife Co., Limitea, iialt, Onl.

The Sandusky Foundry & Machine Co

Founders and Machinists. - Sandusky, Ohio.

The Millspaugh Patent Shower Pipe System.

Also Manufactured in Canada.

until our crusade ^^^f^^X^^i^^i^^^ci^^^r^^^^
^^In^s^n^vl^a^erpow^er', '^irct ^ <=--fe?-.

^

per minute by our installation.
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Is the Most Efficient Screen on the Market.
Requires Less Attention, and will Outlast any other
It is very Strongly and Solidly Built.

It is noted for its Rapid Discharge of the
Screened Stock.

Write for our SCREEN CATALOGUE.

The Wm. Hamilton Mf^. Co., Limited

PETERBOROUGH, ONT. F

^ H. W. Stebbins, Pres " " '

A. F. RiciiTER. Trea

STEBBINS

Engineering & Mfg. Co.
Paper and Pulp Mill

Engineers and Architects

£ EXPERTS IN THE CHEMICAL PRO- 1
^ CESSES OF PRODUCING PULP FROM I*

f ALL KINDS OF MATERIAL.
|

MANUFACTURERS OF ^

I
The Stebbins Patented Acid Systems, Digesters and their Linings. I

I Bronze, Lead and Cast Iron Fittings. IBronze, Lead and Cast Iron Fittings.

We design construct equip and operate mills for the manufacture ofPulp and Paper and all processes allied thereto.

1 WATERTOWN, N.Y

g p — Office, 74-78 Sinltli Building. |
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CANADIAN MARKETS.

In the Canadian market there is little

echanical pulp for sale outside of stand-

g contracts. Such small sales as are

ade are at $i3-50 to $14, f-Cv-b. cars, and

lese quotations are likely to increase,

he low water in the rivers of Eastern

anada is still the cause of much anxiety

this trade, and even worse conditions

revail in the Eastern States and in the

.lip and paper district of Wisconsin.

the level of Lake Winnibago continues

) fall the Fox river mills will be cut to

) per cent, of their normal supply of

ater; and the Holyoke district of Mas-

ichusetts is also on short allowance.

In the Andrascoggin and Pejibscot

vers in Maine the mills will hardly be

ble to finish out the month with their

resent supply of pulp unless there is a

•eshet. Reference has been made else-

here to the situation in Quebec, and we

;arn that the St. Lawrence channel

self has been lowered owing to the low

ater in all the tributaries draining the

t. Lawrence valley. It should be re-

lembered that the low water is not in

me cases—as, for instance, in Wis-

consin—caused by the drought, but by

the hard weather. The ice is unusually

thick from the frequent spells of zero

weather, the rivers in some instances

being frozen almost to the bottom, and

the springs and small feeder streams are

largely closed up by frost.

Under these circumstances it is not

surprising to learn that the International

Paper Co. has gone abroad for a tem-

porary supply of pulp to help out its

paper mills, and that United States

agents are still scouring through Quebec

and the Maritime Provinces for wood.

One agent has paid $8.50, f.o.b. cars, for

rossed pulp wood, which is being shipped

to Eastern States mills.

The situation is so critical in the news

branch of the Canadian trade that pub-

lishers of daily papers are advised to cut

down the size of their issues for a time.

Some publishers in the States have had

to get their paper mills to use sulphite

with ground wood.

Sulphite is quoted at $1-95 to $2.10,

delivered at mills in the United States,

and may possibly go higher. In Canada

quotations are nominally $1.80 to $2, but

there is none for sale.

JAMES KENYON & SON,
^fB^\^'N.rRT DERBY STREET MILLS S'n^kv

Manu-
facturers

of

BURY, = LANCASHIRE

FELTS
For

Paper

Makers.

Couch Roll Covers, Wet and Dry Felts

of all kinds, including

=— Patent Cotton Dry Felts =—
Special attention paid to felts for fast running news machines
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A. WERTHEIM & Co.
HAMBURG.

IMPORT AND EXPORT ALL KINDS OF \

Soda and
MechanScal

WOOD PULPS
OFFICES AT:

CHRISTIANIA (Norway) .. Kirkegaden No. 20.

GOTHENBURG (Sweden) .. Lilla Kyrkogatan No. 20.

MANCHESTER ,. .. Guardian Buildings (opposite Exchange),

LONDON 77a Queen Victoria Street, E.G.

PARIS Rue de Lpndres No. 29.

ANGOULEME (France)- .. 43 Rue Louis Desbrandes.

LYONS 54. Cours Gambetta.

MILAN .. 3 Via Gius. Verdi.

TOLOSA (Spain) 18 Calle San Francisco.

ST. PETERSBURG .. .. Little Pedjascheskaja House. 4, Qu. 16.

NEW YORK 99 Nassau Street.

Telegraphic Address s

"WERTHEinO, HAHBURG."
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Our Specialty

<evolvin^ Paper Cutters

rhe Hamblct Machine Co., lawrence, «ass

Successor to Dustin Machine Co.

C. H. SMITH 6 Co.,
Patentees and
Sole Manufac-
turers of

Beware of
Imitations.

The Orisinal Hollow Truss Dandy Rolls.

Artistic Water - IVIafif Worli a Speciaity.

Over 3,800 in use. - - HOLYOKE. Mass., U.S.A.

i THE PUSEY & JONES COMPANY
|

1 Wilmington, Delaware, U.S.A.
|

^ BUILDERS OF

1 Machinery for Paper Mills and Pulp Mills
|

g REPRESENTED BY
g

I The WM. HAMILTON MFG. CO., Ltd., PETERBOROUGH, Ont, Can.
|
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Paper Mill

Machinery.

Guaranteed the most serviceable and efficient

of any built.

Modern Designs, New Patented Ideas,

Used Exclusively by us. %

I

Cylinder and Fourdrinier Machines.
jj

Tissue Paper Machines a Specialty. X

w ^

g' BELOIT IRON WORKS, j
BELOIT, WIS., U S, A.

^
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v«v *^»xO l^rkrw O A T r* -We offer for sale the followingr Horizontal Tubular Boilers at lou prices,

111 MIK SAI r f.o.b Windsor Mills, p. Q. The boilers are complete with usual fittings

IlLJLilwJ 1 UIV ^n.!^!^* and cast iron fronts. yMl are in operation and in good working order,

but are being replaced by larger units.

BOILER NUMBER EIGHTEEN, Twin
shell, lower shell 14' x6o

Number and size of tubes 120, 3"
LER NUMBER THREE 13 8" x 60'

Number and size of tubes 04. 3/^

Dome . .30 X30

LER NUMBER FIVE 16 x 66

Number and size of tubes io». 3/2

Dome • 36 X 36

Pressure allowed for next ten years, 100 lbs. per sq. in.

[LER NUMBER NINE 14 x 60

Number and size of tubes <^4., 3/^

Dome ,L-
3^

Pressure allowed for next ten years, 100 lbs. per sq. in.

Diameter of upper shell 3°

Thickness of plates ¥&"

Double riveted.

Pressure allowed, 80 lbs. per square inch.

BOILER NUMBER NINETEEN-
Lower Shell h' x 60

Number and size of tubes 66, 4
'

Pressure allowed, 60 lbs, per square inch.

Canada Paper Co. Windsor MHIs, Que FT.

DR. C. WURSTER'S Patented

Pulping Machines & Kneaders
NEARLY 100 AT WORK.

LARGE PATTERN—Three Sizes.

PULPING-UP 3, 6 and 9 tons of Dry Papers or Pulp in 24 hours.

POWER—5 h.p., 8 h.p., and 12 h.p. PRICES— ;fi25, £150, and ;^20o.

SMALLER PATTERN—For Clean Papers only.

PULPING-UP 2 to 3 tons of Dry Paper in 24 hours. 2 to 4 h.p.

Built in Iron, £75, £90, and ;^ioo.

For Better Quality Papers, Trough and Propellers made of Brass—
;^ioo, £i2S, and £150.

Special Machines for Unsorted Paper.

These Machines do not Grind, Cut-up, or Wet the Fibres, and as the State of

Beating and Refining is Unaltered, neither Color nor Sizing being Affected, and

Impurities not touched, "BROKE" can be Re-used for the Same Quality of

Paper again. _ ,

FOR PARTICULARS APPLY TO i

DR. C. WURSTER, 29 Abbey Road, St. John's Wood, LONDON, N. W.

ENGLAND.

Uir^U r^DAPvC E^sy Bleaching,

niUn UrxAUC . . Cleanand

SULPHITE PULP uniform in Quality.

Specially suitable for the manufacture of WRITING, BOOK,
and other PRINTING PAPERS.

The Gushing Sulphite Fibre Co., Ltd.,
''"

'S.'^-^
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Plates Without Screws

The Blaisdcll Scrcwicss Screen i

Plate Holder

is placed before the Cana-

dian mills as the first prac-

tical device on the market.

These plates are fixed

-d with a clamping de-

vice and can be re-

moved in a few
seconds.

Made for all kinds of

paper, from tissue to

cardboard and will fit

any diaphragm screen

The cradle is of

bronze, and there is

no iron inside the vat

;

and no wood under

the plates to cause

lumpy stock.

Patentees are open to

negotiate for the
Canadian rights.

ADDRESS

BLAISDELL SCREEN PLATE CO.,
Oakland, = = = Maine.
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Becker & Co.|
64 Cannon St., London, E.G.

|
f

Also Manchester, England, and Hamburg, Germany |

The Largest importers

of Wood Pulp Into

Great Britain

SOLE BRITISH AGENTS FOR

Chicoutimi Pulp Co., Limited, Chicoutimi, Quebec.

Acadia Pulp and Paper Co., Limited., Halifax, N.S.

Nova Scotia Wood Pulp Co., Mill Village, N.S.

CANADIAN REPRESENTATIVE :

W. P. RYRIE,
50 BAY ST., TORONTO.



We Manufacture

Heavy Duty and

Baling Presses,
and will be glad

to submit prices

and particulars on

request.

Write us for

anything for

PULP MILLS

The

JENCKES MACHINE
COMPANY, Limited,

117 Lansdowne St.,

Sherbrooke, Que.

Acme Paper Mill Cutter,

Automatic Self - Clamping Cutter.

CHILD ACME CUTTER & PRESS Co.,
?3-37Kimble St

,
Boston. Mass.

New York, - 12 Reade Street.
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WIR^ PULP MATS
Perforaiea Copper, Brass and Steel.

WIRE ROPE = All Kinds.

Wire Guards for Milt Windows. Refuse Burner Olotli, etc.

The B. Greening Wire Co., Limited,

HAMILTON, Ont. - " MONTREAL, Que.

DiCicS^Baiata BEOING
The Strongest Belt in the World, and specially

adapted for Pulp and Paper Making.

LARGE STOCK always on handm

J. S. YOUNG, - = Sole Agent for Canada.

413 St. Paul Street, Montreal. ^

Before Starting with the Erection of a

PULP MILL
Write to Us.

We are the Pioneer makers of Pulp

Mill Machinery in Canada, and can

design and equip a mill throughout

Carrier, Laine & Co.,
LEVIS, - - Que. I
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Waste Paper. Ra^s. Rope.

R. HOUGH,
LONDON,

ENGLAND.

A^ent for Canada and U. i, - - J. CHRISTIE,
67 Yonge St.. Toronto, Canada. \

Manufacturer

SAMUEL PORRITT & SONS, LTD.
Bamfcrd Woollen Mills, Nr. Rochdale, England.

Agent for Canada-JOHN CHRISTIE. 67 Yonge St., Toronto. p

CHINA CLAY
E. E. NICHOLLS & CO

^ St. Austell,

UeUiug Agent for ComWall,
J

Oauada ami U.S. _
J J. CHRISTIE, *ix«- Toronto, Canada. , England.!
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The Largest Fourdrinier Wire Plant in the World

Eastwood Wire Mf^. Co.
Belleville, New Jersey, U.S.A.

MANUFACTURERS OF

FOURDRINIER WIRES,

CYLINDER and WASHER WIRE CLOTH,
DANDY ROLLS,

CYLINDER MOULDS,
ROLLED BRASS SCREEN PLATES,
PERFECTION BRONZE (cast metal) SCREEN PLATES,
SUCTION BOX COVERS, COUCH ROLLS,
NAME PLATES,

PERFECTION BRONZE, DIGESTER CASTINGS and Y VALVES,
for the manufacture of SULPHITE WOOD PULP,

PERFECTION BRONZE VALVES, bolts and fixtures, for SUL-
PHITE PROCESS.

BRASS, COPPER and IRON WIRE and WIRE CLOTH of every
descrip ion,

BABBITT METAL and all grades of ANTI-FRICTION METAL.
BRONZE and BRASS CASTINGS, from i oz. to 20,000 lbs. in weight.

N. B.—We manufacture all of the above articles, not merely

dealers. Write for prices to

EASTWOOD WIRE MFG. CO.,
BELLEVILLE, NEW JERSEY. U.S.A.

The Largest Fourdrinier Wire Plant in the World
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Foreign PHOSPHORBRONZE Fourdrinier Wires,

Sulphite Pulps, Paper Stock and Rags.

Bleached Straw Pulp, also

China Clay,

JEAN FREESE, yinrau°riCt^ new YORK.

I FOURDRINIER MACHINE WIRES
'

I CYLINDER COVERS
UnetguaNed for Strength, Smoothness and Long Life. %

I GEORGE CHRISTIE LIMITED %
Ladywell Wire Works, QLASQOW, SCOTLAND

jj

A^ent-THOMAS L. PATON, 30 St. Francois Xavier Street, Montreal, who m
^ holds stock for immediate delivery. ^ %

KXyAM-, CROCKER. Manager |
E. J. WELCH. Gen. Supt.

|

EMMONS CROCKER, Treas.
|

HENRY W. S. DOWNS, Superintendent Sherbrooke Works. ^

Union Screen Plate Co.
Sherbrooke, Canada, Fitchburg, Mass., U.S.A.

LARGEST MANUFACTURERS OF

Screen Plates
IN THE WORLD

The " Union " Bronze (best oast metal) Plates for Sulphite Mills. The Standard

Rolled Brass Plates. The " Union " Cast Metal Suction Plates.

Old Plates re-closed by our process are practically as good as new and give

better results than by any other process.

We shall keep on hand at our Sherbrooke Works a large stock of the different

sizes of both metals and can fill large orders promptly. F
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BERTRAMS, LIMITED

Papermakers'

Engineers
Sf. Katherine's Works,

SCiENNES, EDINBURGH.
The Newest and most Up-to-date Machinery for Papermakers,

embracing British, American and Continental Improvements.

REPRESENTED BY
C. H. JOHNSON & SONS, LIMITED, WIRE WORKS,

ST. HENRY, MONTREAL. p

C H. JOHNSON & SONS, Ltd.

ST. HENRY, MONTREAL,

xMANUFACTURERS OF

Fourdrinicr Wires, Cylinder Wires,

Brass, Copper and
iron Wire Cioiit.

F

Dandy Rolls. - Watermarking
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Jack & Co., Watson 12

Jenckes Machine Co 10, 22

Johnson & Sons, Limited, C. H. . . 4
Kenyon & Son, James 15

Kimball, Herbert S. 7

Klipstein & Co o

Linotype Co 68

Little & Walker 7

Makin & Sons, Wm =^

Massachusetts Fan Co 68

Mawson, George 8

Nicholls & Co., E. E 24

Paton, Thomas L 3

Philadelphia Clay Mfg. Co 7

Porritt & Sons, Joseph 8

Porritt & Sons, Limited, Samuel . . 24

Pringle & Son, T 7

Pusev & Jones Co t7

Ritchie, F. N 7

Ryrie, W. P ;
2T

Sandusky Foundry and Machine Co. 13

Sherbrooke Iron Works 9

Smith & Co., C. H I5

Snell, Samuel 68

Stebbins Engineering & Mfg. Co... u
Union Screen Plate Co 3

Vogel, C. H 7
Wertheim & Co., A 16

Wilson, Paterson & Co 10

Wurster, Dr. C 19

Young, J. S. 23

Wm. makin & SONS,
SHEFFIELD, ENGLAND.

STEEL AND BRONZE TOOLS FOR PULP AND PAPER MILLS.

SWEDISH BESSEMER STEEL ROLL BARS AND PLATES.

A PjV A IMT* A pQ--Increased toughness, durability, resistance to
r\LJ V r\i> 1 rVvJL^O chemical waste and double value as scrap.

Rolled Bars, cut to length
notched
finished - -

- - 2d. per lb,

- 2^d.
"

- - 2^d.
"

Plates " - - from B^d.
"

English Bessemer Steel Jd. to id. per lb. less.

GOLD ROLLED ''ELECTRIC BRONZE
Roll Bars and Plates^ finished, 15ld. gter lb, c.i,f. Montreal,
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The Canadian Rubber Co.
OF MONTREAL

Manufacturers of

Rubber Belting, Packings, Valves, Gaskets, Fire, Steam

and Water Hose, Etc., Etc.

We make a specialty of covering

Couch, Press and Squeeze Rolls

For Pulp and Paper Mills.

Rubber Diaphragms for Screens.

If It's anything: in the Rubber Line we've gfot it. correspondence solicited

MONTREAL TORONTO WINNIPEG VANCOUVER
^

CARRIER, LAINE & CO.
LILVIS, Que.

MAKERS OF

Puip Machinery,

Paper Machinery,

Engines and Boiiersm

Mills Built and
Equipped with Power Plant.
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Little & Walker
93 Broad Street, Boston

CHEMICAL EXPERTS and ENGINEERS

SPECIALISTS IX

Pulp and Paper making. f

HERBERT S- KIMBALL
Chemical Engineer and Mill Architect

101 Tremont St., Boston, Mass.

Designs, Examinations, Reports, F

Sulphite and Soda Fibre, Pulp and Paper^liTs^

GEORGE F. HARDY, ^^so'c"'me

Consulting Engineer.

Paper, Pulp and Fibre Mills, Examination of

Mill Properties, Water Power Developments.

Mutual Reserve Building, - 309 droadway.

NEW YORK.

"Asbestine Pulp" Filler

Superior to any Clay.

Delivered price on application.

INTERNATIONAL PULP CO.
New York City, U.S.A.

ten r#i#.« Improved Domestic
ISO Tons ^^.^^ ^^^^ p^pgr

^1 Aw Making— Bright ColorW" * High Retention-

Daffy. Fine Quality.

The Philadelphia Clay Manufacturing Co.

706 Drexel Building, Philadelphia, Pa.. U. S. A.

F. N. RITCHIE
EXPERT EXPLORER AND

PRACTICAL LUMBERMAN

30 YEARS' EXPERIENCE IN FORESTRY
Commercial Exchange,

131 St. Peter Street, Quebec, Cavada.

DEALER AND BROKER

PINE AND SPRUCE TIMBER LIMITS

PULP WOOD LANDS, FREEHOLDS, &c.

Reports on Timber Limits, Pulp Wood
Lands, etc. — Highest Referenxes.

T. PRINGLE & SON

Specialities :—Pulp Paper and Fibre Mills,

Hydraulic Developments and Electrical

Transmissions

409, 410, 411, 412 Coristine Bldg.,
MONTREAL. F

a. If. VOGEL
A. M. Can. Soc. C.E. ENGINEER

OTTAWA, CAN.

WATER POWER
Paper, Pulp and Sulphite Fibre Mills

Telegrams—"WooDPULP-LoNDON." Estab. 1879

Q. F. GREEN & CO.
5 Laurence Pountney Hill,

LONDON.

Importers of Wood-Pulp, Boards, etc.

Correspondence.

HANSON'S

WOOLEN MILL
mm Hull, Que.

Manufacturers of

Best Pulp Felts

in the World,

This Railway runs through TwO Hundred

Miles of the Finest Spruce Forests in

America, through a country abounding in

Water Powers suitable for Pulp and

Paper Mills and other industries, and of

easy access to the Steamship DOCkS at

Quebec.

Alex. Hardy, J. G. Scott,

G.F. & P. A. General Manager

Quebec, P.Q.
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CHINA CLAYS?*:*'
|Makers' Strained ^

Bleaching Powder. Soda Ash.
Ultramarine Blue.

STARCHES"'«''^^^ ^'-^"^ feai-i
and Potato.

iJ?^*^®®"^ *- ^^ •>
St. James St., Montreal. 1

JOSEPH PORRITT & sms,
Established 1808.

HELMSHORE • Near Manchester.

Felts and Jackets for Pulp and Paper Mills
And all kinds of Woollen, Linen and Cotton Cloths

for Mechanical Purposes.

Agents for the States and Canada, F. BREDT & Co.. 194 Fulton Street. New York.

Kg' FOR EXPORTERS ONLY

GEORGE MAWSON
Handles all grades of Pulp and 17^ QUCCPI VictOPia StfCCt
Paper on the English. European

I riMPk/^lVT C
^

and Australian Markets
. LUIMIJUIN, iZ.L., EnC^lanCl

^PGciaiiiies, News and Box Boards,

I
W. A. FLE.MING <S CO., *

I MONTREAL. Branch Office,
St. John, N. B.

Importers of Belting. Hose Mill Supplies Camel Brand 5
% Ha,r Belting, also BALATA, Rubber Leather and 1
^ Stitched Cotton Pulp and Paper Mill FELTS, Wet and Dry n
» Send for Prices and Discounts J
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A. KLIPSTEIN & CO.
17 Lemoine St., flontreal

Sulphate
Alumina

China Clay & Bleachini!: Powder

Ultramarine a.nd

Aniline Blues

Sherbrooke Iron Works
SHERBROOKE, QUE.

MANUFACTURERS OF

PULP WOOD BARKER

Saw Mill and Wood Working

Machinery.

Wood Barker
with automatic block turning attachment.

Improved machinery for cutting pulp wood
to any length.

|

Improved

Pulp and Paper Screens.

CASTLE, GOHHEIL & OVERTON
|

4t Park Rowi, Times BIdg,, New York %
AGENTS FOR %

Sulphite and Wood Pulp MiUs I
Dealers in all kinds of Paperstock, Sizing:, etc. 4|

Correspondence Solicited. ^ J
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I
Wilson, Paterson & Co'y., f

I 30 ST. JOHN ST., MONTREAL

1

J

OFFER TO THE TRADE:
Caustic Soda, 50^ to 78^ Caustic Potash, Sal

Soda, SALT CAKES, Silicate of Soda, Pearlash, Potash, Sul-
phur. Also a full line of Resins, direct shipment from the south.

Contracts made for regular supplies. F

i

I

^ . .

ESTABLISHED 1850

BELLHOUSE, DILLON & CO.
IMPORTERS OF

China Clay, Sulphur, Bleaching Powder, Sulphate
Alumina, Soda Ash and Aniline Colors.

MACHINE WIRES, FELTS, ETC.

Offices-201 to 203 Coristine Building. St. Nicholas Street, X/frfcXTT-OTTAT ^
Telephones-Main 846, 847. MUlN 1 Ivll^AL.

The JENCKES Machine
Company, Limited,

117 Lansdowne Street.
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PAPER FROM PEAT FIBRE.

That certain kinds of peat contain

fibre which can be utiHzed for paper-

making has been known for many years,

and numerous attempts—some of them

successful—have been made to bring this

knowledge to practical and commercial

issue in Europe. Of the several kinds

of peat found in Canada the larger pro-

portion is formed from the growtli and

decay of different mosses, Sphagnum and

Hipnum moss being the two best known.

The former is that from which paper

fibre may be obtained as it is long and

usually covers the decayed deposit to a

depth of from one to two feet.

One of the largest sphagnum moss

bogs in this vicinity is the "Welland

bog," as it is known, although it lies

some six or seven miles southwest of

the town of that name. it covers an

estimated area of 4,000 acres, or between

six and seven square miles. The upper

portion of the bog consists of fresh or

growing moss, which in the course of

propagation dies out at the roots as new

growths advance above.

In 1899, experiments were made with

this moss by Thos. Heys, chemist, of

Toronto, and his reports were so en-

couraging that more extensive and prac-

tical tests were conducted at the mills of

the Riordon Paper Co., at Merritton. A

carload of the dry packed moss, which

had been prepared as moss litter for the

New York market, was sent to these mills

where several experiments were made.

The result proved that it is a very good

"filler" for the coarser kinds of paper.

In building paper a very good article was

produced having as high as 80 per cent,

and over of moss. The parties inter-

ested were so well satisfied with what

had been done, that some paper-making

machinery was installed during the fol-

lowing summer at the plant of the Cana-

dian Peat Fuel Co., which controlled

this bog, and considerable money was

spent in further experiments.

It was found, however, that this moss
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alone would not make a commercial
article of paper by the processes in or-

dmary use, but that hy, the addition of

some 20 per cent, of old paper, a good
building paper or a low grade wrapping
paper could be produced. In other words,
it made a pretty fair "filler" for low
grade papers. As the cost of a plant to

produce such an article would run into

a large sum, the experiments were fol-

lowed no further.

Some two years later, a gentleman
named Callender, from New York, tried

a new process on tl is same moss and
succeeded in producing a much better
article. Experiments were carried on
at the Taylor Bros.' Paper Mills, Don
Valley, Toronto, and a pretty fair sample
of wrapping paper was made having a
large percentage of moss as filler.

It appeared that the fibre in the
sphagnum moss, found in this deposit,
is too soft and short grained to answer
in making a valuable paper without the
addition of some better fibre.

It was found that the moss on some
of the Irish peat beds was much better
in fibre and better adapted for paper
making, so operations were transferred
to that country where the writer under-
stands a paper mill is now running on
a commercial basis.

In the deserted hamlet of Celbridge,
for some time past "the sole abode of
jackdaws and rats," W. M. Callender

started operations last year in an aban-
doned mill on the banks of the river

Uffey. In this mill a turbine and a

steam engine were put in, electric lights

installed and machinery specially adapted
to the preparation of the moss from the

adjacent peat bed, known as the Bog of

Allen. At present about loo hands are

employed in the mill and in digging and
preparing material, but the company is
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so satisfied with the results that a plant

five times the size of the present one,

which was about 300-h.p., will be

erected. The mill produces at present

"ochre glazed" wrapping paper which is

sold in the London market; but the

company contemplates going into sta-

tionery and printing papers. It is stated

that the wrapping paper now turned out
can be sold on the market at a price

which puts other wrappings out of com-
petition. Sir Samuel Canning, of Lon-
don, is financially interested in the com-
pany which is known as the Callender

Paper Mfg. Co. The local Irish papers,

which refer to the industry enthusiasti-

cally, do not give any details of the

processes, except that the peat is boiled

in chemicals in a cast iron tank holding

a couple of tons, that it is then passed
through beating engines and run into

tanks, whence it is pumped to the ma-
chines.

In Germany and Holland the peat is

found to contain excellent fibre and of

such quality that cloth, hosiery and car-

pets have been made on a commercial
scale for some years from yarn spun
from it. Samples of this hosiery and
several kinds of paper and board made
from German peat fibre were recently

on exhibition in Toronto.

During last summer some gentlemen

having a process invented in Austria for

making peat board, carried on experi-

ments on a bog near Beaverton, Ont.,

and a company known as The Peat

Boards Co., Limited, has been formed

in Toronto to exploit this new enter-

prise. The writer understands that ex-

periments have been successful so far as

they have gone, but are not yet con-

cluded.

It is to be hoped that success may at-

tend the efiforts which are being made
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to utilize the large quantities of raw

material found in this country in the

shape of sphagnum moss. One deposit

known as the Lucien muskeg, lying east

of Winnipeg, is said to be sixty miles

in length by several miles in breadth, and

from five to ten feet in depth; while in

the regions of north Ontario, lying

about the Height of Land, towards

James' Bay, there are hundreds of square

miles of peat bogs many of them 15 to

20 ft. deep. There is here material not

only for fuel, but for paper and textile

fabrics sufficient to supply the world in

the class of goods for which it is suited.

BRITISH PAPER TRADE WITH
CANADA.

In last issue of this journal, a general

answer was given to the question raised

by a British contemporary as to why

British paper trade with Canada was

declining, while that of the United States

with this country was increasing. Inter-

views of our representative with men

in the trade confirm the opinion ex-

pressed last month that the burning of

the Eddy mills could not be set down

as a cause of the decline of British trade

within the last three or four years, for

the simple reason that the class of paper

which the Eddy mills produced is made

cheaper in this country than in Great

Britain. In fact, Canada is actually

exporting these papers to Great Britain

in small quantities, which are likely to

be increased in the near future.

In papers used in the stationery trade,

especially those made from esparto,

British makers are holding their own in

the Canadian market, as they turn out

an article with the velvety finish re-

quired by consumers; but in other lines,

such as bond and registry papers,
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British makers have lost ground and

tlieir goods are steadily being displaced

by those of Canadian make, as well as

by those made in the United States.

The reason is that Canadian and United

States makers have undersold them. Mr.

Cauldwell, of the Canada Paper Co.,

who has had an extended experience in

selling papers, recalls the time English

brands, such as Saunders' hand-made

papers, were in sole possession of this

market for ledgers, registry office books

and other record papers. These papers

were sold at $35 a ream of 72 lbs., and

are still maintained at that price, but

Canadian brands, such as Rolland's, are

now selling at figures below that, and in

qualities which appear to give as good

service and last as long, while United

States brands are also sold cheaper than

British makes, and are, of course, re-

placing them. Pirie's papers used also

to sell largely in Canada, especially m

Manitoba and the West, but like

Saunders' ceased to hold the market

after about 1890. Note paper in pads and

packages and envelopes in boxes form-

erly came in large quantities from Great

Britain, but this branch also has

dwindled to insignificance, partly, per-

haps, because of the efficiency of ma-

chinery used in this country for the

manufacture of envelopes.

It is the opinion of men best qualified

to judge, that this trade has been lost

chiefly from two causes, ist, the failure

of British manufacturers to adopt the

best machinery and most modern

methods, and second, failure to study the

conditions of Canadian trade and the

wants of Canadian customers. As an

example of the latter, P,ritish exporters

still insist on charging for cases, where

for years such charges have been in al-

most all cases dropped by Canadian and
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U.S. shippers, and where a charge

is made it is only 50 cents per case

against $i per case charged by Briti.^ii

shippers. These charges are not vital,

but they are matters of that annoying

knid that eventually turn a customer

away, when combined with a difTerence

on some more important point. If

British firms had local agents who wouhl

keep their goods in stock so that cus-

tomers could oblain them as (juickly as

from Canadian or United States mills,

they would regain a great deal of lost

trade, and would keep themselves in

touch with the customs and requirement;^

of consumers. British makers are at no

disadvantage in regard to freight, be-

cause rates are often higher from Mont-

real to Toronto or from ^Mon^real to

Halifax than from English ports to

Halifax; and if British firms shipped in

t!ie sumn.ier and kept stock in any of the

leading cities of Canada, they would
place themselves on a par with their

United States competitors in the matter
of freights. Over and above this they

have the advantage in this market of

3.3 I--3 per cent, in duties under the pre-

ferential tariff, and in view of this ad-

vantage it seems strange that British

manufacturers make nj effort to recover

the ground they have lost during the last

twenty years.

QUEBEC GOVERNMENT'S PULP
POLICY.

A very suggestive item appeared a few-

days ago in the Quebec correspondence

of the Toronto Evening News. The

writer states that the Quebec Govern-

ment has under consideration the pro-

tection of the pulp industries and pulp-

wood of the province, and explains that

•'the Government, notwithstanding tho
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clamorings of the manufacturers and
those interested in pulpwood limits in

the past, refused to protect the same by
an imposition of an export duty. But
the profits are so small, and at the same
time, the quantity of pulpwood shippc <!

to the American market is so very ex-

tensive, without return, that Premicr

Parent has come to recognize that tip

forests must not be denuded of their

wood, without at least some return ;o

the proprietary interests and also the in-

terests of State. The pulp industry and

its great possibilities in the province oi

Quebec is only in its infancy. No man
engaged in its development can form

any idea of its future nor prognosticate

in the present, the intrinsic value that

will be derived froi-n its vast resources."

After expanding on the outlook for

pulp and paper manufacturing )n Canada,

the correspondent goes on to say: "It

is suggested by investors in the province

of Quebec pulp industries that the Gov-

ernment should protect them from the

rapacity of the American speculators,

and even if the imposition of an export

tax did result in their obtaining their

wood from Oregon and the Western

States, their action in this respect would

be of short duration, for they would in

the end have to come to Canada after

they had exhausted their home supply,

and while it would protect the Canadian

investors, it would also eventually greatly

benefit the Provincial Government in its

ultimate gain in revenue They also ad

vise, that while an export «-ax be im-

posed on all wood expo'-ted to the

United States, a. preference should be

given the English market, and in so do-

ing the Canadian pulp men could easily

compete with the Scandinavian manufac-

turers. The representations made to the

Quebec Government are so strong and
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so rational, that it is thought the ques-

tion will be discussed at the coming

session of the Legislature with the re-

sult that the Government will yield to

I
the popular demand."

!
Has the Premier of Quebec really

I

come to appreciate the fact that his

I pulpwood policy means the selling of

!
the people's birthright for a mess of

pottage, or is he, like Reynard the Fox,

going into the barnyard of the Eastern

States paper manufacturers in the garb

of a monk with the assurance that he

has given up his old ways? If it is a

case of serious conversion, it will mean

the investment of millions of dollars in

the pulp and paper industries of Quebec

within the next few years with all the

accompanying benefits to agricultural

and other interests as the result of the

enlarged employment of labor and

capital within the province. Those in-

terested in the future development of the

province will watch with curiosity to

see what follows when the Legislature

meets.

WATER POWERS OF THE LAKE
ST. JOHN COUNTRY.

Lake St. John has been described in

a Quebec Government report as con-

stituting the area or bottom of an im-

mense amphitheatre, rising from it on all

sides, with its exit towards the north-

east in the depression formed by the

Saguenay. From the shores of the

lake the surface of the country rises by

steps from one plateau to another m
every direction, except towards the

south, where the high lands are very

near and attain a considerable elevation

within a short distance of the water's

edge. In a country having so varied a

surface as this, it will readily be under-

stood that the rivers are rapid and in

the course of their descent from one
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plateau to another form a succession of

magnificent falls. Many of these rivers

are of enormous volume, and one of

them, the Grand Peribonca, is 350 miles,

long. The rivers flowing into Lake St.

John, according to an official report,

drain a territory of about 20,000,000

acres, almost as much as the whole area

of Maine, and considerably more than

that of Nova Scotia or of New Bruns-

wick, being double that of Denmark

and of Holland, and nearly three times,

that of Belgium.

The extent of the water-powers in the

Lake St. John country is not to be mea-

sured, however, by those formed by the

rivers flowing into the great lake itself.

Many others are to be found upon the

upper Saguenay, the outlet of Lake St.

John, and upon its various tributaries.

Then there are also several splendid

falls and rapids upon the many streams

which drain the territory traversed by

the Quebec and Lake St. John Rail-

v.-ay between the city of Quebec and

Lake St. John, finally discharging their

waters into the St. Lawrence. Many of

these, and very naturally those which

are nearest to the line of railway, have

already been utilized, so that at nearly

every station along the line there are

either sawmills, pulp factories, or indus-

tries of some kind.

Thus,- St. Gabriel, seventeen miles

from Quebec, is the scene of Heidret-

ter's sawmill, with an annual capacity of

eight million feet of lumber. At Lake

St. Joseph are Harold Kennedy's mill,

with a capacity of six million feet, and

Julien's, which saws about two millions.

Lake St. Joseph is twenty-three miles

from Quebec. Five miles higher up the

line is the Lake Sergent mill with a capa-

city of two million feet. The Bourg

Louis mill, thirty miles from Quebec,

turns out about 1.500 tons of pulp a

year. Thirty-four miles from Quebec is

St. Raymond, where tliere arc several

important industries, including a pulp

factory with a capacity of six thousand

tons a year. Bornais' sawmill with a

capacity of three niillif^n feet, and one

of HaroM Kennedy's mills with a caoa-
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city of ten millions. Within the next
six or eight miles, three other sawmills
are reached, one at Cote's Crossing,
having a capacity, of four million feet,

another at Rondeau River, with a capa-
city of two milions, and a third of the
same size at Allen's Mills. Harold
Kennedy operates two other mills in this
vicinity, one having a capacity of four
million feet at Lake Long, and another
of seven millions at Perthuis, fifty miles
from Quebec. At Riviere-a- Pierre,
fifty-seven miles from Quebec, there are

to cut four million feet of lumber per
annum. At Commissioners' Lake, 150
miles from Quebec, is Delisle's sawmill,
v/ith a capacity of two million feet. The
Metabetchouan Pulp Company's new
mill is expected to turn out 15,000 tons
of pulp per annum, at St. Andre. Of a
similar capacity are the new pulp mills
at Ouiatchouan, 183 miles from Quebec,
which have now been some time in
operation. By far the largest sawmill
in this part of the country is that of
P. A. Scott, at Roberval, which has a

Ouiatchouan Pulp Mills.

two sawmills, each of about two mil-
lion feet capacity, operated respectively
by Messrs. Leveille and Perron. Hon.
Richard Turner operates sawmills at
Pearl Lake, loi miles from Quebec, and
at Lake Edward, twelve miles distant
from the first mentioned. The capacity
of the first is about ten million feet, and
of the Lake Edward mill, some ei-ht
millions. The headquarters of the I00--
gmg operations of the Belgo-Canadimi
Company are at Lake Kiskisink, 135
miles from Quebec. This companv cuts
and gets out of the woods hereabouts,
some 300,000 logs every winter. Lake
Bouchette, 160 miles from Quebec, is the
5cene of Jalbert's sawmill, which is able

capacity of fifteen million feet per an-
num. Mr. du Tremblay has also a mill
at Roberval, with a capacity of four mil-
lions. On the banks of the Little Peri-
bonca is the pulp mill of the Peribonca
Pulp Company, having a capacity of
nine thousand tons. On the Mistassini
river is the sawmill of the Trappist
Fathers, which can cut two million feet
of lumber a y^ar. Coming J^ack to the
railway and continuing alon| the Chicou-
tim, division, the eight-million-feet mill
of Messrs. Price Brothers & Company
IS reached at Metabetchouan Harbor,
five miles from Chambord Junction and
icSi miles from Quebec. Mr. Tremblay's
fnil!. at St Gedeon 191 miles from Que-
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bee, has a capacity of three milHon feet Motive Power,

of sawn lumber a year, while Kenogami, Rivers. Horse Power.

fourteen miles further, has a sawmill of Great Peribonca 301,025

two million feet capacity. At Jonquiere, Little Peribonca 1,500

217 miles from Quebec and only ten from Mistassibi 75,ooo

Chicoutimi, is the pulp mill of Price Mistassini 60,000

Bros. & Co., with a capacity of twelve Au Rat 22,723

thousand tons, while the Chicoutimi pulp Assiemska 15,000

mill, which is the principal industry in Chamouchouan 100,000

the city of that name, has a capacity of Au Saumon, aux Iroquois and

forty thousand tons per annum. Ouiatchouaniche 2,000

The water powers upon the great Ouiatchouan 33,ooo

feeders of Lake St. John are practically Metabetchouan 2,500

inexhaustible. Taking only those within Belle Riviere and Aulnaies 500

an easy radius of the lake itself, Mr. Little Dicharge 25,000

Langelier, a Government official, re- Grand Discharge ; 15,000

ports that over 650,000-h.p. could be ob-

tained within a line drawn around Lake 653,248

Grand Discharge, Lake St. John.

St. John, within a dozen miles of it at

the north, thirty to the northwest, fifty

to the west, two to the south, and ten
to the east. He points out that these

water powers greatly exceed those of all

the rivers in Sweden and Norway, where
the pulp industry is carried on to so

considerable an extent. The motive
power which could be had from this

small section of each of these rivers

is given by him as follows:

Speaking of a very small section of

one river he says: "Starting from the

terminus of steam navigation on the

Grand Peribonca, about fourteen miles

from Lake St. John, and traversing a

length of five or six miles in an ascend-

ing direction, this river hurls itself

through a series of cascades or falls,

piled, as it were, one above the other

and v/hich could easily develop an

energy of 300,000-h.p." He then pro-
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ceeds to enumerate them, commencing
with the lowest, which is the Grand
Falls, 21 feet high and 39,000-h.p. Then
follow, in quick succession, Portage la

Savanne Falls, 20 feet high and 36,-

500-h.p. ; Bonhomme Falls, 20 feet high

and 35,000-h.p. ; Willie Falls, 20 feet

high and 36,000-h.p.; Islet Falls, 10 feet

high and 18,425-h.p.; Devil's Falls, 35

feet high and 61,500-h.p., and McLeod
Falls, 40 feet high and 73,750-h.p., so

that in the course of five or six miles

of one river, this official estimates that

over 300,000-h.p. may, be developed. If

the whole of the cataracts formed by

region, taking only the product of the

first cut, and calculating that with or-

dinary prudence, and protection of tlic

smaller trees, spruce forests renew
themselves in twenty years. The cr^n-

iferous forests of the Lake St. Jolm
country exceed in extent those of Nor-
way, are nearly equal to those of Prussi i,

and to half those of Sweden. Canadian

pulp commands a higher price than tlie

Scandinavian article, and if the requisite

capital be devoted to it, there is enou^li

wood and enough motive power in ilie

Lake St. John country to keep half oi

Europe supplied with wood pulp.

Mistassini River.

the rivers flowing into Lake St. John
were to be taken into consideration,

the above figures might be almost in-

definitely enlarged.

There is no lack of raw material for

the mills that might be operated by a

number of these powers. Out of nearly

twenty millions of acres contained in

the entire Lake St. John territory, only

a little more than 500,000 acres are

cleared and under cultivation. Most of

the remainder is covered with forests.

White, black and red spruce constitute

more than 75 per cent, of the timber.

Outside of that suitable for saw logs,

Mr. Langelier estimates that there are

over 97,000,000 cords of pulpwood in this

NEW BLEACHING PROCESS.

It is claimed for the Vogelsang pro-

cess that the period required for the

bleaching of calicoes, yarns, lace and

curtains can be reduced by nearly one-

fourth by the electrical, as compared

with the chloride of lime process. The
electrolyser is also, it is said, suitable

for bleaching wood pulp for papermak-
ing, cotton-seed, waste flax, etc. Plant

IS to be erected at Nottingham to cope

with the extensive trade in lace bleach-

ing, and at Manchester a start is to be
made with works capable of treating i

25,000 pounds weight of goods a day.
!
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MECHANICAL WOOD PULP *

By Stanislas Gagne, B.A.Sc.

At a time when so much emphasis is

laid upon Canadian industry and Can-

adian manufactures, when " Made in

Canada" is used as a sign to catch the

market of the world, a review of me-

chanical wood pulp, an industry which

not only at present constitutes an im-

portant asset in Canadian wealth, but

which promises to become almost a

monopoly in the future, should be op-

portune and interesting.

It was the discovery of ground wood
pulp as a paper making material in 1845

that first afforded an opening for the

growth of this industry in Canada. Me-
chanical wood pulp is adapted to many
other uses besides that of producing

paper, but it is as a paper producer that

its future is assured and it is chiefly in

this connection that the process will be

considered in this paper. Before enter-

ing into details, however, upon the pro-

cess involved in the manufacture of me-

chanical wood pulp, a sketch of the es-

sential components of paper and of the

different materials employed in its manu-
facture will be given, that the efficacy

and utility of the mechanical process

may be judged by comparison. Typical

paper consists of approximately pure

cellulose so matted together as to form

a sheet.

CELLULOSE.

Cellulose may be termed the material

basis for the vegetable world. It is a

white, translucent, tasteless, odorless

substance without nutritive power, in-

soluble in water, alcohol and oils, and a

little denser than water. For paper

making purposes, cellulose fibres are de-

rived from two main sets of sources, in

the first place, from cotton and linen

rags, esparto, flax (spinner's waste),

hemp (old rope), jute, straw and sugar

cane; and secondly, from different kinds

of wood. In all the fibres derived from

these sources the following properties

*The above paper won thefirst prize g-iven by Biggar-
Samuel, Ltd,, for the best student's paper presented to

the Canadian Society of Civil Engineers for 1903,

are requisite; they must have a certain

length, they must be small in breadth

or thickness, they must be flexible and
felt well. The felting power depends
specially on the structure of the indi-

vidual fibre. An example of a good
felting fibre is the wool (not a paper
making fibre, being of animal nature).

As seen in figure i, the wool fibre is dis-

continuous, consisting apparently of im-
bricated scales; these brought together
tend to interlock, whereas silk fibres

(also of animal nature), for example, be-

ing dual cylinders perfectly smooth,
simply slide over one another when
rubbed or pressed together. We shall

now take a short glance at some of the

commonest sources of cellulose fibres as

enumerated above, and see in what de-

gree they possess these different pro-

perties.

COTTON.

Cotton fibres are the purest cellulose

available in a natural state. They are

long, thin, and rather rough, and when
dry tend to roll themselves around their

axis, hence they felt well. Figure 2

shows the form and structure of a cotton

fibre. These fibres, which usually reach

the paper-maker in the form of rags and

waste, form the basis of most high grade

book papers, and also enter, in different

degrees, into the composition of nearly

all grades.

FLAX.

The fibres of the flax are long, strong

and flexible; they are often jointed and

cut up, and are capable of lengthening

without breaking. They are used by the

paper-makers also in the form of rags

and spinners' waste, and produce a very

strong paper, (linen paper), which, how-

ever, is not so compact as that manu-

factured from cotton. See figure 3.

HEMP.

Hemp fibres resemble very much those

of flax, but are coarser and stronger;

especially is the pure fibre of Manila

hemp which constitutes the basis of the

real Manila paper. These fibres usually

reach the paper mill in the form of old

ropes and rags.
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STRAW.

The fibres of the straw are little

adapted to paper making, but the cheap-
ness of this raw material in such coun-
tries as our great west renders its use

economical. Straw fibres are of several

shapes, some being long and slender

and fairly uniform, while some are in

the form of smooth pith cells, and of

serrated epidermal cells. See figure 4.

SUGAR CANE.

Cane thrash or bagasse has been

recognized as a good raw material for

rough paper as its fibres possess great

strength. It has been claimed that it is

stronger than Manila hemp, but its value
for book paper has yet to be demon-
strated. As straw it is a very cheap by-

product in southern countries.

WOOD.

Most of the above-mentioned sources
of cellulose are available only in com-
paratively small quantities, and as such
the paper-makers use them merely to get

special grades of paper. On the other
hand the great bulk of our manufactured
paper is derived from wood. Roughly
speaking, wood may be said to be com-
posed of cellulose fibres cemented to-

gether. These bundles of cellulose

fibres are in the form of long cells which
are usually parallel to the longitudinal

axis of the tree which cells are also

cemented together. See figure 5. The
general chemical composition of wood

The Pulp and Paper

is 50 per cent, carbon, 6 per cent, hydro-
gen, and 44 per cent, oxygen. Taking
poplar and pine as typical examples
their physical composition is as follows:

Pine Poplar
Percent of cellulose 53.3 62.8

" " resin 2.0 1.3

aqueous ext 1.2 2.9

water 14.5 12.I

lignin 30.0 20.9

These quantities vary with different

qualities, especially in the case of pine.

The following is the percentage of cellu-

lose for different woods:

/7^. J — F/ax f/'^/tes

Poplar 62.8

Silver fir 56.9

Willow 55.7

Birch 55.5

Pine 53.3

Spruce 53.0

Chestnut 52.6

Beech 45.5

Ebony 30.0

The fitness of these different kinds of

wood as pulp producers depends some-
what more on other properties than on
their percentage of cellulose, as will be
seen later. Nearly all our Canadian
species of wood may be employed for

pulp making, but in actual practice the

number of kinds is limited; hence we
shall consider only those used in our '

Canadian pulp mills, and more especially
!

those employed by mechanical wood !

pulp manufacturer;^, namely, birch, bass- i
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wood, poplar or aspen, hemlock, pine,

tir or balsam and spruce.

Birch.—The fibres of the birch are

white, long, and in breadth or thickness

vary in different parts of the same fibre;

they are, as a rule, pointed and exhibit

numerous markings in the form of slits.

See figure 6. Only a limited quantity of

it is used in Canada, and mostly all by
chemical process. It makes a fine grade

of paper.

Basswood.—The fibres of the bass-

wood are very similar to those of the

birch. They are employed more than

birch as a paper producer, and give a

fine grade of paper, strong and soft.

Poplar or aspen.—The fibres of the

poplar and aspen are among the best

coarse and rather brittle fibre of dark
color, and suitable only for cheap paper.

Generally speaking, it is used only where
the supply of other woods becomes
short.

Pine.—Pine fibres are brown in color,

long, flat and broad, their ends are

tapered and are characterized by oblong
openings which penetrate through them.
This wood is used but in few places, and
pulped by chemical process. It produces
a brown paper specially well adapted for

boxes for sugar confections.

Fir and balsam.—The fibres of the

fir or balsam resemble those of the

spruce described below, and are, like it,

white, long, thin, and strong. As found

Stf^ f/ire^ % ce//s

wood fibres for paper making. They are

white, long, thin and pliable, and re-

semble closely, in appearance, the birch

fibres; some show joints and extend in

the form of a rail, see figure 7, but they
are used for fine book paper as they are

capable of acquiring a fine gloss. They
are pulped extensively where a large
supply is available, but the difficulty in

securing sound wood renders the opera-
tion sometimes rather expensive. Poplar
and aspen apparently sound to the eye
are very frequently, through certain dis-

tricts, discolored and rotten at the heart.

This "black heart" must be removed, as
its presence renders the pulp very in-

ferior in quality in proportion to the
quantity of the discolored and rotten
part.

Hemlock.—The hemlock furnishes a

in different parts of Canada, this species

contains varying quantities of resin, a

fact of much consequence in its value
as a pulp producer. Where it contains
little resin it ranks near spruce as a raw
material, but where resin is present in

large quantities, it is detested by the
manufacturers. In the chemical process
much difficulty is experienced in re-

moving the resin, and in the mechanical
process no end of trouble is occasioned
by the resin in the various parts of the

machinery. Where little resin exists,

as much as 25 to 40 per cent of fir or
balsam is used with spruce, and when
largely resinous, 5 to 10 per cent, is con-
sidered plenty, and none at all much
better.

Spruce.—The physical composition of

spruce, as given at the beginning of the
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article on wood, shows that it contains

S3 per cent, of cellulose fibres, its other
constituents resembling those of pine.

Its fibres are white, long (from 1-20 to
1-5 of an inch), thin (from 1-500 to

1-2000 of an inch), broad and flat, rough,
strong and often twisted. They are

characterized by the presence of numer-
ous pitted cells or cups, circular and
elliptical; see figures 5, 8 and 9. In Can-
ada we have mainly three kinds of

spruce; the black, the white, and the

red or grey; these colors refer chiefly to

the bark and not necessarily to the
wood fibre. The black variety is that
which stands in most favor with all pulp
manufacturers. Its fibres are the tough-

in the majority of the mills spruce is

employed exclusively, especially for me-
chanical pulp. They furnish the best
wood fibres for paper making, and our
immense available supply renders them
a most economical raw material. It

may be added that trees of slower
growth produce the longest and tough-
est fibres; for example, spruce grown on
poor soil or in rocky places, or again
in cool climate give better fibres than
that grown in richer soil and warmer
climate. For these reasons, spruce
grown in Newfoundland or near the

Labrador Coast gives a better grade of

pulp than that grown farther inland and
south. For climatic reasons also, Can-

6^.

%.9
6tour?c/ 0/pr(/ce

est of the three varieties and are fine

and white. It grows very thickly in

swampy regions such as the Laurentian
areas where it is easily recognized by
its dark bark and long stem, with only
a bunch of leaves at the top. The white
variety grows specially on dry ground
and its fibre is a little weaker than that

of black spruce, but somewhat whiter.
It also makes a fine grade of pulp. The
name grey spruce refers to the color of

the bark, and red spruce to the color of
the wood. The fibres of red spruce re-

semble those of the white variety, but
have a pinkish color. These three
varieties of spruce form the basis of
the wood pulp industry of Canada, and

adian spruce furnishes better pulp than
that grown on the soil of our southern
neighbors.

PROCESSES.
The following is an outline of some

of the different processes for obtaining

fibrous material or pulp from the above
mentioned sources. In all processes, ex-

cept perhaps the mechanical, the direct

aim is to obtain the cellulose fibres pure
and individual. Cotton, flax, and hemp
are used, as said before, in the form of

rags or waste which are first boiled to

cleanse them, then beaten to separate

the fibres and bleached. Straw and bag-

asse are treated by chemical process

suited to their composition; they are
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not pulped in Canada. Wood is treated

by two different processes, namely, the

chemical and the mechanical. In Can-

ada we have mainly two distinct

chemical processes; the alkaline or soda

process, and the acid or sulphite process.

The action of the chemicals in both

cases is to dissolve the non-cellulose

constituents or the cementing material

of the wood, thus leaving the individual

fibres.

Soda process.—Twenty-five years ago

the soda process was considered the

most economical of the different

chemical processes. It was first developed

in America in 1853 by Watt and Bur

gess; and in 1867, by Angus, Logan &
Co., of Windsor, Que., who made soda

pulp out of basswood. In this process

the wood is first barked and chipped,

then packed in digesters which usually

consist of cylindrical steel or iron tubes

capable of containing 2 to 3 cords of

wood; a nine to ten per cent, solution

of sodium hydrate is put in and the

whole is raised to a high temperature

and pressure by admission of live steam.

This "cooking" lasts from 8 to 10 hours,

after which the pressure is partly taken

off, sufficient only being retained to blow

the mixture out in tanks, which is im-

mediately done. This mixture of a

brown black color is washed with hot

water, and the diluted liquor is conveyed

to tanks and washers where the soda is

mostly recovered in the form of ash.

The pulp then consists of the individual

fibre of the wood employed, but colored

light brown by the digesting liquor; it

is afterwards screened and bleached,

preparatory to its being transformed
into paper.

All the woods mentioned and de-

scribed above are or may be treated by
this process, but poplar and aspen are

the best adapted to it, and in fact they
are nearly always pulped thus. This is

also a good method for pulping birch
and basswood, but spruce, fir and pine
are more difficult to treat. Woods are
never mixed in the same charge of a

digester. The yield of air dried fibres

is from 30 to 35 per cent, of the wood

employed which shows that from 1-3 to

1-2 of the cellulose has been destroyed.

Sulphite process.—The sulphite pro-

cess is comparatively new, and has sev-

eral advantages over the soda process

which caused most of the mills built

lately to adopt it. The advantages are

these: the cost of chemicals is less, a

larger yield of pulp is obtained, the

fibre is not weakened by the process,

and the paper made from it is harder

and more transparent. In this process

the wood is barked and chipped as in the

soda process; some manufacturers re-

move the knots and other impurities

which are but little acted upon by the

chemicals, while others claim that it is

more economical to remove them after-

wards in the screens. The chips are

dumped into the digester which is an

iron clad cylinder, vertical or horizontal,

or perhaps also rotary, lined with some
material not acted upon by the acid; in

the past lead was employed for this pur-

pose, but in later practice, a layer of 4
or 5 inches of portland cement has been

found to work well. In a digester of a

capacity of 2 cords, 2,500 gallons of a

3/4 per cent, solution of an acid sulphite

is put in and live steam is turned in thus

raising the temperature and pressure.

The constitution of the wood tends

itself to the formation of certain organic

sulphur acid (sulphonates), which

greatly facilitate the process. After 10

to 12 hours of "working" the pulp is

blown out into tanks where it is washed;

the liquor in this case, however, being

usually dumped into the nearest stream,

the gases only being preserved. In this

case also the pulp consists of the in-

dividual fibres, which, after being

washed, screened and bleached, are

ready for the paper machines. As in

the case of the soda process all the

woods above described may be "pulped"

by this method, but spruce is the best

adapted and the most employed. The
yield by this process is usually from 40

to 50 per cent, of the wood employed,

which is quite an excess over that of

the soda process. There are many other

so-called chemical processes for isolat-
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ing cellulose from wood, but as they are

not used in Canada, and not likely to

be for some time at least, they are of

little importance to us.

The mechanical process.—In the me-
chanical process the wood is first cut

into 1I/2 to 2 feet lengths and barked.

These blocks are then pressed against

revolving sandstones which grind the

wood to a pulp. This, again, after being

screened and bleached is ready for the

paper machines, but as our mechanical
pulp is nearly all made for exportation,

it has to be transformed into a con-

venient shape for shipment. For this

reason, the mechanical process as

usually understood also means the use

of "wet machines" to put the pulp into

the form of sheets, and also of hydraulic

presses to extract the water from these

sheets, and of packing presses to put

them into proper shape for shipment.

The above description of materials and
processes has been given to convey a

full understanding of the aim and object

of pulp making, and to furnish a basis

of comparison. We shall now turn our

attention to a fuller description of the

mechanical process, which is the main
object of this paper.

(To be continued).

Forestry and Pulpwood

The Cape Breton County Council is

being urged to adopt rules for the pre-

vention of forest fires, in their county.

The attitude of the Board of the

United States General Appraisers toward

pulpwood from the Province of New
Brunswick, Canada, has been clearly de-

fined by Judge Somerville, who has just

handed down a decision that no counter-

vailing duty should be levied on pulp-

wood coming from that province. Nova
Scotia wood is also free of duty, and

the cfjuntervailing duty is levied against

Quebec only.

The fifth annual meeting of the Cana-

dian Forestry Association will be held in

Toronto on March loth and nth. The
programme is now being arranged and

will be announced by circular to mem-
bers. The papers already promised in-

clude: The Systems of Administration
oi Timber Lands in Canada, by Aubrey
Vv'hite, assistant Commissioner of Crown
L.m.'s for Ontario The Laurenti.-lc:,

National Park, by W. C. J. Hall, De-
partment of Lands and Forests, Que-
bec; Forestry in Relation to Irrigation,

by J. S. Dennis, irrigation commissioner
for the Canadian Pacific Railway Com-
pany; Forest Reproduction in Germany,
by A. Harold Unwin, of the Dominion
forestry branch. Other aspects of for-

estry in relation to lumbering, agricul-

ture and education will be dealt with.

The railway companies have granted a

single fare rate to those attending the
meeting.

A deputation consisting of J. B. Whit-
man, of Round Hill; Frank Davison, of

Bridgewater; Frank Lowe, of Aylesford;
T M. McGrath, of Tusket; F. C. Whit-
man, of Annapolis; M. McDonald, of

Truro, and J. H. Gillis, of Hahfax,
waited recently on the Attorney-General
of Nova Scotia, and presented a draft

Irdl amending the statute which deals

with the prevention of forest fires. Their
proposed legislation includes the ap-

pointment of a chief ranger for the pro-
vmce, and eighteen county rangers, who
shall be under the jurisdiction of the
chief ranger, with the power of appoint-

ment and dismissal. These officials are

to be invested with large general powers
as in Quebec and Ontario. The county
rangers are to patrol their districts dur-

ing the season of danger and obtain all

help necessary to suppress fires. The
provisions are very stringent against

settlers, hunters, fishermen, sportsmen
or others setting fires during the sum-
mer season. The Attorney-General was
prepared to recommend that the chief

ranger be paid by the Government, and
that the lumbermen and municipalities

pay the county rangers, and whoever
they may employ. Hon. Senator Power
questioned the wisdom of allowing the

chief ranger to make the appointments,
and stated that in Ontario the forestry

provisions left the appointment of the

forest rangers in the hands of the luni-
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bermen, thus avoiding any danger of

political influence being used. In Quebec

the Government appointed forest rangers

on the recommendation of the lumber-

men. The Attorney- General announced

that the Canadian Forestry Association

would meet at Halifax during the pres-

ent session to direct public attention to

the necessity of adopting a general

policy with reference to forest preserva-

tion and reforestation.

Before the Quebec Colonization Com-

mission at Hull on February nth, T. R.

Booth gave some interesting testimony

on the subject of forest preservation. In

the course of his evidence, Mr. Booth

stated that the approximate area of the

lirnits controlled by him- in the province

of Quebec was about 2,400 miles, and

that the part of this area affected by

settlement was fifteen or twenty per cent.

He had trouble only on one occasion

with a settler and that on the Coulouge

river. The man had got too far into a

pinery, and as there was danger of a

fire, he bought him out. Mr. Booth said

he spent about $700,000 a year in cut-

ting and taking out logs in the province

of Quebec. About sixty per cent, of this

amount was expended for provisions,

teams and the like. He generally em-

ployed settlers, as they were found to

be good steady workers, and much more

reliable than men brought from a dis-

tance. He had suffered tremendously

from fires caused sometimes by the

neglect of his own men, sometimes of

settlers, hunters, mine prospectors, and

others. He, as well as other lumbermen,

had no objection to settlers, but on the

contrary liked to have them, as they

were of great help. He thought there

was always a danger of fire when stttlers

took lots in the centre of a limit, and

that the remedy was to group them to-

gether in parts where not less than 50

per cent, was arable land. The preser-

vation of the forests lay entirely Vv^ith

the Government. He thought that ii the

regulations in Quebec were the same as

in Ontario a great deal of the present

trouble would be got rid of. It cost

more money in every way to get out

timber in the province of Quebec than

in Ontario, and the security against fire

was not as good as in the latter ijro-

vince. In his experience he thought that

fire had destroyed about twice as much

timber as had been cut. He 'tut between

40 and 50 millions of feet a year. Mr.

Booth then went into an extended ex-

planation of the wealth of Canada's tim-

ber resources and urged that the Govern-

ment enforce regulations that would

protect its forests. There is no use in

talking of reforesting when we don't

protect those we have. Mr. Booth was

heartily thanked by the Board for his

excellent explanations.

Mill Matters

During the recent thaw at St. Cath-

arines, Ont., the rush of ice and water,

which poured down Twelve Mile Creek,

overflowed the banks, ran on to the

canal and into the Kinleith paper mills,

flooding the storehouse. A large force

of men with teams were required to re-

move the soluble chemicals kept there,

to a place of safety. Prompt action pre-

vented any damage.

The Imperial Paper Mills of Canada,

Limited, Sturgeon Falls, Out., are ap-

plying to the District Court of Nipissing

for an order authorizing them to in-

crease the height of the dam in the

Easterly Channel at Sturgeon Falls, to

a height sufficient to give a thirty-eight

foot head of water for the purpose of

supplying additional power to the mills,

and to acquire the necessary properties.

Mr. Caron, M.P.P., for L'Islet; Mr.

Martineau, and several others represent-

ing the Metabet-Chown Pulp Company,

waited upon the Prime Minister on

February 4th to request payment of the

subsidy upon thirteen miles of a spur

line connecting the company's works

with the Lake St. John Railway. The

subsidy was authorized last session, but

the contention of the Railway Depart-

ment is that it has not been earned. Sir

Wilfrid promised that the matter would

be looked into.
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The Laurentide Paper Co., Limited,
has declared a dividend of four per cent,
for the last half-year.

The extreme cold weather, at Stur-
geon Falls, Ont., has lowered the water
to such an extent that the power of the
Imperial Paper Mills is considerably
reduced at the mills, and their produc-
tion has been hampered in consequence.
The Royal Paper Mills Company is

applymg to the Quebec Legislature for
an Act to substitute bonds of $1000
each for the existing bonds of $100, wiHi
the consent of the present bondholders
and to provide additional security to the
holders thereof.

The contract for the new paper mill
of the Cornwall Paper Manufacturing

Mille Roches, Ont., has been let to
Wilhams & Fallon, of Cornwall- It is
anticipated that there will be little if
any, delay in completing the work.

J. M. McKinnon, manager of the
Oriental Power and Pulp Companv,
Vancouver, states that his company has
commenced work on their Swanson Bay
property in preparation for the pulp and
paper mills. Wharves and build„,gs for
l^ousing purposes are being erected. It
will take about eighteen months to com-

f!ll T ""^T-
^^^^^^^ -bout

fin shed, and are capable of accommo-

t^de. When the plant is completed thecompany will employ three hundred menSwanson Bay is opposite Princess
ivoyal Island, and the location for the
niills IS described as ideal in respect toshippmg facilities, water-power and tim-
ber limits The mills will be operated
by a fall of water from a lake seven miles
long, giving 30,000-h.p., on a head of 371feet. Ultimately the mills will have a
capacity for a daily production of 100
tons of news print, but at present ma-
chinery will be installed for half that
amount. A market for all has already
been found in Australia, Japan and China,
and the company is now negotiating
with the C.P.R. Company for the
handling of the product. In addition to
what is shipped abroad, it is hoped to
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supply the local provincial demand,
which is put down at 1,500 tons a year'
The Canadian Finance Syndicate, of Lon-
don, will be the directors of the concern.

Pulp cS Paper Currency
A good market would appear to be

open to Canadian pulp and paper mills
in India, especially in news. F. M. Cole-
man, manager of the Times of India, is

authority for the statement that no
Indian mill can make news cheaply
enough, and consumers have to look to
outside sources largely for their sup-
plies. Mills established in British Col-
umbia should be able to handle this trade
to advantage in connection with exports
to Australasia and Japan, though eastern
Canadian mills could no doubt ship via
England if not by direct boat from Que-
bec or Maritime Province ports. The
subject is worth enquiring into.

An article in Bradstreet's predicts, on
the authority of a New England lumber-
man or paper man, that within six years
at the present rate of consumption there
will be a famine of spruce and pulp in
the United States. The total cut of
spruce in the States last year is placed
by this authority at 1,200,000,000 feet, of
which 800,000,000 went into pulp and 'the
balance to the saw.s. The International
Paper Co. alone uses 200,000,000 feet, and
the Sunday edition of one of the large
newspapers is said to require the ship-
ping of an acre of spruce for each num-
ber. If one issue of a Sunday newspaper
sweeps bare a whole acre of spruce, the
record of the total must have ominous
significance, and moralists may naturally
speculate on the curse of barrenness that
will follow the devolution of the Sunday
newspaper—using that term in its proper
sense of rolling downward. The Sunday
paper is fast proving itself to be an ava-
lanche that is not only sweeping away
the sheltering forests, but that more
august shelter to the moral and spiritual
life of the people, a consecrated day of
rest.

In a speech delivered this month in
Montreal Sir Wilfrid Laurier made the
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lollowing reference to the paper trade:

"Let us take the paper which is used in

newspaper. This paper in the United

States pays a duty of 35 per cent. In

Canada it pays only 15 per cent. It was

complained that there was a combine to

keep up the price; we made an enquiry,

and, according to the proof, these com-

plaints were well founded, and we re-

duced the tariff by 10 per cent. We had

a tariff of 25 per cent.; we have reduced

it to 15 per cent., and since that time

those who talk of high protection have

not tried in the least to increase that

tariff. They buy paper from the Cana-

dian manufacturers, and we have put an

end to the unwarranted gains made by

manufacturers of paper. But, gentlemen,

here is what happens. High tariffs pro-

duce combines, produce trusts, and that

would take place if we were to copy the

American tariff; the Canadian consumers

would come to us to ask tor protection

against protection." If Sir Wilfrid

Laurier chose to "make an enquiry" into

the relations of other Canadian manu-
facturers with foreign manufacturers in

the same lines, we could name a dozen

industries in investigating which the

same thing could be proved. Unfortu-

nately for these other industries the

press is not united against them, as it

was in the case of an industry whose
price lists affected their own profits.

And so the high ground taken by Sir

Wilfrid in the case of Canadian paper

manufacturers is only reached where a

power like the press forces him into

action. Of course, it is a good "talking

point," as the commercial traveller

would say, and it is current politics to

claim for principle what is due to ex-

pediency.

THE GUSHING SULPHITE FIBRE
CO. vs. GEO. S. GUSHING.

At the January sitting of the Equity

Court, St. John, N.B., Judge Barker de-

livered judgment in the above case, of

which the following is a synopsis: The
plaintiffs' claim was on four grounds;

that while defendant was the company's

managing-director, he had made secret

profits which should be restored to the

plaintiffs; that he had carried on deal-

ings to the detriment of the company,

and to his own advantage, reparation

for which should be made; that he was

negligent in his duties, and the company

incurred losses thereby, for which ne

should be held liable; and that he had

taken payment for more lumber than he

supplied to the company at excessive

prices, which excess should be accounted

for.

The judge found that the defendant's

dealings had been carried on with the

knowledge of his co-directors, therefore

the first claims could not be sustained.

No attempt having been made to sustain

the second claim, the charges were prac-

tically abandoned. The real controversy

arose from the third and fourth grounds

the facts relating to them being as fol-

lows :

The defendant owned a lumber mill at

Union Point, just outside of St. John,

N.B., and believing that a pulp mill

could be profitably operated adjacent to

his mill, utilizing the slab-wood for pulp-

wood and fuel, he organized the plaint-

iff company in 1898. One-third of the

capital was taken up by the defendant

and others in New Brunswick, the bal-

ance being subscribed for by Captain

Partington, an Englishman having a long

experience in pulp manufacture, and his

friends. The pulp mill commencea oper-

ations in 1900, and had been running

ever since. Captain Partington being

president of the company. Defendant,

who was a director, in 1899, was ap-

pointed managing director and held that

position until 1901. The actual cost of

the mill and plant greatly exceeded the

expert's estimates, which had been ex-

amined by Captain Partington and which

hiis knowledge of the industry snonld

have enabled him to verify before tak-

ing stock in the company. Captain

Partington blamed defendant for this in-

creased cost, notwithstanding that dur-

ing this period labor and materials had

greatly increased in price, the Captain

himself putting the advance in machin-
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ery at 50 per cent. Moreover, the men
selected by Captain Partington and sent

from England to superintend the con-
struction, and who acted without inter-

ference from the defendant, were re-

sponsible for a material increase.

In the ten months defendant was man-
aging director, after the mill was run-
ning, he supplied wood for pulp and for

fuel at invoiced prices aggregating $62,-

980.87, on account of which acting by
himself as managing director, he received

$52,391.30, leaving a balance of $10,-

589 57, which was disputed on the ground
that the invoiced prices were incorrect.
These prices were intended to be equal
to two dollars per thousand of mill cut.

The evidence, however, showed that the
prices were subject to revision unc.er an
agreement by which they were to be
governed by the cost of rouna wood
for pulp, and coal for fuel, the relative
cost having to be determined by a prac-
tical test which, however, was never
made. The substantial dispute arose on
this question.

The plaintiffs claimed $40,000, being
$10,000 the cost of a fuel house alleged
to have been built without authority, and
$30,000, overcharges on wood delivered,
the contention being that the defendant
occupying a fiduciary position had il-

legally taken from the funds of the com-
pany $40,000, which should be restored.
This would leave a large balance due to
the plaintiffs after deductmg the $10,-
589-57- The evidence did not sustain the
plaintiffs' contention as to the quantity
of wood delivered, no such thing had
been suggested until the suit was com-
menced, although invoices, open to the
officers of the company, were regularly
delivered. As to the claim of $10,000 for
the fuel house, although Captain Part-
ington gave no specific instruction for
its erection, and knew nothing about it

till after its completion, his representa-
tive must have known all about it, as
did the other directors, and no objection
to it was made until this action was com-
menced. If Captain Partington's author-
ity was required, which was not clear,
there was ample evidence of an implied
authority for the purpose.
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The authority delegated to Captain
Partington, which was perhaps no more
than that of any person holding voting
power to elect a board of Fiis own choos-
ing, was more important in view of the
company seeking to fix the liability on
the defendant. The proposition that the
directors had in effect effaced themselves
and given sole control to Captain Part-
ington could not be accepted, nor could
the doctrine that defendant was manag-
ing director with nothing to manage.

The contention made in the evidence
was that the cost of the fuel house and
machinery for conveying wood from the
sawmill to the pulp mill must be charged
to the defendant, because it had been
built without Captain Partington's au-
thority, and because both had become
useless by the abandonment of the mill

wood for pulp and fuel, which was an
experiment made at defendant's risk. If

more successful for pulp and fuel than
round wood and coal, well and good,
but if otherwise, the cost, including the
two charges mentioned, was to fall on
defendant's shoulders. It was also said
that the expenditure was unreasonable,
and made to advance the defendant's
private interest. It was remarkable that
while the plaintiffs' bill charged defend-
ant with a great number of fraudulent
dealings, it contained no mention of this

contention. The use of mill wood from
defendant's mill was contemplated when
the mill was built and the plans of ma-
chinery were changed so that half round
wood and half slab wood could be used,
the supply of the latter being inadequate.
It could not be wholly claimed that the
fuel house and machinery were a loss,

because those managing the company's
affairs did not choose to use them, but
if it were so, in view of the evidence,
the defendant could not be found guilty
of that negligence necessary to render
him liable for it. It might be that a less

expensive plant would have done, but
that at most was an error of jucfgment
for which he could not be held liable,

therefore the claim for loss on that ac-
count could not be sustained. Dealing
with the wood invoiced by defendant,
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the question was: Did any agreement

exist, and if so what was it? Defend-

ant's' position had been consistent

throug'hout, he having contended that

although the prices for slabwood were

reasonable, they were subject to re-

vision on the basis of its relative va^.ue

to round wood and coal. Captain Part-

ington's position was not always so well

defined. Defendant had always stated

that the charges were not final. It was

to be inferred from the correspondence

between all parties that Captain Parting-

ton agreed that if mill wood could be

used for pulp and fuel at a price mak-

ing the cost of production no more than

round wood and coal, assuming the

quality to be equal, that defendant should

be paid for it on that basis. Captain

Partington's experience led him to pre-

fer round wood and coal, but there was

no reason to suppose that either he or

defendant had any intention of arrang-

ing for a wood supply detrimental to the

shareholders, and to defendant's bene-

fit. The plaintiffs contended that the

basis referred to applied only to wood

supplied between October lo, 1900, and

March 20, 1901; and that from March to

June 25, 1901, the charge was to be at

the rate netted by defendant before the

pulp mill was built, or, if not that, at

whatever the wood was worth to plain-

tiffs for their business. The parties also

agreed that from June to August 10,

iQOi, when defendant stopped supplying

wood, the price was to be the same as

for the period from October, 1900, to

March, 1901, so that they differed only

in regard to how the value of the wood

supplied from March, to June, 1901, was

to be determined.

Mr. Powell, for the plaintiffs, admitted

that in dealing with this period there

were practical difficulties, and suggested

that all three periods be treated alike;

therefore, his suggestion would be

adopted. The question then arose, How
was this relative value to be determined?

One way was by comparison of the

actual costs of production for fixed

periods, when round wood and coal and

. mill wood were being used respectively.
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The other was by the actual experience

of practical men, who, to quote Captain

Partington, spoke "of facts, not theo-

ries." It was obvious that conditions

varied, and so many things rested on

mere estimates or opinions as to which

experts disagreed that the results,

though • pointing in the right direction,

were only approximate. The figures sub-

mitted gave the expenditure during six

different periods, the first three including

the time when defendant was managing

director, and the other three portions

of time between August, 1901, and July,

1902. It was well known that in the early

life of a manufactory like this mill mis-

haps occurred. The machinery was new,

the workmen were unskilled and without

experience. Such was at all events the

case with this mill. Nothing went

smoothly except the engine. The diges-

ters were constantly giving trouble; the

linings in them blew out on several occa-

sions, causing great delay and expense.

There was no end of trouble with the

acid plant, and the screens and barkers

required changing in many ways before

they worked satisfactorily. All such

stoppages very seriously increased the

cost of production. Messrs. Cushing,

Ellis, Waring, Cudhp and others spoke

of this increased cost.

The evidence showed that the mill

worked only 89 days out of the 123 work-

ing days between October 8, 1900, and

February 28, 1901. From February 28,

laoT, to March 28, 1901, she worked the

full 27 days, and from March 28, 1901, to

August 10, 113 days, she worked 100.

b rom September 13, 1901, to January 17,

1902, 109 working days, she worked 108;

so that during the first three periods

which comprise the time previous to the

defendant's resignation on the TOth of

August, 1901, 47 working days were lost

out of 263, while but one day was lost

out of the 109 days which made up the

two other following periods. During the

first three periods, 263 working days, the

mill produced 4,063 gross tons of pulp, or

at the rate of per day. while for the

other periods she produced 2.193 gross

tons, or at the rate of 20 ton.s per day,

a difference of 4V2 to"s per day, attri-
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buted mainly to the stoppages. It was
suggested that these stoppages were due
to some extent at least to the use of mill-
wood or a want of proper management
on the defendant's part. It was due to
him to say that this suggestion was not
ni any way supported by the evidence.
Mr. Ellis, who had sole management

of the mill for eight months while de-
fendant was managing director, had said
that the difficulties were due to defectsm construction, and not in any way to
the use of millwood for making pulp
Between the third and fourth periods, a
month (from August loth to September
13th) elapsed, during which the mill was
shut down and certain repairs made. The
cost of wood, coal and wages for the
third period was $39,758.44, and the pro-
duction was 2,159 and 729-2,240 tons of
air-dry pulp making the cost per ton to
be $18.48, while the cost of wood, coal
and wages for the next or fourth period
was $17,025.09, and the production 933and 1.361—2,240 tons of air-dry pulp
making the cost per ton to be $18.24 or
a difference of 24 cents per ton in favor
ot the fourth period.

If these elaborate comparisons were to
be relied on, what two periods could be
more suitable for the purpose than
these two. As an offset to the differ-
ence m cost, the mill stopped 13 days
out of 113 working days in the third
period, while in the fourth there were no
stoppages. In the third period they used
lor pulp-making round wood and mill-
WT.od in about the proportion of three-
quarters mill and one-quarter round
and for fuel, millwood and coal in about
the proportion in cost of two-fifths of
wood and one-fifth of coal. In the /
fourth period they used only coal for
fuel and round wood for pulp. A fur-
ther analysis showed that while the cost
of^ fuel per ton of air-dry pulp in the
third period was 62 cents in excess of
that in the fourth, and the cost of wages
was 68 cents per ton in excess of thosem the third period, the cost of wood pulp
per ton is $1.04 less in the third period
than in the fourth.

_

They had the opinions of two prac-
tical pulp makers ns to the relative cost
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and value of these two kinds of wood
and fuel. Mr. Mooney, manager of the
Mispec mill, stated that he had visited
the mills at Bangor and other places, and
also the plaintiff's mill, and that the
slabs supplied seemed of about the same
quality as those used at Bangor. Also,
that in 1901 he made a contract with the
defendant for slabwood delivered in St.
John at $3.50 per cord, which would cost
$4-20 per cord at Mispec.
He was asked;

Q. Suppose your sulphite mill had
been situated in 1900 and 1901 the same
as the Gushing sulphite mill is situated
relatively to the Gushing mill, so that
the mill wood would be delivered in the
same way, what do you say it would be
worth per cord for making pulp?
A. I think no doubt it should be worth

$3 50 per cord.

Q. You say in 1901 it would be worth
$3-50 a cord?

A. Yes.

He also says in 1901, according to the
average price of round logs, it would
pay to use millwood at $3.50 a cord.
Mr. Glark, who had several years' ex-

perience at Bangor and elsewhere,
stated that they bought from the de-
fendant in 1901 for their mill at Bangor
several hundred cords of slabwood at $5
per cord, delivered at Bangor. This
Bangor mill was operated under condi-
tions almost identical with those at St.

John. They used large quantities of
millwood for making pulp and for fuel.

It was obtained from a sawmill within
a few hundred feet from it, as at St.

John. Since 1899 they had been paying
$5 a cord for pulp wood and $1.50 for fuel

wood. He gave it as his opinion that
slabs were far superior to round wood
for making pulp, and stated his reasons
for thinking so. His evidence was as
follows

:

Q. From your experience, Mr. Glark,
what do you say as to the relative

merits of slabwood and round wood for
making pulp?

A. Slabwood is superior in every way.
Q. So you say from slabwood you can

make better pulp in every way than
from round wood.
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A. Oh, yes.

Q. From your experience, Mr. Clark,

you pay $5 a cord, you say, for slabwood;

now, what would you value round wood

at relatively to that, taking $5 as a stan-

dard?

A. I would rather give $5-50 a cord for

slabwood than $5 for round wood.

Mr. Clark further said that it cost one-

third more to prepare slabwood than

round wood, and that the wood bought

from the defendant in 1901 was about

equal to the average of what they cut in

Bangor.

At first blush it struck one as odd that

with two mills operating under condi-

tions so nearly alike that one could afford

to pay $5 a cord for pulpwood and $1.50

s cord for fuel wood, and yet make

money, while the other was only paying

about three-fifths of this price and yet

going behindhand. Mismanagement, and

the frequent stoppages and mishaps, of

which the plaintiffs' mill in its early days

seemed to have had more than its share,

no doubt contributed largely to this re-

sult. There was, however, another cause

which has also contributed to it, viz.,

the quality of the wood furnishea by the

defendant. There seemed to be a con-

census of opinion that perfectly good

pulp could be made from slabwood, and,

although Captain Partington's experi-

ence in Europe was different, it had been

practically demonstrated that on this

side of the Atlantic such pulp could be

manufactured at a profit. It depended

largely upon the price you paid for slabs.

If they were not in point of size and

quality up to a certain standard the cost

of handling them was so altogether out

of proportion to their value that there

was no margin for profit.

The total quantity of wood charged to

plaintiffs produced 61 1-6 cords of pulp-

wood and 45>^ cords of fuel wood per

118,000 superficial feet. Mr. Clark said

out of 100 cords at Bangor he got 16 of

fuel wood and 84 for pulp, showing

a material difference between the two.

The total number of cords of pulp

wood supplied by the defendant and

used by the plaintiff was 16,029, and

the number of cords of fuel wood sup-

plied, 16,225, or more than one-half. Of

the wood piled up in the field previous

to November 10, 1900, 5,701% cords were

pulp wood and 5,826 fuel wood. From
November loth to March 28th there

were 5,493 cords of pulp wood and 3,327

of fuel wood, and from March 18, igoi,

to August 19, 1901, the invoices showed

4,835 cords of slabwood delivered, 823

cords of fuel wood and hog fuel charged

at $7,849.20, or, say, 7,849 cords at $1 per

cord.

It was fairly deducible from the figures

that the prices paid for wood at Bangor

were not applicable to the defendant's

claim in this case. Taking into consid-

eration all these various circumstances

and the relations that existed between

the parties, the defendant was only en-

titled to charge for the pulp wood actu-

ally used by the mill at the rate of $1.90

per cord and of 90 cents per cord for fuel

wood.

In regard to the charges for hauling

and piling wood, under the circumstances

the storing of the wood was not an im-

provident act, as if the mill had been

stopped for want of pulpwood defendant

would have been open to censure. Cap-

tain Partington's representative (Allen)

had concurred in what was done, and

the charge against the plaintiffs was a

legitimate one. Two thousand six hun-

dred and fifty-nine cords of pulp wood
taken by plaintiffs without notifying de-

fendant, after he had agreed to take it

back would be charged at the invoiced

price of $3 a cord. Sixteen hundred

cords charged but not used would remain

the defendant's property. The defend-

ant's claim would, therefore, stand as

follows

:

2,461% cords pulp wood at

$2.90 $ 7,139 06

2,659 cords pulp wood at $3-- • 7-977 00

581 cords pulp wood at $1.90.. 1,103 90

2,588 cords fuel wood at $1.40. 3.623 20

3,238 cords fuel wood at 90c. . . 2,914 20

5,493 cords pulp wood at $i.go. 10,436 70

3,327 cords fuel wood at 90c. .. 2,994 30

J,835 cords pulp wood at $1.90 9,186 50

S23}4 cords fuel wood at 90c.. 74i 50

$46,116 OT
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Add hog fuel (invoice price

$7,849.20; 7,064 28

624,078 ft. of pine at 25 p. 1,000. 156 02

$53,336 31

Less 1,600 cords at

90c $ 1,440 00

Do. round wood as

credited on invoice i,937 93

2>.2>T7 93

Defendant's total claim $49,958 38

Credit.

By laths sold $ 2,069 82

Wood sold 147 64

Cash 50,173 84

$52,391 30

Due by defendant $ 2,432 92

For this amount there would be a de-

cree in the plaintiffs' favor.

With regard to costs, many of the

charges contained in sections 8, 9, 11, 13,

16 and 18 of the bill were of a very grave

character, and if the defendant had been

found guilty of them he would stand con-

victed of gross breaches of trust, involv-

ing in some of them wilful fraud and dis-

honesty. They were not separated by

evidence. In fact, as to the most of

them no attempt had been made to sup-

port them. Captain Partington, the presi-

dent of the company, and Mr. Beveridge,

the manager, repudiated all knowledge or

responsibility in reference to it.

The plaintififs would, therefore, pay to

the defendant his taxed costs incurred by
reason of the sections 8, 9, 11, 16' and 18,

and so much of section 13 as complained

of any fraudulent act against the defend-

ant, and that as to the remaining costs

each party must pay his own.

Barnhill, Ewing & Sanford, solicitors,

with L. A. Currey, K.C., and Hon. Wm.
Pugsley, Attorney-General, counsel for

defendant, George S. Gushing.

Hanington & Hanington, solicitors,

with M. G. Teed, K.C.; and H. A. Powell,

K.C., counsel for plaintiff company.

;«^^

"Truth," a new four-page weekly, of

Victoria, B.C., commenced publication

this month.
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ONTARIO'S TIMBER ASSETS.

Hon. \L. J. Davis, Commissioner •j\

Crown Lands of Ontario, in an address
in the Legislature a few days ago gave
the following figures in estimating the
value of the timber on Crown lands of
the Province:

Timber assets of the Pro-
^^"ce $200,000,000

Pme still held by Crown,
^^^'^ 10,000,000,000

Value of Crown pine $75,000,000
Number of sales possible.. 20
Stumpage dues in view
J^rospective annual revenue
from dues

Pulpwood on Crown lands,

cords

Value in dues at 25 cents a

cord

$20,000,000

$1,400,000

300,000,000

$75,000,000

WILLIAM BENNET.
William Beiinet. who died in Montreal

last month at the age of 61, was well
known in the Mdiolesale paper trade of
Canada. He established the business of
Wm. Bennet & Co., paper dealers, St.

Paul Street, Montreal, and after the firm
went out of business he entered the ser-

vice of J. C. Wilson & Co., paper, enve-
lope and bag manufacturers, of Montreal
and Lachutc.
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THE SOO'S INDUSTRIES.

It is now expected that the Cana-

dian Improvement Company, chartered

in New Jersey, will take over the assets

of the Consolidated Lake Superior Com-

pany, and the new reorganization plan

given to the stockholders of the col-

lapsed corporation. Speyer & Co., who

are to be paid their share in the $5,050,000

loan advanced by the company, and which

with interest amounts to a little more

than $1,600,000, set February 15th as the

time limit for the promulgation of the

reorganization plan. Its bankers will

grant a few days' further extension in

order that the new plan may be com-

pleted. A number of well-known finan-

ciers are interested in the new under-

writing syndicate. These men are in

earnest, and are very hopeful of the out-

come of the venture. The capital of the

Canadian Improvement Company will

be about $53,000,000. Of this amount

about $40,000,000 will be in common
stock, and $13,000,000 in forty years' 5

per cent, gold first mortgage bonds. As
the underwriting has been arranged, no

hitch can be expected from that source.

The Canadian Improvement Company
is understood to be purely an under-

writing syndicate. It will bear the same

relation to the operating company, for

which the original name will probably be

retained, as the banking house of J. P.

Morgan & Company bears to the United

States Steel Corporation.

Work is being pushed on the Spanish

River pulp mill, and the dam is expected

to be completed in April next.

The Cushing pulp mill at St. John and
the St. John Sulphite Co.'s mill at Mis-

pec remain closed, but the former ex-

pects to start up in a few days, having
a stock of pulpwood on hand.

-^^•^

A British patent has been granted to

Camara and Egana, of Granada, Spain,

for a process of making paper pulp from
the trash and residue of the sugar cane,

sorghum corn, reeds, etc.

The "Northwest Contractor," a new

Winnipeg paper, will appear this month.

Bentley & Jackson, paper machinery

makers. Bury, England, have secured the

contract for the big paper machines to

be installed in the new paper mills at

Cornwall, Ont.

The Belgo Pulp and Paper Company
(formerly the Belgo-Canadian Pulp Com-

pany), of Shawinigan Falls, have com-

menced to make paper this month. T.

R. McCarthy is their selling agent. They

will ship from St. John in winter and

from Montreal in summer. They will

open up trade with Australia and South

Africa as well as with Great Britain.

^ ^ St

As an example of the difficulty of get-

ting paper the Hamilton Spectator, find-

ing itself short a few days ago, with no

freight trains moving ordered a car load

and a half by express from Windsor

Mills, Que. The amount of the express

company's bill is not stated, but it was

probably more than a dollar.

A writer signing himself "Shareholder"

writes to the Quebec papers asking why

the commissioners for the St. Louis fair

have not gathered samples of Quebec

pulp and paper for exhibition. No doubt

this oversight will be remedied, and if

any of our manufactui ers prepared an

exhibit of striking form and design it

would make a good impression, especi-

ally if facts were given about the im-

mense natural advantages of Canada as

a pulp and paper manufacturing country.

John Mackay, liquidator, has called a

meeting of the creditors of the Sault Ste.

Marie Pulp and Paper Company at the

King Edward Hotel, Toronto, for Tues-

day, February 23rd, to consider whether

to attack the mortgage granted by the

company to the Central Trust Company,

of New York. This meeting has been

called in accordance with the winding-up

order of J. A. McAndrew, the official

referee.
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Between ice troubles, shortage of wood
supply and difficulties of getting coal and
other supplies over the railways the pulp
and paper mills of Ontario and Quebec
have had their trials during the present
winter. As an example of the first-

named troubles, the Riordon mills at

Merritton have had to keep eight men at
work constantly keeping the racks at

their dam clear of ice. Low water in the
Eastern Townships keeps the Brompton
Falls pulp mill and Royal Paper Mills at
East Angus closed down. The Hawkes-
bury pulp mill is also closed this month
for lack of supplies.

^ 1« ^
Mr. D. H. Ross, commercial agent of

the Canadian Government at Melbourne,
Australia, writes that a Melbourne firm
interested in paper mills asks for quota-
tions for the following lines: i. Pulp
pressed as per samples herein. (One
sample of each grade required is for-

warded to the Department, but they will

be mailed to any one for inspection who
may be desirous of opening a correspond-
ence with the firm mentioned.) 2. Resin
size used by paper makers. 3. Glue size

used by paper makers. To save the im-
port duty the sheets have to be perfor-
ated every here and there, as shown in

the brown sample. If not perforated
duty has to be paid on it. The local paper
mills secure their supplies from Sweden,
and during 1904 may require from 1,000

to 2,000 tons. The pulp is imported in

bales or in rolls, iron hooped, and must
be perfectly "dry and sound" when
shipped. Cash will be paid in London
against shipping documents. Prices
should be on the basis of "ex-ship
slings," Melbourne or Port Melbourne
(the former for preference) at per ton
of 2,240 lbs. This means the rate per
ton must include cost, freight, insurance
and exchange.

^ ^ ^
The Commissioner of Crown Lands for

Ontario has announced that the Govern-
ment has decided to add to the existing

Temagami forest reserve in the Temis-
kaming country a fresh reserve, to be
known as the "Mississaga Reserve."
This new tract will comprise some 3,000

square miles, and will be between the
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main line of the C.P.R. and its "Soo"
extension, in the Algoma district of On-
tario. This, added to the recent addi-
tion of 3,700 square miles to the Temi-
gami reserve, will bring the Government
forest reserves up to about an area of
9,000 square miles. They are composed
of lands unsuited for agriculture, and will
be kept as perpetual forests, the rights
to cut "ripe" timber being sold from
time to time under proper precautions
to preserve the growing trees. It is cal-
culated that the revenue from this source
would amount to something approaching
$2,000,000 a year—equal to the present
revenue from Crown lands. The Gov-
ernment also propose to have the islands
of Temigami, 1,400 or more in number,
surveyed, numbered, and mapped; and
their timber estimated at once.

—E. B. Eddy, of Ottawa, speaking re-
cently of the tariff on paper and paper
products, is reported to have said: "What
we want to see is a revision of the tariff

in the way that will benefit everybody in

Canada. There are some things on
which the duty is too low, and other
things in which it is too high. For in-

stance, in the former category are paper
bags. They are allowed in with 25 per
cent, duty, the same as plain paper, while
their valuation as compared with the
paper is unquestionable, since the labor
of manufacturing has been placed upon
them. The duty on them should be at

least 35 per cent, the same as on enve-
lopes. We claim that there is more work
on them than on envelopes. It is the I

greatest fallacy that goods should be
\

allowed into Canada under conditions

most injurious to our manufacturing in-
|

terests, and the Government next session

should take steps to remedy the matter.

The lines upon which the Canadian
Manufacturers' Association is working
are just and right. While urging an in-

crease of duty on certain articles they

think it should be taken off articles that

are not manufactured in this country.

Under existing conditions Americans can
(

send in their surplus stocks and sell them 1

for 15 or 20 per cent, cheaper than Cana-

dians can manufacture them."
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PAPER FAMINE.

The closing down of the city news-

papers for want of white paper is the

latest calamity that threatens the people

of Ontario, due to the inability or the

railroads to haul shipments from the

mills, and, in some instances, the scarcity

of raw material for the manufacture of

this commodity. The ' World inter-

viewed the representatives of the largest

mills doing business in this province,

and the consensus of opinion points

conclusively to a likely shortage before

many days, if conditions do not ma-

terially change. Already several of the

Toronto papers have had to seek the

assistance of other more fortunate jour-

nals and borrow sufficient paper that

they might issue their daily edition. For
several weeks past the mills have found

great difficulty supplying their customers

and the situation is hourly growing

more acute. Through shipments on the

railroads from the East have practically

been suspended. It is in the eastern part

of the Dominion that the most of the

paper is manufactured.

The statement has been made, too, that

half the mills in Canada have shut down
for lack of water. This has resulted from

the scarcity of the usual fall rains

last year. The wood for a number of

the mills that is so urgently needed is at

present tied up in the rivers, where it

was impossible to have it run down last

fall. Now it is frozen solid in the ice,

and it is impossible to get at it. There
are also thousands of cars of sulphite,

ground wood pulp and other material

lying on the sidings of the various rail-

roads that cannot be got to the mills.

The situation was never more acute, say

some of the most prominent men in the

business, and hopes are expressed that

the weather may improve, so that the

railroads may have an opportunity of

averting a famine in paper for the news-
papers. The Canada Paper Company
have already withdrawn their quotations
from the market, and express grave fears

that they will not be able to look after
the interests of any but their old cus-

tomers, and then they will be likely to

suffer if the situation is not relieved.

The Riordon Paper Mills are also feel-

ing the squeeze, and though willing to

assist others as well as their own cus-

tomers, state that they do not know how
long they will be able to do this.

T. Weldon, of the E. B. Eddy branch,

in Toronto, said: "The E. B. Eddy Co.

is not at present suffering materially

from the inability of the railroads to

haul material and deliver the paper, but

I cannot tell how long this will last. It

has reached the stage, however, that ihe

mills will supply no others but the old

customers. From what I can judge of

the present situation, I am of the opin-

ion that before long a number of the

mills will have to shut down, and I think

the consumers of this kind of paper in

the province will suffer greatly. The tie-

up of the roads has not had so much to

do with this as has the low water. The
scarcity of paper is being more widely

felt perhaps than any other circ ;nstance

in the troubled condition of affairs. The
mills in Quebec are suffering more gen-

erally than those of the West. The
mills in Quebec to some extent run their

machinery by water, and the fact of low

water is having a great deal to do with

their shortage."

George E. S. Challes, local manager of

the Riordon mills, was another gentle-

man, who holds little hope of the situ-

ation improving if the railroads are not

aided by better climatic conditions. His

summing up of the situation is as fol-

lows: "Our mills are feeling the strain

greatly just at present, and while we are

able to supply the demand so far we can-

not tell how long we will be able to do
so if the present conditions continue to

prevail. I do not anticipate any serious

famine, however. If the papers of the

city were compelled to cease issuing for

a day it would be the the longest that

they would be without paper at a time.

As it is at present, though, we are com-
pelled to send a great deal of our pres-

ent shipments by express. The blame
^

that the Grand Trunk is receiving [or

the manner of getting their shipments
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through is to my mind quite uncalled

for. The people who are making all the

complaint do not know what they are

talking about. If they only knew the

impossibility that exists in getting

freight cars moved in this weather ihey

would not be so pronounced in their

remarks. We are suffering greatly by

the delays of the railroads, but know
that it cannot be avoided. We are now
within two days' supply of coal, and do

not know when we may expect m(3re.

There are several tons of coal lying

only a few miles from us, but it is im-

posible for us to get it. It is over-

due a week. There are thirty cars of

wood somewhere on the railroad that

are overdue two weeks."—Toronto

World, February nth.

^ ^ ^
LEGAL.

Judge Lemieux recently rendered judg-

ment in a number of Quebec Superior

Court cases, among which were the fol-

lowing:

Judge Teetzel has handed out judgment

in the pulpwood dispute between the lum-

ber dealers, McKenzie and Miller, of

Belleville. After making certain deduc-

tions for defects and shortages in the

wood supplied, he gave judgment in favor

of McKenzie for $219.46.

Raiche vs. Brompton Pulp and Paper

Co.—Mrs. Chevalier, nee Marie Raiche,

of Sherbrooke, while on the G.T.R.

platform at Bromptonville, was struck

on the arm by a piece of log, from blast-

ing operations carried on by the de-

fendant. She sustained serious bodily in-

juries, causing nervous prostration. Mrs.

Chevalier took an action in damages for

$500 against the company. The court

granted her $200, with costs. The pres-

ent case is inscribed before the Court

of Review, in Montreal.

The Montrose Paper Company, of

Thorold, are asking the court at To-
ronto to hold that Thomas and Sydney
E. Brown, of St. Catharines, are still

liable for unpaid balances on 450 shares.

Also to set aside resolutions passed by

the plaintiff company in April last, re-

leasing the defendants from the obliga-

tion to build a paper factory for the

company on the ground that the passing

of the resolutions was obtained by mis-

representations.

E. B. Eddy has issued a writ for $5,000

against James Sently, president, and
Harry Smith, secretary, of the Hull lodge

of the International Brotherhood of

Papermakers, and P. M. Draper, presi-

dent, and C. S. O. Boudreault, secretary

of the Allied Trades Association. The
complaint is that those mentioned have
conspired to injure and defame E. B.

Eddy by preventing people from dealing

Vvith him, and of libel in circulating

printed circulars in Canada and the

States; also of obstructing the workmen.
Royal Paper Mills Co. Cases.—Sevcrnl

actions for damages were taken by

parties from Garthby against the Royal
Paper Mills Co. for the flooding of th^iir

properties by the dam across the St.

Francis river at the outlet of Lake
Aylmer, and judgment was in favor of

plaintiffs, as follows: Jos. Roy, $200; F.

Gregoire, $150; A. Lepage, $160; A. Roy,

$220; E. Brochu, $200; P. Lachance,

$160; L. Brochu, $400; C. Lamontagne,

$25; the whole with interest and costs.

^ ^ ^
FOR BINDING.

Subscribers wishing to bind the first

volume of the Pulp and Paper Magazine
may have a copy of the index on writing

to the publishers.

^ ^ It

The famine in pulp and paper in the

States is bringing down the anger of

publishers of the big dailies on the manu-
facturers. At the meeting of the Ameri-
can Newspaper Publishers' Association

in New York on the i8th inst. a com-
mittee was appointed to agitate for the

reduction of the duties on pulp and paper.

Don Seitz and John Norris, business

managers of the New York World and
Times, respectively, attacked the methods
of the paper combines, behalf of the

World Mr. Seitz offered $10,000 toward I

a fund to carry on a national agitation

for the removal of the duty on wood pulp
j

for paper making, claiming that this step
1
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was necessary for the welfare of the

newspaper mdustry in the United States.

"We should establish a bureau to give

this matter its unceasing attention," he

said. "We should assail Congress in the

interests of free pulp and free paper.

Fully hfty per cent, of the pulpwood is

now drawn from Canada, and the paper

business has passed beyond the protec-

tive period. Let us raise a fund large

enough to be effective in maintaining our

interests, one on which we can keep the

country newspapers busy with their Con-

gressmen. With the tariff out of the

way, capital could be safely invested in

Canada and give us our paper at livmg

prices." Mr. Norris, of the Times de-

clared that newspapers are to-day threat-

ened with a paper famine, and that the

manufacturers had deliberately shut down

on production. The committee to which

the subject had been referred reported

in favor of the accumulation of a fund

of $100,000 to promote an agitation "for

release from the oppression of the paper

combination," and this report was unani-

mously adopted. This action of the pub-

hshers will have a far-reaching effect on

the development of the pulp and paper

industries of Canada. Once the public

and the pubhshers of the States reali.-e

that Canada offers the most advanta-

geous field in the world for employing

their own capital and at the same time

cheapening their own paper products the

attempts now being made by the paper

combines to throttle this country will

no longer hold their sympathies under

the cloak of national policy.

^ ^ ^
WATERMARKS.

It is a very curious fact that some of the

most ancient technical terms used in the

first paper mills should be still employed

by modern stationers; but we all at the

present day ask for paper, describing it

by peculiar, and in some instances ab-

surd terms, in accordance with the an-

cient distinctive watermarks of different

qualities or sizes. In olden times, when
comparatively few people could read,

pictures of every kind were much in use

where writing would now be employed.

Just as every shop and mn had a sign,

so the early papermakers introduced

marks by way ot aistinguisnmg the paper

of their own manufacture from that of

others. However, paper witnout any

characteristic sign is the oldest, though

none has been handed down to us, as

the watermark denotes a certain pro-

gress in printing. Swabia is credited

with the invention of making paper from

linen rags, and it was first put into prac-

tice by the Holbein family at Ravens-

burg. The oldest document on this

kind of paper is dated A.D. 1301, and

bears a bull's head, the Holbein's Arms,

imprinted as a watermark. In Pome-

rania, Friesland, Paris, and Bohemia

records are extant written on this so-

called bull's head paper, the oldest linen

paper existing. Fust, Caxton, and

Schoeffer used it in their first impres-

sions. On many sheets also we find a

clapper or rattle, such as in olden time

the lepers used to carry to warn the

approaching wayfarers of their danger-

ous proximity. This symbol is related

to the Holbein hospital for lepers at

Ravensburg, to which an interest was

assigned in the family's paper mills.

After Swabia, the Low Countries formed

that part of the world in which paper

manufactories were next established,

and the papers here turned out for the

use of the first printers have a great

variety of marks, many of them being

the badges of noble families in other

Continental countries, who were the pat-

rons of printers. Thus the P and the

Y, sometimes separate and sometimes

conjoined, are the initials of Philip the

Good, Duke of Burgundy, 1419 to 1467,

and Isabella, then spelt Ysebella, his

wife. Caxton printed his "Game of

Chess" on paper with the P imprint, and

when a facsimile of the work was pub-

lished as a tribute to his memory a few

vears ago, paper was made expressly for

the purpose in exact representation of

JIT ark.

the original, and containing this water-

From the great abundance of accounts

written on paper coming into Fngland

from our Aquitanian possessions, and the

small number of documents originating
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in England in the same early period,
namely, the fifteenth century, written on
any other material than parchment or
vellum, it may be concluded that paper
was a substance more familiarly known
in the South of France than in England,
and that it was probably to our connec-
tion with these provinces that we owe
the first introduction of paper into
England. But the French paper really
came from the Low Countries, which at
a subsequent period began to supply us
direct, and continued to do so in large
quantities for several centuries. The
excellence of Dutch paper, its purity and
durability, has never been excelled, and
a famous bibliomanic speaks of the
music of the rustle of leaves when it is

contained in a book. The two best
known watermarks of fifteenth century
paper consist of a circle surmounted by
a cross, signifying the Cross planted on
earth; and an open hand, surmounted
by either a star or cross, signifying the
pastoral benediction of a priest. The
first papermaker in England was one
John Tate, who started mills at Hert-
ford in the reign of Henry VII. His
and his successors' watermark was a
star of eight points within a double
circle. The principal sorts and sizes of
paper whose trade names may be ex-
plained by reference to their various
original watermarks are as follows: Post
paper takes its name from the post
horn, which mark was in use as early as
1370. It sometimes appears on a shield,
and in the seventeenth century is sur-
mounted by a ducal coronet, in which
form it still appears on our ordinary
writing paper. Cap-paper had a cap like
a jockey's. The first edition of "Shakes^
peare" will be found to contain this
mostly. No doubt the general Mse of the
term cap to various papers of the pre-
sent day is due to marks of this kind.
The small square or pot quarter,-, which
were extremely popular in the sixteenth
and seventeenth centuries for printing
editions of plays and pamphlets, and
have been recently revived for classical

reprints, notably, those issued by the
Camden Society, takes its name from
the watermark representing the pot or
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tankard in common use at the time of
Its original manufacture. Perhaps the
most curious instance, however, is that
of foolscap paper, so-called because the
fool's cap and bells were its original
watermark. It is said to have been
introduced between 1650 and 1659, and
there is tradition that the Rump Parlia-
ment ordered that the fool's cap, etc
should be substituted for the Royal'
Arms in the paper used for official cor-
respondence and for the journals of the
House of Commons. At this period
some attempt was undoubtedly made to
perpetrate topical allusions by means of
watermarks. In 1649 a large burlesque
kind of hat, to parody the Puritan head-
gear, appeared as a watermark; in 1651
four crosses were exhibited, and in 16=7
a regal crown.

All these symbols were equally ob-
noxious to the ruling powers, who may
have selected the foolscap watermark as
a kmd of counterblast for discrediting
tlic Monarchy. Is there humor under-
lying the fact that many learned but dry-
as-dust books have been printed on this
paper, notably. Coke's Commentary on
Littleton, and Rushworth's Historical
Collections? The foolscap watermark
was superseded in the case of Govern-
ment paper by what is taken for a figure
of Britannia, but is really the Nether-
lands Virgin, holding a pole, not a tri-
dent, on which is a cap of liberty, while
the hon rampant on the left of the iVure
IS the Dutch lion. Of course, this official
paper w^as made in Holland, and con-
tinued to be used by the War Office
throughout the eighteenth century,
though eventually the initials "G.R."
were added. Other sized papers which
owe their names to watermarks are
crown, hand, elephant, and atlas. The
fleur-de-lys watermark of demy paper is

the peculiar cognizance of the House of
Burgundy, and the term "Imperial" is

derived from the finest specimens of
papyri, which were so called by the an-
cients. Watermarks have at various
periods been the means of detecting
frauds, forgeries, and impositions in our
courts of law, to say nothing of the pro-
tection they afford in the instance of
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bank-notes, cheques, postage stamps,

bills, etc. Many years elapsed, and many

forgers were executed, before the Bank

of England could evolve a watermark

to defy imitation. The secret process by

which this watermark is effected is most

jealously guarded. When Ireland first

conceived the idea of his literary for-

geries, not being acquainted with the

watermarks of Elizabethan MSS., he

carefully selected markless sheets on

which to commence. Urged forward to

the production of copy, he purchased

for a few shillings the fly-leaves from the

stock of volumes of a second-hand

bookseller. Then, hearing that the

"pot" was the prevalent watermark of

the reign of Elizabeth, he selected such

as had the "pot" on, being careful to

mingle with them a certain number of

blank leaves, in order that the produc-

tion on a sudden of so many watermarks

might not excite suspicion. The monks

of Messina used to exhibit, for a con-

sideration, an autograph letter of the

Virgin, till an unbeliever showed that the

document must be either a forgery or a

miracle, because the paper made of rags

on which it was written bore a com-

paratively modern watermark. Thanks

to watermarks, we are under no uncer-

tainty respecting the date ot the exist-

ence of the paper. It may have been a

few years earlier, but it cannot have

been later than the transaction of which

it has carried down the record. We
thus obtain certain fixed points, which

are not forthcoming from the MS. or

letterpress itself.—London Standard.

^ 1« ^

PAPER INDUSTRY OF JAPAN.

The manufacture of paper forms one

of the most important industries of

Japan, the value of the production

amounting to over $6,000,000 per annum.

About two-thirds of the total produc-

tion is of the native Japanese varieties,

and the remainder European. The latter

is made in twelve mills, employing

eighty-two machines, and having a yearly

output of about 95,000 000 pounds. The
capital employed in this branch of the
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industry is over $2,000,000, and the num-

ber of hands engaged about 3,300. The

native papers are almost universally pro-

duced in the homes of the Japanese,

some 67,000 households being occupied

with this industry. They are made prin-

cipally from the bark of the mulberry

tree and other plants, of which the most

important is the kodzu. The shoots of

the first year are barked, and, after the

leaves have been removed, furnish strips

of several yards in length, which are cut

into lengths of about a yard, and tied

into bundles. These are then softened in

ruiniing water, and gently boiled in vats

containing wood ashes. The mixture is

then treated with channeled mallets on

thick wooden planks. The product is

twisted and turned frequently under

water until it becomes a pulpy mass,

which passes into the hands of the arti-

san, who transforms it into paper. The

fibres are fastened together with a

cement made of the roots of a certain

plant. By using a rectangular sieve of

very fine bamboo fibres, tne necessary

quantity of pulp is removed, and, after all

the water has filtered through the sieve,

the leaf is partly dried; after which it is

rubbed with a soft instrument on a plank

and exposed to the sun until completely

dried, when it is easily detached from

the plank.
'

The Japanese have been engaged in

this industry for many centuries, and the

skill acquired in this art in conjunction

with the quality of the raw materials

used enable them to produce an article

incomparably superior to the average

class of papers in use in Europe and

America, some of the lightest makes
being so tough as to be almost untear-

able. This native paper is put to a

variety of uses for which other makes
would be entirely unfit. Tt replaces win-

dow glass, and fastened to a properly

made lattice it admits a gentle, uniform

light to the interior of dwellings. In

the form of cord it has remarkable

strength. Gilded and cut into narrow

strips, it is used for embroidery, and to

this fact Japanese brocades owe their

gentle brilliancy and that delicacy im-

parted to our mediaeval silks by filaments
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of Cyprus gold. Jts incomparable consti-
tution is closely connected with the
Japanese arts of writing and painting,
both of which use the soft brush where
we employ the pen or pencil. The paper,
rapidly absorbing India ink, enables the
writer to use his brush freely and lightly
on its surface. The Japanese artist in

tracing designs for wood engraving,
paints on a leaf of the most tender
kodzu paper, which allows the design to
appear on the opposite side; then he ap-
plies this leaf to the block face down-
ward, and thus engraves his subject. It

is well known also that Japanese papers
are used for the impression of fine work
that is sought eagerly by bibliophiles.

In every branch of industrial art in Japan
paper plays an important part in some
way or another. The artist in lacquer
uses it to preserve the solidity of his

wooden background, on whose dura-
bility depends the life of his work, ex-
pecting that the paper will protect it from
heat and moisture.

^ ^ H

TESTING THE TRANSVERSE
STRENGTH OF PAPER.

Cases frequently occur where it is de-

sirable to make comparative tests of the

strength of papers perpendicularly to

their surface, or, in other words, to de-

termine their transverse strength. The
particular case which led to the elabora-
tion of the method about to be described
v^as the tearing of the upper layer of a

printing paper in the printing, the torn
upper layer adhering to the plate, and it

seemed desirable to devise some means
whereby values for the transverse
strength of the paper could be obtained.
The chief difficulty which had first to be
overcome was the fixing of the paper so
as to allow the transversely applied
tractive force to act upon it. This was
done by cementing pieces of the paper
to be tested between two square wooden
blocks of a fixed size, so that the sur-

face areas fntted exactly.

Surfaces of varying areas and various
adhesive media were emoloyed. The
areas employed were as large as pos-

sible, as irregularities in the quahty of
the paper increase error, the smaller the
size of the area chosen. The area finally

chosen was one square centimetre, al-

though the papers operated on were of
low tenacity, and contained a large pro-
portion of mechanical wood. The reason
for this was that the testing machine was
not strong enough to apply the tension
necessary for larger areas, and because
it is diflicult to cement large areas uni-
formly.

Aqueous solutions cannot be used as
adhesives, as the moisture acts on the
paper. Animal size also cannot he, used,
likewise substances which impregnate
the paper. The only adhesive media
which can be employed are substances
which melt at as low a temperature as
possible, and are stable. Those best
suited for all purposes have been found
to be Canada balsam and sealing wax,
the latter being the more preferable of
the two, the only drawback being that
the heat does act to some extent on the
paper, which, however, cannot, unfortu-
nately, be avoided. Care should be taken
for this reason not to heat the wax much
above its melting point. The tests were
carried out as follows:

One end of a block of wood three cen-
timetres long is first carefully rubbed
down perfectly level with sandpaper, and
then dipped into melted sealing wax.
The block with the adhering melted wax
IS then quickly pressed down upon a
piece of the paper to be tested. The end
of the other block is then coated with
sealing wax in the same way and quickly
pressed against the other side of the -

piece of paper cemented to the first

block, care being taken that both blocks
are in perfect alignment. The super-
fluous wax and paper is then trimmed off

with a sharp knife, and a couple of
strong screw eyes screwed into the outer
ends of the blocks. Tapes are passed
through the eyes and attached to the
clamps of the Schopper tester, and the
machine set in action.

About fifteen papers of the same kind
were examined, and ten tests made on
each, to ensure a good average. The
mean values obtained varied between
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4.21 and 7.34 kilogrammes per square

centimetre. The differe^ice between the

individual tests and the average value is

in many cases considerable, but it is due

to the comparatively primitive method of

holding the paper and the small pieces

employed, and did not amount to more

than three kilogrammes at most, i.e., 1.5

kilogrammes above and below the mean

value. This difference depends very

much upon the properties of the paper,

so that the tests are considerably influ-

enced thereby.

In good writing papers the transverse

strength is greater per square centhiietre

than can be measured v;ith the small

Schopper machine, and a testing ma-

chine such as is employed for textile

goods must be employed. In tough

papers also difficulties crop up in the

cementing operation, the internal strength

and adhesive power of the sealing wax

being less than that of the paper, so that

it is merely torn away from the wax

instead of being parted transversely. A
more powerful adhesive is thus neces-

sary for this purpose. This method of

testing, however, is principally of most

value for printing papers, and the

process when carried out as above des-

cribed can and does afford some very

valuable information.—Dr. Klemm, in

Der Papier Fabrikant.

THE EDDY COMPANY'S STRIKE.

The strikers at the Eddy Company's

mill have been unsuccessful, as the E.

B. Eddy Company had all their paper

machines in operation on February nth.

"We could have started the seventh

some time ago had there been any neces-

sity for it, for we had all the men we

wanted," said a member of the firm to

the Ottawa Free Press representative.

"We have taken our advertisements for

help from the paper because we had

more applications for places than we
had places to fill." Everything in and

about the mill indicates great activity.

The men appear to be quieter than

usual, though they hold their meetings

as before. A goodly number of them
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have already sought work in other cities.

This they may have some difficulty ni

doing as at the 27th annual meeting of

the American Paper and Pulp Associ-

ation in New York, at which 800 mills

were represented, it was decided not to

employ any man who goes on strike un-

til the termination of the trovible. The

manufacturers will also require of th.iir

employees certificates from their former

employers.

^ ^ H
The "Tribune" newspaper building,

Winnipeg, Man., was destroyed by fire

on February 7th. Loss, $50,000, that of

the newspaper plant being $15,000.

The latest colony to fall into line on

the preferential tarifi: is British Guiana,

a crown colony, the population of which

is about 300,000. The colony has an ag-

gregate trade of between twenty and

thirty million dollars. British Guiana

imported last year from Canada paper

to the value of $2,003 and pulp to the

value of $1,684. It is needless to say that

under the preferential tariff Canadian

exports in these lines can be largely

increased.

Great Britain exports to Canada more

of some classes of paper than she does

to the United States. The latter took of

British writing papers, printing papers

and envelopes to the value of £23,876 in

the calendar year of 1901. £35,968 in

1902, and £31,490 in 1903, while Canada

took £45,212 in 1901, £44,856 in 1902,

and £53,719 in 1903. Of all other

classes of papers to these countries the

figures were as follows: To the United

States in 1901 £28,668, in 1902 £26,931,

and in 1903 £28,920; to Canada, 1901,

£9,984; 1902, £11,340; and 1903, £14,978.

These figures show that relative to popu-

lation Canada is a much better customer

than the United States, and that the pre-

ferential tariff is beginning to tell in

favor of the Mother Country. How
much more it would tell in her favor if

British paper men were awake will be

seen from the editorial in this issue.
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NEW COMPANIES.

The Scott Manufacturing Co., Lim-
ited, Toronto. Capital $25,000. To pur-
chase the patent for improvements in

paper vessels, and to manufacture and
sell paper vessels, boxes and all other
paper products. H. J. Scott, Walter
Scott, F. L. RatclifT, S. J. Douglas, and
N. J. Ratclifif, of Toronto. The patent
referred to is an improved pail for carry-
ing oysters, etc., manufactured from
wood fibre.

J. T. Marchand & Co., Limited,
Montreal. Capital $45,000. To carry
on business as manufacturers and dealers
in lumber and wood products of all

kinds. To operate timber limits, and
wcoded lands of all descriptions; also

to operate sawmills, factories, planing
mills, drying kilns, sheds and all other
buildings and machinery necessary to
work up the products of the forest into

finished articles of commerce. J. T. Mar-
ch? nd, J. T. Scanlan, L. H. Pinsonnault,

Jean Malo, F. J. Pelletier, of Montreal.
The firm of Douglas & Ratclifif, paper

dealers, has been incorporated under the
name of Douglas & Ratcliff, Limited,
Toronto. Capital $40,000. To manufac-
ture and deal in all kinds of paper, paper
bags and other accessories of the paper
trade. S. J. Douglas, F. L. RatcHfif, G.
Powley, Mary Douglas and Fannie C
Ratclifif, of Toronto.

Crothers Lumber Co., Limited, Vic-
toria, B.C. Capital $24,000. To carry
on the manufacturing and shipping of

lumber; to manufacture and deal in

wood, pulp, and paper, and in all articles

in which wood forms a component part;

to build and operate factories, sawmills,

pulp mills and paper mills, etc.

The Empire Lumber Co., Limited,
Victoria, B.C. Capital $3,000,000. To
manufacture and deal in articles of all

kinds in the manufacture of which tim-

ber or wood is used or forms a com-
ponent part, etc.

Ritchie & Ramsay, Limited, New
Toronto, Ont. Capital $200,000. To
carry on the business of manufacturing
and dealing in pulp and paper, and mer-
chandise of which pulp or paper is a
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constituent. F. A. Ritchie, C. N. Ram-
say, C. H. Smith, and J. J. Warren, ,1

Toronto, and C. W. Meakins, of Moiii-
real.

PERSONAL.

Melville Portal, head of the famous
firm which for generations has manufac-
tured at Laverstoke the paper on which
Bank of England notes are printed, is

dead. The founder of the family was
Henri Portal, a descendant of some
French Huguenots, who as a means of
subsistence, built a paper mill on the
River Test, at Laverstoke, and owing
partly to the peculiarity in the water of
the Test, paper of so fine a quality was
turned out that the Bank of England
granted him the privilege of making its

bank-note paper. When his discendant
John Portal, was lying mortally ill in

the late forties, the story goes that
John's two sons, Melville and Wyndham,
were given the choice of his property,
and the former took the paper mill and
the latter the estates. The second son
(now Sir William Portal), found his

property continuously dwindling in value,
while Melville's mills brought in enor-
mous riches.

The following enquiry was received

recently at the Canadian Section of the
Imoerial Institute. A firm manufac-
turing paper bags of various kinds wish
to develop trade in Canada, and with
that object in view would like to get into

communication with a first-class Cana-
dian house prepared to undertake their

agency.

It appears that German paper makers
are using British labels and watermarks.

A correspondent, writing in the Papier

Zeitung, states that in various stationers'

shops may be seen writing papers, beau-

tifully got up, with Enghsh marks. He
asked for a German make, when he was
told that all the papers shown were
German, but had English marks, which,

it appears, are not forbidden by law.
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READY-MADE ROSIN SIZING.

An important item in the manufacture

of writing and envelope papers is the

sizing, the more so as expenses play an

important part at this stage of the

manufacture. It may be truly said that

every paper maker, even down to the

beaterman, who takes an interest in his

profession, has gone earnestly into the

sizing question from a practical stand-

point, and endless experiments h^'ve

been made with this, that, and the other;

but, as every one knows, experiments

which work perfectly in the laboratory,

and seem -to promise almost everything,

do not work satisfactorily on a large

scale, and have to be carried out pro-

perly in order to get a proper insight

into their mechanism.

The same thing is true of the ready-

made rosin sizes of various origins now

to be purchased in the market. These

rosin sizes, or soaps, when they iirst

c-'ime out, did not meet with much suc-

cess when ofifered to the various paper

mills; printed instructions and all sorts

of directions were provided, and when

the stuff was tried it was more or less

a failure. A wordy correspondence on

both sides was the result, and some

makers went back to the old methods,

frequently with the remark that they

would try the new method again when

they had proved that they could produce

proper results. In short, much distrust

was shown to the new method on all

sides. The rosin size makers however,

were not to be discouraged, firmly be-

lieving that a good thing takes time.

In order to arrive at a proper decision

as to the merits of the new and old

methods of sizing, the best course will

be to compare one with the other.

Starting in the old process with the

crushing of the rosin, every one will ad-

mit that this was a process which could,

and very easily did, cause all sorts of

trouble in a mill. Supposing that all the

crushers were situate outside the build-

ing (which was by no means the case),

it was not at all impossible for rosin dust

to get into the mill, and many rosin

spots in paper have been caused by '"aw

rosin getting into the pulp. This cause

of damage to pulp no longer exists.

Again, in the old methods of sizing the

paper maker was dependent, more or

less, upon the skill of the size boiler.

At all events, the most reliable man was

always selected for the job, although,

nevertheless, matters did not always

turn out by any means as they should

have done.

This is also now a thing of the past;

any man may be set to boil size, and

everything works satisfactorily. Where-

as, formerly, a man recjuired the whole

day to prepare the size required for a

moderately sized mill, it now takes only

one or two hours to do the same thing.

This, of course, means economy to start

with. It is now, and has been for a

long time, proved, both theoretically

and practically, that free rosin does size,

or rather helps to size, for it has not yet

been proved that saponified rosin does

not size. In any case, however, it has

lately been shown that sizing is cheaper

and better the more free rosin there is

in the size, which is another reason why

such rosin soaps should be used so as

to economize still further. Unfortun-

ately, some of the new rosin size makers

do not pay sufficient attention to this

point.

Most makers of this commodity make

rosin soaps containing about 20 per cent,

to 25 per cent, of free rosin or little

more than could be obtained by the ohl

methods. There are however, other ad-

vantages which do not count here. See-

ing that commercial rosin soap is much
cleaner to use, and a more uniform pro-

duct can be obtained by its aid, and as-

suming also that the proper directions

are followed so that difficulties cannot

arise in that direction, it may be safely

said that these advantages and the at-

tendant economy fully justify the aband-

onment of the old method of preparing

the rosin soap on one's own account,

and the adoption of the ready-made

commercial article.

A concrete example or two may per-

haps be of interest. A rosin soap con-

taining 20 per cent, free rosin, 50 per

cent, combined rosin, 22 per cent, water,
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and 8 per cent, soda was employed for

a period of twelve months. The soap
was dissolved in water heated to a tem-
perature of from 50 to 70 degrees C.

With the exception of some slight irre-

gularities, the sizing was found to be
entirely satisfactory. The average size

used was about 4 per cent, of rosin, cal-

culated dry. The cost of the sizing for

IOC kilos, of paper was about one shil-

ling, and the quantity of stuff used per
100 kilos, of finished paper 120 kilos.

Owing to circumstances, another make
of soap was employed, containing 40 per
cent, of free rosin and 31 per cent, com-
bined rosin. The method of solution
was also different, boiling water being
employed. Four per cent, or thereabout
of rosin, calculated dry, were used for

sizing, and the cost per 100 kilos, of

paper only sevenpence, due to the large
saving in alum. The quantity of stuff

used per 100 kilos, of finished paper was,
however, slightly higher and amounted
to 126 kilos.

The decrease in the cost of sizing in

the second case is due to the increase

of free rosin, which makes less aluminum
sulphate necessary than heretofore. On
the other hand, the consumption of ma-
terial has risen by about 5 per cent., thus
entailing greater loss. The loss is, in my
opinion, due to the fact that less saponi-
fied or combined rosin is required, owing
to the large amount of free rosin pres-
ent. A further result is that less alum-
inum sulphate is required to precipitate

the saponified rosin. It is obvious, of

course, that the precipitate of aluminum
rosinate upon the fibres of the paper in-

creases its weight, and conversely, the
less aluminum sulphate is used to pre-

cipitate the rosin the thinner the preci-

pitate will be.

The main point is, however, that the
size acts as a binding agent for the other
filling materials. It must be borne in

mind, however, that the less saponified
rosin there is used the weaker the bind-
ing of the filling materials will be, for
it is obvious that free rosin only comes
into actual operation—i.e., sizes—upon
the drying cylinder. This shows, there-

fore, that free rosin binds the filling

materials to the fibres only slightly,

whereas, when the saponified rosin is

precipitated by mean- ct aluminum sul-

phate the binding action is greatly im-
proved.

Looking now at the sizing expenses
and figures for the consumption of stuff

above quoted, it may be said that the in-

crease in consumption of material is

pretty well covered by the decrease in

the cost of sizing; in fact, there may be
even a slight saving, but there are no
actual figures to go by. From the above
facts it would seem, therefore, that it

is much the same what kind of rosin soap
is used, and it still remains to be dis-

covered for what reasons, if any, any
particular kind of rosin soap, should be
be given the preference over others.

Although I myself was only persuaded
with much difficulty to use a rosin soap
containing a higher percentage of free

rosin than that which I had formerly em-
ployea, I must admit, nevertheless, that
it offers many advantages, provided, of

course, that the proper directions for its

use be faithfully followed.

A most important point to be noted
is that the rosin soap must always be
kept as thin as water, but without boil-

ing. The mixing or dissolving of the
Size should be done with boiling water,
and then sufficient cold water added.
This mixing with boiling water is im-
portant, and also an advantage, as other
sizing methods require the water to be
kept at a temperature of from 60 to 70
degrees C, with the risk always of
fluctuations thereof, which are fatal to

good work. Where boiling water is

used, such fluctuations are entirely ex-
cluded, and no thermometers or similar

instruments are necessary. The soap
dissolves perfectly in a short time, no
variation in the percentage of total rosin

is noticeable, and there is absolutely no
sediment.

A further advantage gained by the use
of a rosin soap containing a large

amount of free rosin—i.e., one which has
been boiled with a small quantity of
soda—is that the frothing of the stuif
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at the sand traps is completely; avoided,

excepting, of course, materials dyed

with colors containmg a large amount

of dextrin. A week's work can be done

without the slightest appearance r f

froth. Where frothing does occur, how-

ever, there is always loss of material,

and sprays and jets are not of much use

to stop it. The nuisance can, neverthe-

less, be avoided by using more soap.

Some may object to the increased con-

sumption of material above mentioned,

but this may be obviated by the use of

a good strainer, and the saving on the

sizing will be just as great, if not

greater.

^To sum up, the advantages to be

reaped by the use of ready-made com-

mercial rosin soap containing a large

proportion of free rosin are as follows:

(i) Cheaper sizing; (2) cleanly and safe

to use; (3) no staining or rotting of the

paper owing to the small quantity of

aluminum sulphate necessary in so far

as the above evils are due to the latter;

(4) economy in space and labor for stor-

age and handling of aluminum sulphate,

and (5) absence of froth on the machme.
From the above remarks every one will

see that the economy claimed by the

size makers is really a profitable one,

and that ready-made rosin soap, especi-

ally soap with a high percentage of free

rosin, will^ although perhaps only

gradually, certainly come into more
general use in the paper trade.—Wochcjn-

blatt fur Papierfabrikation.

^ ^ ^

THE SCANDINAVIAN COMBINE.

A writer in the Paper Maker, Lon-
don, who seems familiar with pulp con-

ditions in Sweden and Norway, has the

fcdlowing on the central selling office in

Christiania:

"I have taken the opportunity to dis-

cuss the Scandinavian mechanical wood
pulp combination for the purpose of

selling through a central office in Chris-

tiania, but I find most paper-makers do
not regard it seriously. I should think

I have spoken with quite thirty or forty

paper-makers on the subject, but they

refuse to believe that such a combin-

ation can stand. Several of the largest

users of Scandinavian ground wood pulp

state that they will decline to do business

with tile central office direct, but will

pass their orders through the agents in

this country with whom they have done

business for years—men they know, and

men they can rely on. One big Kent-

ish paper-maker, who is a good customer

to both Sweden and Norway, said: 'If

the Swedish and Norwegian pulp

makers are going to try to squeeze ns,

then we shall retaliate by combining to-

gether and erecting mills in Canada.

You see, we have always got a truiup

card to play.'

"The biggest paper-making concern

in the West, through one of its direc-

tors, spoke in the same stram. He also

added: Tf the Scandinavians are foolish

enough to think that by such amalgama-

tion of interests they can monopolize

the pulp trade in this country, and have

everything entirely their own way witli

us, then I can assure you they will hnd

out that they have made a huge mis-

take.' Said a prominent East Lancashire

paper maker: There's no doubt the pulp

makers of Norway and Sweden have

been having a very rough time, but it is

entirely their own fault. If they are

merely combining to fix a reasonable

standard market price, and nothing

more, I don't blame them; but will it

stop at that? I think not.'"

^ ^ :4

TREATING CARDBOARD.

According to the Papier Zeitung, it is

a good plan to add some collodion to

the pulp in order to render cardboard

sufficiently rigid, though without alto-

gether depriving it of suppleness. The

collodion can be prepared as follows:

Dissolve I kilogramme of caustic soda

in 5 litres of water, in an iron or earth-

enware vessel; mix separately, in a

wooden vat, 10 kilogrammes of potato

starch with 40 litres of cold water, and

add to it from time to time small quan-

tities of the soda solution, stirring the
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mixture continuously meanwhile. When
it becomes difficult to stir it any longer,

the addition of the soda may be sus-

pended, but the stirring continued until

the surface of the mixture becomes
smooth and even as a mirror. The en-

tire operation should not take more than
five minutes, and the collodion thus pre-

pared costs only about Mid. per kilo.

Three or four kilos of it should be added
to every cwt. of pulp. Its special ad-

vantage is that it helps to bind together
any short fibres that the washing pro-

cesses may have failed to afYect.

The following enquiry was recently re-

ceived at Canadian Section of the Im-
perial Institute, London, Eng.: The
manufacturers of decorated wall papers

and fabrics wish to introduce their

specialities into Canada, and ask to be
plr^ced in communication with trust-

worthy Canadian firms that could deal

in same.

At the annual meeting of shareholders

of the Rolland Paper Company, the fol-

lowing directors were elected for the

ensuing year: The Hon. J. D. Rolland,

president; O. Rolland vice-president;

R. Bedard, secretary-treasurer; S. J. B.

Rolland, P. D. Rolland, J. L. Archani-

bault, A. A. Foucher, and the Hon. R.

Prefontaine. The report showed the

year to have been very satisfactory.

Drainer Stones

The Klar)- and Snell Patent Drainer Stones are made
of the most durable material, and are proof against
acids or bleaching- agents ; smooth on both sides, and do
not soil stock. Send for description and a list of
Canadian and United States Mills using them.

SAMUEL SNELL, Holyoke. Mass.

n^o.s
QNAj)iA]v OLIVER TYPEWRITER

IS SUPERIOR TO ALL OTHERS.
VISIBLE WRITING—The writing is visible, each letter being in plain sight

the instant it is made.
DOUBLE TYPE BAR.—It has a double or U shaped Type Bar provided with

a shaft bearing as broad as the bar is long, thus insuring Permanent Align-
meni without guides

SPEED.— Its visible writing, rapid escapement, direct type bar connection, down-
ward stroke, and light touch, makes it the most speedy ofall writing machines.

TYPE FACE UPWARD FOR CLEANING.—The type are of steel and lie face upward
so that they can be cleaned with one sweep of the ordinary type brush.

PRICE.—$30.00 cheaper than imported machines of like standard ; because
MADE IN CANADA.

WHY PAY DUTY ?

LINOTYPE COMPANY. MONTREAL, Branch :—
Manufacturers. 55 VICTORIA ST., TORONTO
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EME.RSON MFG. CO.

LAWRHNCE,, = = MASS.

Fairbanks
Asbestos
Packed
Cock
"A TIGHT STOP."

so far superior to

others that it is

IN A CLASS BY ITSELF.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

THE FAIRBANKS COMPANY,
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Cheney-Bigclow Wire Works
SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

... Manufacturers of ...

FOURDRINIER WIRES
CYLINDER MOLDS, DANDY ROLLS

ALSO

Brass, Copper and Iron Wire Cloth

SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF THE p

Bell Patent Flat Wires for Book Papers

WATSON JACK & COMPANY,
MONTRE. A L.

Paper Blues

Prussian Blues
Paper Anilines

Shades Matched Promptly. f

Send for Color Cards and Prices.
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THE PULP MARKET.

The Canadian pulp market is in much the

same condition now as it was last month

—mills short oi wood and customers get-

ting short of supplies. For mechanical

pulp $20 to $22.50 has been offered at the

mill, but there is practically no material

to be had even at that figure, as those

mills that are in operation are running

on contracts already^ made; while a num-

ber of mills that would like to be in

the market are at a standstill for want

of wood, lack of power or other causes.

The smaller rivers are frozen solid in

some cases, while the larger rivers are

much troubled by fragile and anchor ice.

It is feared that owing to the unusual

depth of snow the freshets that will en-

sue if the snow is taken away Dy spring

rains, instead of gradual thawing, may

cause more trouble for a time than the

hard weather. In preparation for a pos-

sible flood the proprietors of the George-

town paper mills are blasting the ice out

of the River Credit by dynamite. Sul-

phite pulp is scarce, and $40 to $42.50 is

asked for what is in the market, which

at the present time is not more than 15

tons per day all told, outside of what is

being made under contract.

1« ^ ^

BRITISH CHEMICAL MARKET.

Bleaching powder, 35/37 pei* cent., £4
Ss. to £4 ICS. per ton, f.o.r., Lancashire,

f.o.b. Newcastle, or f.o.r. Bristol; caus-

BARKER,
CHIPPER, H

PAPER-CUTTER

MACHINE KNIVES
Of Every DescHpiionm

The Peter Hay Knife Co., Limited, Calt, Ont.

The Sandusky Foundry & Machine Co.,

Founders and Machinists. — Sandusky, Ohio.

The Millspaugh Patent Shower Pipe System.

Also Manufactured in Canada.

Duplicate orders attest the merits of Millspaugh Patent Shower Pipes.

The S. D. Warren Oo., Cumberland iVIiiis, iVIe., tested them for a

year on one machine, then ordered pipes for eleven more machines,

notwithstanding the fact that because of the excellence of their water supply system,

the benefits were but nominal compared with those usually encountered. Many other

large firms have fully equipped their plants after testing. Our pumpS COSt less

than others and are good pumps.
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The GOTHAM SCREEN
A successful screen—Gives the very best

satisfaction under all conditions.

It is built right-Quality placed where quality
counts.

And the price is not high.

Write about it.

The Wm. Hamilton Mfg. Co., Limited

PETERBOROUGH, ONT. f

B W. Sxe33..s, Pres. A. p. ^ ^ ^^^^
i

STEBBINS

Engineering & Mfg. Co.

1

1

Paper and Pulp Mill |^ experts in the chemical pro-
Engineers and Architects, f f^L°n/nr T'"** ^'''^p If ALL KINDS OF MATERIAL. §

MANUFACTURERS OF-

I
The Stebbins Patented Acid Systems. Digesters and their Linings, f

I
Bronze, Lead and Cast Iron Fittings. I

I
We ''<=^'g". <;°"=truct equip and operate m.lls for the manufacture of I

^ Pulp and Paper and all processes allied thereto. |
I WATERTOWN, N.Y.

^ P Office, 74-78 Smitli Builtling.
p
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tic soda, white, 78/79 per cent., £11 to

£11 2S. 6d. per ton; do., jG/yj per cent.,

£10 IDS. to £10 I2S. 6d. per ton; do., 70

per cent, £9 7s. 6d. to £9 15s. per ton,

f.o.r. Lancashire; do., 60 per cent., £8
15s. to £8 17s. 6d. per ton; do., cream,

60 per cent, £8 15s. to £8 17s. 6d. per
ton; caustic bottoms, £6 15s. to £7 per
ton; alkali, 58 per cent., £4 los. to £4
iSs. per ton; soda ash, 48 to 56 per cent.,

£6 to £6 5s. per ton; sulphate of alu-

mina, £3 5s. to £3 7s. 6d. per ton; sul-

phite of soda, £5 per ton, all f.o.r. Lan-

15

ashire; hyposulphite of soda (antichlor),

casks or kegs, £5 los. to £6 per ton, ex
ship, Thames; soda, crystals, in casks or

bags, £3 5s. to £3 7s. 6d. per ton, f.o.r.

Lancashire; soda crystals (Newcastle

make), £3 5s. to £3 7s. 6d. per ton, ex
ship, Thames; crystallized lump alum,

£5 7s. 6d. to £5 15s., ex ship or wharf;

aluminous cake, £2 155. to £3 los. per

ton; muriatic acid (hydrochloric), £2
los. to £3 per ton, in carboys; sul-

phuric acid (oil of vitriol), i^d. per lb.,

in carboys.

JAMES KENYON & SON,
Telegraphic Address FjlTrnTDV QT'DTrT7''nT IJIf T G Telegraphic Address
"KENYON-BURY" ]jT^\\£)\_ OVlXTli^V MlLlib "KENYON-BURY

BURY, = LANCASHIRE
Manu- |— |— I

For
facturers I— I I Paper

of I l_ L. I \^ Makers.

Couch Roll Covers, Wet and Dry Felts
of all kinds, including

=— Patent Cotton Dry Felts ==

—

F

Special attention paid to felts for fast running news machines

S-E^^ss DANDY ROLLS
Patented October, 1889.

See that they are the Original Patent Truss, which has Double
the Strength of any other Roll in the market. — 62 inches to

162 inches in length. _____ Over 3,800 in use.

MADE ONLY BY

C. H. SMITH $t Co., HOLYOKE, Mass.
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A. WERTHEIM & Co.

HAMBUKG.
IMPORT AND EXPORT ALL KINDS OF

Sulphite^
Soda and
Mechanical

WOOD PULPS
OFFICES AT:

CHRISTIANIA (Norway) .. Kirkegaden No. 20.

p GOTHENBURG (Sweden) .. Lilla Kyrkogatan No. 20.

MANCHESTER .. Guardian Buildings (opposite Exchange).

LONDON 77a Queen Victoria Street, E.G.

PARIS Rue de Londres No. 29.

ANGOULEME (France) 43 Rue Louis Desbrandes.

LYONS 54. Cours Gambetta.

MILAN 3 Via Gius. Verdi.

TOLOSA (Spain) 18 Calle San Francisco.

ST. PETERSBURG Little Pedjascheskaja House. 4, Qu. 16.

NEW YORK 99 Nassau Street.

Telegraphic Address:

"WERTHEinO, HAHBURQ."
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Our Specialty

l^cvolvin^ Paper Cutters

The Namblet Machine Co., lawrence, mass.

Successor to Dustin Machine Co.

THE PUSEY & JONES COMPANY
WILMINGTON, DELAWARE. US.A. ^

I
Machinery for Paper Mills and Pulp Mills

REPRESENTED BY

THE WM. HAMILTON MFG. CO., Ltd.,
i

i
I PETERBOROUGH, ONTARIO, i

i g
^ Who are prepared to Build the Inventions 1

^ Patented by THOMAS H. SAVERY, |
t f
g In Canada under Numbers 68.093, 71,746, 72,118 and 77,818; and also g
g The Guard-Board patented by J. H. GATELY, in CANADA ^

^ under Number 74,735. g
I i
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\ 2elcit Jren Wcrh I
J ^

Paper Mill

Machinery.

i Guaranteed the most serviceable and efficient

of any built.

^ Modern Designs, New Patented ideas,

Used Exclusively by us.

m
Cylinder and Fourdrinicr Machines.

X{ Tissue Paper Machines a Specialty. ^
4 f

I BELOIT IRON WORKS, |
1^

BELOIT, WIS., U. S, A. ^
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BOILERS FOR SALE.
-We offer for sale the following- Horizontal Tubular Boilers at low prices,

f.o.b Windsor Mills, P. Q. The boilers are complete with usual fittings

and cast iron fronts, v^ll are in operation and in good working- order,

but are being replaced by larg-er units.

BOILER NUMBER THREE 13' 8" x 60"

Number and size of tubes 64,^ ^^"„
Dome 30" X 30"

_

Pressure allowed for next ten years, 100 lbs. per sq. in.

BOILER NUMBER FIVE x 66"

Number and size of tubes 108. 3^"
Dome 36" X 36"

Pressure allowed for next ten years, too lbs. per sq. in.

BOILER NUMBER NINE...' 14 x 60"

Number and size of tubes 64, 3^"
Dome 36" X 36"

Pressure allowed for next ten years, 100 lbs per sq. in.

BOILER NUMBER EIGHTEEN, Twin
shell, lower shell 14' x6o"

Number and size of tubes 120, 3"

Diameter of upper shell 30"

Thickness of plates
Double riveted.

Pressure allowed, 80 lbs. per square inch.

BOILER NUMBER NINETEEN—
Lower Shell 14' x 60
Number and size of tubes 66, 4

'

Pressure allowed, 60 lbs. per square inch.

Canada Paper Co. Windsor Mills, Que FT.

DR. C. WURSTER'S Patented

Pulping Machines & Kneaders
For PULPING-UP MACHINE " BROKE," OLD PAPER
STOCK, WASTE PAPERS, DRY WOOD PULP, &c.

These Machines, with the
same power, do from TWO
to FOUR TIMES the
WORK of STONES,
without Shortening, Affect-

ing, Creasing, or Wetting
the Fibre in any way, or
Changing the Colour or
the Sizing.

Beaters not required in

making Boards from Old
Paper Stock.

Can be used for Kneading
Clay and other fillers, as
well as for Kneading Dry
Bleaching Powders, instead
of the Bleaching Mill.

DR. C. WURSTER, 29 Abbey Road, St. John's Wood, LONDON, N. W.
ENGLAND.

HIGH GRADE . . 'Z^t^
SULPHITE PULP Uniform in Quality.

Specially suitable for the manufacture of WRITING, BOOK,
and other PRINTING PAPERS.

The Gushing Sulphite Fibre Co., Ltd.,
'"^

'S.^'^'
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Plates Without Screws

The Blaisdcll Scrcwicss Screen

Plate Holder

is placed before the Cana-

dian mills as the first prac-

tical device on the market.

These plates are fixed

<i with a clamping de-

vice and can be re-

moved in a few
seconds.

^ Made for all kinds of

paper, from tissue to

cardboard and will fit

any diaphragm screen

The cradle is of

bronze, and there is

no iron inside the vat

;

and no wood under

the plates to cause

lumpy stock.

Patentees are open to

negotiate for the
Canadian rights.

ADDRESS

BLAISDELL SCREEN PLATE CO..
Oakland, = = = Maine.
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I

Becker & Co.
64 Cannon St., London, E.G.

Also Manchester, England, and Hamburg, Germany

The Largest Importers

of Wood Pulp Into

Great Britain

SOLE BRITISH AGENTS FOR

Chicoutimi Pulp Co., Limited, Chicoutimi, Quebec.

Acadia Pulp and Paper Co., Limited., Halifax, N.S.

Nova Scotia Wood Pulp Co., Mill Village, N.S.

CANADIAN REPRESENTATIVE

:

W. R. RYRIE,
50 BAY ST,, TORONTO,

^
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Bating

We Manufacture

Heavy Duty and

Baling Presses,
and will be glad

to submit prices

and particulars on

request.

Write us for

anything for

PULP MILLS

The

JENCKES MACHINE
COMPANY, Limited,

117 Lansdowne St.,

Sherbrooke, Que.

Acme Paper Mill Cutter

Automatic Self - Clamping Cutter.

CHILD ACME CUTTER & PRESS Co., f^l'^T'.^'i^X^c
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WIRE PULP MATS
Perforatea Copper, Brass and SieeL

WIRE ROPE = All Kinds.
Wire Guards for Mill Windowsm Refuse Burner Cloth, etcm

The B. Greening Wire Co., Limited,
HAMILTON, Ont. - - - MONTREAL, Que.

DICK'S Balata BELTING.
The Strongest Belt in the World, and specially

adapted for Pulp and Paper Making.

LARGE STOCK always on handm

J. S. YOUNG, = = Sole Agent for Canada.
413 St. Paul Street, Montreal. f

Before Starting with the Erection of a

PULP MILL
Write to Us.

We are the Pioneer makers of Pulp

Mill Machinery in Canada, and can

design and equip a mill throughout

Carrier, Laine 6 Co.,
LEVIS, - - Que. f
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Waste Paper. Ra^s. Rope.

R. HOUGH,
LONDON,

ENGLAND.

A^ent for Canada and U. S., - - J. CHRISTIE,
67 Yonge St., Toronto, Canada. i

U^XT T ^T^O For Pape
JC H^JL^ L O P"ip

Manufacturers

SAMUEL PORRin & SONS, LTD.
Bamford Woollen Mills, Nr. Rochdale, England.

Agrent for Canada-JOHN CHRISTIE. 67;Yonffe St.. Toronto.

CHINA CLAY
BRAND

E. E. NICHOLLS & CO
!jy St. Austell,

Selling Agent for Cornwall.
Ganaita and U.S. —

£J5ST1E/It1;°.s^^ Toronto, Canada, p tn^land.j
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The Largest Fourdrinier Wire Plant in the World

Eastwood Wire Mf^. Go.
Belleville, New Jersey, U.S.A.

MANUFACTURERS OF

FOURDRINIER WIRES,

CYLINDER and WASHER WIRE CLOTH,
DANDY ROLLS,

CYLINDER MOULDS,
ROLLED BRASS SCREEN PLATES,

PERFECTION BRONZE (cast metal) SCREEN PLATES,
SUCTION BOX COVERS, COUCH ROLLS,
NAME PLATES,

PERFECTION BRONZE, DIGESTER CASTINGS and Y VALVES,
for the manufacture of SULPHITE WOOD PULP,

PERFECTION BRONZE VALVES, bolts and fixtures, for SUL-
PHITE PROCESS.

BRASS, COPPER and IRON WIRE and WIRE CLOTH of every

description,

BABBITT METAL and all grades of ANTI-FRICTION METAL.
BRONZE and BRASS CASTINGS, from i oz. to 20,000 lbs. in weight.

N. B.—We manufacture all of the above articles, not merely

dealers. Write for prices to

EASTWOOD WIRE MFG. CO., :

BELLEVILLE, NEW JERSEY. U.S.A.

The Largest Fourdrinier Wire Plant in the World t
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Foreign PHOSPHORBRONZE Fourdrinicr Wires,

Sulphite Pulps, Paper Stoci^ and Rags.

Bleaclied Straw Pulp, also

Cliina Clay, k

JEAN FREESE, yrsrau'riS.' NEW YORK.

I FOURDRINIER MACHINE WIRES
|

I CYLINDER COVERS I

I Uneiguaiied for Strength, Smoothness and Long LifOm %

S QEORQE CHRISTIE LIMITED |
If Ladywell Wire Works, GLASGOW, SCOTLAND

A-ent-THOMAS L. PATON. so St. Francois Xavier Street, Montreal, who S
" holds stock for immediate dehvery. F ^

ADAMS CROCKER, Manager |

E. J. WELCH, Gen. Supt.
1
EMMONS CROCKER, Treas. g

HENRY W. S. DOWNS, Superintendent Sherbrooke Works.

i

Union Screen Plate Co.
j

Sherbrooke, Canada, Fitchburg, Mass., U.S.A.
^

LARGEST MANUFACTURERS OF
|

Screen Plates \

I
IN THE WORLD I

II The " Union " Bronze (best cast metal) Plates for Sulphite Mills. The Standard

II Rolled Brass Plates. The " Union " Cast Metal Suction Plates.

J Old Plates re-closed by our process are practically as good as new and give

better results than by any other process.

1 We shall keep on hand at our Sherbrooke Works a large stock of the different

1 sizes of both metals and can fill large orders promptly. F
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BERTRAMS, LIMITED

Papermakers'

Engineers
St. Kaiherine's Works,

SCIENNES, EDINBURGH.
The Newest and most Up-to-date Machinery for PapermaRers,

embracing British, American and Continental Improvements.

REPRESENTED BY

C. H. JOHNSON & SONS, LIMITED, WIRE WORKS,
ST. HENRY, MONTREAL. F

C. H. JOHNSON & SONS, Ltd.

ST. HENRY, MONTREAL,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Fourdrinicr Wires, Cylinder Wires,

Brass, Copper antt

iron Wire Cloth,

Dandy Rolls. - Watermarking
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Bellhouse, Dillon & Co 10

Beloit Iron Works 18

Benson & Co., W. T 8

Bertrams, Limited 4
Bredt & Co., F 8
Canada Paper Co 19
Canadian Rubber Co 6
Carrier, Laine & Co 6, 23
Castle, Gottheil & Overton g
Cheney-Bigelow Wire Works 12

Child Acme Cutter & Press Co 22
Christie, J 24
Christie, Limited, George 3
Cushing Sulphite Fibre Co 19
Eastwood Wire Mfg. Co 2
Emerson Mfg. Co 11

Fairbanks Co., The 11

Fleming & Co., W. A 8
Freese, Jean ?

Green & Co., G. F 7
Greening Wire Co., The B 23
Hamblet Machine Co 17
Hamilton Mfg. Co., Wm 14
Hardy, George F.

Hanson's Woolen Mills 7
Hay Knife Co., Peter 13

Hough, R 24
International Pulp Co 7
Jack & Co., Watson 12
Jenckes Machine Co to. 22

Johnson & Sons, Limited, C. H. , . 4
Kenyon & Son, James 15
Kimball, Herbert S. 7
Klipstein & Co., A 9
Linotype Co 20
Little & Walker 7
Makin & Sons, Wm 5

Massachusetts Fan Co 20
Mawson, George 8
Nicholls & Co., E. E 24
Paton, Thomas L 3
Philadelphia Clay Mfg. Co 7

Porritt & Sons, Joseph 8
Porritt & Sons, Limited. Samuel . . 24
Pringle & Son, T 7
Pusey & Jones Co 17
Quebec & Lake St. John Ry 7
Ritchie, F. N 7
Ryrie, W. P 21

Sandusky Foundry and Machine Co. 13
Seymour & Guest 7
Sherbrooke Iron Works q
Smith & Co., C. H 15

Snell, Samuel 20
Stebbins Engineering & Mfg. Co... 14
Union Screen Plate Co 3
Vogel, C. H 7
Wertheim & Co., A t5
Wilson, Paterson & Co 10
Wurster, Dr. C 19
Young, J. S. 23

Wm. makin & SONS,
SHEFFIELD, ENGLAND.

STEEL AND BRONZE TOOLS FOR PULP AND PAPER MILLS.

SWEDISH BESSEMER STEEL ROLL BARS AND PLATES.

A nVA NTAO P^""^"^^^^sed toughness, durability, resistance to^L>rvniNir\VJL.O chemical waste and double value as scrap.

Rolled Bars, cut to length, - - - 2d. per lb.
" notched - - - . 2^d.

"
" finished 2id.

Plates " - - from B^d.
"

English Bessemer Steel Jd. to fd. per lb. less.

COLD ROLLED ''ELECTRIC BRONZE
Ron Bars and Plates, finished, IS^d. per /li. c./.f. l\nontPeai.
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The Canadian Rubber Co.
OF MONTREAL

Manufacturers of

Rubber Belting, Packings, Valves, Gaskets, Fire, Steam

and Water Hose, Etc., Etc.

We make a specialty of covering

Couch, Press and Squeeze Rolls

For Pulp and Paper Mills.

I^ubbcr Diaphragms for Screens .

If it's anything in the Rubber Line we've got it. correspondence solicited

F

MONTREAL TORONTO WINNIPEC VANCOUVER

CARRIER, LAINE & CO.
LILVIS, Que.

MAKERS OF

Pulp Machineryf,

Paper Machinery,

Engines and Boilers,

Mills Built and
Equipped with Power Plant.
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Little & Walker
93 Broad Street, Boston

CHEWICAL EXPERTS and ENGINEERS
SPECIALISTS IN

Pulp and Paper making. f

HERBERT S. KIMBALL
Chemical Engineer and Mill Architect

101 Tremont St., Boston, Mass.

Designs, Examinations, Reports, F

Sulphite and Soda Fibre, Pulp and Paper Mills.

M. AM.
SOC. M.E.GEORGE F. HARDY,

Consulting Engineep.
Paper, Pulp and Fibre Mills, Examination of

Mill Properties, Water Power Developments.

Mutual Reserve Building, - 309 Broadway,

NEW YORK.

Asbestine Pulp" Filler

Superior to any Clay.

Delivered price on application.

INTERNATIONAL PULP CO.
New York City, U.S.A.

fisn roMe Imppoved DomesticISU fOflS ^j^.^^ ^j^y p^p^^## Ji If Making— Bright Color
High Retention-

Daily. Fine Quality.

The Philadelphia Clay Manufacturing^ Co.

706 Drexel Building-, Philadelphia. Pa., U. S. A.

Seymour & Guest
MILL ARCHITECTS AND

ENGINEERS.
Textile Mills, Merchants Bank
Pulp and Paper Mills, Buildingf,

Hydraulic Development. MONTREAL.

Telegr WOODPULP-LONDON. Estab. 1879

Q. F. GREEN & CO.
5 Laurence Pountney Hill,

LONDON.
Importers of Wood-Pulp, Boards, etc.

Correspondence.

C. If. VOGEL
A. M. Can. Soc. C.E. ENGINEER

OTTAWA, CAN.

WAXER POWER
Paper, Pulp and Sulphite Fibre Mills

T. PRINGLE & SON
Specialities :—Pulp Paper and Fibre Mills,

Hydraulic Developments and Electrical

Transmissions

409, 410, 411, 412 Coristine Bld§:.,
MONTREAL. F

F. N. RITCHIE
EXPERT EXPLORER AND

PRACTICAL LUMBERMAN

30 YEARS' EXPERIENCE IN FORESTRY
Commercial Exchange,

131 St. Peter Street, Quebec, Canada.

DEALER AND BROKER

PINE AND SPRUCE TIMBER LIMITS
PULP WOOD LANDS, FREEHOLDS, &c.

Reports on Timber Limits, Pulp Wood
Lands, etc. — Highest References.

HANSON'S

WOOLEN MILL
1 Hull, Que.

Manufacturers of

Best Pulp Felts

in the World.

This Railway runs through Two Hundred
Miles of the Finest Spruce Forests in

America, through a country abounding in

Water Powers suitable for Pulp and
Paper Mills and other industries, and of

easy access to the Steamship DockS at

Quebec.

Alex. Hardy, J. G. Scott,
G.F. & P.A. General Manager.

Quebec, P.Q.
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CHINA CLAY^i'f™'
Makers' Strained

Bleaching Powder. Soda Ash.
Ultramarine Blue.

W. T. BENSON A, Co., 164 St. James St., Montreal.

JOSEPH PORRITT & SONS,
Established 1808.

HEL/VVSHORE = Near Manchester.

Fells and Jackets for Pulp and Paper Mills
And all kinds of Woollen, Linen and Cotton Cloths

for Mechanical Purposes,

Agents for the States and Canada, F. BREDT & Co., • 194 Fulton Street, New York.

^ FOR EXPORTERS ONLY

GEORGE MAWSON
Handles all grades of Pulp and W QUCCR VictOFia StPCet,

LONDON, E.C., England

specialities, News'^ ami Box Boards

m

I
W. A. FLE,MING 6 CO.,

I MONTREAL. fl^SSwofll^BEimfB swoi;,^!:

Importers o-f Belting^, Hose. Mill Supplies. Camel" Brand 9
Hair Belting, also * BALATA," Rubber, Leather and jf

Stitched Cotton Pulp and Paper Mill FELTS, Wet and Dry.
j|

1^ Send for Prices and Discounts. ^
^^1t^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^°4^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
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A. KLIPSTEIN & CO.
17 Lemoine St., flontreal

Sulphate
Alumina

China Clay & Bleaching Powder

Ultramarine and
Aniline Blues

Sherbroolie Iron Worlts
SHERBROOKE, QUE.

MANUFACTURERS OF

PULP WOOD BARKER

Saw Mill and Wood Working
Machinery.

Wood Barker
with automatic block turning attachment.
•Improved machinery for cutting pulp wood

to any length.
|

Improved

Pulp and Paper Screens.

CASTLE, GOHHEIL & OVERTON I

4f ParkRoWy Times BIdy,, New York |
AGENTS FOR %

Sulphite anti Wood Pulp Mills %
Dealers in all kinds of Faperstock, Sizing:, etc. %

Correspondence Solicited. F
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I Wilson, Paterson & Co y*, i

30 ST, JOHN ST,, MONTREAL
OFFER TO THE TRADES

SODA ASH, Caustic Soda, 50^ to 78^, Caustic Potash, Sal

Soda, SALT CAKES, Silicate of Soda, Pearlash, Potash, Sul-

phur. Also a full line of Resins, direct shipment from the south.

Contracts made for regular supplies

1

ESTABLISHED 1850

BELLHOUSE, DILLON & CO.
IMPORTERS OF

China Clay, Sulphur, Bleaching Powder, Sulphate

Alumina, Soda Ash and Aniline Colors.

MACHINE WIRES, FELTS, ETC,

Offices-201 to 203 Coristine Building, St. Nicholas Street, MONTREAL.
Telephones—Main 846, 847.

The JENCKES Machine

Company, Limited,

117 Lansdownc Street,

Sherbrooke, Que.
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Pttlp and Paper Magazine

A monthly mag-azine devoted to the interests of Cana-

dian pnlp and paper manufacturers and the paper trade,

issued between the toth and 15th of each month.

Subscriptions: Canada, Great Britain and the United

States, $1 a year ; to Foreign Countries, 5s. a year.

Chang-es of advertisements should be in the publishers

hands not later than the ist of the month, and, where

proofs are required, four days earlier. Cuts should be

sent to the Toronto office, by mail, not by express.

BIGGAR-SAMUEL, Limited,

PUBLISHERS
18 Court St.. Toronto. Eraser Bldg., Montreal.

THE SITUATION IN GREAT
BRITAIN.

Many matters of interest to the Cana-

dian pulp and paper industries were

discussed at the annual meeting of the

Paper Makers' Association of Great

Britain last month. For one thing the

Association declared itself again in favor

of the compulsory introduction of the

Metric System of weights and measures,

and it recommended to its members the

advantages of giving prizes to mill em-

ployees for suggestions for any improve-

ments in the processes of paper manu-

facture. This shows that the British

paper makers realize the need of keeping

up with the times, and such a plan might

be considered by the owners of pulp and

paper mills in Canada.

Naturally, a good deal of attention

was devoted the fiscal question. It will

be remembered that at the previous

meeting a motion was carried approv-

ing of the Chamberlain preferential tariff

as applied to the paper trade, but the

present annual meeting developed a con-

siderable division of opinion on this big

question, and it is evident that no change

is likely to be made in the fiscal policy

of the Mother Country without very

careful study. If the preferential tariff

is adopted, it will not be done in haste.

On the report of a committee it was

decided that the Association should give

evidence before Mr. Chamberlain's Com-

mission, and in discussing the resolution

Mr. Chater, chairman of the committee,

gave some instructive statistics of the

British paper trade for the last two de-

cades. He stated "that during the twenty

years from 1882 to 1902, the production of

paper in Great Britain had increased by

138 per cent.—i.e., it had been multiplied

two and one-third times; whilst the quan-

tity of foreign paper imported had in-

creased in the same period by 680 per

cent.—i.e., it has been multiplied very

nearly eight times. During the first ten

years, from 1882 to 1892, British produc-

tion had increased by 51 per cent., and
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during the last ten years, from 1892 to

1902. by 56 per cent. Foreign importa-

tion had increased in the first period by

240 per cent., and in the second by 130

per cent. The proportion of foreign im-

portation to British production had been
in 1882, nearly 8 per cent.; in 1892 say,

17V2 per cent.; in 1902, 26 per cent. In

regard to the future, it was only possible

to estimate the probabilities. He thought

that if the fiscal policy remained as at

present, although great increase of pro-

ductive power was now going on in

British mills—old machines being im-

proved, new and larger machines taking
the place of old and small ones—they
could not expect the expansion of trade

to continue at the rate of the last ten
years. It would be safer to assume that

the increase at the end of 1912 would be

at the rate of 33 1-3 per cent, instead of

56 per cent. This would bring the quan-

tity of the British paper to 1,000,000 tons

per annum. For the same reason—viz.,

that the consumption of paper could not

be expected to increase as fast as in the

recent past—they should not assume

that the importation of foreign paper

would be increased by 130 per cent, at

the end of ten years. They must, how-
ever, allow for a large increase if free

importations contniued. He thought it

woula be fair to allow for an advance

at the rate of 100 per cent, instead of

130 per cent., as in the past. This would

make the foreign importation amount to

390,000 tons, which would bring the pro-

portion to say, 40 per cent. If these

calculations were at all near the mark,

the result could not be faced by British

papermakers with equanimity." The
committee appeared to be of opinion that

the newspapers and publishers generally,

who would regard paper as their raw
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material, would oppose the placing of

paper on the list of dutiable goods, and
the committee would, therefore, not ask

for a duty of more than 10 per cent.,

but as the farif? scheme involved a pre-

ference to the colonies, it is suggested

to allow Canada a rebate of one-third

of? Canadian paper. As pulp would be

regarded as a raw material, and as Can-
ada only supplies now about one-eighth

of the total requirements of Great Bri-

tain in pulp, many of the paper makers
would like to see pulp left on the free

hst. Others would be quite willing to

give Canada a small preference, which,

while it would not raise the price of

pulp in the home market would give a

large impetus to a growing Canadian in-

dustry and would be of special advantage

where a paper mill owned its pulp mill :

in Canada or had special trade connec-
i

tions here.

—A good deal of space is given 111 tnis
'

issue to the proceeaings of the Canaaian
'

Forestry Association because the educa-

tional work of that organization is of >

the highest importance to tne country.

It is not alone that the permanence of

the pulp and paper industries depends
j

upon the intelligent management of our

forest areas, but the future success of

our agricultural, dairy, fruit growing and

all other interests affected by the rainfall

hinge upon the conservation of existing

forests and the restoration of forests to

those districts now denuded of trees. As

the people of the United States have al-

ready learned, and as we also are now

beginning to realize, the stripping of

trees from the hillsides that form the

sources of rivers and streams in settled

districts, means a recurrence of spring

freshets followed by more or less sum-
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mer droughts and the drying up of small

streams during a part of the year. Every

old resident of southern Ontario and

Quebec knows that streams which now

dry up in the summer and autumn once

ran all the year round when their sources

were surrounded by woods. The spring

freshets, which increase year by year, are

also the cause of deterioration of the

soil by sweeping away the rich vegetable

mould from the surface, and so the evils

of indiscriminate forest destruction are

multiplied. It was interesting to hear

the declaration of one farmer at the

meeting that the revenue from a certain

wood lot had proved to be more than

from grain growing, and yet by careful

cutting the growth of the woods had been

maintained. It is true that Canada has

inmiense tracts of forests still untouched,

but this is no reason why the settled re-

gions should be gradually turned into

deserts, or why the thousands of water-

powers, which are of such importance

to our mills should be ruined through

reckless destruction of woods around the

watersheds. Among the many interest-

ing points discussed at the meeting was

that raised by Mr. Bertram, as to the

possibility of working up pulpwood from

patchy districts of spruce, hemlock, etc.,

by means of small mills more or less

portable. In Scandinavia a large propor-

tion of pulp manufacturing is done by

nulls of very small capacity, operated by

single families, and these mills appear to

be successful. Such an experiment might

lead to a great extension of the pulp

trade in districts where it could not be

made to pay with the large mills now in

favor.

—Dr. Robert Bell, acting director of

the Canadian Geological Survey, agrees

with Sir Sandford Fleming that the

Grand Trunk Pacific Railway should

strike much further north than its pro-

moters have contemplated, and in a re-

cent lecture in Quebec, he showed the

wealth of the northern regions towards

Hudson Bay in timbei. Such a route

would give an immense impetus to the

pulp trade of Canada as the railway

would cross dozens of rivers down which

pulpwood could be floated, and would

tap a vast area of pulpwood country

southwest of James' Bay, whicfi has not

yet been exploited and concerning which

the general public know nothing. In a

letter to the Canadian Engineer, Thomas

Frood points out the immense strategic

value of a far northerly route for any

new transcontinental railway, and Sir

Sandford Fleming in a recent pamphlet

confirms this opinion, reinforcing it with

arguments on its commercial advant-

ages. A route such as this, Sir Sandford

points out, would save 1,423 statute miles

over any existing route from Yokohama

to Liverpool. There is not only this

saving in distance in connecting Europe
with Asia, by way of Canada, but the

northerly route gives easier grades

which is an advantage of great practical

importance in cost of operating. But

more important still is the fact that a

new Canada will be created in the region

to be traversed which could not be de-

veloped except by such an arterial line

of transportation. Sir Sandford speaks

of the arable land making a belt whose

northern edge would be 400 miles away

from the frontier. The Canadian En-

gineer believes this belt of cultivable

land will prove to be more than 700

miles broad, measured from any point

west of Winnipeg, and that the forest

and mineral wealth of the eastern sec-

tion will also make it pay to keep north

through Ontario and Quebec, possibly
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terminating eventually at a port on the

east coast of Newfoundland or on the

coast of Labrador, when science has tri-

umphed over the difficulties of naviga-

tion in that part of the ocean. In the

light of the success of State-owned rail-

ways in India, South Africa and Aus-

tralia, this great highway should be built

and owned by the Dominion. Such a

road having a branch to James' Bay
would afford a sea outlet for pulp and

paper which would be available through

Hudson Straits for four months in the

year, during which the bulk of the ship-

ments could be made at cheaper rates

than from inland points to the Atlantic

seaboard. This would mean the creation

of an immense pulp and paper industry

in portions of Canada which cannot be

reached under present conditions.

KINLEITH COMPANY'S LOCKOUT.

A lockout took place at the Kinleith

Paper Company's works, on the 28th ult.

About eighty workers, men and women,
were affected. The trouble was due to

the fact the company wished to go back

to the old "long time" schedule of 71

hours a week for tow^r men and 58

hours for day workers. Last May the

short schedule of 66 and 55 hours, re-

spectively, was introduced, and the men
claim that just as much paper has been
turned out under the short schedule as

under the long. The company now asks

the to^r men to work up to 11 o'clock

Saturday night instead of up to 6, and

the laborers up to 3 instead of 12 on
Saturdays. Notices were posted up in

the factory announcing that the old

schedule would be resumed on February

27th, and stating that all workers who
were not willing to go back to it would
be paid off. The men had a meeting and

refused to go back to the old schedule.

F. A. Ritchie, president of the company,
makes the following statement regard-

ing the company's position: "In the

spring of last year we put our mill on
what is known as the short time. It was
ihen expressly agreed by our employees

that they would resume the longer at the

expiration of six months, if all the com-
peting mills had not in the meantime
adopted the shorter time. We accord-

ingly expected them to keep faith with

us. A similar agreement was made by

another local mill, and they some months
ago resumed the longer hours. We have

always treated our help with consider-

ation and paid them the highest wages
obtainable for the various classes of

labor. Under the circumstances, this

breach of faith on their part is most un-

warrantable. We posted notices of

the change two weeks before, to take

effect on Feb. 27th, and received no in-

timation that it would not be complied

with until the 26th. We then posted

notices dismissing any employees who
did not report for duty according to the

new schedule and these were laid off to-

day. It will only be a matter of a few
days, and we will have the mill running
full, as we have already a number of ap-

plications. We will in future run an
'open mill.'

"

The locked-out men are being replaced

by others and the mill has not been
closed down in consequence of the lock-

out.
^

COMPANY MEETINGS.

The annual meeting of the Canada

Paper Company was held on March 8th,

PI. Montagu Allan presiding. The an-

nual report was presented and declared

satisfactory. The pulp and paper mill

at St. Francis is operating successfully,

and the prospects for the coming year

are considered to be promising. The
following directors and officers were

elected: H. Montagu Allan, president;

H. G. Holt, vice-president; John Mac-
farlane, C. R. Hosmei, H. Markland
Molson, Hugh A. Allan, the Hon. Robt.

MacKay. F. J. Campbell, general man-
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ager, and W. H. Parsons, secretary-

treasurer.

The annual meeting of the E. B. Eddy
Company was held on March 2nd in

Hull, Que., with a full attendance of

members. The officers elected are the

same as last year: President and manag-

ing director, E. B. Eddy; vice-president,

S. S. Cushman; secretary-treasurer, W.
H. Rowley; superintendent, G. H. Millen;

solicitor, J. J. Gormully.

The annual meeting of the Globe Print-

ing Co. was held in Toronto on March
9th, the following directors and officers

being elected: Robert Jafifray, presi-

dent; W. B. McMurrich, K.C., vice-

president; Hugh Blain, A. F. Rutter,

N. W. Powell, K.C.; W. G. Jafifray, and

James Watt, secretary.

Pulp 6 Paper Currency
It is reported that the newly incor-

porated company of Southam, Limited,

will acquire and publish a newspaper in

Winnipeg, Man.

The Ontario Government are con-
sidering the desirability of adopting a

new series of school readers for the

province. The contract for printing,

with Warwick Brothers & Rutter, Tor-
onto, has been extended for another
year. This firm has done the Govern-
ment printing for about twenty years.

^ For the first time on record, some of

the New England paper mills have had
to import pulp from Norway and Sweden
owing to the low water and consequent
scarcity of the home article in the East-

ern States. A cargo of 8,000 tons of

Scandinavian pulp arrived at Portland,

Me., last month.

According to United States returns,

our neighbors to the south exported to

Canada and Newfoundland $900,774 worth
of paper in the seven months ending
January, against $789,054 in the same
time last year. The same returns show
that United States trade is increasing

with South Africa and decreasing with
Australasia. United States exports of

paper to Great Britain increased from

$15073,385 in the seven months ending
January, 1903, to $1,295,853, in the seven
months ending January, 1904.

The Swedish Parliament, at its last
session, imposed an export duty on wood
pnlp. This tax on exports amounts to
50 ore (about 13 cents) per ton on
chemical pulp and 30 ore (say 8 cents)
on mechanical pulp, dry, and half that
rate on wet pulp. Apparently the idea
is to deter the export of pulp and en-
courage the shipment of the finished
paper.

For the seven months ending January,
1904, the United States imported from
Canada wood pulp to the value of $1,059,-
768, as against $1,128,230 for the Hke
period of 1903 and $735,765 for 1902. On
the average of the past three years the
United States took from Canada more
than half the value of its total import
of pulp. When estimated by weight, the
United States imports are much greater
from Canada than from all other coun-
tries combined. For instance, in the
seven months ended January, 1904, out
of a total import of %2>,ZS2, tons, 60,704
came from Canada; in 1904 it was 47,-
797, out of a total of 6t,2'72>, and in 1902
^•lAZh out of a total of 34,253. The United
States imports of paper stock from Can-
ada have also largely increased.

According to J. S. Larke, the commer-
cial agent of the Dominion Government
in Australasia, reporting on the prefer-
ence which New Zealand has conceded
to Britain and Canada, says it should be
of benefit to Canadian paper manufac-
turers, including newspapers, wrapping
paper and wall paper. One change in
the new tarifif does not take effect wholly
at once. This is the duty on printing
paper. On contracts already made it is

to be suspended for three years, so that
all paper already purchased abroad, for
future delivery in New Zealand, will be
admitted free of duty for three years.

There is, nevertheless, an enquiry for

Canadian paper now. It had previously
been sold to some extent, and had the

Canadian mills been prepared to under-
tnke the trade, large contracts could
have been secured. The chief trouble is
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the freight charges. i liuugli the Cana-

dian l^acitic Railway is giving low

through rates, they are still higher than

the charges on paper from Norway or

the United States via New York. it

Canada can secure the New Zealand

trade, it would mean a freight of a thou-

sand tons a month, and with other pro-

ducts would warrant a monthly steamer

to start on.

The Maple Leaf newspaper office, Gil-

bert Plains, Man., was destroyed by fire

last month.

St. John, N.B., is to have a new Liberal

organ, the Daily News. A company of

$TOO,ooo is to be incorporated. C. J.

Milligan will be manager.

C. A. Somerville, who has a pasteboard

box factory in London, Ont., has estab-

lished a similar industry in Stratford,

Ont., employing 30 to 40 hands.

A half interest in the Gait, Ont., Paper

Box Factory has been purchased by Geo.

Hancock, Jr., who has severed his con-

nection with the Grand River Metal

Works.

A fire occurred last month in the

Montreal Waste Pap^r Company's build-

ing, Montreal. The contents, consisting

of bales of rags and paper, were ruined,

and the interior of the building was badly

damaged. Loss about $5,000.

Southern Nigeria has been added to

the list of British colonies to which

Canadian papers may be sent from offices

of publication at the same rates as to

places in Canada. This makes 26 British

possessions that now admit Canadian

papers at the domestic rate. Colonists

and colonial institutiojis should under-

stand that "now is the time to sub-

scribe."

James A. Evoy, late of Kemptville,

Ont., is publishing a new paper, the Carp
Review and Carleton County Advertiser.

The Wallaceburg, Ont., Herald had to

miss an issue on account of the blockade

and scarcity of paper. The publisher

says: "Wc could neither beg, borrow,

buy nor steal a sheet in any of the sur-

rounding towns, as the other offices were
in much the same condition as we were,

having only a week's supply on hand.

I? orestry and I'ulpwood

The Department of Forestry, at Indian

Head, Assiniboia, will have upward of

2,000,000 trees lor distribution. Persons

wishing trees should make application

UL once.

Among tlie private bills recently as-

sented to by the i^ieut.-Governor of

Nova Scotia is one to lurtner amend
Chapter 136 of the Acts of 1898, entitled:

'An Act to incorporate the North
American Paper and Lumber Company,
Limited, and Acts in amendent thereof,,

and to change the name thereof."

Mr. Fleming, member for Carleton,

^N.B., has given notice in the New
Brunswick Legislature of a motion to

the effect that legislation should be at

once promoted to prevent logs and
other lumber which are grown and cut

on Crown lands, being exported from

the province in the round or unmanufac-

tured state.

J. S. McLennan, Petersfield, Sydney,.

C.B., in a letter to the county council,

calls attention to the preservation of

tTie forests and woodland of the county.

He states that 500,000 pieces of timber

value $100,000, will be used in the mines

this year. In 1894 only one-third of this

quantity was used. If the present de-

mand is not forthcoming and the min-

ing companies have to go elsewhere,,

much money will be lost to Cape Breton.

There are woods enough if they are not

destroyed by ignorant cutting or fires.

He calls attention to the north of Europe
where forests, which have been cut 150

years, have to-day as much or more tim-

ber than ever, and suggests the adop-

tion of the following rules: "Publishing

through the county by posters full in-

formation as to the times when fires are

prohibited; and the penalties for viola-

tion of the law. Calling the attention

of roadmasters to the danger of allow-

ing brush to remain on the roadside. By
resolutions, and individually impressing

upon the people of the country the duty

of all citizens to take every precaution

against the risk of damage by fire."
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THE PULP CASES BEFORE THE
UNITED STATES APPRAISERS.

The final decision of the United States

Board of Appraisers at New York—so

far as that board can make it final—on
the Quebec pulp export cases, has been
given out, and is what all expected. The
pulp shipped to the United States and
made from pulpwood taken from Crown
lands in Quebec is dutiable at the ratio

of 25 cents per ton extra, whether such
pulp is manufactured in a mill in On-
tario or Quebec. If the pulp is made
from wood grown partly on Quebec
Crown lands and partly on private lands,

duty will be levied on such percentage
only as is taken from Crown lands, but
the onus of proof as to what that per-

centage is rests upon the importer. In
the particular cases before the board, the

judgment was as follows:

James MacLaren Company — dutiable,

40 per cent.; non-dutiable, 60 per cent.

Belgo-Canadian Pulp Company — No
satisfactory evidence as to percentage.
Entire importation liable to additional
duty.

Brompton Pulp and Paper Co.—None
liable to additional duty.

Jacques Carrier Pulp and Paper Co.--
None liable to additional duty.

Laurentlde Paper Co., Limited—Per-
centage of wood pulp dutiable, 68.6 per
cent; non-dutiable, 31.4 per cent.

Riordon Paper Mills, Limited—Duti-
able, 98 per cent.; non-dutiable, 2 per
cent.

Royal Paper Mills, Limited—Dutiable,
8 per cent.; non-dutiable, 92 per cent.

The clause in the United States tarifY
act of 1897, under which these cases fall,
IS as follows: ''Mechanically ground
wood pulp, one-twelfth of one cent per
pound, dry weight; chemical wood pulp,
unbleached, one-sixth of one cent per
pound, dry weight; bleached, one-fourth
of one cent per pound, dry weight; pro-
vided, that if any country or dependency
shall impose an expon duty on pulp-
wood exported to the United States, the
amount of such export duty shall be
added, as an additional duty, to the duties

75

herein imposed upon wood pulp, when
imported from such country or depend-
ency."

It is said that the United States paper
mills interested in the importation of
Quebec pulp will support an appeal to
the United States Supreme Court.

ONTARIO GOVERNMENT PAPER
CONTRACT.

The Riordon Paper Mills have secured
the contiacc trom the Ontario Govern-
ment for the supply oi printing paper
for five years. Compared with the last

contract, the price is $1,500 a year lower
on a total of about $b,ooo. It includes
fourteen samples and the following are
the prices per ream, and the basis by
which the prices are governed;

27 X41—55 $2.72

27 X41—55 2.53

27 X41—55 2.70

27 X41—55 3.02

27 X41—55 2.90

27 X41—55 2.43

27 X41—55 2.72

27 X41—55 2.75

27 X41—55 2.75

27 X41—55 2.65

27 X41—55 2.85

25^x30—46 1.85

25^2x30—46 1.95

25^x30—46 1.82

Personal

Mr. Warren, of Bufifalo, N.Y., is now
secretary of the Montrose Paper Co.

Geo. E. Challes, Toronto, is making a

tour among the paper mills of the West-
ern States.

C. A. Meincke, dealer in pulp and
paper makers' chemicals, has been visit-

ing the mills of Ontario. Mr. Meincke
reports trade improving in Quebec.
A. W. Brunton, until recently buyer

for the Canada Paper Co., at Windsor
Mills, Que., has retired from that posi^
tion and returned to Toronto, his former
home.
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John Craig, of London, Eng., brother

of the president of the Imperial Paper

Mills, of Sturgeon Falls, has visited

Toronto in connection with the proposi-

tion to increase the capacity of the mills

to 120 tons of paper per day. The pres-

ent output of the mills is finding a mar-

ket in Australia, Great Britain and the

United States.

Frederick N. Ritchie has opened

offices at 131 St. Peter St., Quebec, as

an expert in timber inspection. Mr.

Ritchie has had thirty years' experience

in timber surveying and has high testi-

monials as to his knowledge of the value

of timber limits. His local knowledge

will make his services valuable to those

wishing to select pulpwood and other

timber lands.

Thomas Cole, a pioneer lumberman in

the Ottawa Valley, died recently. De-

ceased, who was in his 83rd year was

born in Devonshire, England, and came

to Canada in 1820, about the time of

the Papineau rebelhon. The lumber and

timber industry attracting his attention,

he went to Tvlontreal and from there

along the Ottawa or Grand river to

Papineauville, where ne located and

shortly after began taking out lumber

on contract.

The death is announced of Alexander

George Pirie, chairman and managing

director of Alexander Pirie & Sons,

Limited, Stoneywood. Scotland, the cele-

brated paper manufacturers. The de-

ceased was born at Newhills, Aberdeen-

shire, in 1836, and educated at Rugby

and Cambridge. From 1856 till 1869, Mr.

Pirie took a leading part in the manage-

ment of the great firm, and for a few

years retired from active duty. In 1890,

however, he resumed management of the

business, and has also since acted as

chairman of the company.

%l ^ ^

CAR BODIES FROM PULP.

A New York electrical journal says

electricians interested in the building of

cars for the New York subways, are in-

vestigating a new material for car bodies

the idea being to obtain a car not only

fireproof, but also proof against vagrant

electricity. The material is nothing

more or less than wood pulp, but it

won't burn, and under test it has proved

wonderfully successful in resisting the

electric current. The material is made

up in planks or beams just like ordinary

v.'ood. It can be produced in slabs twelve

feet by eight, and of any thickness re-

quired. In a test made at the Niagara

Falls Power Co.'s plant, at Buffalo, it

is stated the material was placed in cir-

cuit with a powerful current. A water

rheostat recorded the resistance as the

voltage was increased. A piece of the

material yielded at a voltage of 28,000.

The "yielding" was simply the passage

of the current entirely through, making

a hole of about the diameter of a pin,

slightly blackened at the edges of the

entering and emerging points. The ma-

terial is wood pulp—the same that is

used in the manufacture of paper. It is

chemically treated by a process which is

claimed to make it permanently fireproof.

In manufacture it is subjected to a pres-

sure of seventy tons to the square inch.

It can be worked with tools, and a plane

produces the smooth surface that follows

its use on natural wood. The material

can also be molded into curves of any

segment or to any angle.

Judge Valin last month heard the ap-

plication of the Imperial Paper Mills of

Canada, Limited, for an order to erect

a dam in the Sturgeon river at Sturgeon

Falls, Ont., to obtain a thirty-eight foot

Iiead of water. The appHcation was

granted and disposition was made of the

various claims arising out of land dam-

ages, etc.

^ ^ ^

The Riordon Paper Co.'s pulp mills,

at Hawkesbury, are to start up again on

the ist April, and the company's Merrit-

ton mill is running again. S. A. & R.

E. Lazier's mill has also started up

again after a long shut down owing to

low water and the heavy ice.
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RECOVERING WASTE PULP.

Among recent foreign patents is one

granted to Johannes Grondahl, of

Baegna, Norway, for improvement in ap-

paratus used in paper, cellulose, and
wood pulp mills for gathering up the

fibre in the water which runs off from the

machinery. The inventor directs this

water to an apparatus comprising a mov-
able endless felt, on which the fibres de-

posit, while the water passes through the

pores of the felt. The fibres thus gath-

ered on the felt are by suitable means
removed therefrom and utilized, and the

water is in this manner quite clear and
free from pulp when it leaves the factory.

In the drawing, a represents an end-

less felt, b a tank, and c a cylinder con-
structed about as the cylinders in the
usual cylinder machines. The felt is car-

ried over this cylinder and over suitable

guide rolls, as shown. The felt also

passes between a pair of rollers, e e,

where the pulp gathered on the felt is

removed in the well-known way. Above
the cylinder, which is perforated, as

usual, on its cylindrical surface, is

mounted a hollow bridge piece d. The
latter is perforated on the faces in con-
tact with the felt. The cylinder is jour-
nalled on a hollow shaft h, which h?s a

downwardly projecting branch i, formmg
a connection through which the water
gathering in the bottom of the cylinder
may be removed. The cylinder turns
freely on the said hollow shaft.

Ihe bridge piece d serves to cover the
upper part of the cylinder which is not
covered by the felt, so that air shall not
be sucked into the cylinder. As the
cylinder rotates and the felt is moved

with it in the direction of the arrow,
pulp will be deposited on the felt and re-

moved by the roll e or other suitable

means. Some pulp may still adhere to
the felt, and in order that this pulp shall

not fill up the pores of the felt and make
it less permeable for water, the inven-
tor prefers to make use of a felt which
is twisted, as indicated at f, in such a
manner that the two sides of the felt

are alternately utilized as a pulp gather-
ing surface. The other side will then be
cleansed from adhering pulp by the
water passing through the felt.

PROCESS FOR COPYING PAPER.

Murray H. Chapin, of Bridgeport,
Conn., has obtained a United States
patent for improvements in paper and
in methods of making it, for obtaming
fast copies from writings of anilin inks"
In making ordinary press copies a cer-
tain quant i(.y of ink is absorbed by the
tissue sheet—that is, ink is mechanically
transferred from the original sheet to
the tissue; but as this process does not
involve any chemical change in the ink,
the latter is very susceptible to the sub-
sequent washing-out action of water.

"In seeking to attain the objects above
mentioned," the inventor says. "I have
discovered that it is possible at the time
that the copy is being taken to produce
a chemical union of the ink with the
tissue, such that thereafter the copy
cannot be materially affected by the ac-
tion of water, and it is possible to cause
a chemical union of the ink with the
fibres of the original sheet, so that the
original copy may also be rendered per-
manent—that is, not susceptible to be-
ing washed out by water and, like the
tissue, not liable to fade materially
under the action of light. The paper
may be prepared by being passed
through a bath composed of four hun-
dred parts of water to one part of tan-
nic acid, by weight. Sal-soda or any
other suitable mordant or combination
of mordants in proper proportions may
be used, if desired, instead of tannic
acid, which latter I have thus far used
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successfully in practice. After the bath

the paper may be properly dried and

smoothed either by passing through

heated rolls or otherwise. In practice

the copying-tissue may be passed

through the mordant bath from a con-

tinuous roll and after being dried and

smoothed may be cut up into sheets

and formed into a press copy-book in

the ordinary way. The described chemi-

cal action will then take place during

the press-copying operation, both in the

prepared tissue and also in the original

sheet. As the mordant will allow only

a certain amount of the anilin coloring

matter to be taken up from the original

sheet, blurring of the latter and of copy

is to a large extent avoided. Hence
there may be considerable variation in

the degree of dampness of the copying-

cloth without injuriously afifecting either

the copy or the original, which has not

been the case heretofore. Paper may
be otherwise subjected to a mordant
treatment either during the manufactur-

ing process or subsequently without de-

parting from my invention, and in some
cases the paper to receive the original

type impressions may be provided with

a mordant instead of the press copy-

paper."

NEW DIGESTER LINING.

and so as to, in effect, produce as many
different joints and variety of joints as

there are rings, the purpose of the in-

vention being to provide a structure which

shall offer the greatest resistance to tht

strains to which a digester lining is sub-

jected, and shall also offer under such

conditions the least liability of the escape

of the liquid of the digester from the

lining to its shell or casing.

Figure i is a view of a portion of a

digester looking from the interior

ft! It
!

: 1

1^ ..^1

-
\

Among the patents recently issued in

the United States is one to George Lan-
zendoerfer, of Boston, for a new digester

lining. The invention consists in a diges-

ter which has a metal shell of the usual

type, and which is lined upon its interior

with acid-resisting bricks of a curved

shape, having plain outer faces and
deeply corrugated inner faces, the corru-

gations forming receptacles or pockets

for a cement used in uniting the bricks

to the shell and to each other. This pro-

vides a structure in which the bricks may
be set directly against the shell, or

bricks carried thereby, and in which the

joints between the bricks, and the shell,

and the individual courses of brick are

formed by a series of rings or sections

of cement arranged between the bricks,

thereof. Fig. 2 is a detail view in sec-

tion, enlarged, and Fig. 3 is a view in

perspective of one of the bricks. Refer-

ring to the drawings, A represents the

usual t5'pe of digester shell or casing. It

may, or may not, be lined upon its inner

surface with lead or other acid-resisting

substance. To the inner surfacing of the

shell or to the lining, if one be used,

there is then applied the bricks B, in as

many courses as may be desired. The

bricks are alike, and each is curved to

conform to the curvature of the shell,

?nd has a smooth curved surface a, and

a corrugated back b. the corrugations

extending crosswise the back and being

relatively wide and deep, and separated

by relatively narrow intervening parts b
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of the brick back, which are substan-

tially of the same size, and the outer

edges of which are arranged upon the

same curve. These bricks preferably

have flat sides and ends, the ends being

somewhat inclined as represented. The
bricks thus shaped will form, assembled
together, a wall of the curvature of the

digester wall.

As many courses of brick may be used

as desired, the flrst course being against

the wall of the digester shell and the

next course against the first course of

brick, and so on. Each course is united

to its support, whether digester casing

or brick, by means of cement applied to

the corrugations to fill the same and to

bear against the support, the beds of

cement thus held in the corrugations

acting as so many bands to unite the

courses of brick to their supports as well

as to provide a series of independent

joint-sealing packings between the

courses. The joints between the sides

nnd edges of the bricks are sealed in any

desired way.

Because of the corrugations in the

bricks, which receive the cement, a larger

surface for the adhesion of the cement
to the bricks is provided than where the

surface is straight, while, on the other
hand, sections of the back of each brick

are brought into contact with its sup-

port, thus breaking the continuity of the

cement and causing a structure which
consists of alternate bodies of cement
and brick.

"The employment of the cement in this

manner," says the inventor, "not only
efl'ects a structure of the character indi-

cated, but it also furnishes a large num-
ber of independent cement joints, which,
because of their independence, provides
an improved construction, in that a crack
or defect of any kind in one joint is con-
fined to that joint, and does not extend
to other joints, so that an imperfection
in one part of the cement is confined to

that, and a very narrow one, and does
not necessarily extend to another, and
the joints thus act to correct each other's
possible defects, and thereby forms a

multiplex, uniting and packing backing,
through which the liquid cannot be

forced to the shell. The bricks are also

of some importance in that they can be

assembled or built in the arch of the

digester, without the use of temporary
or false supports."

NEWFOUNDLAND WOOD IN-
DUSTRY.

The St. John's Herald, Newfoundland,

reporting on the wood industry for 1903,

says: "Few of our industries have made
such rapid strides as lumbering. Five

years ago, if it was stated that the c«-)lony

could export 50,000,000 feet of lumbei

per annum, the statement would be ridi-

culed, but yet that stage of development
in using up our forest wealth has been
reached this year. The largest individual

operator is the "Timber Estates Coy."
This concern has six mills, and their

total output will be some 25,000,000 feet

The cut of the New Land Co., with mills

at Norris Arm and Notre Dame Jen.

will be about 8,000,000 feet. At the

former site they have erected a mill with
a capacity of 100,000 feet daily. The
Timber Estates Co. will cut 50,000,000

feet next season, and will employ 1,200

men in the woods this winter, making
a total of 1,700 for the two companies.
The pine has been graded by Ottawa
Valley cullers, and yields over 10 per
cent, of clear (without knots) deal, sell-

ing on an equality with the Ottawa river

product—the finest in the world. The
spruce and fir are also excellent stock
and fetch as high prices as are paid for

these species of wood. The Botwood-
ville Mill, recently purchased by George
J. Barker, of Boston, Mass., has cut

8,000,000 feet this year, and he will double
this next year. Already his company
have shipped a cargo of spruce, the first

we understand, ever sent to the United
States from Newfoundland. The deple-

tion of the spruce areas in the Eastern
States by the pulp-makers leaves the
market short of this grade of wood, and
there will be a big demand for our pro-
duct henceforth. On the west coast
Willis & Howard have cut between
2,000,000 and 3,000,000 feet, making with
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smaller quantities a total cut this year

for the colony of 50,000,000 feet. At
$10 a thousand, this represents a total

valuation of $500,000 worth of lumber
shipped during the present year, where-
as five years ago we were importing, in-

stead of exporting, forest products."

MECHANICAL WOOD PULP*

By Stanislas Gagne, B.A., Sc.

(Continued from last issue).

THE MECHANICAL PROCESS.

The aim of this process is likewise to

produce cellulose fibres for paper mak-
ing, but being purely mechanical the

whole solid substance of the wood ex-

cept the bark is ground into pulp. As
we have seen, spruce for example, con-
tains only 53 per cent, of cellulose fibres,

hence, mechanical pulp made from
spruce can only contain 53 per cent, of

paper making fibres, the rest being

called the cementing material which is

mainly lignin. This is the reason why
paper partly made of mechanical wood
pulp, such as newspaper for example,

discolors when exposed to the light for

some time.

Again, as the wood is ground on

stones, we have the pulp in the form

of minute chips and not as individual

fibres as in the case of the chemical

processes. Therefore this process gives

a very different result from the others des-

cribed, which places it in a class by itself.

It is not, however, a rival to them; each

kind having its own use. It is the direct

object of the manufacturer in every case

however to get as nearly as possible a

fibre pulp, a fact on which depends the

value of his product.

Woods employed.—Spruce, especially

the black variety, owing to its tough

fibre and also for the other reasons

mentioned, is mainly employed. Fir or

balsam are also used from 5 to even

*The above paper won the first prize given by the
publishers of the Pulp and Paper Magazine for the best
student's paper presented to the Canadian Society of
Civil Engineers for 1903, the judges being members of
the Society.

as high as 40 per cent, with spruce as

stated. When ground its weight is less

than spruce, and consequently more
wood is required to produce a ton of

pulp, and it is more bulky when baled.

When resinous it adheres to the stones,

chokes the screens, clogs the cylinder

and the felt of the wet machines, caus-

ing irregular sheets and general trouble

everywhere in the process. Poplar
(aspen) when ground makes a fine

white and smooth grade of pulp, but as

the supply is nearly always limited, its

use is also limited. Spruce and poplar

or aspen make a good combination,

spruce lending its strength and poplar

its firmness to the pulp. The methods
of cutting and bringing wood to the pulp

mills are the same as in the case of

ordinary saw-mills, the only exception

being that all the wood of a tree is

utilized save the branches; in some
cases logs as small as three inches in

diameter are brought to the mill as the

size of the blocks is really of not much
importance. Figure 10 illustrates the

general principles adhered to in the

building of a pulp mill. No definite rule

is offered for the arrangement of the

machines, each individual site having

its own peculiarities.

Power.—All mechanical wood pulp

mills in Canada are situated on some
water course or stream from which the

necessary power is derived, and in most
cases, on which the wood is floated to

the mills. As a rule steam power can-

not be used for this purpose on account

of the large amount required as a con-

sequence of the great variations of the

load, and its cost. A water fall, natural

or artificial is the only source of power
than can be utilized for a pulp mill. An
ordinary grinding machine producing 5

tons of pulp (dry) per 24 hours, re-

quires about 350-h.p.. and an additional 25

will drive the rest of the machinery for

those 5 tons, therefore 75-h.p are neces-

sary to produce one ton of pulp (dry)

in a day. As it is not the purpose of this

paper to discuss the methods of utilizing

a water-power, and the means of getting

the highest power from a given fall, a
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few remarks concerning the require-

ments of the process will be sufficient.

A dam or canal, or perhaps both are

built, and from there a penstock, flume
or pipe line conveys the water to the

turbines or water-wheels. The types of

these wheels are governed by the
height of the fall (the usual practice be-
ing to use reaction turbines for low
heads and impulse turbines for high
heads) by the variations in the volume
of water available and by the work that
is expected of them. As will be seen
later, some such speed as 175 to 250
R.P.M. is required, and this ought not
to vary when part of the load is taken
oft', as when pockets of the grinders
are being filled, thus relieving the pres-
sure on the stone. To attain this re-

sult, governors are sometimes employed,
specially when wheels drive only one
or two grinders each, for then, one
pocket opened means 1-3 or 1-6 of the
lead suddenly taken off, and in such
cases the turbine will increase in speed
according to its construction if no
governor is attached to it; but the cost,

great wear, frequency of repairs and
losses of time, occasioned by these
causes most manufacturers to do with-
out them if they possibly can. As will
also be seen later pumps are sometimes
used to act as governors but as their
use, as such, means a different grade of
pulp at dififerent times they are unsatis-
factory for this purpose. The best
means of getting over the difficulty

seems to be to couple on one pair of
turbines, turning both in the same direc-
tion relative to their common shaft, as
many grinders as possible. If a pair of
turbines are thus attached to each other
as in the case of Fig. 10, the friction
on the end bearings will be eliminated,
thus increasing the efficiency, and if

these are made of the largest possible
power several grinders are coupled to
that pair, and in that case the varia-
tion of the load is smaller. In some
cases turbines may be built so that
variation of speed will be small com-
pared with certain variations of load,
thus dispensing with governors. Again

turbines may be designed for a given

speed when some of the pockets of the

grinders are idle, and in operation, when
the pressure is relieved from one pocket.

Fig. 10—General Plan of a Mechanical

Wood Pulp Mill.

Explanation : i—Steam Boiler. 2—Steam Engine
Sa^yingr Machine. 4—Barking- Machine (in pairs).
Sphttmg: Machine. 6—Water Flume. 7-Turbines and
Casings for same. 8—Grinding Machines. 6—Pressure
Pumps. 10—Casing and Turbine for general work. 11—
Stuff Pumps. 12—Low Pressure Pump. 13- Troughs
14—Screens (Vibrating Type). 15—Wet Machines. H—
Hydraulic Presses. K—High Pressure Pumps. S—
Scales. T—Tables. P—Packing Presses.

the same pressure is automatically ap-
plied on another one, thus keeping the
load, and thereby the speed constant.
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Therefore the problem is this: Given a

certain head and volume oT water, to get

a turbine that will give a good efficiency

at a given speed, and that speed not to

vary much with certain variations of

the load. To fulfil these requirements,

it does not do to get any turbine what-

soever because of its low prices or other

such considerations.

Handling logs.—To maintain proper

order in this description of the me-
chanical process we shall start with the

wood as it arrives near the mill, i.e.,

where lumbering operations proper end,

and follow it through the different parts

and machinery of the process. If logs

are floated down the river, they are kept

in a boom above the mill dam from

Fig. II—Principle of a Pulpwood Sawing

Machine.

Explanation: A—Driving Pulley. B—Driving- Belt.

C—Saw Pulleys. D—Tightening- Puller s. E—Tighten-
ing Pulleys. F—Conveyor. K—Frame. H—Chain
Conveyors. S—Saws.

which they are taken to the cutters by

means of a slide, chain conveyor, and

log jack, or a similar arrangement de-

pending on the nature of the ground

relative to the mill. If brought by cars

they are dumped near the mill where

some arrangement such as an endless

chain distributes them to the cutters. A
similar device is used if the logs are

brought from the river below the mill

or taken from the piles of the winter

supply which have been laid on skid-

ways at the fall before the river was
frozen. One of the rules that should

be observed in handling logs is to keep

them out of contact with the ground
as much as possible, because sand and
dirt will occasion trouble when they are

sawn and barked. The wood should

also be employed as green and wet as

possible, because the grinding operation

is thus facilitated and the pulp is of a

higher grade as the fibres are more
flexible and not so hard to detach from

each other.

Sawing.—The logs are cut into lengths

regulated by the size of the pockets

or the grinders, ^ usually 24 inches,

though some use as small as 16-inch

lengths. For mills of a small capacity,

say up to 30 tons per day a swing saw
is generally considered a good arrange-

ment, especially when logs are from 10

to 14 feet long. If the logs are brought

to the mill in 4-foot lengths (cord

length), a cradle saw^ is sometimes used,

where logs are put on a cradle which

is swung unto the fixed revolving saw.

One of the best machines for sawing

these blocks, when the mill has a large

capacity and output, is that represented

by Figure 11. In that case each saw is

on a separate shaft and all these saw

shafts are driven by the same pulley

and belt. Logs are driven across the

table by endless chain conveyors, and

in this way onl}^ one saw is cutting a

log at a time. If more than one saw

is made to cut a log at one time

that log is liable to jam between

the saws, damage them and fly

out, especially if three saws or more
are used. By this method, illustrated in

Figure 11, when a log has passed across

the whole table it is all cut up into the

required lengths which fall near by, or

are conveyed to the barkers.

Barking.—The type of barker most

frequently employed is that represented

by Figure 14. It consists of a disk

about 52 inches in diameter in which

4 knives are so set as to cut a thin slice

off the wood stick at a time. That

disk is surrounded by a cast iron frame
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open to give access to the knives, and

a table to support the wood is attached

to it. The boh or stick is pressed against

the revolving knives and the bark and

chips, falling behind the disk, are blown

by fans acting like a centrifugal pump,

through a pipe to a conv^enient place,

usually to the boiler to be utilized in

steam generation. The wood is usually

pressed and revolved against the cutting

knives, by hand. Various arrangements

(such as the one represented in cut),

have been invented to revolve the

wood automatically against the knives,

but the writer is doubtful if such a plan

is useful and economical. The speed of

revolution of the stick, in these auto-

matic revolving appliances, depending

as it does on that of the knives, they

ought to do good work and save labor

if the bark is of uniform thickness, but

in cases where logs are brought long

distances by water and through rapids,

the thickness of the bark is very ir-

regular, and in fact, parts of the stick

have no bark at all; hence if these sticks

are put into an automatic revolving ap-

Fig. 14.—Pulpwood Barker (Sherbrooke

Iron Works.)

paratus some good wood will be cut un-

necessarily whereas if revolved by hand
the bark only will be cut away. The
capacity of an ordinary barker running
at about 600-R.P.M., is usually from 6

to ID cords a day, varying with the skill

of the operator.

Splitting.—When sticks are too large

to enter conveniently into the pockets

of the grinders they are split by hand

or by a machine such as represented

in Fig. 16. In these cases, which

frequently occur, where pulp mills are

provided with a carriage and saw for

Fig. 16—Wood Splitter.

turning large logs into lumber for the

market instead of utilizing them to pro-

duce pulp, little splitting is required

after barking. It is usually found con-

venient to have the sawing, barking and

splitting operations all performed in a

separate building as shown in general

plan, Fig. 10. Power for this purpose

may be derived from one of the turbines

or from a steam engine, the bark and

small butts being used as fuel. From
the barkers the wood is conveyed to the

grinders.

(To be continued.)

ST. GEORGE'S PULP AND PAPER
CO.'S NEW MILL.

We are now able to give a brief de-

scription of the new pulp mill and power
plant of the St. George Pulp and Paper

Co. at St. George, New Brunswick.

Situated on an inlet of the Bay of

Fundy, and about twenty miles from
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the international boundary between
Maine and New J^runswick, is tlie town
of St. George, with a population of

about 1,500. Through this town flows
the Magaguadavic River, the outlet of

more than eighty lakes. At St. George,
where the Magaguadavic River empties
into the Bay of i^'undy, there is a na-
tural waterfall of forty-hve feet to high
tide. For a great many years this mag-
nificent power has remained practically

undeveloped, its only use being to fur-

nish power to four granite mills. These
mills used the water under a low head,
and, of course, wastefully.

About three years ago the attention
of New York parties, who were looking
for a site upon which to build a pulp
mill and electric power plant, was drawn
to this spot. It was found that by the

erection of two dams, each about 120

feet long and 20 feet high, in connec-
tion with a steel penstock 16 feet in dia-

meter and 500 feet long, a mill could

be built at tide water and power de-

veloped to the extent of upwards of

5,000 horse power. On the IMagagua-
davic River and its tributaries were vast

tracts of valuable wood lajids, princi-

pally spruce, but with a goodly quan-
tity of pine, hemlock and cedar. It ap-

peared evident to these parties that here,

with good facilities for shipping their

product, either by rail or water, was the

ideal location for a plant such as they

intended to erect. With an open port

ten months in each year, the advantages

of this location, as compared with mills

situated several hundred miles inland is

readily apparent. The whole of the

power at St. George was acquired after

timber lands had been secured of an ag-

gregate area of over fifty square miles.

This timber is all situated on the lakes

and streams tributary to the Magaguada-
vic river. The company now owns suf^-

cient land to ensure a constant supply

of logs for its mill for a period of more
than twenty-five years. It also owns and
operates a steam sawmill, where lumber,

lath and shingles are manufactured.

The erection of the dams and mills

was commenced in June, 1902 and the

work completed about a year later.

2,8G0-h.p. is the present development, but

by the addition of more turbines this

can be increased to 5,000-h.p. In addition

to the pulp mill prop.;r, there has been
installed a generating plant which is fur-

nishing electric power to the four lead-

ing granite cutting and polishing mills,

as well as for the cutting-up mill used
by the company in the preparation of

the wood for the pulp grinders. The
pulp mill has been in operation for the

past six months. A very superior quality

of pulp has been produced from the

start and although the company has been
able to operate its mill to its fullest capa-

city, it has been impossible to supply the

demand for pulp and orders are now
booked for the entire production of the

mill for several months to come. Dur-
ing the present winter while a scarcity

of water for power has been the cry

from all parts of Canada and the East-

ern States, there has been an abundance
of water at St. George, and with all the

mill running full head there has been a

good quantity of water flowing over the

dams.

Contrary to the experience of some
other pulp manufacturers in Canada, the

St. George Pulp and Paper Co. has been
remarkably successful. Owning as they do
their spruce timber, which they can cut

and drive to their mills cheaply; with a
'

modern mill capable of turning out the

finest quality of pulp, and with their own
wharves, where vessels may be loaded

within 300 ft. of the mill, it is difficult •

to find another pulp mill as favorably

situated.

The surplus power at St. George can

be transmitted electrically to St. John
and other cities to be used in the oper-

ation of street railways, for lighting pur-

poses, etc. It is rumored that the com-
pany now has plans under consideration

looking toward this end.

The mill, which is simple in design, is

a single story bricTc building with truss

roof, heated by steam and lighted by
electricity. The water from the water
wheels is discharged over a spill-way

wall at the high-tide level, so that the
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wheels is discharged over a spill-way

given a uniformity of speed at all sea-

sons of the year. The officers of the

company are all practical men of life-

long experience in the pulp and paper

business. They are as follows: Joseph

Goodfellow, Fort Edward, N.Y., presi-

dent; E. G. Murphy, Sandy Hill, N.Y.,

vice-president and general manager; E.

W. Murphey, Albany, N.Y., secretary

and treasurer.

Hat Id

SHAWINIGAN POWER.

Editor, Pulp and Paper Magazine:

—

Sir,—An article appeared in the Janu-

ary issue of your magazine, entitled:

"Scandanavia vs. Canada." The writer

of this article in referrnig to the Belgo-

Canadian Pulp Co., whose works are

situated at Shawinigan Falls, Que, states

that this pulp company is hampered in

its operations by being "under the

thumb of the Shawinigan Water and
Power Company." We decidedly object

to this statement, as it is not justified by
anything in the relations existing be-

tween the Belgo-Canadian Pulp Co. and

ourselves. On the contrary, the rela-

tions are most satisfactory to all con-

cerned. You may not understand that

the Belgo Co. operates from water-power

which is distinctly separate from our

main development, and was built especi-

ally for their purposes and is operated

by them. The character of this power,
you will realize when we state that

while other mills have, during the pres-

ent season been hampered by failure of

power, the Belgo Company, on the con-
trary, have never for one moment had
to curtail their capacity and have been
able to operate in full during the entire

season. It would be poor policy for

this company with its large power to be
developed in the future, to adopt such
measures as would restrict the develop-
ment of our lessees' properties. On the
contrary, it is our desire to in every way
facilitate their successful operation. Of
course, such statements as were published

in your issue of January have their foun-

dation in a source regardless of the facts.

We would appreciate your correcting the

false impression which might arise from

this article.

Very truly yours,

J. E. Aldred,

Treasurer, Shawinigan Water & Power

Co.

[The article referred to was quoted

from the Paper Maker, of London, and

was quoted for the sake of its advice to

Scandinavian pulp manufacturers.—Ed.]

BIG SIZE OF HAND-MADE PAPER.

The calendar of the Paper Makers'

Association, of Great Britain, for 1904,

records a size of a hana-made paper

known as "Emperor," 72 by 48 inches.

No one in the trade seems to have any

idea of such a size being made, even go-

ing back a century. In "A Practical

Guide to the Varieties and Relative

Values of Paper," by Richard Herring,

pubhshed in i860, it is stated that "the

largest paper now made by hand, which

is termed Antiquarian, measures 53 by 31

inches, and so great is the weight of

liquid pulp employed in the formation of

a single sheet, that no fewer than nhie

men are required besides additional as-

sistance in raishig the mould out of the

vat by means of pulleys."

The author of this book states that

"the earliest trace of the manufacture of

paper in England occurs in a book

printed by Caxton, about the year 1490,

in which it is said of John Tate:

Whict late hathe in England doo make

thys paper thynne,

That now in our Englyssh thys booke

is prynted innc."

His mill was situate at or near Steven-

age, in Hertfordshire, and that it was

considered worthy (^f esi:)ecial notice is

evident from an entry made in Henry

VIFs Household Book, on the 25th May.

1498: "For a rew^arde geven at the paper
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mylnc, i6s. 8d." And again in 1499:

"Geven in rcwarde to Tate of the mylne,

6s. 8d."

^ ^ ^

PAPER THAT WILL NOT SHRINK
OR SWELL.

A paper that is tough and pliable and

will not shrink or swell is the aim of E.

H. Fowler and D. N. Hoover, of Wash-
ington, who have obtained a British

patent. This invention was briefly re-

ferred to in our October number, but

the process is disclosed in general

terms in the patent.

After speaking of the swelling of or-

dinary paper when dampened for print-

ing, the inventors go on to say: "Also

after the completion of the printing pro-

cess when subjected to atmospheric

changes, the paper expands or contracts,

as the case may be, which also causes

a distortion of the impression. This is

very objectionable in the printing of

charts, maps and other work in which
it is desired to have the impression re-

main unchanged and to conform to the

original imprint. In maps and charts,

for an instance, tiie impression on the

dried paper becomes so changed and dis-

torted as to render scale measurements

inaccurate and unreliable. Under our

invention, this objectionable feature is

avoided, as the paper does not have to

be wetted preparatory to printing and

does not expand or contract.

"To obtain the results we have in

view, we treat the paper with a solution

of glycerine and alcohol. This is done

either by introducing the preparation

into the paper during any stage in the

process of the manufacture of the same,

or by impregnating the finished paper in

its dry state with the solution. In prac-

tice we have found that good results are

obtained by a solution of about sixteen

pounds of chemically pure glycerine, two

gallons of grain alcohol, 95 per cent,

pure, and one gallon of distilled water

applied to 100 pounds of finished paper.

The solution can be applied in various

ways—for an example, by n^ssing the

paper between rolls coated with the pre-

paration. The proportions of the in-

gredients may be varied according to

the treatment and the quality and kind

of paper used and the result desired.

Also different kinds of alcohol may be

used.

"Attempts have been made to accomp-

lish the above purpose by treating paper

with glycerine dissolved in water, but

without much success. In most paper

there is more or less resin and wax ad-

hering to and in combination with the

individual fibres composing the fabric.

The resin and wax repel water, and as

there is a close affinity between water

and glycerine, the latter is prevented

from becoming immediately associated

with the individual fibres, owing to the

repulsion of the water by the wax and

resin. The solution of glycerine and

water only enters and remains in the

larger interstices between the fibres.

"Alcohol is not repelled by the resin

and wax, but, on the contrary, dissolves

them readily and penetrates the fibres

and carries the glycerine with it, so that

the latter becomes immediately associ-

ated with the individual fibres. After the

alcohol has served its purpose as a con-

veyor for introducing the glycerine into

the fibres, much of it evaporates, but

some may still be held by the glycerine.

The latter also holds much of the water of

the solution, and if any should be lost

by evaporation it absorbs additional

moisture from the atmosphere should

the paper become exposed to agencies

to cause the water to evaporate. As the

glycerine is immediately associated with

the individual fibres of the paper, and

as it always holds considerable water

and perhaps some of the alcohol of the

original solution, the condition of the

fabric will remain practically constant.

Its condition will always be such as to

readily receive impressions in printing

processes without a preparatory moist-

ening. Consequently the impression it

firs^^ receives will not have its dimensions

changed by subsequent shrinkage or ex-

pansion. Also as the glycerine always

holds a certain amount of water the
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paper will not be liable to change when

subjected to atmospheric changes. The

niventors claim that paper so treated

retains its original strength and pli-

ability. These claims will of course have

to be tested by time.

PULP AND THE DAILY PAPER.

(London Daily Chronicle.)

Wood pulp is one of those commodi-

ties difficult to classify for it is both a

manufactured article and a raw material.

Mr. Chamberlain has been graciously

pleased, however, to consider it a raw

material, and it will consequently con-

tinue to have a free entry into this coun-

try, whatever fate may befall foreign

paper—an article which is just as much

the raw material of newspapers and

printers as pulp is of paper-makers.

Some 550,000 tons of pulp are imported

mto this country every year, and it is

largely owing to a plentiful supply of

this material at a cheap price that a half-

penny "Daily Chronicle" is possible. But

not entirely to this, for machinery in

the paper mill plays its part, and has

advanced with rapid strides in the direc-

tion of economy and progress. Not very

long ago 150 ft. per minute was con-

sidered a fast speed at which to produce

paper. But now paper double the width

is turned out at a speed of 450 ft. to

500 ft. per minute, with very little extra

cost of labor, in the paper mills of "The

Daily Chronicle."

Then the setting up of type by hand

has given place to type-setting by ma-
chinery, at an infinitely faster speed;

and the printing of a newspaper, such

as this, is now done at the almost in-

credible speed of 50,000 complete copies

per hour for each press. When a dozen

presses are at work, as is the case of

"The Daily Chronicle,'" some idea may
be conceived of the scale upon which
these things are done.

But just as we hear warning that our

coal supply is giving out, so we are con-

tinually reminded that the fearful inroad

now made upon the forests of Scandi-

navia, Canada, and America will sooner

or later end in their total depletion. Un-

doubtedly the drain upon them is very

great, and planting is not keeping pace

with the cutting. Germany already feels

the pinch, and so does America. Big as

the forests of the United States have

been, they are rapidly disappearing be-

fore the axe of the woodman, and the

lire of the incendiary; and American

paper mills are drawing upon Canada for

their supplies of timber to a most alarm-

ing extent. Happily, the importance of

replanting is being more and more re-

cognized by the Governments concerned.

In Norway the school children are al-

lowed a half-holiday once a week to go

out and plant trees—a system which

serves the double purpose of afforesta-

tion and of instilling into the youthful

minds the value of this great national

asset. And in many of the States Arbor

Day, or tree-planting day, is carefully

observed; while better forest laws are

being brought into operation to safe-

guard this great natural wealth.

While all these things combined make

a half-penny morning paper to-day pos-

sible without decrease in size, he would

be a bold man who would say that in

view of the rapid depletion of the world's

stores of timber, such a thing can be ab-

solutely permanent. Anyone who con-

siders these matters is staggered by the

prodigal wastefulness of paper which

goes on. How much of the output of

the present day press is absolute waste,

so far as enlightenment, edification or

amusement is concerned, it is impossible

to say. Very many tens of thousands of

the much-boasted "largest circulations"

find their way to the paper mills to be

repulped.

^ ^ >

CANADIAN FORESTRY ASSOCIA-
TION.

The fifth annual meeting of the Cana-

dian Forestry Association was held in

Toronto on the roth and nth inst., the

president, Hiram Robinson, of Ottawa,
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in the chair. Among those present were
E. Stewart, secretary, Ottawa; R. H.
Campbell, assistant secretary, and trea-

surer, Ottawa; Prof. A. 11. Unwin, of
the Dominion Forestry branch, Ottawa;
J. M. Macoun, of the Geological Sur-
vey, Ottawa; Norman M. Ross and J.
W. Wardrope, Ottawa; Wm. Little, F.
G. Todd, Montreal, and W. J. C. Hall, of
the Department of Lands and Forest
of Quebec; Prof. Filibert Roth, of the
College of Forestry, University of
Michigan; E. G. Joly de Lotbiniere,
Quebec; Prof. W. L. Goodwin, and Geo.
Y. Chown, Kingston; Rev. A. E. Burke
Alberton, P.E.L; D. James, Thornhill,'
Ont.; James Gillies, Carleton Place,
Ont.; H. Silverthorne, Summervillei
Ont.; E. J. Zavitz, New Haven, Conn.,'
rhos. Conant, Oshawa, Ont.; M. Hoehn
Berlin, Ont.; D. J. Cooper, Collingwood,'
Ont.; Professors Hutt and Reynolds and
H. S. Peart, Guelph, Ont.; John Loudon
president Toronto University; Aubrey
White, assistant Commissioner Crown
Lands, Toronto; Thomas Southworth
Director of Forestry, Toronto; Hon. J.
E. Evanturel, John Bertram, S. S. Cann
T. S. Young, J. J. Bell, E. B. Biggar'
and others, of Toronto.

The report of the board of directors
showed that the membership had in-
creased from 400, in 1903, to 479, in 1904.
ihe receipts were $1,117.96, and the Ex-
penditure $395.80, exclusive of $200 for
subscription to Rod and Gun. The On-
tario Government had granted $300, and
that of British Columbia $200 towards
the Association. The report referred to
the destructive forest tires of last vear,
and placed on record the opinion 'that
these fires would have been much worse
had it not been for the work of the fire
ranging stafif. This staff, however, is

still inadequate to protect the great for-
est areas. The experience of the past
showed that the risks of forest f^res were
greatly increased by railway building in
forested districts, owing to the careless-
ness of contractors, and the Government
was advised to take action to prevent
such fires during the construction of the
Grand Trunk Pacific and other roads

through the northern forest districts.

Forestry legislation had been advanced
in Ontario by the addition to the Tema-
gami reserve of a tract of 3,700 square
miles, increasing it to 5,900 square miles,
and the creation of a new reservation of

3,000 square miles or 1,920,000 acres to
the north of Lake Huron. The policy
of the Ontario Government is that in

these reserves timber should be disposed
of by the thousand on the stump and
should be cut under the supervision of
officers of the Government.

^ In Nova Scotia, an act has been passed
providing for the establishment of a
lire-ranging system. As in that province
the forest lands have largely passed into
private hands, the system is based on
the appointment of fire wardens for the
counties, the larger forest areas in such
divisions to assist in the payment of the
service by means of a special tax. The
interest of the municipal authorities in
forested districts in the prevention of
fires is a desirable object, and it might
very well be made a subject of special
study by the Association.

The operations of the Dominion For-
estry Branch, in connection with the
tree-planting scheme, have shown steady
expansion. In 1901, the first year of
operation, 18 settlers were supplied with
63,780 trees, and for the present year,

1904, 1,030 settlers will be suppHed,
1,700,000 trees having been provided for
this purpose. The total distribution, in-

cluding 1904, will be 3,210,467 trees and
1,518 lbs. of seed to 2,064 settlers. It

is estimated that the applications for the
year 1905 will reach the number of 2,300.

A recent estimate of the area of tim-
ber reserves under control of the Domin-
ion places the figures at 15,135^ square
miles, or 9,686,880 acres, 3,449,600 acres
being in Manitoba, 5,612,800 in the

North-West Territories, and 624,480 acres
in British Columbia. A decision has been
reached to open the Rocky Mountain
Foothills Timber Reserve to disposal

under license. As this reserve controls

the water supply of a large part of

Southern Alberta, where irrigation is

necessary for successful agriculture the
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conditions are unique and the adminis-

tration of this reserve should not be car-

ried out on the same principles as are

adopted in connection with other tracts.

Licenses should certainly not be granted

without an inspection of the limits and
there should be such supervision of the

operations as to prevent injury to the

water supply whether through increas-

ing the danger from fire or otherwise.

The secretary and assistant secretary

visited Nova Scotia and New Brunswick,

and as a result an increased interest is

being taken in the subject of forestry

there.

The report also referied to the ques-

tion of an official organ for the Asso-
ciation and the advice of the meeting
was asked. At a later stage this matter
was fully discussed and referred to a

special committee, which recommended
that a bulletin be established as a medium
of disseminating information to the press

and public. The committee's recom-
mendation was adopted.

F. G. Todd, of Montreal, read a paper
on "Native Trees and Their Use in

Ornamental Planting." He had a good
word to say of the red oak as against
the horse chestnut for street planting.

The birch, especially the canoe or river

birch, was invaluable for parks, as it

was long-lived and easy to grow. Among
the evergreens the white and black
spruce, the fir, the hemlock, and cedar
were recommended; while the author had
a special admiration for the Ailanthus
or Chinese tree of heaven, which was a

flowering tree with pinnated leaves like

the sumach and grew to a height of 70
or 80 ft.

Prof. A. Harold Unwin, of the Domin-
ion Forestry Branch, read a paper on
"Forest Reproduction in Germany."
From this it appeared that the forests of
Germany, which occupy 25 per cent, of

the total area of land (Sweden has 48
per cent, and Finland 62 per cent.), are

composed of trees belonging to the same
genera as our own, only represented by
different species. The chief of these
are spruce (Picea excelsa), the Scotch
pine (Pinus sylvestris), the fir (Abies
pectinata), like our balsam but growing
much larger (up to 150 feet in height
and 6 feet in diameter), the larch or
tamarac, as it is termed here. Then of
the broad-leaved trees, the beech (Fagus
sylvatica), the oak (Quercus pedunculata
and sessihflora), corresponding to white
and burr oak here (Quercus alba and
macrocarpa), great maple and Norway
maple (Acer pseudo-platanus and plat-
anoides), corresponding to the hard
maple and soft maple here, oak (Frax-
inus excelsior), like white ash (Fraxinus
americana), elm (Ulmus montana) like
white elm (Ulmus americana), silver
birch (Betula alba), corresponding to
white birch (Betula papyrifera). One
important tree, especially here, which
has not an exact counterpart in Europe,
is the yellow birch (Betula lutea). Of
these trees the Scotch pine occupies 41
per cent, of the total forest area; Nor-
way spruce, 22.5 per cent., making, with
larch, etc., two-thirds coniferous forest
and one-third of broad leaved trees.
Originally the composition was some-
what different, the pine and beech and
other hardwoods occupying a greater
and the spruce a comparatively smaller
area. Although the original growth de-
termined to a great extent the system
of forest exploitation and reproduction,
this was modified by a far-sighted com-
mercial policy of selecting those trees
for special care the price of whose tim-
ber was rising most in value. An early
indication of this was shown as the fol-

lowing table will illustrate:

In

*Per centual rise in price (large tim ber) (1875 100).

Beech, maple and oak.
Birch

Spruce

*The HiQtni-A. ^^f fi.^

1745- 1761. 1797- 1867. 1875. 1882 1890.
14.67 26.67 .76.00 64.00 100.00 100.00 120.00

100.00 100.00 116.67
7.T4 31-43 48.56 68.57 100.00 107.14 135-71
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That is to say, in 1745 beech was double

the value of spruce. Forty years later

tJiat was almost reversed. Then the two

rose in value in similar proportion, but

the spruce being the quicker growing

tree was planted more extensively. In

1867 they both rise, but the spruce has

a tendency to increase in price quicker.

Then in 1875 they are both equal, and

linally in 1882 and 1890 and at the pres-

ent time the price of spruce at $28 per

thousand in the wood and beech, $18

clearly shows the difference. Beside that

as soon as public men realized this and

guided by the advice of the then half

foresters and half huntsmen of the

nobles, rational, conservative commer-

cial forestry was inaugurated. Previous

to that, that is, in the i8th century, cut-

ting had been quite haphazard. Definite

plans were made showing exactly what

could be cut on certain areas perma-

nently without endangering the existence

of the forest. Diameter limits were at

first used or rather trees of a certain

size. Now, this manner of using the vir-

gin torest or growing timber trees is

not only German but is also "'german"

to all countries where forestry is prac-

tised. It is, in fact, the essence of for-

estry, as with a moderate climate, such

as ours, a forest will reproduce itself and
better still and more quickly if slightly

assisted witli the help of a few seed trees

on each acre. This principle of cutting

a forest with regard to getting a regular

and annual yield has been kept up from
the start both where planting had to be
done to restock the cut areas and also

where the forest could be left unassisted

to reseed itself. And it is to this that

the splendid financial results are due

which each state in that country now
shows. Calling the growing trees in a

forest, the forest capital, what was cut

was only the interest in the yearly

growth in wood, and with better manage-
ment that capital has been increased from
26,040 feet. b.m. to 31,800 feet b.m. per

acre. At the present time spruce pays

at about 4 per cent, on the capital repre-

sented when grown pure under a rota-

tion of ninety years. This is on medium

mountain soil in the Bavarian Alps.

Fifty years ago these forests were just

Ijeing used to their fullest capacity. Be-

fore that they had scarcely been touched

as being inaccessible. As is natural, the

forests of Germany are situated chiefly

in the mountains, where 70 to 80 per

cent, of the land is under forest. Be-

sides this, the largest areas are the sandy
heaths in Hanover and East and West
Prussia, so that really only about 10 per

cent, of the forests are growing on good
agricultural land. These for the most

part are situated in river valleys, where

the land is subject to floods. A gradual

process is, however, taking place where-

by the Prussian State, especially, is buy-

ing up poor, sandy land, which is going

out of cultivation and planting it with

pine. On the other hand, certain tracts

of really good land have been sold and

denuded of trees. During the last twenty

years $500,000 has been spent annually

for this purpose and enormous areas pro-

ductively stocked with Scotch pine.

Turning to the production of the tree

which interests us most, white pine. This

can be profitably grown or reproduced

either by self-sown seeds or planting

with three-year-old trees. In the former

method the original crop is gradually

removed leaving spaces sometimes as

much as half an acre between the trees

where the young trees come up in large

quantities. When the area is seemingly

well stocked more of the old trees are

taken, still leaving a few so as to ensure

all spaces being filled in. It has been

found that from the first cutting of the

old stand to the complete clearance of

the same and restocking of the area by

self-sown seed, it takes seven to ten

years. This being done without any cost

for seed or preparation of the soil. The

old stand is of a dense nature and so the

forest soil is covered with needles and

twigs which rapidly decay when exposed

to the atmospheric agencies. This leaves

the soil in a receptive condition for the

seed. Most of the branches and tops of

trees cut down are either used as faggot

wood or burnt. The spruce, the next

most important tree to us, is largely re-
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produced by planting, or about 80 per

cent, of all areas. Only in the Bavarian

Alps and a few other localities is it left

to reseed itself. This is done by cutting

the forest by strips up the mountain side,

moving in opposite direction to the pre-

valent wind. When a strip is first cut

it is three-quarters to a tree's length in

width. This gradually widens as the

hrst area becomes reseeded. Finally the

first reseeded area has become old

enough to cut again. A rotation of 85

to 90 years is adopted and yields timber

of 16 to 18 inches square on medium
soil. This size pays best as, if left to get

larger, the increase in price does not

more than pay for the interest on the

money represented by the original trees.

The author made interesting references

to other trees and the method of dealing

with them, and mentioned that a number
of Canadian trees, such as the Douglas
fir, had been introduced into Germany,
and were growing profitably.

I

Another paper was by John Bertram
on "Forest Management in Ontario." He
highly praised the policy of this Govern-
ment in cv^ating forest reserves, the

total area so set apart being 5,010,383

acres. There was still a large area of

land north and west of the Temagami
reserve, on both sides of the Height of

Land, that was well adapted for conifer-

ous woods, but not well suited for grain

growing. This is owned by the province
and only a small part is under license.

The white and red pine are the most valu-

able on these lands, but there are spruce,

hemlock and balsam, and he admitted
that these, the less valuable woods,
should be cut so as to allow the young
pines to grow, which they will not do
under the dense shadows of the low
branching spruce, hemlock, etc. Under
the present 15-year term of license, the
pine will be cleared and the land grow
up with the inferior woods. A change
in the terms of license might lead to
more care, as the old notion that pine
would not succeed pine was now passing
away. Land that was shown to be more
fit for forests than for farming should
be retained for the former purpose. In

the country around Lake Nepigon and

westward on the Height of Land, the

prevailing timber was spruce. This re-

gion was frequently ravaged by fire and
should be protected or it would become
a veritable desert. It is supposed to

contain a large quantity of merchant-
able pulpwood, and pending the question
of making it a forest reserve it should
be examined and brought under fire pro-

tection. The author suggested that in

such districts as Muskoka, where lands

suited for forestry and farming ran in

uncertain patches, the settlers should be
encouraged to become foresters as well

as farmers, and this policy could be ad-

vanced by education in forestry. He
gave an instance in Scotland, in 1902, when
a man had 11 acres of 50-year-old spruce
cut down for pulpwood and the returns
in cash proved to be three times as

much as if the land had been rented for

agricultural purposes. Abandoned tracks
of poor land should be taken in hand
and reforested under municipal manage-
ment.

In the discussion which followed, Mr.
Bertram suggested to the Commissioner
of Crown Lands of Ontario, who was
present, that the Provincial Government
might make an experiment in the oper-
ation of a small portable pulp mill de-
signed to work up small patches of
spruce, etc., into pulp. If this were
found feasible, a large extent of wood-
lands could be made revenue producing.
He also suggested experiments on the
same plan with portable plants for mak-
ing extract from tan bark. The Com-
missioner said he would consider the
suggestions.

Principal Loudon read a paper 011

"Education in Forestry." Forestry
education in the United States had made
rapid progress, where a few years' pre-
liminary campaign had resulted in the
organization of several important Schools
of Forestry, a lively interest among lead-
ing men of business and politicians (in-

cluding President Roosevelt), the estab-
lishment of a Central Bureau of For-
estry at Washington, of Departments of
Forestry in several of the States, and
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the widespread application of systematic

forestry. It is, in short, regarded as a

business proposition. Principal Loudon

mentioned some of the misconceptions

under which forestry suffered. He said

that a fire ranger was no more a forester

than a navvy was an engineer, that a for-

ester's business is not to prevent the cut-

ting down of trees, but to see them cut

down to the best advantage, and that

he is not a botanist let loose to air his

fads at the expense of others. The Yale

School of Forestry, the highest type of

forest school on this side of the Atlan-

tic, offered a course of two years' dur-

ation, with a thirty-six weeks' course

each year. The first year's courses in-

clude a thorough training in the sciences

fundamental for the profession, and pre-

liminary training in forestry. The sec-

ond year was devoted mainly to techni-

cal forestry. This included such subjects

as silviculture, forest mensuration, for-

est management, forest technology, (in-

cluding nature and uses of woods), lum-

bering, forest protection, and adminis-

tration. An entire term of twelve weeks

is devoted to practical forestry in the

woods. The Toronto University course

extends over three winter and two sum-

mer sessions. The standard for entrance

is that of junior matriculation or of third-

year standing in the O.A.C. The work

of the first year is largely scientific,

while the second and third years include

further instruction in the sciences and

in their application to forestry, together

with a treatment of the various sub-divi-

sions of forestry proper. The two sum-

mer sessions were devoted to practical

work in the forest. There were many

important interests to which the special

knowledge of the forester would be of

great profit. The administration of the

Crown lands in Ontario had not been

ideally perfect, lumbering had not been

conducted with due regard to ultimate

economy, and the farmer had not man-

aged his woodlands to his own best ad-

vantage or that of the country as a

whole. All these interests could be won-

derfully helped by the trained forester.

The province of Ontario had some 40,-

000,000 acres of lands suitable only for

forest reserves, capable of giving an an-

nual yield of 6,000,000,000 feet in per-

petuity. The Government of Ontario

should establish a Provincial School of

Forestry, which would at the outset cost

not more than a few thousand dollars

annually.

On motion of John Bertram, the On-

tario Government was asked to make
a grant for the establishment and sup-

port of a Provincial School of Forestry.

A paper by Aubrey White gave a very

full sketch of the history and present

provisions of the Crown timber regula-

tions of the various provinces. This was

followed by a paper by W. C. J. Hall

on the Laurentide National Park, of

Quebec, a summary of which will appear

in next issue.

Prof. Roth, of Michigan, gave an in- •

structive address on what was being ac-

complished in the United States in for-

estry. He laid down the principle that

if the individual was the only good

farmer, the state was the only good for-

ester, and this was being exemplified in

the United States, where under the policy

adopted in 1891 60,000,000 acres had

already been set apart as forest re-

serves. The irrigator had learned this:

•'No tree, no water," and he was now a

helper in the cause.

New York and Pennsylvania were

now buying up the poor lands of the

States and turning them into forests,

and Michigan had decided on turning its

woodlands into forest reserves. In con-

sequence of reckless destruction of for-

ests, one-sixth of the State was now

"in soak" for taxes. The State was now

going to set out from 50,000,000 to 100,-

000,000 trees, and is now teaching the

school boys and college boys to take up

the subject.

J. S. Dennis, Commissioner of Irri-

gation for the C.P.R., told what was be-

ing done in Southern Alberta to reclaim

semi-arid lands, only about 15 per cent,

of which could be irrigated, leaving the

rest pastoral. The eastern slopes of the

Rocky Mountains and the foothills form

the watershed of the rivers and streams
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and are the "catchment area" for the

plains to the east, but the forests which
cover these hills are rapidly disappear-

ing from fires and reckless cutting, and
if the process goes on, vast sums will

have to be spent to restore the water
supply which they afford. In W. Assini-

boia,, the Cypress Hills were the water-
shed for the drainage canals now being
constructed, and timber is disappearing
from those hills also. At present there

are 163 irrigation ditches and canals in

these two Territories with a total length

of 475 miles and capable of irrigating

625,000 acres. With the completion of

the C.P.R. scheme, these will be in-

creased to 700 miles, irrigating 2,000,000

acres, the capital invested in the works
being $7,000,000.

Prof. H. L. Hutt, of the Ontario Agri-
cultural College, Gueiph, ni a paper on
"Forestry Problems in Ontario," said
the people had yet to learn about the
management of forests. A larger staff

of experienced foresters was needed, who
would personally oversee the forests of
the north. In the settled portions of
Ontario the woodland in many counties
was only 8 or 9 per cent., which was only
about one-third what it should be to
maintain the most favorable climatic
conditions. The result was the snow,
which should melt gradually and soak
mto the soil to support vegetation dur-
ing the summer, went away rapidly,
washing much of the fertility into the
streams, which turned into serious floods.
One of their first problems was to arouse
an indifferent pubhc to take immediate
action to check any further removal of
the forests. After noting the efforts
made at the O.A.C. and the work of Mr.
Southworth, Mr. Hutt quoted the reso-
lution of the Ontario Experimental
Union asking for the estabhshment of a
school of forestry, for the collection of
mformation and for the undertaking of
reforestation demonstrations. On the
whole, he was greatly encouraged with
the results, and the work now being
undertaken by the Government.
The election of officers resulted as fol-

lows: Patron, His Excellency, the Gov-

ernor-General; hon. president, Wm.
Little, Montreal; president, Aubrey
White, Toronto; vice-president, E. G.

Joly de Lotbiniere, Quebec; secretary,

R. H. Campbell, Ottawa; treasurer, Nor-
man M. Ross, Ottawa; directors, J. R.
Booth, Ottawa; John Bertram, Toronto;
Dr. Saunders, Ottawa; Prof. John Ma-
coun, Ottawa; Thos. Southworth, Tor-
onto; E. Stewart, Ottawa; H. M. Price,

Quebec; Hiram Robinson, Ottawa.
At a subsequent meeting of the board

the following vice-presidents for pro-
vinces were nominated: Rev. A. E.

Burke, Alberton, P.E.I. ; Hon. J. W.
Longley, Halifax; Hon. J. B. Snowball,
Chatham, N.B.; Hon. S. N. Parent, Que-
bec; H on. E. J. Davis, Toronto; Sir

Daniel McMillan, Winnipeg; Hon. L. J.

Forget, Regina; Wm. Pearce, Calgary;
F. D. Wilson, Fort VermiHon, Atha.;
H. Bostock, Ducks, B.C.

On the invitation of Mr. Joly de
Lotbiniere, it was decided to hold the
next convention in Quebec City.

CROSSWISE FLOW ON THE
FOURDRINIER.

A writer in the Wochenblatt fur

Papier Fabrikation proposes to improve
the felting operation of a Fourdrinier
machine. It is a scientifically proved
fact that the fibres of paper made on the
Fourdrinier machine settles in the direc-
tion of the running wire. To this faulti-

ness we attribute the difference in the
strength existing between the cross and
lengthwise direction of a sheet. In this
respect paper may be compared with a

web, provided either weft or warp have
the stronger threads. The lengthwise
settlement of the paper fibres prevails
especially on the lower or wire side of
the sheet. This is explained because the
paper fibres float in the lengthwise direc-
tion of the stream, and as soon as they
drop on the wire those in the lower part
of the run are caused to settle, as they
run, owing especially to the escape of
the water through the wire.

These lower fibres in this manner con-
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tmuc to retain their parallel position

while the upper hbres, still moving on,

are being influenced by the shaking

motion ot the wire, and may settle in

various directions. Examinations made

by different persons have shown that this

difference in the strength in the length-

wise tearing exists in most cases in the

sheet when it leaves the wire. As shown

by valuable tests made by Joy, this un-

favorable condition is still increased by

the roller process in the couch press, and

by the action of the drying cylinders and

by tension generally. The writer makes

the following suggestion: In order to

provide for a possible equalization of the

conditions of strength in both directions,

although the disturbing influences,

caused by the process of pressing and

that of drying may be found partly un-

avoidable—we must strive to change

conditions hitherto existing on the wire.

Therefore the paper should become

strongest on the wire, in a direction

crosswise to the run of the machine wire,

and this is made possible only by a

crosswise settling down of the fibres.

In order to reach this crosswise forma-

tion many ways have been tried in many

different directions. A stream of air

through the sluices has been applied, in

order to whirl up the fibres. Another

plan is to fix the flow box stationary,

excluding it from the wire shaking pro-

cess. In the latter way the stuff is caused

to change suddenly from a state of rest

into one of motion, thereby influencing

the fibres into a crosswise or oblique

position.

Let us consider more closely this

motion, affecting the formation of paper

on the wire. In the usual arrangement

of the flow box the outgoing paper stuff

is affected by the shaking motion of the

wire. Suppose the stuff to show a shak-

ing velocity of V2 and of Vi in the

running velocity, in which case a fibre

sliding over the breastboard would have

the resultant velocity of V3, in a diagonal

direction. Owing to the running of the

wire Ci and the shaking C2 the wire as-

sumes the resulting motion C3, also

diagonal. Now the fibre reaching the
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wire will immediately follow the motion

described as €3. However, the fibre is

already moving in that same direction,

because V3 and C3 differ but slightly in

their directions. Consequently the posi-

tion previously held by the fibre will not

change on the wire. The forepart oi

the fibre reaching the wire will at once

adopt the direction described as C3,

while the rear part of the fibre moves

forward in the direction of the running

of the wire. These motions will produce

a small deviation of the fibre from its

lengthwise position into a more radically

diagonal one. This diagonal settling of

the fibre appears more evidently if we

go a step further by imparting a special

shaking motion to the fibre before it

reaches the wire.

It is readily observable that the result

is a strong influence iri the direction of

the fibre from a lengthwise into a

diagonal position as it passes from the

float-box to the wire. What prevents us

now from furthering the contrast in the

motions of stuff or wire? Why not

direct the stuff to the wire in the direc-

tion opposite to that of the wire? Such

an arrangement augurs the greatest ad-

vantage to the benefit of fibre felting.

In case the paper stuff runs on to the

wire then there will hardly be any ques-

tion concerning a possible carrying along

of the fibre in a lengthwise direction—on

the contrary, the fibres will be pushed

against the wire meshes—they will tumble

over each other, bend and mix pell mell,

in short, they will felt in a desirable

manner. We may also allow this in-

verted run of stuflc to take part in the

wire shaking, or we may make the ar-

rangement stationary, or we may shake

it in a direction opposite to the wire

shake. An ideal condition is certainly

reached because the stuff run receives a

separate shake opposite to that of the

wire.

It need hardly be said that naturally

not all the fibres having presented them-

selves in a lengthwise direction, will

undergo a change of that direction upon

entering the wire. The lower part of

paper-forming fibres will be influenced
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mostly, and just tor that part the cross-

wise settlement is the most desirable. In

general, I beheve, that owing to these

arrangements of the stuff run, compared

with former methods, an increased cross-

wise settlement will be obtainable and

consequently a more advantageous felt-

ing of the fibre, whereby the unpleasant

difference between the values of firmness

in the length and crossways of paper will

be finally reduced or entirely abolished.

Mill Matters

The Brompton Pulp and Paper Co.,

Quebec, has now 14,000,000 feet of wood

ready for this spring's drive.

It is understood to be J. R- Booth's

intention to add a paper mill to his new

pulp mill at Ottawa, Ont., and so manu-

facture the product of the latter, mstead

of selling the raw material. .

A fire causing $300 to $400 damage oc-

curred at the Riordon Paper Mills on

February 28th. It originated from a ma-

chine on which two men were working at

the time. The cause is unknown.

An American company have recently

purchased some property near Louis-

burg, N.S., and propose to estabUsh a

talc or soapstone industry. The land is

said to contain valuable deposits of this

material.

A sad accident occurred at the Tor-

onto Paper Company's mill, Cornwall,

Ont., on March 5th, when the daughter

of J. Hanton, Holyoke, Mass., recently

of Cornwall, fell into a steam exhaust

drain and was fatally scalded. The child,

who was only seven years old, went into

the mill to call her brother-in-law to

supper.

The chemical pulp mill of the Canada

Paper Co., at Windsor Mills, Ont., is

rapidly approaching completion. The

boiler house is ready for roofing, and

one of the four 250-h.p. boilers is on the

ground. The Spring Vale paper mill of

this company has been closed down for

a week or so owing to a shortage of

water.
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The water-power on the St. Francis

river, at Trenholmeville, about six miles

from Richmond, Que., has been pur-

chased by E. W. Tobin, M.P., and F. N.

McRae, of Sherbrooke. They propose to

erect a dam and pulp mill during the

summer.

The Ontario Department of Crown

Lands has received an application for a

lease of a valuable water-power at Canal

Rapids on the Magnetawan river, near

Georgian Bay. The proposal is to build

a large pulp mill and other industries.

Mayor Johnston and Barrister Haight,

of Parry Sound, are among the appli-

cants.

A number of Belgian capitaHsts, who

have invested in the pulp and paper in-

dustries comprising Colonel Thys, Max

Devolder, president of the Societe Gen-

erale,, and Mr. Cito, of Brussels, accom-

pamed by General C. A. Whittier, of

New York, have been visiting the Shaw-

inigan Falls, Que., with a view to satisfy-

ing themselves and also to report to

other capitalists in Belgium upon the re-

sources and possibilities of the Dominion

from the point of view of speedy de-

velopment.

Improvements have recently been

made in James Davy's pulp mill, Thor-

old, Ont. Two grinders have been re-

placed by a heavier one of the same type,

which is coupled direct to the power

shaft, instead of being driven by belts.

The output has been increased from five

to eight tons per day, one ton of pulp

being produced for each 50-h.p. Edward

O. Babcock, of Niagara Falls, has lately

been appointed manager.

The Clergue industries at the Sault,

including the Sault Ste. Marie Pulp and

Paper Co., have been reorganized under

the name of the Lake Superior Co., with

C. D. Warren, of the Metropolitan

Street Railway, Toronto, as president.

Thomas J.
Drummond, of Montreal, vice-

president, and Cornelius Shields, general

manager. Among the directors are E.

J. Berwine. J. T. Terry and J. M. Hoig,

of New York and Philadelphia. The
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head office will now be in Toronto. The
Ontario Government proposes to guar-
antee the bonds of the new company to

the extent of $2,000,000.

The Maritime Sulphite Fibre Com-
pany's extensive properties in Chatham
were sold by auction on February 25th

to the Bank of Montreal for $120,000.

There were three bids—$100,000, $110,000,

and $120,000. The bank holds bonds
amounting to $450,000, in addition to

prior mortgages and liens in its favor

for $50,000. The referee in equity ac-

cepted the bank's bid, thereby confirm-

ing its title to all the property, including

the lumber rights in 262 square miles of

timber limits. Experts, who have re-

cently examined the mill, report the ma-
chinery in excellent condition and the

timber limits ample to supply the output
of the mill. Negotiations for the sale

of the property to American capitalists

are in progress. It is expected that now
that the bank has a complete title an ac-

tual sale will be made and the mill re-

sume operations at an early date.

An agreement, subject to ratification

by the Legislature, has been entered into

between the Commissioner of Crown
Lands for the Ontario Government, and
the Dryden Board Mills, Limited, of

which T. A. G. Gordon is president, and
C. B. Gordon, secretary. The company
agrees to erect and operate pulp and
paper mills on the Wabigoon river, at

Dryden, Ont., and to spend thereon at

least $200,000. Construction is to be
commenced by July ist, 1904, and the
work completed within two years. The
daily output of the mills must be not less

than 30 tons, and an average of seventy-
live hands must be continuously em-
ployed. The company have deposited

$5,000 as an evidence of good faith, to be
returned when $30,000 has been expended
on the plant. The Government grants
the right for 21 years to cut spruce,

poplar and banksian pine on all unoccu-
pied Crown lanBs, bounded by lines

drawn from Wainwright township to

Raleigh Station, and Stormy and Peak
lakes; the company to pay 40 cents a

cord for spruce and 10 cents for poplar

or pine. All timber privileges are sub-
ject to the following clause embodied in

the agreement; "It is understood and
agreed that the pulpwood cut for or by
the said company upon the territory be-
fore referred to shall be manufactured
into board or such other class of manu-
factured paper goods as the company
may produce at their mill and that the
said mill be located at the village ..f

Dryden, on the Wabigoon river, and
shall not be sold in the wood or un-

manufactured condition to any other per-

son or persons." The company will ha\ e

the exclusive use of the Wabigoon Falls

for power, which is estimated at 2,00(j-

h.p.

Since signing the agreement with the
Ontario Government, the syndicate
headed by E. W. Backus, of MinneapoHs,
has started carrying out its plans for de-
veloping the water-power of Fort
Frances. Flour mills, sawmills, stave
and barrel factories and furniture fac-

tories are included with the pulp mills

referred to in a previous issue. Oper-
ations on the pulp mill will be com-
menced before the year is ended. This
is the mill of which W. A. Preston is

the manager, and which has a concession
of 300 square miles from the Ontario
Government. Mr. Preston also informs
the Winnipeg Free Press that in addi-

tion to the mechanical pulp mill, chemi-
cal pulp mills will be established, similar

to those at the Soo. The intention of

the pulp company was to have erected

their mill on their location at Sand River
Falls, near Mine Centre; but on account
of the development of the water-power
at Fort Frances, and the low cost at

which power can be produced, they have
deemed it advisable to arrange with an
American company for power at Fort
Frances, thus doing away with the neces-
sity of putting in their own dam and in-

stalling their own electric machinery, and
besides giving them the additional ad-

vantage of the markets of the United
States. Being close to the lines of rail-

ways entering Fort Frances from the

south, a saving of freight will be effected

which in the pulp business is an import-
ant factor.
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The Petewawa Pulp Co. has sold its

water power to the Petewawa Power
Co., who will transmit electric current
to Pembroke.

The new mill of the Cornwall Paper
Mfg. Co. is now under construction, and
the company looks forward to being able

to commence running about September
next.

Owing to the snow blockade, which
prevented them from getting in material,

W. J. Finlay & Co., of Strathcona, nave
been delayed in equipping their new mill,

but they expect to commence operations
early in April.

The water will be let out of the Corn-
wall Canal for a few days for the annual
overhauhng of the locks, and this will

cause the usual shut down of the Tor-
onto Paper Mfg. Co.'s mill for about
three weeks during which necessary re-

pairs will be made to the mill.

Capt. Marsh and Manager W. Du-
perow, of the Huntsville and Lake of

Bays Navigation Company, are seeking
aid from the Ontario Government for

a line of tramway, a mile in length, be-

tween two of the lakes navigated by the

company. The tramway will be used for

passengers and also for carrying bark
and pulpwood, which are being shipped
out in large quantities.

The Brockville Times makes the fol-

lowing comment on the protection of

the Canadian paper and pulp industries:

'The Newspaper Publishers' Association
of the United States want Congress to

give them free paper and pulp, claiming
that 50 per cent, of their pulpwood is

drawn from Canada. If the Canadian
Government is alive to Canadian inter-

ests and will stop catering to Washing-
ton, it will keep the Canadian pulp and
paper business for Canada. If the
United States wants Canadian paper and
pulp, let their paper makers come over
into Canada and make it here. Canada
has the material, and holds the whip
hand. Will the Laurier Government pro-
tect Canadian interests or will it con-
tinue to shilly-shally with free trade,
reciprocity, etc., to the detriment of this
country."
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NEW COMPANIES.

The Clark Lithograph, Limited, Tor-
onto. Capital, $150,000. To acquire the
business of the Clark Lithograpnic Com-
pany, Limited; and to carry on business
as printers, publishers, lithographers,
Fanny L. Clark, T. J. Clark, H. E.
Miller, F. W. Grew, and T. A. Rowan, of
Toronto.

^Southam, Limited, Hamilton, Ont.
" Capital $1,000,000. To establish, print
and publish newspapers in the cities of
Hamilton, Ottawa, and other places in

Canada. Also to acquire the following
firms and companies: Southam & Carey,
Montreal; the Ottawa Citizen Co., Lim-
ited, Ottawa; the Mail Job Printing Co.,
Toronto, and 'The Spectator," Hamil-
ton, Ont. W. Southam, W. J. Southam,
of Hamilton, Ont.; F. N. Southam, of
Montreal; W. M. Southam, H. S.

Southam, Ottawa, Ont.; R. Southam, of
Toronto.

The New Brunswick Publishing Co.,

Limited, St. John, N.B. Capital, $95,000.
To print and publish a newspaper or
newspapers in St. John or elsewhere in

New Brunswick. To operate a plant or
plants for the generation of electric light-

ing and power necessary Tor their busi-

ness, with power to dispose of any sur-

plus electric power and lighting so manu-
factured, etc. T. McAvity, H. A. Mc-
Keown, C. J. Milligan, E. Lantalum, W.
G. Scovil, and D. J. Purdy, of St. John;
C. S. Hickman, Dorchester; K. Shives,

CampbelUon; Hon. C. W. Robinson, C.

A. Murray, A. E. Peters, and J. T.

Ryan, of Moncton; A. Hilyard, Dal-
housie; J. B. McManus, Memramcook;
M. F. Keith, Harcourt; E. A. Smith,

Shediac; H. Copp, Sackville; Hon. A. R.

McClelan, Riverside; and Hon. A. S.

White, Sussex; all in New Brunswick.

The Times Printing and Publishing

Co., Limited, Victoria, B.C. Capital,

$100,000. To acquire the business of the

Victoria Times Printing and Publishing

Company, Limited, and to carry on the

business of printers, publishers, etc.
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WAX PAPER.

Paraffiiie, or wax paper, is tinished by

steeping weak sized tlnn papers in hot

liquid solutions of paracrine ceresine,

Japan wax, or beeswax. The liquid siz-

ing is imparted to the paper by a roller,

and the excess is removed by a doctor.

The heating of the paraffine, or wax, is

best done by steam in a jacket kettle,

connected with a valve and tested to a

pressure of four atmospheres, the high-

est pressure producing the highest tem-

perature to be applied to the liquid. By

raising the temperature to a high degree

the solution readily impregnates the

paper, thereby causing a saving of ma-

terial.

When steam heat is not available, gas

may be used by arranging a row of

burners, and in this case a single-bot-

tomed kettle is sufficient. The space

under the trough should be closed by a

wire netting, as wax and paraffine boil-

ing at a high temperature develop com-

bustible gases. A piece of machine wire

will answer for this protection to pre-

vent the ignition of the gases by the

burners. A thermometer reaching 200

degrees C. should be connected with

the trough, and attention paid to keep

the liquid at a uniform temperature.

Otherwise a correct calculation of the

cost cannot be obtained.

The proper temperature for the vari-

ous quality of the materials differs ma-

terially according to their respective

melting point. It should be at least 10

degrees above the melting point of the

sizing, although it should not reach the

boiling point of the stuff. The following

shows the melting point and applicable

temperature of various sizes:

Melting Apl.

Point. Temper.

Deg. C. Deg. C.

Beeswax 63-64 70

Japan wax 42-43 55-6o

Chinese wax 82-85 100

Ceresine 60-65 80

Paraffine 42-55 55-7o

The dissolving of these materials with

benzine or other solvents is not advisable

partly owing to the danger of fire and

partly because imperfect evaporation will

leave a scent on the sheet. Commercial

liquid paraffine is not suitable as it will

not dry hard enough.

The front doctor roll of the coating

machine may be made of a tube, such as

a pohshed gas pipe of 30 millimeters^

outside diameter, connected by pipes

with the steam heating appliances. The

distance of the scraping device from the

coating roller should be about 15 centi-

meters and in case the transparency of

the paper should not prove sufficient^

this distance should be increased. This^

however, will cause the use of more

size. Roller and trough may be ot iron.

After passing the doctor the paper is

carried a certain distance for the purpose

of cooling over several rollers and

reeled. Drying is not required, as the

cooling hardens the coating. It would

be objectionable to apply drying heat.

The paper will feel the harder the higher

the temperature.

The selection of the coating material

should follow this principle; for papers

used for wrapping articles of food, such

materials should be selected that are

either scentless, or have a pleasant odor,,

as, for example, beeswax. Paraffine,.

purified with sulphuric acid and bone

carbon, is perfectly odorless. Ceresine

is frequently made to take on the scent

of beeswax by various essences. Japan
wax always has a weak tallowish smell.

China wax has a singularly mild aroma.

For wrapping articles of food, tea,,

coffee, etc., paraffine of a high melting-

point is preferable. For fruits, bees-

wax, owing to its aroma, is frequently

demanded. Japan and china wax are

principally used for wrapping hygro-

scopic chemicals, various chemical pre-

parations, and photo paper. Beeswax
is the most expensive. Japan and China
wax cost about one-third as much as

beeswax. Paraffine and ceresine are

the cheapest, according to quality. Bees-
wax is frequently found adulterated with
ceresine which may be detected by the
saponifying test, as ceresine will not
saponify. For making wax paper the
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raw material should be medium-sized—
not too hard, nor too weak, and calen-

dered paper is preferable, as unfinished
stock consumes more of the preparation.
Wilhelm Frensel, of Dresden, has re-

cently perfected a machine for coating
paper with paraffine, wax, etc., on both
sides. The upper part is arranged for
heating witn either steam, gas, or petro-
leum, and a rack gear and crank serve
to lower or raise the tank. The latter
is lowered before starting the machine
and may, be filled with from 8 to lo kilo-
grams of paraffine, to be melted to the
consistency of water. The following
quahties are used according to object
and price of paper:

When the melting of the wax is per-
fect, the tank is to be raised and the
paper is made to pass under rollers
through the solution. After leaving the
paraffine bath, it is scraped of the sur-
plus paraffine by three thin sheet doctor
blades. During warm summer days the
wax paper is cooled by means of an air
blast attached to the machine. Silk paper
of 15 to 18 grams per square metre
soaks in this process from 6 to 8 grams
paraffine to the square metre.

It is desired by every wax paper maker
that the paper shall soak as little para-
ffine as possible, and yet present a fine,
uniform appearance; that it shall resist
humidity and not have a too greasy feel.
To attain that object Mr. Frensel has
made a machine for coating on one side
only. A doctor scrapes the wax after the
coating roller has apphed it, and a paper
is produced that requires less of the
coating composition than the double
coated paper; yet some qualites of paper
are so absorbent that one coated side
absorbs the same quantity as paper when
coated on both sides.—Papier Zeitung.

^ 11 ^

ELECTROLYTIC BLEACHING.

Since the process of bleaching paper
stock materials is not only costly, but
troublesome, and, unless carefully con-
ducted, liable to cause deterioration of
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the stuff, any method which is simpler,

cleaner, and more direct, should receive

the careful consideration of manufac-
turers. The use of hypochlorite solu-

tions prepared by electrolysis answers
these requirements, wfth an additional

advantage that there is less risk of dam-
age to the stock by reason of residual

chemicals than in the case of bleach

solutions prepared in the usual manner.
Up to the present time, however, the

cost of producing such solutions has
prevented their competing favorably
against the use of bleaching powder in

the paper mills.

The construction of plants for^prepar-
ing hypochlorite solutions by electrolysis

has occupied the attention of many in-

vestigators, and numerous processes
have been patented. Among the earliest

workers in this field may be mentioned
Charles Watt, of paper mill fame, who
in 1851 took out a patent for decom-
posing chlorides of sodium and potas-
sium, and of metals of alkaline earths in

hypochlorite, by electricity. Following
Watt, came many other inventors; but
it was not until 1886, when Hermite
brought forward his process, that the
subject can have been said to have got
beyond the experimental stage. Her-
mite's method consists in the electrolysis
of a solution of magnesium chloride and,
latterly, of common salt with a small pro-
portion of magnesium chloride added.
The electrolytic solution is used at a
strength of about 3.0 grammes chlorine
per litre, and is run into the potcher
during the bleacihng operation in a con-
tinuous stream. The excess is drum
washed, and returned to the electrolyser,

and brought up to strength, the process
being a continuous one. This system
was adopted extensively in France, but
did not obtain a footing either in this

country or the States.

Since Hermite's time, much progress
has been made in this direction, and
numerous patents have been taken out
having a more or less industrial value.

Among others who have secured such

patents may be mentioned Greenwood,
Andreoli, Le Suer, Holland. Richardson,
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Castiicr-Kellner, Bird-Hargreaves, Rho-

diii, and, more recently, "Haas & Oet-

tel." Of these, the Bira-Hargreaves

process is benig worked with success by

the Electrolytic Alkali Company, at

Middlewich, and the Castner-Kellner by

the United Alkali Company, while the

Rhodin plant has had varynig success in

the States, being used by the American

Alkali Company.

The Haas & Oettel apparatus has been

adopted by many Continental hrms. An

English patent was taken out in May,

1900, and a small plant has been in-

stalled at the new Technical School,

Manch^ter; and, no doubt, results ob-

tained from its workings will be awaited

with interest by our manufacturers. The

invention consists of a wooden box con-

taining the electrolyser which is sub-

divided by carbon electrodes into numer-

ous cells having no communication with

each other, but having external open-

ings at the bottom and sides communicat-

ing with the brine in the tank. The brine

liquor (solution of common salt), is run

into the box until it is nearly full, and

then the electric current is passed

through, causing the Hquor to effervesce

in a lively manner due to the evolution

of hydrogen, which raises the liquor m

the cells, and it flows through the top

outlet, while a corresponding amount of

Hquor flows in at the bottom inlet, thus

producing a constant, steady circulation,

continuing as long as the current is pass-

ing. By this ingenious arrangement,

the use of a pump for circulating is dis-

pensed with.

The action takes place as follows:

The salt solution decomposes into its

constituents—sodium and chlorine. The

sodium cannot exist in the aqueous solu-

tion, and at the moment of its liberation

is converted into caustic soda. The

chlorine, being liberated at the other

electrode, immediately forms sodium

hypochlorite, which is, of course, the

bleaching agent. The hydrogen bubbles,

which are made use of for circulating,

are formed by the electrolysis of the

water. The current is passed through the

brine until a solution of sufficient

strength of available chlorine is obtained,

and the liquor then run off.

To bleacii linen, cotton, etc., a solu-

tion containing from 2 to 5 grammes

of active chlorine per litre is sufficient;

but to bleach cellulose, where a large

amount of water has to be dealt with,

practice has shown that stronger solu-

tions are necessary, from 4 degrees Tw.

to 6 degrees Tw. being generally used

(11.41 to 17.36 grammes available chlorine

per litre.) It is claimed that electrolytic

solutions have the advantage of a

greater efficiency over ordinary bleach

solutions in the ratio 5^3:: 1-66 : i.

But this effect was only obtained in

Cross & Bevan's experiment with the

Hermite solution when the liquor was

in continuous circulation between the

potcher and electrolyser. Cross and

Bevan admit that if this method is not

followed, it involves a certain sacrifice

of bleaching efficiency, which Clayton

Beadle has shown to be equal to a loss

of from 30 to 40 per cent, in the case

of linen and cotton stuffs, so that little

advantage is obtained by reason of in-

creased efficiency of bleach solution.

—

Paper Maker.

In consequence of the increased cost

of white paper and other materials, and

the advance in wages, the proprietors of

the four daily newspapers of Vancouver

have given notice that the price of their

papers will be advanced on or before

August I St.

^ ^ %l

The paper bag section of the Cana-

dian Paper Manufacturers' Association

met at Ottawa last month. It was found

that there was a shortage in all Hnes of

wrapping paper, as well as news print.

An advance of 10 per cent, at the mills

has been made on wrappings, but no

change will be made in paper bags, the

stocks of which are fairly good in

makers' hands. The severe weather and

the increase of the fuel bill, owing to

the low water, has made such an advance

among the things expected.
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EME.RSON MFG. CO.

Engine EMERSON Bars

11 />/ W \'^\

LAWRILNCf:, = = MASS.

TKUCKS
We handle TRUCKS
of every description.

Special Trucks for Pulp and
Paper Mills.

Furnished with Rubber Tires

if desired.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE
AND PRINTED MATTER.

I THE FAIRBANKS COMPANY,
] MONTREAL.

WINNIPEG.TORONTO. VANCOUVER.
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ESTABLISHED 1842.

Cheney-Bigclow Wire Works
SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

... Manufacturers of ...

FOURDRINIER WIRES
CYLINDER MOLDS, DANDY ROLLS

ALSO

Brass, Copper and Iron Wire Cloth

SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF THE F

Bell Patent Flat Wires for Book Papers

WATSON JACK & COMPANY,
MONTREAL.

Paper Blues

Prussian Blues

Paper Anilines

Shades Matched Promptly. f

Send for Color Cards and Prices.
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PAPER STOCK MARKET.

Montreal, i8th March.

With the starting up of some of the

paper mills shut down for want of water-

power—and increased activity in others

—from the better flow of water in the

rivers, there comes an improved de-

mand in all lines of paper stock. Even
in bagging, hitherto unsaleable, there

has been some slight movement, and

sales are reported at $io to $ii. Blues

and thirds are scarce, and we increase

our quotations. For lack of domestic

supply some nnport orders are being

placed. Satinets are also moving
freely, and at better prices. Waste paper

is the only line that appears to be more

in supply than demand. The better

grades of book paper stock are selling

readily to United States mills. There is

no manilla rope in this market.

New cotton cuttings of all kinds are

in active demand.

Domestic white rags $2.00 to $2.10 per loo

Mixed bagging 55 to 65

Blues and thirds 1.25 to 1.30

Dark cottons 75 to 90

Roofing paper stock.. 50 to 55

Waste papers 35 to 45

Hard white shavings. 2.00 to 2.10

Soft white shavings... 1.00 to 2.10

Book stock 75 to 90

Manilla rope 1.90 to 2.10

Sisal and jute string 75 to i.oo

Flax tow 1. 10 to 1.25

BARKER,
CHIPPER,
PAPER-CUTTER

MACHINE KNIVES
Of Every DescHpiionm

The Peter Hay Knife Co., Limited, Calt, Ont.

The Sandusky Foundry & Machine Co.,
Founders and Machinists. — Sandusky, Oliio.

The Millspaugh Patent Shower Pipe System.

This cut illustrates our recent IMPROVEMENT in

Millspaugh Patent Shower Pipes,
GIVING THEM GREATER ADAPTABILITY AND EFFICIENCY.

During the year 1903 we received the greater percentage of our orders
from former customers. — Same price in CANADA now, as we

are manufacturing here.

The Sandusky Foundry & Machine Co., Sandusky, Ohio.
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GRINDERS.
All our o-rinders are built with the utmost care.

We give every attention to all the details — the

many things necessary to make a perfect grinder,

and we guarantee the strongest and most reliable

machine; one that will give satisfaction under

all conditions.

WRITE US.

The Wm. Hamilton Mf^. Co., Limited

PETERBOROUGH, ONT. F

^ H. W. Stebbins, Pres. A. F. Richter. Treas. G. A. Stebbins. Sec'y. 1^

STEBBINS

Engineering & Mfg. Co.

Paper and Pulp Mill # experts in the chemical pro-
. . A L-i 1 ® cesses OF PRODUCING PULP FROM

tnginccrs and Architects, f all kinds of material.

•MANUFACTURERS OF-

The Stebbins Patented Acid Systems, Digesters and their Linings,
|

Bronze, Lead and Cast Iron Fittings.
g

We design, construct, equip and operate mills for the manufacture of g
Pulp and Paper and all processes allied thereto. ^

WATERTOWN, N.Y.^—=^=^ Office, 74-78 Smith Building. |F g
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THE MARKETS.

With the soft spells of the present

month, the water has risea sufficiently in

some of the rivers of Ontario and Que-
bec to enable mills to resume work.

The railways after a very trying time are

now moving freight, but the accumula-
tion of cars at sidings and in yards can-

not be cleared away in a day, and it will

be some time before traffic will be fully

restored. In pulp alone it is estimated

15

that from 200 to 300 carloads are stalled

at stations throughout Ontario and

western Quebec. As the pulp mills get

to work, prices for mechanical pulp will

drop to something near their former

level. Sulphite pulp, which is now sell-

ing to Canadian mills at $1.95 to $2.10

per cwt., will probably fall to $1.85 to

$1.90, when production is fully resumed.

In the United States market as high

as $20 is reported to have been paid for

(Continued on page 20.)

JAMES KENYON &SON,
Telegraphic Address T^TjTDTDV CT''DI7T7'"^ JKJT T Telegraphic Address
..KENYON-BURY" UlllLiDl O I Lithri I MiJLilD "KENYON-BURY

BURY, = LANCASHIRE
Manu- p— p— I I

For
facturers ^ I I Paper

of I I_ I Makers.

Couch Roll Covers, Wet and Dry Felts
of all kinds, including

= Patent Cotton Dry Felts^—
Special attention paid to felts for fast running news macliines

C. H. SMITH 6 Co.,
Patentees and
Sole Manufac.
turers of

Beware of Imitations.

The Original Hollow Truss Dandy Rolls
Artistic Watet"- iViarlf Wofii a Specialty.

Over 3,800 in use. - - - HOLYOKE, Mass., U.S.

A
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A. WERTHEIM & Co.

HAMBURG.
IMPORT AND EXPORT ALL KINDS OF

Sulphite,
Soda and
MechanicBl

WOOD PULPS
OFFICES AT:

CHRISTIANIA (Norway) .. Kirkegaden No. 20.

GOTHENBURG (Sweden) .. Lilla Kyrkogatan No. 20.

MANCHESTER .. Guardian Buildings (opposite Exchange).

LONDON 77a Queen Victoria Street, E.G.

PARIS Rue de LonJres No. 29.

ANGOULEME (France) .. 43 Rue Louis Desbrandes.

LYONS 54. Cours Gambetta.

MILAN 3 Via Gius. Verdi.

TOLOSA (Spain) 18 Calle San Francisco.

ST. PETERSBURG .. .. Little Pedjascheskaja House. 4, Qu 16.

NEW YORK 99 Nassau Street.

Telegraphic Address s

"WERTHEinO, HAnBURQ."
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Our Specialty

l^evolvin^ Paper Cutters

The Hamblct Machine Co., lawbence. mass.

Successor to Dustin Machine Co.

1 ^ 1

1 THE PUSEY & JONES COMPANY
I

WILMINGTON, DELAWARE. US.A. |
^ -----

i

I
Machinery for Paper Mills and Pulp Mills

^ REPRESENTED BY
^

1 THE WM. HAMILTON MFG. CO., Ltd., 1

I
PETERBOROUGH, ONTARIO,

|
^ Who are prepared to Build the Inventions %

i Patented by THOMAS H. SAVERY, |

^ In Canada under Numbers 68,093, 71,746, 72,118 and 77,818; and also ^

I
The Guard-Board patented by J. H. GATELY, in CANADA

|
^ under Number 74,735. p
1 I
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I
Paper Mill

I Machinery. |

^ Guaranteed the most serviceable and efficient

of any built.

^ Modern Designs, New Patented Ideas,

Used Exclusively by us.

Cylinder and Fourdrinier Machines. Yi

Tissue Paper Machines a Specialty.

I BELOIT IRON WORKS, }i

^ BELOIT, WIS., U. S. A. ^
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BOILERS FOR SALE.

BOILER NUMBER THREE 13 8'

Number and size of tubes 64, 3^"
Dome 30" X 30"

Pressure allowed for next ten years, 100 lbs. per sq. in

BOILER NUMBER FIVE i6' x 66"

Number and size of tubes 108, 3%"
Dome 36" X 36"

Pressure allowed for next ten years, 100 lbs. per sq. in

BOILER NUMBER NINE 14 x 60"

Number and size of tubes 64, 3^"
Dome 36" X 36

'

Pressure allowed for next ten years, loolbs. per sq. in

We offer for sale the following- Horizontal Tubular Boilers at low prices,
f.o.b. Windsor Mills, P. Q. The boilers are complete with usual fittings
and cast iron fronts. All are in operation and in good working order,
but are being replaced by larger units.

X 60"

14 x6o
20, 3"

BOILER NUMBER EIGHTEEN, Twin
shell, lower shell

Number and size of tubes 1

Diameter of upper shell

Thickness of plates
Double riveted.

Pressure allowed, 80 lbs. per square inch.

BOILER NUMBER NINETEEN—
Lower Shell 14' x 60
Number and size of tubes 66, 4"

Pressure allowed, 60 lbs. per square inch.

Canada Paper Co. wTndsor mhis. Que. FT.

DR. C. WURSTER'S Patented

Pulping Engines and Kncadcrs
FOR PULPING-UP

Dry Wood Pulp, Machine ^^Broke/' Old Paper Stock,

Waste Papers.
MADE IN THREE SIZES TO PULP THREE, SIX
AND NINE TONS DRY WOOD PULP IN
TWENTY-FOUR HOURS. — FIVE, EIGHT AND
TWELVE HORSE POWER REQUIRED.

£125, £I50 ana £200 c. Lf, U,K, Ports.
Beaters and Edge Runners can be filled in from one to two minutes if the pulp is first

disintegrated by one of the Wurster Engines, while the output is larger with the same
power. These Engines do four times the work of stones, and neither shorten, affect,

crease, or wet the fibre in any way, nor change the color or the sizing. They can also
be used for Kneading Clay and other Fillers, and Bleaching Powder.

For full particulars apply to

DR. C. WURSTER, 29 Abbey Road, St. John's Wood, LONDON, N. W.
ENGI.AND. 2

HIGH GRADE . . 'Z^Z"''
SULPHITE PULP uniform in Quality.

Specially suitable for the manufacture of WRITING, BOOK,
and other PRINTING PAPERS.

The Gushing Sulphite Fibre Co., Ltd., '''•'S"^;.^-^-
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ground wood in the eastern market
since the beginning of March, and the

supply of all grades of chemical fibre is

unusually low, but such conditions must
by this time be at an end, as there is

plenty of water in most of the rivers of

the Eastern States.

BRITISH MARKETS.

Prices in London and Manchester are

firm for chemical pulp. Prices quoted

are: Bleached sulphite, £ii ids. to £12;
unbleached, first quality, £8 los. to

£8 15s.; second, £7 15s. to £8. Soda
fibre, first quality, £7 los.; second, £7.
Scandinavian makers are firm in their

demands for mechanical pulp, and prices

are advancing. Prices are quoted at £2
to £2 2s. 6d. for wet pulp for spot de-

livery, and £2 5s. for forward delivery.

Mechanical, dry, £4 ss. to £4 ids.

In the British chemical trade, reports

the World's Paper Trade Review of 4th

March, the tone is somewhat dull, with

a moderate demand for export. Am-
monia alkali, 58 per cent., stands at from

£4 los. to £5 per ton on rails at works;
caustic soda, 76 to 77 per cent., £10 ids.

to £10 15s.; bleaching powder, £4 5s.

to £4 los.; and soda crystals, £3 2s. 6d.

Recovered sulphur is scarce at about

£5 los. per ton. Sulphate of alumina

and blanc fixie unchanged. In foreign

chemicals the demand is steady without

any alterations in quotations.

Drainer Stones

The Klar>' and Snell Patent Drainer Stones are made
of the most durable material, and are proof against
acids or bleaching agents ; smooth on both sides, and do
not soil stock. Send for description and a list of

Canadian and United States Mills using them.

SAMUEL SNELL. Holyokc, Mass.

REASONS
WHY THE CANADIAN OLIVER TYPEWRITER

IS SUPERIOR TO ALL OTHERS.
VISIBLE WRITING—The writing is visible, each letter being in plain sight

the instant it is made. ^ . , ,

DOUBLE TYPE BAR.—It has a double or U shaped Type Bar provided with

a shaft bearing as broad as the bar is long, thus insuring Permanent Align-

ment without guides.
SPEED.—Its visible writing, rapid escapement, direct type bar connection, down-

ward stroke, and light touch, makes it the most speedy of all writing machines.

TYPE, FACE UPWARD FOR CLEANING.—The type are of steel and lie face upward
so that they can be cleaned with one sweep of the ordinary type brush.

PRICE.—$30.cx5 cheaper than imported machines of like standard ; because

MADE IN CANADA. WHY PAY DUTY?
LINOTYPE COMPANY, MONTREAL, Branch :—

Manufacturers 55 VICTORIA ST., TORONTO.
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Becker & Co.
64 Cannon St., London, E.G.

Also Manchester, England, and Hamburg, Germany |

The Largest importers

of Wood Pulp into

Great Britain

SOLE BRITISH AOEMTS FOR

Chicoutimi Pulp Co., Limited, Chicoutimi, Quebec,

j
Acadia Pulp and Paper Co., Limited., Halifax, N.S.

Nova Scotia Wood Pulp Co., Mill Village, N.S.

CANADIAN REPRESENTATIVE :

W- p. RYRIE,
50 BAY ST., TORONTO.
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We Manufacture

Heavy Duty and

Baling Presses,
and will be glad

to submit prices

and particulars on

request.

Write us for

anything for

PULP MILLS

The

JENCKES MACHINE
COMPANY, Limited,

lir Lansdowne St.,

Sherbrooke, Que.

Acme Paper Mill Cutter

Automatic Self - Clamping Cutter.

CHILD ACME CUTTER & PRESS Co..
'^•-"•^

If New York, - 12 Reade Street
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WIRE PULP MATS
Perforatea Copper, Brass and Steel-

WIRE ROPE = All Kinds.
Wire Guards for Mill Windows. Refuse Burner Glotli, etc.

The B. Greening Wire Co., Limited,
HAMILTON, Ont. - - - MONTREAL, Que.

DICK'S Baiata BELTING.
The Strongest Belt in the World, and specially

adapted for Pulp and Paper Making.
LARGE STOGK aiv\fays on handm

J. S. YOUNG, = = Sole Agent for Canada.
413 St. Paul Street, Montreal. f

Before Starting with the Erection of a

PULP MILL
Write to Us.

We are the Pioneer makers of Pulp
Mill Machinery in Canada, and can
design and equip a mill throughout.

Carrier, Laine 6 Co.,
LEVIS, - - - Que.

^
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Waste Paper. Rags. Rope.

R. HOUGH,
LONDON, England.

Agent for Canada and U. S., - J. CHRISTIE,

67 Yonge Street, - - - Toronto. Canada.

XTXl^ T ^T^O For Paperr HrJL/ 1 o s^^ p^ip
Manufacturers

SAMUEL PORRITT & SONS, LTD.
Bamford Woollen Mills, Nr. Rochdale, England.

Agent for Canada-JOHN CHRISTIE, 67, Yonge St.. Toronto. F

CHINA CLAY
E. E. NICHOLLS & CO

^ > St. Austell,

Selling Agent for Cornwall,
Oanatia and U.S. c i

J. CHRISTIE, "It^" Toronto, Canada, p tn^land.j
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Japanese Papers
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Timber Limit Speculation
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The Largest Fourdrinicr Wire Plant in the World

Eastwood Wire Mf^. Co.
Belleville, New Jersey, U.S.A.

MANUFACTURERS OF

FOURDRINIER WIRES,

CYLINDER and WASHER WIRE CLOTH,
;

DANDY ROLLS,
'

CYLINDER MOULDS,

ROLLED BRASS SCREEN PLATES,

PERFECTION BRONZE (cast metal) SCREEN PLATES,

SUCTION BOX COVERS, COUCH ROLLS,

NAME PLATES,

PERFECTION BRONZE, DIGESTER CASTINGS and Y VALVES
for the manufacture of SULPHITE WOOD PULP, ;

PERFECTION BRONZE VALVES, bolts and fixtures, for SUL:
PHITE PROCESS.

'

BRASS, COPPER and IRON WIRE and WIRE CLOTH of ever}

description,

BABBITT METAL and all grades of ANTI FRICTION METAL.

BRONZE and BRASS CASTINGS, from i oz. to 20,000 lbs. in weight

N. B.—We manufacture all of the above articles, not merel;

dealers. Write for prices to

EASTWOOD WIRE MFG. CO.,
BELLEVILLE. NEW JERSEY. U.S.A.

The Largest Fourdrinier Wire Plant in the Work

i4l
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Foreign PHOSPHORBRONZE Fourdrinier Wires,

Sulphite Pulps, Paper Stock and Ra^s.

Bleached Straw Pulp, also

China Clay,

JEAN FBEESE, new york.

i FOURDRINIER MACHINE WIRES I

I CYLINDER COVERS I
i Unettualled for Strength^ Smoothness ana Long Lifom |
f GEORGE CHRISTIE LIMITED I
J Ladywell Wire Works, GLASGOW, SCOTLAND 5S «
J Agrent-THOMAS L. PATON. 30 St. Francois XavJer Street, Montreal, who H

holds stock for immediate dehVery. '

p tJt

1 ADAMS CROCKER. Managrer
|

E. J. WELCH. Gen. Supt.
|
EMMONS CROCKER Treas IHENRY W. S. DOWNS, Superintendent Lennoxville Works.

'

%

Union Screen Plate Co.
Lennoxville, Que., Fitchburg, Mass., U.S.A.

LARGEST MANUFACTURERS OF

Screen Plates
IN THE WORLD

I
The " Union " Bronze (best oast metal) Plates for Sulphite Mills. The Standard

I
Rolled Brass Plates. The " Union " Cast Metal Suction Plates.

i
Plates re-closed by our process are practically as good as new and give

I
better results than by any other process.

% ^."k^.u"
^"'P ^^""^ Lennoxville Works a large stock of the different

|(
sizes of both metals and can fill large orders promptly. P
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BERTRAMS, LIMITED

Papermakers'

Engineers
Sim Kaiherine's Works,

SCIENNES, EDINBURGH.

The Newest and most Up-to-date Machinery for Papermakers,

embracing British, American and Continental Improvements.

REPRESENTED BY

C. H. JOHNSON & SONS, LIMITED, WIRE WORKS,
ST. HENRY, MONTREAL. F

C. H. JOHNSON & SONS, Ltd.

ST. HENRY, MONTREAL,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Fourdrinicr Wires, Cylinder Wires,

Brass, Copper and
Iron Wire Cloth,

Dandy Rolls. - Watermarking
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Bellhouse, Dillon & Co * '

10
Beloit Iron Works 18
Benson & Co., W. T 8
Bertrams, Limited 4
Black-Clawson Co 21
Bredt & Co., F
Canada Paper Co
Canadian Rubber Co
Carrier, Laine, & Co 6,

Castle, Gottheil & Overton '.

Cheney-Bigelow Wire Works
Child Acme Cutter & Press Co 24
Christie, J 26
Christie, Limited, George 3
Gushing Sulphite Fibre Co 19
Eastwood Wire Mfg. Co 2
Emerson Mfg. Co 11
Fairbanks Co., The 11
Fleming & Co., W. A g
Freese, Jean ?

Green & Co., G. F ;
Greening Wire Co., The B 25
Hamblet Machine Co 17
Hamilton Mfg. Co., Wm 14
Hardy, George F 7
Hanson's Woolen Mills

[ 7
Hay Knife Co., Peter 13

Hough, R 26
International Pulp Co 7
Tack & Co.. Watson 12
Jenckes Machine Co 10, 24
Joimson & Sons, Limited, C. H. .

.'

4

Kenyon & Son, James 15
Kimball, Herbert S 7
Klipstein & Co., A 9
Linotype Co 20
Little & Walker [[ 7
Makin & Sons, Wm 5
Massachusetts Fan Co 20
Mawson, George 8
Nicholls & Co., E. E . . . . . , . 26
Paton, Thomas L 3
Philadelphia Clay Mfg. Co 7
Porritt & Sons, Joseph 8
Porritt & Sons, Limited, Samuel... 26
Pringle & Son, T 7
Pusey & Jones Co 17
Quebec & Lake St. John Ry . 7
Ritchie, F. N.... *" 7
Ryrie, W. P 21
Sandusky Foundry and Machine Co. 22
Seymour & Guest 7
Sheldon & Sheldon 13
Sherbrooke Iron Works * g
Smith & Co., C. H 15
Snell, Samuel 20
Stebbins Engineering & Mfg. Co... 14
Union Screen Plate Co. .

Vogei, c. H
Wertheim & Co., A

"

'

Waterous Engine Works Co., Ltd.. 21
Wilson, Paterson & Co 10
Wurster, Dr. C jg
Young, J. S [[[[ 25

Wm. makin & SONS,
SHEFFIELD, ENGLAND.

STEEL AND BRONZE TOOLS FOR PULP AND PAPER MILLS.

SWEDISH BESSEMER STEEL ROLL BARS AND PLATES.

A DVA NTAn FS" "'"^''^^^^^ toughness, durability, resistance torALyvr^i^irvvjLo
chemical waste and double value as scrap.

Rolled Bars, cut to length, - - - 2d. per lb.
" notched .... 2^d.

"
" finished 2kd. "

Plates " . - from "

English Bessemer Steel Jd. to id. per lb. less.

GOLD ROLLED ''ELECTRIC BRONZE
RollBai^s and Plates, finished, i5\d. per c i.U Montreal.
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The Canadian Rubber Co.
OF MONTREAL

Manufacturers of

Rubber Beltin?, Packings, Valves. Gaskets, Fire, Steam

and Water Hose, Etc., Etc.

We make a specialty of covering

Couch, Press and Squeeze Rolls

For Pulp and Paper Mills.

I^ubber Diaphragms for Screens .

If it's anything in ihe Rubber Line we've got it. correspondence solicited

F

MONTREAL TORONTO WINNIPEG VANCOUVER

CARRIER, LAINE & CO.
LE.VIS, Que.

MAKERS OF

Pulp Machinery,

Paper Machinery,

Engines and Boilers^

Mills Built and
Equipped with Power Plant,
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Little & Walker
93 Broad Street, Boston

CHEWICAL EXPERTS and ENGINtERS
SPECIALISTS IN

Pulp and Paper making. f

HERBERT S- KIMBALL
Gliemical Engineer and Mill Architect

101 Tremont St., Bos'on, Mass,

Designs, Examinations, Reports, F
Sulphite and Soda Fibre, Pulp and Paper Mil's.

GEORGE F. HARDY, "s^c"„e
Consulting" Engineer.

Paper, Pulp and Fibre Mills, Examination of
Mill Properties, Water Power Developments.

Mutual Reserve Building, - 309 d roadway,
NEW YORK.

Asbestine Pulp" Filler
Superior to any Clay.

Delivered price on application.

INTERNATIONAL PULP CO.
New York City, U.S.A.

tSO Tons Im proved Domestic
^ China Clay for PapertSLAW Making- Bright Color' High Retention-

Daily. Fine Quality.
The Philadelphia Clay Manufacturing Co.
706 Drexel Building. Philadelphia. Pa.. U. S. A.

Seymour & Guest
MILL ARCHITECTS AND

ENGINEERS.

rtydraulic Development. MONT R E A L

Telegrams--' Woodpulp-London." Estab. 1879

Q. F. GREEN & CO.
6 Laurence Pountney Hill

LONDON.
Importers of Wood-Pulp, Boards, etc.

CoRRESPQNDKNrF

O. H, VOGEL
WATER POWER

Paper, Pulp and Sulphite Fibre Mill

T. PRINGLE & SON
Specialities Pulp Paper and Fibre Mills.

Hydraulic Developments and Electrical
ransmissions

409,410.411,41? Coristine Bide.,
MONTREAL. F

F. N. RITCHIE
EXPERT EXPLORER AND

PRACTICAL LUMBERMAN

30 YEARS' EXPERIENCE IN FORESTRY
Commercial Exchange.

131 St. Peter Street, Quebec, Canada.

DEALER AND BROKER
PINE AND SPRUCE TIMBER LIMITS
PULP WOOD LANDS, FREEHOLDS, &c.

Reports on Timber Limits. Pulp Wood
Lands, etc. — Highest References.

HANSON'S

WOOLEN MILL
Hull, Que.

Manufacturers of

Best Pulp Felts

in the World.

cloHN R
This Railway runs through TwO Hundred
Miles of the Finest Spruce Forests in

America, through a country abounding in

Water Powers suitable for Pulp and
Paper Mills and other industries, and of
easy access to the Steamship Docks at
Quebec.

Alex. Hardy,
J. G. Scott,

G.F. & p. A. General Manager.
Quebec. P. Q.
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'CHINA CLAY fSfJIf- I
Makers' Strained g

Bleaching Powder. Soda Ash.
|

Ultramarine Blue.
|

STARCHES
, . I

W. T. BENSON A Co., 164 St. James St., Montreal.
|

JOSEPH PORRITT & SONS,
Established 1808.

HELMSHORE - Near Manchester.

Felts and Jackets for Pulp and Paper Mills

And all kinds of Woollen, Linen and Cotton Cloths

for Mechanical Purposes.

Agents for the States and Canada, F. BREDT & Co., - 194 Fulton Street, New York.

^ FOR EXPORTERS ONLY

GEORGE MAWSON
Handles all grades of Pulp and

rnT;urr"M^""e,f LONDON. E.C., Eni^land

171 Queen Victoria Street,

LONDON. E.C., I

Speciaiiiies, News'' anti Box Boards,

I
W. A. FLEMING 6 CO.,

I
MONTREAL. ^^SJIo^^B^^ Ta:LT^:

» Importers of Belting:, Hose, Mill Supplies Camel Brand
Hair Belting, also " BALATA," Rubber, Leather and

JC Stitched Cotton Pulp and Paper Mill FELTS, Wet and Dry.

1^ Scrd for Prices and Discounts.
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I A. KLIPSTEIN & CO. I

I
17 Lemoine St., fl )ntreal |

I
Sulphate

Alumina
China Clay & Bleachins[ Powder

Ultramarine and
Aniline Blues

Sherbrooke Iron Works
SMERBROOKE, QUE.

MANUFACTURERS OF

PULP WOOD BARKER

Saw Mill and Wood Working
Machinery.

Wood Barker
with automatic block turning attachment.
Improved machinery for cutting pulp wood

to any length.
|

Improved

Pulp and Paper Screens.

I
CASTLE, GOTTHEIL & OVERTON I

t 41 Park Row, Times Biiig,, New York |
4; AGENTS FOR
*
4> Sulphite and Wood Pulp Mills
5 Dealers in all kinds of Fapei-stcck, Sizing, etc. J
t Correspondence Solicited. F $X ^
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Wilson^ Paterson & Coy^f
Board of Trade BIdg., MONTREAL

OFFER TO THE TRADE:

SODA ASH, Caustic Soda, 50° to 78°, Caustic Potash, Sal

Soda, SALT CAKES, Silicate of Soda, Pearlash, Potash, Sul-

phur. Also a full line of Resins, direct shipment from the south.

Contracts made for reg^ular supplies. t

ESTABLISHED 1850

BELLHOUSE, DILLON & CO.
IMPORTERS OF

China Clay, Sulphur, Bleaching Powder, Sulphate

Alumina, Soda Ash and Aniline Colors.

MACHINE WIRES, FELTS, ETC,
F

Offices-201 to 203 Coristine Building. St. Nicholas Street, KfONXR Fl AT.
Telephones-Main 846. 847. JTXWl^ X rVllri^l^.

The JENCKES Machine

Company, Limited,

117 Lansdowne Street,

Shcrbrooke, Que*
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Palp and Paper Magazine

A monthly magazine devoted to the interests of Cana

dian pulp and paper manufacturers and the paper trade

issued between the loth and 15th of each month.

Subscriptions: Canada, Great Britain and the United

States, $1 a year ; to Foreign Countries, 5s. a year.

Changes of advertisements should be in the publishers

hands not later than the ist of the month, and, where

proofs are required, four days earlier. Cuts should be

sent to the Toronto office, by mail, not by express.

BIGGAR-SAMUEL, Limited,

PUBLISHERS
18 Court St.. Toronto. Fraser Bldg., Montreal.

^y^The Ontario Government has pro-

posed, and apparently will carry through

at this session, a bill to guarantee

$2,000,000 of the bonds of the Lake

Superior Co., the new owners of the

Sault Ste. Marie Pulp and Paper Mills.

The people have always had a good deal

of sympathy with the misfortunes of the

shareholders and promoters of the Soo

industries, but why the public credit

should be pledged to rehabilitate the

company any more than if the firm of

John Smith & Co., of Podunk, fell into

undeserved bankruptcy is more than most

people can see. The act is a violation

of sound principle, and can no more be

justified than the payment out of public

funds of the princely salaries of Soo offi-

cials during the period of panic after

the failure.

—Since last issue, another decision of

interest to pulpwood dealers and timber

limit owners in Canada has been handed

down by the Board of General Appraisers

of the United States. This relates to

"rossed" or peeled pulp logs which

have for some time past been classified

as "blocks or sticks of wood, rough

hewn," and so made dutiable at 20 per

cent, when entering the United States

from Canada. The assessment of duty

was the legitimate carrying out of the

policy of protecting every line of manu-

facturing that can possibly be carried

on in the country; but the effect was to

raise the cost of pulp and paper to

United States mills. This in turn helped

to raise the cost of paper to the pub-

lishers of the big dailies, and to pub-

lishers in general, and led to the outcry

which culminated in the attempt, reported

elsewhere, to get the duty taken off pulp

and paper altogether. The interests

affected have been ever since besieging

the Government at Washington, which,

while it has choked off the commission

of enquiry has yielded to the paper

manufacturers by a change of policy on

the importation of rossed wood. This

wood, by the last decision of the board

of appraisers, will now be admitted from
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Canada free of duty as paper stock. By

a curious misconception of Canadian

opinion, many United States politicians

and journals make a merit of their neces-

sities, and rei)resent this decision as a

concession to Canada. They have some-

how imbibed the notioti that this coun-

tr}-'s hopes of happiness depend on get-

ling its pulpwood into the United States.

Such a noticHi may perhaps be justified

by the pulpwood p<jlicy of the Quebec

Provincial Government, but if a plebis-

cite of the Canadian people could be

taken, we venture to say that, so far

from desiring to rid ourselxes oi our

surplus pulp timber. 19 out of 20 would

vote for a heaxy export duty on such

timber.

^ ^ ^

As India afTords a large and increas-

ing market for pulp and paper, Canadian

manufacturers should note that import-

ant tarif¥ changes have taken place there

afiecting paper, pulp and printing ma-

terials. The following have been placed

on the free list: Pulp of wood, straw,

rags, paper, and other materials. Print-

ing presses, type, ink, brass rules, com-

posing sticks, chases, imposing tables,

and lithographic stones, printed books,

maps, charts, and music. An ad valorem

duty of 5 per cent, is levied on the fol-

lowing goods: Paper, pasteboard, mill

board, and cardboard of all kinds, in-

cluding ruled or printed forms and ac-

count and manuscript books, labels, ad-

vertising circulars, sheet or card al-

manacs and calendars, Christmas, Easter,

and other cards, waste paper and old

newspapers for packing, articles made of

paper and papier-mache, stationery, ex-

cluding paper toys, including toy books,

and requisites for all games.

—Alex. Maclean, who is going tc^

Japan in May. as Canadian trade com-

n;issioner, is making a round among-

Canadian manufacturers before leaving.

He has secured from Mr. Nosse, Consul

for Japan, at Montreal, a list of articles

for which there is a market in Japan,

among which are paper and pulp. As

is well known, the Japs use a great deal

of paper, of a peculiar texture, for the

manufacture of which a certain (luantity

of pulp is required. They also consume

news and other papers, which are im-

p(»rted. The demand f(jr these is rapidly

ijrowing, and there is no reason why

Canada should not enjoy a portion of

the trade. When Mr. Maclean reaches

Japan, he has promised to let the manu-

facturers know, through the Pulp and

P.'.'per Magazine, particulars as to the

classes of paper in demand and other

conditions afifecting the trade. His ad-

dress will be at Yokohama.

^ ^ ^

—The first volume of the Quebec

Colonization Commission's report has

been presented to the Legislature. The

commission is emphatic in its opinion

that the trouble in the timber limits

comes from the speculator, and that

there is no general conflict between the

bona fide settler and the limit holder,

so far as colonization goes. Speculation

in wood lots has gone to such a length

as to endanger the stability of the pulp

and paper industries, and the blame is

placed on the Government land agents.

The extent of the fraudulent transfer of

rights has got to be a scandal, and the

commission recommends the automatic

cancellation of rights where the condi-

tions of settlement have not actually been

fulfilled. It recommends also that fire

rangers be paid by the timber license
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holders, but that the work of the rangers

be controlled by the Government; and

t!)at water powers be sold with the limits

l)y public auction to maintain a proper

wood supply for the pulp and paper mills.

But perhaps the most important recom-

mendation from a manufacturer's point

is that a bounty be paid on all exports

of paper made from wood cut in the

province. Considering that the linances

of the province are in chronically bad

shape, an 1 that deficits are of yearly

occurrence, it would not be easy to

justify the taking of money from one

class of the community to g ve it to an-

other. 'I he present pulpwood policy of

the Quebec Government takes about $30,-

cco annually out of the pockets of the

pulp men, for the sale of $15,000 derived

in revenues from Crown pulp lands, in

pursuance of a policy which, if continued,

will strip t!ie province of its greatest

natural asset, and leave its best agr'cul-

tural areas a barren waste, through the

destruction of the forests. The only

thing the Quebec Government can do is

the thing it is not likely to do. For a

pulp and paper policy that will be efTec-

tive, we must look to the Dominion, and

not the Provincial Governments.

^ ^ ^

The complaint of the American Pub
lishers' Association, regarding the in-

creased price of news print, caused by

combinations, is one that can with equal

force be urged against the trusts that

control other trades; and the remedy,
which the association wants Congress to

apply, strikes at the base of all protec-

tive tarifTs. The publishers should not

clami for their own trade what they are

not willing to concede to other trades

and industries. If free paper is good for

them, free iron is good for the engineer-

ing trades, free wool for the textile

trades and so through the whole scale.

The paper manufacturers reply to the

association by showing that the pub-

lishers sell their papers at less than cost

and desire to force the paper nulls to do

the same in order to help them out. It

is recalled that in the early days of the

"penny newspaper," a four-page paper

with condensed news was the rule., but

II is impossible to get back the cost of

a paper containjig 12 to 16 and even 24

pages at a cent each. It has always

seemed to us a useless waste of paper

and ink to plaster half an issue over

with vulgar lieadings, that do not add

<.ne atom of value to the news. Cana-

d-.an papers are beginning to sin against

thtmsclves in the same way. A return

to the modest headings that preva 1 in

IJntish f'ailies would save American

newspapers an aggregate loss of hun-

dreds of thousan Is in a year in money,
and save an egually important loss in the

respect of discrim nating readers. There
is more than one moral to be drawn
from the relations of the publishers and
paper makers. If the United States had
the courage to throw ofi all import

duties and raise the rev^enues it needs by
direct taxation, it would become the

greatest manufacturing and commercial
power of the world. Then each indus-

trial tub would stand on its own bottom,
and yet the effect upon Canadian trade
would also be good. Millions of United

States mone}- would then be invested in

Canadian pulp and paper mills, and yet

the publishers and general public of the

United States would be the gainers by

getting cheaper pnl]) and i)aper, the

American mills more tl.an gaining in for-

eign markets what thev might lose by

having to share some of their home

trade with Canadian mills.
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Forestry and Pulpwood

About 20,000 cords of poplar have been
cut within 100 miles of Ottawa, east and
west along the Canada Atlantic, all of

which has been secured for United States

mills.

In the Quebec Legislature, petitions

have been presented from the Ores
Falls Company, St. Maurice Lumber
Company, the Belgo-Canadian, the Bur-
gess Sulphite Fibre, and other companies
and individuals interested in the floating

and driving of timber on the St. Maurice
and its tributaries for incorporation as

the St. Maurice Driving and Lumber
Company in order to enable them to
take joint and united action, as hereto-
fore, for the floating and driving of their

lumber.

Price Bros. & Company will have an
output of from 12,000 to 15,000 cords of

spruce from their mill at St. Marguerite
river, Que. At Pentecost, the company,
of which B. L. Taylor, of New York, is

the head, is developing a large plant,
the output of which will be 10,000 cords,
to be increased next season. It is the
intention of this company to install

twenty barkers. The St. Lawrence Ter-
minal Company will make rossed wood
at Cedar Hall, and also at Ste. Anne Des
Monts, the latter of which properties
was recently acquired. The Battle Island
Company will turn out 30,000 cords of
rossed pulpwood, to go to Oswego by
water. Most of these shipments, aggre-
gating 60.000 cords, will be made in ves-
sels of the Great Lakes and St. Lawrence
Transportation Company.

In a recent address before the National
Science Association of Toronto Univer-
sity, Thos. Southworth, Director of For-
estry for Ontario, sketched the develop-
ment of the timber industry in Ontario
from 1827, when the Crown revenue from
timber dues was only $267, down to the

present, when the annual revenue was
over one million dollars. There were
in the province, he said, some forty mil-

lion acres of timber lands that were not

suited for agricultural purposes, and
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which would probably be preserved by
the Cr(jwn in perpetuity, the timber

thereon ready to be cut being sold an-

nually by auction. It was estimated that

the yearly yield would total some six

billion feet, and if only half the amount
realized per acre in Germany accrued

to the Crown, the annual revenue of the

province would be $30,000,000. He ex-

pected to see the day when Ontario's re-

venue from her Crown forests will real-

ize this amount.

As mentioned last month, a motion

was introduced in the New Brunswick

House by J. K. Fleming, member for

Carlton, with the object of legislating

to prohibit the export of logs to the

State of Maine. The purpose was to

protect home mills, but it was found on

investigation that a nearly equal number

of logs from Maine were floated down

the St. John to be cut in New Bruns-

wick mills, so the House reported against

the proposed measure.

The annual general meeting of the

Province of' Quebec Pulpwood Associ-

ation was held at Sherbrooke, on the

I2th inst, when the following directors

were elected: H. M. Price (president)

Quebec; E. W. Tobin, M.P., Brompton
Falls. Q.; F. N. McCrea, Sherbrooke;

O. C. Morissette, Lake Megantic; G. H.

St. Pierre, M.P.P., Coaticook; O. Brouil-

lard, Carmel, Q.; G. C. Poulin, St.

Johns, Q.; G. T. Smith, Montreal; B.

C. Howard, Sherbrooke; G. P. Nadeau,

Stanfold; John Campoux, DTsraeli,

Q. The annual dinner will be held

in Sherbrooke on the 31st May.

^ ^ ^

Pulp {3 Paper Currency

J. S. Larke, the Canadian Government

agent in Australia, gives a hint to pulp

manufacturers. In one of his last re-

ports he says: "In the cities what is

known in the trade as French tile is used

for roofing. I have had an enquiry

whether a tile is not or could not be

made of paper pulp that would take the

place of the French tile. It may be that if
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consideration is given to it, such a tile

could be produced by a process akin to

that used m making indurated fibreware.

The objection to the French tile is its

weight, its tendency to absorb moisture,

thus increasing its original weight and

creating a growth of vegetation that

speedily discolors it. A fibre tile would
be much lighter, be moisture-proof,

preserve its color better, be less liable

to break than either slate or tile, suffer

less from expansion and contractions

through variations in temperature, and
be free from the rattle in a storm, char-

acteristic of metal. Could a fibre tile

be produced at a moderate cost, there

would be a large demand for it in Aus-
tralia."

From a paragraph in another part of

this issue, it appears that the paper pro-

duction of Great Britain is only vaguely
known to experts. This seems to be be-

cause of the peculiar notions that pre-

vail among the British manufacturers

generally that their shops and output

should be kept a profound secret. The
very contrary idea prevails in Canada
and the United States, and we do not
know of a mill in this country where
visitors are not welcome at proper hours
or where general statistics of the output
cannot be obtained. This subject came
up at the recent annual meeting of the

Paper Makers' Association of Great Bri-

tain, and Lewis Evans, a prominent mem-
ber, said it was a reproach that statis-

tics of paper production were not avail-

able. Mr. Evans gauged the sentiments
of his fellow members, when he made the

conservative suggestion of employing a

chartered accountant to whom the returns
from mills would be confided, and who
—shades of the congregation

, of Egyp-
tian guilds!—would be strictly bound to
secrecy. This proposition was referred
to a committee to report upon.

^ ^ ^
NEWFOUNDLAND'S PULP

PROSPECTS.

Tn a recent interview with the Mont-
real Gazette, Hon. E. P. Morris. At-
torney-General of Newfoundland, thus
referred to the future of the island's pulp

and paper niaustry: "But it is ni the

manufacture of pulp and paper that New-
foundland must look for the sources of

its crowning prosperity. Tne country is

larger than Ireland, and contains millions

oi the best pulpwood in the world. 1

know this from experts who have ranged
the forests of Norway and Canada, and
the United States. At present the holders
of large tracts of this land are negotiat-
ing with American and Enghsh capital-

ists for the establishment of paper and
pulp mills. The enterprise cannot fail

CO be a success. With the proper growth
of trees, splendid water powers, and
labor acquainted with the requirements
of such an industry, large dividends can-
not fail to be a foregone conclusion."

W. D. Reid, vice-president of the
Reid Newfoundland Co., has an equally
firm faith in the island's destiny as a
pulp and paper country. He says: "As an
illustration of lumbering activity, I may
say that five years ago there was little

or no lumber exported from the colony,
yet during the past year, the export was
double the output of any previous year,
and I think the output of 1904 will double
that of 1903. Up to the present time,
there are no pulp manufactures of any
account, but I know of no country offer-
ing greater inducements for such an in-
dustry than Newfoundland. In the first

place there are millions of acres of the
very best pulpwood in the world, unsur-
passed water powers, abundant shipping
facilities, as the railway passes through
the greater portion of these lands, and
further, from the peculiar geographical
shape of the island, being an irregular
triangle indented with deep bays, there
is no spot in its interior 50 miles from
a deep water shipping port. When we
take into consideration the enormous
growth of newspapers and magazines,
not to speak of the trade demands for
paper, some slight idea may be had of
what in the very near future, must come
to Newfoundland in the way of a boom
in pulp and paper manufacture. One or
two large pulp and paper mills operated
in their fullest capacity would equal in

the value of the exports the present
total export of the colony."
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—The Drydeii Hoard Co.'s application

for a concession to cut pulpwood on the

Wabigoon river, as rep(jrted last month,

has been ratirted by the ()ntari(j Gov-
ernment, and work will soon be com-
menced.

Jiavini4- accepted an engagement in

Canada, William Killin has resigned

his post of foreman at the Ryburndale
Paper Mills, near Halifax. His succes-

sor is W. Ball, who was formerly

one of the machine foremen at Cardiff.

This is not i\ir. Killin's first experience

abroad, for he was in India, at the

Punalur Paper Mills, JTavancore, for

some years.—Paper Maker.

1« ^ '4

PREFERENTIAL TARIFFS!*

Although the i)aper trade of this coun-

try has not. apparently, benefited so

largely as other industries, yet it is

very exident from official statistics that

the preferential tariff given by the Cana-
dians on imported British manufactures
has caused a considerable expansion
in the general export trade of this

ccuntr}- to Canada. With preferences

on the part of Australia and New Zea-

land, there is every reason to believe

that the British papermaker will greatly

benefit, as the requirements of these par-

ticular markets are not, to any extent,

met locally, as is largely the case with
Canada. An advice from Melbourne
states that Premier Deakin recently an-

nounced in the House of Representatives

that the Federal Government was pre-

pared to alter the tariff in favor of Great
Britain, making sacrifices, if necessary,

to secure reciprocal preferences. In no
quarter has American competition been
so severely felt by British paper ex-

porters, particularly in "news," as in

Australia, and with an alteration of the

tariff in favor of Great Britain there can

be no doubt that the Americans would
seriouslv affected In fact, it is ad-

mitted by New York exporters, that the

imposition of a duty of say 20 per cent,

on printing paper would shut out Ameri-
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can paper from the Australian market.

Already American shippers who formerly

cultivated an export trade to New Zea-

land, complain that their business has

fallen off materially. The Williamette

Pulp and Paper Co., o^ Oregon City,

Oregon, state that the difference of 20

per cent, in the duty has made it impos-

sible for them to compete. They have

been compelled to discontinue taking

orders from former customers in New
Zealand, and as a cfjnsequence they have

found it necessary to discharge some of

their work people. The question of re-

ciprocal preferences is evidently not lost

on the foreigner, who, perhaps, as time

goes on, will show less disposition to

ignore the country that buys so largely

of his products. For instance, a sug-

gestion is made by the manager of a

Swedish paper mill that it may be bene-

ficial for Sweden to buy from England

instead of so largely from Germany. The
latter country, it is pointed out, owing
to a revised tariff, has practically pre-

cluded the importation of Swedish goods.

Great Britain is Sweden's most import-

ant buyer of wood pulp, paper, boards,

etc., and statistics show that in the mat-

ter of Sweden's imports, Germany over-

laps England considerably. Considering

the importance of the Scandinavian pulp

and paper industry, our engineers, chemi-

cal manufacturers, felt manufacturers,

and mill furnishers generally should tind

a good market in both Norway and

Sweden, especially if the feeling of reci-

procity is cultivated. The Svensk Pap-

pers-Tidning, in supporting the sugges-

tion of a Swedish paper mill manager for

closer commercial relations between the

two countries (especially as protection

is being advocated in the United King-
dom), says: "It is a right principle to

buy chiefly from those to whom one is

allowed to sell, as far as this can be

done without damage to one's own in-

terest. This applies not only to indi-

viduals, but also to nations, and should

be remembered not only in private life,

but also in making commercial treaties.

It is desirable that those interested

should express themselves on this ques-
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tion so that it should be discussed from

different points of view."— World's Paper

1 raae Ke\ievv.

^ ^ ^

NORTH-EASTERN CANADA.

By Henry Holgate, C.E., Montreal.

To the average Canadian and even to

the tourist, the head of navigation on

the Saguenay river is the "ultima thule"

of eastern and north-eastern Canada,

and the popular holiday trip up the

Saguenay has for its greatest inducement

the rugged wildness of the country,

thoroughly impressing the visitor that

unless he wishes to live in a tent, he had

better not venture any farther eastward.

When one sees for the first time

Tadousac, at the mouth of the Saguenay.

and realizes that this was established as

a settlement for commercial purposes in

the year 1603. before the founding of

Quebec, and notes the apparent desola-

tion in all the surroundings, he naturally

reasons that the tributary country is

wanting in the necessary natural re-

sources which tend to material develop-

ment, and the thought may arise, did the

intrepid and energetic early French and

English explorers in their intense

anxiety to discover the secrets of the

west, overlook what they passed on the

way up the St. Lawrence, for they cer-

tainly did not leave us any clear informa-

tion of the country north and east of

Tadousac.

No doubt these early explorers did well

ill pressing west, and even in the dis-

coveries they made there the world was
slow in realizing the fact, that the wilder-

ness then made known was a veritable

promised land, the outcome of which has

been the firm establisbment of a vast

food producing area not dreamed of 50
years ago, and which has been brought
so close to the world's markets by the

development of systems of transportation,

that its products are a source of such
wealth to its people as promise soon to

place their country in a position rela-

tively stronger than other parts of Can-
ada, and in a world-wide sense infinitely

valuable.

So much for a so-named wilderness,

and what can be developed from it, given

at least three factors, ist. Natural re-

sources; 2nd, desirable immigrants, and
3rd, what will surely follow, adequate
systems of transportation. Those who
sail from Montreal or Quebec for Euro-
pean ports may think that they are

more or less familiar with the St. Law-
rence River and Gulf, but if they exam-
ine a map they will realize that their

course is along the south shore, and but
a dim, blue outline of the north shore
is visible, and that only for a few hours,
for the river broadens into the Gulf on
such a grand scale that at a distance of

200 miles below Quebec, the river is 70
miles wide and all signs of land to the
north soon disappear. The only way to
get an idea of the nature of the north
shore is to take one of the small local

steamers plying along the coast, or to
make the trip in a schooner, and a good
navigator must be fortified with a vast
amount of local knowledge to pilot his
craft safely, for while the chief dangers
to navigation have been provided with
warning signals by the Government,
there are many places tnat can only be
rendered safe by like treatment, and no
doubt the Government will keep pace
with the improvements going on along
the coast, and anticipate the needs of
those engaged in business there.

The history, such as it is, relating to
this country in the early period, is well
known to your readers, Biarne, the
Norseman, having been accredited as be-
ing the first European visitor in the
year 990. Leif, Szkolney, Cabot. Denis,
Aubert, Cortereal, Cartier. Roberval, and
Champlain have assisted in making
known this vast area, or at least the
southern part, while Martin Frobisher,
John Davis and Henry Hudson explored
ihe northern limits.

In 1661 a French expedition reached
Hudson's Bay, by way of the Saguenay
and Rupert rivers, and in 1663 the In-
dians from Hudson's Bay began trading
with the French at Quebec. In 1669 what
is now the Hudson's Bay Company was
chartered, and their first trading post
was established at Rupert River, on
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Hudson's Bay, in 1670. The voluminous

relations of tlie Jesuits describe many
wanderings into tnis vast area under-

taken by these fearless pioneers. In

1685 a mica mine was worked on the

East Maine river, and the history of the

Hudson's Bay Compan}) is worth the

study of those interested in the very

early development. In 1703 the French

liad more knowledge of the interior

than had the English, as evidenced by

the maps published, but the best infor-

mation was very crude and inaccurate.

In 1763 the southern and eastern coasts

were placed under the jurisdiction of

Newfoundland, and ten years later Can-

ada resumed jurisdiction there. In 1809,

Newfoundland again assumed part of this

tract, and in 1876 the extent of jurisdic-

tion was defined, and limited to the

eastern coast line. For those who desire

more minutely to follow the history of

the exploration of this country, we
would refer them to the reports of A. B.

Blaiklock, i860; Henry Yule Hind, 1862;

Dr. A. S. Packard's "On the Labrador

Coast," 1864; L. M. Turner, of the

Smithsonian Institute, 1886; R. F.

Holmes. Royal Geographical Society,

1887, and to the American Geological

Society- Bulletin, Vol. 24. There are

valuable reports also in the of^ce of the

Geological Survey of Canada dating

from 1863, the later ones by A. P. Low
being interesting and comprehensive.

(To be continued.)

^ H ^
—The North Shore Power, Railway

and Navigation Company, of which
Thomas Meaney is manager, will now
resume construction work. Ten miles of

railway have been completed and some
progress made towards the construction

of a dam and pulp mill

^ ^ ^
—The machinery for the new paper mill

to be built by J. R. Booth. Ottawa, has

already been contracted for. The mill

will take the entire output of his pulp

mill, which will soon start operations,

but construction will not proceed on the

papc;- mill till the pulp mill is in shape.

The Pulp and Paper

—The AlerritKjn mills started up on the

nth inst.

^ ^4 ^

—Any reader having a spare copy of

the first annual report of the Canadian

Forestry Association, will confer a favor

by forwarding it to the ofTfice of the Pulp

and Paper Magazine, 18 Court St., Tor-

onto. A reasonable price will be paid,

for the purpose of completing a set.

^ ^ ^

—The Hamblet Machine Co., of Law-
rence, Mass., has received and filled a

large number of orders for its rotary

paper cutters. Among the recent ship-

ments were four cutters for the Rolland

Paper Co., of St. Jerome, Que. Three

of these are 44-inch machines, and one

62 inch. The company is now building

a 112-inch cutter for the new paper mills

of the Cornwall Mfg. Co., of Cornwall,

Ont.

^ ^ ^

—The St. Raymond Paper Company
has been incorporated, with headquarters

ill Montreal, to manufacture lumber, pulp,

paper, etc.
;

capital, $500,000. The incor-

porators are: John ]\IcCaw, W. J.

Buchanan, John Adair, J. P. Enwright,

and B. W. Murison. The new company
will take over the assets of the St. Ray-

mond Co., having water powers and pulp

mills at St. Raymond Station, described

in our issue for June. 1903.

^ ^ ^

—A circular issued by the directors of

the St. John Sulphite Pulp Co.. Mispec.

N.B.. referred to elsewhere, states that

in their judgment about £30,000 will be

required to put the concern in shape,

and they propose to raise the amount by
6 per cent, mortgage debentures, some
of which they think will be taken up in

Canada. These are now being offered,

but if the plan does not succeed, the only

alternative, they say, "is to place the

company in voluntary liquidation, a re-

sult which would be disastrous to all

concerned."
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CONSTRUCTION OF PULP
DIGESTERS.

The wide demands which are made on

the digesters in cellulose factories re-

quire, and justly so. that the materials of

which these most important apparatus of

the cellulose manufacturing plant are con-

structed should require careful attention

and their behaviour under different con-

ditions be intelligently observed. As in

any other boiler or boiling apparatus

which produces steam or has boiling

operations performed in it at pressures

greater than that of the atmosphere, the

first thing obviously about which there

must be absolutely no doubt is the sound-

ness of the plates employed in its con-

struction. In addition to soundness,

however, the toughness and durability of

the plates, their ability to withstand the

action of acids (particularly the liquors

employed as the solvent in the boiling

operation), as well as tlieir resistance to

external influences of temperature and
rapid fluctuations thereof should all be

most carefully determined. Boilers and
digesters are generally made from one

or other of the following materials:

wrought or weldable iron, mild steel, or

copper. Wrought or weldable iron is a

product produced by what is known as

puddling; it has an average tensile

strength of 30 to 35 kilogrammes per

square millimetre, about 18 per cent, of

elongation, and is exceedingly tough. It

is, however, owmg to its manufacture,
not completely homogeneous, a property

which makes itself unpleasantly obvious
in plates over 25 millimetres thick. Re-
cently it has been more and more dis-

placed in boiler construction by the sec-

ond material, viz., mild steel. The same
principles which govern boiler construc-

tion also hold good in the manufacture

of large digesters, the more so as in in-

directly heated digesters the circum-

stances are very much more favorable

than in the case of a steam boiler where
the walls are in direct contact with the

flames. In addition to this, wrought iron

behaves very unsatisfactorily towards

water containing acids and the liquors

used for boiling (a factor not to be un-

derrated), being, probably owing to the

small amount of carbon it contains com-

pared with steel, attacked to a much
greater extent than the latter, both by

cold as well as hot liquors, and particu-

larly by bisulphite liquor. Internal cor-,

rosion, the most fruitful cause of the ex-

plosions which digesters are liable to,

happen much more frequently to those

built of wrought-iron plates, and is also

the starting-point of numerous other

evils. This seems to be one of the most

instructive guides in the choice of ma-
terials for digester construction, The
term "steel" now includes in boiler prac-

tice all kinds of plate produced by rolling

from ingots or blocks which are the final

products of the Siemens-Martin process.

This material, which, owing to its being

obtained in a fluid state, is known, and
more correctly so. as "ingot iron," is

soft and tough, and contains slightly more
carbon than wrought iron. It has an
average tensile strength of 40 kilo-

grammes per square millimetre, about 20

per cent, of elongation, and is perfectly

homogeneous. All these properties, com-
pared with those of wrought iron, are un-

deniable technical advantages which make
soft steel (Siemens-Martin steel or ingot

iron) an eminently suitable material for

boiler construction. This material is

also largely used in the construction of

marine boilers as well as stationary boil-

ers, being extremely well suited for both
on account of its many excellent quali-

ties. Siemens-Martin steel being, as

above mentioned, much less affected by
acids aiid boiling liquors than wrought
iron, it is obviously a preferable mate-
rial for digesters, especially those of
large dimensions. Recently, however,
steel has been accused of behaving pecu-
liarly under great fluctuations of tem-

perature, which are always liable to hap-
pen, and in the case of large digesters

subjected to great expansion under
changes of temperature, may lead to fatal

ccnsequences. The peculiarity just men-
tioned, and which has been repeatedly

observed both in steam boilers as well

as digesters, is that the steel plates when
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subjected to abnormally low tempera-

tures or great differences of temperature

show an inclination to give way both in-

side and out just at the rivet seams.

Numerous boiler and digester explosions

have been more or less rightly ascribed

to this behaviour, which is apparently

caused by structural changes in the com-

position of the material. The question,

therefore, arises in the case of digesters

built of this material: Must we put up

with these peculiarities; have we no means

of preventing them, and must we give

up all the advantages of this otherwise

admirable material and go back to

wrought iron, which is both inferior and-

dearer, just to avoid the possible dangers

above mentioned? I do not think such

a course in any way necessary, as there

are plenty of ways and means to protect

the walls of digesters from all injurious

influences. Digesters are always (or

should be) built under a protecting roof

and in properly enclosed spaces in which,

even in the coldest mountainous coun-

tries, abnormal degrees of cold such as

are hurtful to steel plates cannot con-

tinue for long in the rooms where the

digesters are. This is only natural, as the

heat radiated from the digester, the in-

terna! temperature of which is 80° to 85°

C. and higher, materially assists, especi-

ally if the digester is not jacketted, in

heating the digester house. The only

things really that must be strictly

avoided are direct strong and cold

draughts on the uncovered walls of the

digester. These may naturally be pre-

vented in many ways, e.g., by fitting all

the doors and other openings in the

digester house with wind screens, or,

what is still more effectual, jacketting the

whole of the upper exterior of the diges-

ters with some heat-insulating compound,

such as lagging, straw ropes, felt, or the

like. Perhaps the cheapest and most

efficient method is to enclose the digester

in a light wooden lagging of thin laths

laid closely together and attached to

wooden braces shaped to the outline of

the digester, the whole being readily re-

movable to allow of its being inspected

at any time. If such precautions as these

be taken, the injurious efifects of sudden

fluctuations of temperature on the diges-

ter walls will be prevented, and explo-
sions which might otherwise take place
avoided. It is obvious, of course, that
the steel of which a new digester is to be
built should be carefully examined as to

all its properties, and it is to be strongly
recommended tiiat before a new digester
is built samples should be taken from the
plates which it is intended to use in its

construction, and tested by some reliable

testing institute (a Government one pre-
ferably) as to their strength, elasticity,

toughness, and resistance to acids and the
liquors used for pulp boiling. The sam-
ples must be taken from all the plates

used in the construction of the digester,

and must withstand: (i) A tensile test to

determine the maximum tensile strength,

elongation, and toughness of the plates;

(2) cold and hot bending tests, particu-
larly for the bottom plates, butt strips,

and angle irons. When subjected to the

tensile tests on the testing machine,
plates up to 25 millimetres thick should
show an average tensile strength of 35
kilogrammes per square millimetre, and
not less than 20 per cent, elongation.
Plates which do not come up to the
above limits must be rejected. The sam-
ples subjected to the hot and cold bending
tests must not show any signs of fracture
on the crowns of the bends when bent
both hot and cold into horseshoe form.
Recently other kinds of steel, particu-
larly steels with special additions thereto,
such as nickel, etc., have been used not
only for steam boilers, but also for diges-
ters, and a great future has been pro-
phesied for them. The chief advantages
seem to be the greater strength of the

plates (the strength of nickel steel being
60 to 65 kilogrammes and 20 per cent,

elongation of special steel—so called—

54 to 60 kilogrammes and 24 per cent,

elongation), and the ability to economize
in very large boilers and digesters by
employing thinner plates. It is ques-

tionable, however, whether it is advis-

able to employ a material for the con-

struction of digesters concerning the

behaviour of which there is no very
definite information as yet. Although
these kinds of steel plates may be supe-
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rior to our old trustworthy soft steel

plates as regards strength, it is by no

means certain that this superiority ex-

tends to all their other qualities, such as

toughness, ability to resist low tempera-

tures, trying differences of temperature,

acids, boiling liquors, etc. Only when

the results of actual experience have

shown that all the special properties

claimed for this material are really pos-

sessed by it can it be safely and confi-

dently used for the construction of diges-

ters. With regard to the last-named

material, i.e., copper, it can only be used

for building comparatively small diges-

ters on account of its exceedingly high

price. Copper has a strength of 25 kilo-

grammes per square millimetre, is very

homogeneous and tough, and is scarcely

affected by the boiling liquors at all. If

it were only somewhat stronger and

cheaper it would be an ideal material for

digesters. Summing up all the facts

above enumerated, it would appear that

the best and most trustworthy raw ma-

terial for digester construction which we

possess at the present day is soft Martin

steel or ingot iron, and it may confidently

be said will remain so until all the other

special kinds of steel which have appeared

on the market have proved by actual

results that they are all that is claimed

for them—a matter which the future only

can decide. The dislike which seems to

have latterly gained ground among pro-

fessionals to Martin steel plates for

digesters is, I think, rather unjustifiable.

To show how long-lived soft steel plates

are, and how well they resist all destruc-

tive influences I will just cite one example

of four cellulose digesters occurring in

my own experience. These digesters are

four metres in diameter and twelve

metres in height, are built of the best

Styrian Martin steel, and although they

have been in use for eighteen years they

have not, with the exception of internal

corrosion and some trifling injuries,

suffered any serious breakdowns, a suc-

cess which must be ascribed solely to the

material employed. I may also mention

that these digesters are situated in a

mountainous district of Austria where
low temperatures in winter of 15° to 20°

C. are not at all uncommon.—K. Rubri-

cius, in Der Papierfabrikant.

^ 1« ^

WOOD PULP KEGS.

A company called the Patentwood Keg
Syndicate has been formed in London,

England, with a capital of £30,000, to

exploit a process invented by G. E,

Shaw, of Cincinnati, O., for making
kegs out of waste paper. The manufacture

01 pulped kegs has hitherto always been

based upon the principle of forming the

m.aterial on steel rolls, but this method
has proved unsatisfactory. By Mr,

Shaw's process the waste paper or straw-

board is beaten up into pulp and pumped
into tanks, from thence flowing in regu-

lated quantities into presses of special

design, where it is subjected to hydraulic

pressure, and then moulded into the de-

sired form—either square, round, cone,

or bilged—all in one piece, the bulk of

the moisture being extracted in the pro-

cess. The keg is then dried, turned on
a lathe to remove inequalities, coated
with special waterproof solution inside,

and painted outside. The solution used
is a secret, but it is said that it will with-

stand oils, turpentine, alkalies, and most
neutral powders. The cover is a steel

cap forced on by pressure. Kegs can be
made of any shape or size, and, while
possessing greater strength and dura-
bility, are produced at one-half the cost

of manufacture of the existing type of
oak kegs, and can, it is claimed, be used
over and over again without deterior-

ation. It is said they are now being:

adopted largely in the States by manu-
f;:cturers of white lead, paints, etc.

JAPANESE PAPERS.

Without any doubt the paper made
from Mitsumata bark, in Japan, is the

most wonderful manufactured. The
papers used by the common people of

Japan are immeasurably more varied

than with us. They form one of the im-

portant economics in the life of the peas-
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ant, and it is such ingenious uses of plant

material as this employment of the bark

of a shrub that makes it ptjssible foi

forty-two million Japanese to live on the

produce of a cultivated area half the size

of New Brunswick.

The walls of the Japanese houses are

modern wooden frame covered with thin

paper, which keeps out the wind and lets

in the light.

The oiled papers are astonishingly

cheap and durable. As a cover for his

lead of tea, when a rainstorm overtakes

him, the Japanese farmer spreads over

it a tough, pliable cover of oiled paper,

which is as impervious as a tarpaulin

<ind as tight as a gossamer. He has

doubtless carried this cover for years,

neatly packed away about his cart. The

"riksha" coolies in the large cities wear

rain mantles of this oiled paper, which

cost less than eighteen cents and last for

a year or more with constant use. An
oiled tissue paper, which is as tough as

writing paper, is used for wrapping up

delicate articles. Every farmhouse has

its, supply of wrapping paper which has

been in use for several years and seems

as strong and flexible as ever. It has

been tanned with the fermented juice of

green persimmons and made into "shibu

gami," which is more impervious to

moisture than ordinary paper, and much
tougher.

In the tea factories the piles of paper

sacks filled with tea are made of "shibu

gami," and 8-year-old sacks covered with

paper patches are a common sight. It

is said that these tanned sacks keep the

tea in better cond tion than any other

sort, and that they last with careful use

for many years. Grain and meal sacks

are almost always made of this same

paper in Japan, for it is not easily pene-

trated by weevils and other insects.

But perhaps the most remarkable of

all the papers which find a common use

in the Japanese household are the leather

papers of which the tobacco pouches and

paper cases are made. They are almost

as tough as French kid, so translucent

that one can nearly see through them,

<'ind as pliable and soft as calfskin. These

tobacco pouches quite change one's no-

tions of the characteristics of paper, tor

the material of which they are made is

as thick as cardboard, but as flexible as

kid. The Mitsumata plant, from which

practically all these papers are made,

is a pretty, decorative shrub with branch-

ing stems, light green leaves and dcli-

ci'te, yellow flowers. Only the bark is

used in paper making. As a rule, tiie

shrub is cultivated on lands which are

unfit for rice growing and other culti-

vation, steep hillsides and on top of

hills. The plant will grow in almost any

soil, but good drainage is a requisite

for the growth of the plant in the wet

climate of Japan. The Japanese strip the

bark from the shrub by hand, but as the

wood is soft, it could not be done with

machinery much more easily. As the

shrub will not stand cold weather, the

(h'partment says it could not be planted

where the thermometer sinks below lo

degrees, and as it requires moisture, it

would not do well on the plains. The
department says the cultivation of the

plant could furnish the farmers of the

south a new and valuable crop.

THE USES OF PULP.

In addition to the great use of wood
for the manufacture of wood pulp, there

has arisen since the seventies a new

branch of the industry, viz., that of the

conversion of wood into cellulose. This

substance served primarily as a substi-

tute for rags and cotton in the manufac-

ture of many kinds of paper, and its ad-

vent must have been hailed with the live-

liest satisfaction by the whole world,

seeing that ultimately the supply of cot-

ton was not sufificient for the large

quantities of paper required.

Science and research, however, '*e-

vealed new methods for converting the

stable cellulose into a whole series of

important industrial products, the cellu-

lose fibre being transformed either by

mechanical or chemical treatment into

new products, which have recently ac-

quired an importance in the commercial
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world hithert(j undreamed of. New pro-

ducts are continually being obtained

from cellulose, and attempts are continu-

ally being made to discover further use-

ful methods of application. The follow-

ing brief sketch of the uses and methods

of application of cellulose as far as they

crest the members of the paper, past--

board, and wood pulp trades, may per-

haps awaken an increased interest in

them, and perhaps prompt individual

efforts to help to add to the general

fabric of this most important branch of

industry.

The cellulose obtained by various

methods from wood and woody plants is,

as is well known employed for all sorts

of paper and articles manufactured

therefrom. The purest and most com-

pletely opened up form .of cellulose fibre

is. however, that contained in cotton

and wadding, and the manufacture of

wadding and filter paper are special

branches which demand the greatest care

and the most scrupulous cleanliness both

in the materials and water used. Both

the above products are put to a number

of uses, and one of the most important

qualities demanded of them is high ab-

sorptive power, as well as freedom from

every possible impurity. In addition to

their use for filtering and surgical pur-

poses, these pure forms of cellulose have

been largely employed of late years in

the manufacture of nitro-cellulose, which

substance is again worked up into a

variety of important technical compounds,

principally gun-cotton, blasting gelatine,

smokeless powders, celluloid, and collo-

dion, from which latter substance the so-

called artificial silk is now produced.

The cellulose fibre produced from wool

is still more absorptive than that ')b-

tained from cotton, and, as the result of

much laborious research and experiment,

it has now become possible to produce

wood cellulose which can take the place

of cotton cellulose, a fact which has

opened up an entirely new market for

the article, and one which is also in-

creasing. Both filter paper and wadding
for surgical dressings can now be made
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of good quality from wood cellulose, an

achievement hitherto impossible. Both

by mechanical, as well as chemical treat-

ment, a whole series of valuable pro-

ducts may be obtained from cellulose,

some of which may be briefly mentioned.

Various solvents are employed which

enable cellulose to be treated more con-

veniently. When the pure fibre is boiled

with water, preferably under pressure,

the cellulose dissolves, and there Is first

produced a dissolved hydro-cellulose,

which can be subsequently converted in-

to dextrin and sugar, and finally into

alcohol by fermentation. This takes place

much in the same way as with ordinary

starch, which is also transformed into

dextrin and then into sugar when boiled.

The simplest molecular chemical com-

position is exactly the same, both in the

case of cellulose and starch, namely,

G Hio O5; hence both have the same

chemical appearance. This molecular

composition, which is not yet, unfor-

tunately, accurately known, may also

be very much higher, e.g., C12 H20 On.,

i.e., (Cr, Hio Or,):; ov may even be Co Hio

0-A\ times.

If now, therefore, as already men-

tioned, cellulose be treated with water

for a prolonged period of time at a tem-

perature of, say, 40 deg. C, a dissolved

hydro-cellulose will be produced which,

when the solution is evaporated and al-

hnved to cool, remains as a uniform

horny mass, which may be molded into

any shape by pressure, and is used and

known under the name of "Cellulith.'^

Cellulose is also dissolved by various

acids, such as hydro-chloric, sulphuric,

nitric, and acetic acids, also by acetates.

Alkalies, too, such as potash and soda,

salts like zinc chloride, ammoniacal

oxide of copper, and otliers all dissolve

cellulose. The pure cellulose dissolved in

any of the above reagents can be re-

covered again by precipitation, and. on

the various methods of treatment, it is

generally a mixture of hydro-cellulose

ar.d oxy-cellulose which has to be dealt

with.

The comparatively ready solution of

cellulose in water, acids, solutions of
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salts, etc., is the cause of the high jjcr-

centage of loss which occurs in the

manufacture of wood cellulose, the cellu-

lose being all dissolved in the waste

liquors, first as hydro-cellulose and oxy-

cellulose, which are subsequently con-

verted into various other compounds by

the acids and salts present in the liquors.

The separation, isolation, and utilization

of these products has not yet, un-

fortunately, been satisfactorily accom-

plished. If cellulose be treated for a pro-

lorged period of time with concentrated

hydro-chloric acid, it dissolves, and can

be recovered again as a pure amorphous

powder by precipitation. It swells

readily, and is used to some extent in

chemistry and by druggists. If sulphuric

acid be added to cellulose, it gradually

dissolves as hydro-cellulose; but if the

treatment be prolonged, preferably with

the aid of heat, complete decomposition

ensues and dextrin is first produced and

then sugar, free sulphuric acid being

separated.

The treatment of cellulose w-ith sul-

phuric acid has become an exceedingly

important branch of industry, the well-

known so-called parchment paper being

produced in this manner. The process

is extremely simple, the paper is drawn

slowly through a bath of sulphuric acid,

llie action of which is to cause the cellu-

Icse fibres first to swell and then to

<lissolve. Owing to their high absorp-

tive power they quickly saturate them-

selves with the acid, but as the action of

the acid does not last long, and is only

limited, the paper, after leaving the bath

and having been thoroaghly washe I i^

now a tough, gelatinous substance and

is known as parchment paper.

,\.notl"er substitute for parchment now
widely used is "Pergamin," a thin trans-

parent grease-proof paper produced by

mechanical means and possessing pro-

T)erties similar to real parchment. For

papers of this class the cellulose is, in

technical parlance, ground "short," or

more correctly, ground to a very smooth,

slimy paste, from which the above-de-

scribed kind of paper is made in the

usual way. The chemical reaction is

practically the same in this case as in

the treatment with sulphuric acid, the

fibres being gradually converted into

hydro-cellulose by the prolonged me-

chanical treatment and the complete dis-

integration, which both confer upon it

the properties above described.

Similar properties to those possessed

by parchment and the so-called "Cellu-

lith" can be obtained by treating strips

of cellulose with a solution of zinc

chloride and subsequently washing and

drying them. This also produces a cer-

tain amount of hydro-cellulose.

If the strips which have been treated

with zinc chloride be piled on top of

each other and immediately subjected to

a heavy pressure, a supple and tough

substance which can be made of all

strengths will be obtained, the precise

nature depending upon the method of

treatment and its duration. This sub-

stance is commonly known as vulcanized

or hard fibre, is extensively manufac-
tured, principally in America, is exceed-

ingly durable and elastic, and can be

worked like wood, being readily turned,

cut, sawMi, or drilled. These convenient

properties enable it to take the place of

rubber and leather, and since it does not

expand or contract, nor possess other

undesirable qualities, it is largely used

for packings, tubes, valves, wheels,

rollers, stamps, plates, and the like. A
hindrance to its still more extensive use

is that as yet the cost of manufacture

renders it too expensive for some pur-

pc^ses.—Dr. B., in Holzstoff Zeitung.

^ ^ ^

BRITISH AND GERMAN PAPER
PRODUCTION.

A very low estimate is formed in Ger-

many of the annual production of paper

in Great Britai'i. says the World's Paper

Trade Review. The report of the Asso-

ciation of German Paper Makers for

1902-03 is c|Uo"e-l by the Wochenblatt as

giving the total British paper production

as 450,000 tons. In dealing with the p'-o-

duction in Germany, it is stated that

Gnntter-Staib's Directory records ..|00
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machines, tvventy-eignt mills making
hand made paper and 476 board mills.

In 1897 the total production of German
mills was stated to be 600,000 tons of

paper and 170,000 tons of boards. In

1892, according to Professor Kirschner,

the German production of paper and
boards was 1,000,000 tons, which, it is

claimed, has since increased. The in-

formation given by the German Paper
Makers' Association is very misleading.

Although there are no official returns

to serve as a guide in computing the

production of paper in Great Britain,

the subject, however, has been ventilated

and discussed in the pages of the World's
Paper Trade Review. Even in 1890 Geo.
Chater, an excellent authority, in giving

evidence before the Board of Trade on
railway rates, gave the annual produc-
tion of paper in the United Kingdom as

520,000 tons. In an article published in

OUT issue of February i6th, 1900, we
presented a number of figures as to the

production of paper in this country, and
the result obtained was that machine
made paper, including boards, amounted
t«' 943,000 tons per annum. The con-
sumption, owing to excess of imports
over exports, is greatly above that

quantity. The present production of

Great Britain can safely be estimated at

1,000,000 tons

MECHANICAL WOOD PULP.*

By Stanislas Gagne, B.A., Sc.

(Continued from last issue.)

Grinding.—What constitutes the me-
chanical process of "pulping" wood is

the grinding operation instead of a

"cooking" with chemicals; hence if me-
chanical wood pulp is badly ground it

will be inferior in quality no matter
how well other operations have been
performed. We have seen before that
wood is an agglomeration of fibres, and
the object of grinding is to derive from
that agglomeration a pulp or a soft

*J.'if ^hove paner won the hrst prize g-iven bv the
pubhshers of the Pulp and Paper Mag-azine for the best
students paoer presented to the Canadian Society of
Uvil Engineers for 190.?, the judges being members of
the Society.
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mass of particles that will have the

proper qualities for paper making,
namely, that it will be long, thin, flexible

and felt well. To attain this end we
have several kinds of grinders which
differ but little in principle. Fig. 12

illustrates the principle of an ordinary

grinder. We have first a stone A.

against which the sticks or bolts of

wood, with their longitudinal axes

parallel to the shaft turning the stone,

are pressed in pockets B. by hydraulic

pressure on pistons C. in cylinder,. D.

These stones, which must be composed
of very small and sharp grains and
have a certain strength to resist the

centrifugal force caused by revolving

at a high speed, are quarried out of sand

stone and turned to required diameters,

Some good stones are quarried in Nova
Scotia, but the best ones are said to be

those derived from certain districts in

England.

Sect/h/7af/ £/ei^cf/^{?/^ of Off/A/oe/f

A, stone; B, pocket; C, piston; D,

cylinder; F, frame; S, shaft.

Grinders.—Taking the Port Henry
Grinder, built by the Jenckes Machine
Co., of Sherbrooke, Que., as a typical

example of the kind which is used in

Canada, the following is a general de-

scription of the machine: Fig. 18 sh )\vs

a cut of it, and the name of the chief

parts may be obtained by referring to

Fig. 12. The shaft, which is very

large, is made of hammered, soft steel,

and on both sides of the stone are

threads on which the flanges are

screwed. These flanges which are

about 38 inches in diameter, are faced

where they come into contact with the
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stone (see Fig. 13); threads are cut

right and left, and they weigh about

800 lbs. each. This grinder which is

so made as to take stones from 50 to

54 inches in diameter, and 18 to 26

inches wide, can grind until the stone

A, stone; B, flanges, C, Cement; D,

shaft.

is reduced to about 40 inches in

diameter. The main shaft boxes or

bearings are self-adjustable and quickly

in water, or babbitted boxes are

sometimes used with them. The pockets

are made in one piece, 2 inches in thick-

ness, and can be closely adjusted to the

stone so that very few splinters can

pass through unground. The middle

pocket will take wood 16 inches in

diameter, and the two side ones, 14

inches in diameter, hence the use of a

splitter is largely dispensed with. The
pockets are raised or lowered in the

sides, on planed surfaces, by two
2-inch soft steel screws (S.). The
doors for the pockets are of soft

steel plate, and slide up and down
in a groove in the pocket. The pocket

followers are provided with strips cast

on the lower side to prevent the wood
from rolling in the pockets. The
cylinders are made of iron, lined with

brass, and have heads accurately fitted

to them. The lower heads connect

direct to the top of the pockets, and are

provided with doors on the back and

front, which are easily removed when

Fig. t8—Port Henry Pulp Grinder.

conform themselves to any variation in lower packing glands of piston rods re-

the shaft. The length of the box is quire adjusting or re-packing.

about 18 inches, wood lined for bearings Operation of new piping system
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(patented).—Referring to iMg. 18, sup-

pose the two side pockets are grinding

under high pressure, and that one of

the side pockets needs refilling; the

centre pocket is then idle, but by chang-

ing the three-way valve A. the high

pressure is thrown on to the centre

pocket and causes it to grind under

high pressure. The empty side pocket

being now relieved, the low pressure of

water, automatically opens the check

this point, the three-way valve is turned

so that the high pressure water is di-

verted from the centre pocket and

enters on the top of the piston, at the

same time automatically closing the low

pressure check valve. The centre pocket

is now idle, and if the other side pocket

requires refilling^ it is done in a manner
similar to the above. If not, and if the

centre pocket should require refilling, the

follower of the centre pocket is lifted

Fig. 19—New Success Pulp Grinder.

valve and acts upon the piston lifting

the pocket follower from the stone. The
pocket is then refilled. The valve B.

is shifted, allowing the low pressure to

bring the piston down until the wood
is pressed firmly against the stone. At

from the stone by means of valve B.,

which is always connected with the

lower pressure, the pocket is refilled

with the low pressure again introduced

into the cylinder above the piston. In

this manner, as above stated, the
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cylinders are always filled with water
at a high or low pressure, consequently,
when the three-way valves are shifted

there is no loss of time before the

pockets begin to grind, and the grinder
is thus always in action. Fig. 19 is a

view of the grinder built by the Water-
ous Engine Works Co., Ltd., of Brant-
ford, Ont. As will be noticed the

general outline is the same as the Port
Henry, and differs only from it in de-

tails. The grinder built by Carrier,

Laine & Co., of Levis, Que., differs from
these above mentioned as seen by Fig.

DiK€cf/0f7s of Pressc'^es

Off (jfT/ffoe^S

Or

Approximate direction of pressure in the

Port Henry type.

Same in the Carrier, Laine & Co. type.

Fig 20—Pulp grinder, manufac

20. Its construction allows the pulp to

remain longer around the stone, which
is run with part of the lower side in

pulp and water, while those others are

usually intended to run clear of the

water underneath. The directions of

the pressure of the stone of the latter

is not the same as on those others, more
distance being allowed between the

pockets. Some objections are made to

this method of distributing the pockets,

because the horizontal thrust on the

bearings from one of the side pockets,

when the other is not grinding is so

great that it quickly wears out the

bearing; and they say that the more
vertical the resultant pressure is the

better for the bearing.

tured 1)}- Carrier, Laine & Co.

OPERATION OF GRINDERS.

Stone Setting.—Stones usually run

direct on the turbine shaft, so as to elimi-

nate the loss of power caused by belting

or gearing and are coupled to it by means

cf two flanges, which screw in opposite

directions on the shaft, as described be-

fore, and so arranged that the pressure

on the revolving stone will tend to

tig-hten the flanges and not loosen them.

Care is taken to centre the stone pro-

perly, and when the flanges are screwed
up tight, cement is poured in around the

shaft and between the stone and the

flanges, by grooves and holes in the

flanges for that purpose, to fill all the

space that may be left, so that the stone
may be set tightly everywhere.
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borne claim that it is an improvement
to bolt the stone and tianges by one-inch

bolts runn.ng through the stone from

side to side, their reason being that this

adds to the strength and solidity of the

stone and prevents it from bursting.

Others who have tried them, discarded

them because they claim that they cause

the stone to break; one reason lor this

is that the stone is bound to slip some-
time whtn heavy pressure is suddenly

applied; this it cannot do if it is bolted

tight and the flanges cannot screw any

more, and the only alternative left to

the stone is to break.

1\'RNiNG.—This is done by means of

an arrangement represented in Fig. 21.

The Fig. B is pressed against the re-

volving stone, where it requires turning

and is actuated by a screw and hand
wheel. The stones are usually thus

dressed with a slight crown at the cen-

tre, or with the edges slightly rounded
off to prevent sprawling of the .stone.

Fig. 21—Stone-turning device for

"Success" Pulp Grinder.

Great care is taken that no cracks are

made in the stone which would cause
it to fly off when revolving under pres-

sure.

Sharpening.—This is the next oper-
ation and a very delicate one it is. In

most cases the value of the pulp de-

pends on the skill with which it is per-

formed, as may readily be seen. A per-

fect sharpening would be one that the
surface of the stone would be composed
of a large number of very small sharp

points or projections which would detach

the fibres one by one. In actual prac-

tice opinions vary greatly as to how to

produce a good sharpening. In nearly

every case a steel jig or burr, about 3-in.

wdde and 3-in. in diameter, with pyra-

midal projections numbering 16 to 100 per

sq. inch, is used, but it is in the use of that

jig that opinions vary so much. Some
manufacturers employ two jigs, a close

pointed one, so as to make even cuts,

being passed over the surface, which is

afterwards somewhat smoothened down
with a coarser jig. Others make use of

but one jig, usually a close, pointed one,

which is passed several times over the

surface, until the latter is judged in pro-

per shape. What seems to be a reason-

able method is to pass a sharp and

rather close-pointed jig (with say 100

projections per square inch), quickly

across the surface of the revolving stone

so that it will not pass over the same

surface twice, thereby causing an even

surface of about 100 projections to the

square inch on the stone. Dull jigs

should not be used as they make pits

instead of sharp projections. If the

stone has been sharpened too much, a

brick or a plane surface stone is used

to smoothen it. Some stones will

sharpen by use instead of dulling, in

which case they must be smoothed in-

stead of sharpened. The frequency of

sharpening depends mainly on the quality

of the stone and on the speed and pres-

sure used; for an ordinary English stone

with a 50 to 75 lbs.' pressure per square

inch in the cylinders, and a speed of 225

R.P.M. twice a week in summer and

once a day in winter is a fair average.

After sharpening, the stone is washed
to remove all the loose grains of sand

£ind then is ready for operation. The
pockets are filled with wo(^d and tur-

bines started.

Speed.—Some maintain that tlie maxi-

mum production of a grinder occurs

when the stone revolves at a sj^ced of

175 to 200 R.P.M. while others claim that

a speed between _>_\s and 250 R.P.M.

with an ordinary 44 to 50-inch stone

produces the best results. Which is
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right? The result only tells. Assuming

the same sharpness of the stone and

the same pressure on the wood, the pro-

duction increases with the speed up to a

certain point and then decreases, and

the quality of the pulp also increases up

to a certain point and then decreases,

but the quality is decreasing when the

production still continues increasing. If

the >peed is too low, the pulp will be

coarse, and if too high it will be mealy

and short. To hnd the correct point,

both in speed and presure. a careful ex-

amination must be made and several

tests of the products must be applied.

An ordinary grinder, with a 50-inch

stone, using 24 inch bolts and turning at

a speed of 200 to 225 R.P.M. with a pres-

sure of 60 to 75 lbs. per square inch in

the cylinder, corresponding to a pres-

sure of 15 to 18 lbs. per square inch on

the grinding surface, will require 300 to

350-h.p. to produce five tons of a-r dry

pulp per 24 hours. With 500-h.p., a

pressure of 100 to 125 lbs. per square

inch and 200 R.P.M., it will produce 7 to

8 tons in the same period. The side

plates of the pockets should be set down

as close to the stone as possible to pre-

vent chips and splinters from passing-

through unground. The supply of water

required to keep the stone at the proper

temperature and to wash down the pulp

is usually introduced from a spray at the

top and must be carefully attended to.

When the lower part of the stone runs

into a vat partially full of pulp and

water, the spray must be just enough to

wash the pulp down. This water should

be so regulated that the stone is kept at

a rather high temperature (about 100

degrees Fah.), which causes the grinding

to be more easily accomplished, hence

the output to be increased. In cases

where the mill is stopped for repairs or

for Sunday, care should be taken that

the stone is allowed to cool slowly, and,

if the lower part runs in water, that the

water is drained of¥ so that the stone

may cool evenly. The reason why stones

crack and fly ofif when running is re-

sumed may sometimes be looked for

in the neglect of such detnils. Some-

times the wood jams in the pockets, thus

relieving the pressure on the stone

which then ceases grinding the wood in

that pocket; in that case it is only

necessary to remove the pressure and

loosen the wood by means of a short

bar. The undersides of the followers

should have strips cast (ju them so as to

prevent wood from rolling in the

pockets, as seen in the case of the Port

Henry grinder. An ordinary good Eng-

lish stone properly handled and oper-

ated lasts about a year and wears down

in ordinary grinders from 54 to 40

inches. If several stones are coupled

directly on the turbine shaft, as in case

of Fig 10, each one has its shaft length

which shafts are all equal and held to-

gether by ordinary couplings. All mills

should be provided with extra ^haft

lengths and at least one ready mounted

stone; thus, when a stone anywhere on

the shaft has to be changed or replaced,

the turbines are stopped only the time

necessary to uncouple the old stone and

replace it with the ready mounted <>ne.

which requires but a short time. All

grinders used in Canada are of the hori-

zontal running type, as described. In

some r)ther countries, however, vertical

types are used and the grinding is done

cold. Other types have also been in-

vented but so far as the writer knows

none have yet proved to be more econo-

UMcal and practical than the present one.

Pumps.—At least four sets of pumps

r;re necessary for an ordinary exporting

pulp mill: 1st. High pressure pumps for

the cylinders of the grinders. 2nd. Low
pressure pumps for backing cylinder

pistons for sprays on the stones and in

screens and Avet machines and various

other uses. 3rd. StufT pumps to convey

the ground pulp from the tanks under

the grinders to the screens, and 4th.

High pressure pumps for the presses.

In case of a mill deriving its power from

a high head, the number of pumps may
be reduced to the last two, pressure

direct from the flume or water pipe be-

ing used instead of the first two.

Tst. Pump for Cylinders of Grinders.

—Ordinary triplex power pumps are
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used, the sizes varying with the work to

be done. At least two are employed and

are so arranged that if one fails, the

other will do the work without any of

the grinders being stopped. They are

usually driven by means of a belt from

the turbine shaft, and thus, the pressure

varying with the speed, they will act

somewhat as a govern(/r if desired. If

a constant pressure is wanted an accumu-

lator is used to regulate it.

2nd. Low Pressure Pumps.—The same
type as the one above mentioned, but

built lighter will answer the purpose.

3rd. StufY Pumps. As the turbines

must be set as near the tail race as pos-

sible (in most cases not higher than

about 15 ft.), the ground pulp must be

pumped up to the screen above the wet
machines. This wet pulp falls from the

grinders into tanks or troughs running
along and under the grinders, and is

conveyed by gravity to one or several

reservoirs from which the stufif pumps
take it. On account of the usually low
head to be overcome and of their simpli-

city and freedom from valves, centri-

fugal pumps are the best adapted for this

purpose. Ordinary stufif pumps are

sometimes used.

4th. High Pressure Pumps for Presses.
—These will be considered later.

(To be continued.)

LAURENTIDES NATIONAL PARK.

A SUM^fARY OF A PaPER ReAD BEFORE
THE Canadian Forestry Association

BY W. C. J. Hall, Department
OF Lands, Mines and For-

estry, QuEliEC.

This extensive reservation consists of

a territory situated partly in three coun-
ties, Quebec, Montmorenci and Charle-
voix, to the north of the city of Quebec,
comprising 2,640 square miles, or, say,

nearly 1,700,000 acres, and was created a

park by Act of Legislature on the 12th

of January, 1805. Tn brief, the boun-
daries are as follows: On the north, the
48th parallel; on the east, the St. Urbain

Road; on the south and south-east the

rear line of the Seigniory of Beaupre

and the twelfth and thirteenth ranges of

Stoneham and Tewkesbury; and on the

west of the Fief Hubert and an imaginary

line running to a point west of Grand
Lake Batiscan, thence skirting the Que-
bec and Lake St. John Railway to the

intersection of the -|8th parallel. The

objects of the park are: The protection

of the forests, lish and game; the main-

tenance of the water supply, and the

encouragement of the study and culture

of forest trees. An appropriate selec-

tion of territory was made for the fur-

therance of these objects. Over a dozen
large rivers take their rise in the in-

terior of the park, which is remote from
the lines of colonization, and has always
been celebrated as a hunting and fishing

ground.

Touching upon the forests of the park
and their protection, it is well to make
clear the point that the cutting of timber
within the boundaries is not prohibited.

On the contrary, a large area is under
license, and some of these limits are

being operated upon at the present time,

e.g.. in the valley of Batiscan. So far

the limit holders have removed only

mature growth, which system of cutting,

when properly controlled, eventually im-
proves the forests and induces a faster

and healthier growth of the residue.

Again, these operations are now, and for

a great length of time will be, confined

to the cutting of spruce, fir and pine,

leaving the hardwoods intact. But should
at any time the nucleus of forest growth
in the park be threatened with extinc-

tion, legislation of a special nature could
be enacted to modify the rights of

licensees, and thus preserve the territory

for all time in forest. However, the

topography is of such a character that

the contingency above cited is unlikely

to occur. Altogether, we have under
license in the park some 2,300 square
miles, and it is quite possible that the
whole area will eventually be taken up.

I am prepared to admit that the carrying
on of lumbering operations on a tract is

not conducive to improvement in the
fishing and hunting thereon, but take
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this ground that as timber is Ihe staple

product of the country, it would be un-

wise to throw any obstacles in the way,

particularly as the fish and game under

such conditions reassert themselves after

a reasonable Tapse of time when the cut-

over areas are left unmolested. Protec-

tion as regards fire is, perhaps, more

easily accomplished in the park than else-

where. The park and club guardians ex-

ercise a judicious patrol, lumbermen are

possibly more careful, and members of

clubs see to it that their guides and other

men employed take proper precautions.

At all events, it is gratifying to be able

to state that no forest fires of any conse-

quence have occurred in the park since

its creation, and any burning that has

taken place did not start within its bound-

aries. Perhaps the fact that the whole

area is withdrawn from sale, and the con-

sequent total absence of settlers, can be

attributed as a reason for immunity from

the fiery elements. Moreover, as there

is no line of railway closer at any point

than, say, five miles, the park is also re-

lieved of this fruitful source of forest

fires.

MAINTENANCE OF WATER SUPPLY.

The authorities made a judicious selec

tion of territory in order to furnish an

example of the good results attendant

upon preserving in forest the sources and

valleys of rivers. From the interior of

the park streams radiate to all points of

the compass: the Aletabetchouan, Upika,

Upikauba. Cyriac, a Mars to the north

and north-east; the Murray to the east-

ward; the Ste. Anne de Beaupre .
and

Montmorenci to the south; the Ste. Anne

de la Perade and Jacques Cartier to the

south-west; the Batiscan, inclining still

more to the west, and the Bostonnais

waters running nearly due west to the

St. Maurice. The year 1903 is a period

of time which affords students of forestry

an opportunity of testing the claims made

that the preservation of forest at the

sources of rivers and along their banks

results in a comparatively well-sustained

and even water supply, and this on ac-

count of the general drought which oc-

curred last year. Let us sum up results.

We find that the drives on the rivers of

the north shore of the St. Lawrence all

came out. It is necessary to remark here

that, except in cases of some small

streams, the head waters of rivers on

the north are all wooded. South of the

St. Lawrence, in Quebec Province, the

sources of rivers are, of course, to the

south, but many rivers take their rise in

settled di.stricts, or very near thereto,

and are to a greater or lesser extent set-

tled along their banks. The drives on the

rivers of the south shore in a great many
instances were either only partially suc-

cessful, or even less, except in the Gaspe

Peninsula on the southern watershed.

Naturally a thickly settled country and

forests are not found occupying the same

area. Would it not, however, be pos-

sible under such circumstances to main-

tain a timber belt at least along the

water courses? Some years ago a dis-

astrous landslide, accompanied by loss

of life, took place at St. Albans, on the

River Ste. Anne. A large area became

loosened by copious rain, and slid right

into the river, practically changing its

course. Investigation showed that the

surface soil was underlaid by a bed of

blue clay. There being no forest growth,

the rain had permeated the surface, lubri-

cated, as it were, the substratum, and thus

released and set in motion the whole

mass, causing devastation, and worse.

Now, had there been a narrov; belt of

timber along the banks it is questionable

if such a disaster would have occurred.

I think that the trees, firmly gripping

the surface, and their roots forming a

network reaching deep down into the

soil, would have prevented the banks

from giving way under the pressure.

Can any of us cite instances of landslides

on anything like a scale such as this oc-

curring in wooded districts? At all

events, here is a river, partly in the park,

partly outside; on that portion situated

within you may look in vain for evidences

of extensive landslides, whereas on the

part outside, being destitute of forest,

this eminently disastrous one occurred.

The park, whilst not being selected for

the wealth of its forests, carries a fair

stand of timber, the predominating varie-
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ties being three in number, viz., the

spruces, fir, and the birches. A partial

list of trees indigenous to the territory

would comprise alder, basswood, birch

(white, yellow and black) cedar, beech,
cherry, ash, maple, spruce, white pine, red
pine, cypress, poplar, butternut, elm.
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giving a total of three billion feet, con-

sisting mainly of timber which could be

operated under the existing system. No
nx'ans have as yet been employed for ex-

ploiting the deciduous growth.

It must be admitted that the park is a

tamarack, fir and willow, but doubtless
on closer investigation a number of
others could be found. A conservative
estimate, making allowance for water,
old burnings, barren ground, etc., would
give 1,000,000 acres of timbered territory,
and upon this one could safely figure on
3,000 feet, board measure, to the acre

well-watered area, and it is graphically
described by one person as "peppered"
with lakes. Within its boundaries there
are some large sheets of water, e.g.,

Grand Lake Batiscan, Grand Lake
Jacques Cartier, Lake Jacques Cartier
West, Lake Crochc, Lake Moise, Grand
Lake IMalbaic. Snow Lake, Lake aux
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Ecorces, Nctascoiiac, des Passes, aiul

others.

After describing ihe fish and game (jf

the park, the author goes on to say that

large portions of the park, particularly

those lands bordering the outskirts, are

under lease to various clubs, each lease

stipulating for the employment, the year

round, of a guardian satisfactory to the

Government. He thought clubs were

protectors of forest, fish and game, their

interests being identical with those of

the Government.

THE CARIliOU ]5.\RRENS.

Apparently there has never been any

forest growth on this area, which cor.i-

prises between 150 and _'00 square miles.

True, little clumps of spruce and

cypress exist here and there, but they

never attain to any size from the com-

mercial point of view. The extensive

barren patches are covered with what is

said to be "Lichen rangifernia," and in

summer the surface is fairly hard, crunch-

ing under one's feet like snow. Imme-

diately underneath the surface there is

an excessive amount of moisture, even in

a drought. Lying to the west of these

Barrens is a large area, which many years

ago was completely burnt over, the forest

being absolutely exterminated. In sum-

mer the caribou resort to this tract, pre-

sumably to feed on herbs, etc., along the

watercourses and around the lakes, but

the moment winter comes on and there

is snow in the Barrens, they flock to this

latter place and feed upon this moss, or

lichen, apparently finding no difficulty in

pawing away the snow covering, even

when the same is very deep. Therefore,

there must be something peculiar in the

formation to cause the animals to fre-

quent this area at certain seasons only.

THE INFLUENCE OF SPECULA-
TION IN PULP TIMBER

LIMITS.

At a meeting of the Quebec Coh^ni/a-

tion Commission, last month, the malign

influence of the speculator in pulpwood

limits was shown by Francis P. Buck,

president and general manager of the

Royal Paper Company, who said that

owing to the acquisition by speculators

of valuable timber lots in the limits held

by the company, its operations were

seriously crippled, because the American

sliareholders had taken alarm and refused

to put more money in the concern to en-

able it to extend its business, and its

bankers were not easy to deal with. The

ccnsequence is that the building of a me-

chanical pulp mill and a newspaper mill

with an estimated expenditure of over a

quarter of a million dollars is seriously

delayed. When asked what remedy he

would propose, Mr. Buck said: "The

only thing I can suggest is a heavy ex-

pf)rt duty on pulpwood. If this is done,

and the limit holders are amply protected

in their limits, they could get possession

of the American market." It was

brought out in evidence that one firm

had been suffering from the practice

complained of by the loss of 20,000 acres

withdrawn from its limits, and had rea-

son to deprecate the possible loss of 21,-

000 acres more. The actual pecuniary

damage to themselves was estimated at

$100,000, and the prospective damage

$150,000. He further said: A heavy

duty on pulpwood would lead to more

factories being built here, for I am sat-

isfied that the Americans must have

either our pulpwood or our pulp."

^ ^ ^

SCANDINAVIAN TRADE.

C. E. Sontum, Canadian agent in

Scandinavia, writing from Christiania, in

March, says: As usual, during war

periods, the market for wood pulp and

paper has become stronger. Pulp manu-

facturers are holding back and not ofTer-

ing- so freely, in expectation of a further

increase in the prices, as there are many

enquiries in the market- I learn that a

]:arcel of 600 tons for delivery during

1004 has been sold at a price equal to

€40 6s. per ton net f.o.b. (including

,'!:^e.nt's commission), and that a bid of

los. per ton f.o.b. (including com-

mission) for a parcel of 1,500 tons has

been refused. Cellulose continues go-
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iiig up, the value, f.o.b., Scandinavian

ports may now be quoted at £6 i8s. 8d.

tor "strong" and £7 los. 8d. for "easy

bleaching," or fully 11 shillings more

than a year ago. i mention this in the

interest of the Canadian exporters, so

they may know what the Norwegian

shippers ask at present, and I may add,

there has been considerable enquiry from

the United States lately for prompt ship-

ment. I am just back from the business

trip referred to in my last report, to

the principal cities of Sweden and Den-
mark, and to Hamburg. I am pleased to

say that I succeeded in interesting dilTer-

ent firms for Canadian manufacturers.

The importers on this side seem to have
quite a difTerent opinion about Canada's

ability to compete both in quality of

goods and in prices than they had some
years ago.

^ ^ ^

NEW PULP SCREEN.

Napoleon Richard, Sherbrooke, Que.,

has been granted a patent in Canada and
the United States for improvements in

pulp screening machines. Figure i is

an end elevation of a machine constructed
in accordance with this invention. Fig.

2 is a side elevation of the same. Figs.

3 and 4 are views in elevation of details

of the construction.

In the drawings, A represents the
frame of a pulp-screening machine, upon
which is supported the pulp-box A',

which is hinged to the frame, so as to
permit of its being raised or lifted up
when it is necessary. The floor of the
pulp-box is provided with removable
screens a, beneath which are arranged
the diaphragms a', which are connected
to the standards a', of which there may
be any suitable number. The lower end
of the standard a- is provided with a cas-
ing B, which is preferably rectangular in

shape and is provided with removable
face b, removably secured to the casing
B by any suitable means, such as screws.
The lower part of the casing B is open,
and in the upper portion is arranged an
adjusting plate h', which is adapted to

rest upon a bearing-block of lignum-vit.'e

or other suitable material b', which is

loosely held in said casing and projects,

tlirough the open end so as to rest up-

on the cam-disk D. The adjusting plate

b' is provided with two adjusting screws

b', which are threaded through tiie upper

portion of the casing B, whereby the

bearing-block b' may be properly ad-

justed to compensate for wear.

The bearing-block b' will always be

held in contact with the face of the cam-
disk D and can be constantly adjusted

to compensate for uneven wear, and
when worn out can be readily removed
without stopping or otherwise interfer-

ing with the operation of the entire ma-
chine and a new bearing-block substi-

tuted.

The cam-disk D is fixed upon the shaft

A-, which is journaled in an ordinary
two-part bearing-box D', which rests up-
on and is supported by the pillow block
D'. The pillow-block is removably
held to the frame A by means of suit-

able threaded bolts and is similarly se-
cured to the bearing-box D'. The upper
face of the pillow-block is beveled trans-
versely, so that when the securing-bolts
are removed it may be readily removed
by a slight blow with a hammer, where-
upon the bearing-box D' may be taken
from the shaft and the friction-packing
removed and replaced when required
without stopping the entire machine or
interfering with its action, as is neces-
sary with the ordinary type of machine
now in use.

The importance of the improvements
above described will be appreciated when
it is remembered that in machines of this
t.vpe there are usually five diaphragms
with their standards and bearing-blocks
working on the cam-disks fixed upon one
shaft. The constant hard service wears
the bearing blocks quickly and unevenly,
necessitating frequent repairs and ad-
justments. In the old type of machine,
the adjustment or replacement of a
single bearing-block was a matter of con-
siderable work and necessitated the stop-
ping of the entire machine with its five

diaphragms, thus causing trouble, loss
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of time, and considerable expense. By
means of the construction, above de-

scribed, the necessary repairs and adjust-

ments can be easily and quickly made by

an unskilled operator and entails the

stopping of only one diaphragm.

The frame A is provided with an up-

Vv-ardly-extending arm E at a point op-

posite each standard a\ upon the upper

extremity of which is removably secured

<aitlct. At a convenient point between
the outlet and the passage f is fixed a

partition f' of a height sut'licient to al-

ways retain in the tiow-box a quantity of

pulp, within which is immersed the end
of a box-cover f \ which covers the open-
ing of the passage f and forms a liquid

seal to prevent the back-How of air there-

in.

a wooden spring-bar f. the other end of

which is removably secured to the rear

face of the casing B, the purpose of

which is to maintain the constant con-

tact of the bearing block with the cam-

disk. Bearing upon the upper portion of

the spring-bar e is a metal reinforcing-

spring e
, suitably secured to the upper

portion of the arm E. A suitable set-

screw is threaded in a bracket formed
on the arm E and serves to regulate the

tension of the spring-bar e, as required

in an obvious manner.

The diaphragm a is provided near one
edge with a long and narrow slot f.

which communicates with a passage f
formed in one of the supporting-timbers
of the frame and which leads into a flow-

l)ox F, mounted upon the side of the

frame of the machine. The flow-box is

of a capacity suited to the si^^e of each

screen, and is provided with a suitable

THE NEWS PRINT QUESTION IN
CONGRESS.

Tn the House of Representatives this

mcnth, Representative Lilley brought up

a resolution calling for an investigation,

through the Department of Commerce
?nd Labor, of the famine of news print.

Tlie following is an abstract of the dis-

cussion in committee: Don C. Seitz. of

the New York World, and John Norris,

l;usiness manager of the New York
Tunes, were heard. Both stated that the

International Paper Company and the

General Paper Company had divided the

United States between them in the con-
trol of news print paper. They said that

the International controlled all that sec-

tion east of the Indiana line, and the
General Company the territory west of

that line. The combination, it was testi-

fied, had raised the price of news paper
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during the last four years fourteen dol-

lars a ton, and during the past year as

much as five dollars a ton; it was selling

paper in London, counting the freight

and insurance, at thirty per cent, less

than it did in New York.

Mr. Seitz declared that when the paper
trust was formed it took over nearly all

of the independent mills at prices not

warranted by the condif'on of the pro-

perty. It had $55,000,000 invested in

plants not worth over $25,000,000, and was
charging prices for paper to pay divi-

dends on the larger amount. Mr. Norris

stated that the trust even dictated in one
instance the size of the paper a news-
paper should use, therel)y prescribing

the kind of press that should be oper-

ated.

The reduction of the tariff on wood
pulp and paper was suggested by Re-
presentative De Armond as a remedy.
Mr. Seitz answered that although himself

a Democrat, he had understood that the

tariff was not to be disturbed at pres-

ent, and he believed there was enough
evidence of the illegality of the combin-
ation to proceed against it under the

Sherman anti-trust law.

Mr. Jenkins (chairman) asked if any
request for such proceeding had been
m.ade to the Attorney-General, or for an
investigation of the Secretary of Com-
merce and Labor. The answer was in

the negative. It was believed that the
proper way to proceed was by a resolu-
tion directing an investigation by the
Department of Commerce and Labor, the
result of which might be used by the At-
torney-General in proceedings under the
law.

Mr. Xorris took the view that the re-

moval of the tariff from wood pulp,
amounting to one dollar and sixty-seven
cents a ton, would enable the construc-
tion of independent mills within s x
months which could compete with the
trust.

Mr. Seitz described the condition of
the newspaper publisher as one nf
pcndiar hardship. It was imposs ble
under existing conditions either to raise
the price of the paper to the subscribers

or the price of advertising. In New
York, he said, the publisher was being

squeezed by the paper trust on one side,

by the labor combinations on another,

and by a recently formed dry goods com-
bination on another. The latter was
succeeding in reducing the price of ad-

vertising. Many of the great New York
dailies, he said, would face an actual de-
ficit in the next year or two, unless re-

lief was forthcoming.

The committee took no action on the
resolution.

^ ^ ^at

Mill Matters

The erection of the Oriental Power
and Pulp Co.'s mill, at Swanson Bay,
B.C., will be commenced this spring. It

will cost in the neighborhood of $1,000,-

cco. All the output has been contracted
for.

The North Shore Power, Railway and
Navigation Co. will re. ume construction
work on their pulp mill, dam and other
improvements as soon as navigation
opens. Ten miles of railway have al-

ready been built.

The Metabetchouan Pulp Co. v; II

build a mill at St. Andre, this spring,
with nine grinders. A dam 464 feet

long and 27 feet high has already been
built, which will furnish 7,ooodi.p. A
daily output of 30 tons of cardboard is

expected. The company has 175 square
miles of gray and black spruce on the
river, twelve miles from St. Andre, and
will be able to purchase cons:derabIe
pulp wood, in addition, from the settlers

who are clearing the land.

The Private Bills Committee of the
House of Commons, at Ottawa, has re-

commended the granting of incorjior-

ation to the Cascapedia Manufacturing
and Trading Co., to engage in the lum-
ber and pulp business in the County of

Bonaventure. The promoters are: S. K.

McLean and Hugh McLean, of Buffalo;

A. J. H. Eckardt. of Toronto; VV. C.

Edwards and John A. Cameron. oi

Rockland, and Gordon C. Edwards, of
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Uilawa. They have purchased 400 miles

of pulp and timber limits in Bonaven-

ture, their authorized capital is $2,500,000.

It is reported that the St. John Lum-

ber Co., Van Buren, N.B., will have a

pulp mill, operating in connection with

the lumber mill, within twelve months.

By a party vote, the tiouse Cummillee,

at Washmgton, on Ways and Aicans

voted down motions to favorably report

bills placing salt, coal, hides, wood pulp,

and other articles on the free list.

The Chicoutimi Pulp Company has ap-

ll'ied for an act which will enable them

J St, to ratify the deed of agreement be-

tween that company ana the Jonquieres

Pulp Company; 2nd, to ratify an issue

by that company, of bonds to the amount

of $400,000, authorized by a previous act

and approved by the shareholders or that

company, the deed of trust between the

company and the Royal Trust Company

creating mortgage on the property of the

former for the security of the said bonds,

and the title to the ownership of the pro-

perty mortgaged.

The development of the pulp industry

has been the cause of a considerable

mileage of railway in Canada, which on

purely agricultural or mineral account

w(m\d not have been thought of for

many years. The Algoma Central is now

built far enough to serve the pulp mills

r.t Sault Ste. J\Iarie from the sources of

their timber supply. The line to Temis-

caming, the Nepigon line, and the Mani-

tou and North Shore Railway V7v)uld

probably not have been opened if the

pulp industry had not sprung up. The

pulp industry, says the Paper Makers'

Monthly Journal, can fairly be said to

have been the means of causing other

important industrial developments in

Canada.

The 1904 calendar issued by the Phila-

delphia Clay Mfg. Co., of Philadelphia,

Pa., was a serviceable one. It shows

a half-tone view of the company's exten-

sive plant and mines, which are located

nt Toland, Pa. The claim of the com-

pany that this is the largest clay mine

and washing plant in the world seems

be well founded. The product is 150

tons ol clay daily, which, c<jupled with

iht fact that they have their own siding,

ccnnecting with the Readmg and Penn-

sylvania systems, enables them to make

prompt shipments at all times. Clar-

ence Beebe, the company's representa-

tive, in speaking of trade, says: "We
have had an excellent year's business,

and anticipate a good new year's busi-

ness. We have heard from a good m.iny

new paper manufacturers since the lirst

of the year and are arranging to supply

theiil with our clay."

/A Quebec charter has been granted to

Kh(t Beauce Pulp and Lumber Company,

v\ilh a capital of $150,000, headquarters

at the City of Quebec, to manufacture,

buy and sell lumber, pulpwood, pulp,

paper; to operate electric works, etc.

The charter members are: Horace Rich-

ardson Goodday, merchant, of Quebec;

Hubert Clifford Foy, merchant, of Saint

Columban of Sillery; Cecil Andreas Foy,

n-erchant, of Scotts, County of Dor-

chester; Gordon Crammond Blair, clerk;

and William Arthur Goodday. clerk, both

of Quebec.

The Union Screen Plate Co., of Can-

ada, announce the removal of their Cana-

dian works and office to Lennoxville,

Que. This concern believed that there

was a good field for an up-to-date screen

plate factory in Canada, and about a year

ago leased property in Sherbrooke and

began the manufacture there of their

famous "Union" Bronze and Rolled

Brass Screen Plates. They have recently

erected a modern building of their own

at Lennoxville, and have now completed

the transfer of their machinery to their

new quarters. The new plant is equip-

ped with both steam and electric power,

either of which is sufficient for the full

capacity of the works. The Union Screen

Plate Co., whose chief works are at

Fitchburg. Mass.. are the largest manu-

facturers of screen plates in the world,

and guarantee practically immediate de-

livery of the largest orders. In addition

to the manufacture and repair of screen

plates, this company will make a specialty

of brass and union bronze sulphite cast-

ings, as they have a first-class brass

fonndrv at their new Canadian works.
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The Kinleith Paper Co., of St. Cath-

arines, has won in its dispute with the

paper makers, who went out on strii<e

some time ago. The mill is now run-

ning full time, most of the strikers be-

ing replaced by new hands. ^
The Riordon Paper Co.'s sulphite mill,

at Hawkesbury, Ont., is in operation

again, after being shut down for two
months. New machinery has recently

been installed, making it one of the

largest mills in Canada, having six

digesters. The pulpwood to keep it sup-

plied is driven down the Rouge river.

In the Superior Court of Quebec, on
the I2th inst., the case of J. Savoie vs. the

Brompton Pulp and Paper Company,
was opened. It is an action for

damages claimed to have been suffered

in consequence of the building of a dam
by the company, which raised the level

of the water in the St. Francis river.

Some forty witnesses are to be examined.
The Paper Mill is authority for the

statement that Lafleur, McDougall &
McFarlane have filed an action on be-

half of John Cook, of Fraserville, for

the recovery of $25,000 from the Canada
Paper Company. The plaintiff claims

that he bought stock holdings and inter-

est which the company possessed in the

Fraserville concern, at Riviere du Loup,
and by virtue of a contract signed April
I2th, 1901. he was entitled to use the

water power till 1901, the time at which
the lease expired. He paid $25,000 in

cash after the contract was signed, but

now seeks to recover that amount from
the company, alleging that they have not
carried out the terms of the contract,

and are not in a position to do so at

present.

The latest development in the affairs

of the Acadia Pulp and Paper Co., of

Nova Scotia, is the effort to sell the

mills. On the 8th inst., at the suit of the

Indian and General Trust, Limited, the

high sheriff of Halifax offered for sale

several properties of the company in the

County of Queen's and Halifax. The pro-

perties included, besides the mills, land
at Milton. Herring Cover, Lake Middle-
ton. Six Miles Lake, Rossignol, Liver-
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pool. Nine Miles, Eight Miles and Ten
Miles Lakes, and Upper Lake in Queen's
County and properties at Shad Bay,
Halifax County. The trust company
started the bidding at $50,000, but as no
bids followed, and as the court had put
in a reserve bid, the sale was declared
off. Under authority of the administra-
tors, one of the mills is running on
stocks of wood already at the mill, the
pulp being shipped to the States when-
ever the market shows a profit on trans-
actions; but no shipments are being
made to Great Britain as prices do not
warrant exports. Under present arrange-
ments, the mill can be closed down when-
ever operations cease to be profitable.

DISASTROUS FIRE.

As we go to press we have to report a
disastrous fire in Toronto prevailing
through the whole of the night of the
19th inst., and practically wiping out the
wholesale paper and stationery district.

Among those burnt out are the Toronto
warehouses of the following paper mills:
Canada Paper Co., the E. B. Eddy Co.,
Kinleith Paper Co., Ritchie & Ramsay'
and Lincoln Paper Co., with the follow-
ing stationers, lithographers, and print-
ers: Brown Bros., Rolph, Smith & Co.,
Addison & Mainprice, Davis & Hender-
son, W. J. Gage & Co., Book Supply
Co., Copp, Clark Co., Warwick Bros. &
Rutter, Carter-Crume Co., J. L. Morrison
& Co., Blackball & Co., Kilgour & Co.,
Buntin, Reid & Co., Barber & Ellis Co.
The following are some of the losses re-

ported: Brown Bros. $300,000, insurance

$250,000; W. J. Gage & Co., $200,000, in-

surance $150,000; Copp, Clark Co., $200,-

000, insurance $175,000; Warwick Bros.

& Rutter, $200,000, insurance $150,000;

Buntin, Reid & Co., $200,000, insurance.

$150,000.

"Shadower," in the Paper Maker^
London, gives his opinion of the affairs

of the St. John Sulphite Pulp Co., as fol-

lows: The directors of the St. John Sul-

phite Pulp Company are making ari
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effort to raise a further £30,000 to carry

on their mill at Mispec, N.B. The result

oi the mill's working, up to recently,

has been anything but satisfactory. How-

ever, it appears that the new manager

reports a substantial rise in sulphite pulp,

and a decrease in the price for pulpwood.

He also informs the directors that he

has cancelled some contracts, and re-

newed them at a higher hgure. Conse-

quently, there is a chance of a profit be-

ing made. I sincerely trust that this may

turn out to be true; but I still maintain

that there is a great difficulty in carry-

ing on a manufacturing business in Can-

ada with the directorate in Scotland. The

best thing to do would be to get some

St. John men to put up a third of the

new capital, and then elect two of those

with the best business experience and

capacity to serve as resident directors.

Then, with such well experienced and

practical men as J. Galloway, W. Dixon,

and Philip Grossett to co-operate from

this side, success, I feel, would be as-

sured.

In an interview the other day, C. W.

Rantoul, general manager of the Imperial

Paper Mills, Sturgeon Falls, said: "The

output of our mills, which is of the best

quality of newspaper, is shipped to Aus-

tralia, England and the States. In the

company's yard are 12,000 cords of

spruce wood for the manufacture of the

pulp and in addition to that we have

taken out 15,000 cords this winter, which

will be driven down the river as soon as

the ice disappears. Since the starting of

the mills the town of Sturgeon Falls has

shown a rapid growth. The present

population is 2,200; there are many new^

buildings and preparations on a

large scale are being made for

others. The town is most progres-

sive for its size. It has public water-

works, a drainage system is being intro-

duced and there is an electric light and

telephone service. It is very likely that

the coming season will see a great in-

crease in the town, owing to the fact

that the company are planning to more

th;in double the paper mill plant and

erect a sulphite plant for the manufac-

ture of sulpliite hbie."

Geo. Alackay, president of the Inter-

national Brotherhood of Paper Makers,

visited the local uni(jn at Windsor Mills,

Que., a few days ago, and during his

visit a one year's agreement was entered

into between the local union and the

manager of the Canada Paper Co.

^
In connection with the guarantee by

ihe Ontario Government of bonds of the

Lake Superior Co., a statement of the

affairs of the various concerns taken

over by the new company was made by

the officers. That portion of the state-

ment relating to the Sault Ste. Marie

Pulp and Paper Company, is as follows:

Ground wood pulp mill, capacity 86 tons

daily, $181,348.40. Ground wood pulp

mill, tools and machinery, $327,683.49.

Sulphite pulp mill, capacity 60 tons daily,

$328,281.89. Sulphite pulp mill, tools and

machinery, right to cut pulpwood, $217,-

751.02. Boiler house, $6,077.05. Paper

bag mill, in Michigan Power building,

completed. Also makes building paper,

utilizing only waste pulp from both pulp

mills for its full capacity, $23,323.81.

Warehouse, at Sault Ste. ]\Iarie, Ont.,

$16,330.10. Total, $1,100,895.76.

^ ^ ^

The Canadian Government Office,

London, England, has an enquiry from a

firm of paper exporters, who wish to

get into touch with Canadian stationery

houses with the object of introducing

a speciality.

—The world's annual production of

paper is estimated at 1,812,500 tons,

contributed by 3,986 paper mills. The
consumption of paper is the highest in

Great Britain, averaging 17.25 pounds a

year. The United States follows, with

14.25 pounds; Germany, with 11 pounds;

France, with 10.5 pounds; Italy and Aus-
tria, with 5 pounds each, and Spain, with

2.03 pounds. The world's annual con-

sumption of news is 417,750 tons, an in-

crease of 137,500 tons during the past

ten years.
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EMURSON MFG. CO.

lawrhnce:, = = MASS.

Fairbanks Power

Transmission Appliances

Vie cai*t*y a full line of

Shafting, Pulleys,
Hangers, Couplings,

Floor Stands,
Friction Clutch Pulleys,
Mule Pulley Stands,
Binder Frames,
Guide Pulleys,

Rope Sheaves, Etc., Etc.

SE.ND FOR CATALOGUE.

THE FAIRBANKS COMPANY,
TORONTO.

MONTREAL.
WINNIPEG. VANCOUVER.
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Cheney- Bigclow Wire Works
SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

... Manufacturers of ...

FOURDRINIER WIRES
CYLINDER MOLDS, DANDY ROLLS

ALSO

Brass, Copper and Iron Wire Cloth

SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF THE

Bell Patient Flat Wires for Book Papers

WATSON JACK & COMPANY,
MONTRE.AL.

Paper Blues

Prussian Blues

Paper Anilines

Shades Matched Promptly. f

Send for Color Cards and Prices.
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RAG AND PAPER STOCK MARKET.

Montreal, x'Vpril i6th, 1904.

There is not much change to report in

the paper stock market during the last

month. The supply 01 cotton rags, in

all grades, is scarce, and a good demand

continues, especially for blues and thirds.

The accumulations of waste paper held

till recently have moved out. some of the

mills in this vicinity, having turned on

ti' roofing and sheathing paper.
.
!\Ianila

rope is weaker, and little doing. No
sales of bagging to report. New cotton

cuttings of all kinds are in active de-

mand: a large proportion of them are

l^eing shipped to American writing mills.

Now that the spring tioods are about

over, most of the paper mills in this

vicinity are busy on full orders, and

likely to be so for the next two months.

Domestic white rags $2.00 to $2.10 per 100

Mixed bagging 55 to 65

Blues and thirds 1.25 to 1.30
"

Dark cottons 75 to 90
"

Roofing paper stock.. 50 to 55
"

Waste papers 35 to 45
"

Fiard white shavings. 2.00 to 2.10
"

Soft white shavings., i.ooto 1.50
"

Book stock 75 to 90
"

Manilla rope 1.75 to 2.00
"

Sisal and jute string 75 to i.oo

Flax tow 1. 10 to 1.25
"

. (See page 15.)

SPECIAL;
Cyclone Separators for Pulp Mill Barkers.

Extra Heavy Steel Plate Exhaust Fans
for Pulp Mills.

Heaters and Fans for Heating and Venti-

lating Pulp Mills.

Mechanical Draft Apparatus, Etc.

SHILLDON 6 SHE^LDON,
GALT, = = ONTARIO.

MACHINE KNIVESBARKER,
CHIPPER,
PAPER-CUTTER I

Every Description.

The Peter Hay Knife Co., Limited, Calt, Ont.
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GRINDERS.
All our grinders are built with the utmost care.

We g-ive every attention to all the details — the

many things necessary to make a perfect grinder,

and we guarantee the strongest and most reliable

machine; one that will give satisfaction under

all conditions.

WRITE US.

The Wm. Hamilton Mig. C 0., Limited

PETERBOROUGH, ONT. F

i ^
I

H. \V. Stebbins, Pres. A. F. Richter. Treas. G. A. Stebbins, Sec'y.

STEBBINS

Engineering & Mfg. Co.

Paper and PuId Mill ^ experts in the chemical pro-
' J A L-i 1 # cesses OF PRODUCING PULP FROM

engineers and Architects, f all kinds of material.

MANUFACTURERS OF-

The Stebbins Patented Acid Systems, Digesters and their Linings, 1^

Bronze, Lead and Cast Iron Fittings.

We design, construct, equip and operate mills for the manufacture of
Pulp and Paper and all processes allied thereto.

WATERTOWN, N.Y._^^_= Office, 74-78 Smith Building.
m F
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CHEMICAL MARKETS.

The World's Paper Trade Review re-

ports a fair demand for chemicals, and

quotes as follows: Ammonia alkali, 58

per cent., stands at from £4 los. to £4

15s. per ton on rails at works; bleach ng

powder (soft wood), £4 5s. to £4 ids.;

caustic soda, 76-77 per cent., £10 los. to

£10 15s.; soda crystals, £2 t7s. 6d. to

£3 2S. 6d.; salt cake, £1 17s. 6d. f.o.b.

Liverpool; alum, £5 to £5 5s.; and re-

covered sulphur, £5 5s. to £5 los. Sul-

phate of alumina and blanc fixe steady

at unchanged prices. There is a good

demand for China clay and French chalk.

In New York high test alkali is re-

ported at yy'Ac. for fight, and 80c. for

dense, and domestic china clay, $8.50 to

$10; bleaching powder at $1.25 and over.

Reviewing the gradual rise in the price

of raw material in the United States for

several years past, the Paper Trade

(See page 20.)

JAMES KENYON & SON,
Telegraphic Address nTjrDlDV OT^DT?T?T UTf T Q Telegraphic Address

"KENYON-BURY" UilinDl DiiAl!iJJli MiLliiO "KENYON-BURY

BURY, = LANCASHIRE
Manu- p— r— I -T—" For

facturers I— I— I I Paper

of I ^ L. I W Makers.

Couch Roll Covers, Wet and Dry Felts

of all kinds, including

=— Patent Cotton Dry Felts

Special attention paid to felts for fast running news machines

fSn? When nANDY ROMSyou are Ordering L/ il 1 1 L/ I IXVrL^L^i^
Patented October, 1889.

See that they are the Original Patent Truss, which has Double

the Strength of any other Roll in the market. — 62 inches to

162 inches in length. _ _ — — — Over 3,800 in use.

MADE ONLY BY

C. H. SMITH ^ Co., HOLYOKE, Mass.
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A. WERTHEIM & Co.
HAMBURG.

IMPORT AND EXPORT ALL KINDS OF

Sulphite,
Soda and
MechanScal

WOOD PULPS
OFflCES AT:

CHRISTIANIA (Norway) Kirkegaden No. 20. i

p GOTHENBURG (Sweden) .. I,,lla Kyrkogatan No. '20. |^ MANCHESTER .. Guardian Buildings (opposite Exchange). |LONDON 77a Queen Victoria Street. E.G. J^^^^S Rue de Londres No. 29 2
ANGOULEME (France) .. 43 Rue Louis Desbrandes.

^LYONS 54, cours Gambetta ^
MILAN 3 Via Gius. Verdi. /
TOLOSA (Spain) 18 Calle San Francisco. J
ST. PETERSBURG .. .. Little Pedjascheskaja House, 4, Qu 16. A
NEW YORK 99 Nassau Street. ^ S

Telegraphic Address: ^

WERTHEino, hahburq;' i
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Our Specialty

l^cvolvin^ Paper Cutters

The Hamblet Machine Co., lawrence, «ass.

Successor to Dustin Machine Co.

* THE PUSEY & JONES COMPANY i

I WILMINGTON, DELAWARE, US.A. |

I
Machinery for Paper Mills and Pulp Mills 1

<^ <^

^ REPRESENTED BY p

I THE WM. HAMILTON MFG. CO., Ltd., I

i PETERBOROUGH, ONTARIO, ^

J Who are prepared to Build the Inventions ^

3 Patented by THOMAS H. SAVERY, I
^ Kl
^ In Canada under Numbers G8.093, 71,746, 72,118 and 77,818; and also

^ iC^

55 The Guard-Board patented by J. H. GATELY, in CANADA ?

^ under Number 74,735. ^

- i
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^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ >ty

/f4
V/

i Mcit Mti XOerh I

Paper Mill |

Machinery. 1
K

Guaranteed the most serviceable and efficient M
of any built. ^

Modern Designs, New Patented Ideas,

Used Exclusively by us.

Cylinder and Fourdrinier Machines.
^

Tissue Paper Machines a Specialty. 5K

a BELOIT IRON WORKS, j

^

BELOIT, WIS., U S. A.

4
^
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BOILERS FOR SALE.
-We offer for sale the following' Horizontal Tubular Boilers at low prices,

f.o.b Windsor Mills, P. Q. The boilers are complete with usual fittings

and cast iron fronts. All are in operation and in good working order,
but are being replaced by larger units.

BOILER NUMBER THREE 13' 8 ' x 60"

Number and size of tubes 64, 3^"
Dome 30" X 30"

Pressure allowed for next ten years, 100 lbs. per sq. in.

BOILER NUMHER FIVE . .

.'
i6' x 66"

Number and size of tubes 108. 3^/2

Dome 36" X 36"

Pressure allowed for next ten years, 100 lbs. per sq. in.

BOILER NU.VIBKR NINE... 14 x 60"
Number and size of tubes *^4, 3/^"

Dome 36" X 36"

Pressure allowed for next ten years, loolbs persq. in.

I?OILER NUMBER EIGHTEEN, Twin
shell, lower shell 14' x6o"

Number and size of tubes 120, 3"

Diameter of upper shell 30"

Thickness of plates y&"

Double riveted.

Pressure allowed, 80 lbs. per square inch.

BOILER NUMBER NINETEEN—
Lower Shell 14' x 60
Number and size of tubes 66, 4"

Pressure allowed, 60 lbs. per square inch.

Canada Paper Co. WTndsor mmis. Que FT.

DR. C. WURSTER'S Patented

Pulping Machines & Kneaders
For PULPING UP MACHINE - BROKE," OLD PAPER
STOCK, WASTE PAPERS, DRY WOOD PULP, &c.

Three Segment Pulping- Engine—Trough 800 and 2,000 lbs,

Nearly 100 at Work.

These Machines, with the

same power, do from TWO
to FOUR TIMES the

WORK of S r O N E S
,

without Shortening, Affect-

ing, Creasing, or Wetting
the Fibre in any way, or

Changing the Colour or
the Sizing.

Beaters not required in

making Boards from Old
Paper Stock.

Can be used for Kneading
Clay and other fillers, as
well as for Kneading Dry
Bleaching Powders, instead
of the Bleaching Mill.

DR C. WURSTER, 29 Abbey Road, St. John's Wood, LONDON, N. W.
ENGLAND.

HIGH GRADE.. '"cCTnd"''

SULPHITE PULP Uniform in Quamy.

Specially suitable for the manufacture of WRITING, BOOK,
and other PRINTING PAPERS.

The Gushing Sulphite Fibre Co., Ltd., "^-'S.^-^-
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Journal says: There have been recent

sales of rossed Canadian spruce at figures

that will place the cost of the wood at

the American pulp mill at $ii to $12 a

cord. This is a very high cost. It is a

price which, if it should be general and
permanent, would compel either further

economies in the operating of paper mills

or an increase in the price of paper.

That is a point that is very clear to

paper manufacturers, and later will be

made clear to paper consumers. Pulp-
wood buyers are adopting various expe-
dients to keep prices down, but notwith-
standing all their efforts each year's
stock costs more than its predecessor.
The soda fibre men, dependent chiefly on
poplar for their work, have been and 'are

yet in bad shape as to their wood sup-

ply. Because of inability to get wood,
(jwing to the high price of labor, because
of its better employment in getting out
wood for other industries, many soda
fibre mills in February almost entirely

suspended operations, and some did

suspend entirely. The situation has not
changed materially, and soda fibre may
be expected to hold its present value
firmly.

In the eight months ending with Febru-
ary, the United States imported pulp
from Canada to the amount of 70,231

tons. valued at $1,271,504, compared
with 50,85.^ tons, valued at $1,265,117 in

(See page 22.)

Drainer Stones

The Klary and Snell Patent Drainer Stones are made
ot the most durable material, and are proof agfainst
acids or blearhingf agfents ; smooth on both sides, and do
not soil stock. Send for description and a list of
Canadian and I'nited States Mills using- them.

SAMUEL SNELL. Holyoke, Hass.

MASSACHUSLTTf
FAN COMPANY,

WAXTHAM, MASS.

REASONS
WHY THE CANADIAN OLIVER TYPEWRITER

IS SUPERIOR TO ALL OTHERS.
VISIBLE WRITING -The writing is visible, each letter being in plain sight

the instant it is made.
DOUBLE TYPE BAR.— It has a double or U shaped Type Bar provided with

a shaft bearing as broad as the bar is long, thus insuring Permanent Align-
ment, without guides

SPEED. — Its visible writing, rapid escapement, direct type bar connection, down-
ward stroke, and light touch, makes it themost speeSy ofall writing machines.

TYPE FACE UPWARD FOR CLEANING.—The type are of steel and lie face upward
so that they can be cleaned with one sweep of the ordinary type brush.

PRICE.—$30.00 cheaper than imported machines ot like standard ; because
MADE IN CANADA.

WHY PAY DUTY?
LINOTYPE COMPANY, MONTREAL, Branch:—

Manufacturers 55 VICTORIA ST., TORONTO
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Manufacturers of full lines of

Pulp Wood Machinery

WRITE FOR SPECIAL CATALOG.

The WATEROUS Engine

Works Company, Limited

BRANIFORD, CANADA.

THE BLACK-CLAWSON CO.,
HAMILTON. OHIO, U.S.A.

Builders of HIGH-GRADE
MACHINERY for

Paper aind Pulp
Mills

from new patterns and de-

signs embodying- the latest

improvements.

Foot-power PerYorators.

3 Holler Ir^k Mills.

Evaporating and Drying
|VIcichir;)ery.

We Solicit Corpespondenee.
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the same period of 1903, and 31,950 tons,

valued at $845,970, in tne eight months of

1902. It will be notea that there has

been a great increase in the three years

not only in the amounts, but in the rela-

tive value per ton. The imports from
Canada are likely to be much larger this

year than ever recorded, and this coun-
try is now the chief source of supplj

for United States mills, Germany sup-

plying in the eight months named only

6,255 tons, and all the rest of the world
only 18.479 tons.

^ ^ ^

PULP AND PAPER MARKETS.

The situation has materially improved
since last month from the operating

standpoint. There is now plenty of

water and power in all parts of Canada
and the States, and there have been few
serious troubles from floods in Ontario

or Quebec. Though production has in-

creased, prices of pulp have remained
firm, and in the case of papers some lines

have advanced. In the States, the Inter-

national Paper Company made an ad-

vance on manila a few days ago, and
other companies are following the ex-
ample.

Ground wood is qu(jted in New York
at $15 to $18 f.o.b. at mills. In Canada
$13 is being paid and producers are not
anxious to book at that, as some pur-
chasers are wilhng to pay $14. Last year
the rate for ground wood here stood at

$12, but it is not likely to go below $13
this year. Sulphite and rag papers will

also maintain their present level, it is

thought. Bleached sulphite is quoted in

New York at $2.50 to $3 per cwt., un-
bleached at $1.85 to $3,121^; soda fibre,

$2.25 to $2.35. In Canada, sulphite is

quoted at $1.89 to $1.95.

In Great Britain the following were
quotations in the first week of April:
Sulphite, bleached, per ton. £it iqs. to
£12; unbleached, first quality. £8 15s. to

£9; second quality, £7 T5S. to £8. Soda
fibre, first quality, £7 ros. to £7 15s.;

seconds. £7 to £7 5s

The Sandusky Foundry & Machine Co.,
Founders and Machinists. — Sandusky, Ohio.

The Millspaugh Patent Shower Pipe System.

This cut illustrates our recent IMPROVEMENT in

Millspaugh Patent Shower Pipes,
GIVING THEM GREATER ADAPTABILITY AND EFFICIENCY.

During the year 1903 we received the greater percentage of our orders
from former customers. — Same price in CANADA now, as we

are manufacturing here.

The Sandusky Foundry & Machine Co., Sandusky, Ohio,
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Becker & Co.
64 Cannon St., London, E.G.

Also Manchester, England, and Hamburg, Germany |

The Largest Importers

of Wood Pulp Into

Great Britain

SOLE BRITISH AGENTS FOR

Chicoutimi Pulp Co., Limited. Chicoutimi, Quebec.

I Acadia Pulp and Paper Co., Limited., Halifax, N.S.

Nova Scotia Wood Pulp Co., Mill Village, N.S.

CANADIAN REPRESENTATIVE

W, p. RYRIE,
50 BAY ST,, TORONTO,
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We Manufacture

Heavy Duty and

Baling Presses,

and will be glad

to submit prices

and particulars on

request.

Write us for

anything for

PULP MILLS

The

JENCKES MACHINE
COMPANY. Limited,

nr Lansdowne St

,

Sherbrooke, Que.

Acme Paper Mill Cutter

Automatic Self - Clamping Cutter.

33-37 Kim
f
New York, - 12 Reade Street.CHILD ACME CUTTER & PRESS Co.
^^-^'^^^t. Boston. Mass
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WIRE PULP MATS
Perforated Copper, Brass and SieeL

WIRE ROPE = All Kinds.
Wire Guards for Mill Windowsm Refuse Burner Cloth, etom

The B. Greening Wire Co., Limited,
HAMILTON, Ont. - - - MONTREAL, Quo.

DICK'S Balata BELTING.
The Strongest Belt in the World, and specially

adapted for Pulp and Paper Making.

LARGE STOCK always on handm

J. S. YOUNG, - = Sole Agent for Canada.
413 St. Paul Street, Montreal. f

Before Starting with the Erection of a

PULP MILL
Write to Us.

We are the Pioneer makers of Pulp

Mill Machinery in Canada, and can

design and equip a mill throughout

Carrier, Laine 6 Co.,
LEVIS, - - Que.
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Every Grade of Waste for Paper Making.

R. HOUGH,
LONDON, England.

A^cnt for Canada and U. S., - - J. CHRISTIE,

67 Yonge St., Toronto, Canada. f

TT^TT^T ^T^O For Paperr Hrl^ 1 O S*"^ PV^P~ Manufacturers

SAMUEL PORRin & SONS, LTD.
Bamford Woollen Mills, Nr. Rochdale, England.

Agent for Canada- JOHN CHRISTIE. 67,Yorge St.. Toronto. F

ICHINA CLAY
E. E. NICHOLLS & CO

St. Austell,

Selliitff Agent for Cornwall.
Canatta ana UmSm —

J. CHRISTIE, Toronto, Canada, p England.

BRAND
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The Largest Fourdrinicr Wire Plant in the World

Eastwood Wire Mf^. Co.
Belleville, New Jersey, U.S.A.

MANUFACTURERS OF

FOURDRINIER WIRES,

CYLINDER and WASHER WIRE CLOTH,

DANDY ROLLS,

CYLINDER MOULDS,

ROLLED BRASS SCREEN PLATES,

PERFECTION BRONZE (cast metal) SCREEN PLATES,

SUCTION BOX COVERS, COUCH ROLLS,

NAME PLATES,

PERFECTION BRONZE, DIGESTER CASTINGS and Y VALVES,

for the manufacture of SULPHITE WOOD PULP,

PERFECTION BRONZE VALVES, bolts and fixtures, for SUL-

PHITE PROCESS.

BRASS, COPPER and IRON WIRE and WIRE CLOTH of every

description,

BABBITT METAL and all grades of ANTI FRICTION METAL.

BRONZE and BRASS CASTINGS, from i oz. to 20,000 lbs. in weight.

N. B.—We manufacture all of the above articles, not merely

dealers. Write for prices to

EASTWOOD WIRE MFG. CO.,
BELLEVILLE. NEW JERSEY. U.S.A.

The Largest Fourdrinier Wire Plant in the World
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I
Foreign Phosphorbronze

Fourdrinier Wires,
Sulphite Pulps, Paper Stock and Rags,
Bleached Straw Pulp, also China Clay.

I JEAN FREESE, rS^^^^?*'- NEW YORK.

I FOURDRINIER MACHINE WIRES
I CYLINDER COVERS
I

Unotfualied for Strength, Smoothness and Long Life.

g GEORGE CHRISTIE LIMITED
J Ladywell Wire Works, GLASGOW, SCOTLAND
5 Agent-THOMAS L. fATON 30 St. Frances Xavier Street, Montreal, whoholds stock for immediate delivery

wMneax. wno

ADAMS CROCKER. Manager
|
E. J. WELCH. Gen. Supt.

| EMMONS CROCKFR THENRY W S nowM« c • . J T
CKUt KER, Treas.nniNKif w. UUWNS, Superintendent Lennoxville Works.

Union Screen Plate Co.
Lennoxville, Que., Fitchburg, Mass., U.S.A.

LARGEST MANUFACTURERS OF

Screen Plates
IN THE WORLD

The « Union " Bronze (best oast metal) Plates for Sulphite Mills. The Standard
Rolled Brass Plates. The " Union " Cast Metal Suction Plates.
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BERTRAMS, LIMITED

Papermakers'

Engineers
Stm Katherine's Works,

SCIENNES, EDINBURGH.

The Newest and most Up-to-date Machinery for Papermakers,

embracing British, American and Continental Improvements.

REPRESENTED BY

C. H. JOHNSON & SONS, LIMITED, WIRE WORKS,

ST. HENRY, MONTREAL. F

C. H. JOHNSON & SONS, Ltd.

ST. HENRY, MONTREAL,

MANUFACTURERS CJF

Fourdrinicr Wires, Cylinder Wires,

Brass, Copper and
iron Wire Cioiit.

Dandy Rolls. - Watermarking
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INDEX TO ADVERTISEMENTS.
Bellhouse, Dillon & Co
Beloit Iron Works
Benson & Co., - W. T . .

Bertrams, Limited

Black-Clawson Co
Bredt & Co., F .'

.

Canada Paper Co
Canadian Rubber Co
Carrier, Laine, & Co 6
Castle, Gottheil & Overton
Cheney-Bigelow Wire Works . . .[ .

Child Acme Cutter & Press Co
Christie, J
Christie, Limited, George
Cushing Sulphite Fibre Co
Eastwood Wire Mfg. Co
Emerson Mfg. Co
Fairbanks Co., The
Fleming & Co., W. A
Freese, Jean
Greening Wire Co., The B
Hamblet Machine Co

*

Hamilton Mfg. Co., Wm
[

Hardy, George F
Hanson's Woolen Mills ..........
Hay Knife Co., Peter ....
Hough, R
International Pulp Co * '.'.".*.*.'.".'.

Jack & Co.. Watson
. . . .

Jenckes Machine Co . . . .lo^
Johnson & Sons, Limited. C. H.'
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4
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Kenyon & Son, James
Kimball, Herbert S
Klipstein & Co., A .*.'.*..".

Linotype Co
Little & Walker
Makin & Sons, Wm
Massachusetts Fan Co
Mawson, George
Nicholls & Co., E. E
Paton, Thomas L

. .

Philadelphia Clay Mfg. Co
Porritt & Sons. Josepli
Porritt & Sons, Limited, Samuel....
Pringle & Son, T
Pusey & Jones Co

.

Quebec & Lake St. John Ry. .

kyrie, W. P
Sandusky Foundry and Machine Co.
Seymour & Guest
Sheldon & Sheldon
^hv-^rbrnoke Iron Works
Snell, Samuel
Stebbins Engineermg & Mfg. Co...
Union Screen riate Co
Vogel, C. H.

. ;

Wertheim & Co., A
Waterous Engine Works Co., Ltd. . .

Wilson, Paterson & Co. . .

Winn & Holland
Wurster. Dr. C
Young, J. S
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9
20

7

5
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8
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8
26

I
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7

22

7
13

g

20

14
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7
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21
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160

19

25

Wm. makin & SONS,
SHEFFIELD, ENGLAND.

STEEL AND BRONZE TOOLS FOR PULP AND PAPER MILLS.

SWEDISH BESSEMER STEEL ROLL BARS AND PLATES.

ADVANTAnFS" "'u^''^?^^.^
toughness, durabilitv, resistance to

/ chemical waste and double value as scrao.

Rolled Bars, cut to length, - - - 2d. per lb.
''^ notched - - . .

. 2;\d.
"

finished 2id "
^•ates "

- - from B.^d.
"

English Bessemer Steel Jd. to |d. per lb less

COLD ROLLED ''ELECTRIC BRONZE
Roll B^i^s and Plates, finishea.ishd. per lb. c i.U Montreal.
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The Canadian Rubber Co.
OF MONTREAL

Manufacturers of

Rubber Belting:, Packings, Valves, Gaskets, Fire, Steam

and Water Hose, Etc., Etc.

We make a specialty of covering

Couch, Press and Squeeze Rolls

For Pulp and Paper Mills.

I^ubber Diaphragms for Screens.

If irs anything in the Rubber Line we've got it. correspondence solicited

F

MONTREAL TORONTO WINNIPEG VANCOUVER

CARRIER, LAINE & CO.
LE.VIS, Que.

MAKERS OF

Pulp Machinery,

Paper Machinery,

Engines and Bciiersm

Mills Built and
Equipped with Power Plant.
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Little & Walker
93 Broad Street, Boston

CHEWICAL EXPERTS and ENGINIERS
SPECIALISTS IN

Pulp and Paper making. f

HERBERT S. KIMBALL
Chemicai Engineer and Miii Arcliitect

101 Tremont St., Bos on, Mass.

Designs, Examinations, Ri ports, F

Sulphite and Soda Fibre, Pulp and Paper Mil s.

GEORGE F. HARDY, "soc^m e

Consulting Engineep.
Paper, Pulp and Fibre Mills, Examination of

Mill Properties, Water Power Developments.

Mutual Reserve Building, - 309 Broadway,

NEW YORK

"Asbestine Pulp" Filler

Superior to any Clay.
Delivered price on application.

INTERNATIONAL PULP CO.
New York City, U.S.A.

ISO Tons Improved Domestic^ _ _ China Clay fur Paper
§SM /I W Making- Bright Color

• High Retention—
Dailym Fine Quality.

The Philadelphia Clay Manufacturings Co.
706 Drexel Building-, Philadelphia, Pa., U. S. A.

The J. C. Wilson Co., at Lachute,

Que., is increasing its equipment by

changing- a cylinder for a Harper-Four-

drinier machine, which will enable it to

double its output of manila paper.

^ %l ^

In the large cities of Japan a sort of

mackintosh made of oiled paper costing

less than 18 cents is worn by the coolies,

who draw rickshaws in the streets.

These men, exposed to all weather, wear
the cloaks constantly, and notwithstand-
ing their incredible cheapness they will

last a year or more.

T. PBINGLE & SON
Specialities :—Pulp Paper and Fibre Mills,

Hydraulic Developments and Electrical
Transmissions

409, 410. 411, 412 Coristine Bldgf.,
MONTREAL. F

C H. VOGEL
A. M. Can. Soc. C.E. ENGINEER

OTTAWA, CAN.

WATER POWER
Paper, Pulp and Sulphite Fibre Mills

Seymour & Quest
MILL ARCHITECTS AND

ENGINEERS.
Textile Mills, Merchants Bank
Pulp and Paper Mills, Building,
Hydraulic Development. MONTREAL.

HANSON'S

WOOLEN MILL
Hull, Que.

Manufacturers of

Best Pulp Felts

in the World.

This Railway runs through TwO Hundred
Miles of the Finest Sppuee Forests in

America, through a country abjunding in

Water Powers suitable for Pulp and
Paper Mills and other industries, and of

easy access to the Steamship DOCkS at

Quebec.

Alex. Hardy, J G. Scott,
G.F. & P. A. General Manager

QuKBEC, p. Q.
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iCHINA CLAY Best Paper ^
Makers' Strained

^
Bleaching Powder. Soda Ash.

|
Ultramarine Blue.

|

|w. T. BENSON dc Co., 164 St. James St., Montreal. 1

JOSEPH PORRITT & SONS,
Established 1808.

HELMSHORE - Near Manchester.

Felts and Jackets for Pulp and Paper Mills
And all kinds of Woollen, Linen and Cotton Cloths

for Mechanical Purposes.

Agents for the States and Canada, F. BREDT & Co., - 194 Fulton Street, New York.

^ FOR EXPORTERS ONLY

GEORGE MAWSON
Queen Victoria Street,

LT^u^.r-^jre.s":""^" LONDON. E.C., England

Specialities, News'^ anti Box Boards

m

^^^^ll^^^i^^^i^^^l^^^J^J^^^^^J^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^i^^^^^J^^^ ^^^^^^J^i^^^^^J^J^^^^^^^
^

i W. A. FLEIMING & CO.,

I
MONTREAL. BELTING ffl fwot.TB S

t£

^ importers of Belting:, Hose, IVIill Supplies Camel" Brand
^ Hair Belting, also " BALATA, ' Rubber, Leather and
1^ Stitched Cotton. Pulp and Paper Mill FELTS, Wet and Dry.

Send for Prices and Discounts.

^^^^^^^^^^^^
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1 A. KLIPSTEIN & CO.

I
17 Lemoine St., flontreal

I

Sulphate
I Alumina

I

China Clay &Bleachin8[ Powder

I

Ultramarine and

} Aniline Blues

Sherbrooke Iron Works
SHERBROOKE, QUE.

MANUFACTURERS OF

PULP WOOD BARKER

Saw Mill and Wood Working

Machinery.

Wood Barker
with automatic block turning attachment.
Improved machinery for cutting pulp wood

to any length.
|

Improved

Pulp and Paper Screens.

I CASTLE, GOTTHEIL & OVERTON
41 Park Row, Times BMg., New York

AGENTS FOR

Sulphite ana Wood Pulp Mills
Dealers in all kinds of Paperstock, Sizing, etc.

Correspondence Solicited. F j
,TntnT.iT..t..T..T.it..t.iTnTiiTi i T«itr.Tiif^.T..I«.T.«TiJ*V i * * V • • V • A V V4"4 "4 * * • 4 * • • • • * * j"n".|pniijnjf
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WE AND OUR NEIGHBORS.

If men who control the pubhc policy
of Canada and the United States could
get together and frankly discuss the in-

dustrial relations of the two countries,

conceding to each other a fair scope for
the advantages which Nature has given
to each, the trade of "the continent to
which we belong" would be enormously ooo cords are spruce; about 400,000 cords
mcreased bptw<^<^n I'fc ^^..^.i 1 , i-.^.^i^„t. •

sa}

turers of their own country, nor would
the paper manufacturing interests of the

United States be likely to suffer on the

whole. The cheaper pulpwood and pulp

which they could then avail themselves

of would simply mean a greater concen-

tration of paper manufacturing interests

in the Eastern and Northern States,

where the condition of production would
be most favorable. The claims of Nature
are so strong in this particular that even

under present tariff restrictions the

United States now derives one-third of

Its raw material for paper manufactur-

ing from Canada. The total consump-
tion of pulpwood in the United States

is about 2,200,000 cords. Of this, 1,600.-

increased between its northern and souJi
ern halves. Such development as takes
place now goes on in spite of artificial

hindrances of tariff legislation. If, for
instance, there were absolute free trade
in pulpwood, pulp and paper, there would

hemlock, leaving, say, 200,000 cords for

other woods, such as poplar, pine, etc.

In pulpwood alone the United S ates

gets from Canada annually about 500,000

cords. We are aware that this is much
above the recorded imports of the United

be a vast increase of pulp and paper States from Canada, but we are convinced
manufacturing in Canada, and at the
same time consumers of the United States
would get the benefit of cheaper paper

from information suppl-:ed by those in

closest touch with the trade, that the

records of exports from this country,
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(especially from the province of Quebec),

are very loosely kept, and that much

leaves the country every year under other

classifications than that of pulpwood.

One company alone, in the Eastern

States, gets 200,000 cords annually, an-

other gets 120.000 cords, while minor

concerns receive quantities from 5,000 10

50,000 cords per year. One authority

states that 100,000 cords of spruce go

out of the province of Quebec annually

by water and rail unrecorded under any

head. Allowing i>^-cord for a ton of

ground wood, and two cords per ton of

sulphite, and combining the shipments

of pulp with those of pulpwood, we have

as stated, at least one-third of the raw

materials for pulp and paper manufactur-

ing in the United States derived from

Canada.

From a selhsh point of view, and look-

ing at the matter with ideas similar to

those that prevail in the United States,

an immense prospect could be opened up

to Canadian manufacturing if all these

materials were worked up in Canada.

There are now 842 paper mills in the

United States, and it might be an in cr-

esting problem for those responsible for

the present pulpwood policy of Canada

to calculate what amount of money in

wages and manufacturers' protit would

be distributed yearly in this country if

that third of the United States supply

were manufactured north of the boundary

line.

As matters stand, Canadian public men,

who are called on to deal with our forest

assets, inclu .ing pulpwood, have a choice

between the poHcy of seeking an under-

standing with the corresponding interests

in the United States, or otherwise look-

ing for the future to the British colonies

who are now giving us a preferential

tariff, to Great Britain, whose trade is
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free, and lastly, to some extent to foreign

countries, where Canada will meet the

competition of the Un ted States on equal

terms. In any contingency, Canada lias

nothing to fear for the future, because it

possesses enormous undevel( ped water-

powers, exceeding those of any cfjuntry

in the world; its possesses also the m<.^st

extensive areas in the world of pulpwood

forests. It is true that some of our poli-

ticians in high authority are legislating

for the waste and d^^struction of th^se

forests, but abler and wiser men wdl be

placed in power in time to undo the

wrong which is now being wreaked upon

the most valuable of all our national as-

sets.

We do not think, however, that Cana-

dians, as a rule, are disposed to make un-

due demands based on these possessions.

We only ask for a fair field and a reason-

al;le exchange of favors from our neigh-

bors. It is now b.ing admitted that many

of the smaller U.S. mill; are short

both of marketable pulp and power to

run pulp mills, and to enable such mills

to exist, it would seem to be a rational

domestic policy for the United States to

adm.it Canadian pulp free of duty. This

would give the small mill a lighting

chance beside the few big concerns that

own large limits and have plenty of power

for pulp grinding, and it might then ap-

pear to Canadians that their neighbors

were willing to share to some extent the

benefits of an industry, whose prime raw

materials are so largely w.t'.in the con-

trol of the Dominion.

^ ^

POLITICS IN PULPWOOD.

In June, 1902, the Quebec Govern-

ment appointed a commission to report

upon colonization and the development

of the woods and forests of the province.
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One of the commissioners died, another

resigned, and the work was left to the

remaining commissioner, Hon. Geo. VV.

Stephens, K.C., of Montreal, who at

great pains, collected information and

made his report, the conclusions of which

were reprinted in our issue of Decem-
ber last. We were struck by the com-

prehensive character of the report, and

the sensible counsel embodied in most
of Mr. Stephens' conclusions, and ihe

sequel to the report, as revealed in the

Quebec Legislature during the past

month, seems all the more peculiar. It

appears that while Mr. Stephens wen: on

with his investigations and report, sup-

posmg his commission was in force, a

new comm'ssion was appointed by order-

in-council, under the same act, and pro-

ceeded to take evidence. Mr. Stephens

in due course, presented his report, and

the other commissioners made theirs.

The latter was issu d as an official pub-

lication, but the Government declined to

have Mr. Stephens' report laid on the

table of the House the other day on the

ground that it was not an official docu-

ment, he having res'gneJ. It transpires,

however, that Mr. Stephens did not re-

sign till after he had concluded his work
and sent in his report. His reason for

sending a formal resignation then was
th.at he was leaving the country. The in-

explicable features of this business are

that the rejected report contains no poli-

tical bias, but simply makes recommen-
dations to remedy evils which had ex-

isted alike under both governments; that

Premier Parent himself made large use

of the report in a speech at the last ses-

sion of the Legislature, and that the

second commissi, i made use of the set

of questions drawn up by Mr. Stephens,

and further, that the recommendations of

the second commission were nearly all
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ih.e same in substance as those of Mr.

Stephens. The main point in which they

differ is that the second commission re-

commends the Dominion Government to

niipose an export duty on pulpwood, and

rcc-mmends the Provincial or Dominion

Government—they do not say which—to
pay a bounty on pap-r manufactured in

the country and shipped abroad. What-
ever may be said, by the way, of the

former recommendation, the latter, as ap-

plied to the paper industry, is vicious in

principle, and can only have the same
effect as the bounties on sugar bestowed

by European Governments—that of rais-

mg the price of the bonused produces to

home consumers without benefiting the

home manufacturer, except at the ex-

pense of other home industries, yet mak-
ing it almost impossible to restore the

bounty fel industry afterwards to a

ratural basis, as the European beet root

sugar nations have learned to their re-

gret. The report of the second com-
mission, however, is very instructive, and
much valuable information has been
gathered, and as it has exposed the same
evils in the management of the Crown
lands and forests as iMr. Stephens did

in his report, the course of the Govern-
ment, in refusing to give the province the

benefit of both reports, will be remem-
bered to its discredit. No man in the

province has a higher c nception of pub-
he duty or a m )re intelligent grasp of

aft'airs, and perhaps few have made
greater personal sacrifices in the public

interests than Mr. Stephens, and thi.^

slight put upon him seems purposeless

in itself, and manif stly against the in-

terests of the pe )])]e. who wisli to have
all the light that can be thrown upon a

question transcending in importance all

other matters affecting the material in-

terests of the prov nee. 1> )th repc-rts
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condemn the frauds perpetrated by tim-

ber limit speculators, through the officials

of the Government. On the surface

there appears no reason why the people

should not have the benefit of both re-

ports. Perhaps a reason will appear

later.

^ ^

Pulp 6 Paper Currency

After being emptied of their sugar at

Greenock refineries, all the Java baskets

are sent to the paper mills, where they

are manufactured into paper.

Experiments in paper-pulp making by

the Agricultural Department at Washing-

ton will be watched with interest in Can-

ada. It is believed that methods will be

devised for utilizing the fibre of many

trees and shrubs other than spruce and

poplar, which at present are the principal

sources of pulp.

The Quebec Chronicle denounces in

strong terms a private bill, now before

the Quebec Legislature, entitled: "An

Act respecting the Chicoutimi Pulp Com-

pany," which it says seeks, through the

intervention of Parliament, to anticipate

the judicial decision of a case which is

at present before the courts of law. The

Montreal Witness echoes the opinion.

The monthly report of the Yokohama

Chamber of Commerce comes to hand

done up in a wrapper of Japanese paper

which at once attracts attention. It is

what might be called a Japanese manila,

thin, and almost as tough as cloth. It is

apparently made from the fibre described

in last issue, and is admirably adapted

for standing the rough handling which

newspapers get in the mails. The nearest

approach to it in European product is

the paper that comes to hand as wrap-

pings of German newspapers.

According to reports laid bef(jre the

chemical pulp section of the American

Pulp and Paper Association, there were

in 1903. 86 chemical fibre mills, as against

79 in 1902. the total production in 1903 be-

ing 3,200 tons per day, of which 600 tons

were bleached. In 1902 the total produc-

tion of this class of pulp was 2,350 tons

of unbleached and 550 tons bleached. The

same reports gave the production of Can-

ada as 450 tons per day, in 1903, of which

all was unbleached. This was slightly

below die estimated products of Cana-

dian sulphite fibre in 1902. The United

States exports of chemical pulp, which is

chiefly soda fibre made from poplar, were

15.000 tons in 1903 valued at $79,000, oe-

ing a slight reduction on 1902.

With regard to the New Zealand pre-

ferential tarifif, as it afTects the paper

trade, it will be interesting to know the

present scope of trade in this line. The

paper bag branch is evenly divided be-

tween the United States and Great Bri-

tain—about £2,350 each. Of wall papers,

the United States shipped £5,000, and

of wrapping papers, £800. The printing

paper imported by New Zealand amounts

to about £110,000, of which the United

States supplies £45,000, and Canada,

£2,000. A study of the situation shows

that relatively Canada has much more to

gain by the preferential tarif? than Great

Britain. This gain will, however, be at the

expense of the United States, Germany,

and other countries which do a large

New Zealand trade, rather than of the

Mother Country.

The labor problem in the bookbinding

trade, especially in Toronto, has been a

very serious one for the past two or

three years. While higher wages have

been ofYered to girls in other trades, such

as the mantle, whitewear, and men's
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clothing trade, no one can blame girls

for deserting the bindery and improving

their condition; but the scarcity of bindery

hands, and the steady increase of wages,

has rather turned the heads of many

girls, and the consequence has been that

whole binderies are ready to strike on

any trivial matter, while girls take holi-

days at will and often without much con-

sideration for the exigencies of the work.

Owing to these conditions, the Barber &
Ellis Co. have decided, since the fire in

Toronto, to remove their envelope and

paper box factory to Brantford, where

female labor is more plentiful, owing to

the large proportion of male labor em-

ployed in the machine shops and foun-

dries.

It is not surprising to learn that the

British preferential tariff has developed

the same problem in the paper trades as

has arisen in the textile trades. Ger-

man hosiery and woolen goods, French

and Swiss silks and laces are shipped

over to London and other English cen-

tres and there put through a so-called

finishing process and reshipped to Can-

ada as British goods, after passing

through third or fourth hands to enable

the shipper to escape the penalties of

making a false declaration. So in the

paper trades we find German manufac-

turers imitating British water-marks and
other indications of British "origin" of

goods, and these falsely marked goods
are palmed off on not only British con-

sumers, but are re-exported to Canad;i

under the r^jduced preferential tariff.

Now that the surtax of 10 per cent, over

the general Canadian tariff is imposed

on German goods, the temptation to

evade the tariff with the help of agents

in England is doubly strong. A good
deal of indignation has been expressed by

British manufacturers affected, and there

is talk of taking "drastic measures."

One correspondent sayys: 'The guilty

ones were presumed to be wholesale sta-

tioners, but a paper maker the other

day referred to a well known English

news mill, and stated that owing to its

inability to meet the demand of home and

colonial consumers, the mill found it

necessary to import a large quantity of

the foreign product. The paper in ques-

tion, he said, was brought to the mill, re-

reeled and then reshipped." Something

devolves upon the Canadian Government

in this matter, but we have seen no

effective measures devised to meet the

case either in the textile or the paper

trades.

The wood pulp situation in France is

interesting. Between the effects of the

Russo-Japanese war, and the constantly

increasing consumption of news by the

big dailies of Europe and the United

States, from which supplies of pulp have

been largely drawn, the French paper

makers are faced with the necessity of

increasing the price of paper to corre-

spond with the increased cost of pulp.

A special meeting of the French Paper

Makers' Association was held in Paris,

Icist month to consider the situation, and

it was decided that each member of the

Association should issue a circular to

his customers informing them that a rise

would shortly have to be made. The

amount of increase was not decided on.

but it is thought that 15 per cent, would

be the minimum. Similar action has

been taken by the paper dealers' asso-

ciations of France. Outhenin Chalandre,

the president of the Paper Makers' Asso-

ciation, in the course of a statement of

tlie case, said tliat prices of pulp in

France had gone up 20 per cent, within

the past year, and if the step which the
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Scandinavian Association of Wood Pulp

Manufacturers threarcn—that is the sys-

tematic reduction of their output—is ac-

tually carried out, the situation will be

acute. This turn of events ought to be

closely watched by Canadian pulp manu-

facturers. There is always a demand tor

wood pulp in France, as the home manu-

facture is small, owing to the limited area

of suitable forests. The new direct line

of steamers from Canada to France

should afford cheap freight, and the rise

in pulp should give an opening for a gen-

eral introduction of the Canadian artxle

into a market which has large possibili-

ties for pulp made in Quebec and the

]\Iaritime Provinces. We may ment on

that the customs duty on mechanical pulp

entering France is 29 cents per 100 kilos.,

and on sulphite pulp, 48^4 cents per 100

kilos. A kilogram equals 2 1-5 lbs. It

is to be hoped that in any future revision

of the commercial treaty with France,

pulp and paper may be put upon the fav-

ored list.

%l ^ 1«

Forestry and Pulpwood
A Russian lirm, writing to the Pulp

and Paper Magazine, states that there

may be a market for Canadian wood

pulp, and cheap printing paper in that

country. Any of our Canadian manu-

facturers desiring to look into the pos-

sibilities of this trade can ascertain the

name of the firm by writing to us.

Serious complaints are made, both in

Ontario and Quebec, as to the operations

of timber grabbers, who, under the pre-

tence of being actual settlers, take up

lands which they strip of the timber,

other than pine, and then abandon them.

In Ontario, at least, a more rigid sys-

tem of inspection is being inaugurated to

put a stop, as far as possible, to this prac-

tice.

Mr. Tindall, secretary of the Lumber-

men's Association of Ontario, in his re-
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port, which was presented at the annual

meeting, stated that the increased cost

of log production the past winter would

require fully a 10 per cent, increase in

tlie price of lumber to place the lumber-

men in the same position as the pre-

vious year. The cost of getting out pulp-

wood was no doubt increased in the same

proportion.

The following are the officers of the

Quebec Limit Holders' Association,

elected at their annual meeting at Que-

bec, April 2gth: President, Hon. Senator

Edwards; vice-presidents,, F. P. Buck,

Royal Paper Mills Company, Sherbrooke,

and Wm. Price, of Price Bros. & Co.,

Quebec. Executive commit ee: Rodolphe

Tourville. Montreal; Alexander Mc-

Laurin, Montreal; Wm. Power, M.P.,

Quebec; H. M. Durant, St. Gabriel de

Brandon; Archibald Eraser, Cabano; J.

W. Brankley. Agnes; F. F. Farmer,

Three Rivers; E. A. Dubuc, Chicoutimi

Pulp Company, Chicoutimi; John Cham-

p(>ux, Disraeli; H. K. Egan, Ottawa. P.

G. Owen was re-elected secretary.

^ ^ ^

Personal

It is announced that Thomas Allison

has been apointed manager of the Span-

ish River Pulp and Paper Co., at Webb-

wood.

F. W. Johnson, formerly traveller for

Noif.. western Ontario for the Lincoln

Paper Co., is now their representative in

Toronto.

A. B. Craig, president, and C. W.

Rantoul, manager, of the Imperial Paper

Mills, of Sturgeon Falls, paid a shore

visit to Toronto this month. Mr. Craig

will return to the Old Country shortly.

Charles Todd Moflfett, of Watertown,

N.Y., is spending this month at the

Frontenac Hotel, Quebec. Mr. Moflfe t

is in the market for pulpwood, and will

be , pleased to meet or correspond with

interested parties.

/ John R. Barber. M.P.P., of Barber

Bros., paper manufacturers, Georgetown,

and of the Barber & Ellis Co., Toronto,
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was largely the means of saving the

Queen's Hotel, at which he was a guest,

the night of the great fire in Toronto.

When Warwick Bros. & Rutter's ware-

house was on fire, next door, and it

seemed almost inevitable that the

Queen's would go, Mr. Barber organized

a brigade of the guests and others, had

the baths filled with water and soaked

blankets which were hung outside the

w.'ndows and kept constantly wet, thus

preventing the glass from breaking with

the heat, and the woodwork catching fire.

Mr. Barber's efiforts were the means .>n

that fateful night of saving much valuable

property.

^ ^ ^

LITERARY NOTES.

W^e have the first issue of the British

Columbia Lumberman, published monthly

at Vancouver, B.C. It contains much in-

formation of value to those connecled

with the lumber interests of the Pacific

province, and the news department ap-

pears to be specially well edited.

The N.B. Tourist Association, of which

T. H. Bullock is president, and Mrs. R.

E. Olive, secretary, St. John, N.B., has

issued a very attractive booklet describ-

ing and illustrating St. John and its en-

virons. It has a map of the Maritime

Provinces, and a summary of the fishing

and game laws, with information on the

haunts of game and fish and how to reach

them.

Marchant, Singer & Co., 47 Mary Ave.,

London, S.E., England, have issued the

1904 edition of the "Directory of Paper
Makers" of the United Kingdom, which
is mailed to subscribers in Canada at

IS. 6d. This handy reference book gives

lists of all the paper mills of Great
Britain with the products of each mill;

also a list of trade marks and water
marks, lists of selling agents of the mihs,
lists of wholesale stationers, with a classi-

fied list of the announcements of the
leading makers cf paper machinery and
m 11 supplies.

We have received from the Bureau of

Provincial Informa.ion for British

Columbia, Bulletin No. 14, The Markets
on the Pacific for British Columbia
Wood, Pulp and Paper, and Bullet n No.

15, The Timber Industry of British

Columbia. The latter is handsomely il-

lustrated, and besides information relat-

ing to Forestry and the Timber Industry,

deals with the manufacture of paper and
pulp in a general way; the former tells

of the markets to which British Colum-
bia pulp and paper is or may be sent,

with information as to customs duties,

prices, etc., etc.

^ ^ K
THE UNITED STATES NEWS

PRINT COMBINE.

Reference was made in the last issue
of the Paper and Pulp Magazine to the
famine in n ws print in the United States,

and to the fact that Congress declined to
take action for an investigation through
the Department of Commerce and Labor.
Since then, Conde Hamlin, of the St.

Paul Pioneer Press; Don C. Seitz, of the
New York Worll, and John Norris, of
the Philadelphia Ledger, and the New
\ork Times, representing the American
Newspaper Publishers' Association, called
on the Attorney-General and laid before
him a complaint against the so-called
paper manufacturers' trust, alleging
violations of the Sherman Anti-Trust
Act. The Attorney-General explained
what could and what could not be ac-
complished under the Sherman Act and
particularly the distinction the courts
have drawn between combinations affect-
ing production and those afifecting inter-
state commerce directly. Yet. rpon a
showing of evidence, which seemed to in-

dicate that a combination exists in the
paper bus-ness, whereby different paper
manufacturers have agreed to reduce the
supply of paper and to divide among
themselves the territory of its consumi)-
tion, the Attorney-General stated that he
would have an investigation made, and
if it were found that this feature of the
charges could be sustained, he would in-

stitute appropriate proceedings to stop
it.
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U.S. PAPER STOCK AND PULP
IMPORTS.

The United States imports of paper

stock from Canada for the nine months

ending March were in value, as follows,

in the past three years: 1902, $84,371;

1903, $72,596 and 1904, $105,151-

For the same period, the total United

States imports of wood pulp were as fol-

lows:

1902.

Germany 3J 53

Other Europe 7,334

Br. N. America. 36.523

TONS.

1903.

10.212

41494

61,383

1904.

7,074

24,281

82,185

Totals 47,010 86,089 ii3,540

VALUE.

1902. 1903. 1904-

Germany .. $132,159 $458,847 $3o6.455

Other Europe 348,670 618,153 968,767

British N.

America . . 965,446 1,426,453 1,476,041

Totals . . $1,446,275 $2,503452 $2,751,263

^ %l ^

—Two of the oldest and largest houses

in the French-Canadian book trade

—

Cadieux & Derome, and Beauchemin &
Co.—have been amalgamated under the

name of the Beauchemin Book Co. Both

these firms have published in years past a

good deal of Canadian literature in the

shape of books and periodicals, and it is

gratifying to learn that one object of the

amalgamation is to supply in larger quan-

tity good sound literature to French-

Canadian readers.

The old lithographing firm of Rolph,

Smith & Co., who were burnt out in the

great Toronto fire, will be amalgamated

with the Clark Lithographing Co., of

Toronto. A new company is now being

formed, and large lithographing works

are being erected on the old Upper

Canada College grounds, bounded by

King, Simcoe and Adelaide streets. The

new works will probably be further ex-

lended soon, but the present buildings

will be ready for occupation in July. The

style of the new company will be Rolph

tk Clark, Limited, and the principal mem-

bers will be A. Rolph, Joseph T. Frank,

and Frank Rolph, Jr., of the firm of

Rolph, Smith & Co., and Thos. J. Clark,

of the Clark Lithographing Co. The

company has purchased the interests of

David Smith, who retires from the busi-

ness. Until the new building is ready, the

business will be carried on at 26 Lombard

.street.

^ ^ ^

—At the annual meeting of the Amal-

gamated Society of Paper Makers, held

recently in London, the delegates unani-

mously supported the proposal to give

answers to a list of questions submitted

by Mr. Chamberlain's Tarifif Commis-

sion. The secretary, Wm. Dyson, was

requested to give the necessary informa-

tion, which will go to show the detri-

mental efifect the free importation of

paper has on the employment of British

labor. The secretary pointed out at the

meeting that, roughly, 33.000 tons of for-

eign paper were imported into the United

Kingdom each month, and computing the

labor cost of a ton of paper at £2 5s.,

it meant that £75,000 was lost to the

pockets of British workmen. An invita-

tion was received by the society to send

a delegate to the proposed International

Congress of Paper Makers, to be held

shortly in Belgium, but, recognizing the

difference of the prevailing conditions on

the Continent and Great Britain, the

delegates, while of opinion that it was
desirable that the status of foreign

workers should be improved, felt that no
benefit would result in sending an Eng-
lish representative, and therefore the in-

vitation was declined.

^ ^ ^

—The bookbinders of Montreal are on
strike.

The liquidators of the Maritime Sulphite

Fibre Company, of Chatham, N.B., give

notice of a final dividend to the credi-

tors of per cent., payable on May 17th,

at the office of R. A. Lawlor. Chatham,
N.B.
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MECHANICAL WOOD PULP *

By Stanislas Gagne, B.A., Sc.

(Continued from last issue.)

SCREENING.

WiKre the pulp talis from the grinders

enough water is aaaed to it to render it

huid and on its way, to the reservoirs

it passes over perforated plates which re-

tain the chips and splinters that have

passed through unground. It is again

diluted here and is pumped up into the

individual screens or into a long dis-

tributing trough above the screens. In

Canada, only two types of screens are

used, viz., the rotary or centrifugal and
the vibrating, the former type being the

newest and not so commonly used as the

latter. Although they work dififerently,

as will be seen later, their object is the

same, viz., to separate the well ground
from the badly ground pulp. Some mills

separate their pulp into several classes,

according to degree of fineness, but the
majority make use of only one size of

screen holes or slits, all the material
not passing through these being entirely

rejected; but it is a self-evident matter
that it would be economical to use all

the product of the grinders if a market
could be found for it. We will confine
our remarks to but one screen'ng or sep-
aration and describe some of the methods
by which it is accomplished.

vibrating screens.

Figure 24 is a view of a vibrating

screen. It consists of, first, a wooden
box at the bottom of which are the

screen plates; below these plates is a

diaphragm which is made to vibrate up
and down by means of a shoe and cam.
The pulp held in suspension in water is

admitted over these plates by pipe and
tap from the long trough containing the

stock, and a downward movement of the

diaphragm draws or sucks the material

through the slits in the plates; the next
upward movement blows the slivers and

*The above paper won the first prize g-Jven by the
publishers of the Pulp and Paper Mag-azine fo" the best
student s paper presented to the Canadian Society of
Civil Engfinecrs for 1903, the judges being- members of
the Society.

Other coarse material out of these slits;

the two actions constituting a vibra-

tion. Figure 26 represents the diaphragm

and connections. The box receiving the

stock over the plates is usually made of

wood and so hniged that it may be lifted

over the rest of the machine. The fiame

containing the plates is also hinged and

permits of being raised for examination

and cleaning. The screen plates are made
of brass about 12 by 40 inches in size,

and }i to 1-3-inch in thickness, with sli.s

or holes 2 to 3 inches long and from

.C08 to .020 inch wide, according to the

nature of the stock to be screened and

the fineness of the product required. The
connecUon of the diaphragm to the sides

of the box is usually made by India rub-

ber of su'table elasticity and strength.

The knockers or shoes transmitting the

vibrations from the cam are usually of

wood and are protected by cast iron and
bolted casings to prevent them from
splitting. The cam is rigidly fixed to the

shaft and is made of steel; it is so ar-

ranged as to give i, 2, 3 or 4 throws each
revolution, according to the speed of the

shaft and to the rate desired by the manu-
facturer. These cams are so arranged
on th- shaft tha^ the strain on the driv-

ing belt is uniform throughout each re-

volution. One or two springs are placed
around or near the shoe so that it is al-

ways kept in contact with the cam, shock
and noise being thus avoided. The capa-
city of such a screen contain'ng lo to

12 plates on four cams varies with the

speed, the size of the slits and the quality

of the stock. With No. 8 to lo slits, or-

dinary well ground pulp and at a rate of

400 to 600 vibrations per minute, it is

f'-om two to three tons per day; and witk

No. TO to 16 slits from four to six

tons. The box over the plates is some-
t-mes divided up, so that by the time
when the stock, coming from A (Fig 27)

and passing through B and C, arrives

at D, all the desirable mqtcrial has passed
through, the coarse only being left over.

This waste is put into a box or receiver

of any kind and dumped into the river or
elsewhere, according to the location of

the mill. The screens are often arranged
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in a row, as was seen in Figure lo, above

the wet machines and eiJier separate or

iin-ming a continuous trough. They are

provided with an additional box to re-

ceive the screened stock, which may also

be made continuous throughout the

whole row. Either this last method is

adopted or a long second trough is

added, into which all the screens dis-

charge, and from which all the wet ma-

chines take their supply. This pcrmi';s

the cutting ofif of any screen for clean-

ing or repairs without stopping the wet

machine connected with it. When the

plates have been used for some time, and

especially when resin:)us balsam is useJ.

V, of a cylinder C, perforated at differ-

ent plates with large holes, and of a tube

and vertical shaft S on which the vanes

are fastened. The pulp is admitted from

pipe F, to which it has been pumped, and

falls inside of cylinder C; the vanes re-

volving at high speed, act as a centri-

fugal pump (thence its name), causing

the pulp to flow radially; it then passes

through the large holes in C, which serve

to distribute it evenly and is forced

against the screen cylinder B, where the

desirable part, i.e., that of a certain size

and below it, passes through and falls

in H. and the undesirable part, i.e., the

coarse chips and splinters, remains inside

Fig. 24—New Success Pulp Screen. —Waterous Engine Works Co.

they become clogged and must be cleaned.

This is usually done with a jet of steam,

or, if much gummed, with a piece of felt

dipped in coal oil.

CENTRIFUGAL SCREENS.

Figure 28 is a cut of the Baker Sz

Shevlin centrifugal screen, and Figure 35

illustrates the principle on which it

works. As seen in this last figure, it con-

sists of an outer cylinder or casing A, of

a cylindrical rolled brass plate B, per-

forated with small round holes, of vanes

and falls in K; the good pulp passes fr:;m

H into the distributing trough above tue

wet machines, while the lemainder passes

from K into a wasting tank or a dumping

place. The holes in B are round, and

therefore quite different from those in

the plates of th? vibrating type, and,

moreover, in this case the fibres must

pass through them more or less end first.

However, the screening action seems to

depend, to a certain extent, on a coat-

ing as thick as the distance from the znd
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of the vanes to the cylinder B will per-

mit, which consists of coarse material

collecting against the inside of the plate

B, through which coating the pulp must
pass before reaching the holes in the

plate. Therefore the screening action of

this type is more obscure, i.e., not so
well defined nor so easily conceived as

not use them because, as they say, they
injure the feUing power of the pulp,

which they render mealy or short by
breaking the long fibres in roughly forc-

ing them through a mass of chips and
splinters. This is but one of the many
differences of opinion between manufac-
turers in the pulp industry.

THE MOORE ROTARY SCREEN.

This screen is gaining favor with many
Canadian manufacturers and deserves

.2
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m the case of the vibrating type, and
hence can be judged by results only.
Some claim that one of these centrifugal
screens will do the work of as many as
ten of the vibrating type, that it requires
much less power and largely reduces the
waste. On the contrary, others would

mention here. Its general appearance is

shown by Figure 30, and Figure 31 re-
presents a vertical section through it.

The whole screen stands about 9^ ft.

high and. with the exception of the wood
step, which steadies the l)ottom end of
the revolving plates and supports part of
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its weight, is made entirely of niet;rl.

The screen plates are of brass, made in

sections, perforated with holes 85-1000 of

an inch in diameter (smaller or larger

at the option of the purchaser), and are

secured to the steel frame by brass

screws. The stock enters the screen at

the bottom by means of a 6-in. pipe ris-

ing straight up at the centre of the

screen, and is discharged against the

screen plates by means of four or mor'.'

smaller pipes which radiate from the

Fig. 28—Centrifugal Screen.

centre pipe in dififerent directions.. Un-
like the Baker & Shevlin screen, tlie

screen plates, and not the centre pipes

and vanes, revolve in this machine and

usually at the rate of 6u to 70 R.P.M.
This produces a centrifugal force, which,

together with the force with which the

stock is discharged through the radial

pipes, carries the desirable pulp through
the holes, while the coarser material re-

mains inside and gradually falls down to

Fig. 27.

tlie sliver outlet. The outside of the

plates is kept constantly clean by means

of a brass shower pipe: a larger capacity

being then afforded. The screened stock

comes out through the pipe, shown at the

side in Figure 31, and the slivers by the

elbow at the bottom. The plates are

driven by a pulley on the top of the ma-

chine and are carried by a roller bearing

of hardened tool steel which contains 14

one-inch steel balls. Like the Baker &

The Moore Rotary Screen
Fig. 31—Section of Moore Rotary Screen.
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Fig.30—Moore Rotary Screen of Jenckes

Machine Co.

Shevlin screen, the screening is done

through round holes, and most of wha
has been said regarding it may apply i;o

the Moore screen. Ihe manufacturers

claim an output of five tons of pulp per

24 hours with an expenditure of three

horse-power. Most of the screens have

a capacity of 20 to 25 tons per 24 hours.

(To be continued.)

^ ^ ^

Agreement has been heard and jndg-

ment reserved by the Court of Appeal in

the appeal of the Toronto Paper Manu-
facturing Co. from the judgment of Chan-
cellor Boyd, awarding $8 000 damages to

one Glasgow for injuries received in

the company's paper mill, at Cornwall.

/ V

V
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WINKLER'S PAPER TESTING
OFFICE.

The eighteenth annual report has re-

cently been issued relating to the work

of Winkler's Paper Testing Office,

Leipsic. It is stated there is a good de-

mand for its services on the part of both

paper makers and paper users, and con-

siderable support is also given by the

German publishing trade. Attention is

not only given to paper, but also to raw

materials, chemicals, colors, etc.

The office has become an authority for

settling questions of moisture in pulps,

in connection with which special facili-

ties have been introduced. There were

775 moisture tests conducted during the

year, and other tests brought the total

up to 1,560.

There were 380 cases which called for

microscopic determination of the com-
position of fibres. It app?ars that 125

papers were examined for toughness; 189

as to size resistance; 65 as to discolor-

ing; 108 as to exemption from acids, and
65 as to transparency. Enquiries were
frequently received by the office as to the

use of certain papers for specific pur-

poses. The work of the office shows that

rejections in many cases were not en-

tirely unjustifiable, although in many
cases a closer examination proved that

the objections raised could not be main-
tained.

As in former years, paper experts

studied and acquired practxe as a prepar-

ation for responsible posts which they

had in view. Among those receiving

training at the office was an Italian

gentleman, who joined his father's firm

of paper makers, also another gentleman

who was appointed manager of a chemi-

cal wood pulp factory and paper mill.

Another student acquired a thorou'^h

knowledge of paper before joining a

fancy and surface paper factory.

The value of the office is also recog-

nized by the printing trade, and the Leip-

sic printers arranged for a series of lec-

tures on paper testing. A highly glazed

surface of printing paper is fast losing

its popularity, a substitute being required

giving equally good results. The mat-

ter is engaging the attention ol the

Winkler office, and the results will be

published in due course.

Reference is made in the report to a

method for preserving manuscripts and

parchments invented by Dr. Schill, and

this process is in use in some libraries.

7'he cause of the premature destruction of

papers depends partly upon the fibres

from which they are made, and also on
the influence of acids, sizes, etc. Damp-
ness, dry heat, and fungus are also great

enemies in regard to the preservation of

documents, etc. The method of Dr.

Schill consists in coating the documents
with a special substance which gives a

protection to the paper against any out-

ward influence. The experiments made
l)y the office have proved satisfactory.

The transparency of paper has also

been given special attention, the opaque-
ness being brought under six classes,

from O, which is quite transparent, to

y, which is as opaque as can be reason-
ably expected.

Among enquiries was one as to the

cause of spots appearing on wall paper,

after it had been pasted on the wall. It

was proved in some instances to be due

to the acid in glue, but in others it was
the raw paper which, after a certain time

of exposure to air and sun. discolored

and became dirty. Experiments were
also conducted with the view of obtain-

ing suitable methods of sizing. The
cause of breakages in parchment papers

was found to consist in free acid, and
in other cases chloride of zinc was used
in the manufacture of the paper.

Concerning moisture in china clay, the

report states that in Great Britain 5 to

6 per cent, moisture is general; in France,

I'j per cent.; in Austria-Hungary, 8 per

crnt., but no fixed rule seems to have
been made in Germany.

Concerning the loss of fibre in the pro-

cess of paper making, some curious re-

sults are mentioned, in one case in a me-

chanical wood pulp paper there was a

loss of 45 per cent, in some unexplained

manner, and in another case, that of sul-

phite cigarette paper, out of 60 per cent.
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sulphite, blended with 40 per cent, rag,

only 10 per cent, sulphite could be found,

so that the remainder must in the pro-

cess of manufacture have become dis-

solved and gone out with the surplus

water. A question dealing with calen-

der rollers, as to the surface becoming

brittle and peeling off and showing holes,

it appears that the trouble was due to

acid combined w^th high pressure and

heat injuring the surface of the rollers.

•—Paper Trade Journal.

^ ^ ^
NORTH-EASTERN CANADA.

BY HENRY HOLGATE, C.E., MONTREAL.

(Concluded from. April issue.)

The surveys and explorations made

under the direction of the Crown Lands

Department of Quebec contain detailed

information of practical value, and em-

brace good reports relating to timber,

minerals and rivers of the country. Con-

ditions do not point to the probability

of this area becoming an agricultural

country, but this is more by comparison

than otherwise after all. for we have al-

ready such enormous areas eminently

suited for the raising of staple crops,

that naturally they will be the first to

be developed. This, however, does not

mean that north-eastern Canada cannot

produce hardy crops, which has already

been proved. The area of the territory

north and east of a line drawn from the

m.outh of the Saguenay river to James'

Bay is about 589,000 square miles, and

of which area 234.000 square miles is in-

cluded in the province of Quebec. The

area comprising the southern watershed

is about 180.000 square miles, the waters

from this area discharging into the River

and Gulf of St. Lawrence.

This immense watershed suDi:)li'^s

numerous rivers affording in their course

southward a great many water-powers
varying in capacity from i,ooo-h.p. to

more than 200.000-h.p. at one develop-

ment site. The timber yielding area is

practically confined to this southern
watershed, and although it is but a small

proportion of the total pi-ea of the
whole territory, it is nearly four times

larger than the State of New York. The
timber consists principally of several

varieties of spruce, balsam, and white

b'rch. tamarac being found in the east-

ern portion. The distribution of the
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sireams aiiu iiveis in tuc soutiiern

water^hea is such as to renaer ail of tiie

timucr accessible, so that wnen the mar-

ket ciemands arise, the whole of the tim-

ber will be available, ihe existence of

the water-powers is a feature tending to

encourage development in preference to

localities not so favorably situated,

especially will this be irue of such in-

dustries as the manufacture of wood pulp

and its products. Several companies

have already appreciated the conditions

here afTorded, and have begun the de-

velopment on more or less large scale,

but the field is so great that development

may be said hardly to have begun. The
whole country is well supplied with min-

erals, but wants further explorations to

make more fully known its resources.

Mr. Low states that the occurrence of

gold, copper, nickel and pyrites render

the tracing of these areas of great im-

portance, and we can rely upon the Geo-
logical Survey of Canada following this

U]). The known deposits of iron ore are

very large, and will be of great value,

depending on transportation facilities,

and the advancement of the use of elec-

tricity in smelting. Owing to the tre-

mendous water-powers available for the

production of electricity, this locality

offers unmatched facilities for industries

of this nature as soon as the commer-
cial features of electric smelting shall

have been solved. The deposits of mag-
netic iron sand along the coast have for

years attracted attention, but have not
been used to commercial advantage yet.

and no doubt await more favorable
means of reduction and treatment on the
spot, for, owing to the difficulty of

gathering and transporting, their great
value will lie in local tieatment.

At present there is no railway east
of the Saguenay river, and internal de-

velopment cannot progress without such
fcTcilities for transportation, and until a

railway is built the products must find

their way to the roast by the numerous
rivers, thus limiting the usefulness of

the products of the interior practically

to those of the forest. As, however,
many of the large deposits of iron ore

The Pulp and Paper

arc clohis lo [lie coast, and as the great-

est \\aLtr-p(nvei s are tliere also, it be-

comes more a question 01 transporta-

tion by water that concerns the imme-
diate questions of development.

^ L'or navigation, the coast is pro-

vided witli numerous natural harbors,

and many bays that can be rendered safe

for shipping purposes by the construc-

tion of protection works more or less

extensive. One of the best natural har-

bors in the world exists on th.s coast,

tliat of the Bay of Seven Islands, for

which nature has done her best in pro-

ducing something better than anything

else in America. But when nature turned

^>^cr this harbor to us, she "kept a string

on it," for she closes it up nearly every
year with ice. I say nearly every

year for there have been years when
but little ice has been seen in the har-

bor, and from what can be ascertained

from personal observation and enquiry,

navigation could be maintained all the

year round with an ice-breaking ship

of very modest proportions. The ques-
tion of navigation all the year round
from and to Seven Islands appears to be
one of harbor facilities only, for once
outside, there are no obstructions, not
even from the ice, at any reason of the
year, except such as may arise from ice

coming through Belle Isle, and this is,

of course, common to all navigation in

the Gulf, and occurs in the early sum-
mer months.

From the facts before us, we must
look upon the development of such a

harbor as that of Seven Islands as not
only a possibility, but a probability. It

becomes an objective point farther east

than Quebec as an outlet for trans-At-

lantic commerce, and in the regular

order of progress must sooner or later

be reached by a railway from the West.

Geographically considered, Seven
Islands occupies a favorable place, its

latitude is 50 deg. 13' N. and its longi-

tude 66 deg. 24' W., and is about 200

miles farther south than Liverpool. The
following table of distances may serve

to illustrate its relative location more
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clearly, taking Liverpool as the point of

destination:

Sailing Distance

irom Miles.

New York 3,^>0B

Boston -%«07

Portland ^7^9

Montre il 2-778

St. John 2700

Quebec 2,633

Hahfax 2,450

Seven Islands 2,304

Seven Islands is 800 miles nearer

Liverpool than is New York. The ob-

jections to the opening up of a new trade

route are always strongly urged, and

sometimes facts are ignored which tend

to strengthen the claims of the new

route for recognition, so it is well to

state the main facts in its favor and these

are, the shortest sailing route across the

Atlantic, the coast is accessible all the

year, and the harbor itself is magnifi-

cent. These are certainly good things to

start with. Who will develop this nev/

route?

It must also be borne in mind that

having the rail terminal at Seven Islands

also shortens the length of rail haul

from the West. If a northerly trans-con-

tinental rail route to the south be built,

and as Canada is now served with a

trans-continental rail route to the south,

it will be a matter worth careful consider-

ation for any future trans-continental

route as to whether Seven Islands should

be the terminus. Northeastern Canada

has received in the past but scant atten-

tirn, yet as there are certain elementary

conditions which render it valuable ;as a

producer, and as a channel for the pro-

ducts of the West, it must at no distant

date receive the attention of the manu-
facturer, and of those interested in

transportation in its larger sense, and

this is emphasized by the fact that hav-

ing Seven Islands as the eastern term-

inus afifords a route very considerably

shorter than any existing trans-conti-

nental railway. A short study of the ac-

comoanving map clearly shows the com-
parison between the routes.

MACHINE FOR PRESSING
WOOD PULP.

Rufus E. Boschert, of Syracuse, N.Y.,

has taken out a United States patent for

a wood pulp press.

Fig. I is a side elevation of a ma-

chine embodying the invention. Fig. 2

is a plan view of the same. Figs. 3, 4,

5 and 6 are transverse sections on lines

X X, Y Y, Z Z, and U U, respectively,

in Fig. I. Fig. 7 is a longitudinal sec-

tional view of one of the cylinders con-

taining the pistons which retract the fol-

lower in the press chamber, and Figs. 8

and 9 are enlarged face and top views

of the strainer with parts broken away.

A and B represent two cyhnders of or-

dinary construction for hydraulic or

h}dro-static pressure. They are placed

axially in line with each other and firmly

tied together by means of stout rods or

bars e c, which serve to hold said

cylinders at a uniform distance apart.

Between said cylinders and in line there-

with is the press chamber C, which is

formed with parallel imperforate sides

and open ends and has connected to it

the pulp induction pipe g, which is pro-

vided with a suitable valve or cock h, for

controlling the flow of the pulp from the

elevated tank of the pulp mill. In case

the pulp to be treated is in a semifluid

condition or of such a consistency that

it cannot readily flow through the pipe,

the chamber C is to be provided with a

suitable door or gate through which to

introduce said pulp. The press cham-
ber may be of any desired shape and size

in cross section uniform throughout its

length. It is preferable to form the

chamber of cast metal braced by stout

ribs r r, formed on the exterior of said

chamber. The ribs r r are formed with
saddles 0 0, by which the chamber C is

supported on the rods c c. The saddles

partly embrace the rods, so as to pre-
vent lateral movement of the chamber.

To prevent longitudinal movement of
the press chamber C. the rods c c have
ris-idly attached to fhem collars f f,

vv-hich abut ao-ainst the sides of two ad-
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jacent ribs r r. However, other means
may be provided for that purpose.
The two cylinders A B are provided,

respectively, with plungers or pistons
D D', which project from the cylinders

toward the adjacent ends of the press
chamber C. Suitable packings b are pro-

press chamber is an abuttmg head a

,

entering the press chamber a short dis-

tance and provided with flanges a' en-

gaging the end face of the press chamber
C, so as to close said ena of the cham-
ber during the process of expressing the

liquid from the pulp contained in the

vided to form water tight joints around
the pistons in the usual manner. To the

piston D is attached a follower a, which
is shaped to fit closely to the interior of

the press chamber, —

longitudinally during

the machine. At the opposite end of the

n which it moves

the operation of

press chamber. This abutting head is

attached to the piston D', by means of

which it is carried to- and from the end
of the press chamber. The said follower

and abutting head are each provided with
vertical grooves i' i' in the side facing the

chamber C, which grooves communicate
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with suitable outlets for the liquid ex-

pressed from the pulp in said chamber.

Over the said grooved face is placed a

suitable strainer i, preferably formed of

one or more sheets of coarse wire cloth

or netting placed adjacent to said

grooved face, a finer wire cloth placed

upon the coarser, and a still finer wire

cioth or finely perforated brass plate f

forms the surface which comes in con-

tact with the semi-liquid pulp. The
strainers are seated in recesses in the

faces of the follower a and abutting head

a' and confined therein by means of

frames /, placed on the margms of the

exteriors of the strainers and suitably

attached to the follower and press head.

The abutting head a' is provided with
boxes k' k\ riding on the rods e e, which
are parallel with the side walls of the

chamber C, and serve to more positively

guide the head a' in line with the move-
ment of the follower, d d represent sup-

plemental cylinders attached to the main
cylinder A, and disposed axially parallel

therewith. These supplemental cylinders
are also constructed for hydraulic or
hydrostatic pressure and have their pis-

tons d' d' connected to the follower a
fo^ the purpose of retracting said fol-

lower after the completion of the pro-
cess of expressing the liquid from the
pulp in the press chamber C. The ends
of the cylinders d d farthest from the
press chamber are open to permit free
retrograde movement of the pistons
d' d'. Suitable valves are provided for
operating cylinders.

The operation of the press is as fol-

lows: Water under pressure having been
admitted into the cylinder B' causes the
piston D' to force the abutting head a'

against the end of the press chamber to
close said end. The cylinder A at the
opposite end of the press chamber hav-
ing been released from pressure and the
cylin-'ers d' d' charged with water, pres-
sure causes the follower a to be retracted
in the press chamber, thus leaving the
chamber C in condition for receiving the
semifluid pulp to be treated therein.
The fluid or semifluid pulp is then in-

troduced into the press chamber, and

when this is properly charged the pulp

inlet is closed. The water pressure is

then admitted into the main cylinder A,

the supplemental cylinders d d having

been relieved from such pressure, while

the water pressure is maintained in the

cylinder B to keep the press chamber
closed. The pressure applied to the

piston D of the cylinder A forces the

follower a inward in the press chamber
and compresses the pulp, so as to ex-

pel the liquid therefrom and convert it

into a comparatively dry sheet or cake.

After this is accomplished, the cylinder

B is relieved from water pressure, thus

allowing the abutting head to yield to

the pressure of the pulp and to be forced

from the end of the press chamber by a

secondar}^ inward pressure apphed to the

follower, which pushes both the com-
pressed pulp and abutting head a simul-

taneously from the press chamber. The
imperforate walls of the press chamber
are essential to my invention, inasmuch

as they allow the compressed pulp to

freely slide out of the end of the press

chamber without tearing or roughening

the edges of said pulp. After this has

been accomplished the piston D, with

the follower a, is retracted, leaving the

sheet or cake of pulp free to be removed
from the machine and the abutting head

to be simultaneously reseated on the

press chamber by water pressure, as be-

fore. The piston D having at the same
time been completely retracted in the

cylinder A by the pistons of the sup-

plemental cylinders d d, leaves the ma-
chine in condition to operate on another

supply of fluid or semifluid pulp. The
inventor does not limit himself to em-
ploying hydraulic or hydrostatic power
for operating the press, inasmuch as the

follower a and the abutting head a' may
be operated by either a screw, levers,

cams, or other suitable mechanical

power. The salient feature of the oper-

ation of the follower a and abutting head
a' in the open ended press chamber is

tho convenient and exp'ulitiou'^ d'scha'-ge

of the press'-d pulp therefrom.—Paper
T^-arle Journal.
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NEW COMPANIES.

The following new companies have

been incorporated in connection with

the paper and pulp trade:

The Charlevoix Lumber Compau}^;

capital, $20,000; to manufacture pulp-

wood, pulp, paper and all other articles

in wood, etc., etc. E. E. Demers, J. P.

Demers, of Aston, Que.; Wilfrid Demers,
of St. Sylvere; P. D. Forest, of St.

Wenceslas; A. G. Auger, of Quebec.

The well known firm of Warwick Bros.

& Rutter, printers and stationers, Tor-

onto, has been converted into a joint

stock company, with a capital of $250,-

000. The provisi(Mial directors are: Geo.

R. Warwick, A. F. Rutter, C. E. War-
wick. E. J. Hathaway, and N. A. Sinclair.

The company takes over the business of

the old firm of Government printers, n.nd

will carry on its contracts.

Lazier Paper ]\Iills; capital, $50,000;

Belleville. Stephen A. Lazier, Robert E.

Lazier, and Allan E. MacColl, provis-

ional directors.

^ ^ <ia

Thomas Gain, formerly with the Lin-

coln Paper i\Iills. ]\Ierritton. Ont., is

now with Douglas & Ratcliff. Limited,

paper dealers, Toronto.

Russell j\L Loomis, a son of John R.

Loomis, late comptroller of the United

Box, Board and Paper Co., of the United

States, was drowned last month by the

capsizing of his canoe in the St. jNIaurice

river in Quebec.

^ ^ ^
SAMPLES RECEIVED.

The following sample books of paper

have been received at the office of the

Paper and Pulp Magazine:

The Rolland Paper Co., Montreal.

Crown Linen and Standard Pure Linen,

made in Canada. These papers have

generally been imported, but the Rolland

Co. appears to be able to turn out as

good a quality "Made in Canada." At

the World's Exposition, at Paris, in

IQOC, they carried off the only grand

prize given for record, ledger and bond

The Pulp and Pamper

papers, and have won numerous gold a)id

other medals at Chicago and other

places.

John Dickinson & Co., 78 Fifth Ave.,

New York. Bangalore book papers.

These papers are of excellent quality and

reasonable price.

Mittineague Paper Co., Miltineague,

Mass. Alexis bond. Also Strathmore

parchment. These are beautiful papers.

Canada Paper Co., Montreal and Tor-

onto. Taffeta cover. A strong, bulky,

quick-printing paper in six colors.

Ibbotson Brothers, 64 Goswell Road,

London, E.G. Imitation leather and

other fancy papers.

The Caxton Type Foundry^ 124 York

St., Toronto, sends us a sample sheet

printed with Haddon old style, new

book face type. This is a very clear

type on the point system.

HOW STRAWBOARD FACTORIES
KILL FISH.

y
A strawboard factory, in Indiana, has

depopulated the fish in the White river.

Thousands of dead and dying fish were

seen recently decomposing in the hot sun.

All kinds and sizes of hsh were seen.

The health board has taken the matter

in hand and the fish have been taken

aw^ay by a fertilizing manufacturer. The

officers examined the dying fish and

found that a sediment of a gluey consist-

ency had practically closed the gills. It

is the sediment from the strawboard m il

and not poison. The sediment floats in

the water and is taken up by the gills of

the fish. There is no escape, and in a

short time the finny inhabitants of the

river die of strangulation, not poison. It

is the minute particles of straw fibre that

do the work.

AS SEEN BY HENRI BOURASSA.

The opinions of Henri Bourassa, M.P.,

are not always in harmony with the ma-
jority of his fellow-countrymen, but they

are usually clear and definite, which is

more than can be said of most politicians.
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Mr. BoLirassa's ideas on the pulpwood

and colonization policy of the Quebec

Government are as clear cut as his opin-

ions on political questions. He says:

^ "Far from asking that 'Hon. Mr. Par-

ent (or any other minister), should have

a freer hand with regard to colonization,'

I have urged that laws and regulations

should be adopted which gave more
liberty to both the lumberman and the

settler and less arbitrary power to min-

isters and government officials, as well

as less facilities for speculation. To that

cfifect I have suggested the following re-

forms :

"ist. Let forest regions be divided from
colonization townships. Exclude the

lumberman (as limit holder) from the

settlements and the settlers from the

lumbering districts.

"2nd. In the forest regions, don't sell

more limits than can be operated within

a limited period; and during that period
and within its limits, let the lumberman
be free to carry on his trade, under the
law, without any fear of encroachment by
the settler and danger from fire,

"3rd. In the colonization townships
let the land be sold f.ee to the settler,

with the timber left thereupon, and there
also let the law be applied without par-
tiahty or favor. Suppress all the cor-
respondence, inspections and delays
which retard the sale of land. Give lands
to all bona fide settlers who apply them-
selves for them; oblige them to clear a
certain amount of land every year, and to
live on their lot. When they don't
comply with the law, let their title be an-
nulled, ipso facto, and the land be offered
again for settlement, and not for lum-
bering. And also let the bona f^de settler
be free to dispose of his timber as he
likes.

"The root of the p-esent evil lies in

the fact that concurrent rights are given
to the lumberman and the settler on the
same property. Thus are brought into
conflict two classes of men who should
be natural all ies. And once the conflict
IS created, politicians and speculators do
their best to make it worse and perma-
nent.

"As an evidence of the practicability of

my suggestions, I may add that after

having heard my remarks, the secretary

of the Lumbermen's Association, Mr.

Owen, said, before the Commission, that

it was the most practical solution that

had been offered, and that—due regard

being given to some peculiar conditions

in the Quebec district—the whole ques-

tion could be settled within fifteen days."

^ ^ ^

PAPER FOR HALF-TONE CUTS.

Among the patents recently issued in

the United States is one to Roger D.
Smith, of Dedham, Mass., and Hugh A.

Craigie, and William H. Holston, of

Cumberland Mills, Me., for improvements
in paper for half-tone cuts.

"Printers of magazines, illustrated

books, catalogues, and the like," say the
inventors, "demand for use in making
process or half-tone cuts or prints a

coated paper which shall possess an even
surface, free from roughness or irregu-
larity of any sort which may interfere

with the reception of prints from the
shallow plates employed in half-tone and
other modern processes. Paper manu-
facturers have heretofore furnished for
this purpose a grade of paper known as

coated book or sometimes as fine cut-

paper, so-called because adapted to the
production of fine cuts or prints, which
so far as smoothness and evenness of sur-

face is concerned, meets the trade re-

quirement; but the processes of manufac-
turing such paper, which have heretofore
been regarded as indispensable to its pro-
duction, have involved a final finishing

or calendering of the paper, which leaves

its surface hard, glazed, non-absorptive,
and highly light reflecting.

"This highly polished light reflect"ng

paper has been accepted and used by the
printers, because it has been the only
paper produced which possesses the re-

ciuisite evenness for half-tone printing;

hut this glazed light reflecting paner has

its disadvantages. It is incamble of

vielding the soft and pleasing effects in

a print which arc peculiar to an unnol-
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ished ov "dead" smooth surface, and in

printing solid or dark masses of shade
or color on the glazed hne cut pap:;r

great care has to be exercised lest too
much ink remaais on the surface. The
poLshed piper resists absorption of ink
and will not hold the ink well enough to
permit the application of as solid a color
or shadow as the artistic printer desires
without being liable to produce ofTsets—
that is to say, transfers of surplus un-
absorbed ink from the print to the op-
posite page of the book or to the tissue
leaf sometimes interposed for protection.
The printer is obliged to sacrifice part of
the desired artistic effect and cannot ob-
tain a good solid color.

"Critical examination of prints made on
this glazed paper will detect the imper-
fect and streaky appearance of the more
solid portions. Therefore and until the
application of our new process to the
manufacture of cut paper the prin:ers
and publishers have been obliged to
suffer the above mentioned imperfections
to pass in order to avail themselves of

the indispensable smooth and even fin'sh

of the highly polished paper. By the

employment of our new process herein
to be described, the publisher can be sup-
plied with a fine cut paper which possesses
to a perfect degree the smoothness of

surface which is demanded for process
prints, and which also^ unlike the paper
heretofore furnished for the purpose, has
a dead finish, which lends itself to the
production of the most pleasing artistic

effects and on which solid colors and
shades can be perfectly printed with sub-
stantially no danger to offsets.

"Heretofore, magazines and books have
frequently been made up of two qualities

of paper, the polished and the light re-

flecting fine cut paper for those portions
of the book which contain the process
prints and a non-reflecting dead finished

paper suitable to the printed text. Some-
times the entire book is printed on pol-

ished fine cut paper for the sake of uni-

formity, and in most cases the fine cut

paper has been used both for process
prints and the adjoining printed text. It

is disagreeable to the eye to read from

[)nnt on such polished paper, because

there is usually a broad band of reiiected

iigin on some portion of the page. When
the book is made up of two grades of

paper, the resultant appearance of the

book is unsatisfactory.

'Tn contrast to this, a b(jok or maga-
zine made entirely from our new fine cut

paper is uniform in appearance, and the

printed pages are agreeable to the eye, or

II the book be made only partly of our

new paper, the contrast between it and

the ordinary dead finished text paper is

not nearly so great as in the instances

heretofore noticed. Tne cont.ast be-

tween the process prmts made on paper

prepared by our new process and those

made on the old polished paper is very

much like that between the modern plati-

num printed photograph and the old-fash-

ioned highly glazed photographic por-

trait.

"In carrying forward our new process

we take the desired grade of paper,

which may or may not have been supplied

with a filler during its manufacture in the

paper machine, and before coating it in

any waVj, subject it to a high pressure

calendering, which compacts the paper

body and gives it a smooth, even sur-

face. Calendering, such as that known as

supercalendering will produce the desired

preparatory condition. The best results

are obtained by passing the paper through

a set of rolls under heavy pressure in

such manner that with the pressure there

is some rubbing of the rolls upon the

paper. This step in our process yields

an uncoated paper which is rolled or

rubbed or rolled and rubbed to a smooth

surface somewhat polished and light re-

flecting and which is in condition to re-

ceive a coat of glue size, albumen, or

other adhesive vehicle for the clay, blanc

fixe, or other suitable filler.

"The application of such a coating has

heretofore in the manufacture of fine cut

paper been preparatory to the final calen-

dering, which produced the glaze or pol-

ish which our process wholly avoids. In

our process the coating of, say, glue size

and clay is the final step and is applied

after the paper has been compacted and
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smoothed, as by calendering. The coat-

ing, however, should not be so heavy

with paper prepared by our process as

with paper prepared in the old way,

which called for a final calendering. We
have found that a coating about half as

heavy as that employed in the old pro-

cess of making fine cut paper yields good
results, while if our paper is coated as

heavily as the old style, the coat is liable

to form a cake on the surface of the

paper. The application of the coating to

our paper swells or plumps the paper

body a little but not enough to impair its

perfect receptivity to process prints. This

swelling or stuffing of the paper body
renders it faintly absorptive, so that the

heaviest shades of ink can be evenly

printed thereon with but little danger of

offsets. The paper thus prepared is

lighter for its bulk than the old style

of fine cut paper, a quality which still

further renders it valuable to the pub-
lisher. After our paper has been calen-

dered and coated, it is dried and ready

for the market."

Mill Matters
It is reported that the St. George, N.B.,

Pulp and Paper Co. will build a paper
mill at that place.

The Menzie Wall Paper Co., Toronto,
gives notice of a by-law reducing the

number of its directors from five to three.

The Toronto Paper Mills, at Cornwall,
had to close for two weeks in conse-
quence of the unwatering of the canal for

repairs.

J. S. Larke, Canadian commercial agent
for Australia, reports that on a steamer
that recently arrived, there were 1,304
packages of paper and matches, mostly
of Canadian manufacture.

The E. B. Eddy Company will sufifer

no trouble from shortage of pulpwood
this season. Jobbers have been very suc-
cessful during the past winter, especially
in getting out stufif for the Eddy Co.,
and James Klock got out an unusually
good supply in the Temiscamingue coun-
try, the Gatineau and Coulonge countries.

The Royal Pulp and Paper Co. is about

to instal new machinery to increase the

output of their mill, at East Angus, Que.

An enquiry has been made, through

Lord Strathcona, High Commissioner,

for the names of the largest paper manu-
facturers in Canada, especially makers of

printing papers, who are in a position to

ship to Valparaiso. The enquiry is made
by a gentleman now on a visit to Eng-
land from South America.

The men in the Riordon paper mills,

at Merritton, went out on strike on the

4th inst. The proprietors desired to re-

turn to the schedule of hours at the week
end, formerly ruling, making the hours

as at present prevailing in the Eddy and
other mills. The men objected, and
struck, but the proprietors will carry out

their policy. Meantime, the mills are in

partial operation and aav^antage will be

taken of the lull to effect repairs.

George S. Gushing, says the Paper 1/
Mill, had (lie idea that the refuse of his

sawmill wo-ud be good enough to make
pulp from, seeing that the timber cut into

boards tiiere was chiefly spruce. This
idea had strong possession of his mind,
v.'hen he took the initiative in the form-
ing of the Gushing Sulphite Fibre Com-
pany. Edgings and slabs were to be used
m that mill. A year or two ago he re-

tired from the company, and lately the
value of the raw material supplied from
his sawmill to the pulp mill was made
the subject of an action at law. He still

adheres to his theory, and believes that
even the bark of the spruce can be
utilized as material for pulp. To test
the matter, he has had experiments car-
ried on in a small building erected for
the purpose near his sawmill, machinery
having been put in. It is reported that
he has succeeded in making pulp from
bark, not a fine pulp, but one that would
produce paper. Some thousands of dol-
lars' worth of machinery has been put in

the miniature works, which might per-
haps be more appropriately named a
laboratory. A fairly large quantity of
pulp made from slabs and edgings is

turned out and readily sold.
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The mill, which the reorganized Si.

Raymond Paper Co. will erecc, will have

a capacity ot twenty tons of paper and

thirty tons of pulp daily.

The British American Tulp, Taper and

Railway Company is applying at Ottawa

for an act to extend the time lor the

completion of the railway and branch

lines authorized by section 10 of chapter

8g of the statutes of 1900.

The British schooner Onyx arrived at

Portland, Me., April 27th, with a cargo

of 223 tons of wood pulp, from Port

Medway, Nova Scotia, for the Great

Northern Paper Company, of Millinocket.

Nearly 400 tons of wood pulp arrived

there that week from the Maritime Pro-

vinces for the Great Northern Paper Co.

W. D. Woodrufif, president of the Lin-

coln Paper Company, of St. Catharines

and Merritton, has been elected a director

of the Princess Estates Co., recently

organized. His election completes the

directorate of the company, which in-

cludes Wm. German, M.P., of Welland;

George H. Dunbar, and Henry E. Grant,

of Buffalo; Hon. John Woodward, Hon.

John S. Lambert, and Fred. R. Green, of

Fredonia. The company owns consider-

able property in the new industrial centre

being created at Niagara Falls, Ont.

The Telfer Paper Box Mfg. Co.'s fac-

tory, at Toronto, was pretty well de-

stroyed by fire on May 12th. When dis-

covered, the fire had gained considerable

headway and before it was mastered the

interior of the factory was badly dam-

aged. Some of the machinery was not

much injured, but the stock, which was

not burned, was badly damaged by smoke

and water, entailing a loss of about $20,-

000. The building, which was a new one,

was completed and occupied on July 2nd,

1902. It cost $18 500, and was insured

for $13,000. The machinery cost $12,000,

and plant and stock were insured for

$22,000. The cause of the fire is un-

known. The company manufactured

largely for the T. Eaton Co., the Robert

Simpson Co.. the Crompton Corset Co.,

and the Eclipse Whitewear Co., besides

other consumers of paper boxes. It is

the intention to rebuild.

The Pulp and Paper

The Gushing Sulphite Fibre Co.'s mill

iias started up again.

An Englishman, resident in London, and

having several years' experience in the

stationery and paper trade, wriies us

that he would be glad to represent a

Canadian paper mill in the British mar-

ket in printings, writings, etc. The ad-

dress can be had through this office.

Surveys are to be made of the water

power at the Chaudiere Falls, Ottawa,

with a view to regulating and controlling

the water. F.vperls express the opinion

that water capable of developing 200,000

h.p. is going to waste. The Eddy paper

mdls and other industries are frequently

short of water in the winter, when the

channels become blocked wilh ice, and

in summer, when the water is low, while

in the spring they, have too much. A

system of dams and reservoirs to hold

back the spring flood and release it

gradually, later on, is proposed, and ii is

hoped the Government will undertake the

necessary surveys this season.

/The Quatsino Power and Pulp Com-

pany, for which 100 square miles of pulp

lands, lying between Quatsino Sound

and Broughton Strait, were reserved

about two years ago, are pt-eparing to

begin active operations. The bulk of

the pulp lands has been selected and the

company is just about to let a contract

for the erection of a wharf, sawmill and

pulp mill and other buildings, at or near

the narrows of Quatsino Sound. The

sawmill will have a capacity of 50.000 ft.

per day, and the pulp mill will turn out

daily 65 tons of ground pulpwood, pro-

vision being made to increase the capa-

city to 125 tons per day within the next

two years. The company will require

quite a fleet of tugs, barges and other

vessels to convey freight, supplies and

logs to its mills. The estimated initial

expenditure will be about $150,000 for

sawmill, pulp mill, wharves, etc., and it

is the intention to establish a paper mill

as soon as circumstances warrant the ad-

ditional outlay. Altogether the company
is preparing to invest $500,000 in the en-

terprise.—B.C. Lumberman.
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^Soft coal has taken the place of wood
lor heating and drying at the Sturgeon

Falls paper mill.

The Hawkesbury sulphite pulp mills

have orders for months ahead, and have

plenty of logs and power.

The Great Lakes and St. Lawrence

Transportation Co. has contracted with

the Battle Island Paper Co. to carry, dur-

ing the present season, 30,000 cords of

rossed pulpwood from the latter com-
pany's limits in Quebec, to their mill

at Fulton, by Oswego and the canal.

There was an agreement to carry 25,-

000 cords last season, but owing to the

rossing mill not being completed till late

in the season, and other causes, only 17,-

000 cords were delivered, and additional

shipments by rail had to be made dur-

ing the winter at higher freight rates.

^,/^he paper makers of PIull have

formally abandoned the fight with the E.

B. Eddy Co., as is apparent from the

manful confession in the following reso-

lution, passed by their lodge. No. 35,

International Brotherhood of Paper

I\lakers, at the last meeting: 'That we
discontinue the fight for shorter hours,

which has been in operation since Janu-

ary last. We would ask that any hard

feeling that may have arisen through this

trouble be allowed to drrp and the same
cordial relations shall exisV between your
company and the former employees that

existed previous to this trouble."

A British lirm, whose address can be

had f!n application to this office, writes

the Pulp and Paper IMagazine as follows:

"We are exporting large quantities of

papers to Eastern Asia, and we find that

the cost of freight, etc.. is much less

from Canada, if the mills, which are situ-

ated near railways, can compete with the

Swedish and Belgian mills. We export
white news, brown wrappings, blue
match, white printings, etc. We should
think you ought to be able to compete
in news and browns. The size for the

latter is usually 37 by 49, 45 lbs. per
ream of 500. If you have any goo.l mills

near you, we shall be obliged if they
send samples and prices f.o.b. Van-
couver."
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The B. Greening Wire Co., Limited,

of Hamilton, Ont., report that there is

a steady growing demand for the wire

barrel hoop in place of the old-fashioned

elm hoop, the coopers find such a diffi-

culty now in getting material suitable

for the wooden hoops. Not only has the

price advanced to an enormous extent,

but it is practically impossible to get

enough stock of suitable quality to sup-
ply the larger cooperage shops. The
consequence is that in trying to use in-

ferior stock there is a very serious loss

of time and annoyance both to the
cooper and shipper. The wire barrd
hoop consists of a piece of No. 9, 10, 11

or 12 gauge steel wire with the ends
twisted together, and the B. Greening
W ire Co., Limited, claim their hoops are
now made in a perfect circle, thus en-
abling them to slip down over the bar-
rel into their place without binding at

any particular point. The price is as low
or lower than the wooden hoop. The
wire hoops are now successfully used on
flour, sugar, salt and apple bar.els, and
are coming into use on barrels for gen-
eral merchandise.

<<

THE GREAT TORONTO FIRE.

In the last issue of the Paper and Pulp

jNIagazine, mention was made of the great

fire in Toronto, the ashes of wliich were
n(Jt then cold, and which practically wiped
out the wholesale stationery and paper

trades in that city. We are a1)le now to

give a complete list of those in the trade

burned out, with, in most cases,

their present business addresses, losses,

and other information. Nine large

concerns were burned out, tlie losses

being almost total, and as Toronto
has been the headquarters for the sta-

tionery trade in Canada, the loss, direct

and indirect, spreads far beyond the

borders of the city, and has entailed much
inconvenience among publishers and

others, who required paper for their

operations. The actual money loss in

property destroyed cannot be far from

$1,500,000.
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Ihc following arc the lirms which were
burned out:

Warwick Bros. & Rutter, wholesale

stationers, bookbinders, contractors for

Ontario Government printing, etc.; 265

hands; loss on building and stock. $200,-

000; insurance, $150,000. Will rebuild, con-

tracts being already let. Have secured

temporary (juarters for printing office at

Johnston's Lane. Ofifices, 26 Victoria

Street.

Brown Bros., wholesale stationers,

bookbinders, etc.; 250 hands; loss. $235,-

000; insurance, $150,000. Have bought
out manufacturing department of Wilson.

INIunroe & Co., and are carrying on busi-

ness in their premises, 77 York street.

Office. 96 Yonge street. Will rebuild,

probably on another site.

W. J. Gage & Co., wholesale stationers,

bniders, book printers and publishers; 175

hands; loss, $275000; insurance. $215,000.

Getting new machinery, from New York,

and will rebuild. Temporary premises,

Victoria Rink, Huron stieet.

Copp, Clark Co., stationers, binders,

pubbshers, printers, etc.; 165 hands; loss,

stock, $140,000; building. $40,000; insur-

ance, $125,000 and $20,000. Will rebuild.

Temporary premises, 69 Colborne street.

Rolph. Smith Co., engravers and litho-

graphers; 70 hands; loss on building and
stock, $125,000; insurance. $80,000. Site

sold to W. R. Brock Co., and have amal-

gamated with the Clarke Lithographing
Co., and a new company will be formed.

26-30 Lombard street.

Barber & Ellis Co., wholesale stationers,

envelope and paper box manufacturers;

180 hands; loss, stock, $110,000; building,

$40,000; insurance, $120,000. Office, 501

Board of Trade Building. Warehouse,
Granite Rink. Will remove their manu-
facturing branch to Brantford, where they

have purchased the Bicycle Supply Co.'s

building.

Kilgour Bros.. manufacturers and
printers of paper bags, wrapping paper,

flour sacks, paper boxes, twines, etc.; 180

hands; loss on stock and building, $140,-

coo; fully covered by insurance. Their
warehouse was gutted, but the five-story

factory in rear, being provided with auto-

matic sprinklers and water curtains over
the windows, was saved. This building

prevented the fire from spreading further

in that direction. Are rebuilding ware-
house. Temporary office. 19 Wellington
street West.

K. B. Eddy Co., Toronto branch of

mill, at Hull, Que.; 1 ;ss, $60,000; insur-

ance, $45,000. Three carloads of paper
were on their way from the mill at the

time, and escaped. Temporary office, 9
Front street East.

Canada Paper Co., paper manufac-

turers. Toronto branch warehouse; loss,

stock, $40,000; building, $12,500; insur-

ance, $32,000 and $10,000. Temporary
office. 405 Board (A Trade building. Hav-
ing large stocks at their head office, in

Montreal, and at their mills, Windsor
Mills, Que., there was no interruption to

business. Before the fire was over, or-

ders had been sent on by wire to the

head office.

Buntin, Reid & Co., wholesale sta-

tioners, paper and envelope manufac-

turers; loss, $50,000; insurance, $40,000.

Have leased three stories over Metro-

politan Bank. King street East, for six

months, and will rebuild elsewhere.

Davis & Henderson, wholesale sta-

tioners and manufacturers; 60 hands;

loss, $23,000; insurance. $50,000. Will re-

build. Temporary premises. Mail build-

ing.

Ritchie & Ramsay, manufacturers of

coated papers and cardboards, works at

New Toronto. Are looking for new
premises. Temporary office, 8 McKin-
non building.

Kinleith Paper Co., mills at St. Cath-

arines. Temporary office, 8 ]\IcKinnon

building.

Lincoln Paper Mills Co., mills at St.

Ci.tharines and Merritton; loss on stock.

$7,000. Temporary office, Room 100.

Board of Trade building.

Ryrie Paper Co., manufacturers' agents

in pulp and paper; loss covered by in-

surance. Temporary office, 70 Victoria

street.

Blackball & Co.. bookbinders; loss on
stock and machinery, $10,000; insurance.

$7.^co. New premises. 56 Church stree\

Carter-Crume Co.. manufacturers of
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counter check books; 25 hands. Re-estab-

lished in City Dairy building, Spadina

Ave.

Office Specialty Co.; loss on stock, etc.,

$5,000; insurance, $5,000. Their factory

being at Newmarket, and branches at a

number of places, they had ample stocks

to fall back upon. Their place of busi-

ness, next the Telegram office, was the

r-nly building burned in that block on the

east side of Bay street. Are rebuilding.

Temporary premises, 55 Yonge street.

Harris Lithographing Co., litho-

graphers; loss, $5,000; insurance, $3,000.

New premises, 68 Wellington Place.

E. Barber & Co., printers. New prem-
ises, 261 Adelaide street West.

W. Bryce, wholesale books, stationery

and fancy goods; loss, $65,000; insurance,

$45,000. New premises, 551 Queen St.

West.

J. L. Morrison, bookbinders' machin-

ery. Temporary office. 19 Wellington

street West.

Addison & Alainprice, printers; loss,

$12,000; insurance, $5,000. St. Lawrence
Hall, King street East.

Book Supply Co. (J. M. Poole & Co.)

publishers and printers.

The above figures relating to losses

and insurance are in many cases only

approximate, as the losses are not yet

adjusted.

S. Frank Wilson, publisher of Truth,
and other publications, was the owner
of one of the burned premises on Fron:
street. He will rebuild.

Among the books destroyed at Brown
Bros, was the University of Toronto
^ ear Book in its unbound form. It had
just arrived from R. G. McLean's printing
office, who had the contract for prim-
ing the book, while Brown Bros, had the
contract for binding. The Year Book
Committee had placed no insurance on
the books. The price to be paid Mc-
Lean was in the neighborhood of $1,500,
and he claims that he was released from
all liability when he delivered the books
to Brown Bros., and that he is entitled
to be paid for the work. There were 200
of the books previously delivered.

THE SCANDINAVIAN PULP
COMBINE.

It may now be considered, says the

Svensk Papperstidning, that the attempt

to organize a common sales office, in

Great Britain, by the mechanical pulp

manufacturers has now stranded inde-

finitely, and the chemical pulp manufac-
turers have not much better prospec.s of

success. This is to be regretted for more
reasons than one. From various indica-

tions, it seemed that, if the Scandinavian

manufacturers had been able to arrange a

well organized and carefully managed
combined sales office, this would have had
a steadying effect on the market, and
would have given it the stability which
it needs so much. Even to the paper in-

dustry, it would have been beneficial, and
might have given a better tone to the

price of paper. Although some paper
mills, under ruling circumstances, which
possibly may now continue, have been
able to buy pulp at job prices, the aver-

age result is worse than if fairly steady

prices for the raw materials could be
reckoned on.

A more favorable opportun'ty for

starting a combined sales office one could

not have wished. The conditions have
been such that each manufacturer must
have said to himself that something ought
to and should be done. The threat from
Canada has, for the time being, lost its

point, but, if it should return, it is evident
that a well or.ganizej union between the

Scandinavian pulp manufacturers would
have had more power to resist competi-
tion from another country than if each

individual had to fight the competition

opart from all the others.

From another point of view this fail-

ure is still more to be regretted. For
many years the manufacturers have loudly

complained of the unfavorable condi-

tions as regards selling from which they

have had to suffer, anrl afte^- they have
tried all sorts of useless remedies they,

at last, take steps to eft'ectually cure the

evil—and fail miserably. This must have
a very demoralizing effect, and shows the

lack of determination and vigilance of

the pulp manufacturers. It is. too, the



best proof to the middlemen speculators

that they may continue, perhaps, more

than ever, to treat the pulp makers just

as they like. It is evident that a renewal

of the negotiations, which have now
fallen through, cannot be made in the

near future.

^ ^ ^

CANADA'S PAPER AND PULP.

The publication of the trade and navi-

gation returns for the three-quarters of

the year ending March, makes a con-

venient occasion for taking stock of

trade tendencies in pulp and paper manu-

factures.

For the nine months our total im-

ports of printed books, pamphlets, and

periodicals, were $658,219, of which $3,238

came in from Germany under the surtax,

and $134,866 from Great Britain, under

the preferential tarifY. and $9,674 from

Great Britain under the general tariff,

presumably of foreign printed books Im-

ported through British houses. Of the

trital of $520,115. under the general tarifr,

the United States contributed $483,507,

and France, $25,649. This did not in-

clude fiction and other literature im-

ported in sheets of which Canada

took from the United States, $60,503,

and from Great Britain, $10,465 out of

a total of $71,827, the amount brought in

under the surtax being $75. In commer-

cial printed forms, such as notes, bank

bills, blank forms, etc., we imported from

the United States, $55,576, from Great

Britain, $5,154 and Germany about $500,

out of a total of $62,112. In posters and

advertising bills our imports are mostly

from the States from which we took $17,-

955, against $1,363 fx'om Britain under

the preferential, out of a total of $19,-

565. In labels, such as cigar box labels,

labels for tinned fruit, etc., the trade is

in the same position, the United States

sending us $73,061, against Britain's $12,-

878, while Germany, even under the handi-

cap of the surtax, gets in these goods

U-> the amount of $11,019, the total of this

class of goods being $101,805. Of maps,

we get $11,058 from the United States,

against $2,764 from Britain and $46 from

The Pulp and Paper

Germany. Of advertising pamphlets,

show cards, catalogues and circulars, we

take from the United States, $57,841, and

from Britain, $6,809, plus $I,I37, under

the general tariff, presumably of German

origin. Of chromos and colored adver-

tising matter, we took from the United

States, $3,015, from Britain. $1,254, and

from Germany, $399. In printed music

our imports were: $44,7i9 from United

States, $12,236 from Great Britain, and

Germany, $2,542; while in photographs,

artotypes, paintings, drawings, prints,

etc., they were $166,5x4 from the United

States, $29,847 from Bri'iain, and $32 9^4

of German origin, out of a total of

$248,225.

In most of the cases given, the total

attributed to Germany includes the im-

p rts from the United States and Great

Britain, of German goods which are sub-

ject to the surtax. It may here be re-

njarked, however, that a considerable

quantity of goods in the paper line that

are of German origin, slip in under the

general tariff by having fraudulent Eng-

lish water marks or else are done up in

English style after arrival in England,

preparatory to re-export to Canada. This

is a great difficulty in the textile as well

as the paper trades, and is a fraud up-

on the honest importer, as well as upon

the Government.

In unprinted papers, out of about $80.-

000 of papers for photographers' use,

$74,640 are imported from the United

States, against $3,056 from Britain, and

$658 from Germany. Of paper bags and

sacks. $26,977 come from the United

States, $121 from Great Britain, and

$1,543 from surtaxed Germany. Our im-

ports in cardboard, in sheets or cut to

size, are. from United States, $33.88f,

from Great Britain, $3,130. irom Gei-

many, $1,529. Of envelopes, we get $24,-

3S7 from the United States, $11,149 from

Great Britain and $680 of German goods.

Of paper felt or strawboard the imports

are: United States. $69,936; Great Bri-

tain, $383; other countries, $131. Wall

paper is overwdielmingly in the hands of

the United States makers, who sent in

the nine months 1,414,597 rolls, valued at

?i 11,285. against 28.981 rolls valued at
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^7.'535 from Great Britain, and 16,195

rolls worth $2,208, from Germany.
Leatherboard or leatheroid is supplied to

Canada entirely by the United States,

which shipped $16,784 in the nine months.
The imports of mill board were $20,007

from the United States, and $1,563 from
Great Britain. The trade in paper pads,

papier mache ware, and like maniifactu es

01 paper is also nearly monopolized by
the United States, which sent us $340,955.

wdiile Great Britain sent $82,828, and
Germany, directly and indirectly, $i8,o8r.

Printing paper costing 2^ cents per lb.

or less, and dutiable at 15 per cent., is

supplied wholly from the United Sta'es,

the imports being $1,198. In other print-

ing paper dutiable at 25 per cent., the
imports were: From the United Stares,

$191,217; Great Britain, $78,927; Germany,
$2,073; other countries $984. Under the

head of "ruled, border and coated papers,
and papeteries and boxed papers." Can
ada's imports were: From the United
States, $60,377; from Great Britain, $23,-

822; from Germany, $2,184, and other
countries. $17,549. Of strawboard, in

sheets or rolls, the imports were: United
States, $5,945; Great Britain, $30; and of
wrapping paper, $20,939 from United
States. $2,000 from Great Britain, $928
from Germany, and $3,499 from othe-
countries. Of all other kinds, our tak-
ings were $249,978 from United States,

$01,898 from Great Britain. $5,709 from
Germany direct, and $8304 indirect, and
from other countries, $29,103.

The above figures do not include books,
etc., imported under the free list, amount-
ing to over $300,000, in which the United
States leads, w'th Great Britain second.

It may surprise some to know that
Canada imported wood pulp, dutiable at

25 per cent., from the United States, to
the value of $34,997- and under the surtax
tarifT. $334, this latter coming via United
States ports. Our imports of rags (free
of duty) were: United States, $108,361;
Great Britain. $101,813; Germany, $30,-

319. and other countries $15,269.

Turning to the export side, the exports
of pulp "blocks" or logs recorded in the
nine months ending March were: To the

United States, 298,161 cords, valued at

$1,205,089. and none to other countries.

We shipped to the United States, Cana-
dian-made wall papers to the value of

$1,759; to Newfoundland, $5,358, and to
other countries, $14,338, so that our wall
paper factories have entered the export
field with fair prospects. We also ship-

ped other papers of Canadian manufac-
ture as follows: To Great Britain. $296,-

522; to the United States, $82,952, and to
other countries. $338,454, making a re-

spectable total of $717,928, besides $9,015
shipped from Canada of other makes of
paper.

Our exports of wood pulp in the nine
months were as follows, all being the
produce of Canada: To Great Brita'n,

$415,915; to United States, $1,356,780;
other countries, $28,578.

^ ^ ^

ARBITRATION IN THE BRITISH
PULP AND PAPER TRADES.

The following circular has been issued

to the trade in the Old Country:
It was recently resolved by the Paper-

makers' Association of Great Britain and
Ireland and the British Wood Pulp Asso-
ciation to set up a Joint Arbitration
Committee for the settlement of trade
disputes—especially those relating to

wood pulp—and the undernoted gentle-

men have been selected to act viz.:

Appointed by the British Wood Pulp
Association—J. Y. Henderson. F. Becker,
W. J. Mather. C. D'Oyley Mears.
Appointed by the Papermakers' Asso-

ciation—C, R. Seddon. Joseph Dixon,
A. L. Poulter, Neil Turner.
The functions of the committee will be:

(1) To consider any dispute which
may be put before them. Such dispute
to be submitted, if possible, on a form
mutually agreed by the parties. Failing
this, both parties to send in a submis-
sion form.

(2) The duty of the committee will be
to appoint a suitable person to decide
the matter in dispute, whose decision
shall be final.

(3) The committee, as mentioned above,
will consist of eight members—four ap-
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pointed by each association, and throe

will form a quorum.

(4)The fees'will be settled by the com-

mittee—a percentage of which will be set

aside for the committee expenses.

The object is to obviate the trouble

and expense of each side having to ap-

point an arbitrator, with the additional

expense very often of an umpire, espec-

ally in the case of small and trifling dis-

putes, and further, to obviate, if possible,

the risk of arbitrators becoming the ad-

vocates for those who appoint them.

The committee, knowing the nature <^f

the dispute, will appoint the person

whom they consider best qualified to deal

with each particular case. If it is a point

of law they would most likely appoint a

lawyer accustomed to deal with mercan-

tile or marine matters, as the case might

be. If a question of quality—a practical

man. If trade custom, thev would ap-

point the person with most knowledge

and authority on same, and so on.

It is the intention to keep the fees as

low as possible, but it is impossible to

tabulate any scale at present.

Appeal to this committee is entirely

voluntary, but if it works satisfactorily

it might be desirable to make it compul-

sory later on by embodying a clause in

the contract notes to that effect.

T .H. Edwards, 5 Laurence Pountney

Lane, Cannon St., London, E.C., is act-

ing secretary to the committee.

^ ^ ^

—Sven Hedin has furnished additional

evidence of the Chinese invention of

paper. On his recent journeys, he found

The Fulp and Paper

Cliinese paper that dates back to the sec-

ond half of the. third century after Christ.

I'his lay buried in the sand of the Gobi

Desert, near the former northern shore

of the Lop Nor Sea, where, in the ruins

of a city and in the remnants of one of

the oldest houses, he discovered a goodly

lot of manuscripts, many of paper, cov-

ered with Chinese script, preserved for

s(jme 1,650 years. The date is Dr.

Hmily's conclusion. According to

Chinese sources, paper was manufactured

as early as the second millennium before

the Christian era. The character of the

Gobi Desert find makes it probable that

the making of paper out of vegetable

fibres was already an old art in the third

Christian century,.

^ ^

—Within the past few years many

European and American machines have

been introduced into the paper mills of

Japan, and the most important mills are

well equipped. As to raw materials, rags,

straw pulp and chemical wood pulp are

chiefly used. A difficulty in the matter of

Japanese imports is that the bulk of the

business comes through commission

houses. Many complaints now made

would be avoided if European paper was

handled by firms having a technicil

knowledge of the business. The imports

of paper into Japan in 1899 amounted zo

two million yen (the yen is about 50c.);

in 1900 the value increased to 4,400,000

yen; but in 1901 it declined to 2,300,000

yen. Germany ships largely to Japan,

followed by Great Britain, Austria,

France and Belgium.

BRUNNER MOND & CO., Ltd.
NORTHWICH, ENG.

LARGEST ALKALI MANUFACIURERS IN THE WORLD.

Soda Ash 58 per cent. Bleaching: Powder 35-38 per cent.

SOLE AGENTS IN CANADA

Winn & Holland. Hontreai
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EMURSON MFG. CO.

LAWRELNCE,, = = MASS.

f P. 6 C.
RE.NEWABLE.

SEAT

GATE VALVES
ALL PARTS RENEWABLE AND INTERCHANGEABLE.

Longest Wearing^
Most EconomicaL

Two Renewable Seat Rin^s,
Vulcabeston or Bronze,

AS DESIRED.

RENEWABLE WEDGE.
MADE IN ALL SIZES. — BRASS OR IRON.
Universally Used in Pulp and Paper Mills.

SEND FOR VALVE CATALOGUE.

THE FAIRBANKS COMPANY.
MONTREAL. TORONTO. VANCOUVER. WINNIPEG.
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ESTABLISHED 1842.

Cheney- Bigelow Wire Works
SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

... Manufacturers of ...

FOURDRINIER WIRES
CYLINDER MOLDS, DANDY ROLLS

ALSO

Brass, Copper and Iron Wire Cloth

SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF THE

Bell Patent Flat Wires for Book Papers

WATSON JACK & COMPANY,
MONTRELAL.

Paper Blues

Prussian Blues

Paper Anilines

Shades Matched! Promptly, f

Send for Color Cards and Prices.
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PULP MARKET.

Alontreal, lAiay i8th.

The demand for paper stock of all kinds,

except bagging, continues active. Cot-

ton rags, particularly blues and thirds,

are still scarce. Mills making building

and roofing paper are all in active oper-

ation, and all available roo;ing stock and

waste papers are being shipped for ihis

purpose. A considerable quantity of

roofing stock is arriving from Great Bri-

tain, otherwise there would be a short-

age in this line.

Manila rope is about steady. Collec-

tions are coming in slowly. Bagging is

still almost unsaleable.

The better grades of new cuttings are

all closely bought up. American mills

appear to be ready to take all of these

that they can get.

Domestic white rags $2.00 to $2.10 per loo

Mixed bagging 55 to 65

Blues and thirds 1.25 to 1.30
"

Dark cottons 75 to 90
'

Roofing paper stock. . 50 to 55
'

Waste papers 35 to 45
'

Hard white shavmgs. 2.00 to 2.10 "

vJ^^IL VVillLC oiicivings , . 1.00 to 1.50
'

Book stock 75 to 90
"

J\JanilIa rope 1.75 to 2.00
'

Sisal and jute string 75 to 1.00 "

Flax tow 1. 10 to 1.25
"

%l ^ ^

PAPER STOCK MARKET.

There is a fair call from the United
States for Canadian mechanical pulp,

while the demand in the home market is

l)risk. The trade for the future part of

the season depends upon the water-power,
which at present is ample everywhere.
Canadian ground wood has sold at from
$18 to $20 at Eastern United States mills,

though the domestic article appears to he

quoted in our trade contemporaries at

(See page 15.)

SPECIAL;
Cyclone Separators for Pulp Mill Barkers.

Extra Heavy Steel Plate Exhaust Fans
for Pulp Mills.

Heaters and Fans for Heating and Venti-

lating Pulp Mills.

Mechanical Draft Apparatus, Etc.

SHULDON 6 SHILLDON,
GALT. = = ONTARIO.
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GRINDERS.
All our grinders are built with the utmost care.

We g-ive every attention to all the details — the

many things necessary to make a perfect grinder,

and we guarantee the strongest and most reliable

machine; one that will give satisfaction under

all conditions.

WRITE US.

The Wm. Hamilton Mf^. Co., Limited

PETERBOROUGH, ONT. F

2 H. W. Stebbins, Pres. A F. Riciiter, Treas. G. A. Stebbins. Sec'y. W

STEBBINS

i Engineering & Mfg. Co.
|

i PanPr and Puln Mill # EXPERTS IN THE CHEMICAL PRO- g
i

f'apcr and Pulp Mill A
cesses of producing pulp from |

^ Engineers and Architects, f all kinds of material. i

^ MANUFACTURERS OF S

The Stebbins Patented Acid Systems, Digesters and their Linings,
|

Bronze, Lead and Cast Iron Fittings. g

We design, construct, equip and operate mills for the manufacture of

Pulp and Paper and all processes allied thereto.

WATERTOWN, N.Y. Office, 74-78 Smitii Building.

5^ F 5
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317 to $18. For sulphite, there is a good
demand, and the price in Canada is $1.90,

net, and in the United S ates $1.95 to

$2.10 delivered. The paper mills of Can-

ada, running- on news, printings and
tissues, are busy, but those on book anfl

writing papers are not pressed with or-

df,rs.

Reports from New York show that ihe

very strong demand for sulphite, boih

domestic and imported, is likely to con-
tinue.

The World's Paper Trade Review
quotes sulphite, bleached, at £11 to £12;
unbleached. 2nd quality, £8 to £8 5s.;

1st quality, £9 to £9 5s.; mechanical,

wet, £2 2s. 6d.; dry, £4 5s. to £4 los.

for prompt delivery.

^ m

MARKETS.

At the recent annual meeting of the

Association of Scandinavian Manufac-
turers of Chemical Wood Pulp, held at

Stockholm, satisfaction was expressed

that the American demand had given

great firmness to prices. Whereas in

former years large stocks existed, they

had now been cleared off and makers
v.ere also well sold for 1905. The fol-

lowing prices, c.i.f., London, were sub-

mitted as being obtainable: Sulphite, best

bleached, £8 15s. per ton; sulphite, or-

dinary strong, £7 15s. to £8, and sul-

phate, unbleached, £7 i6s.

Reporting on the wood pulp market in

France, A. L. Grondal, of Paris, states

that prices have an upward tendency. For
mechanical and half-chemical pulps,

buyers appear to be well covered for this

year, and consequently do not respond to

sellers' ideas.

^ ^ ^

C. W. Sutter, Dominion immigration

agent, Edmonton, N.W.T., has received

an enquiry from a well-known Ohio firm

regarding the starting ot a pulp mill on
the river at or near Edmonton.

JAMES KENYON & SON,
derby street mills

bury, = lancashire

Address

BURY

facturers 1— I I \^ p^per
of I L_ L_ I Makers

Couch Roll Covers, Wet and Drv Felts
of all kinds, including—= Patent Cotton Dry Felts—

Special attention paid to felts for fast running news machines
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A. WERTHEIM & Co. I

IMPORT AND EXPORT ALL KINDS OF

Sulphite,

Soda and
Mechanical

WOOD PULPS
OFFICES AT:

CHRISTIANIA (Norway) .. Kirkegaden No. 20.

GOTHENBURG (Sweden) .. Lilla Kyrkogatan No. 20.

MANCHESTER .. Guardian Buildings (opposite Exchange).

LONDON 77a Queen Victoria Street, E C.

PARIS Rue de Londres No. 29.

ANGOULEME (France) .. 43 Rue Louis Desbrandes.

LYONS 54. Cours Gambetta.

MILAN 3 Via Gius. Verdi.

TOLOSA (Spain) 18 Calle San Francisco.

ST. PETERSBURG .. Little Pedjascheskaja House, 4, Qu 16.

NEW YORK 99 Nassau Street.

HAMBURG. I

P
Telegraphic Address:

i "WERTHEinO, HAnBURQ."
I
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Our Specialty

Revolving Paper Cutters

The Hamblet Machine Co., lawrence, mass.

Successor to Dusti i Machine Co.

THE PUSEY & JONES COMPANY
WILMINGTON, DELAWARE. US.A.

Machinery for Paper Mills and Pulp Mills
REPRESENTED BY

THE WM. HAMILTON MFG. CO., Ltd.,

PETERBOROUGH, ONTARIO, |

^ Who are prepared to Build the Inventions I
1

I
Patented by THOMAS H. SAVERY,

^ In Canada under Numbers 68.093, 71,746, 72,118 and 77,818; and also

I
The Guard-Board patented by J. H. GATELY, in CANADA

^
under Number 74,735.
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Paper Mill
|

Machinery. |
«

Guaranteed the most serviceable and efficient ^
ol any built.

Modern Designs, New Patented Ideas, M
Used Exclusively by us.

jjj

Cylinder and Fourdrinier Machines.
g

Tissue Paper Machines a Specialty.

ill

BELOIT IRON WORKS,
BELOIT, WIS., U S. A.
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Txrk Yr 17 r\ O COIi C A I C — offer for sale the following Horizontal Tubular Boilers at low prices.

Uyj^L|^J\^ rUI\ ^^ALC* f o-b Windsor Mills, p. Q. The boilers are complete with usual fittings

and cast iron fronts. A\l are in operation and in good working order,
but are being replaced by larger units.

BOILER NUMBER THREE 13 8" x 60"

Number and size of tubes 64, s%"
Dome 30" X 30"

Pressure allowed for next ten years, 100 lbs. per sq. in.

BOILER NUMBER FIVE i6' x 66"

Number and size of tubes 108.

Dome 36" x 36"

Pressure allowed for next ten years, 100 lbs. per sq. in.

BOILER NUMBER NINE... 14' x 60
Number and size of tubes 64, 3/^"

Dome 36" x 36"

Pressure allowed for next ten years, loolbs per sq. in.

BOILER NUMBER EIGHTEEN, Twin
shell, lower shell 14' x6o"

Number and size of tubes 120, 3"

Diameter of upper shell 30"

Thickness of plates
Double riveted.

Pressure allowed, 80 lbs. per square inch.

BOILER NUMBER NINETEEN—
Lower Shell 14' x 60
Nuinber and size of tubes 66, 4

'

Pressure allowed, 60 lbs. per squaie inch.

Canada Paper Co. Windsor MJIIs, Que. FT.

DR, C. WURSTER'S Patented

Pulping Machines & Kneaders
NEARLY 100 AT WORK.

LARGE PATTERN—Three Sizes.

PULPING-UP 3, 6 and 9 tons of Dry Papers or Pulp in 24 hours.

POWER—5 b.p., 8 h.p., and 12 h.p. PRICES- ;6'i25, ;^i5o, and ;^2oo.

SMALLER PATTERN-For Clean Papers only.

PULPING-UP 2 to 3 tons of Dry Paper in 24 hours. 2 10 4 h.p.

Built in iron, £75, £90, and ;^ioo.

For Better Quality Papers, Trough and Propellers made of Brass

—

^100, £125, and £150.

Special Machines -For Unsorted Paper.
These Machines do not Grind. Cut-up, or Wet the Fibres, and as the State of
Beating and Refining is Unaltered, neither Color ror Sizing being Affected, and
Impurities not touched, "BROKE" can be Re-used for the Same Quality of
Paper again.

FOR PARTICULARS APPLY TO i

DR. C. WURSTER, 29 Abbey Road, St. John's Wood, LONDON, N. W.

ENGLAND.

HIGHGRADE.. ™;:r
SULPHITE PULP - Quality.

Specially suitable for the manufacture of WRITING, BOOK,
and other PRINTING PAPERS.

The Gushing Sulphite Fibre Co., Ltd., 'g"!'.^*^-
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MASSACHUSLTT^
FAN COMPANY,

WALTHAMjiMASS •
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AMENDMENT OF QUEBEC
CROWN LANDS ACT.

A bill, amending tlie act relating to

Crown lands and forests, has been intro-

duced into the Quebec Legislature thi-

monlh by Premier Parent.

The following is a summary of its

provision

:

A free grant cf a hundred acres, or a

lot selected within a territory covered

by a timber license, so as to obtain from
the holder of the license ti e payment of

a premium of fifty dollars un 'er cer ain

conditions, may be c btained by those

(See page 22.;

Drainer Stones

The Klarj- and Snell Patent Drainer Stones are made
ot the most durable material, and are proof against
acids or bleaching agents ; smooth on both sides, and do
not soil stock. Send for description and a list of
Canadian and United States Mills using them.

SAMUEL SNELL. Holyokc, Mass.

REASONS
WHY THE CANADIAN OLIVER TYPEWRITER

IS SUPERIOR TO ALL OTHERS.
visible, each letter being in plain sightVISIBLE WRITING—The writing

t e instant it is made.
DOUBLE TYPE BAR.—It has a double or U shaped Type Bar provided with

a shah bearing as broad as the bar is long, thus insuring Permanent Align-
meni without guides.

SPEED.— Its visible writing, rapid escapement, direct type bar connection, down-
ward stroke, and light touch, makes it the most speedy of all writing machines.

TYPE FACE UPWARD FOR CLEANING.—The type are of steel and lie face upward
so that they can be cleaned with one sweep of the ordinary type brush.

PRICE.— $^0.00 cheaper than imported machines ot like standard ; because
MADE IN CANADA.

WHY PAY DUTY?
LINOTYPE COMPANY. MONTREAL.

Manufacturers.
Branch :

—

55 VICTORIA ST., TORONTO

BARKER,
CHIPPER,
PAPER-CUTTER

MACHINE KNIVES
Of Every DescHpiionm

The Peter Hay Knife Co., Limited, Gait, Ont.
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Manufacturers of full lines of

Pulp Wood Machinery

WRITE FOR SPECIAL CATALOG.

The WATEROUS Engine
Works Company, Limited

BRANTFORD, CANADA.

THE BLACK-CLAWSON CO.,
HAMILTON. OHIO, U.S.A

Builders of HIGH-GRADE
MACHINERY for

Paper and Pulp
Mills

from new patterns and de-
signs embodying the latest

improvements.

Foot-power Perforators.

3 Holler Ink Mills.

Evaporating and Drying
lVIcichir;)erg.

We Solicit Correspondence.
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who come tinder the operation of the

Twelve Children Act, and who have not

yet selected their lot. The applicant must

declare whether he desires the grant for

settling- or to get the $50 premium. The

department allows the license-holder 15

days to pay the premium. The lot can-

not be granted for cultivation purposes

from the date of paying premium for a

term of fifteen years, during which it

shall remain in the license unless can-

celled earlier. Parents who had been

entitled to the grant of one hundred

acres must take the location ticket un-

less they apply for the premium. No sale

shall be made for colonization purposes

outside the lands intended for cul.iva-

tion. The Crown agent shall be bound

to sell a quantity of land not exceeding

two hundred acres to any bona fide set-

tler applying for the same. The Crown
will not issue letters patent for more than

three hundred acres of land for coloni-

zation by means of transfer unless in the

case of lots that have passed by; succes-

sion, "ab intesta," or by will or by judi-

cial sale or sale for municipal or sch<Mjl

taxes. Transfers of more than three hun-

dred acres before the issue of the letters

patent will be null and void. Sawmill

owners and all engaged in the lumber

trade must prove that timber in their

possession is exempt from Crown dues.

Timber cut in Crown location lots dur-

ing clearing operations shall be exempt
from dues. Licenses to work sugaries

in Crown lands may be granted in a ter-

ritory under timber license, but will ap-

ply to maple only.

°4 ^ il

THE ESPARTO TRADE.

An article in the Journal General on
this trade says that the area under cul-

tivation of esparto, in Algeria, is about

seven millions of hectares (a hectare is

2.47 acres. It is particularly abundant

in the department of Oran, where esparto

tracts occupy all the high plateaux to

the south of Sebdou, Daya, Saida and
Frenda, and have a total superficies of

The Sandusky Foundry & Machine Co.,
Founders and Machinists. - Sandusky, Ohio.

The Millspaugh Patent Shower Pipe System.

This cut illustrates cur rfcent IMPROVEMENT in

Millspaugh Patent Shower Pipes,
GIVING THEM GREATER ADAP I'ABILI FY AND EFFICIENCY.

During^ the year 1903 we received the greater percentage of our orders

frcm former ciisioniers. — Same pr ce in CAN \DA now, as we
arc manufacturing here.

The Sandusky Fjuodry & Machine Co., Sandusky, Ohio.
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about four millions of hectares. Esparto

is grown to some extent in the depart-

ment of Algiers itself, but only in com-
paratively small quantities, in the neigh-

borhood of Teniet-el-Haad, Aumale, the

Bibans, Delfa, Bou-Saada, and Laghouat.

In the department of Constantine, on

the contrary, it is found in abundance to

the west and the south of Setif, although

not to the same extent as in Oran.

According to the customs returns, the

total exportation of esparto in the year

1902 was ()T7,SZ2i quintals, representing a

value of 5,012,000 francs. The destination

of the exports of grass could be roughly

stated as follows:

France, 21,702 quintals, value, 150,000

fr.; England, 618,904 quintals, value,

4,580,000 fr.; Belgium, 6,178 quintals,

value, 44,000 fr.
;

Spain, 30,749 quintals,

value, 228,000 fr.

More than half the quantity exported
was shipped from Oran, from whence 398 -

060 quintals were despatched during the

year in question. The Algerians have for

some time past had under consideration

the possibility of establishing in the

country itself some important industry of

a remunerative character, the necessary

raw material for which could be obtained

on the spot. Many projects of this kind,

having for their object the transformation
of esparto into pulp, have been set on
foot from time to time, but without suc-

cess. The principal obstacles appear to

have been the scarcity of water, and the

want of fuel and the necessary chemical
products required in the conversion of

the grass into pulp.

In order to make a ton of pulp from
esparto grass, it is necessary to have
about a hundred cubic meters of water.
Such quantities cannot readily be ob-
tained in some parts of Algeria, and in

order to ensure a permanent supply, it

would be necessary to make some pro-
vision in the way of chutes. Then, again,
with regard to fuel, Algeria is almost
dependent on foreign sources for its sup-
plies of this commodity. It has been
stated that in English mills esparto can
be treated with fuel at a cost of from
8 to 10 francs (? per 100 kilos.), where-

as in Algeria a similar mode of treat-

ment on the spot would probably cost
from 25 to 28 francs. Under these cir-

cumstances local competition is hardly to

be thought of.

So far as the necessary chemicals are

concerned, such as soda and chloride of

lime for washing and bleaching purposes,

English mills procure these at from 20

to 24 francs per 100 kilos., whereas
Algerian manufacturers would have to

pay about 30 francs for the soda and 25

francs for the chloride. The raw material

for the production of these chemcials is

found in Algeria, but it has not yet paid

to manufacture them, seeing that there is

not the least local demand.

Nevertheless, in spite of these adverse

circumstances, the writer does not alto-

gether despair of a practical solution of

the question in the near future. He says

that the day when, the French paper-

makers find themselves under the neces-

sity of employing esparto pulp in large

quantities, for which they will be able

to ofifer remunerative prices, will also see

the development in Algeria of the esparto
pulp manufacturing industry that has so
long been under consideration; it will at

once open up the country, and furnish

an industrial material that will put the
Algerians in a position to break up the
monopoly that has been so long held by
English papermakers.

^ ^ ^
BRITISH CHEMICAL MARKET.

The home demand has been unsatis-

factory, and the export business has not
been quite up to expectations. The
heavy alkali branch is dull. Bleaching
powder is unchanged, but is only selling

slowly. Caustic soda has not much en-

quiry, and orders have recently been
booked at easier prices. Ammonia soda
moves steadily, and soda crystals have
a fair demand. Salt cake is quiet, but
firm.—Paper and Pulp.

^ ^ ^
J. R. Booth, the veteran lumberman

—

now also a pulp manufacturer—of Ot-
tawa, celebrated his 77th birthday on the
5th inst.
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We Manufacture

Heavy Duty and

Baling Presses,

and will be glad

to submit prices

and particulars on

request.

Write us for

anything for

PULP MILLS

The

JENCKES MACHINE
COMPANY, Limited,

117 Lansdowne St.,

Sherbrooke. Que.

Acme Paper Mill Cutter

Automatic Self - Clamping Cutter.

CHILD ACME GUTTER & PRESS Co.,
33-37 Kimble St., Boston, Mass.
New York, - 12 Reade Street.
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WIRE PULP MATS
t

Perforated Copper, Brass and SteeL

^ WIRE ROPE = All Kinds.

ire Guards for Mill Windows. Refuse Burner Cioiii, etc.

The B. Greening Wire Co., Limited,

HAMILTON, Ont. - - - MONTREAL, Que.

DICK'S Balata BELTING.
The Strongest Belt in the World, and specially

adapted for Pu^p and Paper Making.

LARGE STOCK always on handm

J. S. YOUNG, - = Sole Agent for Canada.

413 St. Paul Street, Montreal. f

Before Starting with the Erection of a

PULP MILL
Write to Us.

We are the Pioneer makers of Pulp

Mill Machinery in Canada, and can

design and equip a mill throughout

ADDRESS

Carrier, Laine 6 Co.,
LEVIS, - - - Que.
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The Largest Fourdrinier Wire Plant in the World

Eastwood Wire Mfg. Co.
Belleville, New Jersey, U.S.A.

MANUFACTURERS OF

FOURDRINIER WIRES,

CYLINDER and WASHER WIRE CLOTH,

DANDY ROLLS,

CYLINDER MOULDS,

ROLLED BRASS SCREEN PLATES,

PERFECTION BRONZE (cast metal) SCREEN PLATES,

SUCTION BOX COVERS, COUCH ROLLS,

NAME PLATES,

PERFECTION BRONZE, DIGESTER CASTINGS and Y VALVES,
for the manufacture of SULPHITE W^OOD PULP,

PERFECTION BRONZE VALVES, bolts and fixtures, for SUL-
PHITE PROCESS.

BRASS, COPPER and IRON WIRE and WIRE CLOTH of every

description,

BABBITT METAL and all grades of ANTI FRICTION METAL.

BRONZE and BRASS CASTINGS, from i oz. to 20,000 lbs. in weight.

N. B.—We manufacture all of the above articles, not merely

dealers. Write for prices to

EASTWOOD WIRE MFG. CO.,
BELLEVILLE. NEW JERSEY. U.S.A.

The Largest Fourdrinier Wire Plant in the World
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Foreign Phosphorbronzc
Fourdrinier Wires,

i V
^ Sulphiie Pulps, Paper Stock and Rags, |
I Bleached Straw Pulp, also China Claym

I JEAN FREESE, ri^K^fTiSS NEW YORK. 1

FOURDRINIER MACHINE WIRES I

CYLINDER COVERS
|

UnetguaNed for Strength, Smoothness and Long Ufom i

GEORGE CHRISTIE LIMITED 5
Ladywell Wire Works, GLASGOW, SCOTLAND ?

Agent—THOMAS L. PATON, 30 St. Francois Xavi'er Street, Montreal, who ^
holds stock for immediate deh^'er}-. p ^

ADAMS CROCKER, Manager
|

E. J. WELCH. Gen. Supt.
|
EMMONS CROCKER, Treas.

HENRY W. S. DOWNS, Superintendent Lennoxville Works.
'

Union Screen Plate Co.
Lennoxville, Que., Fitchburg, Mass., U.S.A.

LARGEST MANUFACTURERS OF

Screen Plates
IN THE WORLD

The " Union " Bronze (best cast metal) Plates for Sulphite Mills. The Standard
Rolled Brass Plates. The " Union " Cast Metal Suction Plates.

Old Plates re-closed by our process are practically as good as new and give
better results than by any other process.

We shall keep on hand at our Lennoxville Works a large stock of the different
sizes of both metals and can fill large orders promptly. F
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BERTRAMS, LIMITED

Papermakers'

Engineers

St. Kaiherine's Works,

SCIENNES, EDINBURGH.

The Newest and most Up-to-date Machinery for Papermakers,

embracing British, American and Continental Improvements.

REPRESENTED BV

C. H. JOHNSON 6 SONS, Ltd.
WIRE, WORKS, - ST. HENRY, — MONTRE,AL.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Fourdrinicr Wires, Cylinder Wires,
"

Brass, Copper and Iron Wire Cloth, Dandy Roils.

PORRin BROTHERS and AUSTIN
Stubbins Vale Mills—RAMSBOTTOM—^ncar Manchester, England.

Manufacturers of every description of

Felts and Jackets for
Pulp and Paper Mills,

. Agents for Canada : C. H. JOHNSON & SONS, Ltd., ST. HENRY, MONTREAL.
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INDEX TO ADVERTISEMENTS.

Bellhouse, Dillon & Co - lo

Beloit Iron Works i8

Benson & Co., W. T 8
Bertrams, Limited 4
Black-Clawson Co 21

Bredt & Co., F
Canada Paper Co
Canadian Rubber Co
Carrier, Laine, & Co 6
Castle, Gottheil & Overton ,

Cheney-Bigelow Wire Works
Child Acme Cutter & Press Co 24
Christie, J 26
Christie, Limited, George 3
Cushing Sulphite Fibre Co 19
Eastwood Wire Mfg. Co 2

Emerson Mfg. Co 11

Fairbanks Co., The 11

Fleming & Co., W. A 8
Freese, Jean 3
Greening Wire Co., The B 25
Hamblet Machine Co. 17
Hamilton Mfg. Co., W^m 14
Hardy, George F 7
Hanson's Woolen Mills 7

Hay Knife Co., Peter 20
Hough, R. 26
International Pulp Co 7
Jack & Co., Watson 12
Jenckes Machine Co 10, 24
Johnson & Sons, Limited, C. H. . . 4
Kenyon & Son, James 15
Kimball, Herbert S. h

Klipstein & Co., A 9
Linotype Co 20
Little & Walker 7
Makin & Sons, Wm 5
Massachusetts Fan Co 20
Mawson, George 8
Nicholls & Co., E. E 26
Paton, Thomas L 3
Philadelphia Clay Mfg. Co 7
Porritt & Sons, Joseph 8
Porritt & Sons, Limited, Samuel 26
Porritt Bros. & Austin 4
Pringle & Son, T 7
Pusey & Jones Co 17
Quebec & Lake St. John Ry 7
Reich & Co 2^
Ryrie, W. P 21
Sandusky Foundry and Machine Co. 22
Seymour & Guest 7
Sheldon & Sheldon 13
Sherbrooke Iron Works g
Snell, Samuel 20
Stebbins Engineermg & Mfg. Co... 14
Union Screen rlate Co ^
Vogel, C. H 7
Wertheim & Co., A 15
Waterous Engine Works Co., Ltd...' 21
Wilson, Paterson & Co 10
Winn & Holland 2^
Wurster, Dr. C *

jg
Young, J. S 25

Wm. makin & SONS,
SHEFFIELD, ENGLAND.

STEEL AND BRONZE TOOLS FOK PULP AND PAPER MILLS.

SWEDISH BESSEMER STEEL ROLL BARS AND PLATES.

ADVANTAHPS""^!^^''^^^^^ toughness, durability, resistance torALyv/-ii>ir\vjl.o chemical waste and double value as scran.

Rolled Bars, cut to length, - - - 2d. per lb.
" notched .... 2|d.

"
" finished 2!^d.

"

Plates " - - from 3^d.
"

English Bessemer Steel |d. to fd. per lb. less.

COLD ROLLED ''ELECTRIC BRONZE
Ron Bars and Plates, finSshBU, 15ld. pef lb. c.i.U Montreal.
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The Canadian Rubber Co.
OF MONTREAL

Manufacturers of

Rubber Beltin?, Packings, Valves, Gaskets, Fire, Steam

and Water Hose, Etc., Etc.

We make a specialty of coverin'^

Couch, Press and Squeeze Rolls

For Pulp and Paper Mills.

I^ubber Diaphragms for Screens .

If it's anything: in the Rubber Line we've got it. correspondence solicited

K
MONTREAL TORONTO WINNIPEG VANCOUVER

CARRIER, LAINE & CO.
LE,VIS, Que.

MAKERS OF

Pulp Machinery,

Paper Machinery,

Engines and Boilers,

Mills Built and
Equipped with Power Plant.
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Little & Walker
93 Broad Street, Bos

:HE!yiICAL EXPERTS and ENGINEE

SPECIALISTS IX

Pulp and Paper making.

HERBERT S. KIMBALL
Chemical Engineer and Mill Architect

101 Tremont St., Boston, Mass.

Designs, Examinations, Reports, F

Sulphite and Soda Fibre, Pulp and Paper Mil's.

AM. SOC. M.E.

CAN. SOC. C.E.GEORGE F. HARDY,
Consulting- Engineer.

Paper, Pulp and Fibre Mills, Examination of

Mill Properties, Water Power Developments.

Mutual Reserve Building, - 309 Broadway,

NEW YORK.

Asbestine Pulp" Filler

Superior to any Clay.

Delivered price on application.

INTERNATIONAL PULP CO.
New York City, U.S.A.

Improved Domestic
China Clay for Paper
Making— Bright Color
High Retention

—

Daily. Fine Quality.

The Philadelphia Clay Manufacturings Co.

706 Drexel Building, Philadelphia, Pa., U. S. A.

ISO Tons

CLAY

EXPEKIKNCED MANAGER of paper, pulp,

sulphite mills and woodlands wishes to secure smal.

interest with working position in well located mill.

Address "Maine," c/o Pulp and Paper Magazine,
Toronto.

—Warwick Bros. & Riitter, wholesale

stationers, burned out in the Toronto

fire,- have decided not to rebuild on the

old site on Front street, and have se-

cured another site near the corner of

King street and Spadina ave. The King

street lot is about 45 by no feet, and the

Spadina avenue lot about 85 by 230 feet.

It is the intention to build a warehouse

facing on King street, with the factory in

the rear. The reasons for moving are

that the old premises had become too

small, and that by building outside the

congested district a considerable saving

in insurance will be effected.

T. PRINGLE & SON

Specialities :—Pulp Paper and Fibre Mills,

Hydraulic Developments and Electrical

Transmissions

409, 410, 411, 412 Coristine Bldg:.,

MONTREAL. F

C. H. VOGEL
A. M. Can. Soc. C.E. ENGINEER

OTTAWA. CAN.

WATER POWER
Paper, Pulp and Sulphite Fibre Mills

Seymour & Quest
MILL ARCHITECTS AND

ENGINEERS.
Textile Mills, Merchants Bank
Pulp and Paper Mills, Buildmg,

Hydraulic Development. MONTREAL

HANSON'S

WOOLEN MILL
^ Hull, Que.

Manufacturers of

Best Pulp Felts

in the World,

This Railway runs through TwO Hundred
Miles of the Finest Spruee Forests in

America, through a country abounding in

Water Powers suitable for Pulp and
Paper Mills and other industries, and of

easy access to the Steamship DOCkS at

Quebec.

Alex. Hardy, J. G. Scott,

G.F. & P.A. General Manager

Quebec, P. Q.
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CHINA CLAY"?*™
Makers' Strained

Bleaching Powder. Soda Ash.
Ultramarine Blue.

STARCHES ^'ff"^^^ ^''^''^ '•ear/
ana Potato. „

iw^T. BENSON A Co., 164 St. James St., MontrealJ

JOSEPH PORRITT & SONS,
HELMSHORE MANCHESTERFELTS

and JACKE.TS FOR PULP and PAPER MILLS
And all kinds of Woollen, Linen and Cotton Cloths for Mechanical Purposes.

, Agents for the States and Canaila,^ BREDT & CO.. 194 Fulton Street, NEW YORK.

Ks- FOR EXPORTERS ONLY

GEORGE MAWSON
Handles all grades of Pulp and QUCCR Victoria StfCCt,
Paper on the English, European

I rWmrMVT C r: i

and Australian Markets . LUIMUUrN, C.L., tn^lanCl

Speciaiiiies, ''News'' and Box Boartis,

I
W. A. FLEMING CO., |

I
MONTREAL. ^S^^ TjZTb: I

Importers of Belting:, Hose Mill Supplies Camel Brand J
^ Hair Belting, also BALATA, Rubber Leather and ?
J Stitched Cotton Pulp and Paper Mill FELTS, Wet and Dry. ^
^ Send for Prices and Discounts 3
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A. KLIPSTEIN & CO.
17 Lemoine St., flontreal

Sulphate
Alumina

China Clay & Bleachins Powder

Ultramarine a.nd

Aniline Blues

Sherbrooke Iron Works
SHERBROOKE, QUE.

MANUFACTURERS OF

PULP WOOD BARKER

Saw Mill and Wood Working

Machinery.

Wood Barker
with automatic block turning attachment.

Improved machinery for cutting pulp wood
to any length.

|

Improved

Pulp and Paper Screens.

I CASTLE. GOHHEIL & OVERTON
I 4t Park Rowy Times Blilg,, New York
^ AGENTS FOR

I
Sulphite ami Wood Puip iViilis

4» Deaters in all kinds of Paperstock, Sizing^, etc.

* Correspondence Solicited. F
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Wilson, Paterson & Coy.^
Board of Trat/e BIdg., MONTREAL

OFfER TO THE TRADE:
SODA ASH, Caustic Soda, 50*^ to 78^, Caustic Potash, Sal |

I
Soda, SALT CAKES, Silicate of Soda, Pearlash, Potash, Sul- §

g phur. Also a lull line of Resins, direct shipment from the south. i

g Contracts made for regular supplies. F 1^

ESsTABi-IoHh-D 1850

BELLHOUSE, DILLON & CO.
IMPORTERS OF

China Clay, Sulphur, Bleaching Powder, Sulphate
Alumina, Soda Ash and Aniline Colors.

MAGHiNE WIRES, fELTS, ETG.

Offices-201 to 203 Coristine Building. St. Nicholas Street, lLifr^VTTrD¥;^AT
^

Telephones -Main 846, 847. P^KJ iS L Ixll/ Al-/.

The JENCKES Machine
Company, Limited,

117 Lansdownc Street,

Shcrbrooke, Que*
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PULP PAPER MAGAZINE
OF CANADA V

Vol. 2.—No. 6. TORONTO, JUNE, 1904. ( $1 A Year.
t Single Copy 10c-.

Pfllp and Paper Magazine

A monthly magazine c-evoted to the interests of Cana-

dian pulp and paper manufacturers and the paper trade

issued between the t.)th and 15th of each month.

Subscriptions: Canada, Great Britain and the United

States, $1 a year ; to Foreign Countries, 5s. a year.

Changes of advertisements should be in the publishers

hands not later than the ist of the month, and, where

proofs are required, four days earlier. Cuts should be

sent to the Toronto office, by mail, not by express.

BIGGAR-SAMUEL, Limited,

PUBLISHERS
18 Court St., Toronto. Fraser Bldg., Montreal.

—The Canadian Journal of Fabrics

records an event of interest to the Can-

adian pulp trade—the establishment of

the hrst Canadian factory for making

artificial silk. It has been long known to

chemists that the delicate fibre spun by

the silk worm and by the spider was

composed of cellulose, and cellulose is

present to some degree in all woods,

but in large proportions in such fibres as

the mulberry, spruce, cotton, etc., but no

successful attempt was made till 1885 to

imitate the substance evolved in the

miniature laboratories of these tiny

creatures, and so prepared that when

ejected from their spinnerets it instantly

hardened into the lustrous, strong and

elastic fibre that goes to make up our

beautiful silk fabrics. Even when the

chemist had laboriously worked out his-

processes by a long series of separate

operations it was found that the artificial

fabric was deficient in some of the

admirable qualities of the real silk. It

was not so strong as the true silk, nor

so elastic, and, moreover, it was highly

inflammable. Since the experiments of

Chardonnet, the pioneer chemist in this

line, the product has been much im-

proved, and factories employing several

hundred hands each exist in Germany,

France, Austria, and England. One has

been established at Philadelphia, and . a

Canadian branch of this, employing

about a dozen hands, has been opened

at Toronto Junction. This is known as

the General Artificial Silk Co., and em-

ploys the Stearn process developed in

England. It produces silk suitable for

dress goods, laces, tapestries and braids.

The raw material used in the Philadelphia

and Toronto Junction factories is spruce,

but this spruce is imported from

Sweden, the silk-makers claiming that

the way in which the Swedish firm pre-

pares the pulp makes it more suitable

for their purposes. As the spruce of

Canada is equal to the best in the world,

and superior to that of most spruce

growing countries, and as it appears to
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be only a question of method in prepar-

ing, no doubt some Canadian pulp manu-

facturer will look into the matter, with

a view not only of supplying the Can-

adian and United States mill, but of

furnishing silk pulp to manufacturers in

Europe.

^ ^ ^

—The benefits of the South African

preferential tarifif will be extended to

Canada from the ist July of this year,

the initiation of the new policy thus

falling upon Dominion Day. We trust

it will be a happy augury for the new era

of intercolonial trade expansion. From
the statistics already given in this

magazine, it will be apparent that a

large and expanding market exists in

South Africa, Australia, New Zealand

and other British colonies for Canadian
pulp and paper—more especially the

latter. This trade cannot be developed

in a month or a year, but the returns

are none the less sure through being

somewhat slow, and the importance to

Canadian manufacturers of developing

these markets lies in their value at times

when home trade is depressed. It has

been the experience of the past that

trade depression has seldom overtaken

two widely separated colonies at the

same time. When trade for instance

has been booming in South Africa, it

has been dull in Canada, and vice versa.

It is the case at the present time between

these two sections of the Empire. A
little consideration will show Canadian

manufacturers the immense advantage of

having in a time of stagnant trade at

home an open and profitable market

abroad. It is the lack of such an outlet,

at such a crisis, for home products that

has made our lean years so hard upon

us. The preferential tariffs of the

colonies referred to bring a golden op-

portunity for Canadian paper manu-

facturers, and they will do well if they

set seriously to work to cultivate the

ground so favorably open to them. One
present difficulty is that the home

demand for paper is so large as to

absorb the full output of our mills. In

view of this, and of the fact that some

of the pulp mills find no profitable

market for their products, will it not be

good policy for some of these pulp mills

to install paper machinery and market

their output in the form of paper instead

of pulp. Where the mill is i emote from

sea or lake ports, the freight difficulty

is always greater for a pulp mill than for

a paper mill, owing to the greater differ-

ence in the weight of the product to be

marketed. As mills have to be estab-

lished farther back from cheap shipping

points, this drawback will increase. If

some of the idle pulp mills that are

otherwise well suited were to make paper

for the export trade, and get into the

British colonial under the newpreferential

tariffs, a new era would open in this

industry. There is not only the colonial

market, but Canadian mills can share

with the United States mills a growing

market in Great Britain for certain lines

of paper, and would have a field also in

the European and Asiatic countries for

a limited amount of trade.

^ <« ^

Pulp & Paper Currency

Glasgow makes a profit of $7,500 a

year out of waste paper collected on its

streets.

According to the Sturgeon Falls Ad-

vertiser, there is uneasiness over an an-

nouncement that the Ontario Govern-

ment will build a canal one-third of a
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mile long to divert the water of the

Sturgeon river into Lake Wahnapitae, to

facihtate lumbering operations. The

Advertiser states that Charles Beck, the

lumberman, commenced the construction

of this canal several years ago, but that

in the spring of 1900 a High Court order

was obtained enjoining any person from

diverting the water from the Sturgeon

river by canal or otherwise. The parties

interested in obtaining this order in-

cluded Edward Lloyd, Lmited, The Stur-

geon Falls Pulp Co., Limited, and the

Sturgeon River Improvement Co. The

injunction still holds good and the parties

interested are not likely to allow the

work to go on as the Pulp Co.'s interests

would thereby be jeopardized.

Rev. J. E. Watts Ditchfield, vicar of

St. James'-the-Less, recently organized

an industrial exhibition illustrating the

trades and handicrafts of the borough of

Bethnal Green, where the people make

anything from a matchbox to a motor

car. Among the exhibits envelope-makers

displayed envelopes of which they have

to finish 1,000 before they can earn six-

pence. One of the most curious indus-

tries to which the exhibition drew atten-

tion is the making of frilled paper hats.

Paper flower-making at 2d. per dozen is

a popular home industry.

^ ^ ^

LITERARY NOTES.

The Tanuma Publishing Co., of Yoko-

hama and Tokyo, Japan, are now issuing

an illustrated monthly record of the war

between Japan and Russia. No. 3 of the

series, for which we are indebted to T.

Okada, secretary of the Yokohama
Chamber of Commerce, has a colored

war map, which is not only well drawn
and well lettered in English, but is

printed on paper far superior to the ma-
jority of maps that issue from British

or American presses. Besides about 60
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pages of descriptive matter, with half-

tone cuts and cartoons, there are a num-
ber of full-page plates on coated paper,

showing that in photo-engraving the

Japanese are as fully up-to-date as they

are in the manufacture of paper and the

conduct of war. Apart from these fea-

tures and the clever cartoons, the most
striking thing in the paper is the pic-

torial supplement, in characteristic Jap-

anese colors, entitled "War and women

—

Amazons then, nurses now," showing in

one panel a Japanese woman on horse-

back, sword in hand, as an emblem of the

old regime, and in another panel the in-

terior of a hospital tent, in which Japan-

ese ladies are seen as nurses to the

wounded soldiers. Though only an out-

line sketch, the figures are naturally

placed, and show the skill of a true artist.

The subscription to this interesting peri-

odical is 50 sen per copy, or 5 yen and 30

sen per year, the foreign postage being

14 sen per copy extra. The sen is a

Japanese cent, or looth part of a yen, or

dollar.

The Lockwood Trade Journal Co., 150

Nassau Street, New York, publishers of

the Paper Trade Journal, announce the

early issue of the 1904-5 edition of their

directory of the paper, stationery and

allied trades of the United States, Can-

ada, Mexico, South America and Japan.

A glance over the 1903-4 edition, which

was the twenty-ninth annual issue, shows

this to be a very complete work, giving

the location, capacity and products of

each paper and pulp mill known to exist

in the territory covered, with lists of

wholesale and retail paper dealers, sta-

tioners, booksellers of the United States.

It also gives the wall paper manufac-

turers, paper bag makers and manufac-

turers of paper articles, such as butter

dishes, pads, envelopes, etc., in the

United States. The re-classification of

the various mills and factories into

special lists makes the work very con-

venient for reference, the street ad-

dresses in the case of large cities being

given. This standard work is only $3 per

copy.

The city council of Hamilton, through
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John T. Hall, its assessment commis-

sioner, has issued an illustrated hand-

book, with folding map, describing the

advantages of the city as a place of resi-

dence and a centre of manufacturing.

Seated in the midst of one of the most

fertile districts on the continent, with

access to the great stores of electrical

energy at and around Niagara, and with

a fine harbor at the head of Lake On-

tario, Hamilton is rapidly gaining the

eminence destined for it as a great manu-

facturing, commercial and residential

city; and the array of facts in this in-

structive booklet must confirm the gen-

eral faith in this destiny if such confir-

mation were needed.

The prospectus of the Peat Board Co.,

V Limited, of Toronto, a copy of which is

before us, shows a brown cover made

from the peat fibre referred to in a recent

issue—the first sample apparently of

paper made in Canada from the fibre of

native peat.

^ '4 ^

Personal

F. C. Carter-Cotton, proprietor and

editor of the Vancouver News-Adver-

tiser, has been sworn in as president of

the council of the British Columbia Gov-

ernment. Mr. Carter-Cotton was Finance

Minister in the Semlin Cabinet some

years ago, and is a politician of experi-

ence and ability.

S. Charles Phillips, chief editor and

proprietor of the Paper Maker and

other London trade journals devoted to

the stationery, printing and allied trades,

has been on a visit to Canada, and re-

turned to England this month via Mont-

treal. Over the name of "Shadower"'

Mr. Phillips has written much on Cana-

dian trade, and, no doubt, he has

shadowed the Canadian mills to good

purpose on this trip.

We learn that C. W. Rantoul has re-

signed the managership of the Imperial

Paper Mills at Sturgeon Falls. Mr.

Rantoul's reasons for resigning are, we

understand, purely personal, his rela-

tions to the directorate having been of

the most harmonious kind. His resigna-

tion will not affect the plans laid out for

extension of the mills. Mr. Craig, the

prtsident, is still in Canada, but expects

to return to the Old Country very soon.

On the night of the 19th inst. Hon.

Geo. W. Stephens, of Montreal, died

suddenly at Lac au Clair, where he had

gone on a fishing trip. Mr. Stephens was

a public man of high idsals, and freely

spent his large means in advancing the

interests of his fellow-citizens and in

trying to improve the tone of public life.

After serving in the city council of

Montreal for years, he sat in the Quebec
Legislature from 1881 to 1888, and was

a member of the Marchand Government.
Alter his retirement from public life he

took a warm interest in the question of

Crown Lands and timber limits, and was
chief member of the first commission
appointed by the Provincial Government
to report upon the Crown lands and

forests. This valuable work of Mr.

Stephens has been summarized in recent

issues of the Pulp and Paper Magazine.

Judson F. Clark, M.A., B.A.Sc, Ph.D.,

has been appointed instructor in For-

estry by the Ontario Government. Dr.

Clark was born at Bayview, P.E.I. , in

1870, and, although he has spent several

years in the United States, he has re-

tained his Canadian citizenship, always

hoping to return to Canada for his life

work. After spending a year at Prince

of Wales College, Charlottetown, he

entered Ontario Agricultural College at

Guelph, where he won the gold medal
for general proficiency in 1895, graduat-

ing in 1896. The following two years he

spent teaching on the staff of the col-

lege, after which he entered Cornell Uni-
versity for the study of forestry and
physiological botany. He received the

degree of M.A., and was appointed assist-

ant in botany both in the regular course

and the summer school in 1899, In 1900

he was appointed Fellow in Botany, and
graduated as Doctor of Philosophy in

1901. A few months later he was ap-

pointed Professor of Forestry in Cornell,

with leave of absence to study forestry in

Germany. He resigned from the staff at
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Cornell on the veto of the annual appro-

priation for the College of Forestry by

Governor Odell in 1903, and received his

present position as member of the Na-

tional Bureau of Forestry at Washing-

ton, D.C. His new duties under the On-

tario Government begin August first.

^ ^ ^

Mill Matters.

The Chicoutimi Pulp Co. is turning

out 165 tons of dry pulp per day, and

has five steamers in commission at the

present time for shipping its pulp, which

is all marketed in Great Britain.

The Riordon Paper Mills at Merritton

are running one new machine and new
hands are gradually coming in to take

the place of the strikers. It is expected

that in a few days the mill will be in

operation to its full capacity-

We learn that the Jenckes Machine Co.,

of Sherbrooke, Que., have acquired the

sole right to manufacture for the Cana-

dian market the screwless screen plate

holder, invented by the Blaisdell Screen

Plate Co., of Oakland, Maine.

C. A. Meincke & Co., 97 St. James

Street, Montreal, chemical merchants and

agents for paper and pulp mill supplies,

have been appointed selling agents for

Hamelin & Ayers, the well-known manu-

facturers of pulp and paper felts,

Lachute, Que.

The Sault Ste. Marie pulp mills ' are

now running under the auspices of the

new syndicate, the Lake Superior Cor-

poration. The Canadian directors are

C. D. Warren and N. W. Rowell, of

Toronto, and Thos. J. Drummond, of

Montreal, the first named being presi-

dent.

The St. John Sulphite Co., Mispec, !

N.B., will go into voluntary liquidation.
|

The British directors have sent out two
j

men to inspect the mill. On a suit ;

brought against the company by M. B- '

Edwards for an account of $293, a stay

of proceedings was applied for at St.

John and granted on the petition of

Joseph A. Likely for the winding up of

the company.

—About 25 girls, employed in the Can-

ada Paper Box Factory, Montreal, went

on strike as a protest against the dismis-

sal of a foreman. R. Jellyman, proprie-

tor, made the following statement: "In

the interests of my business I found it

necessary to dismiss the foreman and

appoint another in his stead, as I

must have one who is capable of

controlling and exercising proper dis-

cipline, and having fair returns of

work. Twenty-five girls, who have

been under this man, demanded I

should keep him. That I certainly would

not do, as I am the judge of what I need

in the conduct of my business, and they

left their work; fourteen of them re-

turned, and I am replacing the others,

and business is being run as usual. There

was no question of wages, hours or con-

ditions."

^ ^ ^

—The question of reciprocal prefer-

ences is evidently not lost on the for-

eigner, who, perhaps, as time goes on,

will show less disposition to ignore the

country that buys so largely of his pro-

ducts. For instance, a suggestion is

made by the manager of a Swedish paper

mill that it may be beneficial for Sweden

to buy from England instead of so

largely from Germany. The latter coun-

try, it is pointed out, owing to a revised

tariff, has practically precluded the im-

portation of Swedish goods. Great Bri-

tain is Sweden's most important buyer

of wood pulp, paper, boards, etc., and

statistics show that in the matter of

Sweden's imports, Germany overlaps

England considerably. Considering the

importance of the Scandinavian pulp and

paper industry, our engineers, chemical

manufacturers, felt manufacturers, and

mill furnishers generally should find a

good market in both Norway and

Sweden, especially if the feeling of reci-

procity is cultivated.—World's Paper

Trade Review.

^ ^ ^

—A correspondent, reviewing the

growth of the paper industry in the

United States, in the past twenty years.
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says: The increase in the number of

establishments from twenty years ago
until now has been unimportant, but the

production has increased from $57,000,000

in value to about $130,000,000. The in-

vested capital has been more than trebled,

that is, it has been increased from $48,-

000,000 to $167,000,000. The amount paid

out in wages has increased in that time
from a little under $9,000,000 to nearly

$21,000,000. The number of employees
has been about doubled, namely, from
21,631 to 49,646. Investors in paper mills

seem to be about as confident as ever,

and are putting a great deal of money
into mills, but it is to be noted in all

these cases the investors are seeing to it

that they obtain all their own ^^^iw ma-
terial through the possession of sources

of supply as well as in means of trans-

portation from forest to factory.

^ ^ ^
—Sydney Bell, widow of the late B. T.

A. Bell; J. E. Hardman, H. F. Mac-
Carthy, S. MacCarthy and Archie F. May
have been incorporated as The Review
Publishing Co., with a capital of $20,000,

to carry on the publication of The Cana-
dian Mining Review and The Canadian
Mining Manual, published by the late B.

T. A. Bell, at Ottawa.

^ ^ '4

FOREST FIRE PREVENTION
ALONG THE G.T.P.

The Secretary of the Canadian For-
estry Association has received a reply
from the Department of Railways and
Canals to the resolution urging that care
should be taken for the prevention of
forest fires along the line of the new
Transcontinental Railway, which was
passed at the last annual meeting of the
association. The reply says the Railway
Department fully appreciates the import-
ance of every precaution to prevent buch
fires in connection with the surveying of
the railway. The G.T.P. Railway Com-
pany, acknowledging the resolution, says
it has their full sympathy, and that their
engineering department has been in-

structed to do what they can. A similar
reply has been received by the secretary

of the association from C. M. Hays, gen-
eral manager of the Grand Trunk Rail-

way, in reply to a copy of the resolution

which was sent direct to him.

The Ontario Government has also

adopted a clause to be inserted in all

agreements of railway companies build-

ing lines through the newer districts of

the province. It is as follows: "It is

hereby agreed that wherever the line of

construction of said railway runs through
lands of the Crown which are not cov-
ered by timber license, and the Govern-
ment deem it proper for the protection
of the forest wealth adjacent to the line

of construction to place on duty a staff

of fire rangers for the protection of tim-
ber, it shall be at liberty to do so, and
all expenses incurred thereby, whether
for or in respect of men's wages, or any
other services, shall be borne and paid
by said railway company."
A similar clause is to be inserted in

agreements as to licenses to cut timber.

^ ^ ^

Forestry and Pulpwood
The Beauce Pulp and Lumber Com-

pany, incorporated in the province of
Quebec, has been authorized to increase
its capital to $240,000.

The main drive of the Gatineau river
has reached the mouth of that stream.
It numbered 14,700 saw logs and 862
cords of pulpwood, the latter for the E.
B. Eddy Company, of Hull.

An important auction sale of timber
limits will take place at the office of the
Minister of Lands, Mines and Fisheries,
Quebec, on the 22nd inst. Some thou-
sands of square miles of limits are to be
offered in the Upper Ottawa, St.

Maurice, St. Charles, Lake St. John,
Saguenay, Bonaventure, Rimouski, Meta-
pedia Valley, Grandeville and Gaspe dis-
tricts.

A boom at the mouth of the White
river was broken by a landslide recently,
and allowed 150,000 logs, of which a large
part were pulpwood, to scatter in Lake
Temiskaming. Among the losers are J.
R. Booth and the E. B. Eddy Co. A
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similar mishap from high water occurred

on the St. Maurice, where 160,000 logs

escaped into the St. Lawrence, most of it

pulpwood for export to United States

mills. In both cases most of the logs

were recovered.

The British Columbia Gazette contains

a notice of a reserve placed upon cer-

tain lands for and on behalf of the Island

Power Co., to select therefrom timber

limits for wood pulp and paper-making

purposes, according to an agreement en-

tered into between that company and the

Government. The lands involved are for

the most part near the northern end of

Vancouver Island and the reserve is for

two years.

Reports from the Nipissing Country
show that the Imperial Paper Company
had a good winter, getting out a large

cut of pulpwood, all of which will reach

the mill in safety. About 300 men were
employed in the company's camp during

the winter. The cut of pulpwood in the

district is far in excess of that of pre-

vious seasons. There was a great head
of water in the streams, which made the

driving of pulpwood easy.

The new Missassaga and Temagami
forest reserves having been increased

from 2,290 square miles to about 9,000

square miles, the fire ranging system
will this year have to be greatly extended.

During 1903 about $6,000 was required to

pay the men engaged in looking after the

reserves, but this year, according to esti-

mates made by the officials of the Crown
Lands Department, in the neighborhood
of $18,000 will be required.

One morning recently the International
Paper Company lost about 400 cords of

pulpwood over Niagara Falls. It was
part of the first cargoes that had come
down the lakes this spring, and was lost

because the men snubbed the raft too
short near Schlosser Dock. Down over
the fall the logs plunged and soon the
surface of the lower river was covered
with them. The current caught them ai'd

grouped them near midstream and slowly
they floated down until they struck the
water that rushes from the portal of the
Niagara Falls Power Company's tunnel.

This rush threw the mass of wood far

over to the Canadian shore. There a

small portion of it passed down stream,

while the larger portion was caught by
the up current and carried into the eddy
at the Maid of the Mist dock. The loss

to the comapny was considerable. Some
of the wood that broke away was
caught along the shore before it reached

the fall.

Last year's cut of lumber in New-
foundland was 65,000,000 feet, of which
5,000,000 came from Labrador. This

is over three times the cut of the year

before, and the beginning of pulp mak-
ing adds still further to this trade next

year.

J. G. Scott, of Quebec, manager of the

Quebec and Lake St. John Railway, has

left for England to finance for the con-

struction of the La Tuque branch, which
is to run from a point eighty miles up

the main line to the head of the St.

Maurice river, and thence reach the La
Tuque Falls, which have a waterpower
capacity of ninety thousand horse-power,

double that of the Grand Mere. On his

return, in July, Mr. Scott hopes to be
in a position to commence construction.

The new branch will tap a large pulp-

wood area.

A quantity of poplar pulp logs, cut by
H. B. Hetherington, for Mr. Todd, of

St. Stephen, N.B., and stored on the

banks of the Canaan river, were de-

stroyed by fire, involving a loss of from
$3,000 to $6,000. They were to have
been driven to Cody's, cut into four-foot

lengths, and exported to the United
States. About one-third of the stock on
hand was destroyed.

A Victoria correspondent of The Pro-
vince reports that Seattle capitalists have
taken up a pulp concession at Bella Coola
Inlet, which is said to contain some
800,000 acres of fir, spruce and cedar, fac-

ing on tidal water, and all within a dis-

tance of two miles from water communi-
cation. The concession also includes two
water powers with an aggregate of 20,-

ooo-h.p. It is likely that most of the tim-
ber will be taken out for pulpwood. C.

H. Baker, president of the Snoqualmie
Falls and White River Power Company,
of Seattle, is president of the company,
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and A. E. Williams, a Seattle lumberman,

manager. The latter has purchased from

Capt, J. W. Troup, superintendent of the

C.P.R. coasting service, the steam launch

Kootenay, which was the private pro-

perty of the latter. She has been sent

north to Bella Coola, where she will be

used for cruising purposes. Besides

those above named, there are interested

in the pulp company: R. M. Thompson,

secretary; J. B. Hart, A. H. Anderson,

and W. S. Tanner. The company will be

known as the Bella Coola Development

Co. Development work is to be pushed

vigorously.

PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
TRADES.

The Montreal Star Publishing Com-

pany has been incorporated with a capi-

tal of $750,000. The incorporators are:

Hugh Graham, Thomas McLeay Graham,

William De Montmollin Marler, notary

public; Herbert Meredith Marler, notary

public, Montreal, and Alexander Murray,

accountant, Outremont. The powers

granted include the issue of The Star's

pubHcations, a general printing business,

and the manufacture of pulp and paper.

As anticipated in a paragraph last

month, the firm of stationers, litho-

graphers, and printers formed by the

amalgamation of Rolph, Smith & Co.,

and the Clark Lithographing Co., an out-

come of the Toronto fire, has been in-

corporated under the name of Rolph &
Clarke, Limited, with a capital of $500,-

000. The incorporators are: Joseph T.

Rolph, Frank Rolph, Frank A. Rolph,

Thomas J. Clark, and Herbert E. Miller.

The building which W. J. Gage & Com-

pany, stationers and printers, are erect-

ing on the site of their factory, burned

in the great Toronto fire, will be used

for office and warehouse purposes only.

The printing business of Imrie, Gra-

ham & Harrap has been taken over by

a company known as Imrie, Graham &
Harrap, Limited, with a capital of

$40,000. The provisional directors are

Elizabeth Imrie, D. L. Graham and G.

A. Harrap.

The Alaster Printers and Bookbinders'

Association of Toronto has elected the

following officers for the ensuing year:

Atwell Fleming, president; W. P. Gundy,

vice-president; Harry McBride, sec-

treas.; Executive Committee, A. F. Rut-

ter, A. E. Chatterson, Geo. M. Rose,

Richard Brown, S. R- Hart, Albert Mc-
Coomb, Fred Diver, T. Blaber, R. G.

McLean, Rev. Wm. Briggs, D.D., John

Murray, S. E. Hall, Richard Southam,

H. L. Thompson, Andrew E. Whinton,

Douglas Ford.

%l ^ ^

The name of Menzie, prominent in con-

nection with the manufacture of window

shades in Toronto, will henceforth be

known in connection with other lines.

The ]\Ienzie Wall Paper Co., of which

R. E. Menzie is the leading spirit, has

now in operation, at Mimico, or as it is

sometimes known. New Toronto, a wall

paper factory, which takes rank as the

largest and best equipped in Canada.

All kinds of wall papers are manufac-

tured, from the common grades to the

very finest pressed. The main factory is

300 by 50 feet, and a warehouse, 210 by

60 feet, is being added. The boiler and

engine house, machine shop, mixing

room for colors, etc., are entirely separ-

ate, thereby reducing risk of fire and

preventing injury to the papers from

dust, steam, etc. The factory contains

eleven machines and has a capacity of

70,000 rolls a day. The motive power is

steam, and the company has its own pipe

line to supply water from the lake. The
manufacture of burlaps and other decor-

ations will also be taken up. The same
parties, under the name of the Canada
Brass Rolling Mills, of which John R.

Barber, the well-known paper manufac-
turer of Georgetown, is president, are

installing the machinery for a brass roll-

ing mill, to make brass sheets, tubing,

rods and wire, which is the only one of

the kind in Canada. The recent tariff

changes will give them the home market,

and they expect subsidiary industries will

be organized to manufacture various lines

of brass goods from the raw material

they will supply.
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MECHANICAL WOOD PULP.*

By Stanislas Gagne, B.A., Sc.

(Continued from last issue.)

WET MACHINES.

Theoretically, when the pulp has been

screened, the mechanical process of ex-

tracting and preparing hbres from wood
is ended and the product is ready for

the paper mill. This is actually the case

when the pulp is employed immediately

for the production of paper or card-

board, which some of our Canadian mills

manufacture, but the large bulk is pro-

duced for exportation, and therefore has

to be put into convenient form for

handling and shipping. The wet mi-

chines are used to extract the pulp from

the water, which holds in in suspension,

and to turn it into sheet form contain-

ing a conveniently low percentage of

water. Figures 32 and 33 are cuts of the

types mostly used in Canada, and Figure

37 illustrates the principle on which they

work. First, there is a vat A, into wh'ch

*The above paper won the first prize given
by the publishers of the Pulp and Paper Maga-
zine for the best student's p^ner presented to
the Canadian Society of Civil Engineers for
1903, the judges being members of the Society.

i6g

the pulp is admitted from the screen

trough; the cylinder B, partly sub-

merged, is a frame work covered with

v^ery closely woven brass wire cloth

which allows the water to pass through

while the pulp it contains adheres to its

outside surface, the couch roll C presses

ihe felt D against the cylinder B, causing

it to take up all the pulp adhering to the

cylinder, leaving the wire cloth com-
paratively clean; the loaded felt then

passes over roller E, which guides its

direction over suction box F, which

draws out part of the water in the pulp

through the felt, over roller G, and be-

tween the press rolls H and K, the latter

press out part of the water and the pulp

gathers around the upper roll H. The
felt, now unloaded, passes over st etch

roll L, over roll M, is beaten by beater

N, washed by sprinkler P, passes over

guiding rolls O and R, between the rolls

S and T, which press out the water it

contains, over roll V, and again over

cylinder B, taking a fresh load of pulj)

and so forth, continuously.

The vat A is made of ordinary pine,

is vv-ater tight and provided with outlet

pipes, etc. The cylindLM- cloth must be

of very fine construction, so that n >
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pulp will pass through the meshes nor

adhere to it too strongly; the ends of

the cloth should be sewn together and

not soldered, as it is sotnetimes done, be-

cause, at such a soldered connection,

water will not pass through, hence no
pulp will adhere to that part of the

cylinder, and a gash across the sheet of

pulp will result with each revolution,

thus decreasing the capacity of the ma-
chine. The couch roll C is usually made
of cast iron and covered over with soft

K. Much care s taken that the collect-

ing roll H, which is formed from a solid

piece of hardwood, is made perfectly

true and is never allowed to dry, so that

the surface will not be cracked nor split.

The suction box is covered with a per-

forated plate, and as the felt passes over,

the water is sucked down. Some advo-
cate that the suction box should be con-
nected with the draft tubes of the tur-

bines, instead of suction pumps, but the

disturbance an:l loss of power thereby

WET MACHINE.

India rubber which facilitates the re-

moval of the pulp from the cylinder B
by the felt. The felt D is usually about

26 ft. long and 72 inches wide, and is

woven in a continuous, endless form, of

the best wool; grey ones made of Cana-

dian wool, are well adapted for the work
and give as good if not a better service

than any. Most of the rolls are made
of wood with the exception of the roll

caused exceeds that involved in the oper-

ation of pumps. Many mills prefer do-

ing without suction boxes on the wet
machines, leaving the work of driving

out the water from the pulp partly to the

press rolls and partly to the hydraulic

presses; they claim that suction boxes
wear out the felts much quicker, which
seems to me reasonable, and it is a ques-

tion whether they produce a drier pulp.
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The press rolls are tightened together by

means of a spring and hand wheel at both

ends of the collecting roll H, as seen ;n

Figure 33, except in ihe case of that

newly designed by the Jenckes Machine

Co., of Slierbrooke, Que., where wate/

pressure cylinders connected to lever

arms at both sides of the machine Ho

the work. This plan insures a more

evenly distributed pressure between the

two rolls and thereby a more uniform

sheet. When a sufficient thickness of sep-

arate sheets of pulp have gathered on

the collecting roll H, the attendant cuts

the sheet with a "doctor" or knife, as

shown in cut 33, or by means of a pointed

stick of hardwood, which he passes

ties. The press rolls, S and T, are of

cast iron, and are pressed together by

screws; th^y squeeze the water out of

the felt before it takes a fresh load of

pulp from the cylinder B. The frame of

the machine is of ordinary cast iron.

The capacity of an ordinary grey Cana-

dian felt, 72 inches wide, is an average

of five tons dry per 24 hours, with a

speed of about 50 ft. per minute; when
new, it will carry more than when partly

worn out. These felts last from four to

e'ght weeks, according to the treatment

they receive.

If resinous balsam is used, the capacity

of the machine is much lowered, as the

resultant clogging of the cylinder pro-

Fig. 33—Wet Machine—Jenckes Machine Co.

ciuickly across un:'.er the sheets. When
the lower end is grasped and the roll

allowed to complete its revolution, the

sheet falls on the table in front of the

machine, where it is folded and sent to

the hydraulic presses. The guide rolls

are made of wood on which a certain

thickness of cloth is nailed in a spiral

form and by means of a conveniently

placed hand wheel can be moved by the

attendant to one side or the other, thus

keeping the travelling felt in a proper
direction. The beater N is made of f Dur
arms attached to a revolving shaft and
together with water from the perforated
pipe P, cleans the felt from all impuri-

duces an irregular layer which the

gummed felt will not pick up entirely.

The cleaning is done as in the case of

the screens by steam and coal oil.

HANDLING AND PRESSING.

The sheet of pulp from the press roll,

usually % to i-io of an inch in thick-
ness, is folded on the wet machine table
so that there are no edges showing on
the outside and ends, the final sheet
being about 24 by 16 inches in size
when a 72-in. wet machine is employed.
This pulp contains about 65 per cent,
or so of water, depending on the use
or disuse of a suction-box and on the
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pressure between the press rolls. As

the cost of shipping such a combination

of 65 per cent, of water and 35 per cent,

of pulp would be uneconomical, and in

most cases prohibited, the percentage

of water is reduced by means of hy-

draulic presses.

Fig. 36—Hydraulic Press.

After being folded the sheets are put

on a truck specially constructed for that

purpose and between each one or two

folded sheets such material as old felt

or wire netting is inserted; the object

of this is to facilitate the removal of the

water when pressure is applied. Some
mills use wire netting only, but if this

is ungalvanized the pulp is liable to

become spotted with rust, which much
depreciates its value. Felt only will not

serve the purpose quite as well as a

combination of both felt and wire net-

ting, in which case a piece of felt is in-

serted between each sheet and a piece

of wire netting between two pieces of

felt every three or four sheets. When
the truck is loaded it is rolled to the

presses.

This truck is constructed with such

a distance between the wheels that

when the ram or platen of the press

lises it is borne up with its load of pulp,

which is pressed without any injury to

the truck, thus dispensing with un-

loading it. Figure 36 illustrates the

principle of a hydraulic press very com-

monly used. The truck is driven over

ram R, and water pressure is admitted

in cylinder C through the opening and

pipe D on piston E; the pulp sheets are

pressed between ram R and top F by

an amount depending on pressure ad-

mitted at D and on the size of piston E
in cylinder C. The whole press is of

very heavy construction, the lower

frame of cast iron having a brass-lined

cylinder, the piston and rod being made
of steel, while the top piece and the

platen are of cast iron; the top piece is

supported and kept in place by means

of four heavy steel rods, with screw and

nuts at both ends. (See figure 42.)

The pressure used is from 1,500 to 5,000

lbs. per square inch, and is supplied by

triplex pressure pumps of usual design.

In order to move the platen of the press

more rapidly up before it starts to

press and down after pressing, the

cylinder is usually connected to a low

pressure pump, or the discharge from

the bottom of the cylinder may be let

into the air, allowing the platen to force

the water out by its own weight. The

percentage of water in the pulp after

pressing is usually 50 per cent. This

varies sometimes from 45 to 55 per

cent., depending on the pressure ap-

plied and on the felting between the

sheets, but not to any practical extent

on whether a suction-box and very high

pressure between press rolls have been

Fig. 37—Sectional Elevation of Wet
Machine.

used in the wet machine. The object of

the pressure is to get that percentage of

water as low as possible, and their prac-

tical limit is reached when the pulp con-
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tains about 45 per cent, of water. To

reduce this percentage other methods

with heat as an agency must be em-

ployed; these will be considered later.

BALING.

After being pressed the pulp has to

be baled into bundles suitable for ship-

ment. From the presses the trucks are

rolled to scales, where a sufficient num-

ber of sheets are weighed to form a

standard uniform weight of dry or wet

pulp. This standard weight or amount

of pulp is then removed to a press. This

consists of cast iron top and bottom,

held together by four steel rods. The

pressing is accomplished by means of

two knees spread out or drawn in by

a screw and sprocket wheel driven by

a chain, and the driving is so arranged

that when a certain pressure is applied

the driving pulley falls out of gear and

quality and for percentage of water.

For testing the quality of the pulp at

the mills the following methods are

largely used. A glance at the sheet

from the wet machine with a strong

magnifying glass will tell the maker

whether the pulp is too coarse or too

short. Again, as the sheet, yi or i-io of

an inch thick, issues from the wet ma-

chine or from the hydraulic press a

piece may be torn off and folded twice;

if no cracks or splits appear after this

operation the pulp is considered good.

Again, a thin sheet when held to the

light should not exhibit too large splin-

ters or chips. There are many other

such simple tests that may be made, and

are employed by different manufac-

turers. The tests for determining the

quantity of water in the pulp are per-

formed by taking samples through dif-

Fig. 38-Sectional Elevation of Dry Pulp Machine. From A to b is same as

ordinary Wet Machine. From C to D is the Drying Part.

automatically stops pressing. When
the pulp is placed in this press, two or

three layers are laid under and on top

of it, and while subjected to pressure

the whole is tied by means of four or

five wires inserted in grooves at the

top of the bottom casting and at the

bottom of the follower. Pressure is

then relieved, and the bale is ready for

shipment.

Sometimes a wrapper is used, but it

is often found more expensive than the

loss of pulp occurring without. If there

is a chemical pulp mill' in connection, a

sheet made by this process will be

tough, and answer the purpose very

well, and at a small cost.

TESTS.

There are two kinds of tests, for

ferent parts of the bales and weighing

them immediately, and then again after

they have been dried by heat. The dif-

ference in weight gives the percentage

of water in the pulp. This is a very

delicate operation, one which requires

skill and judgment. The percentage of

water in a bale differs at various parts

throughout the bale, being, imme-

diately after pressing, greater at the

edges than in the centre. The percent-

age also varies constantly from the time

the bale is pressed until it is used at the

paper mill, due to the drying up of the

sides. The weight also changes from

loss of pulp in manipulation and hand-

ling. These variations, which are the

cause of constant disagreements be-

tween purchaser and seller, have ori-

ginated a movement at present towards
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standardizing methods of testing. The
most satisfactory method of deter-

mining a weight agreeable to both pur-

chaser and seller is for both parties to

deterrtiine the percentage of water in

the bales when it is most uniform, i.e.,

just as it issues from hydraulic press.

YIELD.

As mentioned before, this mechanical
process transforms into pulp practically

all the solid substances of the wood ex-

cept the bark, the only loss occurring

in the splinters that pass through un-

ground or which are too large to pass

through the screen holes. A cord of

green spruce weighing 4,400 lbs. will

weigh about 3700 lbs. after being

barked. This will produce on the aver-

age 1,900 lbs., or 51 per cent, of the

weight of the green wood, the remaining

49 per cent, being water in the wood
and the waste occurring through the

process. Such a cord of wood treated

by the soda or sulphite process would
yield from 100 to 1,300 lbs. of dry pulp.

(To be continued.)

^ ^ '4

DRY WEIGHT OF PULP.

Moist pulp is frequently packed and

sent out in the form of rolls, which are

handy to transport and afford good pro-

tection from dirt, etc. When sheeting

the pulp, it is easy for the pulp maker

to take samples at stated times over the

wiiole width of the machine, and so ob-

tain a fair average for the unavoidable

fluctuations of the dry weight both

across and lengthwise of the web. When
this is conscientiously done, the weight

of the dry contents calculated on the

weight of the moisture found during

manufacture and the air-dry weight can

always be taken as being thoroughly

reliable. When the roll is packed it be-

gins to give up moisture to the packing

material, and at the same time a con-

tinual loss in weight begins to take place,

due to evaporation. According , to the

weather and temperature considerable

hxsses in weight, which may lead to un-

pleasant differences, often show them-

.selves in a few days. The lollowing re-

marks may perhaps serve to show how
a satisfactory method of sampling and

checking may be applied.

]n a particular consignment the pro-

cedure was as follows; To get an idea

as to the effect of the drying, twelve

rolls were taken out of a batch and the

dry weight carefully determined. The

r'.'lls were then packed in the usual way
and stored in a closed stock room at

wide distances apart so as to expose the

whole to like influences. At intervals

of one week a roll was cut open longi-

tudinally and from each samples were

taken: (i) from the outside, (2) from

midway between the outside and the cen-

tie, and (3) from the centre. It was

found that the drying had proceeded so

slowly toward the inner layers of the

roll that the dry weight after twelve

weeks' storage had only risen inappre-

ciably at the centre, and very little in

the middle layers, while the outer layers

appeared almost perfectly dry in a few

vveeks.

The checking of the dry weight by tak-

ing samples from the mterior of the

rolls seems, therefore, a reliable method.

Where the pulp has not been stored too

long or has not been too long in transit,

the purchaser should be satisfied that the

loss of weight on the wet weight is

really due to the drying of the exterior

layers, and should base his calculations

of the dry weight on the correct calcu-

lation of the wet weight by the manufac-

turer. If the purchaser is not satisfied

that the dry weight can be calculated

from the original Avet weight on the

basis of the percentage contents checked

as above described, then two questions

arise, viz.: (i) How is the percentage

contents of the stuff to be determined

so that the dryer portions may be taken

into consideration when taking samples?

and (2) How is the wet weight existing

when the check is made to be ascer-

Ir.ined?

Tf the wet weight still present when
tlie check is made be made the basis on
v'hich the dry weight is calculated, then
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ti.e demand that an avcuge sample <A

the various layers of pulp of varying dry

weight be taken is eminently justified.

\ .'inkier says in his book on sampling

paper pulp, page 11, under the heading

Taking Samples from Rolls: "Opening

rolls of pulp by unrolling is not

a go xl method; it is better to

proceed as follows: After the pack-

ing material has been removed, the

roll should be cut into right through

the layers with a sharp knife, and strips

6 to 9 centimetres wide taken from the

upper and middle and lower parts of the

roll, the major portion being taken from

the upper and middle parts." Apart

from the fact that "lower" must obvi-

ously be more correctly "inner," the ex-

act amount, how much more or less, that

shall be taken from the outer or inner

parts of the roll is left very much to the

caprice of the individual.

A concrete example will perhaps make

the point clearer. A roll of pulp rolled

on a stick 6 centimetres in diameter

will be 19 centimetres in circumference

at its innermost layer, at a diameter of

20 centimetres, the circumference will be

63 centimetres, and an external diameter

of 40 centimetres will give a circumfer-

ence af 125 centimetres. It is clear,

th.erefore, that the number of sample

strips of equal widths to be taken from

the various parts of the roll must be pro-

portional to the circumference of the

corresponding layers. If, therefore, in

the above example, two strips are taken

from the interior of the roll, six to

seven must be taken from the middle

layer and 13 from the outermost layers,

in order to obtain a comprehensive aver-

age. Such a method, however, is not

cne which can be carried out in practice.

If strips of equal width be cut from all

the layers after cutting open the roll, the

outermost and dried parts would not be

adequately represented proportionally to

the amount of material contained in

them, and this method of sampling

therefore is also unsatisfactory.

The correct method is to cut a wedge
out of the roll. The breadths of the

sample strips are thus always propor-

tional to the circumference^ of the sev-

eral layers of pulp. This method is,

however, ditiicult, but the following one

is both correct and easy, and is carried

out as follows: A roll is cut open, and

from the sheets so formed, and which,

of course, decrease in size toward the

interior of the roll, a certain number

(from 6 to 10), are taken in their en-

tirety at regular intervals from the out-

side toward the interior, and used for the

estimation of the dry weight. When the

samples become too heavy, the sheets

may be divided into two or three parts,

the sheets being cut parallel to the ax's

of the roll. The sheets are, however,

best kept whole, as inaccuracies are liable

to occur if they are divided. It is, there-

fore, obvious that each layer of pulp

contributes a sample proportional to its

magnitude or the calculation of the dry

weight. In taking samples by this

method the dryest and the dampest

layers, i.e., the first, should not be re-

jected. This is as it should be if the dry

v/eight is to be calculated on the wet

v.'eight taken at the time of checking.

The rolls from which the samples are

taken must be selected from different

parts of the stock so as to obtain a fair

average to compensate for the irregu-

larities due to dififerences of storage. By
the old method 2 per cent, to 5 per cent,

where the general condition of the rolls

was uniform, was held to be enough.

—

Papier Zeitung.

^ ^ ^

ENAMELED PULP BOARD FOR
TILING.

Up to the present time, tiling for the

finishing of bathrooms, fireplaces, etc.,

has been something of a rich man's lux-

ury, as it is not cheap enough to be

used promiscuously in an ordinary

dwelling house, where wainscoting is

made to take its place very largely.

Wainscoting can now be replaced by

something which can hardly be told from

the high-priced tiling used in fine resi-

dences. This is enamelled pulp board,

made up of a composition which takes an
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enamel finish of any desired color, and

can be stamped, and rolled into slabs of

any size, with the grooves depressed at

frequent intervals to imitate tiles of

various sizes and shapes. In these

grooves a filling of plaster-like material

is inserte:!, the enamelled surface of the

pulp board bsing perforated in the

grooves to enable the plaster to pene-

trate the enamel and adhere to the under-

lying pulp. The board is not only cheaper

to manufacture than the small tiles, but

is much more convenient to handle.

The enamelled finish makes it impervious

to water, and it can also be made fire-

proof by special treatment with chemi-

cals, which is a necessity when the imi-

tation tiling is to be used i i connection

with the fireplace. The pulp board is

originally built up of a plurality of thin

paper boards, cemented together, bein.^

finally compressed and enamelled on one
surface, while the back is provided with

staples by wh'ch the boards can be fast-

ened in position.

^ ^ ^

WATERPROOF COATING FOR
DESIGNS.

L. Lebateux has patented a process

whereby paper is coated or treated,

either entirely or in places, so as to form
an ornamental design, and preferably by

means of a printing press, with a mixture

formed by grinding the lighter parts of

zinc white, known as "snow white," with

linseed oil, in the proportions of about

750 grams of zinc white to 250 grams of

oil. The linseed oil may be replaced by

any other suitable fatty base, such as the

media having linseed oil as a base em-

ployed in printing. The paper so coated

is waterproof, is suitable for printing on "

or for writing on in ordinary or copying

inks from which press copies may be

obtained. When the composition is ap-

plied in the form of a design, the latter

is invisible until it has been developed

by rubbing with a metal, such as a gold

or silver coin, etc., when it presents the

appearance of having been drawn with

a graphite pencil. Images or designs

of greater or less intensity may be ob-

tained by adding a greater or less pro-

portional amount of zinc white to the

mixture, and rubbing with the metal to a

greater or less extent. The invention is

specially applicable in the manufacture

of bank cheques, share certificates, post

cards, etc.

NEW ZEALAND-CANADA PAPER
TRADE.

In the course of his last report from

New Zealand, J. S. Larke, Canadian

Trade Commissioner, says:

In Auckland a large commission house

wrote to eight Canadian paper mills

soliciting their agency. One reply was

favourable, the other seven stated they

were selling all they could make at home
at better prices than could be got in New
Zealand. In Wellington a firm had re-

ceived but three replies to forty-two

letters written to manufacturers of var-

ious lines, in only one of which was there

a promise of trade. In Christchurch a

firm in a large way in boots and shoes,

leather and leather goods had received

but five replies to over fifty letters. In

the latter case the names had been taken

from the advertisements in a trade jour-

nal and many of the advertisers were not

in a position to do an export trade. It

would be advantageous to Canada that

even in such cases the applicants had re-

turned a courteous answer to the letters

stating that they could not entertain the

proposition, but had passed the letter to

a firm which they thought might be able

to do so.

There is no direct connection between

Canada and New^ Zealand. The three

principal routes by which Canadian goods

reach New Zealand are the overland via

Vancouver and Sydney, and via Liver-

pool or via New York. Very great in-

terest was taken in the question of

freight and mail facilities at the meetings

in the Chambers of Commerce and else-

where, and it was felt that there must

be an improvement in the means now
available. The quickest and most direct

route between New Zealand, America
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and Europe is via San Francisco. The

Union Steamship Company of New Zea-

land was engaged in this service, but

since the annexation of the Hawaiian

Islands to the United States, it has been

driven ofif this route by the coasting

laws of the United States, and this has

diminished the popularity of the route in

New Zealand. The Union Company is

now a partner in the Vancouver service,

and negotiations are now going on be-

tween the government of New Zealand

and the Canadian Australian Steamship

Company looking to an arrangement

whereby the steamers of the company

would call at a New Zealand port. This

would render it necessary to abandon

Brisbane, but it is represented that the

government of Queensland will make no

objection to the change. It the arrange-

ment is made it will much help trade be-

tween Canada and New Zealand, but it

will not solve the whole problem.

The Canadian Pacific Railway and

Canadian-Australian steamers are now

offering very low rates of freight, in some

cases, perhaps, below cost, to encourage

business, but even if it could carry aver-

age goods at twenty-five dollars per ton

it would be impossible to compete with

a rate of less than six dollars per ton on

the ocean route between New York and

New Zealand. In sailing vessels still

lower rates are offered. Certain sorts

of newspaper are sold at thirty dollars

per ton. A difference of even a dollar

per ton freight in such a case will de-

termine business or no business. It is

impossible for such classes of goods to

be shipped by the overland route.

The New York and Liverpool routes

are open to Canadian goods and the great

bulk of the exports do come by these

ways. But against the former are urged

charges of delay, high charges in New
York and against the latter the damage

done to goods by the transfer from one

ship to another. Inquiries were, there-

fore, constantly made as to whether there

was not a possibility of a quicker and

cheaper route from Eastern Canada

direct.

As the whole question hinges on the

quantity of freight, it may be interesting

to note that the Australian consumption

of printing paper is estimated at over

thirty thousand tons and that of plaster

of Paris at over three thousand tons per

annum, both of which should come from

Canada. These two items alone form a

good beginning for a monthly cargo from

Canada.

^ ^ ^

AN EARLY PAPER MILL.

In the Upper Canada Gazette, of June

3rd, 1826, there appeared, under the head-

ing of "Upper Canada Paper Mill," the

following notice: "The subscribers have

in view the erection of a paper mill at

this place, to be in operation in the

course of the month of May ensumg,

solicits the patronage of the public in

supplying rags sufficient to keep the same

in employment, for which he will give as

high a price as is usually given by the

paper-makers in the adjacent parts of

the United States, and means will be

taken to send for the same, when a

quantity is collected at any one point in

any part of the province, which will be

paid for either in money or paper, as

may best suit the proprietor. The ad-

vantages to this colony from the estab-

lishment of a paper mill are so obvious

and so numerous that the subscriber

hopes that persons to whom the value of

rags may be no object will from patri-

otic motives lend their assistance in

securing a domestic supply; otherwise,

one great object in establishing such a

manufacture, namely, that of keeping the

money among the colonists, will be de-

feated."

The notice was signed by James

Crooks and was dated West Flamboro,

20th March, 1826. This mill appears to

have been the second mill started in

Upper Canada, the first having been

established at the village of Ancaster. in

1820, the third in order apparently being

the Don Valley Mills (still in existence),

which opened a few weeks later than the

West Flamboro mill.
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A CASE OF SPOLIATION.

A case which affects the cnaracter of

the Government of Quebec, and affects

also the security of capital and property

rights, has been ventilated in the Pro-

vincial Parliament and press. It arises

out of a dispute between the Chicoutimi

Pulp Co. and Wm. Price, lumber mer-

chant, of Quebec. A history of the case

is given by Mr. Price in a letter to the

Quebec Chronicle, of which the follow-

ing is the substance:

The town of Chicoutimi introduced a

bill at the present session of the Que-

bec Legislature, amending its charter in

which was contained a clause dealing

with the ownership of lands reserved fni

streets and squares at the time that the

town was originally laid out by the Gov-
ernment.

When the bill came before the Private

Bills Committee of the Legislative As-

sembly, the Chicoutimi Pulp Company
obtained an amendment excepting from
the operation of the bill certain lands,

and declaring them to be their property.

The text of the amendment proposed by
the Chicoutimi Pulp Company and car-

ried in the Legislative Assembly, was as

follows

:

"Nevertheless, the right of property in

the town does not extend to any part of

Montcalm street upon which the wharves
of the Chicoutimi Pulp Company are

now built, nor to the lands bordering
such street to the west, which lands had
been reserved upon the original plans

of the division of the village of Chicou-
timi for a street, and upon which the

said wharves are also built; nor to the

lands which may have been reserved
upon the said plans, for streets, which
are now numbered 935. 910, 909, 882,

1,130, 1,148, 1,149, 1,161, and also that

part of lots number 932 and 1.162,

bordering on the river Chicoutimi, of

the official plan and book of reference

of the town of Chicoutimi, and which
have been sold to the Chicoutimi Pulp

Company or its predecessors by the

Government of the Province of Quebec;
and all the said lands are declared to

liave been and to be the property of the

Chicoutimi Pulp Company."
Now a portion of the lands described

in this paragraph never have been and is

not now the prf)perty of the Chicoutimi

Pulp Company, but is my property.

Mr. Price states that when the bill

came before the Private Bill Committee,
he produced his titles to the property

and so far satisfied the committee that

he had a case that the Attorney-General
amended the clause to make it read in

the last part as follows: "and it is here-

by declared that the town of Chicoutimi

has no right of ownership in the said

lands, notwithstanding any reserve that

may have been made in any deed or any

law with regard to the same and that

any rights which the town may have

had to the ownership of said lands be-

long to the Chicoutimi Pulp Company."
Mr. Price then proceeds:

The Chicoutimi Pulp Company were

not pleased wdth this amendment; no-

thing but a declaratory act would satisfy

them and on the third reading of the

bill notice to restore the clause as passed

by the Legislative Assembly was given

by the Hon. Nemese Garneau, President

of the Company. I had, of course, no
opportunity of being heard before the

House and the following gentlemen

voted to take my property and give it

to the Chicoutimi Pulp Company:

—

Hon. Messrs. Audet, Berthiaume, Bry-

son, Cormier, N. Garneau, Girouard, La-

Rue. Lanctot, Mathieu, Methot, Rol-

land, Sylvestre and DeVarennes. Of
these gentlemen, the Hon. N. Garneau
and the Hon. V. W. LaRue are Direc-

tors of the Chicoutimi Pulp Company.
Those who voted against this act of

spoliation were Hon. Messrs. Archam-
bault, Chapais, Gilman, Sharpies. Tur-

ner and Ward.

The intention of the promoters w^as

to obtain a legislative title to property

which the Chicoutimi Pulp Company
pretended to own but its title to which

was manifestly so insufficient that it

was afraid to submit it to the test of a

legal decision.

V/hile the value of the land at issue
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may not be very great, the principle

involved in legislation of this character

is of supreme importance to the public;

not alone to those persons whose pro-

perty the Chicoutimi Pulp Company may
covet, but to all people whose property

may be coveted by others having suffi-

cient influence to obtain legislation of

this kind.

I am advised that though the inten-

tion of the promoters is clear, it is doubt-

ful whether the object has been attained,

and I propose forthwith to test the ques-

tion and if necessary carry it to the

Privy Council; should I find that my
property really has been transferred to

the Chicoutimi Pulp Company, I shall

come back to Legislature and ask that

body to undo the injustice done and re-

turn the property stolen.

I suggest for the consideration of the

public whether legislation of this char-

acter is not calculated to prove injurious

to Canadian enterprises seeking capital

on the English or foreign money mar-

kets. If companies can promote and

carry legislation transferring to them
other people's property, they can also

promote and carry legislation by which

creditors will be deprived of their secur-

ity, or, if desired, of their recourse

against their debtors. Wm. Price.

^ 1^

QUEBEC PULPWOOD ASSO
ATION.

The Quebec Pulpwood Association held

its first annual banquet, at Sherbrooke,

on June 2nd. A large number of men
interested in the industry were present

from all over the province, including the

Hon. H. M Price, Quebec, president of

the association; E. W. Tobin, M.P.; B.

A. Dugal, manager, Bank Nationale; F.

N. McCrea, B. C. Howard, D. O. E.

Denault, E. C. Gatien, L. S. Channell,

L. A. Belanger, E. L^guiux, J. S. Te-

treault, A. Gendron, J. A. Precourt,

Sherbrooke; John Champoux, D'Israeli;

D. H. Pennington, St. Julie; G. C. Poulin,

St. Jean; O. C. Wilson, Lewiston, Me.;
L. Bolduc and N. I. Turgeon, St. Fran-

cis; G. P. Nadeaii, Stanfold; B. Quinn.

Windsor Mills. Mr. Price, in responding

to the toast of the association, explained

that its aims were to promote pulpwood
interests in the province of Quebec, by

showing shippers that it was for their

own interests to ship only the best pulp-

wood, by seeing that all contracts were
observed, and by seeing that they got the

necessary railway facilities. Fie then pro-

ceeded to advocate an export duty on
pulpwood. Canada, he said, supplied the

United States with 400,000 cords out of

its annual consumption of 2,000,000 cords.

An export duty would cause all this to

be manufactured in Canada.

E. W. Tobin, M.P. for Richmond and

Wolfe, said that what the pulpwood busi-

ness really needed was more capital. He
did not believe in an export duty on

pulpwood. as it would affect the farmers

and settlers.

Mayor Camirand, J. H. Walsh, general

passenger agent of the I.C.R., and

Messrs. Farrell and McKinnon, of the

Eastern Townships Bank, responded to

the toast of Our Guests.

^ ^ ^

NEW IDEAS IN PAPER MAKING.

There are a lot of brand new ideas in

the paper field in these days, says the

Paper Mill, and lots of people are ex-

perimenting with new materials out of

which they hope to make paper. Some
of the experts of the Agricultural De-

partment, at Washington, have been

working over cotton stalks, and think

they can make good paper from them;

and they are also experimenting with

various kinds of wood other than spruce

and poplar, in the hope of finding a new

pulpwood. Out in California the wise

men of the State Agricultural Depart-

ment are promoting the growth of some

Japanese plants, out of which paper is

made in the Flowery Kingdom. On the

other side of the Continent, in St. John,

N.B., Mr. Gushing, who has had con-

siderable experience in the manufactur-

ing of sulphite pulp, has sucrec led in

making pulp of merchantable quality out

of spruce bark, as noted last month in
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the Pulp and Paper Magazine. Again, up

in Minnesota, H. P. Stanchfield, presi-

dent of the Minnesota Syrups, Oils and

Vinegar Company, of Minneapolis, pro-

poses to make syrup, vinegar and salad

oil out of pumpkins, and to use the pulp

residue for the manufacturing of paper.

Possibly some of these ideas will work

out successfully; certainly some of them

will not, and it is pretty certain that the

experimenters with pumpkins will not dis-

cover the substitute for spruce, by means

of which we shall be able to perpetuate

our forests.

'4 "4

USES OF PAPER AMONG THE
JAPANESE.

Japanese oiled papers, made from the

barks of trees or shrubs, are astonish-

ingly cheap and durable, according to a

writer in The National Geographic

Magazine. As a cover for his load of tea

when a rainstorm overtakes him, the

Japanese farmer spreads over it a tough,

pliable cover of oiled paper, which is al-

most as impervious as tarpaulin and as

light as gossamer. He has doubtless car-

ried this cover for years, neatly packed

away somewhere about his cart. The
rikisha coolies in the large cities wear
rain mantles of this oiled paper, which

cost less than eighteen cents and last for

a year or more with constant use. But
perhaps the most remarkable of all the

papers which find a common use in the

Japanese household are the leather

papers of which tobacco pouches and pipe

cases are made. They are almost as

tough as French kid, so translucent that

one can nearly see through them, and as

pliable and soft as calfskin. The jnaterial

of which they are made is as thick as

cardboard but as flexible as kid.

GATHERING WASTE PAPER.

The Paper Mill says an ordinance pro-

posed by Commissioner of Works Ward,

of Buffalo, in regard to the collection of

waste paper, and the requirement of
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householders that they have it ready for

the city teams, arranged in packages, has

aroused a storm of indignation among

those whose custom it is to profit by

gathering this waste product of a great

city. This is especially true of the Sal-

vation Army, and some facts made pub-

lic by Lieut. -Col. W. A. Mclntyre, com-

mander of the Buffalo branch of the

Army, make interesting reading. Col.

Mclntyre said: "The financial returns

from this business are enormous. There

are many men who have made fortunes

from paying for waste paper and then

selling it to wholesalers and mills. If

the Salvation Army of this city had the

privilege of collecting all waste paper

gratis I would promise the Mayor to re-

lieve the city of all her unemployed and

to provide our employees with satisfac-

tory wages. During the month of March

the local army derived an income of

$290.47 from the collection of waste paper

alone, and it must be remembered that,

comparatively speaking, we have only a

few homes from w^hich we are allowed to

get the waste paper. As for che use of

the proceeds, we support every man with

them who is willing to work."

^ ^ %l

—C. L. Benedict, of Perth, and Arthur

Van Koughnet, of Toronto, says an ex-

change, have recently concluded a con-

tract for the manufacture and sale of their

patent combined letter-envelopes for the

United States, with the General Manifold

Company, of Franklin, Pa., whose New-

York office is in the Standard Oil Build-

ing. Mr. Benedict is the inventor of the

"5 in i" stationery, and was until re-

cently in the service of the Bank of

Montreal. Three or four years ago he

formed a partnership with Arthur Van

Koughnet, insurance broker, of Toronto,

who has conducted the manufacturing in

Toronto, and has successfully introduced

this invention in different parts of the

Dominion. The "5 in i," besides other

features, is a time and labor-saving sys-

tem, and has been adopted by many

of the banks, financial institutions and

merchants. The Canadian business will

be carried on as usual from Toronto.
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NEWS PAPERS AND CHEAP
PRINTINGS.

Possible Improvements in their Manu-
facture.

Written for the Pulp and Paper
Magazine by R. W. Sindall,, F.C.S.,

London, Eng.

In selecting this subject for an essay

on the manufacture of paper, or paper

pulp, we are guided by the desire to in-

dicate one or two directions in which
there are large possibilities for the im-

provement of news papers and cheap
printings.

It is not our intention to give any de-

tails of special improvements which
have been made during the past few
years, or to draw the attention of paper
makers to any new inventions. We be-

lieve that suggestions as to new de-

velopments in these directions will be

of greater value than any account of

specific modifications except in so far

as these may illustrate the principles

which we propose to describe.

We also select this subject in

particular because the manufacture of

this class of paper forms a very large

and important feature in the industry

generally.

One of the most important subjects

which should receive the attention of

papermakers is the question of drying
paper on the machine. This operation
affects the paper in many ways, and we
are confident that the close study of the

subject from its several points of aspect

will well repay attention.

We may first refer to the question of

output. The increase in output has been
obtained by the increase in speed of the

machine. Where 250 feet per minute
was once regarded as a satisfactory re-

sult, papermakers are now dissatisfied

with anything less than 400 feet per
minute.

This increase of speed has altered the

conditions under which the paper has
been dried very materially. It has
thrown 'upon the drying cylinders a

very much greater proportion of work
in the shape of evaporation. This
extra work has been effected in the ma-

i8r

jority of cases by simply increasing the

temperature inside the cylinders.

What has been the result of this in-

crease? Generally speaking, it has re-

sulted in the manufacture of paper con-

taining a very low percentage of what
we may call natural moisture. The
papermaker has been using pulp con-

taining an allowance of 10 per cent, of

atmospheric moisture, but under the con-

ditions obtaining with ordinary fast

running machines, the hot, dry paper

seldom shows more than 5 to 6 per cent,

of moisture, and while we do not over-

look the fact that ordinary paper under

normal conditions will rarely contain

10 per cent, of moisture, yet at the same
time, if we assume that the raw malerinl is

to be credited with 10 per cent, of

moisture we should similarly turn out a

paper containing 10 per cent, of moisture.

Also, as to the conditions which bring
about such a serious loss in output we
shall have something to say later on.

For the present we may confine our at-

tention to this important question of

output.

It is very clear that if a papermaker
buys pulp containing 10 per cent, of

moisture, and sells paper containing
only 5 to 6 per cent., he is suffering a

substantial loss.

The followmg table, one out of many
experiments made by the writer, gives

an example which is often found in

actual practice.

Table i.

Percentage of moisture in paper when
reeled dry, direct from the calenders.

Six tests on one reel:

3.9 per cent.

4.0

4.4

4.0

3.8

5-3

Mean. . . 4.0

On a basis of this kind it is easy to

calculate the exact loss of revenue.

Some papermakers who have clearly
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realized the loss due to this defect have

attempted to compensate themselves to

some extent by storing the reeled paper

in a cool place, thereby endeavoring to

allow the paper sufficient time to reach

its normal state by the absorption of

moisture from the air, but under the

most favorable conditions it can easily

be shown that such storage is in reality

an impossible factor in this question.

The writer made a very large number of

observations in order to arrive at some
definite conclusions concerning the ab-

sorption of moisture from the air by the

prolonged exposure of reeled news

paper.

The reel of paper referred to in

Table i was placed by itself in a cool

storehouse, where the conditions were

most favorable to the absorption of

moisture. When first exposed this reel

weighed 596 lbs. (258 kilos). After a

lapse of 30 weeks the reel weighed 587

lbs (267 kilos).

Table No. 2 gives the weight of the

reel at various periods during the test.

Table 2.

Table showing weight of the reel at

different periods:

Lbs. or Kilos.

Weight when first ex-

posed 569 258

Weight after i week... 573 259-8
" " 2 weeks . . 574 260 . 27
" " 3 weeks . 575 260

.
72

" " 4 weeks . . 576 261 . 17
" " 6 weeks . . 578 262 . 08
" " 13 weeks . . 581 263.45
" " 26 weeks . . 586 265

.
72

" " 30 weeks . . 587 267. 17

Percentage moisture at commence-
ment, 4.00.

Percentage moisture after 30 weeks.

6.90.

In this case the percentage of mois-

ture had increased from 4 to nearly 7.

Another experiment made by the

writer was with three large reels of

ordinary news paper containing at the

outset 5 per cent, of natural moisture.

These reels were exposed for three
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months, the percentage (jf moisture after

the lapse of that period being 6.75.

Table No. 3 gives the periodical in-

crease of weight.

Table 3.

Table showing the increase in weight
obtained by exposing reeled paper taken

direct from machine:

Lbs. or Kilos.

Weight of paper
when exposed . . 5,6i9 2,553 - 15

Moisture absorbed

1st week 24 10.88

Moisture absorbed

2nd week .... 21. TO A1

Moisture absorbed

3rd week 7 3.17
Moisture absorbed

4th week . . 8 "J f^l6 03
Moisture absorbed

5th week 5 2.27
Moisture absorbed

6th week 5 2.27
Moisture absorbed

7th week 4 1. 81

Moisture absorbed

8th week 5 2.2y

Total weight of

reeled paper after

2 mos.' exposure . . 5,710 2,589.88

Lbs.

Another month's exposure gave an
additional weight of 25

5735
Percentage of moisture in reel

at commencement 5.00%
Percentage of moisture in reel

after two months 6.75%

The weight of paper at the outset was
5,629 lbs. (2,553 kilos), and at the end
of two months 5,735 lbs. (2,590 kilos).

This slow absorption of moisture is

clearly due to the fact that the mois-
ture must pass from the external sheets

to the internal ones by the process of

conduction.

If it were possible to expose the

paper freely to the influence of the air
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a different result might have been ob-

tained, as one can see by observation

recorded in Table 4, this having refer-

ence to the behavior of single sheets

exposed to the air.

Table 4.

Table shov/ing increase in weight of
a single sheet of paper taken direct
from a machine and exposed to the air.

Wt. of

sheet direct Weight Weight
Test from after after

No. machine. 18 hrs. 48 hrs.
I . . . 100 101.8 102.2
2 . . . 100 103.0 103-7

3 ... 102.0 103.0

4 . .

.

100 101.3 101.8

The next question which we have to
study is that of quality, which term we
may use to include the strength, the
feel, and the appearance, as also the
handle, of the sheet.

Paper possesses these qualities at a

maximum when it has been dried
slowly to its normal condition. In pro-
portion as the natural wetness, so to

speak, of the pulp is retained, so we get
a good-looking sheet. In other words,
the hydration degree of the cellulose

becomes an important factor, and the
relation of the natural moisture to the
pulp itself an important function of the
quality.

Now, an over-dry sheet easily be-
trays itself. It is brittle, possessing an
artificial rattle, and having little tough-
ness or firm handle.

This overdrying is due to the in-

crease in speed and other conditions
which have not been modified suffi-

ciently, and these modifications cannot
be introduced without material changes,
which it is our purpose to indicate.

If the paper is to be made at any
speed, and with the production of a
minimum quantity of broken, the paper
must be dried to a certain degree. With
a perfectly even and uniform sheet,
both in the matter of composition and
thickness, the process of drying would
be a perfectly easy matter, but the un-
evenness is there.
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In the first place, it arises from the
condition of the pulp. The effect of the
wood pulp travelling at such a high
speed is to produce a moist web, im-
perfectly formed by reason of the un-
equal description of the pulp, which is

rendered still more uneven as the speed
increases.

Secondly, any unevenness at the line

of contact by the couch roll may also
have its effect, while press rolls in bad
condition are fruitful sources of trouble.

Hence, we find as a result that the
moist paper leaving the press rolls is

damp in some places more than in

others, so that it becomes necessary to
dry out the whole sheet to a condition
most suited to the damp spots, and we
may thus over-dry 95 per cent, of the
whole area of paper in order to obtain
satisfactory running conditions.

What are the ideal conditions for
drying? Clearly the exposure of the
paper to a comparatively low tempera-
ture for a sufficiently long period. Of
course, in news paper we must have a
fairly warm cylinder in order to pro-
duce a cohesion of the resinous size, but
the principle is the same whatever the
actual conditions may be.

To evaporate the water from a sheet
of paper we may select one of two
methods.

We may submit the paper to a high
temperature for a short period of time,
or to a low temperature for a longer
period.

If the sheet is perfectly even, a higher
temperature may be applied, because
the time of contact can be regulated,
but in actual practice a large area of
paper is to remain in contact with a
high temperature after it has been suf-

ficiently dried on account of the dry
spots already referred to. Hence, we
find that this over-dry paper loses its

water of hydration, but the material
point is to give the damp spots time to
become sufficiently dry.

Our contention is that a longer time
on a drying cylinder at a lower tem-
perature will be less injurious to the
paper, because under those conditions
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a temperature might be employed which

would not drive off any natural mois-

ture, however long the paper might be

in contact with the cylinders.

The writer made a large number of

experiments with news papers runn.n-^

at comparatively high speeds with a

view of determining the effect of drying

the paper at lower temperatures.

The result of this observation served

to show that the quality of the paper

could be materially improved, but the

surface was streaky, and the damp

spots, although sufficiently dried,

showed up in a manner familiar to all

papermakers.

This only confirms the contentions

laid down, that prolonged contact at

reasonable temperatures should remedy

defects of this kind, and yet, at the same

time, do away with excessive over-dry-

ing of the paper as a whole.

We have now to consider how it is

possible to introduce a system by means

of which the paper can be dried at a

comparatively low temperature.

Broadly speaking this can only be

effected by a considerable increase in

the number of drying cylinders. This

principle had already been recognized

by the foremost papermakers, for we

now find that fast running machines

are provided with 24 and 26 cylinders,

and sometimes even more, in the place

of 16 and 18, so the number of cylinders,

or in other words, the area of drying

surface has been increased to the ex-

tent of 30 per cent.

Yet we find with the speeds, that in

all the machines these have increased

in a far greater ratio. Instead of 250

feet per minute, we now find 400 feet a

common occurrence.

It must be self-evident that the in-

creases are not in the same proportion.

Where the drying surface has not been

increased in this manner, the effective-

ness of the existing plant has been in-

creased simply by the employment of

higher temperatures. In many cases

the extra work of evaporation has been

accomplished by the use of live steam

in the cylinders in addition to the ex-

haust from the engine driving the paper

machine.

This increase of temperature has been

followed by depreciation in out-put and

quality. But this necessity for additional

cylinders has made is self-evident, not

so much in the maintenance of the

quality of the paper in reference to its

handle and strength, as to the more

important question of evaporation.

Now the number of cylinders, or the

area of drying surface depends upon the

nature of the paper. If the machine is

making a fine paper, the exhaust steam

will be more than enough to dry the

paper under the existing circumstances.

Whereas the change from a thick to a

thin paper may necessitate the addition

of live steam, but this is simply due to

the neglect of the time factor.

In the latter case one would often

find a big pressure of 8, 10, and 15 lbs.

steam, clearly showing that with a

limited number of drying cylinders the

temperature of the steam is a more im-

portant factor than the total heat in

the steam itself.

This brings us to a third question,

namely, possibility of considerable

economy in the steam used for drying.

Paper makers have already discovered

that the amount of steam required for

drying a ton of paper is far less in the

case of a machine supplied with an

ample number of cylinders, i.e., a large

area of drying surface.

A machine possessing 24 drying

cylinders will consume far less steam

per ton of paper than a smaller ma-

chine supplied with only 18 cylinders,

other things being equal.

The reason for this must be obvious.

We are able by reason of longer con-

tact between paper and cylinder to

utilize the heat in the steam to a far

greater extent.

The steam discharges from the ma-

chine at little or no pressure followed

by a corresponding economy in the

matter of exhaust steam leaving the

cylinder.

Continuing this principle still further

it is easy to see that by increasing the
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drying surface we can give the paper

more favorable conditions for drying by

reason of the possibility of using a lower

temperature and a longer period of

contact.

One objection which would possibly

be raised as to increasing the number
of cylinders is the fact that the cost of

driving the cylinders would to some
extent nullify the economy.

This objection cannot have very much
force under any circumstances, but we
see no difficulty in arranging matters

so that the additional cylinders could be

constructed so as to allow their being

used, or cut out of use by suitable

arrangements of gearing.

But such a course, while it might

save the steam required for driving

them, would prevent the full use of the

benefits to be derived from drying the

paper at a lower temperature.

(To be continued.)

^ ^ ^

CROWN LANDS ADMINISTRA-
TION.

Its Effect on the Pulp and Paper In-

dustry OF Quebec.

The manner in which the Crown lands

of Quebec are administered is strikingly

illustrated in the evidence taken by the

Colonization Commission at Hull. The
story of the Maclar^i case is told by the

Gazette as follows: The Maclaren Com-
pany has extensive limits in the Ottawa
district. A few years ago the company
decided to erect a pulp and paper mill at

Buckingham. Mr. Vallillee, the manager
of the company, went to Quebec and saw
Mr. Parent, telling him what it was pro-

posed to do. On the assurance that the

company would be protected in its raw
materials the company^rected a pulp mill

at a cost of $325,000. Before beginning

the erection of the paper mill the company
discovered to its astonishment that large

areas had been taken out of the limits for

which it had paid and turned over to a

department at Quebec, known as the

Works and Colonization Department.
The result of this transfer was to open
this area for colonization and to deprive

the i\Iaclaren Company of the assurance

of its raw material supply. It was not long
before the company found out that it was
at the mercy of unscrupulous men. The
provincial regulations provide that before

giving out location tickets land agents are

obliged to take a declaration from the in-

tending settler that he is not purchasing
the lot merely for the purpose of cutting

the timber, and to give notice every month
to the holders of timber licenses of all

sales of land included in their limits. It

was on April 2, 1901, that a portion of the
Maclaren limits in the township of Mont-
miny were opened to settlement. On
April 15th, at the instance of C. B. Major,
who represents Ottawa county in the
Legislature, F. A. Christin, Crown Lands
agent, issued location tickets to several
parties for lots in these limits. Christin,
it is said, neglected, as his duties provide,
to secure the declaration of a bona fide

settler, and also to inform the Maclaren
Company of the sale of these lots, so chat
the company went ahead and cut timber
upon them. Not only this, but through
the delay the company lost its right of
piotestiiig against the issue of these
tickets.

/ As a result of the IMaclaren Com-
pany cutting timber on these lots claims
for damages were presented against it for
a large amount, nearly $2,000. Suit was
entered, and the company determined to
settle with those parties whom it found
were in good faith, and who had actually

suffered loss. It was then that the com-
pany made the interesting discovery that
some of these parties did not exist, and
apparently never had existed. The com-
pany endeavored to secure the cancella-

tion of th^docation tickets, but Mr. Major
objected.T^n March, 1903, a new party
appeared on the scene. He was Noe
Landry, a game warden, in the employ of

the Province. He produced transfers of

the rights and claims of the parties named
on the tickets to himself. Mr. Major be-
came active on his behalf. An attempt
was made to induce Mr. Parent to force

the company to pay damages to Landry,
and when the company declined to do
this, he (Mr. Major), on behalf of Landry,
pressed for the payment of disbursements
alleged to have been made by the original
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ticket holders, amounting to about $700,

This was after the
|

Government had can-

celled the claims. Previously, Mr, Val-

lillee, the manager of the company, had,

according to his evidence, been ap-

proached by Mr. Major with the proposi-

tion that the company should advance the

money to clear off the land, and make the

improvements necessary to obtain the

patent, the company to be reimbursed by
the timber, which it would secure free of

provincial dues. This offer was refused,

as Mr. Vallillee was convinced that the

timber already belonged to the company.
Matters were in this stage when the com-
mission met at Hull, in February last, nnd
the company set out to prove that an at-

tempt had been/made to illegally deprive

it of its rights. / The evidence presented
was clear. It was so clear that finally,

when Landry was asked questions regard-
ing the identity of the original ticket

holders, and their transfer to him of their

claims he declined to answer on the
ground that by so doing he might incrimi-
nate himself. He failed to appear at the
last sitting, but made a declaration before
the Crown Lands officer at Hull, in which
he admitted that there had been irregu-
larities in securing the location tick^ns lor
the lots in question, but that they had not
been committed for his own benefit, but
for that of certain people in Ottawa
county, and that he had been merely the
instrument of others. Mr. Major, when
these facts had been established, made a

declaration, setting forth that he had
always acted in good faith, believing that
the parties really existed, and only as a

lawyer in behalf of his clients. Tlrerr^e
m atter -rTOw'Irests;.

As a result the Province has been de-
prived of an important industry. Mr. Val-
lillee swore that it was the intention of

the company, had it been guaranteed the
possession of the limits, to build a paper
mill at a cost of $750,000, equip it with a

working capital of $250,000, and furnish

employment to about 1,200 men.

'4 ^ ^
J. A. Moore, of the Moore Investment

Co., Seattle, has taken an interest in the

proposed pulp mill at the north end of

Vancouver Island.

Mill Matters

The Canada Paper Co.'s St. Francis

mill had a narrow escape from being

burned in May, some sawdust, provided

for fuel, having taken fire accidentally.

On account of the break-down of an

electrical motor. No. 5 mill of the E. B.

Eddy Co., at Hull, had to shut down for

a few days in May. In that mill are

three paper machines and six beaters,

giving employment to about 75 men.

The Harmsworths, proprietors of the

London Daily Mail and other English

publications, are said to have made an

offer to purchase the pulp mills of the

Timber Estates Co., at Millertown, Nfld,

The surveys for the building of the

large paper, pulp and flour mills, which

are to be erected at Fort Frances, Ont.,

by the American Power Co,, are now

being made. W. L. Bowker, superin-

tendent of construction for A. Hood,

New York engineering firm, is in charge

of the work.

Three hundred men employed at the

Glens Falls, N.Y., mill of the Inter-

national Paper Company, struck June

6th, because of the refusal of the com-

pany to reinstate a boss steamfitter, who

was discharged in March. The union

had been trying to bring about his re-

instatement for several weeks, and the

strike was precipitated when the com-

pany put a new foreman in charge of the

repair gang. The union gave the com-

pany one hour to reinstate the old em-

ployee, and the manager refused.

The Australian correspondent of the

Monetary Times mentions m a recent

letter that Canadian wall paper is work-

ing its way in both that Commonwealth
and in New Zealand, although it has not

been easy to introduce, owing to ihe

English width being used. One firm in

Launceston, one of the smallest of the

Australian cities, recently gave a $7,000

order. Watson, Foster & Co., and Colin

MacArthur & Co., of Montreal, are both

doing business in this line, but the

former has the advantage through hav-

ing a representative, Mr. Fotheringham,

on the ground.
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At the spring assizes, at North Bay,

the case of McCrae vs. Sturgeon Falls

Pulp Co., was tried. It was an action for

breach of agreement, the plaintifY claim-

ing that he was hired by the company for

the season, while the company claimed

that he was hired only until the work was
completed. Judgment was reserved.

^ The employees of the Royal Paper
Mills, some three hundred in number, at

East Angus, Que., are on strike. Both
the paper mill and the pulp mill are

afTected. The men demand that they

should be paid regularly every two weeks,
instead of once a month, as has been
the custom, and they also have an
alleged grievance against the superin-

tendent of the paper mill. z

The convention of the Internatioinal

Brotherhood of Papermakers closed at

Niagara Falls, N.Y., May 14th, after

electing officers. George Mackey, of

Watertown, N.Y., was elected president;
Thomas Mellor, Watertown, N.Y., secre-

tary, and J. T. Carey, of Palmer, N.Y.,
treasurer. George Bishop, of Grand
Mere, Que., was elected fifth vice-presi-

dent. The convention placed itself on
record as in favor of a nine-hour day
for the day workers and an eight-hourly
shift for the towermen. No demand! '

was made on the manufacturers for ai

specific date for the change of hours to
take effect.

Commenting upon the closing down
of the pulp mill, at Mispec, N.B., refer-
red to in our April number, the St. John
Sun says that there appears to be no rea-
son why the mill should close at the
present time, as the price of the finished
product of the mills is higher than it

ever has been in the history of pulp mak-
ing in St. John. Logs for making the
pulp can now be obtained for between
$4 and $5 per thousand feet. It requires
1,400 feet to make a ton of pulp, which
is now bringing $5 and $6 more than it

has done in many years, making $10 or
$11 per ton as profits. The demand is

unusually strong, and conditions in Can-
ada during the past year have been most
favorable towards the industry, while the
United States markets are good and pro-

fits can be obtained without trouble for

every pound of pulp that can be manu-

factured. When the mill closed it had

only on hand thirty tons, or about cue

day's output, unsold.

D. H. Ross, Canadian commercial

agent, at Melbourne, Australia, reports

that samples of pulp forwarded from

Canada have not been found suitable for

local requirements, which call for sul-

phite in bleached and unbleached sheet's.

If suitable dry pulp can be produced by

Canadian makers, it is probable that the

authorities will waive the present cus-

toms regulations, which require the

sheets to be perforated in order to allow

the goods to land duty free.

Harrison Watson, of the Imperial In-

stitute, has forwarded to the Department

of Agriculture, at Ottawa, a small sample

of casein, a by-product of milk used in

England by papermakers and manufac-

turers of certain kinds of pamts. Most

of the supply at present comes from

South America. The casein is worth from

£28 to £30 per ton, c.i.f., London,

Liverpool and other ports. Another

sample is quoted £35, ex-wharf, Liver-

pool, and other quotations vary from

£40 to £50, depending on the quality.

Work in connection with the pulp and

paper mills of the Oriental Pulp and

Paper Company, at Swanson Bay, B.C.,

referred to in our April number, is pro-

gressing. The location is on the main-

land opposite Princess Royal Island.

There is a never failing source of water

supply, furnishing 15,000-h.p., from Yule '

lake. This has been tested at all times

of the year and that amount of power is

the minimum. The timber to be used

will be cut in the vicinity. J. M. Mac-
kinnon is the local representative of the

Canadian Finance Syndicate, of London,
of which the Oriental Pulp and Paper
Company is a subsidiary organization,

and he states that $100,000 has already

been expended. A wharf has been built,

and of the 83,000 acres of timber the com-
pany has in sight, leases have been se-

cured for 61,000. The initial capacity of

the paper mill will be 50 tons of news
print a day and this may be doubled at
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any time. The company is bound, under

its concession, to be turning out news

by 1906.

The following were among the enquir-

ies relating to Canadian trade received at

the Canadian Government Office in Lon-

don: A New Brunswick firm desires to

correspond with large manufacturers in

Great Britain of note and letter paper,

tablets or pads of writing paper, en-

velopes, boxes of stationery containing

envelopes and paper, etc. A merchant

and agent (who contemplates visiting the

Dominion shortly) is looking out for the

representation in Great Britain of Cana-

dian shippers in various lines, such as

wood pulp, cordage, oil cake, drugs and

•chemicals, as well as machinery suited

for the printing and allied trades. A

Parisian house is looking out for agen-

cies for Canadian firms desiring to open

up an export business with France. An

agent at Porto, Portugal is desirous of

establishing relations wnth Canadian

shippers with a view to taking up their

representation.

At Hawkesbury recently, Joseph

Breault, an employee of the Riordon

Paper Company, was sentenced to forty

days' hard labor in jail, on a charge of

malicious destruction of a log carrier at

the company's pulp mill. The complaint

was laid by the superintendent. R. S.

Hall, who, with a number of the mill em-

ployees, gave evidence against Breault,

the chief witness being Philion Sauve. a

foreman. In his evidence, Sauve stated

that the log carrier had frequently got

•out of order without any apparent rea-

son. Being suspicious that the trouble

was not accidental, he concealed himself

one night near the carrier. Shortly

afterward Breault came along, and tak-

ing a piece of wood, pried the carrier

>chain of¥ the cogs, and the machinery

was stopped.

Among the companies recently incor-

porated is the Gibson Lumber Company,

with a capital of $200,000, headquarters

at Winnipeg, to deal in timber limits,

lumber, etc., to manufacture and sell

lumber, pulp and wood materials. The

charter members arc: Robert William

G.bson, financial agent; James .-\ndrew

Johnston, lumberman, both of Winnipeg;

Edwin Ashley Banbury, lumberman
;

Robert Samuel Banbury, lumberman,

both of Wolseley, N.W.T.; George

Henry Davis, barrister-at-law, of Win-

nipeg.

It is stated that the libel suit of the

E. B. Eddy Company against the leaders

of the Hull Lodge of the International

Brotherhood of Paper Makers, and of

the Ottawa Trades and Labor Council,

will go on. The action is for $50,000^

and is taken on account of alleged libel-

ous statements in a circular published

by the defendants during the strike of

the paper-makers of the Eddy Company.

The latter sent IMr. Eddy a resolution, in

/ wdiich they declared the strike at an

end, and expressed the hope that all

difTerences between Mr. Eddy and his

/ former employees would be at an end.

/ Mr. Eddy, however, has not changed his

position in the matter, and the case is

likely to come up in the Hull Superior

Court in September.

^A new complication regarding the

Sturgeon Falls pulp and paper concession

developed in the Senate Railway Com-

mittee a few days ago. When the bill

respecting the Temagami Railway was

taken up, llr. Royce, who appeared for

the promoters, stated that the Imperial

Paper Mills, Limited, had purchased the

interest of Father Paradis and L. O.

Armstrong, of Montreal, for $100 each.

Father Paradis admitted that he had

made an absolute assignment, but claimed

that the deed was invalid, because it was

made on Sunday. He was the first pro-

jector of the railway, which w^as intended

as a colonization, and not as a business,

road. He claimed that the whole pur-

chase was a swindling transaction, that

his name should not be removed from

the directorate without his leave, and

that the assignment of his interest was

obtained by fraud. Hon. Mr. Bolduc

urged that Father Paradis be given a

chance of proving his allegations, and

the bill stood over.
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The case of Glasgow vs. the Toronto
Paper Manufacturing Co. is before the

Court of Appeal, the defendants having

appealed from the judgment of Judge
Boyd, entered on the findings of the

jury in favor of plaintifY for $8,000 dam-
ages and costs at the second trial at

Cornwall. The action was to recover

damages for injuries sustained by plain-

tiff in defendant's mill while employed in

cutting and trimming paper with a paper

cutting machine running by motive power.

The machine was supposed, if in proper

condition, when the knife ascends, to

lock itself automatically, and no further

operation of the machine can be made
until the operator sets it in motion. The
plaintiff alleged that because of the im-

proper condition of the machine, which
was known to defendants, the knife did

not lock, and his right hand was cut off

and some fingers of the other hand. The
appeal has been heard, and judgment re-

served. A. B. Aylesworth, K.C., and G.

I. Gogo, of Cornwall, are for the plaintiff,

and Cassels, Cassels & Brock for de-

fendants.

The Cornwall Standard and Cornwall
Freeholder report progress on the new
mills of the Cornwall Paper Manufactur-
ing Co. at Mille Roches, near Cornwall,
Ont. A considerable part of the roof is

in place, and the main building will soon
be ready for its machinery. The dimen-
sions of the buildings are as follows:

Machine room and finishing room,
180x80 ft.; beater-room and bleach-
room, 180x63 ft.; boiler house, 46x40
ft. These are all connected. In the rear
is a large store house for materials, etc.,

105 X 30 ft. The chimney, for which the
concrete foundation is now ready, will

be 98 feet high. There will be a water
tank for fire protection, 75 ft, high, and
having a capacity of 40,000 gallons. The
machine, which will be placed as soon as

the building is completed, is one of the
most modern construction. It is made
by Bentley & Jackson, Bury, Eng., and
combines all the latest European and
American ideas, being especially adapted
to the requirements of the Canadian
paper trade. It is very large, making a

sheet 120 inches wide, with a capacity of

10 to 15 tons of fine book, writing or en-

velope per day. All the machinery will

be on the ground floor. There will be
two high-speed engines, and the boilers

will be equipped with a patent underfeed
stoker. The buildings have been made
large enough to admit of the installation

of a second paper machine, and the en-
tire equipment has been planned with this

in view, so that the capacity of the mill

may be doubled at any time by putting
in a second machine and erecting a wing
to be used as a finishing room. A siding
from the Grand Trunk runs alongside
the machine-room. The new mill will

employ 50 to 60 hands when in full

operation. The managing director is S.

Greenwood, general manager of the
Canadian Colored Cotton Co.'s Corn-
wall mill, and Joseph Squire is superin-
tendent.

^ ^ ^

MINERAL AND ORGANIC COLORS
ON PAPER.

Paper fibres, being nearly exclusively
of vegetable origin, show much less

affinity towards coloring matters than
do the animal fibres, wool and silk. On
account of the minute state of division
of the fibres in the pulp, colors are, how-
ever, generally speaking, much more
readily taken up than is the case in ihe
dyeing of the same fibres in the form of

yarn or cloth.

The affinity of the various fibres to-

ward coloring matters differs consider-
ably, a factor to be taken into considera-

tion in the manufacture of colored paper,

which consists of a mixture of various

kinds of fibres. To secure a level ap-

pearance of the surface of papers of this

description, mineral loading materials of

mechanical wood pulp are added, the

contrast of shade being thus considerably

reduced. The coloring matters used in

the dyeing of paper pulp may be con-
veniently divided into two groups,
namely, the substantive and the adjective

colors. The former dye fibres direct, that
is without the application of a mordant.
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while when the latter are used a previous

mordanting of the fibres is necessary to

ensure fixation. The mordants most com-

monly used in paper dyeing are alum

and aluminum sulphate. Their applica-

tion IS very simple, and they possess a

remarkable affinity towards many color-

ing matters. Iron salts, such as ferrous

sulphate, nitrate of iron, and acetate of

iron, are used in the dyeing of grays,

blacks and other dark shades and in the

manufacture of Prussian blue, a color

very much in demand for paper dyeing.

Tannic acid is a very valuable mordant;

with iron mordants it produces useful

grays, which may be conveniently used

as a bottom for other colors. Tannic

acid, employed either by itself or neutral-

ized, or precipitated with tartar emetic,

is the best fixing agent for the basic ani-

line colors, such as magenta, methylene

blue, etc.

The principal coloring matters, which

are used in the dyeing of paper pulp, may

now be briefly reviewed, classifying them

for this purpose into inorganic and or-

ganic colors. Of the former class, the

natural mineral colors, also called earth

colors, are still very extensively used

on account of their cheapness and their

property of acting both as coloring and

leading materials. The various brands

of iron ochre, the oxide red, caput mor-

tuum, umber, sepia, green earth, mineral

black, China clay, and pearl hardening,

are among the principal representatives

of this class.

The artificial mineral colors may either

be prepared outside the beater and then

added to the pulp, or the precipitation

of some of these colors may be actually

effected in the beater. Whenever con-

venient, preference should be given to

the latter method, the precipitation of

the color, as well as the fixing, being

partly accomplished in the fibres. Some

of the most important paper colors be-

long to this group, the principal repre-

sentatives of which are—iron, buf¥, man-

ganese, bronze, chrome yellow, and or-

ange, Prussian blue, ultramarine and

smalts.

The other group of colors with which

we have to deal are the organic colors.

The Pulp and Paper

They may be subdivided into natural or-

ganic colors, that is colors of vegetable

and animal origin,, and artificial coloring

matters, usually called coal-tar colors.

Many of the colors belonging to the for-

mer group have been superseded by the

artificial products, which are more easily

applied, and which may be obtained in a

more concentrated form. Of the natural

organic colors, annatto, turmeric, saf-

flower, red wood, cochineal, weld, and

others are now, practically speaking, of

historical interest only. Among such

colors as are still extensively used are log-

wood, and in combination with it, fustic

extract, for cheap blacks and grays, also

catechu or cutch for fast browns or as a

bottom or a mordant for dyeing heavy

shades with aniline colors. The artificial

organic coloring matters now at the dis-

posal of the paper maker are very numer-

ous. Their characteristics are brilliancy

and purity of shade, strength, easy appli-

cation and solubility in water. Fast-

ness to light and air is. however,

with few exceptions, not their strong

point. Of the yellows and oranges

we have auramine, metanil yellow,

naphthol yellow, orange II, and chry-

soidine ; of the browns, Bismarck

brown and vesuvine; of the blues, water

blue, Victoria blue, and methylene blue;

of the reds, the cosines, rhodamines, pala-

tine scarlet, safifranine and magenta; of

the violets, methyl violet and crystal vio-

let; of the greens, brilliant green and

malachite green; and of the grays, the

nigrosines.—Julius Hubner, in the Paper

Maker.

^ ^ %l

Some changes are contemplated in the

forestry branch of the Crown Lands De-

partment for Ontario. Judson H. Clark,

M.A., B.Sc.A., Ph.D., of Cornell Uni-

versity, who is a native of Prince Edward

Island, and at present connected with

the Bureau of Forestry, at Washington,

has been appointed to the branch, but

the scope of his work and the changes

which will result will not be decided until

Mr. Clark reaches Toronto on August

TSt.
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EMURSON MFG. CO.

lawrhnce:, = = MASS.

f p. 6 C.
RE,NEWABLE,

SEAT

GATE VALVES
ALL PARTS RENEWABLE AND INTERCHANGEABLE.

Longest WeaHng,
Most Economicalm

Two Renewable Scat Rin^s,
Vulcabeston or Bronze,

AS DESIRED.

RENEWABLE WEDGE.
MADE IN ALL SIZES. — BRASS OR IRON.
Universally Used in Pulp and Paper Mills.

SEND FOR VALVE CATALOGUE.

THE FAIRBANKS COMPANY,
MONTREAL. TORONTO. VANCOUVER. WINNIPEG.
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ESTABLISHED 1842.

Cheney-Bigclow Wire Works
SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

... Manufacturers of ...

FOURDRINIER WIRES
CYLINDER MOLDS, DANDY ROLLS

ALSO

Brass, Copper and Iron Wire Cloth

SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF THE F

Bell Patent Flat Wires for Book Papers

WATSON JACK & COMPANY,
MONT Be E. A L.

Paper Blues

Prussian Blues

Paper Anilines

Shades Matched Promptly. f

Send for Color Cards and Prices.
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PULP AND PAPER MARKETS.

Almost without exception the Cana-

dian paper mills have been busy during

the past month, many of them being

unable to fill their orders. Prices are

fairly well maintained, but there appears

to be no disposition to take advantage of

the keen demand for paper now pre-

vailing in every branch of the trade.

Regarding trade across the border the

Paper Trade Journal says: "While the

demand has eased off with the dealers

the mill situation continues strong. No
weakening in the quotations of any of

the various grades of paper has as yet

been discovered. This strength of prices

is remarkable, in view of the fact that

the dull season is at hand. The strike in

the Wisconsin paper mills, if it is long

continued, must certainly still further

stiffen the market. The large consump-
tion of paper for the forthcoming Presi-

dential campaign is counted on to offset

in part the annual midsummer dullness.

The pulp market is quiet. Mechanical

wood pulp is quoted in New York at $14
to $16, f.o.b. at pulp mill. Owing to the

strike in the Wisconsin paper mills there

appears to be an effort to bear the mar-

ket, but it has not yet succeeded. The
Paper Mill reports as follows on the sul-

phite market: The domestic article is

strong. The price continues at 2 cents

at the mill. We quote: Domestic
bleached sulphite, 2.75 to 3c.; un-

bleached, 1.85 to 2ysc.; foreign bleached

sulphite, sYs to 3^c. (delivered New
York and Boston); unbleached, 2 to

2.30c.; domestic scda fibre, 2]4 to 2.35c.

^ ^ ^
PAPER STOCK MARKET.

Montreal, June i8th.

There is still a fair demand from Cana-
dian mills for paper stock in nearly all

lines that they use. The demand has

slackened, however, from the United

(See page 15.)

SPECIAL:
Cyclone Separators for Barkers.

Extra Heavy Steel Plate

Exhaust Fans for Pulp Mills.

Heating and Ventilating by

Blower System.

Mechanical

Draft, Etc.

SHE.LDON
<S SHE.LDON,

GALT, = ONTARIO, p
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The Wm. Hamilton IVIf^. C 0., Limited

PETERBOROUGH, ONT.

BUILDERS OF . . .

THE SAMSON
TURBINE

They have an even and regular speed

under all changes of load, ensuring better

and more even quality of pulp, and an even

output from the paper machines.

Proven the best for driving pulp grinders and paper

mill machinery.

H. W. Stebbins, Pres. A. F. Richter. Treas. G. A. Stebbins, Sec'y. ^

STEBBINS'

Engineering & Mfg. Co.

Paper Pulp M | SS^J',!Zc'S'.tiI^
Engineers and Architects. # all kinds of material.

MANUFACTURERS OF

The Stebbins Patented Acid Systems, Digesters and their Linings,
|

Bronze, Lead and Cast Iron Fittings.

We design, construct, equip and operate mills for the manufacture of

Pulp and Paper and all processes allied thereto.

i WATERTOWN, N.Y. Office, 74-78 Smith Building.

# F
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States for the grades usually shipped

there, particularly the better grades of

waste paper and new cotton cuttings.

The continued high water in all the rivers

north of the St. Lawrence is giving the

mills ample power, and they are all quite

busy.

Considerable quantities of roofing stock

have arrived in Montreal from Great
Britain during the last fortnight, other-

wise the supply would have been short.

Mixed cottons and blues and thirds are
still selling at about $1.25 to $1.35, and
there are as yet no accumulations.

Manilla rope continues steady. Bagging
still unsaleable.

Common waste paper is in active de-
mand, and is likely to continue so for the
next month.

Domestic white rags $2.00 to $2.10 per 100
Mixed bagging 5510 65

"

Blues and thirds 1.25 to 1.35
Dark cottons 75 to 90 "

Roofing paper stock. . 50 to 55
Waste papers 35 to 45
Hard white shavings. 2.00 to 2.10 '*

Soft white sLav.ngs.. i.oo to 1.50
"

Book stock 75 to 90 "

Afanilla rope 1.75 to 2.00
"

Sisal and jute string 75 to i.oo
"

^ ^4 ^

SCANDINAVIAN MARKETS.

The Farmand of May 28th reports:

"Mechanical is neglected, and as the

consumption is undoubtedly very large,

there is only one explanation, viz., that

the production is more than sufficient to
meet the requirement of the market. The
winter in Norway has been unusually
favorable for running the mills, and most
mills have of late years introduced im-
provements. The current prices for

chemical pulp, although much improved
since the beginning of 1903, do not leave
a profit of more than about 10 per cent,

per annum on the cost of the best situ-

ated mills, after setting aside sufficient-

funds for deterioration of plant. And
as to mechanical wood pulp, if the Nor-

(See page 20.)

JAMES KENYON &SON,
S-S-S- DERBY STREET MILLS ic Address

ON-BURY

Manu-
facturers

of

BURY, = LANCASHIRE

FELTS
For

Paper

Makers.

Couch Roll Covers, Wet and Dry Felts
of all kinds, including—= Patent Cotton Dry Felts =—

Special attention paid to felts for fast running news machines
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A. WERTHEIM & Cfl.

HAMBURG.

IMPORT AND EXPORT ALL KINDS OF

Sulphite^

Soda and
Mechanical

WOOD PULPS
OFHOES AT:

CHRISTIANIA (Norway) .. Kirkegaden No. 20.

GOTHENBURG (Sweden) .. 1 illa Kyrkogatan No. 20.

MANCHESTER .. .. Guardian Buildings (opposite Exchange).

LONDON 77a Queen Victoria Street, E.G.

PARIS Rue de LonJres No. 29.

ANGOULEME (France) .. 43 Rue Louis Desbrandes.

LYONS 54, Cours Gambetta.

MILAN 3 Via Gius. Verdi.

TOLOSA (Spain) 18 Calle San Francisco.

ST. PETERSBURG .. .. Little Pedjascheskaja House, 4, Qu 16.

NEW YORK 99 Nassau Street.

Telegraphic Address:

'WERTHEinO, HAHBURG."
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Our Specially

l^evolvin^ Paper Cutters

The Hamblct Machine Co., lawrence. mass.

Successor to Dustin Machine Co.

THE PUSEY & JONES COMPANY
WILMINGTON, DELAWARE, U S.A.

1 Machinery for Paper Mills and Pulp Mills 1
REPRESENTED BY

THE WM. HAMILTON MFG. CO., Ltd.,

i PETERBOROUGH, ONTARIO, W

^ Who are prepared to Build the Inventions ^

i Patented by THOMAS H. SAVERY, I

^ In Canada under Numbers 68.093, 71,746, 72,118 and 77,818; and also ^

5^ The Guard-Board patented by J. H. GATELY, in CANADA ^
under Number 74,735. ^

1 I
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Paper Mill

Machinery.

Guaranteed the most serviceable and efficient

of any built.

Modern Designs, New Patented Ideas,

Used Exclusively by us.

Cylinder and Fourdrinier Machines.

J Tissue Paper Machines a Specialty.

a

I BELOIT IRON WORKS,
BELOIT, WIS., U S, A.
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BOILERS FOR SALE.
-We offer for sale the following Horizontal Tubular Boilers at low prices,
f o.b Windsor Mills, P. Q. The boilers are complete with usual fittings
and cast iron fronts. AW are in operation and in good working order,
but are being replaced by larger units.

BOILER NUMBER THREE 13 8" x 60"

Number and size of tubes 64, 3^4"
Dome 30" X 30"

Pressure allowed for next ten years, 100 lbs. per sq. in.

BOILER NUMBER FIVE i6' x 66"

Number and size of tubes 108. 3^"
Dome 36" X 36"

Pressure allowed for next ten years, 100 lbs. per sq. in.

BOILER NUMBER NINE... 14 x 6o'
Number and size of tubes 64, 3^"
Dome 36" x 36"

Pressure allowed for next ten years, 100 lbs per sq. in.

Canada Paper Co,

I?OILER NUMBER EIGHTEEN, Twin
shell, lower shell 14' x6o"

Number and size of tubes 120, 3"

Diameter of upper shell 30"
Thickness of plates
Double riveted.

Pressure allowed, 80 lbs. per square inch.

BOILER NUMBER NINETEEN—
Lower Shell 14' x 66
Number and size of tubes 66, 4"
Pressure allowed, 60 lbs. per squat e inch.

Limited,

Windsor Mills, Que. FT.

DR. C. WURSTER'S Patented

Pulping Engines and Kncadcrs
FOR PULPING-UP

Dry Wood Pulp, Machine "Broke/' Old Paper Stock,

Waste Papers.
MADE IN THREE SIZES TO PULP THREE, SIX
AND NINE TONS DRY WOOD PULP IN
TWENTY-FOUR HOURS. — FIVE, EIGHT AND
TWELVE HORSE POWER REQUIRED.

£t25, £150 ana £200 c. Lf. U.K. Ports.
Beaters and Edge Runners can be filled in from one to two minutes if the pulp is first
disintegrated by one of the Wurster Engines, while the output is larger with the same
power. These Engines do four times the work of stones, and neither shorten, affect,
crease, or wet the fibre in any way, nor change the color or the sizing. They can also
be used for Kneading Clay and other Fillers, and Bleaching Powder.

For full particulars apply to

DR. C. WURSTER, 29 Abbey Road, St. John's Wood, LONDON, N. W.
ENGLAND. 2

HIGH GRADE . . 'T,er„r
SULPHITE PULP Uniform in Quamy.

Specially suitable for ihe manufacture of WRITING, BOOK,
and other PRINTING PAPERS.

The Gushing Sulphite Fibre Co., Ltd., 'g^I'.^*^'
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wegian mills obtain kr. 35 to 36 net f.o.b.

per ton for good ordinary moist pulp,

they only earn on an average perhaps

10 per cent, per annum on the capital in-

vested in the mill, if so much. Buyers

ought to bear these facts in mind when
judging the market, as a growing de-

mand will not be liberally met unless

prices should go considerably beyond kr.

145 net f.o.b. for 'easy bleaching,' kr.

132-135 for 'strong' sulphite, and kr. 35

to 36 f.f).l). per ton for ordinary brand

of moist mechanical pulp."

(See page 22.;

Drainer Stones
-1

The Klary and Snell Patent Drainer Stones are made
of the most durable material, and are proof against
acids or bleaching^ ag^ents ; smooth on both sides, and do
not soil stock. Send for description and a list of
Canadian and United States Mills using them.

SAMUEL SNELL. Holvokc, Mass.

REASONS
WHY THE CANADIAN OLIVER TYPEWRITER

IS SUPERIOR TO ALL OTHERS.
VISIBLE WRITING—The writing is visible, each letter being in plain sight

the instant it is made.
DOUBLE TYPE BAR.—It has a double or U shaped Type Bar provided with

a shah bearing as broad as the bar is long, thus insuring Permanent Align-
ment without guides.

SPEED. - Its visible writing, rapid escapement, direct type bar connection, down-
ward stroke, and light touch, makes it the most speedy of all writing machines.

TYPE FACE UPWARD FOR CLEANING.—The type are of steel and lie face upward
so that they can be cleaned with one sweep of the ordinary type brush.

PRICE — $?o.oo cheaper than imported machines ot like standard ; because
MADii IN CANADA.

WHY PAY DUTY?
LINOTYPE COMPANY, MONTREAL,

Manufacturf.rs
Branch :

—

55 VICTORIA ST., TORONTO

BARKER,
CHIPPER,
PAPER-CUTTER

MACHINE KNIVES
Of Every Descripiionm

The Peter Hay Knife Co., Limited, Calt, Ont,
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Manufactuiers of full lines of

Pulp Wood Machinery

WRITE FOR SPECIAL CATALOG.

The WATEROUS Engine

Works Company, Limited

BRANIFORD, CANADA.

THE BLACK-CLAWSON CO.,
HAMILTON, OHIO. U.S.A.

Builders of HIGH-GRADE
MACHINERY for

Paper and Pulp
Mills

from new patterns and de-

sig-ns embodying the latest

improvements.

Foot-power Perforators.

3 Holler Ink Mills.

Evaporating and Drying

Machipery.

We Solicit Correspondence.
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BRITISH PULP MARKET BRITISH CHEMICAL MARKET

The World's Paper Trade Review
quotes the London market for mechani-

cal wood pulp as follows: Sulphite,

bleached, £ii ids. to £12; unbleached,

first quality, £9 to £9 5s.; second
quality, £8 to £8 5s.; soda, first quality,

£7 15s. to £8; second £7 5s. to £7 los.

^ ^ ^

UNITED STATES CHEMICAL
MARKET

China clay, dull, domestic ranging

from $8.50 to $10, and foreign, $11 and

up. Alkali is in good demand. Sales of

high test for next fire and for delivery

over next year are reported at 72>2 tio

77^2 for light and at 80c. for dense f.o.b.

works. Caustic soda is firm. Busines\

in domestic is reported on the basis ol

$1.75 to $1.80 f.o.b. works. June-July

shipments of brimstone are held at $22.25

to $22.50.

Paper and Pulp, London, reports:

Bleaching powder, 35/37%,
f.o.r. works £4 5 o

Caustic soda, 77%, f.o.r. Liver-

pool 10 10 o

Caustic soda, 74%, f.o.r. Liver-

pool 10 5 o

Caustic soda, 70%, f.o.r. Liver-

pool 9 12 6

Caustic soda, 60%, f.o.r. Liver-

pool 8 12 o

Caustic soda, 60% cream,

Liverpool 8 10 o

Caustic soda ash, 48%, f.o.r.

works 5 5 o

Carb. soda ash, 48%, f.o.r.

works 5 10 o

Alkali soda ash, 52%, f.o.r.

works 6 5 o
Soda crystals, f.o.r. works.... 300
Sodium hyposulphite, f.o.r.

works 5 10 o
Alum, loose lump, f.o.r. works. 550
Sulphate of alumina, f.o.r.

The Sandusky Foundry & Machine Co.,
Founders and Machinists. — Sandusky, Ohio.

The Millspaugh Patent Shower Pipe System.

This cut illustrates our recent IMPROVEMENT in

Millspaugh Patent Shower Pipes,
GIVING THEM GREATER ADAPTABILITY AND EFFICIENCY.

During the year 1903 we received the greater percentage of our orders
from former customers. — Same price in CANADA now, as we

are manufacturing here.

The Sandusky Foundry & Machine Co., Sandusky, Ohio,
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works . 4 lo o

Aluminoferric, f.o.r. works.... 326
Sulphur (recovered), f.o.r.

works 4 15 o

Sulphur (roll brimstone), f.o.r.

works 6 15 o

Sulphur (flowers), f.o.r. works. 7 15 o

Sulphur (Sicilian), f.o.r. works. 500
China clay, in bulk, f.o.b.

Cornwall, 11/6 to i 6 o

^ ^ ^

A CHANCE FOR CANADIAN PAPER
MARKETS.

The Supply and Tender Board Office,

Adelaide, South Australia, invites ten-

ders for the supply of the following lots

of paper, to be delivered to the Educa-'

tion Stores: 200 reams super-calendered

fine printing double crown, 30 x 20, 36

lbs.; 200 reams cartridge, double crown,
30x20, 55 lbs.; 150 reams cartridge im-

perial, 30 X 22, 60 lbs., and 600 reams
copy book paper, 33 x 20, 42 lbs. Ten-
ders, endorsed "Tender for Paper, Edu-
cation Department," must be sent in on
or before July 26th next. The paper
must be packed in cases in the fiat, each
ream being separately tied up, and be of

the specified weight to the ream of 480
sheets, exclusive of string and wrapper;

it must also be equal in all respects to the

samples to be seen and obtained at the

office of the Inspector-General of

Schools, Adelaide, South Australia,

where forms of tender and any informa-

tion may also be obtained. Absolute ex-

actness in size will be insisted on. There
must be no variation. The whole of

each description of the paper is to be
manufactured in one lot, and delivery will

be required in two shipments; the first

shipment of one-half of the quantity of
each item is to be delivered within eight
months from the date of notice of ac-

ceptance of tender, and the second ship-

ment of the remaining half within tea
months of such date, under a penalty im
each case of 2^ per cent, per month, or
part of a month, for delay beyond the
specified dates. The successful tenderer
will be required, within seven days of
date of notice of acceptance, to make a
deposit equal to 5 per cent, of the total

value of the accepted tender as security
for the due fulfilment of the contract.

^ H ^ I- I

"

—Card board is taking the place of cot-
ton fibre in the stiffening of hats and caps
in Germany, and imitation linen, made
from paper, is being used for lining the
inside of trunks, etc.

0. REICH & CO.
WOOD PULP AGENTS,

28 Budge Row, Loncfon, E.G.
56 Royal Exchange, Manchester, England.

BRUNNER MOND & CO., Ltd.
NORTHWICH, ENG.

LARGEST ALKALI MANUFACTURERS IN THE WORLD.

Soda Ash 58 per cent. Bleaching Powder 35-38 per ce

SOLE AGENTS IN CANADA

Winn & Holland, flontreal

nt.
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We Manufacture

Heavy Duty and

Baling Presses,

and will be glad

to submit prices

and particulars on

request.

Write us for

anything for

PULP MILLS

The

JENCKES MACHINE
COMPANY. Limitea,

lir Lansdowne St.,

Sherbrooke, Que.

Acme Paper Mill Cutter

Automatic Self - Clamping Cutter. F

null n APMi: OIITTCD 9 DDCQC On 33-37 Kimble St., Boston, Mass.

UlllLU AuMt UUIlLn & rntoO UD.| New York, - 12 Reade Street.
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WIRE PULP MATS
Perforated Copper, Brass and Steel

m

WIRE ROPE = All Kinds.
Wire Guards for Mill Wintlowsm Refuse Burner Oloih, etcm

^ The B. Greening Wire Co., Limited,
HAMILTON, Ont. . - - MONTREAL, Que.

DICK'S Balata BELTING.
The Strongest Belt In the World, and specially

adapted for Pulp and Paper Making.
LARGE STOGK always on handm

J. S. YOUNG, = « Sole Agent for Canada.
413 St. Paul Street, Montreal. f

Before Starting with the Erection of a

PULP MILL
Write to Us.

We are the Pioneer makers of Pulp

Mill Machinery in Canada, and can

design and equip a mill throughout

ADDRESS

Carrier, Laine 6 Co.,
LEVIS, - - - Que.
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Every Grade of Waste for Paper Making.

R. HOUGH,
LONDON, England.

Agent for Canada and U. S., - - J. CHRISTIE,

67 Yonge St., Toronto, Canada. f

FELTS For Paper
and Pulp
Manufacturers

SAMUEL PORRin & SONS, LTD.
Bamford Woollen Mills, Nr. Rochdale, England.

Agent for Canada-JOHN CHRISTIE. 67 Yonge St., Toronto. F

ICHINA CLAY
^ BRAND

E. E. NICHOLLS & CO,

St. Austell,

Selling Agent for Cornwall,
I Canada and U.S. ^ I J 1

I J. CHRISTIE, "^tS Toronto, Canada, p tn^lana.|
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The Largest Fourdrinicr Wire Plant in the World

Eastwood Wire Mfg. Co.
Belleville, New Jersey, U.S.A.

MANUFACTURERS OF

FOURDRINIER WIRES,

CYLINDER and WASHER WIRE CLOTH,
DANDY ROLLS.

CYLINDER MOULDS,
ROLLED BRASS SCREEN PLATES,

PERFECTION BRONZE (cast metal) SCREEN PLATES,

SUCTION BOX COVERS, COUCH ROLLS,

NAME PLATES,

PERFECTION BRONZE, DIGESTER CASTINGS and Y VALVES,
for the manufacture of SULPHITE WOOD PULP,

PERFECTION BRONZE VALVES, bolts and fixtures, for SUL-
PHITE PROCESS.

BRASS, COPPER and IRON WIRE and WIRE CLOTH of every

description,

BABBITT METAL and all grades of ANTI-FRICTION METAL.
BRONZE and BRASS CASTINGS, from i oz. to 20,000 lbs. in weight.

N. B.—We manufacture all of the above articles, not merely

dealers. Write for prices to

EASTWOOD WIRE MFG. CO..
BELLEVILLE, NEW JERSEY. U.S.A.

The Largest Fourdrinier Wire Plant in the World
F
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I Foreign Phosphorbronze
|

I
Fourdrinier Wires,

|
i Sulphiie Pulps, Paper Stock and Rags, |
I Bleached Straw Pulp, also China Clay. f|

1 JEAN FREESE, rffl^fTiS? NEW YORK. I

I
FOURDRINIER MACHINE WIRES i

I CYLINDER COVERS |
Unetfuatleti for Sirengihg Smoothness and Long UfOm j{

I QEORQE CHRISTIE LIMITED |
Ladywell Wire Works, GLASGOW, SCOTLAND

J
Agent—THOMAS L. PATON. 30 St. Francois Xavier Street, Montreal, who J

jj^
holds stock for immediate delivery. p

J ADAMS CROCKER. INTanager
j

E. J. WELCH, Gen. Supt.
|
EMMONS CROCKER, Treas.

^ HENRY W. S. DOWNS, Superintendent Lennoxville Works.

Union Screen Plate Co.
Lcnnoxvillc, Que, Fitchburg, Mass., U.S.A.

^ - LARGEST MANUFACTURERS OF

Screen Plates
IN THE WORLD

The " Union " Bronze (best cast metal) Plates for Sulphite Mills. The Standard
Rolled Brass Plates. The Union " Cast Metal Suction Plates.

Old Plates re-closed by our process are practically as good as new and give
better results than by any other process.

We shall keep on hand at our Lennoxville Works a large stock of the different

sizes of both metals and can fill large orders promptly.
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BERTRAMS, LIMITED

Papermakers*

Engineers

Stm KatheHne^s Works,

SCIENNES, EDINBURGH,

The Newest and most Up-to-date Machinery for Papermakers,

embracing British, American and Continental Improvements.

REPRESENTED BY

C. H. JOHNSON & SONS, LIMITED,
Wire Works, St, Henry, Montreal.

C. H. JOHNSON 6 SONS, Ltd.
WIRE. WORKS, — ST. HENRY, — MONTREAL.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Fourdrinicr Wires, Cylinder Wires,

Brass, Copper and Iron Wire Cloth, Dandy Rolls.

PORRITT BRO" & AUSTIN
Stubbins Vale Mills—RAMSBOTTOM^near Manchester, England.

Manufacturers of every description of

Felts and Jackets for
Pulp anil Paper Mills,

Agents for Canada: C. H. JOHNSON & SONS, Ltd., ST. HENRY, MONTREAL
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Bellhouse, Dillon & Co lo

Beloit Iron Works 21
Benson & Co., W. T 8
Bertrams, Limited 4
Black-Clawson Co 9
Bredt & Co., F 8
Canada Paper Co 18
Canadian Rubber Co (>

Carrier, Laine, & Co 6, 25
Castle, Gottheil & Overton 7
Cheney-Bigelow Wire Works 12
Christie, J 26
Christie, Limited, George -f,

Cushing Sulphite Fibre Co 18

Eastwood Wire Mfg. Co 2
Emerson Mfg. Co 11

Fairbanks Co., The 11

Fleming & Co., W. A 8
Freese, Jean 3

Greening Wire Co., The B 25
Hamilton Mfg. Co., Wm 14
Hardy. George F 7
Hay Knife Co., Peter 19
Hough, R 26
International Pulp Co 7
Jenckes Machine Co 10, 22
Johnson & Sons, Limited, C. H. . . 4
Kenyon & Son, James 15
Kimball, Herbert S. 7

Klipstein & Co., A 9

Linotype Co jg
Little & Walker 7
Makin & Sons, Wm 5
Massachusetts Fan Co 19
Mawson, George g
McOuat & Son, T 17
Nicholls & Co., E. E 26
Paton, Thomas L 3
Philadelphia Clay Mfg. Co 7-

Porritt & Sons, Joseph S
Porritt & Sons, Limited, Samuel 26
Porritt Bror. & Austin 4
Pringle & Son. T 7
Pusey & Jones Co i5,

Quebec & Lake St. John Ry 7
Reich & Co 17
Ryrie, W. P 27
Sandusky Foundry and Machine Co. 16
Seymour & Guest 7
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Stebbins Engine^ermg & Mfg. Co... 14
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Vogel, C. H 7
Wertheim & Co., A 20
Waterous Engine Works Co., Ltd.. 22
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Winn & Holland 17
Wurster, Dr. C 18
Young, J. S 25

Wm. makin & SONS
SHEFFIELD, ENGLAND.

STEEL AND BRONZE TOOLS FOR PULP AND PAPER MILLS.

SWEDISH BESSEMER STEEL ROLL BARS AND PLATES.

ADVANTAOF ^—Increased toughness, durability, resistance tor\L^ vrii-N 1 nvji^o chemical waste and double value as scrap.

Rolled Bars, cut to length, - - - 2d. per lb.
" notched - - . - 2|d.

"

" finished 2^d.
"

Plates " - - from 3|d.
"

English Bessemer Steel Jd. to fd. per lb. less.

COLD ROLLED ''ELECTRIC BRONZE
Roll Bars and Plates, finishea^ ISld. ner Ib^ c.i.f. Montreal.
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The Canadian Rubber Co.
OF MONTREAL

Manufacturers of

Rubber Belting, Packings, Valves, Gaskets, Fire, Steam

and Water Hose, Etc., Etc.

We make a specialty of covering

Couch, Press and Squeeze Rolls

For Pulp and Paper Mills.

I^ubbcr Diaphragms for Screens.

If it's anything; in ilie Rubber Line we've got it. correspondence solicited

F
MONTREAL TORONTO WINNIPEG VANCOUVER

CARRIER, LAINE & CO.
LHVIS, Que.

MAKERS OF

Pulp Machinery,

Paper Machinery,

Engines and BoiierSm

Mills Built and
Equipped with Power Plant.
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Little & Walker
93 Broad Street, Boston

CHEMICAL EXPERTS and ENGINLERS
SPECIALISTS IN

Pulp and Paper making. f

HERBERT S- KIMBALL
Chemical Engineer and Mill Architect

101 Tremont St., Bos'on, Mass.

Designs, Examinations, Reports, F

Sulphite and Soda Fibre, Pulp and Paper Mil's.

AM. SOC. M.E.

CAN. SOC. C.E.GEORGE F. HARDY,
Consulting Engineer.

Paper, Pulp and Fibre Mills, Examination of

Mill Properties, Water Power Developments.

Mutual Reserve Building, - 309 Broadway,

NEW YORK.

Asbestine Pulp" Filler

Superior to any Clay.

Delivered price on application.

INTERNATIONAL PULP CO.
New York City, U.S.A.

i^in ron« Improved Domestictsu tons ^^.^^ ^j^y p^p^^

CLmm m Making— Bright Color
High Retention-

Daily* Fine Quality.

The Philadelphia Clay Manufacturing: Co.
706 Drexel Building-. Philadelphia, Pa., U. S. A.

EXPEKIKNCED MANAGER or paper, pulp,
sulphite mills and woodlands wishes to secure small

interest with working position in well located mill.

Address "Maine," c/o Pulp and Paper Magazine,
Toronto.

T. PRINGLE & SON
Specialities :—Pulp Paper and Fibre Mills,

Hydraulic Developments and Electrical
Transmissions

409, 410, 411, 412 Coristine Bldg.,
MONTREAL. F

C. If. VOGEL
A. M. Can. Soc. C.E. ENGINEER

OTTAWA, CAN.

WATER POWER
Paper, Pulp and Sulphite Fibre Mills

Seymour & Quest
MILL ARCHITECTS AND

ENGINEERS.
Textile Mills, Merchants Bank
Pulp and Paper Mills, Building",

Hydraulic Development. MONTREAL.

This Railway runs through TwO Hundred
Miles of the Finest Spruce Forests in

America, through a country abmnding in

Water Powers suitable for Pulp and
Paper Mills and other industries, and of

easy access to the Steamship DockS at

Quebec.

Alex, Hardy, J. G. Scott,
G.F. & P.A. General Manage

Quebec, P. Q.

I
CASTLE, GOHHEIL & OVERTON |

{ 4t Park Rowj Times BIdg., New York
|

t AGENTS FOR %

I Sulphite anti Wood Pulp Mills I
4* Dealers in all kinds of Faperstock, Sizing^, etc. ¥
4» Correspondence Solicited. J

4.4i4i4.4ii{.^4..i.4.4.4.4.4.4Mii4.4.>i.4»4"l''i><i*'t4*4><i*«l^
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CHINA CLAY?.??™' I
Makers' Strained g

Bleaching Powder. Soda Ash. |
Ultramarine Blue. |

V # ^Mit%^nMLm9 Potato.
|

W. T. BENSON & Co., 164 St. James St., Montreal. 1

JOSEPH PORRITT & SONS.
HELMSHORE NEAR

MANCHESTER

FELTS
xind JACKBLTS FOR PULP and PAPER MILLS

And all kinds of Woollen, Linen and Cotton Cloths for Mechanical Purposes.

yy>^ >j_ *S6iits for the States and Canada,^ F.BREDT&CO., - 194 Fulton Street. NEW YORK .

Kg" FOR EXPORTERS OINLY

GEORGE MAWSON
Handles all grades of Pulp and 171 Queen Victoria Street,
Paper on the English, European I /^\TrV/^lVI VZ r* C wl J
and Australian Markets .

LUIMJUIM, C.L., CnG^lanCl

Specialiiies, ''News'' antl Box Boardsm

W. A. FLILMING 6 CO.,
|

I
MONTREAL. ^^So^^^BEmN^ TjZ^^t' |

^ Importers of Belting, Hose. Mill Supplies. "Camel Brand j
^ Hair Belting, also " BALATA, Rubber. Leather and $
^ Stitched Cotton Pulp and Paper Mill FELTS, Wet and Dry.

jjM Send for Prices and Discounts. ^
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A. KLIPSTEIN & CO.
17 Lemoine St., flontreal

Sulphate
Alumina

China Clay & Bleachins: Powder

Ultramarine and
Aniline Blues

1^

THE BLACK-CLAWSON CO..
HAMILTON, OHIO, U.S.A.

Builders of HIGH-GRADE
MACHINERY for

Paper and Pulp
Mills

from new patterns and de-

signs embodying- the latest

improvements.

Foot-power PerYorators.

3 ^^oller Ir^k Mills.

Evaporating and Drying
Machir^erg.

We Solicit Correspondence.
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Wilson, Paterson & Co y.,
Board of Trade BIdg,, MONTREAL

OFFER TO THE TRADE:
SODA ASH, Caustic Soda, 50^ to 78^, Caustic Potash, Sal
Soda, SALT CAKES, Silicate of Soda, Pearlash, Potash, Sul-
phur. Also a full line of Resins, direct shipment from the south.

Contracts made -for regular supplies. F

ESTABLISHED I80O

BELLHOUSE, DILLON & CO
IMPORTERS OF

China Clay, Sulphur, Bleaching Powder, Sulphate

Alumina, Soda Ash and Aniline Colors.

MACHINE WIRES, fELTS, ETC.

Offices—201 to 203 Coristine Building. St. Nicholas Street, Vifr^VT'Tro IT A T
Telephones- Main 84ti, 847. X*lW IN 1 tx iL /\

,

The JENCKES Machine

Company, Limited,

117 Lansdownc Street,

Shcibrooke, Que*
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Pulp and Paper Magazine

A monthly magazine devoted to the interests of Cana-

dian pulp and paper manufacturers and the paper trade

issued between the luth and 15th of each month.

Subscriptions: Canada, Great Britain and the United

States, $1 a year; to Foreign Countries, 5s. a year.
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BRITISH INVESTORS AND THE
CANADIAN PULP INDUSTRY.

From those in a position to know, we

learn that just now it is harder than ever

to interest English and Scottish in-

vestors in pulp propositions in the Do-

minion. In the first place money is

tight at present. Consols are low, and

investors who have money in the funds

will not remove it to put into any new

thing. Bankers and financial agents are

not very partial to Canada as a field for

investment in any case. They will buy

the country's first-class municipal bonds,

guaranteed railway bonds, and the de-

bentures of the solidest loan corpora-

tions, but they are shy of the mining

and industrial opportunities that are

constantly being presented to them.

They have never been greatly attracted

by Canada's forest wealth. Most of the

money invested in this line is from Can-

adian and American capitalists. The

British investors' shyness of the Can-

adian pulp industry has been greatly

increased by the experience of the

Scotch and English capitalists who

ventured money in New Brunswick

projects. British confidence in pulp

making enterprises in this country has

been freshly shaken by the reports of

the British company which owns the

Mispec mill. They appear to have an

idea that investments in such industries

here are bound to turn out disappoint-

ing. Ontario fares little better in the

opinion of British investors. The man-

ager of one of the great English paper

factories is ready to tell anyone that

Ontario does not contain a thousand

tons of pulp or an honest man.

It is not to the British capitalist or

paper-maker that Canada must look for

development of her pulp industry, but

to the British consumer. Some of the

great dailies of London use about forty

tons of paper per day, and soon they

will have to build their own paper

mills. The present supply comes largely

from Scandinavia, but it will not last
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forever. There is no provision being

made in Norway or Sweden to conserve

the forests, and already pulpwood is

being brought hundreds of miles down

the coast to the pulp mills.

It may be a matter of only two or

three years or it may be longer, but

sooner or later the paper consumers

must establish their own sources of

supply. Some are making preparations

now. For three years the Harms-

worths have been looking for a site.

Their men have been through Canada,

Newfoundland and Scandinavia, but no

arrangements have yet been made; and

we learn on good authority that their

mill is still just as likely to be placed in

Ontario as anywhere else.

^ ^ V:

Pulp <S Paper Currency

The papyrus plant, from the name of

which we derive our word "paper," and

which is the oldest and most durable

vegetable paper material, appears to

grow in only one place in Europe, and

that is along the Anapo river in Italy.

An Italian journal does well to urge

£31,550 in 1903; wall papers increased

from £12,843 to £22,924, and boards

from £1,159 to £3.855. Other classes

fell off slightly. Within the past few

years many British 'paper makers have

set to work seriously to improve their

machinery and methods, and this is now
beginning to tell.

Most people associate combines and

mergers with increased prices, but a

syndicate called the San Rafael Paper

Co., which has acciuired the four paper

tnills of the city of Mexico, and is after

the others in that republic, announces

that its papers will be cheaper than at

present, by reason of new machinery

and more economical management.
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that its Government offer a prize for

the solution of the question why it only

grows in this one place, and that mean-

while the plant should be protected and

used for the manufacture of Italian

bank notes.

"Shadower" in the Paper Maker says:

"Captain Partington once predicted that

we should live to see cellulose woven
into clothes, and his dream is likely to

be fulfilled." Are "Shadower" and the

"Capting" not aware that cellulose has

been woven into cloth since 1885, and
that in 1889 cloths from cellulose were
exhibited at the Paris Exhibition? Also,

that socks and other garments of wood
pulp paper have been "made in Ger-
many" for some years? The latter

have been seen on the market in To-
ronto for three or four years, and we
have a cellulose silk factory in opera-
tion at Toronto Junction.

It appears after all that British paper

makers are more than holding their

own, relatively, with those of the

United States. Statistics of the last

five years, from 1899 to 1903, show that
the total imports of United States

papers into Great Britain have de-

creased from 592,501 cwts., valued at

£405,905, in 1899, to 497,775 cwts.,

valued at £359^897, in 1903. The classes

of paper in which this decrease has oc-

curred are unprinted papers, straw-

boards and millboards, coated papers

remaining about stationary, while wood
pulp boards alone show an increase—

from 41,052 cwts., valued at £20,032, in

1889, to 66,912 cwts., valued at £3^,7^7,

in 1903. On the other hand, the United

States imported of British made papers

£54,132 in 1889, while in 1903 the im-

ports were £83.573. In this total writ-

ings, printings and envelopes by them-

selves rose from £13,114 in 1889 to
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Flax Pulp, Ltd., the company formed

in London with a branch in the United

States to utilize flax fibre for paper mak-

ing, does not appear to have yet got its

products on the market on a commercial

scale. There is a factory at Niagara

Falls, N.Y., for making paper from flax,

but it is very secretive as to what it has

accomplished.

A Mexican journal announces that

Hilario Cuevas, planter of Jalisco, has

made an experiment during the last five

years, aided by government, in growing

a cotton tree which he found in the

woods on his estate. It is alleged that

this tree can furnish cotton equal in

quality to that of the Texas cotton plant,

but with a longer fibre; that growth of

the tree is very rapid, the production of

each tree from the fourth year being 300

or 400 pounds. This year M. Cuevas

had a crop of several hundred bales—

8

to 12 per acre. The tree is not subject

to any of the diseases which often de-

stroy crops; yield is greater, as also sale

moisture, consequently irrigation is not

price. Moreover, it only needs ordinary

necessary, and it can be grown on land

where the cotton plant would be out of

the question. The government has dis-

tributed 10,000,000 seeds of the Jalisco

tree among planters in the country. A
contemporary suggests that this cotton

would be available for paper, but we

doubt it. If, as is probable, it is the

same as the Kapok tree of Ceylon and

India, then its only use would be for

upholstery purposes and as an adulter-

ant for cotton. It is very fine and silky

in appearance, but the fibre is very weak.

Samples of Kapok were sent to the

Colonial and Indian Exhibition, and one

of these was forwarded to the Office of

the Canadian Journal of Fabrics where

the curious may see it.

Wallpaper has tor some years been the

subject of considerable friction between

England and Germany, and now it ap-

pears that a big fight is being waged

for the English market. Some time ago

nearly all the British wallpaper makers

formed a ''trust" to keep out foreign

goods, by binding down the factors to

sell nothing but British papers. The

German makers were successfully crowded

out or bought out, and the trust, having

an almost clear field, began to put up

prices. Up to this time, the Germans

could not afford to fight the trust, as

their papers were not popular in Eng-

land, differing as they did in style, width

and length from the British makes. When

the trust raised prices, however, the Eng-

lish market was worth another effort, and

German makers adopted English width

and length, and added artistic merit to the

English style and came over this season

to sell at 30 per cent, below trust prices.

As the factors cannot handle the foreign

goods, the Germans are reaching the fac-

tors' customers direct, and a war of cut-

ting prices is expected to follow. This

will also affect the smaller English makers

who have sprung up independent of the

trust. Ernest A. S. Cotterell, of Scott,

Cuthbertson & Co., one of the oldest

firms in the kingdom, and one which re-

mained independent, says the trust car-

ried on its business as healthily as any

of the trust systems in England, but over-

reached themselves in their competition

with the Germans, who have another sys-

tem of combination, and have been able

L") deal hard blows at the trust. The

German method has been to enroll every

m-nufacturer into an incorporated so-

c'fty. with very heavy, fines for infringe-

m( nt of rules. This has left each manu-

facturer with the ownership of his mill

—'ied as to prices, but with a free hand
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for that competition of excellence which

has of late made Germany a serious com-

petitor for the English market. The trust

desires protection as a weapon against

the Germans, but the independent manu-

facturers welcome free trade as competi-

tion opens their eyes to new methods of

manufacture. "If the Germans 'dump,'
"

says Mr. Cotterell, "we sell German

goods until they are tired of making us

handsome presents."

In the February number of the Pulp

and Paper Magazine, mention was

made of the Callender Paper Mfg. Co.,

in Ireland, who were making paper from

peat. We now learn that on June 21st

a compulsory winding up order was

granted at the petition of Edwin But-

terworth & Co., of Manchester. One

week later, however, the counsel for the

largest creditor applied for a stay in the

winding up proceedings, which stay has

been granted until August 2nd. It is

thought that the Paper Co. will thus have

ample time to bring in the extra capital

required, all of which is already promised.

The mill at Celbridge, on the Liffey, has

been visited by Mr. Sindall and other

paper experts, who report that the

patents and process are of value, and that

the mill can be made commercially

successful v^hen certain alterations are

made and additional machinery provided,

for which purpose the extra capital men-

tioned is needed. The company made a

brown glazed paper, but some in the

trade claim that the percentage of peat

used was small. The company was

formed at the beginning of last year, with

a capital of £25,000, acquiring the patents

of Wm. Callender, relative to peat-fibre

paper making, and a process for utilizing

waste liquors. The directors are: Mr.

Callender, Sir S. Canning, M.I.C.E.; M.

Relf, paper agent of London, and Vis-

count Templeton, of Sevenoaks.

Although South Africa has not as yet

a single paper mill, those colonies may
develop a paper industry on special lines

peculiar to themselves. There are no
trees there suited for pulp, the South
African timbers being very heavy close-

grained woods, not rich in cellulose; but

a native grass has been discovered which
IS said to be a good substitute for esparto.

The report says: The long stiff grass,

which grows so luxuriantly around Gra-

hamstown has recently been satisfactorily

treated by the Culter Mills Paper Co.,
at Peter Culter, Scotland, and the -rass

pronounced to be one of very great pos-

sibilities. It is similar to the well known
"esparto" grass used in manufacturing

fine paper. As the grass used in experi-

ments made by the Peter Culter firm is

common in South Africa, a very large

industry is likely to be created. The
matter is favorably regarded by experts,

and the enterprise is already being given

practical consideration.

After a tour through Canada, investi-

gating the Canadian forests. Prof. Austin

Gary, of the Yale School of Forestry,

is reported to have thus summed up his

opinion of the timber supply of this coun-

try: "Contrary to the boast of the Cana-

dians that their country was practically

an inexhaustible supply of timber, I find

that the extent of the Canadian forests

have been over-estimated, and that the

growth of timber there, even in the

North-West, is nothing like what it has

been reported by Canadian authorities.

Their forests are very disappointing, both

in extent and character of the growth."

Inasmuch as there are vast tracts of

Canadian forest land that have not yet

been explored by any white man, nor even
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adequately estimated by the timber sur-

veyor, it is hardly likely that Prof. Gary

could alone have travelled over more

country in the last few months than the

whole fraternity of surveyors have been

able to cover in a generation. If Prof.

Gary really gave such an opinion—which

is doubtful—he is probably talking bluff

in some commercial or manufacturing in-

terests in the States. It is likely that the

Professor was making a tour in the pro-

vince of Quebec, and was referring to

the merchantable timber and pulpwood

within profitable hauling distance under

present conditions. If so, we would com-

mend his opinions to the thoughtful con-

sideration of the Quebec Provincial Gov-

ernment, which is so anxious to deforest

those parts of the province upon which

the rest of the country aepends for its

rainfall, and its future industrial wealth.

^ ^ ^
The Municipal Gouncil of the Town-

ship of Springer, in which Sturgeon
Falls is situated, estimates at $13,000
the damage done by the Pulp Gom-
pany's dam.

Among enquiries relating to Ganadian
trade received at the Ganadian Govern-
ment Office, in London, were the follow-
ing: A New Brunswick firm desires to

correspond with larger manufacturers in

Great Britain, of note and letter paper,
tablets or pads of writing paper, en-
velopes, boxes of stationery, containing
envelopes and paper, etc. A merchant
and agent, who contemplates visiting

Ganada shortly, is looking out for the
representation in Great Britain of Gana-
dian shippers in various lines, among
which are wood pulp, also machinery for

the printing and alHed trades.

^ ^ ^
THE OLD PAPER MILL AT ST.

ANDREW'S.

With reference to Ganada's first paper
mill, established at St. Andrew's, Que.,

in 1803, as already alluded to, we find the
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following in G. Thomas' history of the
county of Argenteuil.

It seems strange to us, who know so
well the various stages through which a

new settlement passes before it engages
m important manufacturing enterprises,

that St. Andrew's, in the very outset of
her history, should have had a paper
mill; yet that such is a fact is shown by
"Bouchette's Topography of Ganada," as
well as the testimony of many still liv-

ing, who saw the mill in operation. The
following account of this manufactory
is given by Golin Dewar:
"The paper mill was started by a com-

pany of Americans, who obtained a 30
years lease from the Seigneur for the
necessary water power; but as James
Brown was the owner of the land where
they intended to build the mill, it is quite
probable he was a partner from the start,
as it was always spoken of as "Brown's
Paper Mill." The canal was dug to pro-
vide water power, and a dam built across
the river from the shore on the east side
to a point near the foot of the little

island, and as a large quantity of timber
and lumber would be required in the
erection of the paper mill, they first of
all built a sawmill at the head of the
canal and extending along the river bank,
thus giving plenty of room for the piling
of the lumber and storing saw logs; and
as business increased, the space between
the canal and the main road, now occu-
pied by the railway depot, was utilized.
The paper mill was built on the site where
Alex. Dewar's store now stands, and had
sufficient water power to drive the ma-
chinery required for doing a large busi-
ness, and employment was given to many
girls and boys, as well as men. One of
the foremen for some time was G. A.
Hooker (father of the late G. A. Hooker),
and who was ably assisted by the late

William Zearns.

"These industries continued for several
years, and were of great benefit to the
village in giving employment to many
hands; besides, there was no other saw-
mill nearer than Lachute; and it was re-

garded as a public loss, when the busi-

ness of both mills came suddenly to a
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stop ill the spring of 1834, by the dam
giving way, owing to the high water and
ice. During the summer, preparations

were made to rebuild it; but as the

Seigneur protested against it, and threat-

ened all sorts of litigation if persisted in,

it was deemed advisable to suspend oper-

ations. After two or three years' cross-

firing between them, the trouble ended by
the Seigneur's making an offer to Mr.

Brown for the purchase of all his pro-

perty (which was accepted); extending

from lot 29 to Lachute Road, and from
the Beech Ridge lots to Davis' lin^,

and including both mills and dwellings.

Some of the machinery was afterwards

used, when the River Rouge sawmill was
erected."

«« ^ ^

JAPANESE PAPER FIBRES.

By Chas. Richards Dodge, in the Paper

Trade Journal, N.Y.

The fact that the Department of Agri-

culture will experiment next year with

the Japanese Mitsumata paper plant calls

attention to the dififerent plants used

for paper making in Japan, as well as

to the manifold uses of paper by these

people.

It is doubtful, at the outset, should

any of these Japanese fibre plants suc-

ceed in cultivation in this country, if

they will be of material value to Amer-
ican paper manufacture for some time

to come, or until a large commercial

supply could be regularly depended upon,

and even with a supply assured, the suc-

cess of the introduction must depend

upon the cost of producing the raw
material as a crop. Jute was introduced

by the Department of Agriculture over

thirty years ago, widely conducted ex-

periments proving that it would yield

large crops of superior fibre, but we
continue to buy the India product be-

cause we cannot afiford to prepare the

fibre for market, after the crop has been

grown, in competition with the imported

fibre at i 1-3 to 3 cents per pound.

The condition under which paper has

been, and is still being, manufactured in
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Japan are somewhat similar to the con-
ditions which surrounded the household
linen industry of the United States at

the time when nearly every farmer was
a flax grower and his family linen manu-
facturers. To-day we buy the bulk of

our flax in Europe (for twines and
threads), and the larger part of our
linen is woven in Europe, while we can
grow superb flax in many portions of

the country if we would.

In the matter of introducing new fibres

it is a principle to investigate from the

"business end" down to culture, if I

may be allowed the expression, rather

than the reverse. In other words, to find

out practically how and where the new
fibre can be employed in manufacture,
and if there are manufacturers who can

be depended upon to make a regular de-

mand for it. The question of utility,

demand and market value having been
satisfactorily settled, experiments in

cultivation will answer those other ques-

tions of adaptability to soil and climate

and cost of production. If the cost of

production is higher than the purchase

price in the foreign market, that is the

end of it.

In Japan paper is employed in many
manufactures which, in this country and
among Europeans generally, are pro-

duced from textiles or from leather, such

as rain coats, waterproof bags and sacks,

tarpaulins and innumerable small articles

resembling French kid, such as tobacco

pouches and the like. Such manufac-

tures are possible, first, because the

Japanese trade in them has been long

established, and the people have nothing

else—save cheaper makeshifts—but es-

pecially because the paper fibres of

Japan are textile in character, possess-

ing the qualities of length, fineness, silk-

iness or softness, with toughness or

strength. They are better fibres for

general paper manufacture than anything

we are using, though the question

whether we can afford to use them in

these days of wood pulp and cheap raw
material is one which others must
answer. Paper can be made from any-

thing that is at all fibrous, but the cost
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of production always settles the ques-
tion of utility.

The paper fibres of Japan are tree

basts, or the bark of small trees under

7 feet in height and for the most part
growing wild. The entire bark of the
trunk and branches is employed, the re-

moval sometimes being facilitated by
steaming, after which the bark is washed
by repeatedly kneading in clean water,
dried and again soaked in water and the
outer skin scraped ofif, the scrapings be-
ing used for inferior paper. It is then
bleached in the sun until sufficiently

white, and afterwards boiled in lye to

remove gummy matters.

While ten or more species of these
small trees are used for paper making
in Japan, only three are important com-
mercially. These are the Mitsumata,
with which the Agricultural Department
proposes to experiment, the Ganpi and
the Kudzu or Kozo. The Mitsumata is

known to botanists as Edgeworthia
gardneri (synonym: E. papyrifera). It
is a deciduous shrub with a stem about
7 feet high, branching into three twigs,
hence the name Mitsu-mata. It is cul-
tivated in the mountains of many dis-

tricts, particularly Yamanashi, Tosa,
Tattori, Shidzuoka, Shinane, &c., but is

rarely found in a wild state. As it re-
quires more or less shade it is always
sown between rows of grain. The plants
require a year to mature, so that a crop
cannot be secured until the second year.
The plant is of easy growth, and pro-
duces crops ranging from 600 pounds to
a ton of the raw product per acre, though
the higher yield is very exceptional.
From the bark is produced a fine and
lustrous bast fibre, which imparts a qual-
ity of whiteness to the paper made from
It. It lacks strength and toughness, how-
ever, and when these qualities are de-
sired, it is mixed with Ganpi, the result
being a paper of proper texture and ten-
acity, with the added qualities of thick-
ness, whiteness and lustre. For the qual-
ities of smoothness and fineness, a mix-
ture with Kodzu is essential. It is

thought that the plant will succeed in
cultivation in the Southern States, in

clay soils, though the soil considered the
best in Japan is a gravelly loam such
as is found in the paleozoic formations
of the highlands.

The Ganpi is a species of Wickstroemia
growing wild everywhere in the country,
but particularly in the warmer portions!
The provinces famous for its production
are Kii, Tosa (in the Island of Sikoku),
Wakusa and Idzu. Four other species
of the genus are also used to some ex-
tent. The Ganpi is a tree 6 to 7 feet
high. The fibre is not only very fine,
but strong, though it lacks whiteness!
It is especially valuable for making thin
papers, and is therefore largely used for
the manufacture of the copying papers
exported from Japan in such large quan-
tities. The paper is known as ganpi-
shi. Experiments in cultivation in
Japan showed that the yield of raw bark
IS about 1,000 to 1,500 pounds per acre.
A Formosan species of Wickstroemia re-
cently experimented with gave a very
soft paper resembling French tissue.
The Kudzu, or Kozo, is the well known

paper mulberry, and is a species of
Broussonetia. Two other species of the
genus are also employed for paper mak-
ing, known as the Tsurikago and the
Kami Noki, but the paper is inferior to
the Kudzu. It grows both wild and
cultivated, and is found in China, Japan,
Borneo, the islands of the Pacific, etc!
The fibre is fine, of good strength and
bleaches readily. It is largely used for
the manufacture of the common papers
of Japan. In some localities the Kudzu
paper, twisted into a coarse yarn, is

employed in a kind of textile manufac-
ture woven with silk or hemp. The
bark, removed in strips and beaten into
thin sheets, is the famous Pappa cloth
of Hawaii and other islands of the Paci-
fic. In Burma it is used for papier
mache. Its manufacture in Formosa is

limited, as the paper is chiefly used in
the manufacture of lanterns and um-
brellas.

Several other plants are used for paper,
as two species of Daphne, one of which
is known as Sakura-ganpi. The bast
fibres of both are fine and strong, and
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more nearly resemble those of Mitsu-

mata. The silkworm mulberry tree,

Moms alba, is also used for paper, but

only to a limited extent.

If there is a place for any of these

Japanese fibres in American paper manu-

facture it would be well for those in-

terested to import a ton or more of the

raw bark and give it a practical test.

Commenting upon the above contri-

bution, the Paper Trade Journal says

editorially:

It is doubtful if there will result

from the Government experiments much

that will be of practical service to the

United States paper maker. The Japan-

ese fibres referred to are mainly used

in hand paper - making, and machine

work is largely, if not wholly, dependent

on fibres other than those to which re-

ference is made. As Mr. Dodge states,

the Government has before this tried

experiments on similar lines, notably

with jute. United States paper makers,

however, continued to import their

jute stocks from India during such

time as those stocks, in form of

butts, interested them at all. Now
jute butts are almost unused in this

country as paper making stock, al-

though bagging, ropes and threads

continue to be of service. The busi-

ness in jute butts, so far as the

paper maker is concerned, was killed by

the increased use of wood in its various

forms. Wood is abundant, is cheap and

suits the paper maker's purpose better

than any of its predecessors, and any

fibre to supplant it miist not only be

abundant but must be as available and

at least as cheap. At present no such

fibre is in sight. This experimenting

and searching, however, if it result in

repeated failures, cannot be devoid of

benefit, for out of it all will probably

come the discovery of new fibres or of

new processes useful to the paper mak-

ing industry.

%l II ^

It is said that Mr. Biermnns, of the

Belgo-Canadian Mill, will shortly leave

for Brussels to advise extension to a

four-machine mill.

INVENTION OF PAPER
MACHINES.

The inventor of machinery for paper

nicking was Louis Robert, a clerk in

the employment of the Didots, of the

Es!-onnes paper mills, near Paris. In

1798 he completed a small model for a

continuous web of paper on an endless

wire cloth, t ) which rotary motion was
applied. Continuous length was thus

secured, though at first the width was
only that of an ordinary piece of tape.

A macliine soon followed producing a

width of twenty-four inches, for which

Rnbert had a patent from the French
Government and a reward of 8,000 francs.

Messrs. Didot bought this patent and the

machines, and in 1801 induced a well

known English firm—Fourdrinier—to

take it up. Helped by a clever young
mechanic, named Donkin, of Dartford

paper mills, they so improved the ma-
chinery that a Fourdrinier machine is still

the practical equipment of every paper

making establishment the world over.

^ ^ ^

—The largest log drive in the history

of lumbering in the Winnipeg district

has reached that city about the end of

June. The drive, which extends up the

Red river for forty miles, consists of

300,000 pieces. The stuff was all cut by

the Sprague Lumber Company on its

Rosseau limits. The drive is the most
extensive one ever run at the one time

on the Red river. An idea of the velocity

of the river can be obtained, when it is

stated that the drive covered the dis-

tance from the limits to the mill, r6o

miles, in two days.

^ ^ ^

The E. B. Eddy Company, of Hull, has

recently built an iron dam, or rather

bulkhead, for the regulation of the water

in the dam. The work was carried out

at a cost of $12,000, and the new bulk-

head will replace one built of wood. By
means of it the water in the pond above

the mill can be maintained at any level

desired, no matter what level it is at in

the river above.
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MECHANICAL WOOD PULP.''

By Stanislas Gagne, B.A.Sc.

(Continued from last issue.)

WET AND DRY PULP.

We have seen that pulp when baled
contains from 45 to 55% of water,

50 per cent, being somewhat a standard
in most cases. When pulp has to be
hauled only a short distance this per-
centage of water is not a very serious
difficulty, as the freight charges are
small, and the pulp can be more easily

reduced to a solution again, but this is

not the case when it has to be carried
a long distance. Mills situated near sea-

ports, such as those in Quebec and the
Maritime Provinces, can still afiford to

export so per cent, of water with their

pulp, but such a plan is ruinous to those
situated more inland

; hence, with
longer railway transportation. This is

the reason why some United States
paper mills can import their wood sawn
and barked instead of moving the pulp
mills to the forests and railing their
pulp to the paper mills. We have also
seen that the percentage of water or
pulp is a source of dispute, and that we
must use heat to reduce it below 45 per
cent. One of the largest mills in Can-
ada has been turning out mechanically-
dried pulp with a machine whose prin-
ciple is illustrated by figure 38. The
first part is the same as an ordinary
wet machine with felt press rolls, etc.,

but the pulp, instead of collecting
around one of the press rolls is taken
up by another felt and carried to a roll

and a large drum heated by steam,
around which drum the sheet of pulp
from the felt is made to pass, and is

rolled up on a spindle at the other side
ready for shipment. The machine is

simple and works economically, but the
difficulty is to keep that single drum at
such a temperature that it will dry the
pulp without burning or scorching it.

*The above paper won the first prize givenby the publishers of the Pulp and Paper Maea-

tl7 cZJ' be^t. student's Wer pre'sentfd ?o
ion, t\"

^'""'^ Engineers for
1903, the judges bemg members of the Society.

To prevent this tendency to scorching
in a single drum, machines with several
drying drums have been tried without
very much success. In a word, we may
say that heretofore most of the me-
chanical methods of drying pulp have
not been a success, and that there is

much room for improvement. The
only method giving perfect results is by
means of hot air, to which the pulp
sheets are exposed, and this method is

not employed in America. Many mills
in Scandinavia have adopted it, and

Heavy Duty Press, with working pres-
sure of 450 ton.3, manufactured by

Wm. R. Perrin & Co., Ltd.,

Toronto.

find profit by so doing. Its principle is

this: Pulp sheets are hung on racks and
made to pass through a chamber, at one
end of which hot air is admitted, and
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after being exposed for some time to

that hot air they come out dried. This

is achieved by two processes, the tower

and the chamber processes. Figure 39

represents the tower process. The pulp

sheets are hung on racks, represented

in Figures 40 and 41, until the rack is

full, when each end is connected to a

long linked chain at A, from whence it

goes up B, comes down C, and goes

out at D dry. Air is heated at E, goes

up C, down B to a fan F, and back to

E, where it is reheated. The time re-

quired to dry sheets containing 50 per

cent of water is about five hours, de-

pending on the temperature of the air

and the degree of dryness required.

The chamber process is practically

the same; the only difference lies in the

fact that the chain carrying the racks

moves horizontally instead of vertically.

Baling Press, manufactured by Wm. R.

Perrin & Co., Ltd., Toronto.

The only reason (which, indeed, is an

important one) why these processes are

not used on this continent is the great

cost involved in their installation and

operation. Not only is a large building

of special construction required, but

during the process every individual

sheet of pulp must be handled several

times. Generally, when the pulp is not

very well wrapped there is not much
advantage in drying it over about 90 per

cent., because it will absorb enough
water from the atmosphere to reach

that percentage when exposed.

HUGHES PROCESS.

The Riviere du Loup Pulp Co., of

P>aserville, Que. have substituted in

their recently-built pulp mill a new
process (called the Hughes Process) for

preparing the pulp for shipment. In

this process the pulp is ground and
screened as in the ordinary way, but

from the screen the pulp passes over

a simple form of "slush machine," which
extracts the greater part of the water,

leaving the pulp of about the consist-

ency of porridge. In this form it is

pumped directly into the Hughes hy-

draulic pump machine, which consists

of a compression chamber, divided into

four spaces by drainer plates covered

with wire cloth to which compression

chamber a hydraulic cylinder is at-

tached, on which any desired pressure

can be exerted. The pulp is admitted

to this compression chamber and the

pressure is applied which extracts the

water through the drainer plates, and

the finished product is delivered in the

form of sheets 20 in. by 26 in. by }i in.

thick. The ordinary wet machine and

hydraulic press are replaced by the

Hughes press, with the result that a

thick sheet of pulp, porous and spongy,

is produced as compared with a matted

or interlaced thin sheet obtained by the

ordinary process. The percentage of

water in both sheets should be approxi-

mately the same if the same pressure

has been applied but the former is ap-

preciably more readily reduced to a

liquid mass again in the beating ma-

chines of a paper mill. The new press,

requiring as it does little more power

than an ordinary hydraulic press, has

this in its favor, that it dispenses with

wet machines together with the power

necessary to operate them, while the

amount of floor space thus occupied is

saved. If these presses prove as sue-
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Fig- 38—Sectional Elevation of Dry Pulp Machine. From A to B is same as
ordinary Wet Machine. From C to D is the Drying Part.

cessfiil in their operation as is antici-

pated, their invention will mark a dis-

tinct advance in the pulp industry.

USES OF MECHANICAL WOOD PULP.

The chief use of mechanical wood
pulp is, of course, to provide a paper
making material. It has many other

uses, which yearly increase in number

and importance, but at present it may
be said to be all practically employed in

the making of paper and cardboard.
We have now examined these essential

properties of pulp the different sources
from which it is derived, and the dif-

ferent processes by which it is obtained
from wood; we have also seen the dif-

ference between a chemical and a me-

39—Tower for Drying Pulp. S—Pulp Sheets. P- Packing Press.
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•:hanical pulp, and why this latter is

naturally inferior in quality. This is

why mechanical pulp alone does not

produce a paper of good consistency;

it is for this reason that it goes only as

a percentage in the manufacture of

paper. Some years ago it was thought
that 50 per cent, of mechanical pulp was
as much as could be allowed in the

cheapest kind of paper, but on account

of more improved method of manufac-
turing both the paper and pulp as much
as 85 per cent, and even 90 per cent., of

it is used in some of tJie "news" paper.

This is the recognized maximum, while

the percentage below that may be any-

thing down to zero, according to the

quality of the paper produced. It is

also largely used for cardboard and
wrapping paper, where its percentage is

again greatly varied. Outside of paper

and cardboard, wood pulp is now em-
ployed in the manufacture of a great

number of articles of common use, such

as pails, tubs, trunks, cases, barrels, etc.

Complete houses, and even car wheels

have been made of it.

MANUFACTURE OF PAPER.

To carry out our system of treating

this subject, it is necessary to give a

short description of the manufacture of

paper. When the pulp is brought in

bales to the paper mill it is first intro-

duced, together with a proper percent-

age of other kinds of pulp, with water
into a beating machine, where all the

particles are separated from each other;

from there it is sent to a tank or to a

mixer, where the desired amount of

loading or sizing material, such as

kaolin or talc, is added, and the whole is

bleached or colored, as the case may be;

this is then diluted with a large amount
of water so as to form a very fluid sub-

stance. In this state is it admitted to a

Fourdrinier machine, where the water

containing pulp is allowed to a certain

depth on a travelling wire sheet, which
retains the pulp and allows the water

to pass through. This wire sheet then

passes over suction boxes and delivers

the pulp to three successive felts, on
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which it is pressed. From the last felt

the sheet, now of a certain consistency,

passes around a series of drying drums
and cylinder through a calender, which
gives the paper a required glaze, and
finally the sheet is rolled or cut ready
for use.

COST AND VALUE OF MECHANICAL PULP.

The cost of producing a ton of me-
chanical wood pulp in Canada, assuming
the cost of wood to be about $4 per cord,

is from $8 to $9, under ordinary circum-
stances. The great difficulty and what
influences the most its value at the mill

is its transportation to markets, in our
cases, Great Britain and the United
States principally. The price paid in

Great Britain is sometimes as low as

$12 to $15, and as high as $25 to $30 per
ton, dry, depending on general rules of

supply and demand. In the United
States, last year, the price varied from
$13 to $25 per ton, dry, delivered. Their
import duty is about $1.92 per ton. It

is generally considered that mechanical
wood pulp at $17 a ton in the United
States or Great Britain, could be manu-
factured with profit in most parts of

Eastern Canada.

STATISTICS AND REMARKS.

The Statistical Year Book of Canada
shows that during the calendar year,

1902, the wood pulp industry w^as car-

ried on by 35 mills, 4 of which manu-
factured soda pulp, 9 sulphite pulp, and
25 mechanical, and 4 make both
chemical and mechanical. These mills

had an output of 240,989 tons; of this

quantity 155,210 tons were mechanical
pulp, 'j6,']2>S tons sulphite, and 9,044 tons

soda; having a total value of $4,383,192.

In 1881 the census returns show that

there were in Canada 5 pulp mills, with
a total output valued at $63,000. This
shows that the growth of this industry

in the last twenty years has been con-

siderable. The Customs returns for the

calendar year, 1902, show that during

that year the export of pulp amounted
to $2,511,666, leaving $1,871,518, or 43

per cent, for home use. Of this export,

Great Britain took $976,172; United
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States $1,518,319, and other countries

^17,333-

Our export to Great Britain was
about Sy2 per cent, of her needs, and
therefore all our mills could not supply
their demand. Owing to the duty on
pulp imported into the United States and
the facilities afforded them in securing
wood for manufacturing pulp in their

own mills, the Americans are stripping
our forests in the provinces of Quebec,
New Brunswick and Nova Scotia.

About one-half of the pulpwood used
in the United States is derived from
Canada, as their home supply is be-
coming scarce and at the present rate of

consumption would be exhausted within
a century if they could not import wood
from here. It is a well-known fact that

1

Fig. 40—Sheet Wagon or Frame.

we have the largest pulpwood forests in
the world, and this added to our large
amount of available water-power, makes
a perfect combination as a source of
wealth. According to J. C. Langelier,
of Quebec, we could supply the world
with 1,500,000 tons of pulp annually for
840 years with our present forests.
Hitherto this wealth has been little
taken care of as little legislation has
-been passed to prevent its waste, and
regulate forest operations; but the Can-
adian people are becoming alive to the
advantages of reforestration and to the
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necessity of preserving their forests by
strict regulations regarding the cutting
of the wood. It is to be hoped that
in the near future the science of forestry
will be applied here with the same

Fig. 41—Clips.

efficacy it has shown in some of the
European countries.

We have seen that great pains are
taken to dry pulp for shipment, and
also that if paper and cardboard were
made directly here, we could dispense
with wet machines and presses. Both
capital and labor will be saved by mak-
ing paper and cardboard directly at our
pulp mills; then Canada will surely be-
come the greatest paper producing
country in the world.

For a large amount of information
contained in this paper the writer is

indebted to the following: a paper on the
Process of Manufacturing Mechanical
Wood Pulp, read before the Engineering
Society of the School of Practical
Science, Toronto, in 1898-99, by W. A.
Hare, "99," to catalogues and descrip-
tions from the following firms; Jenckes
Machine Co., Sherbrooke, Que.; the
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford,
Ont., and Carrier, Laine & Co.. Levis,
Que., and to different articles published
in the Canadian Lumberman, and in the
Pulp and Paper Magazine, both of Tor-
onto.
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NEWS PAPERS AND CHEAP
PRINTINGS.

Possible Improvements in their Manu-
facture.

Written for the Pulp and Paper

Magazine by R. W. Sindall, F.C.S.,

London, Eng.—Conchided.

The advantages to be obtained by

the running of the sheet of paper

through the calenders at a lower tem-

perature than is usually found in the

fast running machine need not be enum-

erated.

The improvements which papermakers

generally are striving to obtain, being

those to which we have already referred

are the questions of increase of out-

put, improvement in quality, and

economy in working.

We have endeavored to show that the

direction in which these improvements

may be obtained is to be found in a

close study of the conditions under

which the important operation of dry-

ing is carried out.

We feel that there is considerable

room also for improvement in the

matter of heating.

When we take into consideration the

conditions under which pulp is obtained

for the manufacture of newspapers and

cheap printings, having special reference

to the actual materials which are utilized

in the matter of pulp, it is not difificult

to suggest what conditions are most

likely to secure improvements for the

production of a stronger sheet of paper.

Under the existing circumstances, the

whole of the raw material is thrown into

a beater regardless of its condition.

Thus we find in some cases a moist

mechanical pulp, which may require

comparatively little beating mixed with

a hard, dry sulphite pulp, which itself

may on the other hand demand pro-

longed treatment.

On another occasion we may be using

a mechanical pulp which has become

thoroughly hard and dry to its exposure

to air.

Then again we may find a large per-

centage of broken paper from the ma-
chine, being used in the beaters.

Another raw material which is sub-

jected to the same treatment consists of

old newspapers, and returned copies of

newspapers, which are likewise handled.

This process, therefore, is in reality

carried out with an absolute disregard

of the possibilities of beating the pulp

so as to produce the best results.

In actual practice, therefore, we find

that the whole of the raw material in

the beater, whatever its nature, has to

be treated as of one origin, as though

the whole mass was perfectly homo-

geneous.

Take for example the case of a

beater containing sulphite and me-

chanical pulps in equal proportion.

If the mechanical pulp is of a fair

average quality, freshly made and still

in its normal moist state, then a com-

paratively short time in the beater would

be sufficient to brush out the fibres.

If the sulphite in the beater is hard,

dry pulp, it must be subjected to heavy

beating in order to refine the pulp suffi-

ciently to meet the conditions cf the

manufacture of the class of paper to be

made.

Under such conditions, therefore, the

mechanical pulp would receive a much
severer treatment than is in reality

necessary particularly if by reason of

limited capacity of beating power, the

operation of beating is hastened by

letting the roll down hard on the bed-

plate.

Now in the case of the broken paper

from the machine, which may amount to

10 or 12 per cent, of the total output of

the machine, we have raw material

which in its physical condition and

chemical composition dififers very ma-

terially from the original pulps, mainly

on account of reasons which have been

fully dealt with in the first part of this

essay, e.g., the over-drying of the paper.

This argument applies equally to the

old newspapers which are largely used,

the state of the latter being considerably

aggravated by the presence of the ink

upon the surface of the paper.
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Our contention is that considerable

improvement in the sheet might be

obtained by beating this raw material

separately.

It is a well-known fact that in the

•case of a sulphite pulp the quality of

the beaten product can be manipulated

to almost any required standard by care-

ful attention to the beating.

If the beater 'contains sulphite pulp

which requires careful adjustment of the

machinery to bring out all its best

qualities, then it stands to reason that

the presence of a mechanical pulp may
render it impossible for the beater-man

to watch the developments of the

sulphite pulp.

Similarly if we beat the mechanical

pulp separately from the sulphite, the

amount of beating required to brush

out the fibres can be regulated so as to

insure the proper disintegration of the

pulp, and thus bring the treatment to a

conclusion directly the beating has been

carried to its proper extent.

We can see that under the present

conditions mechanical pulp can be

severely knocked about before the

sulphite pulp has been sufficiently

beaten.

It may be argued that this course

would involve a larger number of

beaters, but this is a matter which can

only be decided by experimental evi-

dence along the lines suggested.

Probably the mechanical pulp would

remain in the beater a shorter time

than at present, except of course when
it has been allowed to get dry by ex-

posure to air; and the sulphite pulp,

beaten for the same length of time as at

present, would have a better oppor-

tunity of acquiring those properties of

strength and handle which hydration

produced by intimate contact with the

water in the beater under the most
favorable conditions, is bound to give.

We believe that paper makers would
do well to study the question of beat-

ing from this point of view. Any modi-
fication of an existing process which
thus allows of a finer adjustment and

more delicate manipulation is worthy
of attention.

It appears to us that amongst some
of the advantages which are to be de-

rived from some such modifications as

these, might be mentioned the produc-
tion of a closer and more even sheet of

paper. The sheet itself would be of

more even thickness, and, what is most
important, the sheet being made from
materials which have been obtained in

such a manner as to allow of a more
exact control, would be tougher and
would give a better handle.

These improvements would in turn

have a direct influence upon the ques-

tion of drying, since the formation of

the more even sheet characterized by a

greater uniformity in thickness would
insure better results in the operation o£

drying.

Thus the improvements in one direc-

tion have their influence upon improve-

ments in another, and we commend
these remarks and suggestions to the

notice of paper-makers who are con-

cerned in the manufacture of newspaper

and cheap printings.

e9 ^ <a

BRITISH PAPER MILLS.

The paper trades directories of Great

Britain show that the number of paper

machines in Great Britain in 1904, is

414 compared with 417 in 1899, but en-

quiries show that the productive capa-

city is greater now than five years ago,

because many old machines have been

thrown out and replaced by new ma-
chines of larger capacity.

English paper mills running in 1904

are given as 211 a decrease of two, com-
pared with those running in 1903. The
mills in England appear to be gradually

decreasing, as in 1899 there were 225;

in 1900 and 1901, 221, and in 1902, 218.

The number of firms at the present time

is 171, compared with 173 at the com-
mencement of 1903; 179 in 1902; 180 in

1901; 179 in 1900, and 182 in 1899. The
number of vats in English mills, which
stood in 1899 ht 98, increased in 1900 to

IC7, and in the following year to 109.
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The highest number (iii) was reached

in 1902, dropping to 109 in the years 1903

and 1904. Enghsh mills making milled

boards only by vat and machine, in 1899,

numbered 24, increased to 29 in the fol-

lowing year; to 30 in 1901 and 1902; fall-

ing to 29 in 1903 and increasing again

to 30 at the present time. The English

mills making different sorts of paper
are as follows, a comparison being made
of the years 1899 and 1904:

1899. 1904.

Writing papers, hand-mads... 17 19

Writing papers, machine-made. 33 35
Writing papers, engine-sized.. 31 34
Printings and news 70 69
Long elephants 16 15

Cartridges 61 64
Grocery papers 30 27

Small hands 23 23

Browns 92 77
-Milled boards 24 31

An examination of the Scotch mills

•shows no addition to the number of ma-
chines. There were IC9 in the year 1899,

increasing one in 1900 and another in 1901,

falling again to 109 in 1902, with an in-

crease of one in 1903 and a drop of one
<to IC9) in 1904. The number of mills in

1899 was 60, with an addition of one dur-
ing the four following years, and falling

again to 6d for the year 1904. There were
54 firms in 1899 and 55 during 1900-1-2-

3- whilst a drop to 54 is aga'n shown for
the year 1904. The number of Scotch
mills engaged in the production cf the
following sorts of paper at the present
time (1904), compared with i?97, is

stated to be:

1899. 1904.

Writing papers, tub-sized .... 7 to

Writing papers, engine sized. . 24 27
Printings and news 28 28
Cartridges 22 22
Grocery papers 9 8
Small hands 10 g
Browns 14

The paper trade in Ireland shows
little change.

APPARATUS FOR WASHING

A revolving felt washer suction appar-

atus for wasning the felts of papermak-
nig machines has been patented m Great
Britain by John White, of Ed.nburgh,
and James Blaine, of Denny. This

washer is designed to replace the sta-

tionary suction arrangement.

Fig. I is a side elevation showing one
form of the revolving felt washer; Fig. 2

i'^ an end elevation of a part; Fig. 3 is a

plan; Figs. 4 and 5 are a cross section

and longitudinal section, showing the

suction roll and relative parts on a larger

scale; Figs. 6 and 7 are diagrammatic re-

presentations in sectional end elevations

of modified forms of the apparatus.

The revolving suction apparatus con-

s'sts of a perforated roll A. having an

annular chamber a in its interior divided

by webs or strips into any convenient
number of chambers or compartments
a"^ Each chamber or compartment
a" is entirely separate from, and inde-
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pendent of, all the other compartments.
On one or both ends of the roll is placed

a stationary valve box B, provided with
one or more ports or chamxbers b. The
valve box B is connected by a branch
pipe C to a suitable air exhauster, and
as the roll revolves, one or more of the

compartments a- in the perforated roll

comes or come opposite the port or
ports b in the stationary valve box B.

The perforated roll a rotates, and as it

revolves carries with it the felt F, which

is saturated with water, and is arranged

to travel in contact wi'h the circumfer-

ence of the roll A. The relative posi-

tions cf the chambers a' in the roll A,

and the port or por.s b in the stationary

valve box B, are so arranged that as the

roll rotates one or more of the cham-
bers a- in the roll, as they come oppo-
site to the port or ports nr the valve

box, are subjected to a sucking action

of the exhauster or vacuum pump, and
the water (with which the felt F has been
previously saturated), is drawn through

the meshes of the felt, and through the

perforations in the roll A, and carries off

the polluting matter with it into the

chamber or chambers a', whence it is dis-

charged through the valve box B into a

suitable receiver.

As shown in Figs, i to 5, the roll A
is carried by a shaft G, whose journal
ends g are supported in bearings h in

standards H, the valve box B being
formed with a boss or eye B' bearing on
a turned portion of the shaft G and be-
ing pressed up against the roll end by a
spring I so that its port face bears closely
against part of the roll end. The roll

itself is for convenience of manufacture
preferably made with a wooden centre

A^ ficted over the shaft G and an outer

perforated shell A of metal leaving an

annular chamber a, which is divided into

compartments a' by brass strips a' ex-

tending radially from the shell A into

slits in the wooden centre A\ while the

roll ends are formed by metal discs A'
having port orifices a^, which, as the roll

rotates, come in succession opposite the

port in the valve box B, which latter is

held from turning with the shaft G by
means of a stud J engaging it, and se-

cured in the standard H.
In the modifications represented at

Figs. 6 and 7, the valve box B is fitted to

the periphery of the perforated roll A,

extending the full length of the latter,

while the felt F passes round the roll A
and down each side of the box B and
thence round guide rolls. The roll A
thus runs in and is supported by the

valve box B, the lower end of which is

connected to an exhauster which draws
the moisture out of the felt through the

perforated roll A into the valve box. As
shown at Fig. 7, the roll A may be
partly covered by an endless band K of

wire cloth or like perforated material
passing also round a roll L below so that

the band travels with the roll A.

I
^ ^ '4

I
BRITISH MANAGEMENT OF CAN-

ADIAN PULP AND PAPER
MILLS.

New Brunswick ought to be a -splendid

field for men of enterprise in the pulp
industry. In that richly timbered pro-
vince spruce abounds above all other
woods. There is no lack of water power.
Raw material can be assembled at low
cost. No other part of Canada, except
Nova Scotia, is better situated for ship-

ping the product on the Atlantic. Com-
pared with New Brunswick, interior pro-
vinces, like Quebec and Ontario, would
appear to be at a great disadvantage for
competing for the sale of pulp in the
foreign market, as they have large freight
charges to pay on the long haul to the
sea. Yet Ontario and Quebec have been
far more successful in the pulp industry.
What is the reason?



The difference between the success of

the interior provinces and that of New
Brunswick appears to be traceable to the

difference in the capitalistic influences in

control. In Ontario and Quebec the

owners of the pulp mills are, wiih one

notable exception, either Canadian or

Americans. The notable exception is the

Imperial Paper Mills, Limited, at Stur-

geon Falls. That concern is British, but

it is conducted in accordance with the

up-to-date ideas of this continent. Its

machinery is of American make. Better

still, it is free to sell its product where

is pleases, not being at the dictation of

people who do not understand the busi-

ness, or who would keep it tied up to cer-

tain consumers.

The Maritime Sulphite Fibre Company,

whose mills at Chatham, New Bruns-

wicJc, cost a lot of money, has been out

of business for some time, and its w<3rks

are in possession of the creditor bank.

Had its British owners been better ac-

quainted with the conditions required for

/ the success of such undertakings, they

would have seen that the timber supply

secured was not one that could be

quickly exhausted. They would have

equipped their mills somewhat differently.

Some time ago the Cushing Sulphite

Fibre Company, at St. John, N.B., closed

down. More than a year before that

there was trouble between the British and

Canadian interests. When the latter

withdrew, Captain Partington's control

was supreme, but it does not seem to

have been able to secure results in the

highest degree satisfactory. Production

is going on again, and it is hoped that

earnings will increase.

What was the matter with the St. John
Sulphite Pulp Company, whose mill at

Mispec, fifteen miles from St. John, N.B.,

has been brought to a standstill? That

company was also British, the controlling

shareholders being Scotch capitalists,

mostly paper manufacturers. Operations

have not been profitable. Had the real

directors of the company's affairs been

Canadians or Americans, the result might

have been far different. Some disadvant-

ages that the concern had to cope with
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might have been overcome. Possibly a

better location would have been secured

at the outset. Sufficient pulp wood could

not be got down the Mispec. Then the

manufactured pulp had to be brought up

to St. John and transhipped there. Pos-

sibly, if the company had stocked its out-

put rather than sell it at losing prices,

it could have made enough money in the

high price twelve-month since last mid-

summer to tide over its present difficul-

ties.
—

"Initial," in the Paper Mill, New
York.

^ 1« H

LOSSES ON THE MACHINE.

Losses during the manufacture of paper

are not confined to ground wood, sul-

phite or other fibres, but they appear

likewise in any additional material and

colors, says the W^chenblatt fur Papier-

fabrikation. We observe notably two
sources:

1. The loss in weight owing to the ad-

mitted dry contents of raw stuff, and,

2. Losses arising during the process of

manufacture. The loss in weight arises

through the difference in the weight of

paper or pulp stock, and in the resulting

dry contents of the finished sheet.

Paper pulp, ground wood or sulphite

may contain an allowable percentage of

humidity (about 12 per cent.). The ready-

made paper on delivery contains from

3 to not exceeding 12 per cent, of damp-

ness—^there appears consequently a re-

duction of 4 per cent, and more of ma-

terial. In the making of board, where

a greater percentage of humidity is al-

lowable, this loss may be unimportant,

but otherwise there is no remedy regard-

ing these losses in weight owing to ex-

isting rules in the allowance of humidity

in so-called dry stock.

However, of greater consequence are

the losses in stuff arising during the pro-

cess of manufacture. Before the stuff

reaches the machine, the leading channels,

the screen and float box have to be filled

with stuff in the state of liquidity, as re-

quired to run on the wire, and this

amount of stuff is going to waste entirely
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or in part when the machine stops. These

losses increase in proportion with the

number of stoppages of the machine for

the purpose of cleaning or for changing

stock or color. Another loss arises in

the couches and wet presses at the start-

ing and stopping of the machine durmg
the time recjuired to transmit the web
from the wire to the wet press.

In order to regain the aforesaid losses

a first-class pulp-saver is required. How-
ever, this saving has the disadvantage of

being more or less unclean, and conse-

quently unfit to be directly returned, and

it should only be used in the making of

inferior grades.

The most important losses are those

caused during the formation of the web
on the wire, on the felt and presses and

through the drying process; also those

caused by deficiencies in the machinery,

by replacing of wire and felts, and finally

through occasional carelessness of the at-

tendants.

Among losses during the preparing of

pulp for forming the web we mention:

1. Losses in the strainer when the stuf¥

is not properly beaten, or rather when
the screen plates do not correspond with

the dimensions of beaten fibres; also

when the screen is overloaded. *

2. Losses during dessicatioii of the pulp

on the wire; the thinner the sheet the

greater the loss in fine fibres on the wire

meshes. In forming thicker web the

waste is smaller in proportion to the pro-

ducing quantity, because the web forms

a constantly increasing sort of filter, al-

lowing the water to escape while retain-

ing the small fibres, although there still

remains a loss. The trouble continues

in the emptying of the suction boxes by
the mechanical suction of the water from
the web and wire and so on during the

pressing on the couchers; the waste is

furthermore observable in the sticking of

the fibres in the wire meshes and on the

felts, where they are removed by the

squirting of water. In the latter cases

the waste in the thin sheet exceeds that

in the heavier kind, owing to the in-

creased surface of web in contact with

wire and felts.

Although the losses in fibres sticking

to wire and felts are considerably redu-

cible, whenever the stuff is properly re-

fined into a conoition required tor per-

fect felting, yet they are of sufficient im-

portance to demand a reconsideration re-

garding their reduction , in the most prac-

ticable manner.

3. Losses by edge runner broke may
occur when some stufif gets on the deckle

strap or when the latter shows uneven

parts whereby some fibres could slip be-

tween wire and strap; also when the

straps have rough edges and when these

edges are in contact with the edge of the

web they will take ofif some fibres that

are finally washed or squirted away. An
excessive broad stream of water forced

on the border will cause another waste,

causing the fibre to run ofif between v.ire

and couch roll, although a squirting of

wat-er under v^ery low pressure against

well beaten fibres will tend to rejoin the

same with the felt.

4. Losses during pressing. Here we
sustain losses in fibres, some sticking to

the wet felt and others to the press rolls,

whence they are eliminated by scrapers.

Here we also observe waste of sizing and

loading material through pressure, and

there also are losses of smaller conse-

quence in the best beaten stock.

The poorer the quality of the applied

stufif the thinner the produced sheet; the

larger the percentage of filling or load-

ing matter, the larger in proportion are

the losses sustained in fibres and addi-

tions. In order to reduce the lapses on

the machine it is, in the first place, neces-

sary to pay careful attention to the beat-

ing process, although nothing more than

a diminution is achievable, because the

losses caused by suction boxes and the

wire, by couchers, presses, and by fibres

sticking in various places are simply un-

avoidable.

According to old usages these stuffs

are principally recaptured as well as may
be in a save-all apparatus, in which every-

thing gathered in the ofifwater can be col-

lected. But the water that has been in

contact with all parts of the machine will

accumulate in these catchers, and thus it
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is evident that the- saved liquid could not
have preserved icS original cleanliness,

and consequently the same' should not be
returned into the same paper quality from
which it has seceded and degenerated.
This uncleanliness is also caused by turn-

ing the water into the pulp saver during
the cleansing of the machine, during stop-

page for the purpose of changing pulp
or coloring matter, and it also happens
that the settling, sizing and filling ma-
terials may ferment within a few days
and thereby cause the total saving to as-

sume a dark coloraticn. The direct re-

application of these savings will inevitably

cause a certain injury to the paper and
an increased amount of foaming and a

settling of impurities on wire and felts,

thereby producing the necessity of a re-

peated cleaning operation and consequent
wear- and tear of the machine. The older
the saved stuff the more hurtful it is.

During many years the use of the liquid

and stufif running from the machine for

the making of the same quality has been
a constant object, for that is the most
practicable way to avoid loss of stufif.

This saving has been practised ever since

the machines existed; the loss of stufif is

reduced, and the regained fine fibres tend
to improve the felting quality of the

sheet; improperly constructed pulp savers
have, however, shown great disadvant-

ages, produced, by the settling of stufif

that would soon assume a darker shads;
also by the causing of increase foaming,
the sticking of slime in wires and wet
felts and consequent disturbances, and all

these mischief makers have materially re-

duced the value of the saved stufif. A
patent stufif water purifier furnishes proof
that the saved water and pulp may be re-

applied to the production of the finest

qualities, and many improved arrange-
ments of this nature are in use in mills

producing the highest grades. These
consist in many single but combined
apartments, each serving a separate pur-
pose, the main object being the purifi-

cation of the water; in some parts the
rapid settling of the fibres and their re-

turn on the machine is perfected, and yet
a remnant of the water runs into vessels

in which the finest fibres will settle, and
whence they return to the web in the
water used for emptying the beater. In
this manner the losses are reduced in the
most practical way, especially owing to
the cleaning of the water, and I have
found, and many other paper makers con-
firm this, that by the use of purified

water the quality of paper improves, the
fcjaming is prevented, and wires and felts

remain clean, consequently there are
fewer stoppages with attending loss on
the machine. A special advantage is

gained in a part of the arrangement
where the water is allowed to rest per-
fectly undisturbed, before entering the
space in which foamy and fatty matter
separate on top, while the pulp exists
below.

^ ^ ^ ^
THE WAHNAPITAE CANAL AND

IMPERIAL PAPER MILLS.

In view of the items in various trade
and other journals with reference to the
operation of the Wahnapitae Canal by the
Ontario Government and the anticipated
injury to the Imperial Paper Mills, Mr.
Campbell, Deputy Minister of Works,
was interviewed and he gives the follow-
ing information: The Wahnapitae Canal,
two-thirds of a mile long, connects Mata-
gamishing Lake, one of the upper tribu-

taries of the Sturgeon river, with Wah-
napitae Lake, and has been in operation
for about five years. It was constructed
by Charles Beck, the lumbernian of Pene-
tanguishene. and operated by him to get
timber most expeditiously from his limits.

The floor of the canal is one foot higher
than high water in Matagamishing Lake,
and the mode of operation is to build a
stop-log dam in the spring, and back the
water up into the canal. When the canal
was first operated, an injunction was laid

by parties on Sturgeon river; but, find-

ing that no damage was done, they never
pressed the injunction, and the canal has
been operated every year without inter-

ference.

As more limits in the neighborhood
were taken up, the Government pro-
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posed to expropriate the canal and throw
it open to all lumbermen at a reason-

able toll. An engnieer was sent up to in-

vestigate the situation, and he reported

that no damage was done by the canal

to any of the surrounding interests, as

the flow through the canal takes place

only for about two weeks in the spring,

when the water in the river is very high

anyway. Further than this, the Govern-
ment was given assurance by represen-

tatives of the interests concerned (includ-

ing the president of the Imperial Paper
Mills), that the canal was in no way de-

trimental to the river. The Government
then took over the canal and this season
it was operated under their control.

The Imperial Mills are said to appreciate

the presence of the canal, as it withdraws
the timber from the Sturgeon river,

which would otherwise! become mixed
with their pulpwood lower down the

stream. The Sturgeon river rises very
high in the spring and is apt to float logs

into the woods. The temporary flow

through the canal tends to mitigate this

evil, which is the most serious difficulty

faced by the Sturgeon River Improve-
ment Co.

Mr. Campbell states that there is no
intention to enlarge the canal. The Gov-
ernment is relining it, but that is all the

change that is being made.

^ ^ ^

PAPIER MACHE FROM PULP
MILL WASTE.

An English patent has been granted to
Carl Gaertner, of Berlin, relating to an
improved manufacture of pliable or
flexible papier mache articles from the
waste of wood grinding mills and paper
and cellulose factories, such as reliefs,

friezes, figures, ornaments, floor cover-
ings, wall and ceiling facings and the
like. It differs from the processes hitherto
used for the same purposes in that it is

cheaper, that the plastic mass dries more
rapidly, and that the finished article can
be unrolled from the mould. The inven-
tion consists essentially in the use of the

short fibred waste pulp that is found in

paper and cellulose factories, in wood
gr;nding mills and similar industrial

establishments, and which was hitherto
used solely for the manufacture of in-

ferior quaHty cardboard or the like.

Heretofore papier mache articles were
us-ually made in the following manner:
Several different layers or coatings of a
thick pastelike paper mass or pulp con-
taming a considerable amount of water,
and of the kind as used in the manufac-
ture of paper, were successively applied
to the mould consisting either of glue,
gelatine, plaster of paris or sulphur, or
of tin, zinc, iron or the like, the water
contained in the paper mass being then
removed by pressure and absorbed by
means of a feltlike material.

According to this invention, and as-
suming that it be desired to make pliable
or flexible papier mache articles, the
mould or the model of which a copy is

to be reproduced is covered with a woven
material of not too coarse a mesh, such,
for instance, as canvas, which, owing
to its pliant nature, is capable of being
pressed close against the surface of
the mould, model or pattern. A thin
layer or coating of paste made from the
waste pulp is then applied to this back-
ing, but without the aid of pressure, for
instance, by means of a brush.

The plastic mass, in consequence of its

shortness of fibre, penetrates the meshes
of the material, so that the latter be-
comes embedded in this mass to a certain
extent. At the same time the material
absorbs the moisture contained in the
plastic mass so rapidly that this latter,

together with its backing, can be unrolled
from the moulcf or model within a very
few minutes' time. The copy thus ob-
tained reproduces the contours of the

original model in a clear and accurate
maimer, and is so pliable or flexible that
it can be rolled up. Owing to the use of
the backing material, the article can be
made extremely thin, without its strength
being in any wise impaired.

For many purposes, however, it is ad-
vantageous not to cover the model with
a backing material, but to apply the waste
pulp thereto in a thin layer, and then to
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back it, in order to strengthen it with a

stronger felting material, as its shortness

of fibre does not possess the requisite

felting property to allow it to be used

alone for this purpose, and, moreover,

it is brittle. For this latter purpose there

can be used as a felting material a long

fibred paper pulp, hair, asbestos, or the

like, or else a sheet of paper or paper

felt. The felting material absorbs the

moisture contained in the waste pulp and

is thereby rendered extremely pliant and

adapts itself perfectly to the contour or

outlines of the layer or coating of waste

pulp, while, at the same time, the two

coatings or layers become thoroughly

matted together, thus giving the requisite

strength and flexibility to the mass when
dry, after which it can be drawn ofif the

mould and rolled up.

The employment of the waste pulp for

the manufacture of various papier mache
articles will also be found advantageous

for making linoleum-like floor coverings

and wall and ceiling facings of the Lin-

crusta type. In both cases the waste

pulp is used as a substitute for ground

cork, which, as is well knov^ai. is expen-

sive. The manufacture is carried out in

a manner similar to that used for lino-

leum and Lincrusta. Linseed oil, oxi-

dized in tl:e known manner for the manu-

facture of linoxyn, resin, common resin

and turpentine, are first mixed and boiled

until a thorough^solution and the forma-

tion of a gum-like mass or pulp are ob-

tained. During the continued boiling

and stirring of the mass there is added

to it about the same quantity in volume

or the w^aste pulp, but which, however,

has been preferably first heated.

The following proportions of ingredi-

ents will be found to give good results

for the manufacture of the above-men-

tirned articles:

Parts by Weight.

Linoxyn, about lOO

Resin, about 35

Turpentine, about 4

Waste pulp, about 150

including 20 per cent, water.

It is not necessary to dry the waste

pulp, as it can be used in the same con-

ditions as that in which it leaves the

paper factory. After being intimately

mixed, a pliable glutinous mass or pulp

is obtained, which, by the addition of a

backing material, can be made up into

thni slabs, strips or the like, if it be de-

sired to manufacture floor coverings, or

which, if flexible wall and ceiling facings

are to be manufactured, is pressed into

the requisite moulds of wood, metal and
the like. In the latter case the mould
is slightly moistened with water, and the

already cooled, but still pliable pulpy

mass is then spread evenly upon the said

m(Hild. After applying a sheet of paper
as a covering for the back, or some
similar material to which the pulp will

adhere, and which will prevent it from
losing its shape when removed from the

mould, the mass is left to itself for a

time, after wdiich the finished product, to-

gether with its backing, is unrolled from
the mould and dried.

^ ^ ^

QUEBEC TIMBER LIMIT SALE.

The annual sale of Quebec Crown tim-

ber limits took place on June 22nd in

the Parliament Building, presided over

by the Hon. S. N. Parent, Minister of

the department. There was a large num-
ber of lumbermen present, including

Semtor Edwards. Messrs. W. Power,
M.P., Dupuis, M.P.P., B. A. Scott, Mc-
Lean, St. Pierre, M.P.P., Major M.P.P.,

Wm. Price, Leferriere. G. Tanguay,

M.P.P., the Hon. J. C. McCorkill, the

Hon. N. Garneau, the Hon. E. B. Gar-

neau, S. Grogan. McHendrie, W. Turner,

Evans, and H. M. Price, to the number of

about seventy-five, from all parts of the

country.

Bidding was not very brisk, but the

prices obtained for the limits sold were

extremely good.

Mr. McCormick purchased 243 miles on

the Upper Ottawa for $91 per mile, also

150 miles, at $130 per mile; also 50 miles,

at $91 per mile.

Mr. Hendrie, of Hull, purchased Grand
Lake Victoria. 612 miles, for $i,too, and
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878 miles of limits on the Ottawa for

$501.

W. Ritchie purchased 90 miles, Bos-

tonnais Island, for $101 per mile.

Mr. Dupuis, M.P.P., bought 162 miles.

Upper St. Maurice, at $156 per mile.

The Leferriere Lumber Company ac-

quired 60 miles, on the Saguenay, for

$130 per mile.

S. Grogan purchased 37 miles, on the

Saguenay, for $115 per mile.

W. H. Davies, Montreal, acquired a

total of 136 miles for $135 and $121 per
mile.

Senator Edwards acquired considerable
limits in Bonaventure, east and west, for
which he paid as high as $290 for one lot

of 37 miles, and the balance, 148 miles,
on an average of $180 per mile.

W. Power, M.P., bought 22 miles, for

$201 per mile, and the only woman pres.

ent, Mrs. Blais, who owns a small mill
in the Township of Cabot, Metapedia
Valley, bought five and seven-eighth
miles, for $101 per mile.

Dobell, Beckett & Co., acquired 50
miles, for $131 per mile.

The sale realized $258,166 on 1,703 miles
of limits sold.

^ ^ ^

ELECTRIC BLEACHING.

There are, as is well known, a very
large number of bleaching agents which
are used in commerce and special chemi-
cal methods with more or less success,
particularly where it does not so much
matter about price so long as a satisfac-
tory result is secured. The conditions
are, of course, vastly different in the
paper trade, where the bleaching agent
must both act well and at the same time,
before all things, must be cheap. Almost
every bleaching agent has more or less

advantages, as well as disadvantages, even
the commonest of them all, namely,
chloride of lime. Most paper and cellu-
lose manufacturers still bleach with
chloride of lime at the present day, and
only a few of the larger works have gone
over lately to electrolytic bleacln nof. The
chief, it may be said the only, reason why

electrolytic bleaching has made so little

headway has been due to the fact that the

cost of the plant and its working expenses

were much too high, notwithstanding the

distinct advantages gained. Only recently

has electrolytic bleaching begun to drive

chloride of lime successfully out of paper
mills, a circumstance which will be greeted

with great satisfaction by all those inter-

ested. There are, however, still many to

whom electrolytic bleaching is a terror

on account of its heavy cost, and who
would on that account rather keep to the

cumbrous chloride of lime. A few words,
therefore, on the new plant and its ad-

vantages and disadvantages, compared
with ordinary chloride of lime bleaching
may be of service to those interested.

To bleach cotton, linen, flax, etc., v/eak

solutions containing from two to five

grammes of active chlorine per liter of

bleaching lye are quite sufficient. For
cellulose, which contains a great deal of

moisture, practical experience shows that

very much stronger solutions containing
as much as twenty grammes of active

chlorine must be used. Commercial
chloride of lime contains oniy one-third
of its weight of active chlorine, and on
protracted keeping it loses still more of
its available strength. The preparation
of the bleach solution is extremely labori-

ous, and the disadvantages of the lime
residues, which persistently adhere to the
fibres of the paper, iri spite of antichlor,

acids, soda, etc., are still worse. More-
over, it encrusts the wires, cloths, felts

and other parts of the machinery, and
causes rapid destruction everywhere.
The disposal of the waste bleach and
wash water into rivers is also often difii-

cult or else prohibited. Electric bleach-
ing possesses none of these evils; a clear
solution is obtained, and the waste bleach
and wash waters are free from noxious
lime residues and the like. The electri-
cal bleaching solution is prepared from
ordinary salt, such as common salt

(sodium chloride), which can be obtained
comparatively cheap everywhere. The salt
solutions, which are employed in the so-
called electrolyzer, have a strength of
about 10 degrees to 15 degrees Baume.
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These apparatus were formerly supplied

from the electrical works with platinum

electrodes, and both apparatus and plates

were hi.herto very costly. Hass & Stahl,

of Ane, have succeeded in constructing

a new automatic apparatus or electro-

lyzer, which requires neither costly cen-

trifugal pumps nor cooling apparatus.

This is a great advantage to the paper

trade, and the cost of electrolytic bleach-

ing plants is thereby substantially re-

duced, making their introduction profit-

able even in small mills, and replacing

the oJbjecticnable cumbrous chloride of

lime bleaching system with distinct ad-

vantage. Paper makers will not, and can-

not, bear higher expense, and the cost

of erection and working must not, not-

withstanding the advantages of electro-

lytic bleaching, be greater than those of

chloride of lime bleaching. The electro-

lyzer can be connected to any existing

continuous current electrical plant. After

the electric current has been passed

through the apparatus in which the com-

mon salt solution is placed, the latter is

decomposed into its two constituents,

i.e., into sodium and chlorine. The

sodium is liberated at one electrode, but

cannot exist in the a-queous solution, ai-d

at the moment of its liberation immedi-

ately forms caustic soda with the water.

The chlorine is liberated at the other

electrode of the apparatus and immedi-

ately forms scdium hypochlorite in the

aqueous solution, which sodium possesses

the bleaching powder. The same action

takes place with chloride of lime, calcium

hypochlorite being formed. In commer-

cial calculations only the effective or

available chlorine is taken account of, and

is estimated from the sodium hypochlor-

ite. Suppose, for example, a paper mill

has to bleach 6,500 kilos, of stufif daily,

and th^t about 225 kilos, of chloride of

lime are required; this will yield about

75 kilos, available chlorine, that is, assum-

ing the chloride of lime to be of good
ouality, abou^^ one-third of the weight em-

ployed. With chloride of lime at about

t8s. p'^r 100 kilos., a kilo, of available

chlorine will cost 6^d. An electrolyzer

will produce 11 to 15 kilos, available

chlorine in ten hours from salt solutions

of 10° to 15° Baume, and the consump-
tion of horse-power increases with in-

creased concentration of the solution of

sail, the yield from the salt increasing of

course also. Where a mill is favorably
situated and has power to spare, bo.h
factors, i.e., power and salt, may be varied

according to requirements and the trend
of circumstances and used accordmgly.
Where power is cheap, and salts is dear,

the solution may completely decompose
by long passage of the current. Where
power is scarce, but salt is cheap, the

salt should not decompose to such a great
extent. As a rule, a kilo, of available

chlorine may be produced for from sW-
to 3J^d., which, however, as above stated,

may vary slightly in difTerent mills, de-

pending on the use of power and salt.

Notwithstanding this, however, the price

of electrolytically produced chlorine is

much more favorable than that obtained
from bleaching powder.

The improved electrolyzer manufac-
tured at Ane is provided with automatic
means for keeping the liquid in circula-

tion, and as above stated, requires no
pumps ,or cooling apparatus for the
bleaching solution, all of which tends to

make the total cost considerably less

than formerly. Platinum is no longer em-
ployed for the electrodes, cheap prepared
non-metallic plates having been recently
successfully substituted for the platinum
ones. These prepared plates also have
the advantage of being easily removed
and cleaned, or replaced by new ones. An
electrolyzer of this type, with prepared
electrodes, will continuously supply
strong solutions containing as much as
twenty grammes available chlorine per
litre, which can be diluted at pleasure to
suit the material in hand to be bleached.
Provided good circulation of the liquid

is maintained, all heating and consequent
escape of the poisonous chlorine gas,

which is both objectionable and wasteful,
is easily prevented. All chlorine is im-
mediately absorbed and transformed into

sodium hypochlorite. It is now possible
for even small mills to discard the old

bleaching powder method of bleaching for

the improved electrolytic method with ad-

vantage.
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STUFF PUMP.

The accompanying- cnt sliows a type
of stufif pump, the merits of which have
been thoroughly proved by service in

leading Canadian paper and pulp mills.

It is manufactured by T. McOuat & Son,
successors to McOuat & McRae, La-
chute, Que., who are also makers of a

very successful pulp grinder. This

stuff pump is made m three sizes, the
dimensions, weight, capacity and price
of which will be forwarded to anyone
interested. The plungers on this pump
are of brass, twenty-four inches long.
The valves are brass balls resting on
seats, which can be made of rubber,
brass or iron as desired, and so fitted
that they can be replaced easily at
trifling cost. Both valves are accessible
without the use of a wrench. As seen.

the check valve chamber is placed close
to the pump, thereby insuring prompt
action in starting. The crank dish pro-
vides for three lengths of stroke, 12 in.,

14 in. and 16 in., and is bored for 2^
shaft unless otherwise required. Every
care is taken by the makers to have all

parts strong and durable, and it is not
surprising that these pumps are so
highly spoken of by users.

^ ^ ^

KEEWATIN TERRITORY.

Of the general resources of the vast
region to the south-west and west of
James Bay and Hudson Bay, comprising
an area of half a million square miles,
little or nothing is known, except from
the few explorers who have crossed it

a: intervals in the past century on
geographical researches. We know,
however, from Hudson Bay employees,
that there are numerous rivers that will
afford more or less power for manu-
facturing purposes, and that vast
stretches of the country are more or less
timbered with elm, white, red and jack
pine, ash, cedar, balsam, birch, poplar,
tamarac, balm of gilead, and the spruces-
of the pulp producing trees of J. W.
Tyrrell, the Dominion Government
surveyor, says, after returning from;
recent surveys in the district around
Hudson Bay:

—

"The Aspen, or Common Poplar, has
about the same northern limit as the
birch, and is the most widely diffused
tree of North America. It is very
abundant within its range throughout
the Hudson Bay district, and is one of
the most valuable of the forest trees,
being commonly as much as 10 or 12
inches in diameter.

"Black Spruce, is by . far the most
abundant tree in the Hudson Bay
district, forming, I should judge, 75 per
cent, of the whole forest. It is much
to be regretted that this tree does not
attain a larger size, being, as a rule,
too small for the manufacture of lumber.
"White Spruce, though much less

abundant than black, is very common
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everywhere throughout the forests ot

the Hudson Bay district. Its northern

limit, which is about the same as the

black spruce, is on the east side ot

James Bay, in about latitude 57°, a few

miles north of Richmond Gulf. On the

west coa ,t (.f the bay the limit extends

to latitude 59°, at the mouth of the Seal

River; thence it extends in a northwest-

erly direction, passing close to the

mouth of the Copper Mine River, and

on to the mouth of the Mackenzie River.

In latitude 62° 15' north, on the shore

of Gary Lake, I have seen white spruce

trees, the largest of which measured 29

inches in diameter, 2 feet above the

ground. This was, of course, very ex-

ceptional. Mr. Low reports 18 inches

as no uncommon size for the species

in Labrador, and 20 inches in one local-

ity, near Lake Mistassini. Dr. Bell re-

ports cut spruce logs on Lake St. Joseph

18 and 20 inches in diameter.

"In connection with the forest resour-

ces of the district it is very much to be

regretted that disastrous bush fires are

of such frequent occurrence, entirely de-

stroying large areas of timber from

year to year which may have been a

century or more attaining its growth."

^ ^ ^

Mill Matters.
Wall paper manufacturers, of whom

there will be four when the Menzie Com-
pany begins operating, express satisfac-

tion with the anti-dumping clause in the

tariff revision.

In order to meet the expense of pro-

viding two machines in their mill, in-

stead of one, as at first intended, the

Cornwall Paper Manufacturing Co. h?\e

made a new issue of stock to the amcumt

of $25,000.

The new paper mill belonging to J.

R. Booth, of Ottawa, will, it is expected,

use all the output of the pulp mill, about

seventy-five tons a day. The new mill

will not be complete for about six months.

None of the output of the Booth pulp mill

has been sold as yet, but it is being

stored at the mill. Mr. Booth has 400,-

000 logs and pieces of pulpwood on the

Mattawa river, which he is holding back,

waiting for a clearance of the booms on

the main Ottawa, before releasing them

into that stream.

A Canadian firm interested in the

manufacture of cardboard writes to the

High Commissioner in London that it

is desirous of getting into touch with

parties in England who could take a

large proportion of their output, and

perhaps also assist the undertaking

financially.

The Grand River Pulp and Lumber

Co., a Canadian company operating at

Grand River, Hamilton Inlet, Labrador,

are building up a small colony in that

vicinity. About seventy men and women
are settling there now, and 100 Finns

with their wives will arrive shortly. The

company hope to do an extensive lum-

bering business, timber of excellent

quality being found in that region. Last

year they exported several cargos of

lumber, and this year they expect to

treble the quantity, having had one hun-

dred men lumbering there all winter.

The company's SS. Viking, with a $60,000

cargo for the mill, was recently reported

at Newfoundland.

Cornelius Shields has been appointed

general manager of the various industries

carried on at Sault Ste. Marie, by the

new syndicate, the Lake Superior Cor-

poration. The machine shops have

started and the steel works will be turn-

ing out steel rails this month. As men-

tioned last month, the pulp mills are

running and are now turning out about

100 tons of pulp per day. It is possible

that the plant may have its capacity

increased at a later date. Nearly all of

the pulp is being exported to the United

States at favorable prices. It is said

that the drying plant will not be started

up, as it is not economical to ship pulp

dry. The lower price offsets the sav-

ing in freight over shipping wet, and

dry pulp remoistened is not quite as

satisfactory as undried pulp.
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With regard to the item in last issue

reporting the appointment of selling

agents for Hamilton & Ayers, felt manu-

facturers, of Lachute, we are informed

that C. A. Meincke & Co., Montreal,

have been appointed selling agents for

the Dominion for the firm's laundry

felts, but that the pulp and paper felts

will continue to be sold by the manu-

facturers direct to the mills.

A party of capitalists, mostly from

Minneapolis, recently visited Fort

Frances in connection with the erection

of pulp and other mills in that town. E.

VV. Backus, one of the chief promoters,

says his company propose developing

water-power on the Rainy River, which
will mean the expenditure of millions of

dollars and the building up of three

great manufacturing towns, Fort
Frances and Rainy River in Ontario, and
International Falls in Minnesota. He
says further: "The company, which is

now practically organized, will construct

the dam, which will cost over half a

million, and, in addition to the great
lumber mills just completed on Rainy
River, will build a large flour mill and
pulp mills." The plans call for a pulp mill

of 325 tons capacity daily, a paper mill of

like amount, and a 3,000-barrel flour

mill. The pulp mill will cover acres
of ground, and employ 140 hands. R. S.

McDonald, of the Backus firm, has a

gang of men at work at the Interna-
tional Falls cleaning off 250 acres.

The new pulp mills of the Spanish
River Pulp & Paper Co., are now
finished and the machinery installed,

and they would be in operation to-day
if it were not for the delay of the con-

tractors for the dam. This dam was to

have been completed eighteen months
ago according to contract, but one-third

of it—and that the worst third—remains

to be finished. As the mills , cannot be

operated till the dam is in order, the

directors are holding a meeting this

month to decide whether or not they

will take the work out of the contractors'

hands. The head ofiice of the company
is at Orillia, Ont. The president is W.
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J. Sheppard, of Toronto, and the secrc

tary, is T. H. Sheppard, Orillia. John

R. Barber, of Georgetown, is also a

director. The mills, which will make
ground wood-pulp, will have a capacity

of 100 tons a day. The agreement with

the Ontario Government requires the

manufacture of paper also, but the

Government is not insisting on this at

present.

The Black-Clawson Co., manufac-
turers of paper machinery, Hamilton,

Ohio, have the contract for supplying a

paper machine for the new mill now
being erected by the Rolland Paper Co.

Price Bros. & Co., of Quebec, have

entered two actions against the Chicou-

timi Pulp Co. One action is for dam-
ages for being deprived of water

power through the diversion of water,

which has interfered with the opera-

tion of their Jonquieres mill. On one
of these actions the firm claims $78,000.

The case of Wm. Price and the Chi-

coutimi Pulp Co., referred to in last

issue, is another affair. On account of

the statements made by Mr. Price- the

Chicoutimi Pulp Co. has entered an

action for libel, claiming damages to

the amount of $25,000.

The Maritime Sulphite Fibre Co.'s inill,

in Chatham, N.B., which has been idle

since suspension of work in 190T, is

oft'ered for sale, all disputes and litiga-

tion having been disposed of. At a recent

meeting of Chatham ratepayers, it was

resolved that in the event of the mill be-

ing purchased and operated, the property

should be exempt from all town cUd

county taxes for fifteen years, and should

be assessed for school taxes at not more
than $100,000. It was understood at the

meeting that there is a prospect of a

rood strong company taking hold of the

enterprise, but it was not disclosed who
the company are. The mill was origin-

ally built chiefly by Hamilton parties at

a cost of nearly $1,000,000. It cm])loyed

300 hands, and distributed $115,000 a

year in wages. After many difficulties, it

went into liquidation, and the property

came into the possession of the Bank of

Montreal. The bank is now offering ihc
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property with a large area of timber
limits for $250,000, exclusive of stock on
hand.

^ ^ ^

PERSONAL.

J. E. Witherbee, superintendent of
the De Grasse River Paper Co., of

Pyrites, N.Y., has been appointed super-
intendent of the Riordon Paper Mills,

Merritton, Ont.

Mr. McCormack, superintendent of

the Imperial Paper Mills at Sturgeon
Falls, has succeeded Mr. Rantoul as

general manager, retaining for the pre-

sent his duties as superintendent. Mr.
McCormack was formerly in one of the
International Paper Co.'s mills, and
later with the Union Bag and Paper Co.

In the list of King's birthday honors,
is a baronetcy for Alfred C. Harmsworth,
one of the proprietors of the Daily Mail,

and M.P. for Portsmouth. Sir Alfred
Harmsworth, Bart., is well known in

Canada, in connection with purchases of
timber limits in Canada and Newfound-
land.

F. Finlay, on resigning the manager-
ship of the Kinleith paper mills, at St.

Catharines, some months ago, returned
to his native place in Scotland for a visit.

He came back to Canada, and on the ist
of June was appointed superintendent
of the paper mills of Barber Bros.,
Georgetown, which he had previously
had charge of for a period of ten years.
Among the callers on the Pulp and

Paper Magazine during the month was
C. F. Mitchell, of Ferguson & Mitchell,
Mornington, Dunedin, N.Z., proprie-
tors of one of the three paper mills of
New Zealand. The mills of that colony
use New Zealand flax and rags chiefly
as their raw material, and it is difficult

to get wood pulp owing to the great
distance and high freight rates. When
the day comes that pulp can be made
cheaply near the sea ports of British
Columbia, and a direct line of steamers
is established with New Zealand. Mr.
Mitchell believes that Canada can
supply the market better than any other

country. Under such conditions Can-
ada can also supply paper. At present
Germany and the United States make
New Zealand a dumping ground for
their surplus products in paper and
other lines.

^ ^ ^

CANADIAN PULP IN BRITAIN.

Canada has some distance to travel
before she can be termed a dangerous
rival to Scandinavia in the British pulp
market according to official trade re-

turns as summarized in the World's
Paper Trade Review. The British im-
ports of wood pulps from the coun-
tries referred to show the progress of
each in five years:

1899. 1903.

Sweden £704,938 £1,105,093
Norway 961,563 1,054,934
Canada 130,948 168,206

In 1899 the value of the supplies from
Norway and Sweden represented nearly

84 per cent, of the total British im-
ports; last year the percentage was 86.

It is evident, therefore, that the Scan-
dinavians have not felt Canadian com-
petition, although Norway—according
to the official compilation—has not been
so progressive as Sweden. The value

of the Canadian supplies in 1899 repre-

sented 6.5 per cent, of the total British

imports and 6.7 per cent, last year.

%l ^
—An Association of Coated Paper

Manufacturers has been formed in the

States, with the object of interchanging

opinions and promoting harmonious ac-

tion, and presumably the maintenance of

prices. The first officers are: President,

Charles F. Zentgraf, of Louis Dejonge Sz

Co.. New York; vice-president, B. C.

Hill, of the Wabash Coating Mills,

Wabash, Ind.
; secretary and treasurer,

F. W. Moulton, of the Niagara Surface
Coating Company, Niagara Falls, N.Y.
The first annual meeting of the new fis-

sociation is fixed for October 21st in

New York.
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NEPIGON PULP AND PAPER CO.

The Nepigon Pulp & Paper Co. has

about 1,000,000 feet of lumber on the

site of their projected works at

Cameron's Pool, Black Sturgeon River,

and has everything ready to push con-

struction as soon as machinery can be

shipped over the railway, the construc-

tion of which is anxiously awaited. This

railway, for which a subsidy was granted

by the Ontario Government, from

Nepigon station on the C.P.R., to Lake
Nepigon, a distance of 35 miles, the

point at which the mills are located be-

ing, however, only 12 miles. Owing to

the lay of the land it is necessary to

have the railway in order that machinery

and material can be got to the mills.

Not only has the company easy access

to an immense tract of fine spruce

timber, but no dam is necessary to

secure all the power required for the

greater part of the year, which with

some dredging of the channel between
the island and the main shore at the
mills ample power can be had all the
year round. The capital of this com-
pany is $750,000. The president is John
R. Barber, of Georgetown, and the
secretary S. C. Wood, of Rowell, Reid
& Wood, Toronto; John W. Tlett, Tor-
onto, and James Conmee, M.P.P., are
also shareholders. The mills will

manufacture news paper, and the
capacity at first will be 50 tons per day^
which will afterwards be increased to
100 tons. They will, of course, manu-
facture their own pulp,

^ ^ H

Heavy rains on July 12th extinguished

the fires which during two weeks de-

vastated thousands of acres of land

through the districts surrounding Sydney.

The losses sustained to lumber lands and
property reach in the vicinity of two hun-

dred thousand dol'a.rs.

Nepigon Pulp and Paper Co.'s Plant.

The wing projecting out towards the island is the grinder-room, having ma-

chines with a capacity of eighty tons per day. The structures in the back-

ground behind the boiler-house are a sulphite pulp plant with a capacity of

thirty tons a day. The long mill in the /foreground is a two-machine paper mill

of fifty tons a day capacity. The water at the foot of the island is known as

Cameron's Pool, one of the most cele- brated fishing pools in North Ontario.
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Forestry and Fulpwood

Wabigoon reports ti.e arrival of the

biggest uoom oi logs ever seen on Wabi-

goon lake. It comprises over three and

a half million feet.

•Severe forest tires in the interior of

Newfoundland have destroyed large lum-

ber mills, and the railway stations in the

lumbering settlements. The area of

destruction is wider than that affected by

any previous conflagration in the interior.

The extent of the money loss, up to July

1st, was estimated at $160,000, and the

fire was still raging.

Unprecedented runs of logs are re-

ported from various parts of the country.

The Upper Ottawa is choked up, being

literally floored with logs. A million is

said to be a low estimate of the number
of logs here. The quantity of pulpwood
in the river, and particularly in the Tem-
iskaming stretch, is also away above the

average. The remarkable situation of an

over supply of logs was created by the high

before the tail end of the former season's

log cut into and down the main stream,

before the tail end of the former seas ms
cut had been removed from the booms.

A big log jam has been formed on the

Rouge river at Calumet. There are over

a million logs in the jam, including about
seven hundred thousand pieces of pulp

wood belonging to the Riordon Paper
Company, with mills at Hawkesbury. The
jam, which is a mile and a half long,

was responsible for the destruction of the

regular traffic bridge, which was piled

up against the railway structure. At pres-

ent about seventy-five men are engaged
liberating the logs in the jam, but is the

work has to be done piecemeal, it will be
several weeks before it is completed. This
jam is the biggest in the history of lum-
bering on the Rouge, and may lead to

liberating the logs in the jam, but 1,3^", the

C.P.R. holds the municipal authorities

responsible for the damage to the railway

bridge, caused by the displacement of

the township bridge, and the council in

turn have notified the lumber comp-anics

that they will be held respop>iible for the

destruction of the municipal bridge and
the damage it has caused to the raiKvay

structure.

In one day last month 26 United States

barges were assemuled in the canal and
river at Ottawa. They had brought
coal to Ottawa and failing to get a re-

turn cargo of lumber, most of them
went down the river in search of pulp-

wood.

The Upper Ottawa Improvement Com-
pany has.Soo men and sixteen steamers
engaged handling the logs on the main
Ottawa. In addition, the various lumber
companies have small armies of men
busy on the tributaries getting the logs
out to the Ottawa, where they are taken
in charge by the Improvement Company.
According to the annual report of

Hon. S. N. Parent, Minister of Lands,
iMines and Fisheries, of Quebec, the
area of timber lands under licenses
from the Crown in the province
during the year ending June, 1903, was
62,730 square miles. The spruce, hem-
lock, cedar, white birch, balsam and
poplar logs and boom timber cut wasi

288,168,124 feet, b.m.; and the pulpwood
cut was 202,633^ cords.

It is reported from London that the
Quebec and Lake St. John Railway has
adopted the provisions of the Act of
the Quebec Legislature permitting the
further issue of bonds to the extent of

$1,500,000. The company has also de-
cided to build the La Tuque branch,
thirty-eight miles long, from the main
line to the head of navigation on the
St. Maurice. The Dominion Govern-
ment has given the company a subsidy
of $3,200 per mile, and the Province
has made a grant of 4,000 acres of land
per mile. Improvements in the line are
to be made, such as more engines and
cars to handle the increased traffic in

lumber and pulp, and the construction
of a branch line a mile in length (to

cost about $14,600) from the station to

the steamboat wharf at Roberval. As
we reported in last issue, the financing

of the La Tuque branch was the object
of Manager J. G. Scott's visit to Eng-
land.
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LITERARY NOTES.

The 13th annual edition of the "Paper
Makers' Directory of All Nations" has
been issued by the publishers, Dean &
Son, Limited, Fleet street, London, Eng.
Judging by the Canadian section, the
lists of the mills must be very complete,
and for convenience of arrangement,
comprehensiveness and fullness of de-
tail as well as for portability, this ap-
pears to be the best world's paper direc-
tory in the English language. The
work gives the names and addresses of
the paper, pulp and board mills of each
country in the world, specifying the
kind of paper or pulp made, the number
and width of machines, the amount of
output for week, the kind of power used,
the telegraphic addresses, etc. The
lists of export merchant shippers of
paper and the lists of wholesale station-
ers have been made more complete in

this issue, and these and other depart-
ments have been made more convenient
for reference. The lists show that
there are about 5,000 mills in the world,
owned by about 4,000 firms and syndi-
cates. These are reported and classi-
fied again under the different special-
ties manufactured by the mills, and the
whole is comprised in 548 pages, 534
x8 inches. The price of the dictionary
is only los. 6d. (say $2.50) per copy.

The July number of the Canadian
Magazine gives Canadian readers a

good budget of holiday reading. Such
sketches as an "Outing on the Bay of
Fundy" by F. C. Sears, will make the
citizen of our inland provinces long for
a sniff of the health giving, sea breeze.
The series of papers, the "Fight for
North America" is continued in this
number. Wm. Wood, of Quebec, scores
Sir Gilbert Parker for the numerous
errors in the book "Old Quebec." It

would appear to be doubtful whether
Sir Gilbert has put out "Old Quebec"
as a book of fiction or history. A
feature of the Canadian Magazine of
interest to business men is a department
called "Canada for the Canadians," deal-
ing with trade and manufacturing topics.
In this instalment, attention is called to

the official returns of trade with .Ger-
many. It appears that there has been
a marked falling off in the exports of
German manufactures to Canada since
the surtax was imposed. The exports
of dutiable goods from Germany to
Canada for the nine months ending
March, 1903, were $7,776,205, and for
the nine months ending March, 1904,
they were $5,076,383, showing a drop
of over $2,500,000. This trade has been
diverted from Germany to Great Britain
and other countries. The official returns
so far published do not specify the
particular lines affected, but we under-
stand that paper and paper products will
be found to figure to a considerable ex-
tent.

^ II ^
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING

TRADES.

The only item in the new Canadian:
tariff changes that directly affects the
paper or printing trades is that rotary
printing presses of a class or kind not
made in Canada are placed on the free
list.

The annual convention of the Inter-
national Steel and Copper Plate Print-
ters' Union of America was held at

Ottawa, June i6th to 18th. The dele-
gates to the number of about thirty
were welcomed by P. H. Aitcheson,
president of the Ottawa Union and
vice-president of the International
Union, The proceedings were not for
publication. The bank note printers,
which chiefly compose this union, are
the highest paid craft in America.
The large printing and book-binding

establishments, that were destroyed in the
Toronto fire, are shifting their location.
They will be grouped chiefly between
Spadina Ave. and Simcoe Streets. Brown
Bros, are building a three-story bindery
in which Addison & Mainprice's print-
ing establishment will also be located, on
Wellington, near Spadina; W. J. Gage
& Co.'s bindery and works will be located
at the corner of Spadina and Adelaide:
and Warwick Bros. & Rutter's at the
corner of Spadina and King. The Rolph-
Clarke Co. are building a new five-
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story lithographing works on Pearl,

near Simcoe, and Davis & Henderson

are building on King, between Spadina

and Bathiirst.

The Rolla L. Grain Co., Ltd., of Ot-

tawa, manufacturers of loose leaf led-

gers, etc., have enlarged the capacity of

their bindery and their pressroom.

The Mortimer Printing Company, of

Ottawa, have purchased the Hotel

Cecil property on Wellington Street,

and will erect on it a new printing and

lithographing establishment.

—From the commercial agent for

Canada at Kingston, Jamaica, we have

received a prospectus of the Anglo-

Canadian Commercial Museum to be

opened there in September. The inten-

tion is to make a permanent exhibition

of Food Products and Manufactures of

Canada and the United Kingdom, v\hich

may serve both as a national and in-

dividual advertisement and as a sales

agency. Jamaica's importations for the

fiscal year ending March 31st, 1903, were

approximately $10,000,000; of this $4,-

000,000 was drawn from the United

States and but $600,000 from the Do-

minion, while every item might have

been supplied equally satisfactorily from

Canadian sources. It is felt that the

permanent exhibition will have a strong

influence in diverting this trade to Can-

adian channels. tor the fiscal year

above mentioned, Jamaica imported

paper to the value of $55,ooo. As there

is no duty on this commodity, Canada

should be able to get this trade. Full

information may be had by applying to

the manager, Anglo-Canadian Com-

mercial Museum, Waterloo Buildings,

Kingston, Jamaica.

^ ^ ^

v/ —In December, 1902, the Ontario Gov-

ernment granted the Imperial Paper

Mills Co., of Sturgeon Falls, the right

to build dams at the outlets of Lake

Tcmagami to regulate the flow of water

in Sturgeon river, on condition that the

natural flow of water should not be in-

terfered with and that the dams should

not be placed in position until the loke

liad reached its summer level. The loca-

tion and plans were to be approved by

the Public Works Department. The

company last winter built a dam at the

souttiein outlet, without submitting plans

to the Department. They were ordered

to remove the dam, but disregarding the

order they built a dam on the northern

outlet of the lake in May, thus completely

blocking all outlets. Complaints were re-

ceived by the Department of injurious

flooding of shores and islands, ;md early

in July, Inspector Rogers was sent to re-

move obstructions in the outlets, which

would hold up the water to a dangerous

height. The inspector found obstruc-

tions and removed them with dynamite,

together with the two dams. Lcke

Temagami is a well-wooded and pictures-

que lake, and as a summer resort will be

an important source of revenue to the

Temiskaming Railway.

H ^ ^

—The city of Ottawa is the centre of

the eastern lumber trade, and the most
important distributing point for the

labor supply employed in this industry.

Already the question of the labor supply

and wages for next season's operations

is engaging some attention at this point.

For a number of years past the estab-

lishment c f the pulp and paper industry,

the extensive railway construction opera-

tions under w^ay in Canada, the increased

industrial activity of the cities, and the

movement into the Canadian West, have

caused a marked decrease in the supply

of labor available for the lumber woods
and a rapid advance in the rates of

wages paid to lumbermen, the schedule

having doubled within the past few

years. For the season just closed axe

hands received from $30 to $32 per

month and board; teamsters, $35 per

month and board, and river drivers $40

to $45 per month with board; road men,

$30 per month and board. The buoy-

ancy of the lumber market and the con-

tinuance of activity in many of the

branches above mentioned are stated as

the chief factors that will tend to main-

tain wages on a high level.—Labor
Gazette, Ottawa.
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EMURSON MFG. CO.

LAWRILNCi:, = = MASS.

I
P.6C. RBLNEWABLE.

SEAT

GATE VALVES
ALL PARTS RENEWABLE AND INTERCHANGEABLE.

Longest WeaHngm
Most Economicalm

Two Renewable Seat Rin^s,
Vulcabeston or Bronze,

AS DESIRED.

RENEWABLE WEDGE.
MADE IN ALL SIZES. — BRASS OR IRON.
Universally Used in Pulp and Paper Mills.

SEND FOR VALVE CATALOGUE.

THE FAIRBANKS COMPANY,
MONTREAL. TORONTO. VANCOUVER. WINNIPEG.
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PULP AND PAPER MARKET.

Both pulp and paper mills are fully

employed, but there is no truth in the

statements made in some daily papers

that a paper famine exists in some lines.

Mechanical pulp is quoted in Canada at

1.80 to 1.90c. delivered, and sulphite at

1.90 to 2. IOC. delivered at the mills.

The United States manufacturers are

watching the Canadiaji market with at-

tention, and it may be said that the U.

S. market is viewed with some interest

from this side. We note that Scandin-

avian pulp is being imported by the

New England mills to the extent ot

about 2,700 tons a montii, which is

above the normal. The strike in the

Wisconsin paper mills which affects 26

paper machines in the book and tissue

line is still on, and latest reports do
not show any material change. The
strike has been characterized by deeds

of violence and a good many of the

quieter and better class of hands are

leaving for other paper centres.

Reports from New York show that

ground wood is firm at $15 f.o.b. at

pulp miJ. Sulphite fibre, bleached, 275
to sc.; unbleached, 1.85 to 2.25c.; foreign,

bleached, 3.25 to 3.40c.; soda, domestic,
bleached, 2%c.

In the British market bleached
sulphite is quoted at £ri ids. to £12;
uiibleachcd, tirst q iality, £9;.lo £9 5s.;

ordinary, £8 5s to £8 15s.:; soda, first

quality, £7 15s. to £8; 2nd quality, £7
to £7 los.; ground wood, 50 per

cent. nKJist, £2 2s. 6d.

°4 ^ ^

BRITISH CHEMICAL REPORT.

The Paper-Maker, London, reports:

Pleaching Powder ton £450
Caustic Soda, white,

70% (rails) " 9 12 6

Caustic Soda, white,

60% " 812 6

ESTABLISHED 1842.

Cheney- Bigclow Wire Works
SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

... Manufacturers of ...

FOURDRINIER WIRES
CYLINDER MOLDS, DANDY ROLLS

ALSO

Brass, Copper and Iron Wire Cloth

SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF THE F

Bell Patent Flat Wires for Book Papers
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Caustic Soda, cream 60% 8 10 c

Soda Ash, ordinary, 48%
"

5 5 0

" refined, 48%
"

0 5 0

Soda Crystals, bags ....
"

3 0 0

" barrels .... 3 7 6

0 0

" Prussiate " 0 0

Sulphur (Rock Brimstone)" 5 0

7 10 0

" (Roll Brimstone) "
6 10 0

Ammonia Alkali, 58% . .

"
4 10 0

China Clay, best

quality, in bulk,

F.O.B. Cornwall ton £1 4 0 to £1 10 o

China Clay, lower

qualities, in bulk,

F.O.B. or F.O.R.

Cornwall " o 9 o to 100

^ ^ ^
UNITED STATES CHEMICAL

MARKET.

China clay, dull, domestic ranging

from $8.50 to $10, and foreign, from $11

IS

upward. New business in Alkali is fair-

ly active, and deliveries under contracts

are large. Sales are reported of Domes-
tic High Test at 7214c. for Light in

bulk, and 77>^c. in bags. Caustic Soda
is quiet. Sales of Domestic have been
made at $1.75 to $1.80 f.o.b. works.
Bleaching Powder shows a continued

pressure on spot and second hands have
been making sales at i^c. In forward'

deliveries July and August have been
sold at ij4c. and up. The market for

July and August in Brimstone is easier

and is quoted at $21.75.

^ ^ ^

PAPER STOCK MARKETS.

Montreal, i8th July, 1904.

The paper stock market is on the

whole quieter than a month ago. The
better classes of rags and waste papers

are maintaining their values, but the

lower grades in both lines are easier,

Spring importations and collections

SPECIAL:
Cyclone Separators for Barkers.

Extra Heavy Steel Plate

Exhaust Fans for Pulp Mills.

Heating and Ventilating by

Blower System.

Mechanical

Draft, Etc.

SHEILDON
6 SHILLDON,

GALT, = ONTARIO, f
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SCREENS •^MH^;""'

We are manufacturers of the famous
Gotham Screen, of which there are from
two to three thousand in use at present.

Guaranteed to last longer and cost less

for repairs than any other screen.

Let us send you our special catalogue.

The Wm. Hamilton Mfg. C 0., Limited

PETERBOROUGH, ONT.

k
H. W. Stebbins. Pres. A F. Richter. Treas. G. A. Stebbins, Sec'y. ^

I
STEBBINS I

I
Engineering & Mfg. Co. 1^

1 Paper and Pulp Mill T experts in the chemical pro- g
^ P J A L-i 1 ^ CESSES OF PRODUCING PULP FROM S

I
tnginccrs and Architects. | all kinds of material.

|
MANUFACTURERS OF-

I
The Stebbins Patented Acid Systems, Digesters and their Linings,

|
I

Bronze, Lead and Cast Iron Fittings. |

^ We design, construct, equip and operate mills for the manufacture of
Pulp and Paper and all processes allied thereto. ^

I WATERTOWN, N.Y. Office, 74-78 Smith Building.
^ F
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have been disposed of, and paper mills

are fairly stocked. On the other hand
the collection of rags has been much re-

stricted by the low price of metals,

rubber, etc., so that stocks in dealers'

hands^ are small—and after the lull of

the summer season it is an open ques-
tion whether the price of paper stock
will advance or recede. We think paper
makers generally prefer to be well
stocked at present values.

We have not changed our quotations
from those of last month. Manilla rope
is if anything a little firmer.

Domestic white rags $2.00 to $2.10 per 100
Mixed bagging ... 55 to 65
Blues and thirds . . 1.25 to 1.30

Dark cottons 75 to 90 "

Roofing paper stock 50 to 55
Waste papers 35 to 45
Hard white shavings- 2.00 to 2.10 " "

Soft white shavings i.oo to 1.50
"

Book stock 75 to 90
Manilla rope 1.75 to 2.00

Sisal and jute string 75 to i.oo

Flax tow 1. 10 to 1.25

BRITISH TRADE.

It is significant that, in value, the
paper and boards imported into this

country during 1903 totalled over 4^
million pounds sterling; and at first

sight it would appear that such an enor-
mous purchase would have played
great havoc with our own paper-making
trade at home; but in actual practice it

is found that, speaking broadly, this is

not the case, and the reformers who
agree with Mr. Chamberlain have to

fight against the fact that, taken gener-
ally, our own trade during 1903 and, so
far, during 1904, has been, on the whole,
very satisfactory. Sweden sends us

more than twice as much in the way
of papers and boards as she did a few
years ago; and Germany also does a

s^jbstantially increasing trade. The
trade with France, as regards our im-
ports, seems to te almost stationary,

and the same remark applies to Belgium.

The actual value of unprinted paper from
America during 1903 was only a trifle

JAMES KENYON &SON,
^Sr^^. DERBY STREET MILLS

BURY, = LANCASHIRE
Manu- I— I—

I
—|— For

facturers 1« L. I I Paper
of I L— I V»/ Makers.

Couch Roll Covers, Wet and Dry Felts
of all kinds, including— Patent Cotton Dry Felts

Special attention paid to felts for fast running news machkes
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THE PUSEY & JONES COMPANY
I

WILMINGTON, DELAWARE, US.A. |
^ -- - - --- --- i

^
i
^ REPRESENTED BY

^

Machinery for Paper Mills and Pulp Mills

REPRESENTED BY

THE WM. HAMILTON MFG. CO., Ltd..m I nr wwifi. numii iiim mrii. iiii.. i iii..
|

i PETERBOROUGH, ONTARIO, |^

g Who are prepared to Build the Inventions ^
i Patented by THOMAS H. SAVERY, |
M h
^ In Canada under Numbers G8.093, 71,746, 72,118 and 77,818; and also ^

^ The Guard-Board patented by J. H. GATELY, in CANADA g
5^ under Number 74,735. 5^

i I

The Sandusky Foundry & Machine Co.,

Founders and Machinists. — Sandusky, Ohio.

The Millspaugh Patent Shower Pipe System.

This cut illustrates our recent IMPROVEMENT in

Millspau^h Patent Shower Pipes,
GIVING THEM GREATER ADAPTABILITY AND EFFICIENCY.

During the year 1903 we received the greater percentage of our orders

from former customers. — Same price in CANADA now, as we
are manufacturing here.

The Sandusky Foundry & Machine Co., Sandusky, Ohio,
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over £263,000, against over £500,000
from Norway, over £800,000 from
Sweden, over £500,000 from Holland.
Belgium also sent us over £287,000
worth of printed or coated papers during
last year, against which the total amount
purchased from over the Atlantic ap-

pears to be quite insignificant. Holland
provided us with over £600,000 worth of

straw boards and mill boards, this be-

ing practically six-sevenths of our total

purchase from abroad. America only
sent us about £27,000 worth of this

class of board. The striking feature in

v.'ood pulp boards, as imported, seems
to be the enormous growth made by
Russia in this direction; that country
sent us over £100,000 worth of wood
pulp boards during 1903. Sweden and
America sent a substantial and increas-

ing quantity, and Canada has made a

very substantial advance as producers of

boards of this character. It is worth
bearing in mind that our possessions

abroad hold a much more important
position as buyers already than some
people realize; and out of a total of

something over £1,795,000, which was
the aggregate total value of the exports

of paper for 1903, our British posses-

sions took in value £1,135,471. To what
extent this great field might be de-

veloped it is not for us to say, but we
would merely remark that we cannot
afford to treai; the. subject at all lightly,

and that although, doubtless, we might
make more paper than we do in this

country, the competition, from the broad
sphere as it is, is not working that ruin

of our paper-making interests in Great
Britain which some people would have
us believe.—The Paper Maker.

STUFF PUMP.
This pump is made

in three sizes.

The vahe5 are made
so as to be easily and

cheaply replaced and

can be got at without

using wrench.

Designed and made to

give utmost durability

to all parts.

Particulars and

references on request.

Manufactured

by

T.McOUAT&SON.Lachute.Que.

0. REICH & CO.,
WOOD PULP AGENTS,

28 Budg:e Row, London, E.G.
56 Royal Exchange, Manchester, Eng^land.

BRUNNER MOND & CO., Ltd.
NORTHWICH, ENG.

LARGEST ALKAII MANUFACIURERS IN THE WORLD.

Soda Ash 58 per cent. Blea ching: Powder 35-38 per cent.

SOLE AGENTS IN CANADA

Winn & Holland flontreal
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THIS MAGAZINE is printed on our ''Chalk White" Coated Book
Paper—the best and whitest coated paper sold. All regular sizes

and weights in stock. The Cover is our Art Litho Cover, stocked in four

tints, 2 sizes, 20 x 25 and 21J x 28^. Samples gladly sent.

Canada Paper Co.
LIMITED

Windsor Mills, Que. = Montreal. - Toronto.

DR. C. WURSTER'S Patented

Pulping Machines & Kneaders
NEARLY 100 AT WORK.

LAS^QE PATTERN—Three Sizes.

PULPING-UP 3, 6 and 9 tons of Dry Papers or Pulp in 24 hours.

POWER—5 h.p., 8 h.p., and 12 h.p. PRICES—/'125, £150, and £"200.

SMALLER PATTERN—For Clean Papers only.

PULPING-UP 2 to 3 tons of Dry Paper in 24 hours. 2 to 4 h.p.

Built in Iron, £ys, £9^> and ;^'ioo.

For Better Quality Papers, Trough and Propellers made of Brass

—

;^ioo, £12^, and £1^0.

Special Machines 'for Unsorted Paper.
These Machines do not Grind, Cut-up, or Wet the Fibres, and as the State of

Beating and Refining is Unaltered, neither Color nor Sizing being Afifected, and
Impurities not touched, "BROKE" can be Re-used for the Same Quality of
Paper again.

FOR PARTICULARS APPLY TO i

DR. C WURSTER, 29 Abbey Road, St. John's Woe^, LONDON, N. W.

ENGLAND.

HIGH GRADE.. '="c',e"
SULPHITE PULP uniform in Quality.

Specially suitable for the manufacture of WRITING, BOOK,
and other PRINTING PAPERS.

The Gushing Sulphite Fibre Co., Ltd,. ^S.^-^-
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-^-Reports ©f bush fires have been

received from points along the Gaspe

coast below Quebec. Already, damage to

the extent of $30,000 has been done. At

Pabos, a lumbering village, twenty-seven

buildings were destroyed and a million

feet of lumber. King Bros.' extensive

sawmills were only saved with great

difficulty. Rain is badly needed along the

Gaspe coast, and if it holds off much
longer, great damage will be done the

timber interests. So far the limits in the

Ottawa, Nipissing, Kippewa, Temiscam-

ingue, Georgian Bay and other lumber-

ing districts of Ontario and Quebec have

escaped forest fires.

Drainer Stones

The Klary and Snell Patent Drainer Stones are made
ot the most durable material, and are proof agfainst
acids or bleaching- agents ; smooth on both sides, and do
not soil stock. Send for description and a list ot
Canadian and United States Mills using- them.

SAMUEL SNELL. Holyoke. Hass.

KEAsoNs
jjjj: CANADIAN OLIVER TYPEWRITER

IS SUPERIOR TO ALL OTHERS.
VISIBLE WRITING—The writing- is visible, each letter being- in plain sight

tr e instant it is made.
DOUBLE TYPE BAR.—It has a double or U shaped Type Bar provided with

a shah bearing as broad as the bar is long:, thus insuring Permanent Align-
meni without guides

SPEED.— Its visible writing, rapid escapement, direct type bar connection, down-
ward stroke, and light touch, makes it the most speedy ofall writing- machines.

TYPE, FACE UPWARD FOR CLEANING.—The type are ofsteeland lie face upward
so that they can be cleaned ^yith one sweep of the ordinary type brush.

PRICE,— $30.00 cheaper than imported machines of like standard ; because
MADE IN CANADA.

WHY PAY DUTY?
LINOTYPE COMPANY. MONTREAL, Branch :-

Manufacturers 55 VICTORIA ST., TORONTO

BARKER,
CHIPPER,
PAPER-CUTTER

MACHINE KNIVES
Of Every DesoHpiionm

The Peter Hay Knife Co., Limited, Calt, Ont.
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A. WERTHEM & Co. I

HAMBURG. \
— — y

IMPORT AND EXPORT ALL KINDS OF

Sulphite^
I

Soda and
|

MechanicBl t

WOOD PULPS
^

I
orfICES ATs ^

y
CHRISTIANIA (Norway) .. Kirkegaden No. 20. ^
GOTHENBURG (Sweden) .. Lilla Kyrkogatan No. 20. J

5 MANCHESTER .. .. Guardian Buildings (opposite Exchange).

LONDON 77a Queen Victoria Street, KG. ^
PARIS .. .. Rue de LonJres No. 'J9. ^
ANGOULEME (France) .. 43 Rue Louis Desbrandes. ^
LYONS 54. Cours Gambetta. ^
MILAN 3 Via Gius. Verdi. ^
TOLOSA (Spain) 18 Calle San Francisco. ^
ST. PETERSBURG .. .. Little Pedjascheskaja House. 4, Qu 16. ^
NEW YORK 99 Nassau Street.

^ J

Telegraphic Address s ^

"WERTHEinO, HAHBURG." ?
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^ i

I Paper Mill |

Machinery.

% Guaranteed the most serviceable and efficient

Q of any built.

yi

Modern Designs, New Patented Ideas,

Used Exclusively by us.

X( c

^ Cylinder and Fourdrinier Machines.
y/^

K Tissue Paper Machines a Specialty. y/

n f
f BELOIT IRON WORKS, f
yji

BELOIT, WIS., U S. A.
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We Manufacture

Heavy Duty and

Baling Presses,

and will be glad

to submit prices

and particulars on

request.

Write us for

anything for

PULP MILLS

The

JENCKES MACHINE
COMPANY. Limited.

117 Lansdowne St.,

Sherbrooke. Que.

1844 904

Manufacturers of full lines of

Pulp Wood Machinery

WRITE FOR SPECIAL CATALOG.

The WATEROUS Engine

Works Company, Limited

BRANTFORD. CANADA.
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WIRE PULP MATS
Perforatea Copper, Brass antl Steel.

WIRE ROPE = All Kinds.
WIro Guards for Mill Windows. Refuse Burner Oloih, etc.

The B. Greening Wire Co., Limited,
HAMILTOW. Ont. - - - MONTREAL, Que.

DICK'S Balata BELTING.
The Strongest Belt in the World, and specially

adapted for Pulp and Paper Making.
LARGE STOCK always on hamd,

J. S. YOUNG, = = Sole Agent for Canada.
413 St. Paul Street, Montreal. f

Before Starting with the Erection of a

PULP MILL
Write to Us.

We are the Pioneer makers of Pulp
Mill Machinery in Canada^ and can
design and equip a mill throughout.

ADDRES

Laine 6 Co.,
LEVIS, - - - Que.
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Every Grade of Waste for Paper Making.

R. HOUGH,
LONDON, England.

Agent for Canada and U. S., - - J. CHRISTIE,

67 Yonge St., Toronto, Canada. f

FELTS For Paper
and Pulp
Manufacturers

SAMUEL PORRin & SONS, LTD.
Bamford Woollen Mills, Nr. Rochdale, England.

Agent for Canada—JOHN CHRISTIE. 67;Yonge St., Toronto.

The Metric System
OF WEIGHTS AND MEASURES
ON 0:NE chart 14x40 INCHES.

PRICE, ID CENTS, POSTPAID.

ADDRESS
BIGGAR-SAMUEL, Limited

TORONTO or MONTREAL.
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The Largest Fourdrinier Wire Plant in the World

Eastwood Wire Mfg. Co.
Belleville, New Jersey, U.S.A.

MANUFACTURERS OF

FOURDRINIER WIRES,
j

CYLINDER and WASHER WIRE CLOTH,
DANDY ROLLS,

CYLINDER MOULDS,
ROLLED BRASS SCREEN PLATES,

PERFECTION BRONZE (cast metal) SCREEN PLATES,

SUCTION BOX COVERS, COUCH ROLLS,

NAME PLATES,

PERFECTION BRONZE, DIGESTER CASTINGS and Y VALVES,
for the manufacture of SULPHITE WOOD PULP, !

PERFECTION BRONZE VALVES, bolts and fixtures, for SUL-
}

PHITE PROCESS.

BRASS, COPPER and IRON WIRE and WIRE CLOTH of every

description,

BABBITT METAL and all grades of ANTI-FRICTION METAL.
BRONZE and BRASS CASTINGS, from i oz. to 20,000 lbs. in weight.

N. B.—We manufacture all of the above articles, not merely

dealers. Write for prices to

EASTWOOD WIRE MFG. CO.,
BELLEVILLE, NEW JERSEY, U.S.A.

The Largest Fourdrinier Wire Plant in the World
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Foreign Phosphorbronzc
Fourdrinier Wires,

SulfihSte Pulps, Papei* Stock and Rags,
Bleached Straw Pulp, also China Clay,

JEAN FREESE, i^S^^^Hf, NEW YORK.

I FOURDRINIER MACHINE WIRES 1

i CYLINDER COVERS |
J UnetiuallBtl lof Strength, Smoothness and long life.

I GEORGE CHRISTIE LIMITED
J Ladywell Wire Works, GLASGOW, SCOTLAND
J Agent-THOMAS L. PATON. 30 St. Francois Xavier Street. Montreal, who Iholds stock for immediate deh'ver}-. p ^1

ADAMS CROCKER. Managrer
|

E. J. WELCH. Gen. Supt.
|
EMMONS CROCKER Treas IHENRY W. S. DOWNS. Superintendent Lenncx.ille Works.

|

Union Screen Plate Co.
Lcnnoxvillc. Que. Fitchbur^, Mass., U.S.A.

LARGEST MANUFACTURERS OF

Screen Plates
IN THE WORLD

The " Union " Bronze (best cast metal) Plates for Sulphite Mills. The Standard
Rolled Brass Plates. The " Union " Cast Metal Suction Plates.

better res't^^^^^^^
--^^"^ - - new and ,ive

I
.Z)tt '.Z::^^^^^^^^^^^^

different

F
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BERTRAMS, LIMITED

Papermakers'

Engineers
StM Katherine's Works,

SOIENNES, EDINBURGH.

The Newest and most Up-to-date Machinery for Papermakers,

embracing British, American and Continental Improvements.

REPRESENTED BY

C. H. JOHNSON 6 SONS, LIMITED,
Wire Works, St, Henry, Montreal.

C. H. JOHNSON <S SONS, Ltd.
WIRE- WORKS, — ST. HENRY, — MONTRE,AL.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Fourdrinier Wires, Cylinder Wires,

Brass, Copper and Iron Wire Cloth, Dandy Rolls.

PORRITT BRO' & AUSTIN
Stubbins Vale Mills—RAMSBOTTOM—^near Manchester, England.

Manufacturers of every description oi

Feiis antt Jackets for
Pulp and Paper Miils.

A?eiits fo? Canada : C H. JOHNSON & SONS, Ltd., ST. HENRY, MONTREAL.
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INDEX TO ADVERTISEMENTS.

Bellhouse, Dillon & Co
Beloit Iron Works
Benson & Co., W. T
Bertrams, Limited
Black-Clawson Co
Bredt & Co., F
Canada Paper Co
Canadian Oliver Typewriter Co...
Canadian Oliver Typewriter Co
Canadian Rubber Co
Carrier, Laine, & Co 6,

Castle, Gottheil & Overton
Cheney-Bigelow Wire Works
Christie, J
Christie, Limited, George
Cushing Sulphite Fibre Co
Eastwood Wire Mfg. Co
Emerson Mfg. Co
Fairbanks Co., The
Fleming & Co., W. A
Freese, Jean
Greening Wire Co., The B
Hamilton Mfg. Co., W^m
Hardy. George F
Hay Knife Co., Peter
Hough, R.
International Pulp Co
Jenckes Machine Co lo,

Johnson & Sons. Limited, C. H. . .

Kenyon & Son, James
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4

Kimball, Herbert S
Little & Walker .

Makin & Sons, Wm
Massachusetts Fan Co

'.'

Mawson, George
McOuat & Son, T '.

. .V.V.V
"

'

Nicholls & Co., E. E
Paton, Thomas L
Philadelphia Clay Mfg. Co....!.*!.'.'

Porritt & Sons, Joseph
Porritt & Sons, Limited, Samuel...'.'
Porritt Bror. & Austin
Pringle & Son, T
Pusey & Jones Co '.".'.'

Quebec & Lake St. John Ry.*.'..'
.'.'.*.

Reich & Co
Ryrie, W. P
Sandusky Foundry and Machine Co.
Seymour & Guest
Sheldon & Sheldon
Snell, Samuel
Stebbins Engine^ermg & Mfg. Co...
Union Screen rlate Co
Vogel, C. H
Wertheim & Co., A
Waterous Engine Works Co., Ltd..
Wilson, Paterson & Co
Winn & Holland
Wurster, Dr. C
Young, J. S

/

5

19
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17
26

3

7

8
26

4

i6

7
17
21

i6

7
13

19
14

3

7
20
22
10

17
i8

25

Wm. makin & SONS,
SHEFFIELD, ENGLAND.

STEEL AND BRONZE TOOLS FOR PULP AND PAPER MILLS.

SWEDISH BESSEMER STEEL ROLL BARS AND PLATES.

AOVA NTA p S"""^"^^^^^^^
toughness, durability, resistance to

"-^ rAi^ir^VJi^o chemical waste and double value as scrap.

Rolled Bars, cut to length, - - - 2d. per lb.

notched - - - . 2^d.
"

" finished 2^d.
"

Plates "
- - from 3jd.

"

English Bessemer Steel Jd. to fd. per lb. less.

COLD ROLLED ''ELECTRIC BRONZE
Roll Bars andPiates, finishetl, 15ld, per lb, c.hf, Montreal,
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The Canadian Rubber Co.
OF MONTREAL

Manufacturers of

Rubber Belting:, Packings, Valves, Gaskets, Fire, Steam

and Water Hose, Etc., Etc.

We make a specialty of covering

Couch, Press and Squeeze Rolls

For Pulp and Paper Mills.

i^ubber Diaphragms for Screens.

If it's anything: in tlie Rubber Line we've got it. correspondence solicited

F
MONTREAL TORONTO WINNIPEG VANCOUVER

CARRIER, LAINE & CO.
LE,VIS, Que.

MAKERS OF

Pu/p Machinery,

Paper MacMnery,
Engines and BoiierSm

Mills Built and
Equipped with Power Plant.
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Little & Walker
93 Broad Street, Boston

CHEMICAL EXPERTS and ENGINEERS
SPECIALISTS IN

Pulp and Paper making. ^

HERBERT S. KIMBALL
Chemical Engineer and Mill Architect

101 Tremont St., Boston, Mass.

Desig-ns, Examinations, Reports, F
Sulphite and Soda Fibre, Pulp and Paper Mil's.

M. AM. SOC. M.
M. CAN. SOC. C.

GEORGE F. HARDY,
Consulting- Engineer.

Paper, Pulp and Fibre Mills, Examination of

Mill Properties, Water Power Developments.

Mutual Reserve Building, - 309 Sroadway,
NEW YORK.

T. PRINGLE & SON
Specialities Pulp Paper and Fibre Mills,

Hydraulic Developments and Electrical
1 ransmissions

409, 410, 411, 412 Coristine Bld^.,
MONTREAL. F

a. H, VOGEL
A. M. Can. Soc. C.E. ENGINEER

OTTAWA, CAN.WAXER POWER
Paper, Pulp and Sulphite Fibre Mills

Seymour & Quest
MILL ARCHITECTS AND

ENGINEERS.
Textile Mills, Merchants Bank
Pulp and Paper Mills, Building-,
Hydraulic Development. MONTREAL

"Asbestine Pulp" Filler
Superior to any Clay.

Delivered price on application.

INTERNATIONAL PULP CO.
New York City, U.S.A.

ISO Tons Improved Domestic
_ _ _ China Clay for Paper

tSLJk W Making—Bright Color
High Retention-

Daily* Fine Quality.

The Philadelphia Clay Manufacturing: Co.
706 Drexel Building^. Philadelphia, Pa., U. S. A.

This Railway runs through TwO Hundred
Miles of the Finest Spruce Forests in

America, through a country abounding in

Water Powers suitable for Pulp and
Paper Mills and other industries, and of
easy access to the Steamship DockS at

Quebec.

Alex. Hardy,
J. G. Scott,

G.F, & P.A. General Manager
Quebec, P. Q.

i CASTLE, GOHHEIL & OVERTON
41 Park Row, Times BMg,, New York

AGENTS FOR

Sulphite ana Wood Pulp Mills
Dealers in all kinds of Paperstock, Sizing, etc.

Correspondence Solicited.

4.4.4.4.4.4.4.4.^ .4.4.4. .4.4.4.4.4.4,4..|hS!
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CHINA CLAYS?5™
Makers' Strained

Bleaching Powder. Soda Ash.
|

Ultramarine Blue.

W. T. BENSON A. Co., 164 St. James St., Montreal.

JOSEPH PORRITT & SONS,
HELIVISHORE Manchester

FELTS
and JACKE.TS FOR PULP and PAPER MILLS

And all kinds of Woollen, Linen and Cotton Cloths for Meclianical Purposes.

>.>. >^>. R.o.sTi.tp. . Agents for the States and Carada,

P>>^v>,„„, ^
f_ BpfQj ^ QQ _

. pmjjn ^jyy YORK.

PS- FOR EXPORTERS O^LY

GEORGE MAWSON
Queen Victoria Street,

LTIuratn-M^r^ef LONDON. E.G., England

Specialities, ^'News^^ ami Box Boards

m

I
w. A. fle:ming <s CO.,

|

I
MONTREAL. ^SaId^^BE^^ TSZT^:

f

Importers of Belting^, Hose, Mill Supplies, "Camel" Brand
}C Hair Belting, also " BALATA," Rubber, Leather and 3t

Stitched Cotton Pulp and Paper Mill FELTS, Wet and Dry. ^
^ Send for Prices and Discounts.

^
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A. KLIPSTEIN & CO.
17 Ltmoine St., flontreal

Sulphate
Alumina

j China Clay & Bleaching; Powder

j
Ultramarine and

I
Aniline Blues

THE BLACK-CLAWSON CO.,
HAMILTON, OHIO, U.S.A.

Builders of HIGH-GRADE
MACHINERY for

Paper and Pulp
Mills

from new patterns and de-
sig-ns embodying the latest

improvements.

Foot-power Perforators.

3 Holler Ink Mills.

Evaporating and Drying

M acbipery

We solic'ic Correspondence.
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Wilson^ Paterson & Coy.y
Boara of Traeie BIdg., MONTREAL

OFFER TO THE TRADE s

SODA ASH, Caustic Soda, 50° to 78°, Caustic Potash, Sal

Soda, SALT CAKES, Silicate of Soda, Pearlash, Potash, Sul-

phur. Also a full line of Resins, direct shipment from the south.

Contracts made -for regular supplies. I

ESTABLISHED 1850

BELLHOUSE, DILLON & CO.
IMPORTERS OF

China Clay, Sulphur, Bleaching Powder, Sulphate

Alumina, Soda Ash and Aniline Colors.

MAGHiNE WIRES, fELTS, ETC.
F

Offices—201 to 203 Coristine Building, St. Nicholas Street, \/fr^Kjnril IT AT
Tdephoncs-Main 846, 847. JTlKJ 1 tVl^/\l-r.

The JENCKES Machine

Company, Limited,

117 Lansdowne Street,

Sherbrooke, Qac»
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A CANADIAN SCHOOL OF
FORESTRY.

It is only within the past few years

that forestry has received anything like

adequate attention on this continent.

The United States, realizing the neces-

sity of preserving existing forests and

of reforesting denuded land, brought

over trained foresters from Europe.

Conditions in Europe, however, are

different from those in the States, and

it was soon found necessary from

many considerations to establish

schools and train native talent in the

new science.

Cornell was the first university to

take up the matter, and the forestry

school there was opened in 1898. The
school continued in most successful

operation for five years, during which
time the number of students increased

from five or six during the first year

to 74 during the session of 1902-03.

Those who completed the course found
ready employment in the federal for-

estry service, and to some extent in

the management of private forest

lands. The Cornell school was the

largest in its time, but it closed its

doors in June, 1903, on account of a

veto on the State's appropriation, and
Its future is still uncertain. In 1900,

Yale University organized a forestry

school, which has since grown very

rapidly. The Yale school differs from
the Cornell school in that the require-

ment for entrance is graduation in an

arts or science course. The forestry

course at Yale is of two years' length,

while the Cornell school was an under-

graduate school having a four years'

course, with regular university matri-

culation for entrance. The objection

to the undergraduate course is that the

men on graduating are less mature

than they are where the entrance re-

quirement is a bachelor's degree. This

is especially important in a new pro-

fession like forestry, inasmuch as

graduates are to a large extent thrown
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on their own resources and require

maturity of judgment.

Next to the Yale school, which is

the largest and best-equipped forestry

school in America, is the University of

Michigan Department of Forestry.

Prof. Roth, who is in charge, is prob-

ably better known in Canada than any

other American forester. The depart-

ment was organized in the fall of 1003,

and followed the Yale plan of demand-

ing university graduation as an en-

trance requirement. Harvard Univer-

sity, in which forestry instruction was

also begun, in the session of 1903-04,

has not as yet definitely decided on a

policy, but it is probable that they will

also adopt the graduate requirement.

Besides these three forestry schools

at Yale, Michigan and Harvard, in-

struction in the subject is given at the

State University of Maine at Orono, the

Michigan Agricultural College at Lan-

sing, the State University of Nebraska,

the Massachusetts Agricultural College,

and a few other collegiate institutions.

These courses, as a rule, have two pur-

poses; they give agricultural students

an adequate training in farm forestry,

so that they will be able to handle

their own wood lots; and the students

also receive a more or less general

training in forestry with a view to

preparation for the regular forestry

schools.

As yet, Canada has no School of

Forestry.

We are now paying for rangers

more than trained foresters are getting

in the United States. We might as

well have trained men and we should

have a school in which they- could be

trained. Of course Canadians may be

trained in American schools, and many

go to study forestry in the States, but

they seldom come back. In the For-

estry Bureau, at Washington, there are

at present several Canadians on the

staff. The fact that Canadians go across

the line to forestry schools shows that

there is a demand for a school in this

country.

The same consideration that

prompted the establishment of schools

of forestry in the United States de-

mands the founding of a Canadian

school; that is, the necessity of special

training for special conditions. As

European training is not suited for the

practical man in America, so the train-

ing given in the United States is not

suited to conditions in Canada. Cana-

dian conditions are essentially differ-

ent from those in the United States.

The different States that have under-

taken forestry instruction own no land,

or very little. What they do own has

been repurchased or is land that has

been abandoned for taxes after the

timber has been stripped from it. So

the question in the United States is

largely one of reforesting denuded

land. In Canada, this is not the fore-

most question. We have in this coun-

try large areas of standing timber.

Ontario alone has 40,000000 acres that

will always be forest land, that are

not suited for agriculture. The ques-

tion in Canada is the management of

our forests so that they will reproduce

themselves without artificial planting or

seeding. The question of reforestation

is, of course, of interest in Canada, and

will become more so as time goes on,

but the most important problem at

present is that of forest management.

On that account w^e should have our

men trained in a Canadian school that

takes cognizance of Canadian condi-

tions.
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We are glad to record that a move-

ment is being made in this direction.

It is intended that there shall be a

professor of forestry in the Ontario

Agricultural College next year, and

there is a possibility of lectures in the

subject there this year. Lectures in the

School of Practical Science, Toronto,

and also in Kingston are a probability

for this year, these courses treating the

subject from an engineer's point of

view. We now have a Provincial

Forester in Ontario in the person of

Judson F. Clark, Ph.D., and it is

hoped that such progress will be con-

tinued until we shall have an advanced

forestry policy in active operation, and

a well equipped school for the train-

ing of specialists in this line.

^ ^ in

Pulp 6 Paper Currency

A maker of an extra fine grade of

news in the United States uses nothing

but "Soo" dry pulp, and prefers it to

the wet pulp. The dry pulp is clean,

and can be stored away anywhere,

whereas wet pulp is constantly col-

lecting dirt, and is liable to mildew and

frost. In the use of dry pulp, more

time is required. A mill suitable for

wet pulp would not be satisfactory for

dry pulp, as more beating is necessary.

Where four beater engines are required

for wet pulp, five would be needed for

dry. Of course the manner of drying

has a good deal to do with the satis-

factory service of the pulp.

A citizen of Macon,. Georgia, has been

investigating the facilities for paper

making in t-hat state. He finds that the

supply of wood for pulp making is

practically unlimited. Four of the most

abundant woods along the water courses

and in the swamps have been tested by

an expert, and are pronounced good

pulp woods. Magnolia, poplar, red and

sweet gum and ash are the most abund-

ant. The cost of wood, delivered, would

not exceed $3 per cord. Clay is found

within ten miles of Macon. It has been

extensively developed, and has a wide

market. It is used in connection with

English clays, and is in many cases

equal, if not superior, to the imported

article. Clay would be shipped in bulk

to a paper mill located in Macon, at

a cost not exceeding $3.50 a ton. The

locality is also the source of supply for

rosin, so the principal raw materials

are to be had at low cost and in great

abundance. Good steam coal can be

laid down at about $2.75 per ton.

Artesian waters can be had practically

without cost.

Three grades of paper of fine

quality have been made at Niagara

Falls, N.Y., in the plant of the Petti-

bone Cataract Paper Company from

material obtained from cotton seed

hulls and flax fibre. The latter raw

material was supplied by the By-Pro-

ducts Paper Company, which concern

has conducted a long series of experi-

ments on the treatment of cottonseed

hulls and flax fibre. The cottonseed

paper is a bleached product, soft and

tough. It is thought that writing paper

can be made from the hulls. The flax

fibre makes a paper much like linen,

and it is believed that the material has

a great future. The experiments indi-

cate that South aufl West have a new

source of revenue in their cottonseed

hulls and the flax straw, which up to

this time have been practically worth-

less.
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Writing in the Wochenblatt fur

Papierfabrikation, C. D. Ekman calls

uttention to the extreme fitness of the

bamboo fibre for mixing with sulphite

wood pulp to improve the quality of

the paper and to take away its "woody"
appearance. In length of fibre, soft-

ness, and whiteness, bamboo pulp is

equal to the best cotton pulp. The
bamboo is obtainable in unlimited

quantities in t:opical climates, but the

cane itself will not bear the cost of

transportation to Juirope. The pulp

would have to be manufactured in the

district in which the bamboo is grown.
Every species of bamboo is not equally

suitable for pulp making, the pulp is

generally difiicult to bleach and re-

quires a large proportion of bleaching

powder. Some species can be bleached

to a good white with 15 per cent, of

bleach, while others, treated -in the

same way, give a poor color with even

25 per cent, of bleach. Only the fully

grown canes can be treated economi-
cally.

^ ^ ^

NEWFOUNDLAND'S LUMBER
INDUSTRY.

Not many years ago, pessimists used
to scoff at the idea of our having any
forest areas worth cutting, and pro-
claimed that we lacked the lumber for

the commonest needs. And, so general
was that impression, that until quite

recently we actually imported the great
bulk of even the small lumber we re-

quired. Now all that is changed and
in addition to supplying all our local

wants, we have also millions upon mil-

lions of feet, worth hundreds of thou-
sands of dollars, available for export
and being shipped to foreign markets
annually.

The tale of our progress in this re-

spect is told in the following exhibits.

The Pulp and Paper

The first gives the revenue statistics of
the Crown Lands Department for the
past five years:

'^9^-9 $ 3,341 48
1^99-0 9,505 II

1900- 1 11,795 87
1901-2 14,242 92
1902-3 26,704 25

Up to a few years ago, this depart-
ment did not collect sufficient revenue
to pay the salaries of the staff, now it

helps materially to swell the general
revenue. Tiie increase from $3,341, in

1899, to $26704, in 1903, is a great re-

cord, but the figures of revenue for

the eight months from July ist, 1903,

to February 29th, 1904, will enable the

public to see what greater prospects

arc in store for us, they showing thus:

Timber $30,168 37
Minerals 7,435 00

Agriculture 1,124 85

$38,728 22

It will thus be seen that the monthly
revenue of this department is greater

than the annual revenue five years ago.

This is due to the fact that the present

Government passed the amended
Crown Lands Act of 1901, which im-

poses a bonus on timber areas of $2

per square mile, $2 a year rental, and

50 cents royalty per 1,000 feet, board
measure, on all lumber cut off these

areas. The purchase of the Reid lands

and the introduction of the new Land
Act resulted in increasing the yearly

revenues of our Crown Lands from

$3,341 to nearly $50,000 per annum. It

enables the Government to protect the

equitable rights of the lumbermen, it

protects the rights of squatters, it se-

cures a right of way around lakes and
rivers, and the lands remain forever

a valuable asset, yielding annually in

rents and royalties sufficient to pay

$34,000 interest on the purchase money
and leaves a handsome balance as a

yearly profit on the transaction.

The appended data attests the mag-
nitude of the growth of our lumber ex-

ports:
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Year. Million Ft. Value.
1898-9 1,337 $ 13,335
1899-0 9,604 100,208

1 900- 1 4,900 61,642

190 1
-2 6,200 96,403

1902-3 17,892 232,176

But remarkable as are the foregoing-

figures, they are outclassed entirely by
those for the last half-year of 1903,
from July to December, when they
were 21,876,000 feet, valued at $306,460.

Last year the export of lumber from
Labrador was two million feet, and the

cut there the past winter was not less

than five million. According to the
Finance Minister competent authorities

estimate the probable output as the

result of last winter's cut will not be
less than 65 million feet.

This is truly a wonderful develop-
ment in a few years, and is but an in-

dex of what is to come in the future,

when pulp-making is added to our list

of industries. It also enables us to

properly appreciate the value of our
forest wealth, and indicates to the

Legislature the duty of protecting the

woodlands by the enactment of laws
relating to reforestization. It is worthy
of note that whereas the census of 1891

gave only 625 persons as engaged in

lumbering, the census of 1901 showed
the number to be 1,408, and we are as-

sured that at present it is at least

2,500.—St. John's (Nfld.) Evening Her-
ald.

^ ^ ^

NEW INCORPORATIONS.

The Canadian Timber Co. has been
incorporated at Ottawa with a capital

of $250,000 to manufacture lumber,
pulp, and paper, and to distribute elec-

tricity. The charter members are: W.
B. McAllister, of Ottawa; J. W. Bry-
son and J. W. Hennessey, of Fort
Coulonge; H. S. Dowd, of Quyon; W.
Anderson, of Ottawa, and J. A. Cam-
eron, of Dominionville.

The Canadian Newspaper Co. has
been incorporated at Toronto with a

capital of $40,000. The provisional

directors are: E. H. P. Thompson, of
Morrisburg, and A. H. Lougheed, C.
W. Laker, and J. Ellis, of Toronto.

The Library Bureau, of Canada, Lim-
ited, incorporated under Dominion,
charter, has been licensed to do busi-
ness in Ontario.

^ ^ ^

CHINESE SILK PAPER.

It was towards the close of the first

century that the first "silk" paper was
made in China. A great mandarin dis-
covered the secret of making a fine
paste with the bark of several trees aad
old silk stuffs by boiling them in water.
With this paste he made different kinds
of papers. To-day this paste is made
of hemp; of the bark of trees, particu-
larly the bamboo; of rice and wheat
straw, and even of the little skin which
is found in the cocoon of silkworms.
The Chinese manufacture, it is said,

paper which is sometimes sixty feet in
length; it is nearly impossible to form
frames as long as this and to have vats
of corresponding dimensions. It is

probable that they manufacture it in

several pieces, which they cunningly
unite at the moment of laying down.
Upon being taken from the form, the

sheet of paper is placed on a wall
coated with very smooth mastic. This
wall is hollow inside, and heated by a
furnace. The placing of the sheet on
the wall is done by means of a brush,
which is depicted in the form of a
feather. This operation of the brush
explains the streaks which are seen on
the wrong side of this paper, while the
side in contact with the wall is bril-

liant and satiny. This system of dry-
ing possibly contributes to the quality
of receiving impressions, which this

paper possesses almost to perfection.

As this paper, on account of its fine-

ness, could not sustain itself, and would
not present sufficient fulling to receive
the impression, it is pasted on wove
paper, without size, which serves as a

lining for it, which frames it, so to

speak, by margins, the whiteness of
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which heightens its color. This pasting

demands particular preparation.—Print-

er and Publisher.

"4 ^ ^

Forestry and Pulpwood

Large quantities of spruce pulpwood
are being shipped from eastern Quebec

to mills in Indiana and Ohio.

A recent report stated that there

were about thirty million logs hung up

on the upper waters of the St. John

river.

New Brunswick has suffered from

fire during the past month, some 6,000

acres of valuable timber land being

burned over in Westmoreland county.

Extensive forest fires raged last

month on Vancouver Island, B.C. In

the mountains behind Ladysmith the

worst fires in many years were re-

ported. Serious damage was done.

Gilmour Bros., of Ottawa, have a

contract to supply 2,500 cords of pulp-

wood to C. P. Watson, of Plattsburg,

N.Y. The wood was cut in the Gatin-

eau district, and is now being for-

warded b}^ rail.

Ottawa and Renfrew lumbermen are

applying to Ontario Crown Lands De-

partment for permission to build a dam

on the height of land north of Lake

Temiskaniing to get a flow of water to

float logs to Ottawa.

The Quebec and Lake St. John Rail-

way is now calling for tenders for the

construction of the La Tuque branch.

This line will reach the headwaters of

the St. Maurice and open up a country

rich in pulpwood, waterpowers and

agricultural possibilities.

Serious forest fires are reported in

Newfoundland. The railroad is almost

blocked by the flames and the smoke

makes navigation impossible at night

along some parts of the coast. It is

estimated that $20,000,000 worth of

marketable timber has been destroyed

in the interior. The outskirts of St.

John's arc threatened, and at last ac-

counts a force of police had gone to

the scene to protect city buildings.

Forest fires have threatened serious

damage in Ontario, but in several cases

opportune showers have helped the

rangers in preventing the spread of the

blaze. The Biscotasing district suf-

fered recently, but to what extent it is

not known. Fires have also been re-

ported in the Temagami reserve.

Along the Ottawa and its tributaries

a great deal of timber is stranded, and
tile Upper Ottawa Improvement Co. is

at present too busy with the wood
which fills the streams to pay any at-

tention to the logs that are hung up
along the banks. It is stated that a mil-

lion and a half pieces of spruce were
floated into the Rouge this year, mostly
pulp woofi. Some time ago trouble was
caused by a jam on this river at Calu-

met, two bridges being damaged by the

jam. After a couple of weeks' work
the logs were set free, but immediately

began to jam again at the same place.

The Ottawa correspondent of the

Paper Mill thus describes the situation

on the Ottawa:

"So great was the movement of logs

on the Upper Ottawa this summer th'U

a new boom had to be thrown across

the river at Rocher Capitione, a point

about twenty miles above the D;-5

Joachim's boom. The latter gave w^y
about six weeks ago, releasing 300,000

logs.

"After it was repaired, it w^as decided

as a further measure of protection to it

and the lower booms to put in a new
one up stream. Had this step not been

taken the old booms along the river

would have been snapped, as the logs

were pouring out of the tributaries

faster than they could be taken care of

in the main stream. The new boom was
established by the Upper Ottawa Im-

provement Company, that has charge

of all the logs on the Upper Ottawa.

"To give a further idea of the size of

the stock of logs on the rivers, it may
be stated that there is one jam on the

Quyon river, a Quebec tributary of the

Ottawa, in which the logs to the num-
ber of 400,000 are piled ten feet deep

along the stream. As the main Ottawa
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is a wide, swift moving stream, no logs

'jam' on it, the danger being confined

to the breaking of booms.

''Reports show that the movement of

pulp wood was a big one this season,

the principal streams being the Gati-

neau, Lievre, Temiskaming, Rouge,

Coulonge, and Dumoine. All these

streams are full of pulp wood. The
high water brought it down six weeks

earlier than in former seasons. Logs

that usually did not get down till Au-

gust reached the main streams this year

in June and early July."

Reports from British Columbia show
that forest fires are working havoc in

the limits along the coast. At some
points the bush fires raged for five days.

Heavy rains eventually fell and checked

the flames.

According to Government returns,

the settlers in the Temiskaming district

last year cut 13,232 cords of pulp wood,
valued at $36,388. It was purchased

mostly by the E. B. Eddy Company and

J. R. Booth. In all, the settlers took

out timber valued at $232,788.18, and as

about 300 were engaged in this work,

each received nearly $800.

Labrador promises to rival Eastern

Canada as a pulp wood producing cen-

tre. A correspondent, who has just re-

turned from a trip through Labrador,

writes as follows: It is known that

almost limitless areas of pulp wood ex-

ist there, and the country is destined

ere many years to become one of the

great pulp-producing regions of North
America.

The following comparative statement

of the amounts collected annually since

1867 in Quebec for ground-rent, bon-
uses, transfer fees and timber dues

gives a good idea of the development
of the timber and pulp industry: 1867,

ground rent, $22,401.03; bonuses, $3,-

928.50; timber dues, $60,381.77. 1902-3,

ground rents, $187,206.25 ;
bonuses,

$352,004.58; transfer fees, $20,076; tim-

ber dues, $657,631.96.

The Pentecost Lumber Co., of Water-
town, N.Y., has spruce wood holdings

in Quebec, and from these will supply
the pulp and paper mills of northern

New York with pulp wood. Frontage
on the St. Lawrence has been pur-

chased at Cape Vincent, where a re-

ceiving station is being established. A
large dock is being built, and pulp wood
will be taken from boats and loaded on
railway cars by electric conveyors,

which will be capable of loading seven
cars at a time. The company has
storage ground at Cape Vincent for

10,000 cords of wood. The power house
and machinery will be completed this

fall.

^ ^ ^

PRINTING AND PUBLISHING.

Mactalla, the only Gaelic paper pub-
lished in the world, which has been
issued by the Mactalla Publishing Co.,
of Sydney, N.S., ceased publication last

month. It was established twelve years
ago.

Warwick Bros. & Rutter, manufac-
turing stationers, of Toronto, did not
exhaust their bad luck in the big fire

last April, but were visited again on
July 29th in their temporary premises.
The fire brigade did prompt work, and
prevented what might easily have been
a disastrous fire.

The Postmaster-General of the Com-
monwealth of Australia, replying to the
British Postmaster-General's proposals
for the establishment of a penny post
between Britain and Australia, stated
that the arguments against the adop-
tion of such a system were at present
unanswerable.

The Copp, Clark Co., of Toronto,
are occupying part of their new build-

ing, on the site of the one destroyed
in the big fire of April last. This firm

is the first to move back to the old
stand, and holds a record of no days
from the time of the fire till the first

load of goods entered the new build-

ing. Three flats arc now occupied, and
it is expected that the building will

be complete by about October first.

It is fully equipped with fireproof par-

titions, etc.
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The Canadian Voice is the name of

a new Polish paper recently estab-

lished in Winnipeg. It is a weekly
paper, published every Friday by the

Polish Printing and Publishing Com-
pany, under the directorate of a presi-

dent and committee. It is nicely

headed and printed, and claims to be

the first Polish paper ever published in

America.

^ ^ ^

—"The Laurentide Paper Company,
of which Sir William Van Home is

president, has made a cut in its divi-

dend from 8 per cent, per annum to 6

per cent., as indicated by the dividend

announcement for the first half of this

year," says the Montreal Star. "The

half-yearly payment of 3 per cent, is

payable on August 5th to shareholders

of record July 30th. The last half-

yearly payment was 4 per cent, in

February for the last half of 1903. The
company has $1,600,000 common stock

and a bond issue of $1,200,000. Ac-

cording to the statement issued a year

ago, the company had a surplus of

$270,917, after paying $128,000 in divi-

dends. In 1900, the company paid 6 per

cent., but for the three following years

the rate was advanced to 8 per cent.

The stock has not been an active fea-

ture of the trading in the market, and

the price from 95 last year declined to

74^. During the first half of the cur-

rent year the trading amounted to

ninety-eight shares. The dealings last

year were 800 shares, compared with

2,450 the year previous. The highest

price for the stock was in 1901, at 125,

when the dividend was increased from

6 to 8 per cent."

^ °4 ^

—According to the business reports

for 1903, out of twenty-eight public

companies in the Russian paper trade

only thirteen paid dividends, ten worked

without profits and five with loss. The

dividends give an average of three per

cent, on the share capital. It is be-

lieved that those mills which are in
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private possession have shown much
better results.

^ ^4 °4

—The Paper Makers' Directory of

All Nations, for 1904, shows that there

arc pulp and paper mills in forty-two

countries, namely: Algeria, Argentine
Republic, Australia, Austria-Hungary,

Belgium, Brazil, Bulgaria, Canada,
Chili, China, Cuba, Denmark, Egypt,
England, Finland, France, Germany,
Greece, Holland, Hong Kong, India,

Ireland, Isle of Man, Italy, Japan,

Mexico, New Zealand, Norway, Peru,

Portugal, Roumania, Russia, Scotland,

Sicily, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland,

Tong-King, Turkey, United States,

Uruguay, Venezuela. Of these, four-

teen have fewer than five mills, and

ten have only one mill each, namely,

Algeria, Cuba, Egypt, Greece, Hong
Kong, Peru, Sicily, Tong-King, Turkey
and Uruguay.

Canada stands about tenth in the

list, having nearly a hundred mills.

There are in this country:

Three soda fibre mills.

Eight sulphite fibre mills.

Sixty-two mechanical pulp mills.

Thirteen news paper mills.

Fourteen manilla paper mills.

Fourteen wrapping paper mills.

Ten book paper mills.

Eight writing paper mills.

Seven wood pulp board mills.

Five straw board mills.

One box board mill.

Six lining and felt paper mills.

Four lithographic paper mills.

Seven roofing and building paper

mills.

Besides these products, there are

from one to three mills producing each

of the following: Bag paper, bond
paper, cards, casings, colored paper,

copying paper, cover paper, envelope

paper, hangings, hardware paper, in-

sulating paper, label paper, leather

boards, ledger paper, posters, printings,

rope, sealings, shop paper, straw wrap-
pings, tissue, toilet paper, and wax
paper.
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT
WILL STUDY PAPER.

A special order, recently issued by
the Department of Agriculture at

Washington reads in part as follows:
"There is hereby established in the
Bureau of Chemistry a laboratory to be
known as the Leather and Paper Labo-
ratory, to which are to be committed
the analyses and investigations relating

to all chemical and physical investiga-

tions of papers in regard to their fitness

for use in the Department of Agricul-

ture and other Departments of the Gov-
ernment which may request such inves-

tigations; and all technical problems jf

a chemical nature relating to the pro-

duction of paper with a view to pro-

moting the agricultural industries con-
nected with the production of the raw
materials and to the improvement ot

the qualit}'- of papers made."

^ '4 ^

LIFE OF THE MACHINE WIRE.

The life of a machine wire is a ques-

tion of extreme interest, both to the

paper maker and to the machine man,
writes R. W. Sindall in the World's Paper
Trade Review. The life is influenced by
many factors, and these can be broadly
divided into two classes, namely, the

mechanical and the chemical conditions

to which the wire is submitted. With
regard to the former it may be noticed

that the wire cloth as usually supplied

is manufactured with great care from
perfectly drawn round wire, and in the

best qualities no fault can be found
either with the cloth itself or with the

seam, which latter is usually the cause

of a considerable amount of trouble.

In some cases the seam is beaten down
somewhat too flat, with the result that

it often becomes choked with small

fibre and resinous matter, producing
weak places in the paper. At the present

time the wear and tear of the wires is

greater than it used to be, as the speeds

generally are much higher, and the

amount of friction is, therefore, corre-

spondingly greater.
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Assuming that the wire is in perfect
order when received from the manufac-
turer, then it is important to exercise
great care in putting the wire on the
machine. If the wire is bent at all

while being placed in position there is

a liability to produce cracks across the
bends, and the continual strain and
friction of the wire cause rapid deterio-
ration. Among the many mechanical
causes of injury to a machine wire,
therefore, may be mentioned careless-
ness in putting the wire on the ma-
chine, the employment of very heavy
breast rolls, the friction on the one side
of the wire due to badly fitted and badly
planned vacuum boxes. In the latter

case the friction between the wire and
the edges of the box produces a good
deal of unnecessary wear, particularly
on fast running machines, where the
speed exceeds 300 feet per minute.

Defective vacuum boxes are a fruitful

source of injury to the wire. When we
consider that machines are running at

very high speeds, especially those mak-
ing news, the condition of the boxes
becomes a question of great import-
ance. The higher the speed, the greater
must be the suction on the wire at the
vacuum boxes, and hence it is easy to
see that if it should be necessary to
raise up the boxes to obtain a close fit

between the wire and the edges of the
boxes, the wear and tear is excessive.

In cases of this kind the wire often
breaks across the seam, or across some
place in the wire which the machine-
man has sewn up. A wire 40 feet long
travelling at the rate of 280 feet a min-
ute, and passing over two vacuum
boxes, each 9 inches wide, is thus
dragged seven times over the boxes,
which is equivalent to a drag over a flat

surface of no less than 126 inches. This
must cause a very large wear and tear

of a wire, which is considerably aggra- .

vated if the boxes are in bad condition.

Now, in addition to the pull of the

boxes, which tends to restrain the wire
in its course through the couch rolls,

there is the pull exerted by the pressure
of these rolls, a force which, tending to
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draw the wire away from the boxes,
intensifies the tension. The strain on
the wire is derived from the pull at the

•vacuum boxes, the tension at the couch
rolls, and the shake at the wet end of

the machine.

The life of the wire, as influenced by
the chemical conditions, may be traced

to the influence of chemicals which, for

the most part, tend to give the presence
of free acid. Thus, in the cleansing of

the wire from fibres and foreign matter,

sulphuric acid is used, particularly for

cleaning the wire at the seam. There
is very little doubt that the use of sul-

phuric acid tends to keep the wire clean,

not merely in dissolving out mineral
matters caught in the meshes and in

loosening fibrous particles which have
been twisted upon the threads, but also

in clearing the wire from a thin film of

dirt and oxidized matter which always
appears upon the whole surface, coating

the wire with a substance which appar-
ently, after some days' working, renders
the wire less pliable. In addition, the

acid appears to restore the pliable na-

ture of the wire by some curious action,

possibly of local heating at the point of

contact. Another annoyance to be met
with is the appearance of black specks,

due to particles of badly-cooked resin,

or to resinous matter contained in the

inferior qualities of sulphite wood pulp.

These particles, when found to mate-
rially affect the appearance of the fin-

ished sheet, must be got rid of.

The vitriol generally attacks the

resinous matter sufficiently to enable

the washing-pipe to clear it away, but

obstinate cases require the use of a

little strong caustic soda or a quantity

of paraffin, and subsequent washing or

steaming. When the vitriol does not

remove matter of this kind, the obstruc-

tion can only be shifted by shutting

down the machine.

Sulphate of alumina, used for sizing,

is often regarded as a source of injury

to a machine wire. The injury, when
traced to this compound, is due to the

presence of free acid in the commercial

product. This is now got over by th::

use of a basic sulphate of alumina,

which, though somewhat expensive,
may be regarded as economical when
studied in relation to the machine wire.

Another source of free acid is to be
found in the excessive use of antichlor.

When this compound is used to neu-
tralize traces of bleach in pulp, a cer-

tain proportion of free acid is produced,
and this tends to injure the wire.

In some cases the indiscriminate use
of hyposulphite makes a very consider-
able difference to the life of a wire.

Some paper makers prefer to use sul-

phite of soda instead of the usual hypo-
sulphite. A larger quantity of the sul-

phite is required, but at the same time
the wires keep a brighter color and re-

main more flexible on account of their

clean condition.

When the water used on the paper
machine is hard, containing large pro-

portions of dissolved carbonate of lime,

a considerable deposit is found upon
the machine wire with certain classes

of pulp, particularly wood pulp. These
deposits tend to block up the wires b}'

diminishing the size of the small holes,

so that the water does not free itself

from the pulp so readily. With esparto

and straw pulps, boiled under the cau-

stic soda treatment, the wires ar'^

usually quite clean, owing to the small

percentage of alkali which remains with

the fibres, even when the washing pro-

cess has been thorough and exhaustive.

With wood pulps, however, the con-

trary effect is produced, and the ma-
chine wires gradually block up from a

deposit of alumina.

In estimating the work done by a

machine wire by determining what is

known as the life of the wire, the true

value is ascertained by noting the actual

quantity of paper run off during the

time it has been upon the machine.

The length of time itself is no measure

of the life of a wire, as the latter might

stand idle for some short periods dur-

ing its stay upon the machine, produc-

ing no paper, and eventually show a

very long life. The life is, therefore

best expressed in tons.

The numerical value in tons of paper

naturally depends upon the various con-
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ditions which have been briefly alluded

to in this article, but the question of

the furnish of pulp, the chemicals added
to the beater, and numerous other con-
ditions cannot be neglected in the at-

tempt to arrive at some figure express-
ing the life of the wire. It is, however,
quite possible to ascertain, with some
degree of accuracy, the average life of

a wire making a particular class of

paper, where the conditions, week ni

and week out, are not materially Al-

tered, and it is a matter which the paper
maker should not overlook.

^ ^ ^

FORESTRY AT THE WORLD'S
FAIR.

In the Forest, Fish and Game Build-

ing at the World's Fair there are nu-
merous exhibits which have an interest

to the general public as well as to the

students of forests.

Many foreign countries have sent

large collections, among them Great
Britain, Germany and France, each of

which have creditable displays.

Mexico has a very fine collection of

tropic woods.

Brazil has a remarkably fine display

of tropic woods, gorgeous plumaged
birds, medicinal herbs, cordage and
fibre plants, and plants which yield

tannin. The collection comprises 1,300

varieties of woods.

The woods shown from Japan are

beyond expectation for an oriental

country, the forests of the far eastern

regions being usually of small extent.

The bamboo collection is exceedingly
good.

From Ceylon there is a log of fine

texture, one-fourth section having been
removed, forming a writing table, the

remainder being hollowed out forms a

library, which contains forty-four large

printed volumes.

A grand jungle scene, with a family

of leopards watching for their prey, is

also seen in Ceylon's exhibit. Numer-
ous Indian boats, Catamarans and surf

boats are also present.

The British section is largely taken
up with displays of fire arms, hunting
guns, etc., although a large collection
of photographs of typical trees and
trees of historic ioterest makes a pleas-
ing and valuable exhibit.

The only actual forest experiment,
outside the building, so far as we have
been able to discover, was made by the
New York Forest, Fish and Game
Commission. It comprises a variety of
evergreens, from one year seedlings to
trees three feet high, and a number of
rows of deciduous trees.

The International Society of Arbori-
culture requested the privilege of
planting some trees as a forest exhibit,

but was refused permission by the
Washington authorities.

W^ithin the building the New York
Commission have a large and well

arranged exhibit of the wild animals,

game birds and the fishes of the Em-
pire State. A valuable educational ex-

hibit is shown of photographs of native

trees, with wood sections, all classified

and arranged in frames for ready refer-

ence. A large collection of insects and
sections showing their methods of

forest destruction is very instructive.

The Adirondack Cottage is an attrac-

tive portion of New York's display.

The exhibit of Washington com-
prises a large number of wild animals
handsomely mounted and displayed;

the salmon and fish industry, with many
large specimens of fish, and one fir tree

stump, which is hollowed out and occu-
pied as an office.

The editor of Arboriculture has seen
in Washington's mountains trees of

much greater size than this! one, a

cedar. Thuja gigantea, being 63 feet

girth, and 285 feet high. This is a land

of big trees and great forests.

Oregon's exhibit attracts great at-

tention. Mr. Edmund P. Sheldon, the

superintendent, has succeeded in his

collection of articles and their arrange-
ment in placing Oregon at the fore

front in the building. The woods for

which this State is noted are arranged
along the entire section, with long
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planks of fir, cedar, pine and numerous
other species of trees, while panels of

each are systematically displayed. The
cones of the great sugar pine are artis-

tically arranged. Collections of all the

botanical plants are ready for those

who wish to study them. The fish, wild

game, and birds are quite a prominent

feature.

California, as usual, has made a grand

collection of woods, the redwood being

the principal. The polished boards,

burls, and highly finished great planks

are a credit to the manager, Mr. Thos.

Hatch.

Louisiana contributes a good collec-

tion of woods, cypress, pine, gum,
hickory, pecan and oak being the more
prominent.

Mississippi has a similar collection,

with panels of seventy-two varieties of

trees, fifty of which possess a com-
mercial value.

Missouri makes a fine showing with

very large sections of trees, one portion

of each Iiaving the fork and another

portion being polished to show the

grain. Many panels also are shown,
while the native woods form the in-

terior of the Missouri section.

Kentucky exhibits oak, ash, poplar,

and 147 varieties of woods, seventy-two
being commercially of value.

The State of Indiana is conspicuous

for an entire absence of any exhibit of

forest products or of forest interest.

Arkansas has quite a good collection

of woods—pine, oak and various tim-

bers.

The yellow pine of Texas attracts

much attention.

Michigan displays samples of the pine

timber which that State formerly pos-

sessed.

Georgia makes a good exhibit of

wood sections, while the naval store's

display, with a large turpentine still,

attracts attention.

North Carolina has a nice display of

the woods characteristic of the Caro-

linas. Some fine furniture and a poplar

log section, six feet diameter, are

prominent. A walnut log, fourteen feet

long, fifty-two inches diameter, pol-

ished on one side, is seen in this sec-

tion. It is shown by the veneer manu-
facturers, Williamson Brothers, of In-

dianapolis.

Our Canadian neighbors have a fine

rustic design, containing 2,500 varieties

of wood, but the main forestry exhibit

of Canada is in a pavilion adjoining the

Canada Building, between the Forestry
and Agricultural Buildings. Here
spruce for pulp, white pine and a very
great variety of manufactured and
rough woods are to be found.—Arbori-
culture.

^ ^ ^

THE DETERMINATION OF
FILLINGS.

The qualitative estimations of mineral
fillings in a paper are, as a rule, made on
the ash. The practice is, however, not

one to be recommended, as many filling

materials suffer radical change on in-

cineration. Thus, carbonates lose their

carbonic acid, and calcium sulphate may
become partially converted into calcium
sulphide. For these reasons it is pre-

ferable first to extract strips of the paper
with dilute hydrochloric acid. Evolu-
tion of gas when acid is applied proves
the presence of carbonates. Those most
frequently occurring are calcium car-

bonate or chalk, more rarely magnesium
carbonate, or magnesite (mostly met
with in cigarette papers), and barium
carbonate, known as patent white. If

no gas is evolved on treating the sample
with acid as above described, then

calcium sulphate or gypsum is probably

present. The hydrochloric acid extract

would therefore be tested for lime,

magnesia, barium, and sulphuric acid.

This latter is tested for by adding a

solution of barium chloride to a portion

of the hydrochloric acid extract. A
heavy white precipitate should be thrown
down: a slight precipitate may not be

due to sulphuric acid in the filling ma-
terials at all, but may be due to small

quantities of aluminium sulphate or

basic aluminium sulphate, or finally, to
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small quantities of calcium sulphate

which are often inadvertently intro-

duced into the pulp. If calcium sulphate

is present as a filling material, a heavy

precipitate will always be produced by

barium chloride. A portion of the hydro-

chloric acid extract is tested for lime by

neutralising with ammonia and adding

ammonium oxalate. A precipitate of

calcium oxalate will be produced if lime

salts are present. As a rule, immedi-

ately after the ammonia has been added

a small precipitate is produced, which

is sometimes white and is due to

aluminium compounds introduced into

the paper in the sizing and dissolved by

the hydrochloric acid; or the precipitate

may be yellow, in which case it is due

to iron compounds present as coloring

matters—e.g., ochres—or as impurities.

Any such precipitate should be filtered

off before adding the ammonium oxalate.

To test for barium, where barium car-

bonate is supposed to have been used,

which, however, is very seldom the case,

a saturated solution of calcium sulphate

is added to a portion of the solution, and

if barium is present a precipitate of

barium sulphate will be thrown down.

To test for magnesium where magnesium

carbonate is suspected, but which is only

seldom used, the filtrate, after precipitat-

ing the calcium with ammonium oxalate,

can be used. If on the addition of

sodium phosphate a crystalline pre-

cipitate, which takes some time to come

down, is produced, magnesium is

present. If there are no fillings present

directly soluble in hydrochloric acid, it

is possible that those employed may be

silicates, china clay, talc, asbestos, or

barium sulphate. Indications as to

whether silicates are present or not may

be obtained by means of a bead of mic-

rocosmic salt. This is done by heating

the end of a platinum wire, which has

been bent into a loop, to a white heat,

and quickly dipping it into powdered

microcosmic salt. On heating the ad-

hering mass of salt in the flame a clear

bead is obtained. A small quantity of

the paper ash is now placed on the bead

and the whole heated again. If small

opaque fragments remain floating about
in the bead the presence of silicates is

confirmed. The presence of china clay

may be easily detected by the fact that

the ash which, as a rule, where china

clay has been used, coheres well, gives

a blue spot when moistened with a drop
of cobalt nitrate solution and heated. To
analytically determine the substances in-

soluble in hydrochloric acid they must
be first "opened up." This is most easily

accomplished by fusion with sodium
carbonate in the following way. The
strips of paper, after having been

extracted with hydrochloric acid, are

washed with distilled water, pressed be-

tween filter paper, and then dipped in a

concentrated solution of sodium car-

bonate. The strips are next dried, in-

cinerated, and then heated till the mass

fuses. The fuse is then extracted with

hot distilled water, and the insoluble

portion filtered off. If barium sulphate

was present in the original substance,

barium carbonate and sodium sulphate

will now be contained in the fuse; the

latter, being soluble in water, will be

found in the filtrate. By acidifying this

latter with hydrochloric acid and adding

barium chloride, a precipitate of barium

sulphate will be produced. The residue

on the filter is tested for barium by dis-

solving it in hydrochloric acid and

adding sulphuric acid. A precipitate of

barium sulphate will be thrown down if

barium were present. Should the

aqueous extract from the fuse give no

reaction for sulphuric acid, then silicates

must be present. In such case the fuse

is treated with dilute hydrochloric acid

and the filtered extract mixed with am-

monia. A white' precipitate of aluminium

hydrate indicates either aluminium

silicate (china clay), or magnesium-

aluminium-calcium silicate (asbestos).

In most cases china clay is the filling

employed, as may be confirmed by the

help of the microscope, being in the

form of fine irregular grains, while

asbestos is in the form of fine needles.

If it is desired to prosecute the chemical

analysis further, magnesium and calcium

must next be tested for. This is done
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by filtering off the aluminium hydrate

and adding ammonium oxalate to the

filtrate. If a precipitate of calcium

oxalate is thrown down this is filtered

off and sodium phosphate added to the

filtrate. A precipitate which comes
down gradually indicates asbestos. If

no precipitate be produced the solution

is still tested with sodium phosphate for

magnesium, which, if present, indicates

magnesium silicate—i.e., talc—and which
latter exhausts the list of mineral filling

materials commonly employed in prac-

tice.—Dr. Klcmm, in Der Papier-

fabrikant.

^ ^ ^

CHEMICALS IN GERMANY.

Ernest L. Harris, United States com-
mercial agent at Eibenstock, Germany,
writes to the State Department as fol-

lows concerning the chemical industry
in that country: "The statistics for the

year 1901 placed the number of estab-

lishments at 10,385, which gave employ-
ment to some 150,000 workmen. The
highest rate of wages is paid in Cologne
and Mannheim, and the lowest rate in

Hamburg and Breslau.

"The number of factories engaged in

making mineral and saline salt in Ger-
many is 97. The total output in 1899
amounted to 1,432 tons, valued at $3,-

684,200. The imports in 1900 were
valued at $119,000, and the exports at

$571,200. The annual consumption of

salt by the German people is about
1,218 tons. Fully 80 per cent, of the im-

ported salt comes from England, and
the rest chiefly from Portugal, while

British India, Holland, and Belgium are

the principal countries to which salt is

exported. The German states which
produce mineral salt are Anhalt,

Thuringia, Posen, Hanover, Westphalia,

Bavaria, and the Province of Saxony.

The most formidable competitor of the

German salt industries is found in those

of Wieliczka in Galicia.

'Tn the manufacture of potassic salts

Germany has almost a world monopoly.

The seats of production are in Hanover,

Brunswick, Thuringia, and the Province

of Saxony. Fully 50 per cent, of the

total output finds its way into foreign

countries. A powerful syndicate has

control of the most important of these

works in Germany, which demands high

prices from foreign countries, while

keeping the rates at home within reason-

able limits.

"The annual exports of potash from

Germany amount to about $1,250,000.

About $100,000 worth is imported each

year from Austria-Hungary. Potash is

used especially in the production of soap

and glass. In 1900, 4,495 tons were ex-

ported to the United States.

Caustic potash is produced principally

by means of electrolysis. It is a specialty

of the Elektron Chemical Works, situ-

ated at Griessheim, near Frankfort. In

the spring of 1901 these great chemical

works were almost totally destroyed by

fire, which was attended by great loss of

life. They have since been rebuilt or

are in process of construction. In 1900

the total exports amounted to 15,379

tons, valued at $1,475,600.

"Caustic soda is gaining ground every

year as an indispensable article in paper

mills and textile factories. An electrical

process with the application of quick-

silver is used in the preparation of this

product in the Solvay factories in Ger-

many. This chemical is also produced

to some extent in England, Belgium, and

Russia. The export of caustic soda from

Germany amounts to little or nothing.

In order to satisfy the home markets

1,288 tons were imported from England
in 1900.

"Of chloride of lime and bleaching

powder Germany exported 25,954 tons,

valued at $642,600, in 1900. Chloride of

lime is manufactured in Germany chiefly

by the Leblanc process. The Elektron

factories in Griessheim produce immense
quantities of it through the application

of electricity. The article is used to a

great extent in the textile factories and
paper mills of all countries.

"In 1878 Europe produced about i,-

000,00 tons of sulphuric acid. Of this

England's share was 600,000 tons;
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France's, 200,000; Germany's, 112,000

tons, and Austria-Hungary's, 45,000 tons.

In 1898 Germany produced 846,000 tons

from about seventy works, more than

two-thirds being secured from Spanish

gravel and pebbles. In 1897 about i,-

000,000 tons were manufactured in the

United States and 200,000 tons in Russia.

Sulphuric acid is one of the most im-

portant materials used in the whole

chemical industry. It is employed in the

production of Leblanc soda, sulphate and

chloride, and in dyeing.

"The greater part of the sulphuric acid

produced never reaches the market, for

the reason that it is at once utilized by
the same factories for other manufactur-

ing purposes. Sulphuric acid is produced

from the smelting of sulphuric ore, sul-

phur gravel, and copper gravel. The
great increase in the German production

is due to the fact that the iron industries

have been forced by the Government to

prevent the escape of injurious acids and

gases from the smokestacks of their

forges and smelting works, as they

proved ruinous to vegetation.

"Ultramarine was first used about one

hundred years ago in France and Ger-

many. It is a coloring material which is

affected but little by light, air, and water,

but easily fades in acid. This industry

in Germany was once very prosperous,

but owing to over-production, foreign

tariffs and competition, it passed through
a severe crisis about fifteen years ago,

in which most of the factories were

compelled to close down. Those which
were able to survive have since been

consolidated into a stock company,
which is known to-day as the Vereinigte

Ultramarine Gesellschaft.

"Successful experiments in producing
artificial alizarin from anthracene were
made in 1869. Chemical factories soon
accommodated themselves to the new
method, and the madder industry, whence
this coloring stuff had hitherto been
drawn, was completely ruined.

"Aniline colors are produced from
aniline oil and aniline salt. The aniline

dyeing industry is a product of the

nineteenth century, and many great

names are connected with its develop-

ment. The discoveries of Runge, Hof-
mann, Perkin, Verguin, Baeyer, and
Fischer have enabled this industry to

become what it is to-day. In the manu-
facture of aniline Germany holds a com-
manding position. Raw materials such
as coal tar and aniline oil, are imported
from England. Under the guidance of

Germany's excellent chemists these are

changed into manufactured products,

and their former value is increased fifty-

fold."

^ ^ ^

TO MAKE PAPER IMPERMEABLE.

A paper coated with a mixture of

bronze powder and varnish is patented

by Messrs. Huck and Fisher, London.
Before being coated, the sheets of paper
are made impermeable by means of a

solution of caoutchouc, chloroform or

the like. The paper may be used for

photographic, photo-mechanical or other
printings.

^ ^ ^
EXPOSING PAPERS TO RADIUM.

Radium appears to produce in paper
in a short time the same deteriorating

effect as age. Probably it is an ioniza-

tion in both cases. The only papers
now known or believed to be durable
are the hand-made pure rag papers.

These are expensive and can not be
used for printing half-tones on account
of their rough surfaces. The problem
is to find a durable machine-made paper
and then have the surface made suitable

for half-tones. During an attempt to

solve this problem, samples from dif-

ferent American mills were placed on
the surface of a constantly revolving
disk with samples of the best foreign

hand-made papers, and subjected to the

radiations of pure radium bromide. The
results can not be given lest they should

be considered an advertisement of one
mill and a condemnation to others, but

the method is interesting and new. How
useful it may be can be told only after

many years.
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THE TRANSPARENCY OF RAG
PAPERS.

A few weeks ago I called attention
to the complaints of the German Gov-
ernment officials as to the transparency
of the best rag papers supplied them
and the view of a large number of
manufacturers on the same subject. Dr.
Klemm has pointed out that one factor
in this question has been overlooked.
It does not appear to have occurred to

anybody that the extent to which ink
marks or writing will show through
paper will be dependent upon the depth
to which the ink penetrates the paper,
that is, on the manner and extent to

which it is sized. This applies, of
course, not only to writing, but also to

printing papers, where it is of especial

importance. The transparency alone is

then no measure of the extent to which
writing can be seen through paper. It

is necessary to examine it further with
the object of ascertaining the depth to

which the ink has penetrated. This can
be done by cutting a section of the

paper to one side of which ink has been
applied, and mounting it in a medium
which has no action on the ink. Under
the microscope it will be seen that the
ink penetrates not only the first layer of
fibres, but generally the second as well,

and not infrequently the third and
fourth. It will be seen that the ink is

absorbed, partly owing to capillary at-

traction of the fine pores between the

fibres and partly by impregnation of the

fibres by the coloring matter of the ink.

With regard, then, to the main ques-
tion. A paper may prove unsatisfactory

on account of writing on it showing
through, not necessarily owing to trans-

parency, but to inadequate sizing, the

ink having penetrated to an abnormal
extent into the paper.

In this connection a writer in the

Papier Zeitung has something to say

on India paper—the product of the

English mills. According to this cor-

respondent they have nothing abroad
which will compare with the India print-

ing paper as made in this country,

cither with respect to opacity, color or
weight. Whereas the Oxford India
paper has 8 to 13 per cent, ash, the
foreign article contams from 30 to 35
per cent., and is in spite of this more
transparent. Of course, the heavy load-
ing greatly increases the weight of the
paper as compared with English pro-
duct. A microscopic examination of the
India paper revealed well beaten fibres

almost without exception intact and
consisting of long fibrils somewhat
after the appearance of hemp. The
paper is only slightly sized and excep-
tionally suited for printing.—Dr. H. P.

Stevens, in Paper Trade Review.

^ ^ ^

CHINESE PAPER WORKERS.

Of all the queer little shops or fac-
tories in San Francisco's Chinatown,
the shops where paper articles are
manufactured rank as among the most
interesting, says Alfred Dezendorf in

the Los Angeles Times. The stocks of
these shops suggest spontaneous com-
bustion. There is paper—paper every-
where, and boxes upon boxes of it still

coming from China.

Ornamental and useful articles -made
entirely from paper, everything from a
shoe to a trunk, and candles in all sizes
and degrees of painted gorgeousness,
are the only goods made and sold in

these shops. The one end of these fac-
tories is to aid the Chinese in providing
them with something to burn in the
celebration of many feasts arid religious
ceremonies. Perhaps there is no other
feature entering so largely into the
superstition and religious belief of the
Chinese as the burning, at various sea-
sons, of paper representations of, it

would seem, almost every object under
the sun. The trade and work of these
stores vary, for at one season the
articles are very different from those in

use at another.

A glance into the shop of Sun Tong
Wo, the largest of these depots, is like

opening a box of old legends, so many
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are the fancies connected with the gor-

geous articles of paper and tinsel which

line the walls, hang from the ceiling

and cram the queer little glass-fronted

shelves. The window of the shop is a

blaze of paper flowers, brilliantly col-

ored punks of immense size, simpering

dolls in paper dresses trimmed with

fur, row upon row of elaborately orna-

mented paper slippers and shoes, hang-

ing baskets, caps and banners, trunks

and flags, pipes and fans, a stunning

aggregation of paper.

Looking through the little shop win-

dow at any hour, one may see these

quiet, solemn - looking, long - queued

workmen, provided with a pair of

shears and a pot of flour paste, cutting

and snipping, folding and creasing, paint-

ing and pasting, as they put these paper

creations together. Some of the more
elaborate pieces, such as the long robes,

come already manufactured, from Can-

ton, China, but most of the articles are

made by the Chinese paper workers in

San Francisco. No patterns or stencils

are used, just the sense of color and

form, guided by skillful hands. The
stock of paper articles carried by this

house runs well up into the thousands

in value, and they are also shipped to

dealers all through the United States

and into British Columbia.

Here also are made simple figures

cut out by hand, as American children

do paper dolls, all to be burned for the

edification and appeasing of the great

joss, for the use of departed friends, or

by the eldest son of a Chinese house-

hold, who believes that unless he burns,

at the worship of the tombs, which

comes just after the Chinese New Year

and lasts for a month or so, represen-

tations in paper of the things his father

needs and uses in his life, his father,

when he reaches the other world, will

find himself reduced to beggary and

without these things. Much gilt money,
made in the paper shops in Canton, is

also burned. When a Chinaman takes

a voyage, he throws quantities of this

money overboard to propitiate the God
of the Sea. If the paper burned has

characters upon it, it will be more
efiicacious, and if it be red, it is the

fortunate color. Every Chinese house-

hold has a great respect for paper hav-

ing characters upon it, and every scrap

of it found is kept and solemnly burned.

For this they believe much credit will

be given in the other world, as well as

here. In China the benevolent socie-

ties employ an old man with a pair of

big chopsticks to pick up scraps of

paper from the roads and out of

crevices, etc., and burn them. His call-

ing is considered a most honorable one.

These shops make many things to be

burned at Ta Tsiou, the feast of music,

to avert damage from fire. One million

dollars' worth of these paper articles is

burned every year in China. From
these shops also come the blue and

white paper used in mourning, and the

perforated paper thrown out at funerals,

that the devils may crawl through it,

and so lose track of tlie soul of the de-

parted one. But at the Chinese New
Year, beginning about February ist, the

paper factories are at the zenith of their

business. Every Chinaman, high and

low alike, has scoured his house, and is

ready to burn paper before the joss.

On the river boats, where so many of

the lower class live, the head of the

house puts up a new joss picture, and

will fool it if he can. For he will some-

times burn a gorgeous robe such as

officials wear, thinking thereby to attain

such a station in the eyes of the joss,

and pass on the honor to members of

his family.

Along the back wall of the little shop

are hung paper trunks with rich robes

of paper, sometimes studded with small

them. A grotesque cap or head-dress

of paper, sometimes studded with small

mirrors in the place of jewels, and a

boatlike pair of paper shoes complete

the package, to be burned on New
Year's Eve or later, before the joss.

The trunks are supposed to be used by

the gods in varicnis trips. Special suits

of this paper clothing, varying much in

decoration and cost, are made for the

different josses. The "coat of the seven
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sisters" is a long, richly decorated
affair, sometimes with brass rings let

in the body as a sort of insertion or
embroidery. A little flopping woman,
a melange of shiny black hair, glazed
cloth and twinkling jade ornaments,
waddles into the shop and asks shyly
for a "suit for the seven sisters." At
once the dealer knows that she is going
to send up burnt offerings and thanks
to one of the favorite women josses.

Thousands of years ago there was a

Chinese god who had seven daughters
who never married, but the memory of

their virtuous lives remains among the
Chinese women to this day. The
Chinese believe that the constellation

familiar to Christendom as the "Dip-
per"is the jewels of the seven sisters.

This joss is believed to be one of the
daughters of the ancient god, and the
Chinese girls and women worship her
with especial veneration and love, be-
cause, as the Chinese will tell you, "the
seven sisters all very honest, good
girls." In China the 7th of July is the
feast day of the seven sisters. At 8
o'clock on the evening of that day all

the girls of a neighborhood get to-

gether and vie with one another in

showing who can contribute the richest
offerings for the joss of the seven
sisters.

From these paper emporiums are sold
hundreds of robes and the tiniest of red
and green and gold paper slippers for
Quon Yum, Queen of Heaven, the
famous little foot woman joss. She
also has a special day set apart for fur-

ther offerings to her, the 29th of Jan-
uary, according to Chinese reckoning.

The most frequent demand upon the
paper dealer at New Year's runs in the
following hieroglyphics: "Nor my Quon
Dai Yee," which, being interpreted,

means: 'I want a suit for Quon Dai
Yee." This is the grand mogul among
the josses, and his powers and jurisdic-

tion are wide. Everything that can
possibly contribute to his comfort is

burned at the New Year feast. Gor-
geous fans with lucky sentences written
on them, and paper water pipes,

smothered in tinsel, blaze up before
him in reckless profusion from bronze
receptacles. Demands for paper boats
smothered in cargoes of flowers to be
burned to Buck Dai, the river joss, are
also frequent. Paper pictures, huge
pyramids of paper flowers in which are
set punks overtopped by peacock
feathers, and paper mottoes which are

supposed to keep out the demon of the
plague, are also good sellers. These
things may be bought at figures all the

way from 15 and 25 cents to $1 or $2.

Tlie paper suits and trunks range in

price from 50 cents per set to $2.50 or
more, and in China on July 14th,

which is the feast day of all josses,

silken robes costing as much as $10 are

sometimes burned by the richest devo-
tees. In San Francisco even the poorest
Ch inese family will hoard pennies in

order to be able to burn a robe costing

at least 50 cents, and thereby gain good
luck throughout the year. Among the

smaller articles made in these paper
factories are the figures in long strings

which represent the servants, who, as

they are burned, are supposed to de-

scend, and be at the beck and call of

people in the other world. If the de-

ceased was a soldier, spears, armor and
all the paraphernalia of a warrior are

burned for him. Also are burned paper

horses to ride, fishes to eat, clothes to

wear and pipes to smoke, etc. Here in

these shops are printed and sold long

letters of supplication from the sick, to

be burned before the joss, who may
thereby grant the petitioners health.

One side of the store is occupied by

a stock of marriage dolls, gayly dressed

figures standing in boxes of flowers and

surrounded by punk. No marriage

ceremony is complete, nor will the

union be fruitful, according to the

Chinese,- withouc a number of these

dolls among the wedding decorations.

Other dolls for sale are quaint and gro-

tesque "pictures," as the Chinese call

them, used for simple household deco-

ration.

From the ceiling of the shop hang the

wonderfully made pyramids of the Loon
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Hong, or hanging baskets made especi-

ally to hang in the temple before the

joss. Nearby wave the shen fans, long

streamers with hieroglyphic screeds em-
blazoned on them. These are carried

before the joss in processions to an-

nounce his coming. Then there are

paper Hags of all sizes and colors.

These are supposed to be needed by
the joss in giving orders to his ser-

vants, his army, etc., for with him flags

are used to indicate orders, something
after the custom in the American navy.

New Year cards without end, plastered

with enough good wishes to pave the

city, are also made and sold in the

paper shops. The American visiting

these shops for the first time will find

many other things queer and inter-

esting.—Paper Trade Journal.

^ ^ ^

MILLS IN BRITISH INDIA.

Mills in India apparently are unable

to check an increasing importation of

paper and pasteboard, the total value in

the year 1902-3 being £349,871, an addi-

tion of £94,766 during a period of five

years. It is satisfactory, says the Paper

Trade Record, to find that the British

paper exporter monopolizes the mar-
ket, supplying paper to the value of

£171,338 in 1902-3, as compared with

£134,619 in 1898-9.

Continental countries during recent

years have sent increased quantities of

the cheaper qualities of paper to British

India, Austria-Hungary and Germany
in particular having cultivated the mar-
ket with some activity. In 1902-3 the

imports into India from the United

Kingdom amounted to nearly 49 per

cent, of the total value from all sources,

a position not quite so strong as five

years ago, when the percentage was
not far short of 53.

As previously stated, the imports
from the United Kingdom during 1902-3

were of the value of £171,338, and for

comparative purposes it may be men-
tioned that during the same period the

receipts from Austria-Hungary were
returned at £88,352; Germany, £45,074;

Belgium, £28,484; Italy, £4,831; Straits

Settlements, £3,227; Sweden, £2,291;

Holland, £1,810; China (Treaty ports),

£1,328; Hong Kong, £1,316; United

States, £583; Japan, £527; France,

£182, and Norway, £140.

The exports of paper and pasteboard

in 1902-3 from British India amounted
to £6,200, of which £2,071 worth went
to Ceylon. In addition to the imports

of paper and pasteboard into British

India, the receipts of stationery in

1902-3 amounted to £223,431, of which
total the United Kingdom was re-

sponsible for £167,425.

^ ^ ^

"NEW" PAPER MAKING FIBRES.

There is considerable talk nowadays
about the discovery of "new" fibres for

use in paper making, but for the most
part it is a revival of a discussion of

old fibres that have been tried years

ago and found not to meet paper mak-
ing requirements.

For instance, there is the cornstalk.

It was used years ago as a paper

making stock, both in this country and

abroad, but it was given up as not being

as available as other fibres.

Bagasse is not new. It was used in

Philadelphia very many years ago, and

has also been used elsewhere. There
are now in the South two mills the con-

struction of which was based on ba-

gasse as stock.

Cottonseed fibre is old as a paper

making material, but it has not come
into general use.

Palmetto makes excellent paper, but

it possesses disadvantages that keep it

without the realm of paper making.

Peat has been experimented with, and

at times some boards are made of it,

but it is not yet installed as a successor

of spruce and poplar, and probably

never will be notwithstanding some
efforts to bring it to the front.

In fact, nearly all the fibres now
talked of and investigated are well

known to experts in the paper making

line, and the talk as to their working a

revolution in the trade is pure moon-
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shine. That they may be used to a

larger extent than they' have been is

not denied, for the experimenting now
going on may lead to new and im-
proved methods that may make up for

some of the present shortcomings.
Besides the fact that it can be con-

verted into paper, there are other fea-

tures that a fibre must possess in order
to be attractive, or even available for

the paper maker. It must exist in large

enough quantity to insure a steady, un-
failing supply, and it must be so located

that it can be taken to the paper mill

and converted into paper without ex-

cessive charges for haulage or for con-
version. Most of the fibres talked cf

do not at present possess all these ad-
vantages.—Paper Trade Journal, New
York.

H H ^

PAPER AND PULP YARNS.

Prof. E. Pfuhl, of Riga, Russia, has
published a work that relates to the

development and progress and present

state of a new industry. The descrip-

tion of various processes is based upon
personal experience in a new branch
that is apparently destined to open a

road by which the paper industry can
enter the textile industry. Hitherto
the paper mill has turned the refuse

and waste of the spinning and weaving
mill into its finest products, but in

future part of the same refuse will find

its way back through the beater and
Fourdrinier to the spindle and loom.

The weaver may have to study the art

of paper making, while the paper maker
will become accomplished in the art of

spinning and weaving. The writer of

this interesting book describes the

adaptability to the spinning process of

a great variety of fibre stock used in

paper making. Every class of paper

fibre is av^lable in this new fibre spin-

ning industry.

The most important factor is sul-

phite; the spinning process has been

entirely changed through the finding of

a new way to spin short fibres in the

wet state.

There is described the old process of
Clavier for producing threads by twist-

ing paper slips around cotton threads
in forming the weft of cloth for making
towellings, serge and other fabrics for

summer suits, or around wool yarn for

winter garments. The cloth is wash-
able. The paper threads are called

xylolin. ffowever, the author finds that

owing to the newly invented silvalin and
other processes the xylolin cannot stand

competition, the ready -maie paper
being too expensive and the process

too slow.

The progress of the new industry

seems to depend upon the process -js

patented to Kellner, Tuerk, Leinveber
and Kron, senior and junior. The latter

call their product silvalin, a name al-

ready widely known.
In the first stage of their process

these inventors adopt the same prin-

ciple by refining the raw material—sul-

phite by preference—in beaters, freeing

the same from knots, splint, sand, me-
tallic parts and other impurities by
straining, and then flowing this liquid

pulp mixture on a moving wire cloth

for the purpose of forming a finely

felted web to be directly transformed
by various means into threads in the

wet or dampened state. After this

stage in the transformation into threads

these inventors adopt different methods.
The writer first considers the patents

of Dr. Carl Kellner and of Gustave
Tuerk. According to the first, the

twisting and rounding of the threads

from the felted material takes place on
the wire itself, while the latter inventor

forms the fibre strips coming from the

wire on a separate apparatus by press-

ing, rubbing, and twisting them into

threads. The fibre bands or strips are

shaped in a series of grooves in metallic

strips, fastened around the circumfer-

ence of the wire cylinder. The bands

are taken from the wire by a felt apron
and carried to a coucher for pressing

and tightening, and for the absorption

of water. Thence they are carried to a

rubbing device, which consists of a

double endless rubber apron moving on
rollers in the direction of the wire
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cylinder, and receiving also a sidewise

motion produced by an eccentric. These

lengthwise and sidewise reciprocating

motions cause the rolling of the pulp

bands into round threads of greatly in-

creased adhesive strength. These

threads are now twisted and collected

on spools, or they are loosely gathered

in revolving tin cans to be carried to

the twisting machines.

The Altdamm Patentspinnerei is the

owner of the Kellner and Tuerk pro-

cesses. The company is experimenting

in an effort to increase the producing

capacity of the Tuerk system.

The company's goods were exhibited

in the Diisseldorf exhibition in 1902, and

were greatly admired in trade circles;

it is acknowledged that they can ev3n

compete with certain products made of

the better grades of cotton.

The speed obtainable in the opera-

tion of the rubbing work, however, 's

limited to from 40 to 50 feet per mia-

ute, and the maximum output to froni

80 to 400 kilogs. in twenty-four hours.

Kron's invention, the silvalin process,

deserves the greatest consideration.

The use of the Fourdrinier machine has

been made practicable in place of the

rather too slow cylinder, and the out-

put obtained has been largely increased.

The web is divided on the wire behind

the suction box into numerous strips

numbering about 300. This is accom-

plished by means of a dividing instru-

ment, consisting of a peculiarly con-

structed pipe provided with perfora-

tions through which jets of water Dr

air are forced against the web, causing

its partition into strips. The web, thus

divided, is carried on the wire to the

first press, thence to the second press,

provided with a steam heated cylinder,

where the water contents of the pulp

are reduced to 40 or maybe 30 per cent,

of the dry weight. In this condition

the bands are wound into collecting

rolls, and after cores are removed these

rolls are divided into smaller ones and
stored in a dampened vessel to await
i -cir l:.:cr Lrc::t::-cnt on a twis.ting ma-
chine. A machine of this description,

about 70 inches in width of wire, supplies

bands for making 6,000 pounds of No. 3

threads in twenty-four hours. The wire

travels from 150 to 200 feet per minute,

and there is no reason why this should

not be increased.

The production of different sizes of

threads is regulated by the thickness

of the web on the wire, and also by the

width of the bands. By changing the

dividing apparatus so as to increase or

decrease the size and number of the

strips, their width ranging from 5.7 io

9 millimetres, threads from No. to

No. 12 can be produced.

Testing all pure cellulose threads

under normal conditions, a strength of

from 5.5 to 7 kilogs., with a stretch of

from 6 to 7 per cent, is attained. A
test of silvalin has resulted in showing

the strength of from 4.10 to 8.31 kilogs.

A silvalin mill in Holland, equipped

with 2,300 spindles and sixty looms, has

a daily production of 7,000 kilogs. of

cloth.—Paper Makers' Journal.

^ ^ ^

CHANGES IN AUSTRALIAN
TARIFF.

Changes and additions have recently

been made to the Australian tariff, and

among them may be found the follow-

ing items of interest to various branches

of the paper and allied trades, viz.:

Wrappers, vegetable parchment, with

advertisements printed thereon, 6 cen:s

per pound.

Felts for use in connection with pap'sr

making machinery, free.

Matrices for linotype composing ma-
chines, free.

Chopped tissue paper, 15 per cent, ad

valorem.

Straw board, manufactured into bottle

envelopes, etc., 25 per cent, ad valorem.

Straw board, sanded, in sheets, 24

cents per cwt.

Paper used in packing oil cloth and
linoleum, 15 per cent, ad valorem.

Envelopes, advertising, 25 per cent,

as envelopes, or 6 cents per pound 's

advertising matter, whichever will yield

the higher rate.
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Fancy lace paper for box making, 2:5

per cent, ad valorem.

Bookbinders' sewing machines, 20 per
cent, ad valorem.

Paper, bronze, watered, is surface

coated, and as such may be imported
free.

Paper pressings, 15 per cent, ad va-

lorem.

Paper, blackboard, 15 per cent. :'d

valorem.

Paper, oil sheets, 15 per cent, ad va-

lorem.

Lithographic machines and presses,

free.

^ ^ ^

REMARKABLE PAPER.

Perhaps the most remarkable of all

the papers which find a common use

in the Japanese households are (says

the Liverpool Daily Post) the leather

papers of which the tobacco pouches
and pipe cases are made. They arc

almost as tough as French kid, so

translucent that one can nearly see

through them, and as pliable and soft

as calf skin. The material of which
they are made is as thick as cardboard,

but as flexible as kid. The British

paper-maker and stationer is years be-

hind the times, or he would long ago

have familiarized us here with similar

products, importing them from Japan

if he really cannot make them.

^ ^ ^

PULP IN BRITISH COLUMBIA.

Considerable interest in the manu-
facture of paper and pulp is now mani-

fest in British Columbia. Two com-
panies which have been in existence

for some time, and which have control

of large water powers and of consider-

able areas of timber-bearing lands, are

making some progress toward the erec-

tion of mills, and two companies re-

cently chartered are also showing con-

siderable activity. It has been well

known for some years that British Col-

umbia offered exceptionally good na-

tural advantages for the establishment

of a pulp and paper industry, but the
territory is so far aheld that it has been
difficult to enlist attention of capitalists.

Moreover, there is not much of a home
market in the Province for either pulp
or paper. It is obvious that most of the
pulp or paper manufactured in that Pro-
vince must find a market either on the
Pacific Coast of the United States, or
else in Australia, China and Japan, and
the South American coast. The Pacific

Coast States consume a good deal of
paper, but the demand is readily sup-
plied now at prices with which British

Columbia could not compete with ad-
vantage, but the Trans-Pacific trade
should offer a good opportunity, inas-

much as deliveries could be made
much more quickly from the western
coast of North America to Australian,

Chinese or Japanese ports than from
the Atlantic coast. Capitalists who con-
template interesting themselves in

paper and pulp in British Columbia,
however, should bear in mind that the

Province is practically a virgin terri-

tory in so far as this industry is con-

cerned, and that everything must be

created from the ground up, not only

the plant, but the methods of doing
business, the business sentiment, etc.,

and that a company which undertakes

to build a mill must be very strongly

fortified in the way of capital, ability

and experience in order to take the

fullest advantage of the favorable natu-

ral conditions.—The Paper Mill, New
York.

^ ^ %l

NEW SULPHUROUS ACID PRO-
CESS.

A new process for making the acid

used in sulphite mills has been patented

by Paul Drewsen, of New York, and

John Parent, of Shawano, Wis., and for

some time past has been in practical

operation at the mill of the Wolf River

Paper and Fibre Company, Shawano,
Wis., U.S.A., in which Mr. Parent is

engaged. The process is so simple, and

does away with so much expense m
first cost and subsequent maintenance
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that competent sulphite men who have
examined it say it will simply revolu-

.tionize present acid-making methods.
The apparatus consists simply of a

wooden box of size suitable for the

amount of acid to be made, provided on
the bottom at frequent intervals with
agitators. The milk of lime enters the

box at one end, and the sulphur gases

at the other. The agitators make be-

tween 400 and 500 revolutions, and pro-

duce a very violent commotion in the

liquid, throwing it up against the top

of the box, and ofifering a great ab-

sorption surface for the gases to reach.

From five to ten minutes' treatment is

all that is required, and the acid flows

in a continuous stream out of the box.

The process is in every way continuous

and automatic. When the machinery
stops, the flow of liquor stops, and no
milk of lime can run into the acid.

There is also no chance for the settling

of lime and monosulphite of lime.

There are no pressure or vacuum
pumps, no large tanks, very little

power, and no expensive help. A com-
pany, known as the Drewsen-Parent
Construction Company has been formed
to exploit the new invention. Paul

Drewsen, of New York, is president;

John Parent, of Shawano, vice-presi-

dent; and F. E. Luke, of Shawano, sec-

retary-treasurer and manager.

^ ^ ^ I

THE CANADIAN PULP PRO-
DUCTION.

Mr. George Johnson, Dominion Sta-

tistician, furnishes the following par-

ticulars of the pulp production in 1903:

The wood pulp industry of Canada
for the calendar year 1903 was carried

on by 39 mills, which had an output of

275,619 tons of wood pulp. Of this

quantity, 187,871 tons were mechanical
pulp, 84,808 sulphite, and 2,940 soda.

The corresponding quantities for 1902

were: Mechanical, 155,210 tons; sul-

phite, 76,735 tons, and soda, 9,044 tons.

This shows an increase of 34,630 tons

in 1903. The increase is distributed:

Sulphite, 8,073; mechanical, 32,661 tons;

soda showing a decrease of 6,104 tons.

The total value of the output of 1905
was $5,219,892. There are several large
mills in course of construction, cr
which, being finished, did not operate
during the year 1903. Two or three

firms have gone out of business, or

manufacture only paper where before
they made pulp.

Nine of the thirty-nine mills manu-
facture sulphite pulp and three soda
pulp. Twenty-seven manufacture me-
chanical pulp, and five make boJi
chemical and mechanical. Taking the

returns of thirty-nine mills, the average
time the mills ran during the year was
nearly nine months. The value of the

production was $5,219,892, the amount
exported $3,013,441, leaving $2,206,451

for home use. In a general way, there-

fore, we export about 57 per cent, of

our production. Of the $3,013,441 wordi
exported by Canada in 1903, Great

Britain took $865,826, the United States

$1,890,448, and other countries $248,107.

^ ^ ^

MATERIAL USED IN MAKING
NOTE PAPER.

It is not a pleasant thought that the

brilliant white note paper which your
hand rests upon may have in it the

fibres from the filthy garment of some
Egyptian fellah after it has passed

through all the stages of decay until it

is saved by a rag-picker from the gutter

of an Egyptian town, and yet it is a

fact that hundreds of tons of Egyptian

rags are exported every year to Am-
erica to supply our paper mills. At
Manheim, on the Rhine, the American
importers have their ragpicking houses,

where the rags are collected from all

over Europe, the disease-infected Levant

not excepted, and where women and

children, too poor to earn a better living,

work day after day, with wet sponges

tied over their mouths, sorting these

filthy scraps for shipment to New York.

Our best papers are made of these rags

and our common ones of wood pulp,

which is obtained by grinding and
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macerating huge blocks from some of

our soft-wooded forest trees.—National
Geographic Magazine.

PULP AND PAPER FROM
CATALPA.

The July number of Arboriculture,

published at Connersville, Ind., is

printed on paper made from catalpa

wood. The paper was made at the

Cumberland Mills, Maine, and an aver-

age of 43 per cent, fibre, dry weight,

was obtained as compared with 46 per

cent, obtained from poplar. It took a

somewhat larger amount of caustic to

reduce the wood and about twelve

pounds of chlorine per 100 to bleach it,

as against eight pounds for poplar. The
yield is somewhat less than poplar and
the cost of reduction somewhat greater,

but the fibre is short and fine, and

makes good, strong paper without much
beating. It is very much like bass-

wood fibre.

Catalpa has many other uses besides

its availability for pulp. It is said to

be the most enduring wood on the con-

tinent, and is used largely for telegraph

poles and railway ties. It is one of the

most rapidly growing trees, and is

adapted to almost all climates.

^ ^ ^

CHEMICAL REAGENTS FOR ME-
CHANICAL WOOD PULP.

The phloroglucinol-hydrochloric acid

test for mechanical wood pulp cannot

be used with papers which are colored

with metanil yellow, because the free

mineral acid causes an intense violet

coloration of the dye stuff. Dimethyl-/?-

phenylenediamine and the correspond-

ing trimethyl and tetramethyl deriva-

tives are most unstable compounds.

They yield unstable dye stuffs very

readily under the action of oxidizing

agents, and are very delicate tests for

the presence of ozone in the air. These

dye stuffs arc peroxides; they are

readily converted back into the original

basis by reducing agents and partially

by alkalis. All peroxides, as well as
free chlorine, bromine, and iodine, pro-
duce a red coloration with the "dime-
thyl" reagent.

Hence, if paper contain free chlorine,

a red reaction will be obtained, even in

the absence of mechanical wood pulp.

A similar coloration will be obtained if

the paper contain manganese dioxide

(for grey tones) or ferric hydroxide
(buff) in a soluble form; organic per-

oxides also give this coloration, but

these are not likely to be found in

paper. The red coloration in pre-

sence of mechanical wood pulp with the

"dimethyl" reagent appears after one
minute, and dries to a deep orange; if

a drop of water be then applied, the

carmine red reappears.

If the paper contain metanil yellow,

a violet-red coloration is developed in

about ten minutes; if the red spot be

moistened with water the original

metanil yellow color is restored; with

glacial acetic acid violet-red colorations

may be produced, but disappear on

the addition of water. If the paper con-

tain free chlorine a different red colora-

tion will be produced with the "dime-

thyl" reagent; on touching with am-

monia this red color is discharged, and

does not appear on subsequent acidifi-

cation with glacial acetic acid. The red

coloration due to wood, however, after

it has been discharged by a drop of

ammonia, is restored by glacial acetic

acid.—C. Wurster, in Papier Zeitung.

^ ^ ^

—The striking paper makers in Ap-

pleton. Wis., claim that the laws have

been broken by mill proprietors in im-

porting paper makers from Canada.

^ ^ ^

—The Tabard Inn Corporation has a

capital stock of $12,500,000. The com-

pany is a consolidation of the Book-

lovers' Library, Philadelphia Bookstore

Company, Library Publishing Company
and the Tabard Inn Corporation. The

officers are: President, Seymour Eaton;

secretary, John E. Bryant, and treasurer,

Frederick W. Steirs.
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PULP SHOULD BE MADE INTO
PAPER.

Lord Strathcona, Canadian High
Commissioner, in London, says, in his

annual report,^ for the year ending
with June:

So far as wood pulp is concerned,

the Canadian trade with this side dur-

ing the year has not been a satisfac-

tory one, for reasons that are too well

known to need recapitulation. With
respect to the paper trade, the follow-

ing remarks by an importer who has

long been connected with Canadian in-

terests, may be useful reading:

"There has been no increase, but

rather a decrease in the amount of

news of Canadian make used in Great
Britain, and this in spite of the con-

siderable increase in consumption. It

is to be greatly regretted for Canada's

sake that people who have suitable

timber limits and water power con-

fine themselves to the manufacture of

pulp at little or no profit to themselves,

as is only too apparent by the recent

closing of pulp mills. Given a suit-

able location, there can be no doubt

whatever that if only interested parties

would make the necessary further

capital outlay and manufacture paper

instead of pulp, they could reap a rea-

sonable profit and steady trade. I

am certain that Canada cannot reap

the full benefit from her pulpwood re-

sources until she carries out the full

manufacture of the raw material into

paper.

"To make pulp alone, either ground
wood or sulphite, or even both, at the

same mill, will not pay so good a re-

turn on the capital expenditure as the

complete manufacture of paper would
do. This is certainly borne out by
facts, for whereas, during the past year

two or three pulp mills have closed,

more than one of the mills making
paper have added to their capacity, one
well - known mill having practically

doubled its plant. As regards the mar-
ket here, there is good opening for at

least twice the quantity of news Can-
ada is now sending over. English mills

are refusing orders, and the Scandina-
vian mills are kept well employed by
orders from this market, while the
consumption of news is steadily in-

creasing. So that I am convinced that
there is ample scope for further de-

velopments in this direction at re-

munerative prices."

In an appendix, the High Commis-
sioner shows the increase in Britain's

imports of pulp of all kinds from all

quarters. They aggregate as follows:

Tons.
In 1901 448,455 $2,406,084

1" 1902 525,799 2,398,215
In 1903 576,003 2,505,663

^ ^ ^

DEATH IN THE VISITING CARD.

The Paris correspondent of a Lon-
don evening paper states that a collec-

tor of the visiting cards of illustrious

persons has just made a curious dis-

covery. In his collection are three
cards of the late Emperor Napoleon
III., which, though dating from the
early part of 1868, are still as white
and clean looking as when they were
new, although a number of much later

cards are faded and yellow. The col-

lector had the curiosity to make en-
quiries into the circumstances, and
learned that these three cards were pre-

pared with a special glaze which had a

basis of arsenic in its composition.

An old soldier had received one of
them, and so fervent was his admir-
ation of the Emperor that he carried it

frequently to his lips. He became very
ill in consequence, and the Emperor
was told of his mishap. The next
year's cards were not so white, but

they were not so cfangerous, either.

^ ^ ^

—Japanese soldiers carry with them
kettles made of thin paper, the inven-

tion of one Daiju. The kettle upon
being filled with water and the outside
surface dampened is hung over the fire;

in ten minutes the water is boiling. A
kettle costs only two cents, and can be
used eight or ten times.



PULP AND PAPER IN BRITISH
COLUMBIA.

The pulp and paper field in the moun-
tain Province is being rapidly entered.

The local Government has offered lib-

eral inducements to the industry, and

these are being taken advantage of by

several companies.

The Oriental Pulp and Power Co.

has received a concession of 83,200

acres on Princess Royal Island and

vicinity, and has erected extensive

w^orks at Swanson Bay. The timber is

all spruce, and of good quality.

The Island Power Co., incorporated

last May, has been granted a reserve

from which to select lands as follows:

Port Neville, 20 square miles; near

Chatham Point, 6 square miles; Beaver

Inlet, 9 square miles; McBride's Bay, 9

square miles; Phillip's Arm, 8 square

miles; Upper Campbell Lake, 36 square

miles; Buttles Lake, 20 square miles.

The Bella Coola Development Co.

has secured about 20,000 acres in the

vicinity of the proposed mills. This

company also was incorporated in May.

The Quatsino Pulp and Power Co., of

Quatsino Sound, has a contract that

calls for the operation of the plant to

begin within a year. The company

controls 100 square miles of pulp and

timber lands between Quatsino Sound

and Broughton Straits. Contracts have

been let for the construction of

wharves, sawmills, pulp mills, etc. As

soon as business warrants, a paper mill

will be erected to use the entire output

of the pulp mill, which isi^to be 125 tons

daily. The company has a capital of

$500,000, and the initial expenditure

will be $150,000.

The Pacific Coast Wood Pulp and

Paper Co. is being floated financially

in England. The company has done

considerable pioneer work, and has

practically absorbed the Pacific Coast

Power Co. and the Industrial Power

Co., both of British Columbia. The

mills of the new company are to be

located at the mouth of Powell river,

eighty miles north of Vancouver.
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THE PROBLEM OF STRAW
BOARD WASTE.

Prof. Sackett, of Earlham College,

Richmond, Ind., will soon publish the

results of an investigation made by the

United States Geological Survey as to

all the facts connected with pollution by
strawboard waste or refuse.. They find

that the principal factories in the

United States are confined to a com-
paratively small area. Indiana, Ohio
and Illinois make 83 per cent, of the

board produced in the United States,

and Indiana alone produces nearly 50

per cent, of the total. After these

three leaders New York, Maryland and

Michigan rank next in order of produc-

tion. The census record of 1900 shows

that there are fifty-nine strawboard

factories in the country, which use

157,534 tons of raw material to make a

finished product valued at $3,187,342.

Strawboard waste is an extremely

staple substance which does not de-

generate when kept in clean containers,

but when mixed with substances of a

putrescible nature, such as sewage and

other organic matter in streams, it be-

comes extremely foul and objection-

able. The waste liquors from the mills

are ordinarily discharged into neighbor-

ing streams. The result depends upon

the character and volume of the water

in the stream.

As many Indiana rivers flow over

limestone beds, their water is hard,

carrying 15 to 20 grains of lime to the

gallon. The waste liquor from a straw-

board mill where wash water is not

plentiful sometimes contains 200 or

more grains of lime to the gallon. In

order to reduce the quantity to 40

grains a gallon, the minimum stream

flow would have to be about ten times

the volume of water employed in the

manufacturing process. This limits the

number of streams upon which such

mills can be operated in the present

manner without nuisance to a few rivers

in each State.

Various remedies have been tried by

manufacturers to cure the evil. Some
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have run the waste into a series of beds,

scooped out of a gravel bottom land.

Here the straw and lime slowly settle,

while the water filters through the sub-
soil and eventually finds its way to the

neighboring creek. But the great quan-
tity of straw wasted soon clogs such
natural filters, and dependence is placed
upon high water to wash the refuse out
of the beds. It is then deposited on
other lands below, so that this method
is only a makeshift,. What a carefully

constructed settling and filtering plant

may accomplish has not yet been
absolutely determined, although the

American Strawboard Company made
experiments in that line during the

summer of 1903.

The experiments of the Geological

Survey have demonstrated that there

are two possible methods of purifying

the waste—filtration and chemical pre-

cipitation. Simple sedimentation is not

effective. Neither is simple filtration,

but this, when combined with chemical

precipitation, is an aid to the process.

Chemical precipitation appears to be

entirely effective, and is satisfactory in

every respect except that of cost.

The most eft'ective chemical precipi-

tants for purifying strawboard waste
are the sulphates of iron and alumina,

but they must be used in such large

quantities that they make the cost of

the process prohibitive. Neither lime

nor carbon dioxide is of value as a pre-

cipitant, but a combination of carbon
dioxide and milk of lime is effective

when properly applied.

The process can be economically

maintained if conditions are favorable,

and_jt__wilL'Secure the removal of 75 per

cent of the suspended material. Higher
efficiencies can be obtained by slower
rates of operation and by the use of

sand filtration, which would be neces-

sary, however, only in extreme cases.

—

Paper Trade.

^ ^ ^

The Price-Porritt Pulp and Paper
Co., of Rimouski, Que., has shipped a

quantity of pulp to Becker & Co. this

year, 1,800 tons going in one steamer.^

Mill Matters

It is said that the Booth mill has
been shipping pulp to the International

Paper Co.

The Jonquiere mill has one machine
and is making boards for export. The
Laurentide Co. are selling agents in

England.

The Barber-Ellis Company, whose
works were destroyed in the Toronto
conflagration of last April, and which
afterward removed to Brantford, have
now four envelope machines at work
there.

The Ouiatchouan Pulp Co. are grind-
ing to full capacity, but are not ship-

ping. They shipped 1,000 tons in

the spring, but the price was not sat-

isfactory, and they now have upward
of 1,000 tons of wet pulp stored till

the fall.

The Chicoutimi Pulp Co. is making
upwards of 160 tons of dry pulp every
twenty-four hours. This has been
their average for the past two months.
All the output so far this season has

gone to Becker & Co., London, eight

cargoes having been shipped.

The Spanish River Pulp and Paper
Co. have taken the construction of

their dam out of the contractor's hands,

as intimated last month. The board

has not decided whether to go ahead

with the work itself or to advertise for

tenders. In any case, it is intended

to have the dam complete by the

spring.
'

The shortage of supplies at the Sault

pulp mill, owing to the suspension of

operations during last season's cut,

is to be made up by purchase of pulp-

wood from the Spanish River Com-
pany. It is said that negotiations are

now on ffor the purchase of 13,000

cords piled at Spanish River. The
question of a company selling wood
from a Government concession, has

been raised, but as long as the ma-
terial is manufactured in Canada there

is nothing in the Government agree-

ment to prevent sale.
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The Laurentide Paper Co. are very

busy; they have seven machines run-

ning, five on news, and two on boards.

The bulk of their trade is export. The
company has just closed a three years'

contract to supply the Toronto Globe,

which has till now been supplied from
the Eddy mills.

A despatch from St. John's states

that Sir Alfred Harmsworth and a

number of newspaper proprietors of

London have just closed negotiations

for 1,500 square miles of timber areas

in the interior of Newfoundland, on
which they propose to erect the largest

pulp mill in the world.

The Peribonka Pulp Co. owns its tug
and barges, and tows its product across
Lake St. John to the railway at Rober-
val. The company has about 1,500
tons of wet pulp stored, awaiting bet-
ter prices. The present intention is to
enlarge the mill very materially, as in-

cidental expenses would be very little

greater for double capacity than they
are at present.

The Belgo-Canadian Pulp Co., of
Shawinigan, is now known as the
Belgo Pulp and Paper Co. It is at

present running one machine of news
for export. The other machine is

nearly finished. The firm is still mak-
ing pulp on all grinders for export.
Mr. Biermans has left for Europe to
induce the directors to put in two more
paper machines. If he succeeds in

this, the mill will use practically all

its own pulp.

On August I2th, a disastrous explo-
sion took place at St. Catharines,
wrecking a large section of the Kin-
leith Paper Co.'s mill. One of tv/o

rotary rag boilers blew up, and de-

stroyed the three-story building in

which it was situated. The other
boiler was blown into the canal. The
cause of the explosion is unknown as

yet. The property loss is estimated at

about $15,000, but fortunately there

was no loss of life. Operations on
one machine will be suspended inde-

finitely.
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The injunction of the Jonquiere Pulp
Co. to restrain the Chicoutimi Co. from
diverting the waters of Lake Keno-
gami has been upheld by the Superior

Court.

It IS said that the first fourteen miles

v/of the Nepigon Railroad will be pushed
forward this fall, and this will give the

Nepigon Pulp and Paper Co. railway
access to the site of their mill, thus
permitting building operations to com-
mence immediately.

The report published in these col-

umns last month to the effect that the

"Soo" pulp mill would manufacture
wet pulp, is found to be incorrect.

President Warrea says the mill has

been making nothing but dry pulp for

some years, and it is not the inten-

tion to make anything but dry pulp.

The entire output is sold for a con-

siderable time ahead.

W. J. Finlay has rebuilt his paper
mill at Strathcona, Ont., which was

^ destroyed by fire last October. The
main building is 30 by 105 feet, the

walls being of stone masonry, the floors

concrete and the roof galvanized steel.

It is as nearly fireproof as it can be
made. The adjoining building is 32 by
114 feet, and contains the paper making
machine, which is of the 72-inch size.

This building is likewise of fireproof

construction. The boiler house is 30

by 55 feet, and contains two steam
boilers of 250 horse-power each. Th^;

output is sold a year ahead.

The Riordon mill, at Merritton, has

va full complement of men at work. Old
employees are being taken on as fast

as openings present themselves, but

the mill is distinctly an open mill, and
will remain so. Things are very quiet

at present. A small riot occurred a

few weeks ago, but six or seven of the

participants are under bonds to appear

for trial in September, and no further

trouble has been had. For some time

men were boarded and lodged in the

mill, but now they are finding lodgings

in the town. The strike occurred on

the first of May and was a demand for

recognition of the union.
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W. Godson, formerly proprietor oi

the Leduc Record, is starting a nev--

paper in Strathcona, Alta, to be called

the Chronicle.

^The Dominion Parliament has voted

$60,000 for a wharf at Seven Islands,

Quebec. A pulp mill is to be erected

at this point by the North Shore
Power, Railway and Navigation Co.,

and the harbor improvement will he of

material assistance to this enterprijse.

Work on J. R. Booth's paper mill

will begin shortly. Contracts for the

machinery have been let, delivery to be
made in the fall. Ottawa has granted
permission to Mr. Booth to build a

tunnel under Bridge street, to connect

the pulp mill with the paper mill.

The time limit for power development
by the Backus syndicate, at Fort
Frances, has been extended from May
1st, 1906, to January ist, 1907, with a

forfeit of $25,000 in case of failure to

carry out the agreement. Work is pro-

gressing on the power plant; it is re-

ported that 10,000 barrels of cement are

now on the ground. The town was
visited recently by Hon. Clifford Sifton,

who viewed the sites of the proposed
pulp mill and flour mill, and considered

the prospects very bright for the town
becoming a manufacturing centre.

^ ^ %l

—The Crown Lands Department of

Quebec has a proposition under con-

sideration to increase the number of

fire rangers at no cost to the limit

holders, but limit holders to pay the

whole cost of extra forces brought in

in case of fire. The department called

a meeting of limit holders to ascer-

tain their views before taking action.

The latter are in favor of increased

protection, but do not agree with the

proposed distribution of costs.

^ ^ ^

THE NEW CORNWALL MILL.

The Cornwall Paper Manufacturing

Co. recently elected directors as fol-

lov;s: President, M. P. Davis, Ottawa;

vice-president and /managing director.
S. Greenwood; directors. Col. R. R.
McLennan, R. J. Pitts, J. A. Cameron,
C. P. Derochie, E. H. Brown. The
company's mill is rapidly approaching
completion. The buildings are com-
pleted, and some of the machinery in-
stalled. It is hoped that the mill will
be in operation before the first of
October.

The following is a description of
the paper machine, which is built by
Bentley & Jackson, Bury, Eng.: It will
make a sheet 120 inches wide. The
machine has horizontal stuff chests,
built of cement

; three "Wandel"
strainers of the firm's latest type; one
wire frame to take 6o-ft. wire, with
Smith's suspension links and Seddon's
shake regulator; all the rolls of large
diameter—breast roll, 16 inches; guide
roll, 9 inches; stretch rolls, 7 inches;
all of bored and turned cast brass; tube
rolls, 4 inches and 4^/4 inches diameter,
the deckles of improved construction,
arranged for narrowing or widening,
whilst the machine is running; the

couch rolls each 20 inches diameter, of

brass; first press rolls and second press

rolls 20 inches diameter (both top and
bottom rolls), of brass and rubber;

leading rolls have steel ball bearings;

wet felt rolls of ample diameter; one
leading cylinder, 3 feet diameter; 18

drying cylinders, each 5 feet diameter,

all bored through and buffed, carried in

firm's improved turned circular fram-
ing, and all fitted with self-oiling

pedestals, self-weighting travelling doc-

tors; steel felt rolls, with all guiding

and stretching fixings; two finishing

calenders, each prepared to take seven

rolls, each roll fitted with self-weight-

ing doctors; improved ripping appar-
atus and turnover reel combined,
driven by "Marshall" gears, with

pulleys of large diameters, self-oiling

bearings throughout, each drive fitted

with friction clutch of the best type;

one pair of inverted, enclosed, self-

lubricating steam engines for high-

speed running, giving a variation in

speed of the machine of 10 to i, viz..
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say, 50 feet to 500 feet, without any

alteration of the gearing, all the vari-

ation being obtarrred from the steam

engine alone; a vertical steam engine

also provided for driving the wet end

of the machine, the whole of the gear-

ing protected with pillars and polished

rails, staircases, hand-rails, and plat-

form at the back of the machine; also

a platform in front of the machine,

cylinders for feeding through.

%l ^ ^

PAPER TRADE IN WESTERN
CANADA.

A correspondent of the Pulp and

Paper Magazine, returning from Winni-

peg, says trade in almost every line of

business is very brisk—the word boom
may fairly be used. There are very

few towns and villages in any part of

Manitoba or the North-West that do

not show this year an increase in popu-

lation, and an improvement in stores

and public buildings. Winnipeg, as the

chief gateway to the business of the

West, is advancing at a striking rate. It

has doubled in population in the past

ten years, the number of its inhabitants

being estimated at about 70,000, exclu-

sive of the floating population. The
Winnipeg Exhibition this year was a

revelation to visitors from Eastern Can-

ada and the States. The exhibits of live

stock and agricultural implements, as

well as of grain and some classes of

vegetables, have never been exceeded,

even in Toronto. The paper and allied

trades were, however, but poorly repre-

sented, the only exhibits in these lines

being those of the E. B, Eddy Co. and

J. C. Wilson & Co. The former com-

pany showed samples of building paper

and the latter paper bags, counter rolls

for stores, other wrappings and toilet

papers. These two companies are ap-

parently the only ones having large

warehouses in Winnipeg. Our corres-

pondent is of opinion that the paper

manufacturers of Eastern Canada, in

common with manufacturers and mer-

chants in other lines of business, are

not awake to what is transpiring there.
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Many predict that the population of

Winnipeg ten years hence will equal

the present population of Toronto, and

that some other western towns will

show a proportionate growth. The
merchants and manufacturers of the

United States arc keen enough to real-

ize the development that is now going

on, and are getting a great deal of tradi

that might be in the hands of Canadian

firms. The explanation is that many
people in the East who remember the

boom of 1880-82, are skeptical of the

soundness of the prosperity of the

West. At that time, however, the town

of Winnipeg was ahead of the agricul-

tural development of the country to the

west of it. The case is different now.

The interval of twenty years and more

has shown that crops are more certain

than was formerly supposed, while the

increased cultivation of farm lands has

undoubtedly decreased the risks from

frost. The rapid increase in railway

construction has opened up new districts

for settlement under more favorable

conditions for the settler, while immi-

grants now take in more money with

them to start on. Trade is now more

substantially based upon the proved

capabilities of the country, and if the

country depended upon grain-raising and

live stock raising alone, the region

lying between the eastern boundary of

Manitoba and the foothills of the

Rocky Mountains will be capable of

maintaining a population of a hundred

million souls. The consumption of

paper, as of other commodities, will be

very large, and the manufacturers of

paper, stationery, etc., m Eastern Can-

ada will have themselves to blame if

they fail to get the share of trade which

should fall to them.

^ ^ ^

RUST SPOTS ON CALENDER
ROLLS.

Calender rolls are a constant sourc^

of worry to the paper maker, in particu-

lar the rust spots that make their ap-

pearance on new rolls. The greater the
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care taken to polish them up on every

opportunity the longer the trouble

seems' to last. After each attempt to

remove them they appear again more
pronounced than ever. How is it that

rust spots do not form on rolls which

have been some time in use? Simply

because while in use they have become
covered with a thin layer of adherent

oxide which is permanent, and preserves

the iron from further action. A writer

in the Wochenblatt gives a recipe for

artificially coating the rolls with this

thin permanent rust film. In the mills

the new bright metal surface is often

smeared with tallow. This must be re-

moved and the rolls put in a moist

place, so supported that the metal sur-

face is wholly free. After a few days

the thin rust layer which has formed is

rubbed well in all over the surface with

a moist cloth. This operation is re-

peated three or four times, and com-

pleted by rubbing over with petroleum

to remove dirt and dust particles. The
rolls are now ready, and can be used

straightway without causing further

trouble. The operations may be hast-

ened by using weak vinegar (one part

of vinegar and three of water), and

wiping with a cloth dipped in the liquid.

The rust layer then forms in a few

hours, and the operation can be re-

peated three or four times. In the

course of a day a sufficiently thick layer

of oxide has accumulated.

^ ^ It

PERSONAL.

Arthur Beaudoin, a traveller for J.

B. Rolland & Sons, of Montreal, has

severed his connection with that firm

after fourteen years on the road. He
will now be one of the partners with

E. S. de Carufel, of Plateau Street,

Three Rivers, Que. The new firm will

be known as E. S. de Carufel & Co.,

and will carry on both a wholesale and

retail stationery trade.

Dr. Dawson, the King's printer ,at

Ottawa, has applied for superannu-

ation. Dr. Dawson has been in the

service for many years and has con-
templated retirement for some time.

He is seventy-one years of age, and has
been in his present office since 1891.

S. S. Cushman, vice-president of the
E. B. Eddy Company, Hull, has been
brought down from his summer home,
at Norway Bay, very ill with typhoid
fever.

Mr. Greaves, manager of S. Charles
Phillips' trade publications, in London,
is making a short tour of Canadian
mills, as a guest of Mr. Becker. He
and his wife arrived at Chicoutimi in

Becker & Co.'s ship, "Nancy Lee."

Alexander Lumsden, ex-M.P.P., died

at his home in Ottawa on August 5th.

Mr. Lumsden was one of the most
prominent lumbermen of the Ottawa
valley. He was also head of the Lums-
den Steamer Co., whose boats ply on
Lake Temiskaming and the Upper Ot-
tawa. He was first elected to the On-
tario Legislature as one of the two
members for Ottawa City at the Pro-

vincial general elections of 1898. He
suffered defeat at the elections of May,
1892. Deceased was sixty-one years

of age.

^ ^ ^

PULP MAKING AND SPRUCE.

According to Charles E. Oak, an au-

thority on the condition of the forests

of Maine, no alarm need be felt over

the threatened devastation of the spruce

by the pulp mills of the State and the

loss of the paper making industry as

well as the loss of the forests. The
supply of spruce for pulp making," said

Mr. Oak, "is diminishing on the Andro-
scoggin, Kennebec and Penobscot

rivers, but there are still 3,000,000 acres

of good pulp wood at the headquarters

of the St. John river. Spruce is pre-

ferred because it floats better than most

other woods, and is, therefore, easier to

drive on the rivers, and because it is

handled more easily from the woods to

the mill, but many other woods can be

used. There is plenty of wood in the

forests of Maine which can be used in
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making pulp after the spruce gives out,

and that will not be for some years."

^ ^ ^

"Next to those of agriculture the

great products of Canada in the near

future will be iron, steel, cement and

pulp."—Senator Edwards.

%l %l °4

—A train load of pulpwood, on the

Quebec and Lake St. John Railway, re-

cently ran away and was wrecked at

Hedleyville, near Quebec. No lives

were lost, though some of the crew

were injured in jumping from the

train. The loss to the company is

estimated at $40,000.

^ ^ ^

—A postal convention, between Can-

ada and Mexico, will go into effect on

the 1st of September. By this con-

vention the rate on letters will be low-

ered from 5 cents to 3 cents, and the

rate on newspapers, when mailed from

offices of publication, wilU be half a

cent per lb., instead of 8 cents per lb.,

as at present.

^ ^ ^

—The building at the corner of Church

and Court street, Toronto, opposite the

Pulp and Paper Magazine office, has

been acquired by David Smith, of the

late firm of Rolph, Smith & Co. Mr.

Smith will start a lithographing estab-

lishment, W. R. Phillips & Co.,

printers, remaining as part occupants

of the building.

^ ^ ^

—The special number of the Toronto

Globe celebrating the 6oth anniversary

of its foundation, was probably the

largest issue of a daily paper ever pub-

lished in Canada. It required over three

carloads of paper for the 80,000 copies

of this issue. It should be noted that

the paper used in this issue was all

"made in Canada," the portions contain-

ing the half tones being the product of

the Kinleith Paper Co., of St. Cathar-

ines.

—The American Conduit Co.. makers
of bitumenized fibre conduits for

underground electrical works, are look-

ing for a factory location in Canada.

The company now has factories at

Philadelphia, Chicago, and Los Angeles.

The conduit is made of paper soaked

in bitumen and rolled into a circular

pipe.

^ ^ ^

—By an invention of C. T. Lee, of

England, flax waste, rags, bagasse, etc.,

are treated for the manufacture of pulp

for paper making, the manufacture of

molded articles, etc., by boiling for three

hours in a 3 per cent solution of the

saccharate of lime, magnesia, etc. Bag-
asse may be boiled under pressure, when
the product contains less lime than raw
material and also a substance derived

from the pith of the material which

strengthens the product and renders it

non-absorbent of moisture.

^ ^ ^

—Centuries ago Korea was famous for

its paper industry, says an English ex-

change. Thousands of tons of grass paper

were shipped from Korea to China.

This was not used for writing purposes,

but the leaves were steeped in oil, and

the transparent result was used as glass

for windows. It was in the days when
glass was a very expensive matter, and

its brittleness formed one of the dif-

ficulties of house building. But the

Korean paper was not at all brittle, so

that it practically was everlasting. It

had another quality: it flaked wonder-
fully into finer sheets, and the indus-

trious and thrifty Chinese spent their

time flaking it until it assumed a thinness

which was incredible. Naturally enough,

the thinner it was, the better for the

particular purpose, since its transparency

was greater, so that the labor of flak-

ing was amply repaid. There are several

reasons why the industry has decayed,

but the principal reason is the laziness

of the native. Korea is a land where

it is always afternoon in the eyes of

the native.
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EME.RSON MFG. CO.

lawrilnce:, = = = mass.

Fuel Economy
IN PULP AND PAPER MILLS

Is a vital question and an efficient pipe covering will do more
towards this end than anything else. Steam especially when
conveyed long distances in bare and exposed pipes condenses to

a marked extent. This condensation is almost entirely pre-

vented by the use of proper insulating material. Experience
has demonstrated that the use of an efficient covering will save
its cost in coal expenses within one year and in many instances
it has paid for itself in three or four months.

Now we have a lot of valuable information in pamphlet
form regarding the advantages of covering steam pipes and other
heated surfaces and will be glad to mail same to you upon
request. It's really worth writing for and contains valuable
suggestions for you.

I THE FAIRBANKS COMPANY,
MONTREAL. TORONTO VANCOUVER, WINNIPEG.
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BRITISH CHEMICAL MARKET

Paper-Making, London, reports: The
market for chemicals used in paper

making remains very quiet and there

are no changes in the quotations:

Per Ton.

£ s. d.

Alum, lump, loose 5 5 o

Sulphate of alumina, 14 per

cent 4 10 o

Bleaching powder, 35 per

cent 4 o o

Caustic soda (5-7 cwt. drums)—
White, 70 per cent 9 12 6

White, 60 per cent 8 12 6

Cream, 60 per cent 8 10 0

Ash, 48 per cent 5 5 0

Crystals, in bags 3 o 0

Crystals, in barrels 3 7 6

Bicarbonate, hj i cwt. kegs.. 6 15 o

Sulphur, recovered 4 15 o

Sulphur, roll 6 15 o

China clay, f.o.b., Cornwall,

£0 II o to I 10 o

PULP AND PAPER MARKET.

The market for sulphite is very good,
both in Canada and the United States,

In the States trade is slack in book,
but with every indication that within a

couple of weeks the market will re-

sume its activity and be able to take

freely of all the pulp made in the

United States.

There is a good demand for ground
wood. One of our largest manufac-
turers is fully booked, practically the

whole output going to the United
States. This indicates either a short-

age of water over there or an unusual

demand for paper on account of the

approaching election. Prices are being

well maintained owing to the high

price of wood all last winter, and to

wages. There is no indication of a cut

in the market. The biggest corpor-

ations in the States are not waiting for

the fall to make contracts, but are get-

ting supplies for both present delivery

ESTABLISHED 1842.

Cheney-Bigclow Wire Works
SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

... Manufacturers of ...

FOURDRINIER WIRES
CYLINDER MOLDS. DANDY ROLLS

ALSO

Brass, Copper and Iron Wire Cloth

SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF THE F

Bell Patent Flat Wires for Book Papers
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and later on in the fall, thus taking no

chants. The International and the

Great Northern are in the market.

Reports from New York show

ground wood still at $15, f.o.b., at pulp

mill. Domestic bleached sulphite, 2.75

to 3c.; unbleached, 1.85 to 2^c.; for-

eign bleached sulphite, sys to 3^c. (de-

livered, New York and Boston); un-

bleached, 2 to 2.30c.; domestic soda

fibre, 2% to 2.35c.

In the British market bleached sul-

phite is quoted at £10 los. to £11 los.;

unbleached, £8 los. to £9; soda,

bleached, £9 15s. to £10 los.; un-

bleached, £7 15s. to £8 5s.; ground

wood, 50 per cent, moist, £2 2s. 6d.

to £2 7s. 6d.

^ ^ ^

PAPER STOCK MARKET.

Montreal, Aug. 15th, 1904.

The paper stock market is fairly ac-

tive. The supply of domestic rags, for

several reasons, is smaller this year
than usual. The paper mills, on the
other hand, seem to be using waste
material more freely than formerly,

and considerable qliantities of imported
rags are coming to this side. Prices

are about the same, but are fairly firm.

Common waste papers are low in

the States, and are likely to weaken in

price here. The better qualities are

scarce and in good demand. The bet-

ter grades of cotton cuttings are be-

ing closely bought up. Manilla rope

continues steady, possibly a little

firmer. Old bagging still dull, and

without sale. A ten per cent, customs

duty, recently imposed by the United

States, has had the effect of keeping

this stock in Canada, and there are

accumulations everywhere—a good op-

portunity for some rnill to make a

cheap line of strong wrapping.

Quotations remain the same.

SPEOIALs
Cyclone Separators for Barkers.

Extra Heavy Steel Plate

Exhaust Fans for Pulp Mills.

Heating and Ventilating by

Blower System.

Mechanical

Draft, Etc.

SHEILDON
& SHE^LDON,

GALT, = ONTARIO, p
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SCREENS 'ZL"''

We are manufacturers of the famous
Gothatm Screen, of which there are from
two to three thousand in use at present.

Guaranteed to last longer and cost less

for repairs than any other screen.

Let us send you our special catalogue.

The Wm. Hamilton IVlf^. C 0., Limited

PETERBOROUGH, ONT.

g H. W. Stebbins, Pres. A. F. Richter. Trea'^. G. A. Stebbins. Sec'y. |^

I -STEBBINS- I

Engineering & Mfg. Co. i

Paper and Pulp Mill T experts in the chemical pro-

F„^; J A u-i 1 ® CESSES OF PRODUCING PULP FROM
tnginccrs and Architects. | all kinds of material.

MANUFACTURERS OF F

I
The Stebbins Patented Acid Systems, Digesters and their Linings, ^

Bronze, Lead and Cast Iron Fittings. I

We design, construct, equip and operate mills for the manufacture of gPulp and Paper and all processes allied thereto. §

I
WATERTOWN, N.Y.

^ Office. 74-78 Smilti Building.

|
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Domestic white rags $2.00 to $2.10 per 100

Mixed bagging 55 to 65
Blues and thirds . . , 1.25 to 1.30

Dark cottons 75 to 90
Roofing paper stock 50 to 55
Waste papers , 35 to 45
Hard white shavings 2,00 to 2.10

Soft white shavings, i.oo to 1.50

Book stock 75 to 90
Manilla rope 1.75 to 2.00

Sisal and jute string 75 to 1.00

Flax tow I.oo to 1.25

^ ^ ^
—The French grocer commonly

boxes his sugar for sale to his cus-
tomers. A recent fall in the price of

that commodity has led to a greatly in-

creased demand for it, and hence for
boxes. In order to meet this, two
well-known Parisian printers' engineer-
ing firms, M. M. Deirriey and Lambert
& Co., have designed machines capable
of cutting out box blanks, printing on
them and turning out the finished

boxes at the rate, it is said, of 15,000

per hour!

—An effort was made by the authori-

ties of the St. Louis Exposition to se-

cure the exhibition of a working paper
machine. .A- c-arm'^aes~'o4-Jxiachine buil i-

ers and of paper manufacturers was
made, but the leaders in the industry

were not at all enthusiastic in the mat
ter on account of the difficulties in the

way of such a project. As a result St,

Louis is lacking at least one feature

that was in evidence in the Columbian
Exposition at Chicago,

^ ^ ^

The Paper Mill, of New York, states

that an American paper making com-
pany is negotiating for the purchase of

the Maritime Sulphite Fibre Co.'s pro-
perty at Chatham, N.B. Freight rates

are a consideration to the prospective
purchaser. It is claimed that at pre-
sent there is a discrimination against
Chatham, and that the Intercolonial

carries pulp fromi St. John at a lower
rate than from Chatham to the same
western points, though Chatham is a

JAMES KENYON & SON,
Telegraphic Address

"KENYON DERBY STREET MILLS TS.rress

RY

Manu-
facturers

of

BURY, = LANCASHIRE

FELTS
For

Paper

Makers.

Couch Roll Covers, Wet and Dry Felts
of all kinds, including— Patent Cotton Dry Felts =

Special attention paid to felts for fast running news machines
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I
THE PUSEY & JONES COMPANY f

I WILMINGTON, DELAWARE, U S.A. |

1 Machinery for Paper Mills and Pulp Mills 1
REPRESENTED BY

THE WM. HAMILTON MFG. CO., Ltd.,

PETERBOROUGH, ONTARIO,

Who are prepared to Build the Inventions

^ Patented by THOMAS H. SAVERY, §

^ In Canada under Numbers 08,093, 71.746. 72,118 and 77,818; and also ^

I
The Guard-Board patented by J. H. GATELY, in CANADA

|
5^ under Number 74,735. ^

1 I

The Sandusky Foundry & Machine Co.,

Founders and Machinists. — Sandusky, Ohio,

The Millspaugh Patent Shower Pipe System.

This cut illustrates our recent IMPROVEMENT in

Millspaugh Patent Shower Pipes,
GIVING THEM GREATER ADAPTABILITY AND EFFICIENCY.

During the year 1903 we received the greater percentage of our orders

from former customers. — Same price in CANADA now, as we
are manufacturing here.

The Sandusky Foundry & Machine Co., Sandusky, Ohio.
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PULP MILL FOR SALE.

Property and Works of the St. John

Sulphite Pulp Company, Limited (in

liquidation), situate at Mispec, Saint

John County, New Brunswick.

The mill property of the Company comprises

over three hundred acres. Works are situate

on the iviispec Kiyer, a quarter of a mile, from
the sea and six miles by water from the City

of Saint John, fiom thence pulp may be shipped

to all points. Ihere is ample wharf accommoda-
tion at the works, and schooners with coal dis-

charge directly into the boiler-house. An un-

limited supply of pulpwood is available. Works
are new and substantially built of pressed brick,

are fitted with modern and up-to-date appliances,

including electric plant, and are capable of pro-

ducing two hundred tons of pulp per week. There
is room in ihe present building for additional

plant, which when installed would double the

output. ihe mill-dam is sabstantially built of

stone, and is about fifty feet high. The water

is taken to the turbine wheels in an iron flume

five feet in diameter, which gives ample supply

for driving machinery and pulp making.
lenders for purchase of above described

property will be received by the undersigned up
to October ist, 1904. xne highest or any tender

not necessarily accepted.

Further information will be supplied on applica-

tion.

Ezekiel B. Ketchum,

Joseph A. Likely,

Liquidators.

St. John, N.B., July 27th, 1904,

hundred miles nearer those points. A
deputation recently interviewed the

Government to urge the reduction of

the rate. The result has not yet been

announced.

STUFF PUMP.
This pump is made

in three sizes, 5", 6"

and 8".

The valves are made
so as to be easily and

cheaply replaced and

can be got at withou

using wrench.

We also make boiler

feed and other pumps.

Particulars and

references on request.

Manufactured

by

T.McOUAT&SON.Lachute.Que.,

0. REICH & GO.
WOOD PULP AGENTS

28 Budgie Row, London, E.G.

56 Royal Exchange, Manchester, Engfland.

BRUNNER MOND ^CO., Limited
NORTHWICH, ENG.

LARGEST AIKAII MANUFACTURERS IN THE WORLD.

Soda Ash 58 per cent.

Bleachlns: Powder 35-38 per cent.

SOLE AGENTS IN CANADA

Winn & Holland = - Hontreal

Wallace^Jaastad—Drewsen
ASSOCIATED INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERS AND CHEniSTS

JOSEPH H. WALLACE. C.E., I A. U. JAASTAD. M.E.. I
VIGGO DREWSEN, Ph. D ,

M.Am. Soc. C.E,, M. Can. Soc. C.E. | Steam Engineer. I
Indu.strial Chemist.

Pulp and Paper Mills, Power Developments. Reports, Consultation.

Offices and Laboratories—Temple Court Bldgf., New York.
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' fsaac Weldon, formerly of the

Laurentide Paper Co., now with the

Burgess Sulphite Co., Boston, Mass.,

is visiting his brother in Toronto, pre-

paratory to a two weeks' visit to the

North-West,

J. S. Tait and A. R. Yule, chartered

accountants of Edinburgh, are the

liquidators of the St. John Sulphite

Pulp Co., Mispec, N.B. Creditors are

ordered to lodge their claims with the

liquidators by September 4th. The
petition of J. A. Likely for the winding
up of the company has been granted.

The Pulp and Paper

It is rumored that a company in the
United States has an eye on the pro-
perty at Mispec.

—According to Das Papierfach, pub-
lished in St. Petersburg, the importa-
tion of Finnish paper into Russia has
greatly increased, the amount in 1854
being 7,800 poud, and in 1902, 2,672,000
poud. Finnish manufacturers enjoy an
ample wood and water supply, and low
duties on machinery and raw materials.

The increase in the Russian imports in-

duced the Government to impose a duty

THIS MAGAZINE is printed on our ''Chalk White" Coated Book
Paper—the best and v^^hitest coated paper sold. All regular sizes

and weights in stock. The Cover is our Art Litho Cover, stocked in four

tints, 2 sizes, 20 X 25 and 211x28^. Samples gladly sent.

Canada Paper Co.
LIMIT£D

Windsor Mills, Que. •= Montreal. - Toronto

DR. C. WURSTER'S Patented

Pulping Engines and Kncadcrs
FOR PULPING-UP

Dry Wood Pulp, Machine ^^Broke/' Old Paper Stock,

Waste Papers.
MADE IN THREE SIZES TO PULP THREE, SIX
AND NINE TONS DRY WOOD PULP IN
TWENTY-FOUR HOURS. — FIVE, EIGHT AND
TWELVE HORSE POWER REQUIRED.

£125, £150 ana £200 c hf, U,K, Ports.
Beaters and Edge Runners can be filled in from one to two minutes if the pulp is first

disintegrated by one of the Wurster Engines, while the output is larger with the same
power. These Engines do four times the work of stones, and neither shorten, affect,
crease, or wet the fibre in any way, nor change the color or the sizing. They can also
be used for Kneading Clay and other Fillers, and Bleaching Powder.

For full particulars apply to

DR. C. WURSTER, 29 Abbey Road, St. John's Wood, LONDON, N. W.
ENGLAND. 2
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on Finnish paper, and this is still in

force, but instead of checking imports it

only put Finnish makers on their mettle,

and enabled them to save the duty in

improved methods and various econo-

mies. It is stated that the enormous

water power in Finland is one of the

great advantages possessed by pulp and

paper makers. There are 793 waterfalls,

giving 2,800,000 horse-power. Of these,

68 falls are at present made use of (giv-

ing 311,000 horse-power) by 74 paper

and pulp factories.

—Since last issue, the strike at the

Royal Paper Mills, East Angus, Que.,

has been settled, and the mill is running

with a full force.

Drainer Stones

The Klary and Snell Patent Drainer Stones are made
of the most durable material, and are proof against
acids or bleaching: agents ; smooth on both sides, and do
not soil stock. Send for description and a list of
Canadian and United States Mills using them.

SAMUEL SNELL. Holyokc, Mass.

REASONS
WHY THE CANADIAN OLIVER TYPEWRITER

IS SUPERIOR TO ALL OTHERS.
VISIBLE WRITING—The writing- is visible, each letter being in plain sight

the instant it is made.
DOUBLE TYPE BAR.—It has a double or U shaped Type Bar provided with

a shaft bearing as broad as the bar is long, thus insuring Permanent AHgn-
ment without guides

SPEED.— Its visible writing, rapid escapement, direct type bar connection, down-
ward stroke, and light touch, makes it the most Speedy of all writing machines.

TYPE, FACE UPWARD FOR CLEANING.—The type are of steel and lie face upward
so that they can be cleaned with one sweep of the ordinary type brush.

PRICE.—$30.00 cheaper than imported machines of like standard ; because
MADE IN CANADA.

WHY PAY DUTY?
Canadian Oliver Typewriter Co., Montreal.

Manufacturers.
Branch :

—

55 VICTORIA ST., TORONTO

BARKER,
CHIPPER,
PAPER-CUTTER

MACHINE KNIVES
Of Every DescHpiionm

The Peter Hay Knife Co., Limited, Calt, Ont.
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A. WERTHEIM & Co.

HAMBURG.
IMPORT AND EXPORT ALL KINDS OF

Sulphite,

Soda and
MechanicBl

WOOD PULPS
OFFICES AT:

CHRISTIANIA (Norway) .. Kirkegaden No. 20.

GOTHENBURG (Sweden) .. Lilla Kyrkogatan No. 20.

MANCHESTER .. .. Guardian Buildings (opposite Exchange).

LONDON 77a Queen Victoria Street, E.G.

PARIS Rue de Londres No. 29.

ANGOULEME (France) .. 43 Rue Louis Desbrandes.

LYONS 54. Cours Gambetta.

MILAN .. 3 Via Gius. Verdi.

TOLOSA (Spain) 18 Calle San Francisco.

ST. PETERSBURG .. .. Little Pedjascheskaja House, 4, Qu. 16.

NEW YORK 99 Nassau Street.

Telegraphic Address:

"WERTHEinO, HAnBURQ."
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I Paper Mill

I
Machinery.

i
—

X{ Guaranteed the most serviceable and efficient X{
YA of anv built. JK

Modern Designs, New Patented Ideas,

jjj
Used Exclusively by us.

\ Cylinder and Fourdrinier Machines.
^

Tissue Paper Machines a Specialty. m/L

I BELOIT IRON WORKS, |
BELOIT, WIS., U. S. A
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We Manufacture

Heavy Duty and

Baling Presses,
and will be glad

to submit prices

and particulars on

request.

Write us for

anything for

PULP MILLS

The

JENCKES MACHINE
COMPANY, Limited,

lir Lansdowne St.,

Sherbrooke, Que.

1844 I904

Manufacturers of full lines of

Pulp Wood Machinery

WRITE FOR SPECIAL CATALOG.

The WATEROUS Engine

Works Company, Limited

BRANrFORD, CANADA.
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WIRE PULP MATS
Perfofaied Copper, Brass anti Sieelm

WIRE ROPE = All Kinds.
Wire Guards for Mill Wihdowsm Refuse Burner Clotit, etcm

The B. Greening Wire Co., Limited,
HAMILTON, Ont. - - - MONTREAL, Que.

DICK'S Balata BELTING.
The Strongest Belt in the World, and specially

adapted for Pulp and Paper Making.
LARGE STOCK always on handm

J. S- YOUNG, - = Sole Agent for Canada.
413 St. Paul Street, Montreal. f

Before Starting with the Erection of a

PULP MILL
Write to Us.

We are the Pioneer makers of Pulp

Mill Machinery in Canada, and can

design and equip a mill throughout

Carrier, Laine cS Co.,
LEVIS, - - Que.
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Every Grade of Waste for Paper Making.

R. HOUGH,
LONDON, England.

A^ent for Canada and U. S., - - J. CHRISTIE,

67 Yonge St., Toronto, Canada. f

Xi^Tj^T ^T^O For Paper
JT 11/JL/ 1 \J P"ip

- ^ Manufacturers

SAMUEL PORRin & SONS, LTD.
Bamford Woollen Mills, Nr. Rochdale, England.

Agent fop Canada-JOHN CHRISTIE, 67 Yonge St., Toronto. F

The Metric System
OF WEIGHTS AND MEASURES
ON O^E CHART 14x40 TNCHES.

PRICE, 10 CENTS. POSTPAID.

ADDRESS
BIGGAR-SAMUEL, Limited

TORONTO or MONTREAL.
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The Largest Fourdrinier Wire Plant in the World

Eastwood Wire Mfg. Co.
Belleville, New Jersey, U.S.A.

MANUFACTURERS OF

FOURDRINIER WIRES,
CYLINDER and WASHER WIRE CLOTH,
DANDY ROLLS,

CYLINDER MOULDS,
ROLLED BRASS SCREEN PLATES,
PERFECTION BRONZE (cast metal) SCREEN PLATES,
SUCTION BOX COVERS, COUCH ROLLS,
NAME PLATES,

PERFECTION BRONZE, DIGESTER CASTINGS and Y VALVES,
for the manufacture of SULPHITE WOOD PULP

BRASS, COPPER and IRON WIRE and WIRE CLOTH of everv
descrip'.ion, ^

BABBITT METAL and all grades of ANTI-FRICTION METAL
BRONZE and BRASS CASTINGS, from i oz. to 20,000 lbs. in weight.

N. B._We manufacture all of the above articles, not merely
dealers. Write for prices to

EASTWOOD WIRE MFG. CO.,
BELLEVILLE. NEW JERSEY, U.S.A.

The Largest Fourdrinier Wire Plant in the World
F
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I Foreign Phosphorbronze
I Fourdrinier Wires,
1 Sulphite Pulps, Paper Stock and Rags,

i Bleached Straw Pulp, also China Clay.

I
JEAN FREESE, rirS',r,u"riS.'; NEW YORK.

I FOURDRINIER MACHINE WIRES 1

I CYLINDER COVERS |
^ Unetguaiied fof Strength^ Smoothness and Long LifOm

j{

I QEORQE CHRISTIE LIMITED f
^ Ladywell Wire Works, GLASGOW, SCOTLAND

ft Agent—THOMAS L. PATON. 30 St. Francois Xavier Street, Montreal, who
holds stock for immediate delivery. j

J ADAMS CROCKER. Manager
|
E. J. WELCH. Gen. Supt.

|
EMMONS CROCKER, Treas.

HENRY W. S. DOWNS, Superintendent Lennoxville Works.

Union Screen Plate Co.
Lennoxville, Que., Fitchburg, Mass., U.S.A.

LARGEST MANUFACTURERS OF

Screen Plates
IN THE WORLD

The " Union " Bronze (best cast metal) Plates for Sulphite Mills. The Standard

Rolled Brass Plates. The Union " Cast Metal Suction Plates.

Old Plates re-closed by our process are practically as good as new and give

better results than by any other process.

We shall keep on hand at our Lennoxville Works a large stock of the different

sizes of both metals and can fill large orders promptly. F
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BERTRAMS. LIMITED

Papermakers'

Engineers
St. Kaiherine's Works,

SCIEMNES, EDINBURGH.
The Newest and most Up-to-date Machinery for Papermakers.

embracing British, American and Continental improvements.

REPRESENTED BY

C. H. JOHNSON G SONS. LIMITED.
Wire Works, St. Henry, Montreal.

C. H. JOHNSON 6 SONS, Ltd.
WIRE. WORKS. - ST. HENRY, - MONTRE.AL.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Fourdrinicr Wires, Cylinder Wires,
Brass, Copper and Iron Wire Cloth, Dandy Rolls.

PORRITT BRO"^ & AUSTIN
Stubbins Vale Mills—RAMSBOTTOM—near Manchester, England.

Manufacturers of every description of

Feiis ana Jackets for
Pulp and Paper Mills,

Agents for Canada : C. H. JOHNSON & SONS, Ltd., ST. HENRY, MONTREAL.
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THE BLACK-CLAWSON CO..
HAMILTON, OHIO. U.S.A.

Builders of HIGH-GRADE
MACHINERY for

Paper and Pulp
Mills

from new patterns and de-

signs embodying- the latest

improvements.

poot-povA/er Perforators.

3 ^^oller Ir^k Mills.

Evaporating arid Drying

IVIachir^ery.

We Solicit Corpespondence.
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The Canadian Rubber Co.
OF MONTREAL

Manufacturers of

Rubber Belting, Packings, Valves, Gaskets, Fire, Steam
and Water Hose, Etc., Etc.

We make a specialty of covering

Couch, Press and Squeeze Rolls

For Pulp and Paper Mills.

Rubber Diaphragms for Screens .

If it's anything in tlie Rubber Line we've got it. correspondence solicited

MONTREAL TORONTO WINNIPEG VANCOUVER

CARRIER, LAINE & CO.
LILVIS, Que.

MAKERS OF

Puip Machinery,

Paper Machinery,
Engines and Boiiers.

Mills Built and
Equipped with Power Plant.
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Little & Walker
93 Broad Street, Boston

CHEWICAL EXPERTS and ENGINEERS
SPECIALISTS IN

Pulp and Paper making. f

HERBERT S. KIMBALL
Chemical Engineer and Mill Architect

101 Tremont St., Boston, Mass.

Designs, Examinations, Reports, F

Sulphite and Soda Fibre, Pulp and Paper Mills.

AM. SOC. M.E.

CAN. SOC. C.E.GEORGE F. HARDY, ^

Consulting Engineer.

Paper, Pulp and Fibre Mills, Examination of

Mill Properties, Water Power Developments.

Mutual Reserve Building, - 309 Broadway,

NEW YOKK.

"Asbestine Pulp" Filler

Superior to any Clay.

Delivered price on application.

INTERNATIONAL PULP CO.
New York City, U.S.A.

nsn r#in« Improved Domestic

If - ^ «^ China Clay for Paper

tit A W Making—Bright Color

High Retention-

Daily. F^ne QuaUty.

The Philadelphia Clay Manufacturings Co.

706 Drexel Building-, Philadelphia, Pa., U. S. A.

T. PRINGLE & SON
Specialities:—Pulp Paper and Fibre Mills,

H^'draulic Developments and Electrical

Transmissions

409, 410, 411, 412 Coristine Bldgf.,
MONTREAL. F

C. If. VOGEL
A. M. Can. Soc. C.E. ENGINEER

OTTAWA, CAN.

WATER Pf>WER
Paper, Pulp and Sulphite Fibre Mills

Seymour & Quest
MILL ARCHITECTS AND

ENGINEERS.
Textile Mills, Merchants Bank
Pulp and Paper Mills, Building:,

Hydraulic Development. MONTREAL.

This Railway runs through TwO Hundred
Miles of the Finest Spruce Forests in

America, through a country abounding in

Water Powers suitable for Pulp and
Paper Mills and other industries, and of

easy access to the Steamship DockS at

Quebec.

JAlex. Hardy,
G.F. & P.A.

G. Scott,
General Manager

Quebec, P. Q.

CASTLE, GOnHElL & OVERTON
41 ParkRoWs, Times BIdg., New York

AGENTS FOR

Sulphite ana Wood Pulp Mills
Dealers in all kinds of Paperstock, Sizing:, etc.

Correspondence Solicited.
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CHINA CLAY^ff™'
Makers' Strained

Bleaching Powder. Soda Ash.
Ultramarine Blue.

W. T. BENSON &. Co., 164 St. James St., Montreal.

.

JOSEPH PORRITT & SONS,
HELMSHORE NEAR

MANCHESTER

FELTS
and JACKE.TS FOR PULP and PAPER MILLS

And all kinds of Woollen, Linen and Cotton Cloths for Mechanical Purposes.

'^^^"^ Agents for the States and Canada,

FOURDRINIER WIRES,
Cylinder Covers, Etc.

A. COUSLAND & CO., wi§fe*'''^8S.s. GLASGOW. Scotland.

I
W. A. FLiLMING 6 CO., \

I MONTREAL ^iiSANDf BELT^^ ^l^lV^'^. I

3k

If Importers of Beltingr, Hose, Mill Supplies, 'Camel Brand >i

Hair Belting, also ' BALATA, Rubber, Leather and ^
Stitched Cotton Pulp and Paper Mill FELTS, Wet and Dry.

r Send for Prices and Discounts. S
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A. KLIPSTEIN & CO.
17 Lemoine St., flontreal

Sulphate
Alumina

China Clay & Bleachinir Powder

Ultramarine and
Aniline Blues

—The following paragraph, now going

the rounds of the lay press, is given with-

out endorsement: Jacob Smith, a glass-

worker, conceived the idea of utilizing

the refuse of pulp mills near Muncie,

Indiana, where he worked at his trade.

Each mill turns out thousands of tons of

refuse annually. This refuse, a combin-

ation of soda and lime, is mixed with

crude oil and the finished product resembles

putty. It may be cut with a spade and

thrown in a furance or beneath a boiler

and it may be used either for domestic

or manufacturing purposes. No kindling

is necessary, for a match touched to it

will light readily, the ^ material burning

with intense heat. There are no clinkers,

and the ashes remaining after the fire has

burned down may be made into a new

compound, for which Mr. Smith has a new

use. The fuel is said to have more heat

units per pound than either coal or wood;

the claim is that it can be manufactured

and sold at half the cost of coal, and it

does not smoke unless a strong draft is

used. A bushel basketful of the fuel be-

neath a sixteen-horse power engine kept

steam for eight hours. It is manufactured

as a plasterer makes his mortar.

^ ^ ^
By a recent invention, millboard is

adapted for use in forming panels in

woodwork, and for other purposes, by

saturating it, in a heated and dried

condition, with gum tragasol, either alone

or mixed with boiled linseed oil, or with

other ingredients. The millboard is soaked

in the heated gum and then baked for

from 12 to 24 hours, the result being to

make it. more elastic and more imperme-

able to moisture.

%l ^ ^
The Quatsino Power and Pulp Com-

pany, of Quatsino Sound, B.C., have now

a- number of survey parties in the field.

The mill will be commenced not later

than January next. By this time next

year it is expected that there will be 300

men employed at Quatsino by the com-

pany.
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Wilson, Paterson & Co y-,
Boara of Trade BIdg,, MONTREAL

OFFER TO THE TRADE:

o^P^o^?^i' ^^"stic Soda, 50^ to 78^, Caustic Potash, Sal
Soda, SALT CAKES, Silicate of Soda, Pearlash, Potash, Sul-
phur. Also a full hne of Resins, direct shipment from the south

Contracts made for regular supplies

ESTABLISHED 1850

BELLHOUSE, DILLON & CO.
IMPORTERS OF

China Clay, Sulphur, Bleaching Powder, Sulphate
Alumina, Soda Ash and Aniline Colors.

MACHINE WIRES, fELTS, ETC,

Offices-201 to 203 Coristine Building, St. Nicholas Street. iLtrkXTT^n t^ a tTelephones- Main 846. 847. MUlN 1 IxEAL.

The JENCKES Machine
Company, Limited,

117 Lansdownc Street,

Shcrbrooke, Que*
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PEAT PAPER.

The February number of this magazine

contained an article on experiments that

have been made in Canada and in Ireland

recently in the manufacture of paper

boards from peat. Since the experimental

machine set up by Mr. Dobson at Beaver-

ton, the erection of a factory having

three machines with a capacity of 30 tons

of "half-stuff" per day has been started I't

Cannington, near the south-east shore of

Lake Simcoe, and is soon to be in oper-

ation, under the auspices of the same

gentleman. The report of the Ontario

Bureau of Mines for 1904, recently issued,

speaks encouragingly of this industry,

though in view of the collapse of the ex-

perimental factory in Ireland, and the

failure, commercially speaking, of experi-

ments in this field in the Eastern States,

it must be admitted that there are diffi-

culties yet to overcome. The remarkable

capacity of sphagnum—from which plant

the peat beds are formed—for absorbing

and retaining moisture, is one of the prob-

lems to solve; but no doubt human in-

genuity will be equal to the case. As a.

substitute for other fibres in the making

of imitation leather, as well as for paper

boards, there would appear to be a dis-

tinct field for peat, and the samples used

by some Canadian shoe manufacturers for

the filling of boot soles ana heels are said

to be a great improvement over other

leather substitutes. This process is the

invention of an Austrian, who died this

year, but the works established at Ad-

mont, Austria, for exploiting the process,

are reported to be a commercial success..

I he cost of making boards there is given

as $9 a ton, but in Ontario the cost is

calculated to be $12.50 or about half the

price of strawboard and less than half

that of board made from wood pulp. At

the works at Cannington, it is proposed

to make card board, leather board, fibre

board, and other lines now made from

straw and wood pulp. A sample made at

Beaverton is on view at the office of the
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Pulp and Paper Magazine, and though it

is made of a mixture of peat and wood

pulp, it is much stronger than ordinary

board, and experts say it will make an ad-

mirable board for bookbinders' use. Can-

ada is as wealthy in the raw material of

this product as she is in pulpwood, for

millions of tons of peat are to be found

in various provinces, more especially in

Northern Ontario and Quebec.

With regard to the Callender Paper

Mfg. Co.'s peat paper mills, at Celbridge,

Ireland, referred to in our previous

article, it is claimed in the statements

made before the court on the application

for a winding-up order, that with more

capital the concern can be made to pay.

The mills have been visited by R. W.

Sindall, an expert in the paper trade, who

reports that the patents are of value, and

that the mill can be run successfully from

a commercial point of view when certain

alterations are made. It is said that other

experts confirm this report.

^ ^ ^

FRANCE AND CANADA.

The Canadian commercial agent in

France in a report quoted in this issue

recommends that country as a market for

Canadian wood pulp. His suggestion

should be worth serious consideration on

the part of Canadian manufacturers. As

will be seen, France now gets her supply

almost entirely from other countries in

Europe, and the great proportion from

Sweden, Norway, and Germany. As yet,

neither the United States nor Canada

has entered the French market to any

considerable degree, but pulp from

America will ultimately be placed on that

market in large quantities, and this trade

might be developed by Canada to a greater

extent than by the United States. Que-

bec mills are much nearer France than

are the mills of the States, and by the

commercial treaty of 1893 Canadian pulp

enters France under the minimum tariff

;

so that we should stand a much better

chance in the French market than our

neighbors to the south. The natural ad-

vantages for pulp shipping of course lie

with the mills situated at or near tide

water, and it would seem most appro-

priate that the province of Quebec should

supply one of the raw materials of civili-

zation to the country which gave it birth,

and with which it is still connected by a

common language. The market is open

and inviting; the demand is growing; the

competitors are the same ones which

Canada meets in Britain; a special induce-

ment in the shape of a tariff preference

is offered to Canada; and dealers are

ready and waiting to welcome the Cana-

dian article when offered in suitable form.

It only remains for the producers of this

country to establish permanent agencies in

France, to study the needs of consumers

there, and to enter the field with vigor

and enthusiasm.

^ ^ ^

Pulp 6 Paper Currency

A few months ago some of the causes

of the decline of British paper exports to

Canada were explained in this magazine.

One of these causes was the failure of

British firms to keep stock of their goods

in a warehouse in Canada, from which

their Canadian customers could draw sup-

plies when wanted. Not being available

on demand, these supplies are ordered

from the United States, where they can

be got in a few days, whereas the cus-

tomer would have to wait a month or two

if paper is ordered from England. A
local warehouse would, therefore, give a
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British firm all the advantages of a Cana-

dian mill, but Old Country firms have

not appreciated the benefits of "a local

habitation and a name," and their trade

has in many cases dwindled to the airy

nothings which make up the rest of the

quotation. That the type foundry and

printers' supply business is in much the

same position appears from a prize com-

petition announced a few days ago by

John Haddon & Co., who propose to give

£448 in prizes to compositors who set up

the best style of advertisement from

"British made type." It appears that in

a large printing office in Toronto not

enough of this type could be found to set

up a display advertisement. On enquiry

we found that type of United States make

while inferior to British in quality of

metal, is more favored in Canada for its

style and from the fact that small orders

from printers can be filled more quickly than

from Great Britain. Haddon & Co. have

recently established a type warehouse in

Toronto and hope to remedy this state of

things, but the type case is typical of many

other lines of trade, and explains why

careless Britishers have lost their hold on

the Canadian market to such an extent in

recent years.

A correspondent of Paper and Pulp dis-

cusses the outlook of the paper trade in

Japan. The demand for foreign paper in

that country, which was quite large be-

fore the war, has increased over 20 per

cent., and is expected to increase still

further. Superior qualities of paper have

been imported from Germany and Aus-

tralia in the past, the local makers supply-

ino- only the coarser grades. The general

tendency in Japan now is to use better

grades of paper in newspapers and periodi-

cals, and Japanese makers are preparing to

meet the demand, with the result that

the quantity of paper imported from

Europe in 1903 was one-sixth less than

that in 1902. The chief aim of the Jap-

anese, however, is to supply paper to

China. For ten years they have been

working toward that end, but trade has

been interrupted successively by the Japo-

Chinese War, the Boxer uprising, and the

Russo-Japanese War. The present war

has not interfered with this trade as seri-

ously as was expected, and Japanese manu-

facturers are very hopeful of a large de-

velopment of the Chinese market for their

paper.

The question of paper testing is a live

one at present in British and Continental

papers. The establishment of a standard

system of testing is certainly a consum-

mation devoutly to be wished, as is the

standardizing of all other units, and dis-

cussion and criticism with that end in view

is to be most heartily welcomed. The

paper standards generally recognized in

European countries are those of the K. K.

Versuchs Anhalt, Charlottenburg, Berlin,

often spoken of as the breaking-length

method. Last year, however, four Eng-

lish experts, C. F. Cross, E. J. Bevan,

Clayton Beadle, and R. W. Sindall, pub-

lished the results of a long series of tests

and experiments in "An Essay Towards

Establishing a Normal System of Paper

Testing." This essay explained the

"C.B.S. Units," by which the technical

description of a paper is given through

its physical and chemical properties, prom-

inent among which is specific gravity.

The authors claim that the adoption of

a conventional standard, such as breaking

length, while having many advantages, has

also many disadvantages, mainly that it

obscures points of importance to the paper

maker, and that it is in favor of the buyer.

The essay was written with the avowed
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purpose of provoking discussion in order

that a normal standard may be discovered

before an imperfect system becomes so

far fixed as to be difficult of revision. In

their object of provoking criticism, the

authors were, in one quarter at least,

eminently successfnl. • Dr. Pa:il IvHcmn-,,

of Gautzsch, recently published in

Wochcnblatt fur Papierfabrikation, a tech-

nical criticism of the C.B.S. Units. This

criticism was quoted by our contemporary,

Paper and Pulp, of London, and that

magazine has since opened its columns to

the argument, which has been carried on

energetically by the authors of the C.B.S.

Units, on the one hand, and Dr. Klcnnn

on the other.

According to statistics furnished to D.

H. Ross, Canadian commercial agent at

Melbourne, the present exports of Canada

to Australia in paper are not very ex-

tensive. From the returns of the Customs

Department of the Commonwealth for the

calendar years of 1902-03, it appears that

the latest exports from Canada to the

Australian colonies comprised in the

Commonwealth, amounted to £3.188

sterling in 1902, and £2,704 sterling in

1903, in paper, books, etc. This did not

include stationery, the Canadian exports

there only amounting to £ 177 in 1902,

and £12 in 1903. The United States does

a large trade with Australia in paper, as

we have already shown, and Canadians

should wake up to the possibilities of that

market.

Until a few years ago, the Sicilian

mines pioduced almost the entire sulphur

supply of America, and these mines be-

ing all under the control of the Anglo-

Sicilian Sulphur Co., consumers had to

pay monopoly prices. Recently, however,

conditions have changed. Mines in

Louisiana are being worked by the Union

Sulphur Co., and the output is increasing

so rapidly that not only are the Wiscon

sin pulp mills being supplied, but east-

ern mills are now receiving American sul-

phur. This competition has resulted in a

deputation from the Anglo-Sicilian C'

^

coming to the United States to arrange

terms with the Union Co. It is said that

the Union Co. will not consider the Anglo-

Sicilian Co.'s proposition, so competitive

cuts in prices are not improbable. Tho

Louisiana mines, according to official-,

contain at least 40,000,000 tons. The pres-

ent company is the sixth to take hold of

the mines, but the first to work them

profitably, their success being due to the

application of the Frasch process, in-

vented by Herman Frasch, the president

of the company. In Ontario there are de-

posits of iron pyrites, which may yet be-

come important in the production of sul-

phuric acid. One deposit is near Ban-

nockburn, and is worked by the Madoc
Mining Co., while the other deposit is

near Helen mine, Michipicoten. About

7,000 tons are produced annually, nearly

all of this going to the United States for

the manufacture of sulphuric acid.

Reverting to the comment in last issue

on the paper trade in Western Canada, a

Winnipeg correspondent asks if a paper

mill in that city will not pay? He points

out that many tons of waste paper from

printing offices, bookbinderies, etc., are

destroyed every week, and that those who

have this waste product on hand not

merely fail to put it to any use, but

actually have to pay $1 a load to get it

carted outside the city limits, where it is

burned. This is certainly a lamentable

waste, but we may inform our correspond-

ent that two conditions are necessary to

make such an industry profitable: ist.

Cheap power with plenty of water. 2nd.
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Another raw material, such as the screen-

ings from a chemical pulp mill to mix

with the waste paper to give it strength.

Such a mixture could be used in a paper

mill devoted to building paper and for this

there is a good and growing market in

the West. When cheap electric power

shall have been brought to Winnipeg, the

first condition will be fulfilled, particu-

larly if the city owns the power, and can

fix the price for such power on a per-

manently low basis. When the Nepigon

pulp mill is in operation, the screenings

necessary for mixture with the waste

paper pulp can no doubt be furnished at

a price and in quantities sufficient to keep

such a mill going. At present the freight

rates would prevent dealers from ship-

ping waste paper from Winnipeg to any

of the Ontario mills, to be repulped. The

enterprise will, therefore, depend on get-

ting cheap power to Winnipeg or other-

wise having the mill located within such

distance of the city as would enable the

promoters to haul the raw material to

the mill and ship the finished product

back.

Reports of British paper exports show

that Canada is a much better customer

of Great Britain than is the United States.

Exports to the United States of writings,

prmtings, and envelopes have been going

down during the past three years. For
the six months, January to June, this

year, the States bought £16,897 worth of

paper from Britain, as against £21,622 in

1903, and £26,345 in 1902. On the other

hand, Canada's purchases for the same
periods have gone up from £27,087, in

1902, to £36,112, in 1903, and £46,984,
this year. In other lines, beside writings,

etc., the United States is the larger cus-

tomer, but taking into account the great
disparity in population, that country does

not consume anything like the quantity of

British paper that Canada uses.

Australia is not considered an extreme

protectionist country compared with such

countries as the United States and Ger-

many, and moreover, it is in the van in

social and legislative experiments, and

yet it has some reactionary notions that

carry the Commonwealth back several cen-

turies. For instance, it imposes a high

duty on trade catalogues, and this duty

is levied on such publications from the

Mother Country and the sister colonies

just the same as from foreign countries.

Such a duty is so unusual and so annoy-

ing to the recipient, as well as the sender

of trade literature, that it is a wonder the

commercial community has not rebelled

against it. It is worth while noting that

the Government of India now admits free

of duty all trade catalogues, circulars,

etc., whether imported through the post

or in packets or parcels.

^ H ^

Forestry and Pulpwood

The Lake Superior Corporation will cut
50,000 cords of pulpwood during the com-
ing winter, in addition to 25,000,000 feet of
white pine, and five million feet of veneer
himber.

It is anticipated that pulpwood will be
scarce in the Ottawa district this year, on
account of the stranding of logs at high
water. Pulpwood being lighter than saw
logs, scattered more widely, and much of
It will be hung up till next spring.

Owing to the depressed state of the
British market and the fact that a great
many logs are at present on hand, the lum-
ber cut of the coming winter will be much
lighter than usual. From New Bruns-
wick right through to Georgian Bay it is

estimated that the cut on the whole will
be reduced by one-third.
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There are about 210,000 logs and pieces

of pulpwood on the Gatineau. A consider-

able quantity of this is pulpwood belong-

ing to the E. B. Eddy Co.

There is now a tree plantation at the

Ontario Agricultural College which con-

sists of over 50,000 seedlings of various

/ kinds. E. J. Zavitz, B.A., who has charge

of this department, is at present making

a study of conditions in Ontario with a

view to farm forestry.

Last year the Imperial Paper Mill Co.

cut more pulpwood than it required, and

it was able to sell 16,000 tons of the rossed

article to other concerns and to make a

profit on $3.50 a ton as the selling price.

The company is by no means prodigal of

its pulpwood. It cuts to the very best

advantage, so as to provide for continuous

renewal. And the care shown in the regu-

lation of the cut is not greater than that

for the prevention of fires.

Engineers in the employ of the James

MacLaren estate are now at work on a

scheme on the Lievre river, similar to

that being planned on the Upper Ottawa,

and having for its purpose the conser-

vation of water so as to ensure an

equable supply the year round for the

MacLaren mills at Buckingham. This ob-

ject will be attained, as on the Ottawa, by

the building of a dam or series of dams

at the outlet of one or more of the lakes

on the Upper Lievre. The scheme will

also ensure greater certainty in the driv-

ing of the logs, as a reserve supply of

water during the dry season will dispose

of the danger of logs being "hung up."

The MacLaren Company does its own

log driving.

Forest fires of a very serious nature

have raged in different parts of the coun-

try during the past month. In British

Columbia damage has been done on the

coast, and also in the Kootenay region.

Standing timber was destroyed to a value

of at least $3,000,000. Lumber camps

have been destroyed, and the towns of

Michel and Wellington were threatened.

In Newfoundland the fires have all been

extinguished, as nearly as can be ascer-

tained. The loss is estimated by an ex-

perienced lumberman as being equal to

twenty years' cut by all the mills at pres-

ent operating. The fires partially or com-

pletely destroyed several settlements.

An interesting experiment was con-

ducted last year by the United States Gov-

V ernment showing the feasibility of mak-

ing provision during lumbering operations

for reforestation. The Government adver-

tised a lot of white pine on a reserve in

Minnesota to be sold on condition that all

brush should be burned and that seed

trees should be left standing. These con-

ditions were hailed with derision by lum-

bermen, as being impossible demands; but

at the sale the prices were bid up to $11

per thousand. The conditions were car-

ried out, and in the spring one of the

bosses reported that the brush burning

cost just ten cents a thousand. The burn-

ing of the brush is advantageous in two

ways, in greatly lessening the danger of

fire, and in clearing the ground for the

seed from the seed trees left.

The United States Government is con-

sidering a plan to establish automatic

wireless fire alarms in its forest reserves.

The Bowdoin Paper Manufacturing

Company of Brunswick, Maine, has re-

cently purchased 100,000 acres of timber

land in New Brunswick. The land is

heavily wooded and is situated on the Bay
of Fundy about forty miles above St.John.

The tract has a frontage of about fifteen

miles on the bay which makes the product

easily available for water transportation.

The cut on the Rouge river and its

tributaries this summer was about one

million two hundred thousand pieces. Of
this, the Riordon Paper Mills cut about

five hundred thousand. Three or four

hundred thousand pieces from last year's

cut are still in the river.

^ ^ ^
PERSONAL.

John Craig, treasurer of the Imperial

Paper Mills, will be made managing direc-

tor, and will live in this country about

eight months of the year.

T. D. M. Burnside, a Toronto old boy,

now director and London manager of

Pirie, Wyatt & Co., will be in Toronto

about the end of the month.
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J. H. McNairn, of Toronto, manufac-
turer of waxed papers, was in Dansville,

N.Y., recently, looking after the improve-

ments now being made in the Phoenix

pulp and paper mill, which he owns.

Mr. Craig, president, and Mr. Mc-
Cormack, general manager of the Imperial

Paper Mills, Sturgeon Falls, visited Tor-
onto recently.

Robert S. Hall, superintendent of the

Riordon Paper Mill, at Hawkesbury, was
recently presented with a magnificent
library suite by the employees of the mill.

Mr. Hall has been with the firm for ten

years, about half that time being spent
at the Merritton mill.

Thomas McCormack, the new manager
of the Imperial Paper Mills, succeeding
Mr. Rantoul, was formerly superintend-
ent of the mill. Before entering the
company's employ, he had been superin-
tendent for the Union Bag and Paper Co.,

and for the International Paper Co.

Alex. McDougall, civil engineer, who re-
cently returned to Ottawa from England
and the Continent, where for some time
he has been studying some of the big
engineering works, has just been appointed
to design new reservoirs for the Chicoutimi
Pulp Company and Price Brothers, of
Quebec, to ensure them a sufficient water
supply for their mills at the season of low
water.

^ H ^

PRINTING AND PUBLISHING.

The Poole Publishing Co. has been in-

corporated at Toronto with a capital of
$40,000. The provisional directors .are:

J. M. Poole, G. McP. Clark, and H. L. M.
Weller, all of Toronto.

Brown Bros., Limited, wholesale sta-

tioners, of Toronto, who were burned out
in the big fire of April last, suffered again
on August 2ist, when the Queen City
Curling Rink, occupied by them, was de-
stroyed by fire. Their stock was almost
entirely consumed, and the loss to the
company is estimated at $75,000. The
Curling Club, the owners of the building,
lose about $25,000.
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. THE SEA PINE OF FRANCE.

Although the "pin maritime,"
. or sea

pine of France, is not used for pulp
making, the results of its cultivation by
the French Government are such a re-

markable illustration of the value of scien-

tific forestry that the report of United
States Consul Tourgu, at Bordeaux, should
be studied by Canadians:

"The growth of the 'pin maritime' in the
Landes and adjoining departments, savs
the Consul, undoubtedly marks the most
remarkable achievement ever wrought by
human agency in the modification of
natural conditions of soil and climate for
the benefit of mankind. It is a marvellous
demonstration not only of the practica-
bility but also of the almost boundless
beneficence of reforestation. It demon-
strates the fact that while human reckless-
ness has swept forest and verdure from
so vast an area of the Old World and the
New, human skill and care are able to re-
claim the most barren and desolate re-

gions with a growth which not only stays
the advance of devastation, but re-estab-
lishes in its place the most healthful,
agreeable, and profitable conditions.

At the beginning of the nineteenth cen-
tury the region between the Gironde and
the Pyrenees, excepting a narrow belt

which skirted the southern bank of the
river, extending inward from 50 to 100
miles, was not only one of the most barren
in the world, but apparently altogether
hopeless of reclamation. For 100 miles
along the shore of the Bay of Biscay there
stretched a threatening array of gray sand
dunes which year by year pursued their
irresistible march toward the heart of the
most productive land in Europe at a rate
varying from i to 200 feet a year.

In the first year of the nineteenth cen-
tury, one of the sons of the doomed re-

gion had an idea. It was a simple one,
but the times and circumstances were ripe

for its adoption. It was that if the seeds
of the pin maritime were gathered,
sprouted carefully, and the young trees
planted in advantageous positions, where
the moving sands would not overwhelm
them until their tough roots had taken a
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firm hold, their wiry leaves, which loved

the briny spume, would otter no resist-

ance to the wind, and, falling about their

roots, would give shelter and nutriment

until a forest grew which would hold the

sands in check and save the threatened

interior from desolation.

To-day the dark squadrons of the pin

maritime are posted on thousands of sandy

slopes, faithful guardians in the shelter of

which the vineyards and wheatfields rest

secure. The gray dunes, which were

sweeping over the land have become ser-

ried fortresses, which shelter civilization

and prosperity. Here, again, man has

pitted himself against the destructive

forces of nature and won, making the

winds and waves his servants for the re-

novation of past evils and the establish-

ment of future benefits. Lumber, fire-

wood, resin, turpentine, and all the by-

products of resinous distillation are now

produced in such abundance here as not

only to prevent the need of importa-

tion, but to make southwest France a

considerable and profitable exporter of the

same. Not only the finest lumber foi

domestic uses is produced, but railway ties,

telegraph poles, fence and vineyard posts,

millions of the pit props which sustain

the roofs of English collieries come from

the eastern shore of the Gulf of Gascony

—the ships that bring Welsh coals carry-

ing back the supports which make the min-

ing of coal possible.

The United States, which in the begin-

ning of the nineteenth century had the

monopoly of naval stores and the resinous

products for which civilization makes in-

creasing demand, now finds a rival in

the pins maritimes of the dunes which

were then worse than barren, and it is to-

day a considerable importer through the

port of Bordeaux of the finer products of

resinous distillation. While we have wasted

our abundance by reckless destruction of

our forests, France, by intelligent conser-

vation of hers, through reforestation of

her dunes, has made them productive and

profitable.

The pin maritime is now planted in

large quantities as a matter of profit by

the owners of sandy lands, which are pro-

perly located. As its name implies, it pre-

fers an exposure to sea air and does noi

object to a subsoil having a brackish im-

pregnation. It does not succeed where it

meets a temperature below zero for any

considerable time, nor in a continuously

dry climate. A location subject to severe

droughts, with a dry subsoil in a climate

like that of the northern part of the

United States, is not likely to prove suit-

able for the growth of this tree.

There are now nearly 700,000 acres of

pins maritimes growing in France, one-

third of which is under control of the

Government, and two-thirds in private

ownership. The trees are usually grown
in nursery rows, carefully protected by

mulching or some sort of low, growing

shrubs or grain for two or three years,

and then set out in the plantations. In

removal from the nursery, the roots must

not be exposed so as to become dry even

for the briefest period. After twelve years

they become, under ordinary circum-

stances, large enough to be "worked" for

resin, which they continue to yield for

thirty years and are then cut for timber.

%l %l %l

—"One of the worst for the pulp in-

dustry," is the description applied to the

year 1903, in British Consul Dundas' re-

port on Norwegian trade and commerce.

Comparing the exportation of pulp with

that of the preceding year, which he ad-

mits was the best during the last five

years—he shows that in 1902, the exports

of dry were 18,347 tons, with a value of

£79,818, and of wet 342,313 tons, the

value being £649,603. In regard to dry,

the year 1903 showed an increase in quan-

tity to 19,682 tons, with a diminished value

to £71,572. As to the wet, the quantity

was reduced to 333,071 tons, and the value

was only £561,639. As to the abortive

scheme for a common selling office of

Norwegian and Swedish pulp last Septem-

ber, it is passed by with just an allusion

and the phrase: "The failure of some
Canadian mills about that time somewhat
improved matters for the Norwegian pro-

ducers."
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MILL WASTE.

A patent has been granted to W. N.

Cornell, of Massena, N.Y., relating

to a method of reducing coarse

wood particles to a condition of

pulp, irrespective of how such coarse par-

ticles were originally produced, and also

to utilize for making paper, paper board

or similar product. the "screenings"

which, being too coarse to pass through

the screens into the stock, are disposed

of as mere waste without value. The
final product is intended to be a paper

stock at least equally as good as the

stock from which the screenings were

originally separated.

The first step of the process is to sep-

arate the fibres from each other with as

little transverse breakage as possible, so

that the final stock will be composed of

in the direction of the drawing action.

At the end of this step the fibres will be

found separated or the particles flattened

out and the fibres only very slightly con-

nected together. In the former case the

patentee does not wish to be understood
to mean that each individual filamentary

fibre is freed from the adjacent fibres, but

rather that the most of them are in

minute bundles of several fibres each and
are either small enough to be pulped im-
mediately, or but comparatively little

larger than the proper size for the stock.

If the material is not in condition for the

stock, either because the component par-

ticles are too large or have not been well

separated from each other, it should be

again reduced, this time preferably by a

grinding or rubbing action continued un-
til the particles are fine enough for the

Cornell Waste Machine.

comparatively long fibres instead of short

bits. The most suitable way of accom-
plishing this disintegration of the particles

is to crush them, at the same time accom-
panying the crushing effect by a slight

drawing action. The result is that most
of the fibres are separated without being

broken. Since the drawing is always in

the same direction with reference to in-

dividual particles, practically only those

will be broken transversely which are pre-

sented with their fibres lying substantially

purpose desired. If the original particles,

after being crushed and drawn are not

small enough even for proper reduction

by grinding, it may be necessary to again

subject the material to crushing and
drawing and then to grind or rub it down.
In fact, the patentee has found that these

last mentioned steps are in most cases

necessary for best results, and accordingly

it is desirable not to attempt In^ one step to

put the material in condition for pulping
or even for grinding, but instead to
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give it a preliminary crushing and draw-

ing with comparatively slight resulting

reduction, then one or sometimes more

similar treatments, before it is subjected

to the grinding or rubbing. It has also

been found necessary in some instances

to repeat the last step—the grinding or

rubbing—a number of times before the

material is brought to the proper condi-

tion of fineness.

Fig. I shows the entire apparatus dia-

grammatically, partly in section. Fig. 2

shows the first set of rolls in detail, and

Figs. 3 and 4 the succeeding rolls.

In carrying out the process with this

apparatus the screenings or other ma-

terial are mixed with water and pumped

or otherwise withdrawn from the tank

I into the machine 2. The latter has a

series of roll sets between which the ma-

terial passes successively. The first set

is preferably made of sandstone, dressed

smooth. The surface of each roll, how-

ever, being necessarily capable of taking

a polish is therefore slightly rough, due

to the grain of the stone. They are pre-

ferably mounted in movable bearings 3

for ready adjustment toward or from each

other, so that any desired degree of crush-

ing action may be produced. In order to

secure a simultaneous drawing effect, one

roll may be geared to rotate faster than

the other, or one or both may be given an

endwise vibration—as, for example, by

means of the face cams 4 and coacting

mechanism shown in Fig. 2. The second

set of rolls are also, preferably, of sand-

stone ; but instead of being smooth are

corrugated—as, for example, in the man-

ner illustrated in Fig. 3. They should be

mounted in adjustable bearings and rotate

at different speeds with an endwise vibra-

tion as the. former set. The third set of

rolls are intended to effect the third, and

what under ordinary conditions would be

the final step of reduction. The rolls

themselves are preferably constructed in

a manner similar to the well-known "Jor-

dan" engine, but have a crushing and

drawing action analogous to the other

rolls, though preferably not to the same

extent, since the material by the time it
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has passed through the lirst two sets is

very nearly fine enough for the stones and

needs only slight further reduction. The
rolls are made with blades or bars, as

shown, projecting above the surface. The
bars may be of iron with wooden slat.^.

or bars between them. The latter when
soaked with water swell, and thus bind

the blades and hold the same secure in

position. These rolls should be mounted
in adjustable bearing like the others.

The raw material, as it is fed into the

machine 2, will first be given a preliminar;

crushing and drawing, the extent of this

action being determined at will by the

nearness of the rolls to each other, the

difference of their speeds, and the extent

and rapidity of their endwise vibration.

In passing through the second set the ma-
terial is again crushed and drawn, the ex-

tent of the action being determined as be-

fore. The step performed by the third

set is generally sufficient to put the ma-
terial in condition for the grinding or rub-

bing. From the machine 2, the partly pre-

pared material is discharged into a tank

or vat 5, where it may be thoroughly

stirred to mix intimately with the finer

particles. The coarser bits, which may
have escaped the rolls or not, have been

fully acted upon. From this tank it is

conveyed to the millstones 6 to be ground,

as before described. The stones are pre-

ferably of the under ran type and may be

dressed in the ordinary manner or speci-

ally, according to the needs of a par-

ticular case. For the purpose of applying

this step to large quantities of material at

one time the patentee provides a number
of sets with conduits communicating with

the same hopper, so that a part of the

material runs into each. From the first

group of stone 6 the stock is discharged

into a tank 7, where it may be stirred

and mixed, as in the other vats, and from
thence is conveyed to another group of

stones 8, where the rubbing and grinding

is repeated until the material is broughi

to the proper degree of fineness and dis-

charged into the tank 9. Here it may be

stirred again and finally run out on to

the screens, as in the usual process of

paper making.
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ELECTRICITY IN PAPER.

Static electricity, generated by friction

and compression, has been for years a

widely recognized nuisance of a most an-

noying and expensive kind in a vast variety

of industries.

All the paper and textile industries arc

affected by it, and for the past fifty years

it has been a continual fight, using such

weapons as steam jets, water sprays or

pointed conductors, connected to earth or

chemicals, and after the most persistent

and expensive applications of these vari-

ous mitigators, printers and manufacturers
have settled down to the conviction that

the evil can only be mitigated and not re-

moved. It therefore now comes as a sur-

prise to the manufacturing world that this

great evil has its complete remedy in a

principle of extreme simplicity, viz., a static

charge spontaneously selects from a

neighboring alternating charge the kind
and quantity to exactly neutralize itself.

Why a principle so simple and so abso-
lutely effective should have failed of dis-

covery to the present time is surprising,

and the writer has to confess to many
and tedious efforts in other directions be-
fore arriving finally at the discovery of
this simple and complete solution and
fundamental patents have already been
allowed him covering the process in all its

applications.

Having discovered the operativeness of
the principle in laboratory experiments,
the writer prepared a portable form of the
apparatus and applied it to practical work
HI various mills with the most complete
success. In January, 1904, a paper bag
manufactory reported its production cur-
tailed by 33 per cent, by the static elec-

tricity sticking the bags together, and also
making it extremely difficult to straighten
them up when taken from the machines.
The portable apparatus was taken to this

mill and applied to five machines, with the
result that the bags came from the ma-
chine in an absolutely neutral condition,
and slid out into a perfectly square pile,

requiring only to be tied up by the attend-
ant. The machines, which had previously
been limited to 200 bags per minute by
the impossibility of keeping them straio-ht.

were then speeded up to more than 300
per minute, and no trace of static elec-

tricity could be discovered, and only one
attendant was needed at each machine,
where two had previously been employed.
This apparatus was also run through

the cold weather of February and March
in connection with a number of printing

presses, and every trace of the static was
removed from paper of a kind that had
compelled a complete suspension of work
on it at the time under the old methods,
and it will be remembered that the winter
of 1903-04 was exceptionally severe in its

electrical conditions in New England.
Practical tests were also made on the

carding machines in a woolen mill, where
the roving had been sticking to the rub
rolls and to other objects, causing fre-

quent breakage and delay; the application

of this principle in its simplest form com-
pletely removed the difficulty.

Another interesting application, which
has been in service for several months, is

on the shearing machines in a factory mak-
ing fancy lap robes. Until the discovery
of this principle it was impossible to re-

move the shearings from the robes be-
cause of the fact that the rotary brush
which is expected to clean it, generates
electricity by friction and sticks the dust
all the tighter, leaving dark streaks on the
light surfaces, but with this new apparatus
the goods are coming from the shears per-
fectly clean.

Probably one of the most extensive and
useful future applications of the process
will be in the spinning and drawing frames
of various textile works. It is well known
that here the fibres are continually re-

pelled outward from the central line of
Ihe roving or yarn, and do not, therefore,
get spun in as they should to make smooth
yarn, and a special form of the apparatus
for this particular service is being de-
veloped at the present time.

The apparatus used for performing the
process in the several above named appli-
cations, already perfected, consists of a
special transformer located at any con-
venient point in the building and con-
nected by a single wire leading to the
place where the material is to be neutral-
ized while passing through the ordinary
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process of manufacture or handling; here

tlie leading wire is connected to a line

steel wire located eighteen inches or less

from the surface of the material as it is

passing through, and this steel wire is

usually attached to a wooden har for pro-

tection from mechanical injury. The cur-

rent supplied is absolutely harmless to a

person coming in contact with it. It does

its work instantaneously.

The apparatus will be manufactured by

the Portland Company, Portland, Me.—W.
H. Chapman, E.I^., in the Paper Trade

Journal.

^ '4 ^

A NEW ROUGH-SURFACE PAPER
MACHINE.

Enoch Waite, of Franklin, Mass., has

been granted United States letters patent

No. 768,353. on a paper making machine.

In regard to it, the inventor says : "Here-

• tofore in machines producing a continu-

ous web of paper from a mass of pulp

various arrangements have been adopted

to produce a variety of paper characterized

by having considerable thickness and by

having an upper surface covered with

numerous prominences usually disposed in

close and regular succession. There are

v^arious important uses in the arts for such

a paper, among which may be mentioned

the manufacture of cops of yarn used in

spinning" and other textile operations. Such

cops are formed by rolling a semi-circular

sheet of the paper upon itself into a

conical form having walls of the desired

thickness to ensure sufficient strength.

The yarn is then wound spirally over the

surface of the cop, and it is essential that

that surface shall afford sufficient fric-

tional hold on the yarn to prevent it from

slipping toward the small end of the cop,

and in consequence becoming entangled

and failing to be drawn properly of¥ the

cop. Another use for such paper is in

the wrapping of articles of a somewhat

fragile character where a certain amount

of cushioning effect is desired, and it be-

comes a matter of importance to o1)tain

this effect to a sufficient degree with the

use of a minimum amount of stock in the

paper employed. The constructions with

which I am familiar, which have hitherto

been employed to produce a paper with the

kind of surface described, are deficient in

at least two important respects. First,

they occasion excessive w-ear and injury

to certain portions of the mechanism of

the machine itself; secondly, they do not

produce a paper having a satisfactory

surface, or even if the surface is fairly

satisfactory when the paper is formed in

the machine, it has been found that when

such paper is rolled up into a cop or other-

wise subjected to pressure, the quality of

the surface becomes greatly impaired."

Fig. I is a perspective view of a paper

making machine made in accordance with

the invention. Fig. 2 is a perspective view

of a portion of the upper apron.

In the drawings, i represents the pulp

vat, in the upper part of which are set

the usual suction rolls 2. In the present

case three such rolls are shown, which

operate to combine three layers of pulp

into a single web of the same ; b:it the

invention is equally applicable to ma-

chines having more or fewer suction rolls.

The endless apron, commonly known as

the "long felt," on wdiich the web of pulp

is formed from the successive layers de-

posited by the suction rolls is designated

3. It passes between the suction rolls

and their corresponding couch rolls 4,

thence back over the couch rolls, between

rolls 5 and 6, thence by a straight run of

some little length to the press rolls 7 and

8, thence downward from the press rolls

over an idle roll 9, and finally back to the

pulp vat.

An upper apron is indicated at 10. It

passes round rolls 11 in a washing box

12, sustained above the pulp vat, coming

out from the washing box over the roll

13, and thence downward between the

rolls 5 and 6, and between the press rolls

7 and 8. From the press rolls the upper

apron returns over carrying rolls 14, 15,

and 16 into the washing box. Thus the

upper apron closely overlies the long felt

throughout the straight run of the latter

between the rolls 5, 6 and the press rolls

7, 8. This arrangement is for the purpose

of evening the web ot pulp carried by

the long felt, so that when it passes through
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the press rolls it shall form a web of paper

of uniform thickness. Such a web of

paper is indicated at 17 as issuing from

the press rolls and at that point separat-

ing itself from the long felt and passing

between hot drying rolls 18.

Heretofore, it has been attempted to

impart to the paper, which has been formed

by the press rolls, a roughened surface,

by passing it while still upon the surface

of the long felt between an additional

pair of rolls, one of which is covered with

wire; but it has been found that the wire

soon cuts into the felt and necessitates re-

placing the entire length of the latter,

inasmuch as it is difficult or impossible to

piece the felt without rendering the paper

produced by the machine imperfect. An-

driving or forcing a numerous gang or

series of needles having roughened or

toothed sides through a loose bat of felt

superposed upon the bagging. By this

means a part of the fibres of the felt bat

are caused to enter the meshes of the

woven material.

In passing between the press rolls the

pulp is forced into the interstices of the

bagging and is thereby molded into a series

of prominences of somewhat regular

character and pattern, but not too regu-

lar—that is to say, the prominences have

not a perfectly smooth and curving con-

tour, but exhibit many minor angularities.

Further, the entire surface of the paper

becomes covered with minute scores, cor-

responding with the fibres of the strands

other defect in such a construction as has

just been mentioned is that the paper is

found to be too dry when it passes through

the second set of press rolls to take a

good impression.

The inventor has ascertained in the

course of experiments that it is practicable

to employ in a paper making machine of

the kind described an upper apron suscept-

ible itself of imparting to the paper

formed from the web of pulp passing

through the press rolls the desired rough-

ened surface. Specifically he employs an

upper apron having a working surface of

coarse woven material, and prefers for

this purpose bagging made of jute

strands. Preferably, also, such woven ma-

terial will be backed by a layer of felt,

the latter being caused to unite with the

woven facing by a suitable mode of manu-

facture—such, for example, as repeatedly

of the bagging. Also when the pulp is

compressed by the press rolls numerous

loose ends of the pulp fibres enter between

the fibres of the bagging and escape, be-

coming matted down into the general sur-

face of the paper. In consequence the

paper produced and especially the prom-

inences thereof are covered with minute

stiff filaments, or, in other words, the paper

possesses a surface of what may be termed

a "hairy" texture made up of such loose

ends of fibre. These fibres therefore form

short hooks or spurs and largely increase

the frictional holding power of the paper

upon yarn or the like wound upon it. At

the same time the general surface from

which these individual fibre ends project

is solidly compacted by the pressure of the

press rolls and is not liable to become

ragged or disintegrated by repeated hand-

ling and use. Such projecting fibres also
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increase the cushioning- effect of the paper

when used for certain other purposes,

above referred to. The product thus char-

acterized is not herein claimed, it being

described and claimed in an application

for United States letters patent filed by

the same inventor, November 30th, 1900,

Serial No. 38,125.

By the use of an apron, which itself is

adapted to impart the desired roughened

character to the paper being made, and

particularly by the use of an apron hav-

ing a surface of coarse woven material,

all danger of injury to the long felt is

avoided.

By the use of an apron composed of a

backing of felt and a face of jute fibre

bagging or equivalent material the same

apron is rendered available both for the

making of ordinary paper and for the

production of the improved roughened

paper herein described. It is only neces-

sary to reverse the apron upon its carry-

ing rolls in order to utilize it in either

desired manner. A larger saving in ex-

pense is thus effected, especially where a

single machine is in use.

Another advantage is that the bagging

supports the felt and prevents it from un-

evenly stretching, and thereby injuring the

ciuality of the paper.

^ °4 °««

SODIUM HYPOCHLORITES.

The hypochlorites are bodies which have

been comparatively little studied up to the

present time, although their solutions are

put to numerous uses in bleaching. Cal-

cium hypochlorite (chloride of lime), has

been the object of a considerable amount
of attention to many chemists, but the

need of more definite knowledge of the

other hypochlorites, particularly that of

sodium, has been the incentive to the fol-

lowing investigation. Hypochlorous acid is

prepared in the ordinary way by passing

chlorine gas into solutions of the caustic

alkalies, but beyond the fact that hypo-

chlorites are formed, nothing is known yet

as to the concentration of the solution, oi

its decomposition under the influence oi

different reagents, and there is as yet

too little known about them to allow of

their being placed on a level with othei

well-known bodies the constitution of

which is thoroughly understood.

The uses to which hypochlorites can be

put as oxidizing agents, particularly on
organic compounds, and the study of their

specific properties and degrees of concen-

tration, form a group of important prob-
lems. An article in the Bulletin de la

Societe Industrielle de Rouen describes

sodium hypochlorite as a very important

commercial product, and gives a summary
of the various methods of manufacture.

The first of these is based on the simple

reaction mentioned above, but this was
improved upon in 1876 by Planeau, who
decomposed chloride of lime in powder
by means of a solution of carbonate or

sulphate of soda. This short notice sum-
marizes all that was known about sodium
hypochlorite up to the year 1890.

In this year Count Brochochi patented

an improvement on the well-known "Eau
de Javal," but the process was of no prac-

tical value. In the following year the

same inventor took out another patent for

a process which, although of little indus-

trial value, is at least novel from a chemi-
cal point of view. In this process dry chlor-

ine and air were subjected to an electrical

discharge, and the resulting gases passed
into a solution of caustic alkali. The in-

ventor's object is, as he states, to aug-
ment the energy of chlorine, but he seems
to be ignorant of the fact that the onl\-

result produced by his modification is the

conversion of the chlorine into CUO.
The advantages of this method are well

shown by the two following equations

:

Na.O + CIO = 2 NaOCl, that is to say,

two atoms of available oxygen for two of

chlorine, instead of the ordinary reaction

Na.O -}- CI. = NaOCl + NaCl, that is to

say, one atom of available oxygen for two
of chlorine. The application of an elec-

trical discharge to impart energy to chlor-

ine does not come within the limits of

practice.

In 1895, F. Oettel examined the ques-

tion of sodium hypochlorite produced by

electrolysis, which has given rise to several

new special processes. His work is very

interesting, but his assertion that 1.25
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grammes of available chlorine per 100 c.c.

is the highest degree of concentration

which can be obtained by means of these

methods, even in cases where this concen-

tration has been estimated below its value,

rather puts his experiments beyond the

limits of this article. The same remark

applies to another research on hypochlor-

ites below I per cent. The Zeitung fur

Anorganische Chemie, for 1897, gives a

series of careful researches carried out by

T. Bhaduri, which are really the first sys-

tematic experiments which have been made
to prove the possibility of obtaining

powerfully active solutions of sodium

hypochlorite. Bhaduri passed chlorine into

solutions of caustic soda containing

from I to 20 grammes of NasO per 100

c.c. The hypochlorite of the greatest con-

centration which he was able to obtain,

contained about eight grammes of avail-

able chlorine per 100 c.c. The solutions

thus contained a considerable excess of

alkali.

An observation made by this chemist is

that, notwithstanding the fact that pure

caustic soda was employed, the solution

assumes a remarkable color after the

formation of the hypochlorite. He attri-

butes this fact to the formation of a per-

manganate, but has not directed further

attention to the point. He also carried out

careful researches on the decomposition

which takes place when hypochlorites are

allowed to stand, and found that a sodium

hypochlorite giving 5 per cent, to 8 per

cent, by volume decomposes rapidly, even

in the dark, producing chlorate and evolv-

ing a certain amount of oxygen. At the

present day, however, sodium hypochlorite

is becoming more and more a commercial

product, due principally to the enterprise

of the United Alkali Company, who supply

solutions of sodium hypochlorite of from
I2i/^ per cent, to 15 per cent, strength.

Hitherto this degree of concentration has

not been attained by other makers, al-

though the demand for highly concentrated

solutions of sodium hypochlorite is con-

tinually increasing, chiefly among English

paper makers.

It was principally with a view to ob-

tain more precise information with respect

to hypochlorites of this class that the pres-

ent research was undertaken. In choos-

ing an appropriate method for these ex-

periments, which are purely laboratory

ones, it is necessary to go back to the old

process, which consists in passing chlorine

into a solution of caustic soda, this pro-

cess being the most simple of any. Simple

as it is, however, it needs to be explained,

as there are certain apparent anomalies

which are incomprehensible unless the

following equation is accepted : 2NaOH
+ CU = NaOCl -f NaCl + H2O. Of the

two atoms of free chlorine, one is com-
bined in the form of inert sodium chlor-

ide, and the other is united to the oxygen
to form the hypochlorite. Quantitatively,

80 parts of caustic soda unite with chlorine

to produce 133 parts of solid and 18 parts

of water.

The problem to be solved is the deter-

mination of the greatest degree of concen-

tration in hypochlorite, which can be ob-

tained with caustic soda. Preliminary ex-

perience has shown that it is impossible to

make hypochlorite directly with caustic

soda, for the simple reason that no reac-

tion takes place. The first limiting factor

for hypochlorite solutions of a high degree
of concentration is therefore determined
by the maximum degree of concentration

of the caustic liquid which it is possible to

obtain in the cold.

This concentration may be reckoned at

50 grammes of NaaO per 100 c.c, which
gives, allowing for the increase in volume
due to the reaction, a sodium hypochlorite

corresponding to 50 grammes of available

chlorine per 100 c.c. There is, however,
a great difference between this degree of

concentration and the greatest degree of

concentration obtainable at the present
time, and which is admitted so far to be
the extreme limit attainable. This limit

would, of course, be considerably modi-
fied were it possible to exclude the sodium
chloride from the solution, leaving only
the sodium hypochlorite, which is, of
course, infinitely more soluble in water.

LTndustria Delia Carta.

^ ^ ^

The St. John river rose last month and

good progress is being made in getting out

logs and pulpwood.
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THE DETECTION OF MECHANI-
CAL WOOD.

The qualitative and quantitative deter-

mination of mechanical wood in paper is

of great importance, as the proportion of

this constituent plays an important part

in adjudicating the value of a paper. The
methods of testing employed may be

divided into two classes: Those which

can be carried out without the help of ap-

paratus, and those in which the micro-

scope plays the chief part. Those in-

cluded under the first heading may be re-

garded as purely mechanical processes,

while the latter are, so to speak, chemico-

physical methods. I shall not enter here

into a detailed description of all the

methods employed for the detection of

mechanical wood, but rather confine my-
self to a few recently published methods
and only glance at the others. I presume,

of course, that every papermaker has his

bottle of phloroglucinol or aniline chloride

solution. The first-mentioned reagent re-

acts more sharply and is more universally

used. The test in this case is a color re-

action without the aid of the microscope,

the reagent being merely dropped upon
the material to be examined. With very

small quantities of mechanical wood phlo-

roglucinol gives a distincr red color, and

if the quantity of wood pulp is not too

large, the red wood fibres can very readily

be seen intermingled with the other con-

stituents. This may be taken advantage

of to avoid confusion between the recolor-

ation of the stain employed by the hydro-

chloric acid of the phloroglucinol solu-

tion and the actual coloration of the me-
chanical wood fibres. This extremely

sharp reaction is specially important when
traces of mechanical wood have to be

tested for in what are known as "wood
free" papers, and it may also be used for

quantitative determinations by colorimetric

methods. The chief question to be an-

swered is, therefore, whether the fibres of

the wood have really been colored red by

the reagent, or whether the red color is

merely due to the action of acid upon the

stain employed. This disadvantage disap-

pears at once if the aid of the microscope

be called in, which instrument shows up
the separate fibres, and errors are conse-

quently not likely to be made by those

who know what wood pulp should look

like under the microscope, a matter of no
great difficulty. Moreover, the colors

yielded by wood pulp with the various re-

agents are so characteristic that the dis-

tinction between wood and other fibre is

a matter of very little difficulty.

Before passing to quite a special applica-

tion of the microscope, I will just men-
tion the great importance of microscopical

examination, compared with the ordinary

color tests, as in the former case the wood
fibre is visible, and with some practice

wood pulp may be accurately estimated to

within five per cent. Moreover, in most
papers an estimation of the proportion

of wood pulp within five per cent, is ac-

curate enough, as conclusions may be

drawn with perfect certainty for all prac-

tical purposes.

In the Zeitschrifr fur Analytische

Chemie, for 1903, No. 42, Teclu has pub-
lished a new method for the quantitative

determination of wood pulp, and as in

this method the microscope is employed in

a way quite different from the usual,

it may be of interest to describe the

various operations. The method is based

upon the well-known fact that the sharply

focussed microscopical image suffers in

clearness when the distance between the

object and the objective of the microscope
is altered. At a certain distance the image
disappears altogether, such distance de-

pending upon the nature of the object ex-

amined, and varies considerably with vari-

ous substances. It is, therefore, possible,

by determining the objective distance, to

obtain information as to the composition

of the object under examination. The
distance is measured by a scale on the

micrometer screw of the microscope, and
to enable the instant the image disappears

to be sharply seen, the object is oscil-

lated, preferably automatically. This

method of examination is only suitable for

substances having, sharp graphic char-

acteristics, and is particularly suitable for

paper fibre examination, and especially for

estimating the amount of wood pulp in a
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paper. Two kinds of determination of the

objective distance at which the image dis-

appears are made, and are as follows

:

1. A fragment of paper of about one

square centimetre is moistened with a

mixture of 50 c.c. alcohol and 25 c.c. of

concentrated hydrochloric acid, magnified

140 times, and examined both by reflected

and transmitted light. The greater the

amount of mechanical wood present the

less is the distance expressed in degrees

of the scale on the micrometer screw,

2. The same piece of paper is stained

with the usual phloroglucinol solution (i

gramme phloroglucinol, 50 c.c. alcohol, and

25 c.c. concentrated hydrochloric acid.;

With the same magnification the objective

distances obtained are greater, and least

when the percentage of mechanical wood
is greatest. Teclu discovered a ratio

between the distances found and
the percentage of wood present,

the latter being inversely propor-

tional to the differences between i

and 2. Thus, if the distance be repre-

sented by D, then the percentage will be

C
^ = —

, C, being an empirical constant,

D

which in the case of the scale on Teclu's

microscope was 1,787. By this means he

calculated the percentage of mechanical
wood in six previously examined papers,

which contained 60.2, 23.0, 38.7, 56.0, 33.2,

and 33.2 per cent, of mechanical wood
respectively, and obtained the following

excellently agreeing results of 50.6, 23.3,

38.5, 55-8, 33.1, and 33.8 per cent. This
method, therefore, promises much in the

future as the limits of error appear to be

very small, and I may perhaps have an

opportunity of communicating some per-

sonal experiences of this method on a

future occasion. A fact I should like to

mention in conclusion is that an addition
of 75 c.c. of concentrated hydrochloric
acid instead of 25 c.c. to the gramme of

phloroglucinol, and 50 c.c. of alcohol,

causes a much more rapid coloring of

papers containing mechanical wood.—E. L.

S., in Der Papierfabrikant.

FORESTRY SCHOOLS IN GREAT
BRITAIN.

Sir Thomas Elliott, on behalf of the

British Board of Agriculture, recently sent

the following reply to the Association of

Chambers of Commerce, who urged the

importance of establishing a National

School of Forestry : "The president of the

Board of Agriculture and Fisheries fully

recognizes the importance which attaches

to the Cjuestion of afforestation and to the

provision of a national system of instruc-

tion in forestry. Steps have already been

taken in more than one direction to give

effect to the recommendations of the De-

partmental Committee, which was ap-

pointed in 1902, under the chairmanship

of R. C. Munro Ferguson, M.P., to en-

quire into the subject.

"Through the agency of the commis-
sioners of woods and forests, a School

of Forestry has been established in the

Forest of Dean, and a movement is on

foot for securing a suitable area of land

in Scotland for the purpose of demon-
strating scientific forestry. The Board
have taken steps to secure the establish-

ment of at least two lectureships in for-

estry in England, and some of the leading

universities and agricultural colleges have
been giving attention to proposals under
this head.

"The agricultural departments of the

University College of North Wales,

Bangor, and of the Durham College of

Science, Newcastle-on-Tyne, appeared to

offer special advantages as centres of in-

struction in forestry, and grants in aid

of the establishment of schemes of educa-

tion in the subject will be made by the

Board to those institutions. The Board
hope that the arrangements thus made will

result in a considerable improvement of

the facilities available in this country for

the acquirement of a knowledge of prac-

tical forestry."

k ^

The time within which the Dryden
Board Mills, Limited, are to begin con-

struction on their pulp mill at Dryden.
Ont., has been extended. The company
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has now succeeded in making their finan-

cial arrangements and work will com-
mence shortly.

The Moreau's Barking Machine Co.

has been incorporated under Dominion
charter, with a capital of $40,000. The
company will acquire patents granted to

Joseph Moreau, of St. Germain de Grant-

ham, P.Q., for an improved bark re-

mover. The incorporators are : O. W.
Nordin, of Rosebank, N.B. ; O. Brouillard,

of Carmel, P.Q.
; Joseph Moreau, of St.

Germain ; K. Nordum, of Rosebank, and
P. Germain, of Victoriavillc, P.Q. The
head office of the company will be in

Montreal.

'iM "4

CANADIAN WOOD PULP IN
FRANCE.

A. Poindron, Canadian Commercial
Agent in Paris, writes under recent date

as follows, with reference to the wood
pulp trade: Wood pulp is a commodity
which Canada should largely export to

France. The French imports in 1902

were as follows:

—

Mechanical pulp, 116,562 metric tons

of lbs. 2,204.

Chemical pulp, 82,159 tons.

The supply came chiefly as follows:

—

Mechanical. Chemical.

P^rom Sweden •84,639 18,033

From Norway • 21,705 16,218

From Germany • 5-943 23,994

From Austria-Hungary 11,810

From Belgium 7,037

From Switzerland 3,260

From 1,117

From Canada • 943

The detailed figures lor 1903 are not

yet at hand.

From the above for 1902, it follows

that three different European countries,

none of whom might claim to be better

placed than Canada to manufacture me-

chanical wood-pulp, have deemed it ad-

visable and profitable to supply me-

chanical pulp to France.

What the I'Vench paper manufacturer

requires is a good fibrous pulp which

will give him the least possible trouble

to manufacture into paper, and the

least possible loss through breaches of

the fibre, and in both senses they are

inclined to give the preference to the

wet pulp sheets over the dry sheets, and

to the wet pulp sheets in rolls over the

wet pulp in boards.

The Canadian wet pulp manufacturers

ship yearly large quantities of their

products to Great Britain, and the Can-

adian statistics show that during the

fiscal year 1903, they have exported pulp

to England to the value of $1,129,173. In

fact, the rates of freight from Canada to

British ports are altogether higher than

the rates from Sweden and Norway to

the same ports, and if Canadian pulp

manufacturers can afford to export to

Great Britain in competition with

Sweden and Norway, it is likely that,

through cheaper cost of manufacturing

the mechanical pulp in Canada, they can

counterbalance the extra cost of ocean

transportation to Great Britain. This

would also be possible so far as French

ports are concerned.

The Canadian pulp manufacturers,

when asked from France for quotations

c.i.f. a French port not in direct com-

munication with Canada by a regular

line of steamers, should always figure

on large quantities and specify the

same in quoting, as the cheap transpor-

tation required by wood pulp exports

does not allow for transhipment. Quo-

tations applying to deliveries in the ports

of Dunkirk, Rouen, Nantes, Marseilles,

which are not yet regularly connected

direct with Canada, but which are the

nearest ports for a number of the largely

importing manufacturers, are frequently

wanted.

For full cargo quantities, satisfactory

quotations to the above ports, either by

tramp or by sailors, would likely be

obtainable from any of the Canadian

shipbrokers. I beg to add that con-

tracts for full cargo deliveries are cur-

rently obtainable in France. As con-
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cerns Le Havre and La PalUce deliveries,

Canadian manufacturers, through the ex-

isting direct steamship connections, are

now in a suitable situation to book

smaller orders or periodical delivery

contracts.

In brief, if the export of wood pulp

does not develop, it is not owing to want

of attention on behalf of French im-

porters, but owing only to want of offer-

ings on behalf of Canadian exporters.

When the prices offered in Great Britain

are low, they undertake to give a little

more attention to the French outlet, but,

unfortunately, when such is the case, as

Canadian exporters have no steady

agents appointed in France, nor conec-

tions previously worked, tliey try to

rush, by correspondence, dealings with

people who don't know them, don't

know their goods or what they are able

to manufacture. I can furnish more in-

formation direct to Canadians interested

on the subject of wood pulp.

(loi Rue Reaumer, Paris, is l\lr.

Poindron's address.)

^ ^ "4

THE BLEACHING OF WOOD
PULP.

By R. W. Sindall, F.C.S., and F. Heck-

ford, in World's Paper Trade Review.

The position occupied by wood pulp as a

material for the manufacture of all kinds

of paper gives this subject an importance

which cannot be overrated. The matter

requires consideration from three points

of view, though it is difficult to state the

precise order in which these should be

discussed, as they are all of equal import-

ance.

These three points are the economy of

the operation, the results obtained, and

the actual method of bleaching.

The raw material with which we have

to deal is extremely varied in composi-

tion, and in its behavior towards a solu-

tion of bleaching powder exhibits many
peculiarities worthy of our attention.

The wood pulps usually met with can

be roughly classified as follows

:

(i) Easy bleaching pulps.

(2) Moderately easy bleaching pulps.

(3) Pulps difficult to bleach.

(4) Non-bleaching pulps.

Now all these terms are exceedingly

indefinite, for the classification is largely

a matter of opinion, and no two paper-

makers would be able to classify a num-
ber of pulps in the same way. This in-

dehniteness largely arises from a want of

a standard to which the wood pulp in its

relation to bleaching shall be referred.

What is to be selected as a standard?

Shall the color of the bleached wood be

regarded as a standard, or shall we re-

gard the percentage of bleaching powder
consumed in a given time as the standard

of reference? Or, again, shall we merely

regard the percentage of bleach used to

produce a certain color as the standard?

In actual practice this latter is really the

course adopted by each papermaker for

himself, but the standards of one paper-

maker are not the standards of another,

and therefore the adoption of a "color"

reference would be somewhat difficult.

It is also a matter of common observa-

tion that while a passable color can be

obtained with a certain percentage of

bleaching powder, yet the consumption ot

bleach will continue for a considerable

length of time if the pulp is allowed to

remain in contact with the liquor.

This question of "standard of refer-

ence" is not the only one which is inter-

esting to papermakers. Another question

is the study of the conditions which regu-

late the bleaching of the wood pulp. The
papermaker desires to know what are the

conditions which modify the consumption

of bleach required to produce a color

which will give him satisfaction. He also

desires to be able to regulate all the vari-

able conditions so as to produce a de-

finite color, or to reduce the time occupied

in bleaching, and thus as one of the final

results bring down the cost of bleaching

to a minimum.

We propose to consider this subject

from the laboratory point of view, and
then show the exact relation of results

so obtained to tlie conditions of mill prac-

tice.

We must not overlook the fact that e.x-
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ceedingly variable results are sometimes

obtained in this way, and so there is a

tendency on the part of "practical men"

to regard the laboratory resnlts as of little

valne, but this arises from an incomplete

understanding of the functions of the

laboratory work.

We may, therefore, most profitably dis-

cuss, under this head, the methods by

which we arrive at the determination of

the bleach used for a given pulp. In do-

ing this it is necessary to pay attention

to the chemical changes taking place dur-

ing the whole process, and to study the

action of the bleach liquor from the time

that it comes into contact with the pulp.

Apparently the reaction between the pulp

and the bleach liquor is a simple one,

though actually the changes which go on

are somewhat complicated. To the super-

ikial observer, it is merely a question

of plenty of bleach, plenty of agitation,

and the gradual change of the wood pulp

into a purely white fibre.

But it may be shown that the process

is not so simple, for we have to take into

account the action of the bleach liquor

on other compounds than those actually

present in the pulp at the commencement

of the operation, compounds produced by

the bleach itself in the earlier stages of

the change.

With regard to the pulp itself it is im-

portant that we should discover and mea-

sure the influence of the degree of purity

of the pulp, because the great differences

found in actual practice as to the amount

of bleach consumed can only be accounted

for by refei-iring to the constitution of the

pulp. In other words, we have to deter-

mine what elements are present in the

pulp which cause a high consumption of

bleach, and also we have to show that

those constituents are absent in what is

known as an "easy bleaching pulp."

Further, we have to show the bearing

of answers which we may obtain for these

problems to such questions as the prob-

able yield of bleached pulp from a given

weight of the raw material, and the econ-

omy or otherwise of using inferior brands

of pulp. We must bear in mind that price

is not always the measure of value. A

pulp which can be purchased at £7 ids.

per ton may be a better pulp than one

which is offered at £8, that is to say,

when everything is taken into consider-

ation. On the other hand a high priced

pulp for which perhaps £9 is being asked

may be far superior to one offered at

£7 ICS., although it may not have the ap-

pearance and handle of a superior quality.

The value of the wood pulp is not en-

tirely determined by its strength and it?

behavior on the paper machine. In the

case of pulps which are employed because

they come under the definition of an "easy

bleaching pulp," the cost of the bleaching

process and the ultimate yield of pure

fibre are important factors, and in some

instances the strength of the pulp may be

neglected, at least to some extent.

So much then for some of the problems

involved in the study of the bleaching of

wood pulps.

The first point to which we may call at-

tention is the determination of the bleach

required per ton of pulp, as found in the

laboratory, and the use of the informa-

tion so obtained in actual mill practice.

The explanation of the behavior of a

pulp when bleaching first involves certain

laboratory tests

:

(i) Determination of the Amount of

Bleach.—Briefly put, the method is as fol-

lows, i.e., the method usually given in its

general terms : Take a knowni weight of

pulp. Dry at 100 degrees Cent., in order

to determine the actual bone dry weight.

Tear up the pulp. Place in distilled water

and add a definite quantity of a standard

solution of bleaching powder. When the

pulp has attained the desired color filter

off the solution, washing the pulp, and

determine the amount of bleach left in

the filtrate by titration with standard

solution of arsenic.

Now in carrying out the test by such an

indefinite prescription as this, reliable re-

sults cannot be obtained. The conditions

under which the bleaching is effected must

be carefully controlled. In the first place

it is not desirable to dry the pulp at 100

degrees Cent., and to use the bone-dry

pulp for the bleaching test. It is better

to take another weighed quantity of the
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material and determine the bone-dry weight

on this separate portion, using a known
weight of the pnlp for the l)leaching test

and assuming that this contains the same
amount of moisture as that determined

in the first piece taken. It is also neces-

sary that the pulp should be thoroughly

broken up for every test made. Unless
this is done the consumption of bleach will

be higher in some tests than others. The
use of distilled water which is common
in a laboratory trial is not usually imitated

in the mill, and it is well known that or-

dinary waters consume bleacli and allow-

ances must be made for this. The con-
sumption of bleach and the rate at which
the bleaching is effected is also influenced

by the proportion of water added to the

pulp.

If the chemist desires to make the con-
dition of the laboratory trial approximate
the conditions found in the mill, he usually
employs the ordinary water supply in pre-
ference to distilled water and takes the
water and pulp in the same proportions
for his test as he finds in the mill.

The next point in the prescription given
above which needs attention, is the mat-
ter of the quantity of bleach solution used.
We may either take a very large excess
of bleach and then determine what pro-
portion of this is not consumed, or we
may add only a slight excess (judging
this by our experience of the pulp in ques-
tion)

;
the results obtained will not al-

ways be the same. The temperature at

which the operation is conducted must
also be taken into consideration, because
the heating of the pulp and bleaching
solution is a very common practice in
many mills.

Last, but not least, the precise stage at
which the reaction may be considered com-
plete is a matter which demands experi-
ence, because the consumption of bleach
goes on for some time after the pulp has
attained the desired color.

(To be continued.)

^ ^ ^

There promises this year to be a heavy
crop of white pine seed. The Ontario
Agricultural College is making a big col-

lection.

THE REPRODUCTION OF
SPRUCE.

The spruce, which is the staple tree in

the pulpwood business, is a very difficult

tree to reproduce. White pine may be

naturally seeded by leaving five or ten

scattered seed trees per acre, when cut-

ting, but this method is not applicable

to spruce. In the first place our native

spruce is so shallow-rooted that scattered

seed trees would blow down, and in the

second place the seed does not take hold

well in the loose soil of the forest. The
Vv'ay spruce will have to be regenerated

is by what may be called the strip method,

a German plan, which has as yet no

recognized English name.

By this plan, the first cut in a forest

is made in strips from east to west. The
strips are two or three hundred feet wide,

and equal strips of standing trees are left

intervening. Trees are felled inward away
from the standing trees, and the brush is

burned. The area is now ready for natural

seeding, as the burning prepares the

ground to receive the seed dropped from
the standing trees. Heavy winds always

come from the west, and the fact that

the trees stand in strips in this direction

reinforces them against windfall, as does

also the fact that they stand in groups

rather than singly. In the course of

from six to ten years the bare strips will

be seeded, and the standing timber may
be cut from the intervening strips.

This procedure cannot De repeated inde-

finitely as our native spruce does not produce

seed in less than 40 or 50 years. Hence the

second-cut strips must be seeded artifi-

cially, and for this purpose Norway spruce

seed is recommended. The Norway
variety presents several advantages over

our native spruce. It is an equally good
pulpwood, and is a faster grower, a deeper

rooter, and a surer seeder. Moreover, the

seed is much cheaper. Owing to the

cheap labor of Europe, its seed can be

bought at about 35 cents per pound,
whereas our native seed costs in the neigh-

1)orhood of two dollars.

On the cutting of the second growth
in the strips first cut, this area would be
naturally seeded from the standing Nor-
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way spruce, and the whole forest would

then be not only replaced, but much im-

proved, owing to the superior qualities of

the variety of tree introduced.

^ ^ '4

CANADA'S PULP AND PAPER
TRADE.

The report of the Department of Trade

and Commerce, for June, contains a sum-

mary of trade for the twelve months end-

ing with June. Its statement of exports

is as follows : Pulpwood to the United

States for month of June, 1903, $167,747;

June, 1904, $277,531 ; for year ending

with June, 1902, $1,194,593; 1903, $1,558,-

560; 1904, $1,788,049. For the past two

years pulpwood has been exported to the

United States only; but in 1902, $120,445

worth was shipped to Great Britain.

In wood pulp we have exports to Great

Britain, the United States, and other

countries. The figures for the British

trade are thus: In June, 1903. $1 13.945;

June, 1904, $104,641 ;
during the year end-

ing with June, 1902, $818,580; 1903,

$1,129,173; 1904, $548,720. To the United

States we shipped pulp valued as foUow^s :

In June, 1903, $234,719; June, 1904, $183,-

387 ;
during the year ending with June,

1902, $1,170,400; 1903, $1,795,768; 1904,

$1,807,442. To other countries the ex-

ports in this line for June, 1903 and 1904,

were $5,800 and $23,644, respectively, and

for the years ending with June, 1902, $57,-

418; 1903, $226,002; 1904, $52,912.

These figures show that in the matter

of pulpwood our trade is with the United

States only, and it has been increasing

steadily for the past three years. In pulp,

the figures quoted show a decrease this

year of $741,869, or 23 per cent. Exports

to Great Britain, which somewhat in-

creased from 1902 to 1903, show a decided

falling off this year, the amount for 1904

being a decrease of over 50 per cent. The
trade with the United States shows a

regular increase, but trade with other

countries has gone down $173,090, or 76
per cent.

MORE ABOUT MITSUMATA.

A thick, pliant board, styled Onayashi,

is manufactured from cortical fibres in the

vicinity of Gifu and imported in large

quantites to Yamada. Before prepar-

ation, it is soft and brittle, like all paste-

board. For transformation the sheets are

damped, then wound aromid a stick about

as thick as a broom handle. Several

sheets of paper are wrapped on the stick

and separated one from the other by other

sheets soaked in persimmons juice.

The roll is then covered with cloth and

secured at each end, the stick protruding

at both extremities. It is then placed on

a lever in such a way that one end of the

stick runs through a hole in this lever

and the other into a hole in the ground.

The workman then brings pressure to

bear on the lever, until the roll is reduced

from 18 inches to 12 inches in length,

after which operation it is taken away and
unfolded. Tiie sheets are spread out and

another roll is made by placing the same
sheets in a different position.

This is repeated eight times, and the

paper becomes gradually stronger and

more pliant; after the final pressure it

is as pliable as a piece of muslin. At the

end of all these operations the paper is

coated with Perilla Ocymoides seed oil

and allowed to dry. It requires 100 to

over 200 days to thoroughly dry the ma-
terial. At the end of this time the paper

is finished and will withstand any treat-

ment. For colored paper, the dye is ap-

plied before oiling. This remarkable

paoer is almost exclusively utilized for

tobacco bags and other objects, but it

might be employed for many other pur-

poses, viz., bookbinding, portfolios, table-

cloths, etc.

A similar style of paper is the wall

paper, made by hand in Japan and already

well known. Large works in the environs

of Tokio manufacture this paper as de-

scribed above—not so carefully, perhaps,

—and print or draw by hand all kinds of

designs upon it.

The leather paper industry cannot be

said to yet have been greatly developed at

present, though the sale of 200,000 tobacco
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pouches, valued at over £3,000, by one

firm, at Yamada, demonstrates that it might
be.

The mitsumata cannot support great

colds, so that its cuhure could not be at-

tempted in countries where the temper-
ature falls below 10 deg-rees (Fahr.). As
it needs a certain amount of moisture,

dry soils are also unsuitable.

The experiment of the American Depart-
ment of Agriculture will be watched with
interest. In Japan it is usual, after the

crop, to expose the fruit of the mitsumata
plant until the outer covering decays,

leaving the black seed bare. The latter is

then put into a bag made with the double
fibrous web from the petiole, the reticulum
of a native palm. The meshes of this

natural bag are close enough to prevent
the seed from falling out, and to allow
the air to circulate amongst the seeds. In
this condition they are buried, and about
the middle or end of February the nursery
is prepared and the seeds are planted in

lines, about a foot apart. The plants re-

main in the nursery until they have at-

tained a height of eight or nine mches.
They are then replanted on the hillsides,

the soil being previously prepared with a
fork.

Some 20,000 to 24,000 are planted per
acre, at intervals of six inches or so in

all directions. To shelter the plants on
the hillsides the Alnus maritima var
Japonica (seaside alder), is grown; the
distance between these shrubs is twenty
feet to thirty feet. Their roots are said

to give greater cohesion to the soil, and
the dead leaves produce a vegetable mould

;

finally, the branches prevent the trees
from being blown down. Two or three
times a year the weeds are pulled and the
soil loosened. At the end of the first year
after transplantation, the bark can be re-

moved. The mitsumata plant will yield
as high as 2,000 pounds of raw bark 10
the acre.

Although the Japanese have been ex-
ceedingly ingenious in utilizing their c iri-

ous paper for purposes undreamed of in

other parts of the world, David G. Fair-
child, agricultural explorer for the United

States Government, who has been super-
intending the investigations into the sub-
ject, predicts that the inventive American
mmd, when it begins to develop the in-

dustry, will find yet other and more im-
portant uses.

Paper suits for men and paper dresses
of brilliant and enduring colors for
women are a possible outcome of the new
industry. For dwellers in the seclusion
of some of the modern flats, the fact that
strong walls may be made of a paper
that will let in the sunlight, but which
may be made otherwise opaque, will solve
a dismal problem. The paper walls of
Japanese houses have long been the ad-
miration of travellers. Improvements on
this form of manufacture, with special de-
signs for adaptation to the building trade,
are included in the plan of the new under-
taking.

Mill Matters

The strike at the Riordon Paper Mill
in Merritton, is over, and many of the
former employees are making applications
for work.

The ground-wood mill of the Lake
Superior Corporation is making over 100
tons of pulp per day. The sulphite mill
has not been reopened yet.

The liquidators of the St. John Sul-
phite Pulp Co.'s mill (Mispec, N.B.), are
still open for tenders. Their advertise-
ment appears elsewhere in this issue.

The statement published in these col-
umns last month, to the effect that the
Laurentide Paper Co. is selling agent for
the Jonquiere Pulp Co., is contradicted
by both parties concerned.

The Spanish River Pulp and Paper Co.
has taken the construction of its dams out
of the contractor's hands and is pushing
the work forward in order to have it com-
pleted by the spring.

The St. Raymond Pulp Co., of St. Ray-
mond, Que., is reported to have completed
plans for the erection of a paper mill. The
situation of the mill gixes the firm a heavy
handicap in the shipping of pulp.
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The engineers of the Imperial Paper

Mills are now negotiating with Ontario

Government engineers, relative to the

damming of Lake Temagami, and it is

thought that a plan satisfactory to both

parties will soon be evolved.

The St. John mill, at Mispec, ran for

about a week last month to clear out

stock on hand. After an idleness of more

than three months, the machinery ran like

clockwork, and general regret is expressed

in the locality that a mill so well equipped

should 1)e idle.

Fire broke out in the wood room of

the Imperial Paper Mills, at Sturgeon

Falls, on August 24th, but through the

united efforts of the town hre brigade and

the mill hands, it was extinguished be-

fore much damage was done, though at

one time it looked very serious. The

null was not delayed more than about

eighteen hours. The losses are now be-

ing adjusted.

The Imperial Paper Mills contemplate

enlargement to at least twice their pres-

ent capacity, which is 50 tons. They are

also planning the erection of a book mill

at Smoky Falls, twelve miles up the

river. The present mill is using 4.300-h.p.

Sturgeon Falls is capable of producing

io,ooo-h.p., Smoky Falls another 10,000,

and Sandy Falls, Ijetween the two 5,000,

giving a total of 25,000-h.p., all owned

by the Imperial Paper Company.

Employees of the Northern IMills Pulp

and Paper Company and the Rolland ]\Iills

Company men held an outing a few days

ago at Ste. Adele, where the new mills 01

the Northern are located. After inspec-

tion of the new mills, a banquet was given

to the two hundred employees. A band

was hi attendance. The directorate of

the company is composed of S. J. B.

Rolland, president; Hon. J. D. Rolland,

vice-president; S. Laberie, secretary-trea-

surer; Jean Rolland, manager. The com-

pany was complimented on the modern

equipment of the new mill.

In the manufacture of paper a large

amount of steam is used for power as

well as for other purposes. Moreover, the

demands for steam are not at all constant.

The advantages of mechanical draft as an

economical factor in the production of

steam in paper mills has recently been

illustrated in the installation of an induced

draft fan driven by a direct-connected ver-

tical engine in the plant of the Chapin &
Gould Paper Co., of Huntington, Mass.

Previous to the installation of this ap-

paratus, they were using three boilers and

all the steam they could generate with a

high grade of coal. Since the Sturtevant

mechanical draft apparatus was installed,

they have been using a much cheaper

grade of fuel (which could not be used

with chimney draft alone), and now they

are only using two boilers and have all

the steam they need. They state that

they saved the cost of the apparatus in

fuel in six to seven months.

j^^he foreclosure sale of the Sissiboo

Pulp and Paper Co.'s properties, near

Weymouth, N.S., took place in Digby on

September 12th. The purchaser was A.

G. Ross, of Montreal, manager of the

National Trust Company, the plaintiffs in

the suit on behalf of the bondholders.

The properties compnse about 25,000

acres of good timber land covered with

spruce, pine, hemlock and hardwood ; the

two pulp mills equipped with eleven

grinders, compressors, wet machines and

all the necessary appliances ; a large dam

constructed of solid masonry, one of the

best in the province ; a wdiarf at Wey-

mouth Bridge, with a large warehouse

shed, offices, stoves, smithy, dwelling

house, village lots, etc. Mr. Ross inti-

mated his intention of inviting tenders for

the purchase of the properties en bloc.

The Sissiboo Pulp and Paper Company

was incorporated in 1899, with $250,000

bond issues. Upwards of $300,000 was ex-

pended in acquiring the limits, the mill

sites, the construction of dams and plant,

and machinery equipment. Owing to the

flood of 1901, and the general depression

in the pulp trade, the concern was forced

to suspend operations. There are at present

considerable enquiries for limits, amongthem

one from Sir Alfred Harmsworth, proprietor

of The London Daily Mail. It is possible

that local capitalists may purchase, with a

view to the reorganization of the company.
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The strike of paper makers in Wiscon-
sin, which continued for ten weeks, came
to an end last month. The strikers go
back to work on the same agreement as

made last year, having gained nothing by
tile strike.

The Maritime Sulphite Fibre Co.'s mill,

at Chatham, N.B., is still idle. A United
States paper making company is consider-
ing the question of buymg, but the im-
portant matter of freight rates is not yet
settled. When the Canada Eastern is

taken over by the Government, rates will
be quoted by that route. The pulp of New
Brunswick mills goes largely to Holyoke,
lAlass., and the rate from Chatham to that
point has heretofore been i7^c. per hun-
dred pounds. It is reported that the In-
tercolonial is willing to carry pulp to
Fredericton for 3>4c., mstead of' 5c., as
formerly, making the total haul i6c.,

but the prospective buyers want to
be assured of a rate of 1214c. to
Holyoke and other points.

The St. George Pulp and Paper Co., of
St. George, N.B., are building a paper
mill in Norwalk, Conn. The company
wish a larger paper market than that
afforded by the Maritime Provinces, and
in order to avoid heavy import duties they
will manufacture their New Biunswick
pulp in the United States. The new mill
is so situated that transportation from the
pulp mill to the paper mill is very easy.
The contract has now been let for the
new building, which will be 225 feet long,

43 feet wide, and 19 feet high. Joseph
Goodfellow, president of the company,
states that 20,000 tons of goods will be
landed in Norwalk every year. This in-
cludes 12,000 tons of ground wood, 1,500
tons of sulphite, 1,000 tons of other ma-
terial necessary in paper manufacturing,
and about 20 tons of coal per day.

The Canada Coated Mills, Limited, k
a new corporation which will build a coat-
mg mill at Georgetown. At present 60 per
cent, of all the coated paper used in Can-
ada is imported, and the new company
anticipate supplying this trade. They will

coat book, litho, and cardboard. William
Schuhmacher, formerly of the Imperial

Coated Mills, of Kalamazoo, Mich., has
the construction of the mill in hand at

present. The buildings will be 80 by 200
feet, with an "L." It will be two stories

high, will be patterned after the latest

construction of mills in the United States,
and will be equipped with the best ma-
chinery obtainable. Mr. Schuhmacher has
had thirty years' experience in coating
mills, and will take charge of the manu-
factory. The company is capitalized at
$100,000, and the provisional directors are:
J. R. Barber, president; Wm. Schuh-
macher, John Waldie, Edward Trout, and
Robert Kilgour. There is a good open-
ing for business in this line, and the ad-
vent of the new company will doubtless
be welcomed by the trade. The personnel
of the directorate is a guarantee of ex-
cellent management.

Sir Alfred liarmsworth has purchased a

location in Newfoundland for his pulp
mill. The areas embrace two thousand
square miles excellently wooded. Part of
this territory is already being worked by
the Timber Estate Co., of which Henry
M. Whitney, of Boston, is president. This
concern has large sawmills, twenty miles
of railway line, a shipping port and wharves
capable of accommodating large ocean
liners, and other properties, all of which
pass into Sir Alfred's hands. Other
tracts yet unworked adjoining the Whit-
ney property have been acquired. The
purchase price aggregates $450,000. Sir
Alfred's corporation, known as the Amal-
gamated Press, Limited, of London, has
been capitalized, it is said, for the purpose
of operating the pulp mill enterprise at

$10,000,000. A plant valued at half that
sum will be established and work started
as soon as possible, the intention being to
enlarge the plant as rapidly as circum-
stances will admit. The special advantages
which caused Sir Alfred to select New-
foundland for this venture are an abun-
dance of timber, unrivalled water power
from a series of lakes, cheaper labor than
elsewhere in America, and sea transpor-

tation of the product for a shorter dis-

tance than from any other pulp making
centre on this continent. His own rail-

way will convey the product to tidewater at
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Lewisport, in Notre Dame Bay, only 20

miles from the mills. From Lewisport to

Liverpool the distance is only 1,720 miles,

as against 3,300 from New York Deposits

of limestone used in pulp making exist

near the mills, and coal has been found

in the vicinity.

^ ^

LITERARY NOTICES.

Brasewitz "Nordisk Papperskalender,"

1904, published l)y Hugo Brusewitz, of

Goteborg, Sweden, is just to hand. This

book of over 250 pages contains a com-

plete directory of Scandinavian pulp and

paper mills, including Sweden, Norway,

Denmark, and Finland. A great deal of

information is given about each mill, such

as capital, driving power, machines,

output, and reproductions of trade marks.

The book is most attractive in its typo-

graphical and mechanical features, and is

of convenient size and arrangement for

ready reference. The text is entirely in

Swedish.

The Bureau of Forestry of the United

States is doing a grand educational work

in showing the people the value of the

timber resources of the country, and in

making clear the importance of preserving

and restoring the forests, H. M. Suter,

one of the agents of the Bureau, has pre-

pared a pamphlet on the forest tires of

the Adirondacks in 1903, with a map
showing the location and area of the re-

gion devastated by fire. It appears from

this map that about a dozen large but dis-

connected patches were burnt over, and

about forty smaller patches, many of them
widely separated, were scorched, the ag-

gregate area being about 600,000 acres, and
the direct total loss approximately

$3,500,000. This loss did not include any

estimate of the value of the growth of

young trees, which were to form the

future forests of the affected areas. It

is to be hoped that the provincial gov-

ernments of Canada will make similar re-

cords of the work of forest fires, from
the investigation of which information

may l)e derived which will help in avoid-

ing these wanton losses in the future.

K. Morven, of Florence, Italy, sends us

some leaHets, issued to promote the Metric

System of Weights and Measures. The
Metric System is founded on our decimal

system of notation, and being so founded

IS the only system of weights and mea-
sures suited for universal use. Since its

introduction in France, a little over 100

years ago, it has, by virtue of its own
inherent advantages, extended from one

country to another, till it is now used in

forty-four countries. Even in Anglo-

Saxon countries, it is now in common use

in the drug, chemical and other trades,

and it is believed that it will soon be made
general in Great Britain and Canada.

Little & Walker, chemical experts and
pulp mill engineers, 93 Broad St., Boston,

liave issued a valuable hanger for office

use, containing in a condensed form much
useful information for the mill engineer and
chemist. It is copyrighted, but may be had
free on addressing the firm. An extract

will be found elsewhere.

Among the trade catalogues and cir-

culars received are the following. Copies
of these will, no doubt, be sent to persons
interested on mentioning this magazine:

Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford,

Ont., manufacturers of pulp and sawmill

machinery, also of steam engines. The
present catalogue illustrates and describes

the IMcEwen automatic engine, placed on
the Canadian market solely- through this

company.

Leaflet from Cunliffe & Croom, Limited,

Broughton Iron Works, Manchester, de-

scribing a patent type metal moulding ap-
paratus for users of linotype machines.

John Haddon & Co., (Caxton Type
Foundry), 124 York St., Toronto, cata-

logue of display rules.

Booklet describing the Oliver type-

writer, the only standard typewriter in-

vented by a Canadian and manufactured
in Canada. It is stated that the present
output of these machines is 100 per week
—a remarkable record.

Westman & Baker, manufacturers of
printers' and bookbinders' machinery, 78
Wellington St. W., Toronto. A booklet
describing the firm's Gordon and other
hand and power presses, paper cutters,

rule cutters, card cutters, etc.
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WOOD CELLULOSE — ITS MANY
USES.

In addition to the great use of wood
for the manufacture of wood pulp, there

has arisen since the seventies a new
branch of the industry, viz., that of the

conversion of wood into celkilose. This

substance served primarily as a substi-

tute for rags and cotton in the manufac-

ture of many kinds of paper, and its ad-

vent was hailed with the liveliest satisfac-

tion by the whole world, seeing that ulti-

mately the supply of cotton would not be

sufficient for the large quantities of paper

required.

Science and research have, however, re-

vealed new methods for converting the

stable cellulose into a small series of im-
portant industrial products, by its trans-

formation, either by mechanical or chemi-

cal treatment, into new products which
are acquiring an importance in the com-
mercial world hitherto undreamed of.

New products are continually being- ob-

tained from cellulose, and attempts are

continually being made to discover further

useful methods of application.

The following brief sketch of the uses

and methods of application of cellulose, as

far as they interest the members of the

paper, pasteboard and wood pulp trades,

may perhaps awaken an increased inter-

est in them, and perhaps prompt indivi-

dual efforts to help to add to the general

fabric of this important branch of indus-
try.

The cellulose obtained by various

methods from wood and woody plants is,

as is well known, employed for all sorts

of paper and articles manufactured there-

from. The purest and most completely
opened up form of cellulose fibre is, how-
ever, that contained in cotton wadding,
and the manufacture of wadding and filter

paper are special branches which demand
the greatest care and the most scrupulous

cleanliness both in the materials and
water used.

Both the above products are put to a

number of uses, and one of the most im-

portant qualities demanded of them is

high absorptive power, as well as free-

dom from every possible impurity. Tn

addition to their use for filtering and

surgical purposes, these pure forms of

cellulose have been largely employed of

late years in the manufacture of nitro-

cellulose, which substance is again worked
Lip into a variety of important technical

compounds., principally gun-cotton, blast-

ing gelatine, smokeless powders, celluloid,

and collodion, from which latter sub-

stance the so-called artificial silk is now
produced.

The cellulose fibre produced from wood
is still more absorptive than that obtained

from cotton, and, as the result of much
laborious research and experiment, it has

now become possible to produce wood
cellulose which can take the place of cot-

ton cellulose—a fact which has opened up

an entirely new market for the article,

and one which is also increasing. Both

filter paper and wadding for s irgical

dressings can now be made of good quality

from wood cellulose—an achievement

hitherto impossible. Both by mechanical

as well as chemical treatment a whole
series of valuable products may be ob-

tained from cellulose, some of which may
be briefly mentioned.

Various solvents are employed, which
enable cellulose to be treated more con-

veniently. When the pure fibre is boiled

with water, preferably under pressure, the

cellulose dissolves, and there is first pro-

duced a dissolved hydro-cellulose, which
can be subsequently converted into dex-
trin and sugar, and finally into alcohol by

fermentation. This takes place much in

the same way as with ordinary starch,

which is also transformed into dextrin
and then into sugar when boiled.

The simplest molecular chemical com-
position is exactly the same, both in the

case of cellulose and starch, namely,
C; H,o O5, hence both have the same
chemical appearance. This molecular
composition, which is not yet, unfortun-
ately, accurately known, may also be very
much higher, e.g., C„ H.o C),,,, i.e.. (G
H,„ Or,)', or may even be C. H ,„ C).-, n times.

If now, therefore, as already mentioned,
cellulose be treated with water for a pro-
longed period of time at a temperature
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of, say, 40 degrees C, a dissolved hydro-

cellulose will be produced which, when

the solution is evaporated and allowed to

cool, remains as a uniform homy mass,

which may be molded into any shape by

pressure, and is used and known under

the name of "cellulith."

Cellulose is also dissolved by various

acids, such as hydrochloric, sulphuric,

nitric, and acetic acids, also by acetates.

Alkalies, too, such as potash and soda,

salts like zinc chloride, ammoniacal oxide

of copper, and others, all dissolve cellu-

lose. The pure cellulose dissolved in any

of the above reagents can be recovered

again by precipitation, and, on the various

methods of treatment, it is generally a

mixture of hydro-cellulose and oxy-cellu-

lose which has to be dealt with.

^ w ^
HINTS FOR THE BLEACHING

DEPARTMENT.

(From "Useful Data for Paper Makers,"

by Little & Walker, Boston.)

Good bleach should consist of a pure

white powder in which any lumps, if

present, should readily break down and

leave no core. If the bleach is grey it

indicates the use of poor lime in making.

It should show on analysis not less than

36 per cent, available chlorine.

Water at 75 deg. to 80 deg. F. is best

for bleach mixing.

With a good agitator, twenty minutes

is ample to ensure complete solution.

Longer agitation does no good and makes

the sludge settle slower.

The sludge from one hundredweight

(112 lbs.) of bleach will occupy about 5

cubic feet. It does not consist of un-

dissolved bleaching powder, but of lime

suspended in bleaching powder solution.

A good bleach solution standing i deg.

Be. contains about one-half per cent, of

active chlorine. One standing 5 deg. Be.,

about 2.5 per cent.

Bleach solutions deteriorate rapidly

under the action of light and should be

stored in covered tanks.

If you must use acid in bleaching, re-

member that a very little is just as efifec-

tive as a good deal.

If you bleach above lOO deg. F. there is

great danger that the fibre substance will

be attacked.

The use of alum in bleaching is simply

wasteful. Acid does the same work

much more cheaply and effectively.

The cheapest and most effective antichlor

is ordinary sulphite liquor like that used

for cooking wood.

()\er-bleached and tendered stock will

turn yellow if dropped into a hot weak
solution of caustic soda.

Small amounts of acid or bleach left in

stock cause paper to go back in color and

tender.

Don't pile moist pulp directly on a wet

floor.

All the dirt on the floor will be drawn
up into the pulp.

The actual shrinkage of rag stock in

the single operation of bleaching ranges

from 3 per cent, to 7 per cent., according

to grade.

Well-cooked sulphite should not shrink

over 3^ per cent, in bleaching.

Bleached fibres take dyes more strongly

than unbleached.

To test stock for traces of bleach, rub

a little starch into a paste with cold

water, and pour the mixture into boiling

water. V/hen cold add a few crystals of

iodide of potassium. This solution,

dropped on the fibre, develops blue spots

if any active chlorine is left. The stock

tested should be cold, as heat destroys

the color.

The sizing power, and consequently the

quality and value of rosin size, depends

on the proportion of free rosin dissolved

in the rosin soap. In good size about 40

per cent, of all the rosin present is un-

combined or free. Some mill sizes con-

tain less than half this proportion of free

rosin, and are correspondingly ineffective.

^ ^ ^
Some months ago an English firm asked

for quotations from Canadian mills mak-
ing a class of cardboard suitable for card

indexes. Up to the present they have

only received one quotation, and in this

case the price was higher than prices from

the United States. Surely some Cana-

dian paper mill can supply this want at

a figure that will compare with United

States quotations.
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Leather Belting.

Not an experiment, but

simply an improvement

on what was heretofore

known as

THE BEST
WE KNOW S'„/,t„. WE PROVE tl.

For those whose belts are giving them trouble, or who would like to get a
^^a"x4§"M*^ of leather belting than they ever could before, FAIR-BANKS' "F" BRAND LEATHER BELTING is manufactured.

Write us for particulars, and let us prove our assertions.

THE FAIRBANKS COMPANY.
MONTREAL. TORONTO. VANCOUVER. WINNIPEG.
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BRITISH CHEMICAL MARKET.

There is now a steady demand, and

quotations are firm.

Alkali, ammonia, 58% £4 I5 0

Alum, lump, loose 5 5 0

Alumina, sulphate 3 10 o

Borax, crystals 13 o 0

Caustic, white, 76% 10 10 0

Caustic, white, 70% 9 i5 o

Caustic, white, 60% 8 15 0

Soda ash, carbonated, 527^ • • 626
Soda ash, carbonated, 48%... 600
Soda ash, caustic, 48/0 6 50
Sal ammonica (ists) 42 o o

Sal ammoniac (ists) 42 o o

Soda crystals 3 2 6

Sulphate of ammonia 11 17 6

Sulphate of copper 19 10 0

Sulphur, rolls 6 12 6

Sulphur flowers 7 12 6

Sulphur, recovered 5 10 o

Bleaching powder, 35% 4 50

PULP AND PAPER MARKET.

Since the close of the strike in Wiscon-

sin, business in the West has been picking

up. Fall trade is felt now to a con-

siderable extent, and all mills have fairly

good orders. The pulp market is about

the same, and the demand is good.

There is a possibility of another short-

age of ground wood in Maine, unless there

are good fall rains. In the Adirondacks,

owing to the expenditure by the Forest

Commission of large sums of money on

reservoirs, water has been very fair. A
seeming scarcity of ground-wood, how-

ever, is being felt in some parts.

Prices- are holding rather stifle, and pulp

is none too free
; $15 and $16, f.o.b. mill are

the ruling prices, and these will probably

go somewhat higher. Not only is it a

question of water, but the prices of wood
are holding very firm.

Canadian trade generally is good.

In Scandinavia great uneasiness is felt

ESTABLISHED 1842.

Cheney-Bigclow Wire Works
SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

... Manufacturers of ...

FOURDRINIER WIRES
CYLINDER MOLDS, DANDY ROLLS

ALSO

Brass, Copper and Iron Wire Cloth

SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF THE F

Bell Patent Flat Wires for Book Papers
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by pulp manufacturers on account of the

scarcity of water. Some pulp mills have

been forced to shut down and others are

running only partially. Even the western

part of Sweden, which in normal years

is never subjected to any shortness of

water, is affected. The consequence is

that pulp prices are holding firm. A stiff

market is expected for some time to

come, on account of the expected bad

state of the waterways in Scandinavia

during the coming winter. Water scar-

city in Germany also is said to have had a

great effect on the trend of the market.

New York reports quote ground wood
at $16 at mill, but no sales are being made.

Foreign bleached sulphite, $3.35 per cwt.

;

unbleached, $2.15 to $2.25; domestic sul-

phite, bleached, $2.50 to $3.25 ; unbleached,

$1.85 to $2.10; domestic soda, bleached,

$2.25.

In Great Britain, sulphite, bleached, is

quoted at £12 to £12 5s.; unbleached, ist

quality, £9 to £9 los.
;
soda, unbleached.

rst quality, £8 to £8 5s.- Ground wood,

50 per cent, moist, £2 to £2 2s. 6d.
;
dry,

£4 5s. to £4 los.

^ ^ ^
PAPER STOCK MARKET.

Montreal, Sept. 15th, 1904.

There is a fair demand for most lines

of paper stock. Prices of European stock

continue firm, and with wood pulp here
held at fairly high prices, paper makers are
making more enquiry for waste material.

All the better grades of new cotton cut-

tings are closely bought up. Old cotton

rags are a little dull. Manilla rope is

firm, and in good demand. There is a

good deal of enquiry for waste papers, and

the better qualities, such as white shav-

ings, ledger stock, etc., meet with ready

sale. There is still no sale for old bag-

ging. Considerable importations of rags

for roofing stock have been coming in all

summer, and the domestic supply at pres-

ent is somewhat in excess of the demand.

SPECIAL:
Cyclone Separators for Barkers.

Extra Heavy Steel Plate

Exhaust Fans for Pulp Mills.

Heating and Ventilating by
Blower System.

Mechanical

Draft, Etc.

SHULDON
& SHILLDON,

GALT, = ONTARIO.
,
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THE WM. HAMILTON MFG. GO., Limited,

BUILDERS OF A COMPLETE LINE OF

Pulp and Paper Mill Machinery
INCLUDING-

GRINDERS
SCREENS
PAPER MACHINES
WET MACHINES
WINDERS
WOOD CHIPPERS
STUFF PUMPS
SUPER -CALENDERS

ALSO The SAMSON TURBINE WATER WHEEL

Head Office

and Works- Peterborough, Ontario.

^^ H. W. Stebbins, Pres. A. F. Richter. Treas. G. A. Stebbins, Sec'y. %

STEBBINS

Engineering & Mfg. Co.

P,p., .nd Pulp Mill

IEngineers and Architects. # all kinds of material.

MANUFACTURERS OF-

The Stebbins Patented Acid Systems, Digesters and their Linings,

Bronze, Lead and Cast Iron Fittings.

We design, construct, equip and operate mills for the manufacture of

Pulp and Paper and all processes allied thereto.

WATERTOWN, N.Y. Office, 74-78 Smith Building.

F
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Domestic white rags $2.00 to $2.10 per 100

Mixed bagging 55 to 65

Blues and thirds ... 1.25 to 1.30

Dark cottons 75 to 90

Roofing paper stock 50 to 55
"

Waste papers 35 to 45
Hard white shavings 2.00 to 2.10

"

Soft white shavings, i.oo to 1.50
"

Book stock 75 to 90
Manilla rope 1.75 to 2.00

Sisal and jute string 75 to i.oo
"

Flax tow I.oo to 1.25
"

^ ^

ABITIBI SPRUCE.

Archibald Henderson, one of the survey-

ing parties now exploring for the Pro-
vincial Government in New Ontario,

writes to the Globe, as follows, on the

timber around Lake Abitibi : "Along
the rivers, and for the most part the

creeks also, the country naturally appears
at its best. The most valuable timber, as

also the soil promising most for the agri-

culturist, is here found. White spruce as

large as thirty-two inches in diameter,

averaging sixteen inches, aspen and bal-

sam poplar, some twenty-eight inches,

averaging fourteen inches, are the most

valuable trees. Mixed vvith these are the

smaller black spruce, white birch and bal-

sam. Such a forest unfortunately extends

from only two or three chains to half a

mile inland from the water front. This

is not as serious as might seem at first,

however, as the whole country is drained

by numerous small unnamed rivers and

creeks, as yet not marked on any map,

besides the large rivers, and each of

these, as a rule, has sloping banks, in some
cases from thirty feet to forty feet high,

and timbered almost as well as the usually

somewhat higher banks of the larger

rivers.

"Inland from the rivers and creeks the

character of the country changes very

considerably, and in various areas assumes

far different aspects. By far the greatest

part is well wooded with black spruce, in

size up to thirteen inches, averaging

probably seven inches. These grow on a

JAMES KENYON & SON,
:'?Ei;v^rBURT DERBY STREET MILLS ™—

BURY, = LANCASHIRE
KENYON-BURY

Manu- r— |— I I
For

facturers I I Paper
of I L. L. I Makers.

Couch Roll Covers, Wet and Dry Felts
of all kinds, including— Patent Cotton Dry Felts = =

Special attention paid to felts for fast running news machines
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THE PUSEY & JONES COMPANY
WILMINGTON, DELAWARE, U S.A.

Machinery for Paper Mills and Pulp Mills

REPRESENTED BY

THE WM. HAMILTON MFG. CO., Ltd.,

1^

^ inr wwiwi. nuiwiii iiim mm. iiii.-i iii..
|

M PETERBOROUGH, ONTARIO, i

i ha Who are prepared to Build the Inventions ^

g Patented by THOMAS H. SAVERY, S
1 h
^ In Canada under Numbers 68,093, 71,746, 72,118 and 77,818; and also ^

g The Guard-Board patented by J. H. GATELY, in CANADA g
^ under Number 74,735. ^

I 1
im%W5^W5^W5^??]^-3^W!!^W3Q^^S€^

The Sandusky Foundry & Machine Co.,

Founders and Machinists. — Sandusky, Ohio.

The Millspaugh Patent Shower Pipe System.

Canadian Pulp and Paper Manufacturers are entitled to as

good machinery as their competitors.

A large percentage of American Mills have

Millspaugh Patent Shower Pipes,
and our sales are constantly increasing.

Same prices and terms in Canada.

The Sandusky Foundry & Machine Co., Sandusky, Ohio.
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PULP MILL FOR SALE.

Property and Works of the St. John

Sulphite Pulp Company, Limited (in

liquidation), situate at Mispee, Saint

John County, New Brunswick.

The mill property of the Company comprises over
three hundred acres. Works are situate on the Mispec
River, a quarter of a mile from the sea, and six miles by
water from the City of Saint John, fn-m thence pulp
may be shipped to all points. There is ample wharf
accommodation at the works, and schooners with coal
discharg-e directly into the boiler-house. An unlimited
supply of pulpwood is available. Works are new and
substantially built of pressed brick, are fitted with
modern and uo-to-date appliances, including: electric

plant, and are capable of producing- two hundred tons of
pulp per week. There is room in the present building
for additional plant, which when installed would double
the output. T he mill-dam is substantially built of stone,
and is about fifty feet high. The water is taken to th.

turbine wheels in an iron flume five feet in diameter,
which gives ample supply for driving machinery and
pulp making.

Tenders for purchase of above described property will

be received by the undersigned up to October ist, 1904.
The highest or any tender not necessarily accepted.

Further information will be supplied on application.

EZEKIEL B
JOSEPH A.

St. John, N. B.

KETCHUM,
LIKELY,

Liquidators.

July 27th, 1904.

clay soil overlaid with two or three feet

of humus, which again supports moss to

the extent of about eight inches. Many
of these spruce woods aie quite wet, and

the mossy floor is of a sphagnous nature.

STUFF PUMP.
This pump is made

in three sizes, 5", 6"

and 8".

The valves are made
so as to be easily and

cheaply replaced and

can be got at without

using wrench.

We also make boiler

eed and other pumps.

Particulars and €

references on request. *

Manufactured

T.McOUAT&SON.Lacliute

0. REICH & CO.
WOOD PULP AGENTS.

28 Budgie Row, London, E.G.

56 Royal Exchange, Manchester, England.

Wallace—Jaastad—Drewsen
ASSOCIATED INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERS AND CHEniSTS

JOSEPH H. WALLACE. C.E., 1 A. U. JAASTAD, M.E.. I VIGGO DREWSEN, Ph. D.
M.Am. Soc. C.E,, M Can. Soc. C.E. | Steam Engineer.

I
Industrial Chemist.

Pulp and Paper Mills, Power Developments, Reports, Consultation.

Offices and Laboratorirs—Temple Court Bldg., New York.

BRUNNER MOND ^ CO., Limited
NORTHWICH, ENG.

LARGEST ALKALI MANUFACTURERS IN THE WORLD.

Soda Ash 58 per cent.
Bleachine: Powder 35-38 per cent.

SOLE AGENTS IN CANADA

Winn & Holland, = = Hontreal
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while in other drier localities the floor is

largely composed of Bryaceous mosses.

Scattered through the black spruce are

many tamarac, which in wetter areas are

collec'ted into tamarac stwamps. These
trees, unfortunately, are dead, almost with-

out exception, having been killed within

recent years by the larch sawfly in these

areas. Hoary alder has grown up ve -y

thickly, and travelling through it is al-

most impossible. Such areas are small,

the largest being not more than a mile

and a half long in the direction travelled."

In reply to a question, we may say that

tubes and cones of paper may be im-

ported free by manufacturers of cotton

yarns, when used in their own factories.

The Oriental Power and ' Pulp Co., of

Vancouver, whose projected works have

already been mentioned, will make both

mechanical and sulphite pulp, which will

be turned into paper at their own mills.

The company has extensive timber limits

of spruce, larch and hemlock in easily

accessible localities.

THIS MAGAZINE is printed on our Chalk White" Coated Book
Paper—the best and whitest coated paper sold. All regular sizes

and weights in stock. The Cover is our Art Litho Cover, stocked in four

tints, 2 sizes, 20 x 25 and 2i| x 281. Samples gladly sent.

Canada Paper Co.
LIMIT £D

Windsor Mills, Que. = Montreal, - Toronto.

DR. C. WURSTER'S Patented

Pulping Machines & Kneaders
NEARLY 150 AT WORK.

LARQE PATTERN — Four Sizes.

.
PULPING-UP 3, 6 and 9 and 12 tons of Dry Papers or Pulp in

24 hours.

POWER—5 h.p., 8 h.p., 12 h.p. and 15 h.p.

SMALLER PATTERN—For Sorted Papers only.

PULPING-UP 2 to 3 tons of Dry Paper in 24 hours. 2 to 4 h.p.

Built in Iron.

For Better Quality Papers, Trough and Propellers made of Brass.

Special Machines -for Unsorted Paper.
These Machines do not Grind, Cut-up, or Wet the Fibres, and as the State of
Beating and Refining is Unaltered, neither Color nor Sizing being Affected, and
Impurities not touched, "BROKE" can be Re-used for the Same Quality of
Paper again.

FOR PARTICULARS APPLY TO i

DR. C. WURSTER, 29 Abbey Road, St. John's Wood, LONDON, N. W.

ENGLAND.
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MASSACHUSETTS
BAN COMPANY,

WAXTHAM, MASS.

F. N. RITCHIE
EXPERT EXPLORER AND

PRACTICAL LUMBERMAN

30 YEARS' EXPERIENCE IN FORESTRY.
Commercial Exchange,

131 St. Peter Street, Quebec, Canada.

DEALER AND BROKER

PINE AND SPRUCE TIMBER LIMITS
PULP WOOD LANDS, FREEHOLDS, &c.

Reports on Timber Limits, Pulp Wood
Lands, etc. — Highest References.

Drainer Stones

The Klary and Snell Patent Drainer Stones are made
ot the niost durable material, and are proof ag-ainst
acids or bleachmg ag-ents ; smooth on both sides, and dono t soil stock. Send for description and a list otCanadian and United States Mills using- them.

SAMUEL SNELL. Hoiyoke. Mass.

REASONS
WHY THE CANADIAN OLIVER TYPEWRITER

IS SUPERIOR TO ALL OTHERS.
visible, each letter being in plain sight

VISIBLE WRITING—The writing
the instant it is made.

^^Y^h^lu^^^
BAR.-Ithas adoubleorU shaped Type Bar provided with

^^^Ji^A"/V'^'^'l r l^i"^' "t^"'^
escapement, direct type bar connection, down-

-rv Jl?
^"'^ li&ht touch, makes. t the most speedy of all writing- machines

tw'.r^^''Y^'l CLEANING.-The type a'^e of steel anJefare upward
PRirV « ''^^^C''^

'^''^ ^^"^^P of the ordinary tvpe brush.^

i^AD^ffCANA^.''^"' ^" '"^'^^'""^ °* ''^^ ' because

WHY PAY DUTY?
Canadian Oliver Typewriter Co., Montreal,

Manufacturers.
Branch :

—

55 VICTORIA ST , TORONTO

BARKER,
CHIPPER,
PAPFR-CUTTER

MAGHiNE KNiVCS
Of Every Desonpiion.

1 ne Keter Hay Knife Co., Limited, Calt, Ont.
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'

A. WERTHEIM & Co.

HAMBURG.
IMPORT AND EXPORT ALL KINDS OF

Sulphite,

Soda and
Mechanical

WOOD PULPS
OFFICES AT:

CHRISTIANIA (Norway)

GOTHENBURG (Sweden)

MANCHESTER ..

LONDON
PARIS

ANGOULEME (France)

LYONS
MILAN
TOLOSA (Spain)

NEW YORK .. ..

ST. PETERSBURG

Kirkegaden No. 20.

Lilla Kyrkogatan No. 20.

Guardian Buildings (opposite Exchange).

77a Queen Victoria Street, E.G.

Rue de Londres No. 29

43 Rue Louis Desbrandes.

54, Cours Gambetta.

24 Via Solferino

18 Calle San Francisco.

99 Nassau Street.

Little Podjascheskaja House, 4, Qu 16.

Telegraphic Address: K

"WERTHEinO, HAnBURQ."
|
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"

Paper Mill g

Machinery. g

X( Guaranteed the most serviceable and efficient

of any built.

^ Modern Designs, New Patented Ideas, )K

W Used Exclusively by us.

y/ I

g Cylinder and Fourdrinicr Machines. X{

X{ Tissue Paper Machines a Specialty. ?

|( i

i BELOIT IRON WORKS, yi

yf^
BELOIT, WIS., U S. A. i{i

V/ M
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We Manufacture

Heavy Duty and

Baling Presses,

and will be glad

to submit prices

and particulars on

request.

Write us for

anything for

PULP MILLS

The

JENCKES MACHINE
COMPANY, Limited,

nr Lansdowne St.,

Sherbrooke, Que.

1844 I904

Manufacturers of full lines of

Pulp Wood Machinery

WRITE FOR SPECIAL CATALOG.

The WATEROUS Engine

Works Company, Limited

BRANTFORD, CANADA.
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WIRE PULP MATS
Perforatea Copper, Brass and Sieeh

WIRE ROPE = Ail Kinds.
Wire Guards for Mill Windows. Refuse Burner Gloth, etc.

The B. Greening Wire Co., Limited,
HAMILTON, Ont. - - - MONTREAL, Que.

DICK'S Baiata BELTING.
The Strongest Belt In the World, and specially

adapted for Pulp and Paper Making.
LARGE STOGK always on handm

J. S. YOUNG, = = Sole Agent for Canada.
413 St. Paul Street, Montreal. f

Before Starting with the Erection of a

PULP MILL
Write to Us. ;

We are the Pioneer makers of Pulp
Mill Machinery in Canada, and can
design and equip a mill throughout.

ADDRESS

Carrier, Laine iS Co.,
LEVIS, - - - Que.
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Every Grade of Waste for Paper Making.

R. HOUGH,
LONDON, England.

Agent for Canada and U. S., - - J. CHRISTIE,

67 Yonge St., Toronto, Canada. f

For Paper
and Pulp
Manufacturers

SAMUEL PORRin & SONS, LTD.
Bamford Woollen Mills, Nr. Rochdale, England.

Agent for Canada—JOHN CHRISTIE, 67 Yonge St., Toronto. F

FELTS

EXPORTERS OF
WASTE PAPER for RE-MANUFAOTURE.

W.V. BOWATER & SONS,
LONDON, England.

IMPORTERS OF

NEWS IN REAMS and REELS.
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The Largest Fourdrinier Wire Plant in the World

Eastwood Wire Mf^. Co.
Belleville, New Jersey, U.S.A.

MANUFACTURERS OF

FOURDRINIER WIRES,

CYLINDER and WASHER WIRE CLOTH,

DANDY ROLLS,

CYLINDER MOULDS,

ROLLED BRASS SCREEN PLATES,

PERFECTION BRONZE (cast metal) SCREEN PLATES.

SUCTION BOX COVERS, COUCH ROLLS,

NAME PLATES,

PERFECTION BRONZE, DIGESTER CASTINGS and Y VALVES,
for the manufacture of SULPHITE WOOD PULP,

PERFECTION BRONZE VALVES, bolls and fixtures, fur SUL-
PHITE PROCESS.

BRASS, COPPER and IRON WIRE and WIRE CLOTH of every

descrip ion,

BABBITT MB:TAL and all grades of ANTI FRICTION METAL.

BRONZE and BRASS CASTINGS, from i oz. to 20,000 lbs. in weight.

N. B.—We manufacture all of the above articles, not merely

dealers. Write for prices to

EASTWOOD WIRE MFG. CO.,
BELLEVILLE, NEW JERSEY, U.S.A.

|

I

I

The Lart'est Fourdrinier Wire Plant in the World
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I
Foreign Phosphorbronze

|

I
Fourdrinier Wires,

|
I Sulphite Pulps, Paper Stock and Rags, |

I Bleached Straw Pulp, also China Clay. f|

1 JEAN FREESE, MLfr^S,-; NEW YORK. |

I FOURDRINIER MACHINE WIRES I

I CYLINDER COVERS |
% Unettualled for Strength, Smoothness and Long LifCm ^

I GEORGE CHRISTIE LIMITED |
J Ladywell Wire Works, GLASGOW, SCOTLAND

jj
jjC Agent-THOMAS L. PATON. 30 St. Francois Xavier Street, Montreal, who J
1^ holds stock for immediate deHvery. F ^

1 ADAMS CROCKER. Manager
|

E. J. WELCH, Gen. Supt.
|
EMMONS CROCKER, Treas. ife

^
HENRY W. S. DOWNS, Superintendent Lennoxville Works.

g

I
Union Screen Plate Co.

I
Lennoxville, Que., Fitchburg, Mass., U.S.A.

D LARGEST MANUFACTURERS OF

i Screen Plates
IN THE WORLD

The " Union " Bronze (best cast metal) Plates for Sulphite Mills. The Standard
Rolled Brass Plates. The " Union " Cast Metal Suction Plates.

Old Plates re-closed by our process are practically as good as new and give
better results than by any other process.

|j
We shall keep on hand at our Lennoxville Works a large stock of the different

sizes of both metals and can fill large orders promptly. F
j
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BERTRAMS, LIMITED

Papermakers'

Engineers
St, Katherine's Works,

SCIENNES, EDINBURGH,

The Newest and most Up-to-date Machinery for Papermakers,

embracing British, American and Continental Improvements.

REPRESENTED BY

C. H. JOHNSON <S SONS, LIMITED,
Wire Works, St, Henry, Montreal.

C. H. JOHNSON 6 SONS, Ltd.
WIRE- WORKS, — ST. HENRY, — MONTREAL.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Fourdrinicr Wires, Cylinder Wires,

Brass, Copper and Iron Wire Cloth, Dandy Rolls

PORRITT BRO" & AUSTIN
Stubbins Vale Mills—RAMSBOTTOM—near Manchester, England.

Manufacturers of every description of

Felts and Jackets for
Pulp and Paper Mills,

Agents for Canada : C. H. JOHNSON & SONS, Ltd., ST. HENRY, MONTREAL.
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THE BLACK-CLAWSON CO..
HAMILTON, OHIO, U.S.A.

Builders of HIGH-GRADE
MACHINERY for

Paper and Pulp
Mills

from new patterns and de-

sig"ns embodying" the latest

improvements.

Foot-power Perforators.

3 ^oWex Ink Mills.

Evaporating and Drying
Mcichirperg.

We Solicit Correspondence.
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The Canadian Rubber Co.
OF MONTREAL

Manufacturers of

Rubber Belting, Packings, Valves, Gaskets, Fire, Steam

and Water Hose, Etc., Etc.

We make a specialty of covering

Couch, Press and Squeeze Rolls

For Pulp and Paper Mills.

I^ubbcr Diaphragms for Screens.

If it's anything in the Rubber Line we've got it. correspondence solicited

F
MONTREAL TORONTO WINNIPEG VANCOUVER

CARRIER, LAINE & CO.
LE.VIS, Que.

MAKERS OF

Pulp Machineryf,

Paper Machinery,

Engines and Boiiersm

Mills Built and
Equipped with Power Plant.
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Little & Walker
93 Broad Street, Boston

CHEWICAL EXPERTS and ENGINEERS
SPECIALISTS IN

Pulp and Paper making. p

HERBERT S. KIMBALL
Chemical Engineer and Mill Architect

101 Tremont St., Boston, Mass.

Designs, Examinations, Reports, F

Sulphite and Soda Fibre, Pulp and Paper Mills.

M. AM. SOC. M.E.

M. CAN. SOC. C.E.GEORGE F. HARDY,
Consulting Engineer.

Paper, Pulp and Fibre Mills, Examination of

Mill Properties, Water Power Developments.

Mutual Reserve Building, - 309 Broadway,

NEW YORK.

"Asbestine Pulp" Filler

Superior to any Clay.

Delivered price on application.

INTERNATIONAL PULP CO.
New York City, U.S.A.

ISO Tons {njPi'oved Domestic
_ _ China Clay for Paper

MEM Ju ir Making—Bright Color
• High Retention—

Dstiiym Fine Quality.

The Philadelphia Clay Manufacturing^ Co.
706 Drexel Building, Philadelphia, Pa., U. S. A.

T. PRINGLE & SON
Specialities:—Pulp Paper and Fibre Mills,

Hydraulic Developments and Electrical
Transmissions

409, 410, 411, 412 Coristine Bldg:.,
MONTREAL. F

C. H, VOGEL
A. M. Can. Soc. C.E. ENGINEER

OTTAWA. CAN.

WATER POWER
Paper, Pulp and Sulphite Fibre Mills

Seymour & Guest
MILL ARCHITECTS AND

ENGINEERS.
Textile Mills, Merchants Bank
Pulp and Paper Mills, Building,
Hydraulic Development. MONTREAL.

This Railway runs through TwO Hundred
Miles of the Finest Spruce Forests in

America, through a country abounding in

Water Powers suitable for Pulp and
Paper Mills and other industries, and of

easy access to the Steamship DockS at

Quebec.

Alex. Hardy, J. G. Scott,
G.F. & P. A. General Manager

Quebec, P. Q.

I CASTLE. GOHHEIL & OVERTON
I 41 Park Rows, Times Bldg,, New York
* AGENTS FOR

Sulphite anf# Wood Pulp Mills
Dealers in all kinds of Paperstock, Sizing^, etc.

Correspondence Solicited.
T

aTrt at r aTa alk aTa t^t
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CHINA CLAY^ff™'
Makers' Strained

Bleaching Powder. Soda Ash.
Ultramarine Blue.

STARCHES""^f^S^j:^-'
W. T. BENSON iL Co., 164 St. James St., Montreall

JOSEPH PORRITT & SONS,
HELMSHORE Manchester

FELTS
and JACKE.TS FOR. PULP and PAPER MILLS

And all kinds of Woollen, Linen and Cotton Cloths for Mechanical Purposes.

REGISTERED. ^ AgBfltS tOf M Zm^,
p_ BREBT ^ CO., 194 Fulton Street, NEW YORK.

FOURDRINIER WIRES,
Cylinder Covers, Etc,

A. COUSLAND & CO., wire^works, GLASGOW, Scotland.

I
W. A. FLBLMING & CO.,

|

I
MONTREAL. ^^Sfl^^BEmNT^ ^.".^^1:

|

Importers of Belting, Hose, Mill Supplies, "Camel" Brand ^
^ Hair Belting, also " BALATA, " Rubber, Leather and ^

Stitched Cotton Pulp and Paper Mill FELTS, Wet and Dry. j|
Send for Prices and Discounts. ^
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A. KLIPSTEIN & CO. 1

17 Lemoine St., flontreal
|

Sulphate
Alumina

j

China Clay & Bleaching: Powder

Ultramarine and
|

Aniline Blues I
F 1^

The St. John (N.B.), Gazette ceased

publication on October ist, and is suc-

ceeded by the St. John Evening Times.

The property has passed under the man-
agement of a new company, which is now
applying for a provincial charter, the cor-

porate name to be the St. John Timca
Printing and Publishing Co. The capital

will be $100,000.

La Conipagnie de Publication de La
Patrie has been authorized to increase its

capital stock by $200,000, and has been

granted the following additional powers

:

To acquire the assets of the firm of L. T.

Tarte & Frere; to buy the property of the

newspaper, Le Cultivateur; to print and
publish newspapers, books and other publi-

cations ; to carry on a general job print-

ing business, binding and lithographing;

make and sell pulp paper, and to buy and
sell journals, books, pamphlets, magazines,
and other publications.

—Supposing a tax of 10 per cent, be

placed on paper imported from foreign

countries, and a smaller tax on paper sent

to us from Canada, would it in reality do

injury at all comparable to the benefit that

would ensue to the papermakers of Eng-

land ? Would it seriously affect the price

of the volumes that line the booksellers'

shelves, the wrapping paper on the shop-

keepers' counter, or the size of the even-

ing newspaper ? Anything that would in-

terfere with the dissemination of liter-

ature would not be tolerated, but it is a

striking commentary that at the present

time the newspaper owners of the United

States are paying £2 a ton more for their

paper than are tlie newspaper owners of

this country ! Yet America is the land

of big newspaper sheets, big circulations,

as well as big everything else. The de-

mand for books is possibly greater there

in proportion to the population than it is

at home, so that here, at all events, is at

least one striking proof that £2 per ton

does not stand in the way of the printing

trade and the circulation of books, papers,

and periodicals in America. —Belfast Tele-

graph.
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Wilson^ Paterson & CoV^
Board of Trade BIdg., MONTREAL

OFFER TO THE TRADE s

I SODA ASH, Caustic Soda, 50^ to 78^, Caustic Potash, Sal |
Soda, SALT CAKES, Silicate of Soda, Pearlash, Potash, Sul- ^

J phur. Also a full line of Resins, direct shipment from the south. %

^ Contracts made -for regular supplies. F
^

ESTABLISHED 1850

BELLHOUSE, DILLON & CO.
LMPOKTEKS OF

China Clay, Sulphur, Bleaching Powder, Sulphate
Alumina, Soda Ash and Aniline Colors.

MAGHiNE WIRES, fELTS, ETO,
F

Offices—201 to 203 Coristine Building, St. Nicholas Street, \/fOVnrH IT A T
Telephones-Main 846, 847. XTlVylX 1 M\.ILt/\.L^,
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Pfllp and Paper Magazine
A monthly magrazJne devoted to the interests of Cana-

dian pulp and paper manufacturers and the paper trade
issued between the 15th and 20th of each month.
Subscriptions: Canada, Great Britain and the United

States, $1 a j^ear ; to Foreig-n Countries, 5s. a year.
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JAPANESE TRADE WI^^ CANADA.

Recent trade returns of Japan show
that so far from the war causing a

paralysis of trade, the exports of the

"England of the East" have actually in-

creased since the war broke out, and

would no doubt have increasei' much
more if the calls to arms had not de-

pleted the labor supply. In Canada, the

States and in British and European

countries Japanese goods are in favor,

the heroism of the Japanese soldiers and

their chivalrous conduct towards their

foes being in reality an advertisement of

the best kind for Japanese goods. The
Japanese always were natural born

artists, and their artistic taste shows it-

self in all their wares. Their confidence

OCTOBER, 1904. |«
-^lA^'^AK

,
yv^-r.

^ Single Copy lOc

in the permanency of their military suc-

cess in Manchuria is evident from the

fact that the Yokohama Specie Bank
has opened a branch at Dalny, and re-

opened its former branch at New-
chwang.

Among a number of articles of Can-

adian origin which can find a market in

Japan is pulp, and, to some extent, paper

made from wood pulp. Alexander Mac-
Lean, the Canadian agent in Japan, is

sanguine on this subject, and we com-
mend to those interested the following

information given in his last communi-
cation to the Canadian Government.

"Pulp imported into Japan," he says,

"is a growing quantity. The importa-

tions for the last six years have been in

value as follows:

—

Years. Pounds.

1898 9,192,994 $111,800

1899 8,716,184 168,325

1900 8,873,517 227,565

1901 3,979,576 102,795

1902 8,293,804 182,529

1903 16,042,116 313,569

Total 55,098,191 $1,106,583

The principal pulp exporters, by

countries, to Japan, for the last three
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years are: Germany, Sweden and Nor-

way, the United States and Great Britain,

Austria-Hungary and British America

supply a small quantity; but doubtless

some of the latter's product comes

through Great Britain. The returns

show a rapid rate of increase for the

three years just preceding the war

period, which may therefore be regarded

as normal. K[o doubt this year will

show perhaps more than a normal in-

crease, because of the greater consump-

tion of paper, mainly newspaper which

the demand for war news causes. But

the expectation is that the demand for

pulp especially for newspaper purposes

will go on increasing. British America,

the greatest pulp raw^ material country

in the world figures very modestly as a

contributor to Japan's supply of pulp.

With shortness of distance, directness of

route, and with unlimited raw material,

it seems to me that the Canadian pulp

manufacturers should figure more

largely here.

The houses in the trade at Yokohama
are substantial. Many of them express

themselves as ready to receive quota-

tions from Canada. I am now forward-

ing to the department at Ottawa,

samples of the pulp that meets the de-

mand in this market. The pulp mostly

sold here is shown in samples marked

A and B, and costs, duty included, laid

down in Yokohama:

—

A. Yen 124.00 ($62) per ton, 2,240 pounds.

B. Yen 94.00 ($47) per ton, 2,240 pounds.

All pulp sent here should be in sheets,

thoroughly dried before packing, and

put up in bales of about 200 pounds, or

8 or 10 to the ton. The paper mills here

object to damp or wet pulp. Their

plan is to put it into drying rooms and

to weigh after drying, and to pay only

The Pulp and Paper

for the dry weight. Quantities have

been known to fall off ten per cent, by

this treatment. There is thus a short-

age to be accounted for between the

pulp mill and the paper mill; and the

dealer's complaint is that it falls upon

him, and that the sharp competition

does not enable him to afford it."

While there is a good opening for

Canadian pulp in Japan, there is an

equally good market for Japanese native

papers in Canada—such for instance, as

the papers made from the mitsumata

fibre described in recent numbers of this

journal. We have in the office of the

Pulp and Paper Magazine a sample of

this paper used as the wrapper of one of

our Japanese exchanges, the monthly

journal of the Yokohama Chamber of

Commerce. We had the strength of

this tested, and the result was that it

was shown to have four times the

tensile strength of any United States

or Canadian paper of the same weight

and made for like purposes. It is re-

markable alike for its pliability, light-

ness and strength, and for special manu-

facturing purposes, it should find a dis-

tinct place here. Canadian makers of

paper fabrics could add very much to

their output by adopting new sources

of supply, such as this, and in turn

could do an increased export trade by

skill in utilizing foreign raw materials

specially adapted to their work. The

uses of paper and pulp in the industrial

arts are still extending, and these uses

can be further diversified by using raw

materials more precisely suited to these

specialties.

^ ^ ^

The Trois-Pistoles Pulp and Paper

Company has been authorized to increase

its total capital stock to $300,000.
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SOUTH AFRICAN PAPER TRADE.

The condition of trade in South Africa

is causing alarm in many quarters. The
trade returns for the first half-year of

1904, compared with the half-year of

1903, show a decline of between 30 and

35 per cent, in the Cape Colony, Natal

and Delagoa Bay. It is still to be re-

membered that it is more than equal

to the greatest of the boom periods be-

fore the war. There is a further con-

solation that while British trade in

general with South Africa has shown a

decrease in the first six months of this

year, the trade of other countries there

has suffered still more. For instance,

while the exports of Great Britain to

South Africa declined from £14,563,528

to £9,816,777, the exports of the United

States dropped from £553,663 to £226,-

733, and those of Germany fell off to

one-half. Taking the paper trade by

itself the situation is noteworthy, and

should be observed by Canadian paper

manufacturers. British exports of writing,

and printing papers, and envelopes de-

clined from £163,713 in the eight

months ending August, 1903, to £108,

595 in the eight months of 1904, the de-

cline in the other classes of paper being

from £40,737 to £31,828. In the case

of Germany, the values are not given in

the reports to hand, but the tonnage of

paper exports to South Africa rose from

46 tons to 47 tons. United States ship-

ments of paper also show an aggregate

increase. The U.S. official returns show

that exports from that country to

British Africa in books, maps, engrav-

ings, and other printed matter were

$33,540 in the eight months of 1903, and

$25,625 in the eight months of this year,

a decline which was more than made up
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in the trade in "paper and manufactures

of" in which United States exports to British

Africa were $61,238, in the eight months of

last year, and $78,366 in the eight months

of 1904. The South African record

shows a still greater advance than the

United States figures, the imports of paper

goods from the United States being put

at £50,577, in 1904, against £16,427, in

1903. If in the face of so great a decline

in the paper trade of Great Britain, the

United States and Germany can score an

increase, there should be an opening for

certain lines of Canadian paper and paper

products. It is possible that one cause of

the decline in British and the increase in

United States and German paper trade is

the exorbitant freight rates charged by

the shipping combine, which now seems to

have South Africa in its grip. The rates

from New York, as well as from Ham-
burg, are much lower than from British

ports, and this doubtless encourages the

efforts of United States and German ex^.

porters, but there are other causes at

work similar to those which have resulted

in so marked an advance of United

States, as compared with British, exports

of paper to other countries. To Great

Britain herself, the United States has sent

a total of $1,613,111 in paper and paper

goods in the eight months of 1904, as

against $1,204,033 in the same period of

last year, while on the other hand United

States imports of Great Britain only in-

creased from $550,397 in the eight months

of 1903, to $586,540 in 1904.

There must be something exceptional in

the trend of the South African paper trade

since most other branches of United States

and German trade with those colonies

have suffered the same decline in the past

year as those of Britain and other foreign

countries. We have shown in recent

issues the causes of the decadence of
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British trade with Canada in paper in the

past twenty years—though the preferential

tariff is now slowly turning the tide back

—and possil^ly the same causes are at work

in South Africa.

"4 ^ ^

THE INTERNATIONAL PAPER
CO. IN AUSTRALIA.

The remarkable growth of United

States paper reports to Australia in re-

cent years has not been maintained lat-

terly. Ofificial statistics show that United

States paper exports to Australia in re-

factures to British Australasia, which were

$1,162,375 in the first eight months of

1902, dropped to $871,686 in the corre-

sponding period of 1903, and further down

to $646,619 in the eight months of 1904

After several years of noteworthy expan-

sion, what were the causes of this falling

off? It is possible a clue may be fur-

nished by a letter from Sydney, wdiich ap-

pears in the last issue of the World's

Paper Trade Review^ as follows

:

"A case now before the N.S.W. law

courts that is causing considerable inter-

est to the trading community, is one in

which two paper firms of world-wide re-

putation, viz., James Spicer & Sons, of

London, and the International Paper Co.,

of New York, are the litigants. The

American Trust is run in Australia by

a sole agency—Carmichael, Wilson &

Co., Limited, a company which was speci-

ally formed to handle the American Paper

Trust's products some three years ago,

and who, by the system of deep cuts, were

stl]i:ig paper at a lower rate in Australia

than it could be purchased in New York.

Their expressed intention was to freeze

the handlers of British and Norwegian

paper out of the Colonial markets, and

then, when the track was clear, put up

the price again. However, such a policy

is not always successful ; and these sup-

posedly smart people fell in their own

traps, for when the agents for other mills

dropped to the tactics of their Trans-

Pacilic friends they hit upon a system of

making their opponent pay for the fat he

was going to fry his fish in, and forthwith

made large contracts with the International

at the cut rates through their Sydney re-

presentatives and distributors. In the

meantime, big forest fires, drought, and

labor troubles in the home market had

sent the price of pulp up with a run
;
and

when these big contracts arrived in New

York the International Paper Co. refused

to ratify them, with the result that James

Spicer & Sons, who had given a big order,

entered an action against them to recover

£5,000 for breach of contract."

The defendants applied to have the writ

of summons dismissed on technical

grounds, among others being the plea that

it did not occupy premises there, exposed

no goods there for sale, and had none of

its employees there, and that Carmichael,

Wilson & Co. only acted for it in a lim-

ited way. The judge was of opinion that

Carmichael, Wilson & Co. were carrying

on the business of the defendant com-

pany, and the application was dismissed,

with costs. The action will, therefore,

go on and its outcome will be waited with

interest on both sides of the water.

•It may be remarked that the total

British paper exports to Australasia were

£233,017 in the eight months of last year,

compared with £288,004 in the like period

of this year, from which it would appear

that British makers are recovering at

least a part of the business that had been

captured by United States manufacturers.

^ ^ ^

—To convert absolutely dry fibre into

air-dry on 10 per cent, basis, divide the

percentage or weight of absolutely dry

fibre by 90 and multiply by 100.
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Pulp 6 Paper Currency

On the troubles from static electricity

in paper, a remedy for which was men-

tioned in last issue, Henry Rogers, an

electrical engineer, writes to Paper and

Pulp that the drawback to the proposed

remedy is that only those mills using al-

ternating current can avail themselves of

the remedy. Mr. Rogers says he has a

much simpler apparatus which can be fit-

ted to a machine and will take out every

particle of electricity from the paper. Mr.

Rogers does not explain his process, but

says he will give further information to

enquirers.

One of our United States trade ex-

changes recently made the statement

that the Orr Felt & Blanket Co., of

Piqua, Ohio, had the largest loom in

existence. This loom was used for

making pulp felts, and was 380 inches

wide. As this statement has been re-

peated in British and continental papers,

and appears to be accepted there as the

record of the biggest thing in looms, we

may be permitted to remark that we
have in Canada a loom that "overtops

the blue Olympus" in this line, and

makes the United States Ossa like a

wart. The firm of Hamelin & Ayers, of

Lachute, Que., has three big felt looms,

the largest of which is 603 inches wide^

in the reed—that is it will weave a piece

of cloth 50 ft. 3 in. wide—this mammoth
machine being 60 ft. over all. It has

woven pieces of cloth 95 ft. long. These

looms have been in steady operation for

the past three or four years, and were

devised and equipped in Canada.

One of the most lamentable features

of the late discussion of the rossed

wood cases in the United States was
that no one could tell the derivation of
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the word "rossed." It is not in the

Century dictionary, it is not in any of

the cyclopedias, it is not even in our

revered Webster which settles most

questions with such authority. No wit-

ness on the stand or authority in the

trade could throw light on the subject,

and it is probable that if the lawyer on

the losing side could have furnished a

timely explanation he would have won
his case. The Pulp and Paper Magazine

has investigated the matter, and is now
able to give the origin of the word. It

was picked up by the pulp men from the

French-Canadian lumbermen, and is

simply the Anglicized form of the French

"raser" to shave. It is pronounced raw '-

zay, and hence the word rossed, for

peeled pulpwood (bois rase) was natur-

ally evolved. It has been adopted into

colloquial English in the same way as

the word frazee (frazil) has been

Anglicized to describe the slush ice that

forms in our rivers in clear zero

weather.

South African papers are much inter-

ested in the reports of the native Cape

fibres, samples of which have been made

into paper at the Peter Culter Mills, in

Scotland. One of the papers states that

a plentiful supply of asparagus grass is

available, as well as china clay, and that

facilities for manufacturing exist. There

is one requisite for paper and pulp mak-

ing, which South Africa does not possess,

and that is water powers which can be

depended on the whole year round. The

smaller rivers are raging torrents one sea-

son and dry or nearly dry in another sea-

son. The perennial water power streams

are few and not often well situated for

railway facilities. The market for paper

is certainly a good one in South Africa,

and no doubt mills for the production of
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such paper as can be made trom waste

will have a good prospect. The matter

of prime importance is the character of

paper which can be produced by the newly

discovered fibre. If this should prove sat-

isfactory, and if the supply of the plant is

plentiful in its wild state, or can be cheaply

cultivated, there may be opened up a great

prospect for its export to the paper mills

of Great Britain, or its manufacture in

South Africa, or both.

^ ^ ^

PULP BEATING ENGINES.

John White, of Edin1)urgh, Scotland,

has been granted a patent on a pulp beat-

ing engine.

The inventor says : ''This invention has

for its object to provide simple and effi-

cient means for training or adjusting the

knife plate in relation to the beating roll

in substitution for the usual means of

training the roll to the plate. With the

existing arrangement of adjusting the

roll to the plate it is difficult for the at-

tendant to determine with what pressure

the roll bears on the plate. As beating

engines are almost invariably driven from

below, when the roll in the existing ar-

rangement is lowered onto the plate the

distance between the centre of the roll and

the centre of the driving shaft is short-

ened, thus slackening the belt when the

roll is in contact with the plate and tight-

ening the belt when the roll is not in con-

tact with the plate. My arrangement

obviates all these difficulties, as the at-

tendant has only to look at a hydraulic

gauge connected with a water chamber,

which acts on the plate box in order to

ascertain the pressure which the roll ex-

erts on the plate instead of using the crude

and uncertain methods now in use to de-

termine this. Further, as the roll remains

in a fixed position, the distance between

the centre of the roll and the centre of

the driving shaft is never altered."

In the accompanying drawings, which

illustrate the invention, Fig. i is a longi-

tudinal section, and Fig. 2 is a cross sec-

tion, of part of a hollander or beating en-

gine, showing the means adopted for ad-

justing the knife plate in relation to the

beating roll. Fig 3 is a view correspond-

ing to Fig. I and illustrating a modifica-

tion.

The beating roll a is held in a fixed

position in stationary bearings or the ex-

isting roll lifting mechanism may be

utilized to bring the roll down when ex-

cessive wear has taken place on the bars

of the roll and plate ; but according to the

invention the knife plate b is made ad-

justable. The plate h instead of being

fixed to the "den" of the beater is carried

in a plate box c, which, as shown, may
form part of a beam or beams e, hinged

or pivoted at one end on a bracket f,

which may be conveniently fixed under the

backfall g of the beater trough or or at

any other suitable point,, while the op-

posite end is carried by a link or links h

(which may be adjustable), on a resilient

support. This support consists, prefer-

ably, of a plate i,- secured to the diaphragm

j, of rubber, leather or other material, se-

cured on and forming the cover of a box

or chamber k, to which water or other
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fluid is admitted under suitable pressure to

bring- the plate b into contact with the

roll a, the diaphragm plate to which the

free end of the beam e is adjustably con-

nected by the link or links h, being free

to move vertically to raise or lower the

knife plate h of the beating engine through
an opening d in the bottom of the trough
where the usual den is formed. When it

is desired to take the plate b off or out of

contact with the roll a, an outlet / for the

fluid in the water chamber is opened and
the water allowed to escape, whereupon
the beam e and plate b descend by their

own weight and may be brought to rest

upon an adjustable stop on the water
chamber.

In order that a water tight joint may be
fo med between the sides of the plate box
c and the orifice d in the bottom of the

beater trough g, through which said box
passes, a packing m is fitted around the

orifice, the said packing being composed
of one or more endless tubes, of rubber
or other like material, held in recesses or
cavities prepared for them in the plate

box or in the beater trough and inflated

with air, water, or other fluid or supplied
with fluid by a connecting pipe or hose
from an overhead tank. As will be ob-
served, no part of the lever e can come
into contact with the stuff.

In the modification of the invention,
shown in Fig. 3 the pressure is regulated
by a spring balance and screw instead of
by the hydraulic arrangement above de-
scribed. The knife plate and plate box
M are carried by the pivoted lever L, the
other end of which is resiliently supported
from the bracket B, being connected
thereto by the spring balance S and the
screw P, which latter is controlled by the
hand wheel H.

Another type of beating engine, re-
cently patented in the United States by
James M. Miller, of Hoosick Falls, N.Y.,
is described as follows: This invention
belongs to that class of pulp beating en-
gines in which a beating roll is placed
at each end of a long tub or vat, and the
stuff being operated on is passed from
end to end of the tub through separate

but contiguous channels, each of which is

so designed that it takes the stock as it

is delivered from the top of one roll and
carries and delivers it to the other roll

at the bottom of the tub, whereby differ-

ential rates of velocity are avoided. The
beds of these channels are so warped or

twisted as to compel a thorough inter-

mixture of the stuff as it passes over
them, but offer no serious obstacle to the

free and rapid circulation of the contents
of the tub. The objects of the invention

are to promote homogeneous mixture of

the stock and its rapid circulation around
the engine, whereby an increased output
is obtained.

Fig. I exhibits a top view of th'e in-

vention. Fig. 2 is a side elevation of same,
which also shows a partial vertical longi-

tudinal section of the same, taken on the

line A B C of Fig. i. Fig. 3 is a diagonal
vertical transverse section of the tub,

taken on the line D E of Fig. i.

The invention is embodied in a tub i,

in each end of which is mounted in oper-
ative position a beating-roll 2, and bed-
plates 3. These are of the ordinary con-
struction. The rolls are covered with
hoods 4, to confine the flying material as

the engine is operated. On the side of the
roll toward the middle of the tub is an
apron 5, which operates much as the or-

dinary backfall to receive the pulp from
the roll. Next to the roll this apron is

flat, and its receiving edge is parallel with
the blades of the roll; but as it slopes to-

ward the centre of the tub it takes on a

concave shape, as shown in cross-section
ii^ I^^ig- 3, the lowest part of the channel
being one side of its centre, as at b b, Fig.
I. Thus, a spiral form is given to the
bottom of this apron designed to impart to

tlie current running over it a di\ersion
from its otherwise direct line of move-
ment toward the opposite side of the chan-
nel. By these aprons the tub is horizon-
tally divided into two channel-ways. The
upper one is transversely divided by a

diagonal mid-feather 8, which forms one
of the side walls to the channel of wliich
tlie apron forms the bottom. The under
channel is also diagonally divided by a

partition 6, which runs transversely across
the mid-feather 8. The front end of each
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apron rests upon the top of this partition,

which is shaped, as seen at c in Fig. 2,

to promote the easy and rapid flow of the

pulp over it. Thus, its upper edge acts

as the brink of a dam to which the pulp

is carried by the apron and over which it

breaks and abruptly descends into the

\ ortex below, formed between the side walls

of the tub and the partition 6. In order

not to obstruct the ready flow of the pulp

from the apron through the under chan-

nels, the walls of the tub are expanded,

as seen at 12 12, so as practically to pre-

rents as the stuff is delivered thereto

from opposite sides or from the centre of

the mouth to the apron 5.

It will be seen from the indication of

the feathered arrows, that pulp from the

right bank or side of the apron will be

forced away from the mid-feather toward

the opposite side and will pass into the

vortex or pool over the mouth of the

apron, with an impulse which will carry

it toward the curb of the tub, while the

pulp on the apron nearest the left wall

will pass over the mouth of the apron and

serve the whole width of the apron-way

down through to the entrance into the

under passage.

From the foregoing it will be seen that

on each side of the tub at the middle where

the two currents pass each other, two

sinks, 7 and 10, are formed, into which

the pulp from the aprons is poured and

out of which there are openings under

the mid-feather 8 into the under channel

leading to the under side of the roll. In

their action these sinks are in the nature

of mixing pools. This results from eddies

set up therein due to the crossing of cur-

sink into the inner angle of the pool, as

at d dj and thence pass out into the under

channel at the bottom of the tub below

and athwart of the current defined by the

feathered arrows. Thus, the conflicting

currents set up in these sinks are intended

to effect a thorough intermixture of the

stock before it passes to the rolls.

^ ^ ^

An illustrated weekly, called the Mani-

toba Graphic, has been started in Winni-

peg. Herbert L. Dore is editor and pub-

lisher.
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PAPER FROM REFUSE HEMP
STALK.

* In a recent article in the World's Paper

Trade Review, Saverio Ragno, engineer,

referred to the value of refuse hemp stalk

as a papermaking material, and advocated

its more extensive use in Italian paper

mills. He is of opinion that the special

qualities might with advantage be used in

the place of straw and wood. Hitherto

attention has only been given to the pro-

duction of packing paper from hemp stalk,

but Mr. Ragno, in view of the important

place the material occupies in the agricul-

ture of Italy, considers that it could be

profitably employed in the manufacture of

the better qualities of paper. Some inter-

esting particulars are supplied of the

utilization of hemp stalk at the San Ces-

ario Mill.

Boiling.

The works contain five cylindrical

boilers, 13 feet deep with a capacity of

about 706 cubic feet. They are utilized

either for hemp stalk or straw, a milk of

lime being employed. A jet of steam
heats the bottom of these boilers at a

pressure of two atmospheres and the oper-

ation of boiling takes 36 hours.

When treated cold hemp stalk requires

14 to 15 days in summer and 20 to 22 in

winter, whereas in the case . of straw the

time is only seven to eight days, and ten

to twelve days respectively. It must not
be concluded from this that the treatment
of the stalk is more expensive than that

of straw, because the volume occupied by
the two materials being the same, a

greater weight of hemp stalk is produced
in hot or cold treatment than ot straw, as
the density of the stalk is greater. Con-
sequently to obtain the same weight of
stuff it will take as long with straw.

For hemp stalk lime is preferable for
cold treatment, and more so for boiling.

The proportions of milk of lime to em-
ploy for ten parts of hemp stalk should
be to 214 (in the case of straw i to

suffices). After boiling or cold treat-
ment, completion of which is ascertained
by taking a piece of the stalk between the
fingers and crushing it, noting whether it

is of a uniform reddish color in all parts,

the stuff is removed and left in a heap

for a day or two according to needs of

work and then ground in the mill.

There is, therefore, no difficulty in pre-

liminary treatment of the stalk.

The Myallonier Washer.

The San Cesario Mill, points out Mr.
Ragno, is conducted on very scientific prin-

ciples. There is a special washer for

h£mp stalk, invented by the director, and

based upon the same principle as that con-

structed by M. Lespermont for washing
straw with soda, which is again extracted

from the wash water. In the San Cesario

washer there are a number of tanks

through which the hemp stalk is con-

veyed in the opposite direction to flow of

water, and in spite of the fact that all

the water is lost, the system involves

limited expenditure and gives perfect

washing. The machine works with great

regularity and requires no special at-

tendance. It is very economic and super-

ior to a Hollander, all traces of lye, pre-

cipitated soap, etc., being eliminated with

very little water. This washer has cement
sides, and the capacity is sufficient for a

production of about 39 cwts. of packing

paper per day. Exterior dimensions are

13 feet by 11 feet. The water inlet cock

being regulated for the above production

so as to give 32 gallons per minute, wash-
ing is perfect, as the stalk when it falls

into the drip chamber is free from all for-

eign matter and traces of lime.

Grinding.

To grind into pulp for packing paper,

an ordinary mill is used with smooth
stones. At San Cesario there is only one
type of mill, which is a disadvantage. It

would be well to have roughing mills and
others to refine the pulp for a better class

of paper. The employment of a system
like the Simonet was also tried, but re-

sults were not satisfactory. This phase of
work invites improvements. The oper-
ation of grinding the stalk requires about
25 per cent, less work than with straw.
At San Cesario a fairly uniform half-stuff

is obtained in three to four hours, which
is at once sent to the refining rolls.
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An Auto-Mixing Cylinder.

M. Myallonier, the director of the San

Cesar io mill, has invented and patented

what is called an auto-mixing cylinder,

which, with the washer previously de-

scribed, is indicative of an intimate knowl-

edge of this particular system of paper-

making, to the study of which the inven-

tor has devoted many years. According

to Mr. Ragno the auto-mixing cylinder,

compared with the chief types of machines

now employed, seems scientifically con-

structed and must evidently realize great

economy of power; it has already given

excellent results. It consists of an ordin-

ary trough divided into two compart^

ments communicating with each other on

one side only. It is furnished with one

or several bed-plates, and a cylinder with

blades at one end of the longest com-

partment. The pulp, instead of falling in-

to the part opposite the entrance of the

cylinder, falls on the same side into a gut-

ter at the top part on a level with the

pulp in the trough compartment which

it enters. The pulp passes to the top

part of the cylinder maintained by a

cover. Thus the centrifugal power it ac-

quires in passing between the cylinder and

bed-plate is utilized, and without any great

expenditure of motive power. The pulp

which drops into the trough is carried

away owing to the inclined surface on the

bottom of this trough and is thoroughly

mixed. Thence it flows into the first com-

partment to fall under the cylinder, and

so on until refined completely. With this

system one can also construct beating en-

gines with several cylinders and three gut-

ters, or making the pulp issue from the

sides of the cylinders. In this new en-

gine the pulp is rapidly and automatically

mixed and flows quickly down the inclined

plane in the compartment. Consequently

it is ground more quickly than in the ordin-

ary Hollander, and without any of the in-

conveniences associated with the latter. A
much denser pulp can be treated than in

the Hollander beater. Coloring and sizing

likewise require very little time. Need-

less to add, the machine can very

easily be managed by a workman, ana con-

sequently it is free from all the ordinary

defects. The pulp being more evenly

ground, work is executed more carefully

and gives finer products. The roll can be

cleaned for change in manufacture and

coloring much more easily than in any

other type of beater. The time requisite

for beating at the San Cesario Mill is two

to four hours, according to the kind of

paper to be made
;
packing or fine quali-

ties.

Experiments in Bleaching and Coloring,

Hemp stalk is not bleached at either the

San Cesario or Panzano Mills, but numer-

ous experiments have been conducted. Mr.

Ragno points out, however, that both in

the case of bleaching and of coloring it

would be unjust to refer to the develop-

ments made.

At San Cesario the experiments consti-

tute a trade secret, especially as regards

coloring, some tints being difficult to ob-

tain. At the Panzano Works, where

hemp stalk is also utilized, only yellow,

brown and blue paper is made, whereas

at San Cesario various tints, red, etc.,

are produced. Mr. Ragno hopes that his

observations will induce others to go

deeper into the question, directing their

attention rather to the mechanical phase

of the subject, which is the main point.

%l ^ '«it

BRITISH PAPER TRADE.

(Correspondence of the Paper Mill.)

The condition of the paper trade in Eng-

land is fairly steady, and the demand for

employment is well maintained. Out of

2,398 union members the unemployed at

the end of last month was 3.2 per cent.,

practically no change compared with the

previous month. A slight improvement is

shown compared with a year ago when the

percentage of unemployed union members

was 3.5 per cent. In Scotland there is

very little cause for complaint, although

there is no great activity apparent. The

Board of Trade received returns from

twenty Scottish firms, and it appears at

the end of last month they employed 3,855

work people, whereas in the previous

month the number was 3,814, and a year

ago, 3,788.
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The situation in Scandinavia in respect

to the scarcity of water has not been re-

lieved to any extent by recent rains, and
it is feared that the winter months will

show, at least in Norway, a water famine.

Already prices of mechanical show an ad-

vance. Chemical wood pulps are very

firm, this year's production and a large

quantity of next year's production being

sold. At a meeting of the Scandinavian
Association of Cellulose Makers, held re-

cently in Christiania, it was decided not
to advance prices, which are officially

quoted by the association as follows : £8
for ordinary, and £9 for easy bleaching

pulps, c.i.f., London. The cellulose

makers have agreed to establish an office

in Gothenburg for the collection of statis-

tics dealing with production, stocks, etc.

Perhaps later on another attempt will be
made to control sales.

In some parts of Germany a dry sum-
mer has also been experienced, and paper
makers have had to import increased

quantities of wood pulp from Scandinavia,
as cost of production has been increased,

and owing to the good demand for paper,
an agitation is now on foot to secure an
advance in prices. In Austro-Hungary
the water conditions have not been alto-

gether favorable, and the organization of
paper makers has resulted in an agreement
to put up the prices of paper 10 per cent.

If all the reports were true of the al-

leged huge purchases of Sir Alfred Harms-
worth ill Canada and Newfoundland of
timber lands, one would imagine that his
intention was to supply the world with
wood pulp and paper. His recent trip to
Canada led him, according to information
now being circulated, "to invest a mil-
lion dollars in a pulp plant in Newfound-
land, and to buy $400,000 worth of forest
from which to make paper to print his
publications on."

No doubt definite information will be
published in due course as to the pro-
gramme of the Harmsworth firm, as it is

well known that the interests represented
by Sir Alfred Harmsworth, have had under
consideration for some years past the
building of pulp and paper mills—Scandi-
navia, Canada, Newfoundland and British

Columbia, all being mentioned as possible

locations. Meanwhile it is said the firm

has made a five years' contract for the
supply of news for printing the Daily
Mail. The Holman-Hellefos Company, of
Drammen, Norway, have, it is said,

booked the order, the price being id. per
pound.

It is well known that for several years
past British paper has lost ground in Aus-
tralia, owing to the increased demand for
the American product. Statistics dealing
with the current year, however, show the
British exportation to Australia in a more
favorable light, and as a consequence
there has been a falling off in the receipts
from the United States. The official re-

turns relating to the United Kingdom
show an exportation during January-
August of paper (not including hangings
and bags), to Australia, of the value of
£211,821, an increase of £46,169 com-
pared with the corresponding eight months
of last year. The American figures avail-

able, covering only seven months (Janu-
ary-July), of this year, show an exporta-
tion to Australia of paper to the value of
£112,429, or a decrease of £45,187 com-
pared with the corresponding seven
months of last year. Evidently the loss

sustained by American exporters has been
to the benefit of our paper shippers.

^ ^ ^

CHINA CLAY.

The German Papermakers' Associa-
tion have discussed the moisture content
of china clay without, however, coming
to any definite decision on the matter.
That from Bohemia contains, it is said,

3 to 6 per cent., while that imported
from England 10 to 12 per cent., and
even as much as 20 per cent, moisture.
The question is much on a par with that
of moisture in pulp. For any excess of
moisture the papermaker pays for water
instead of clay, and pays for the car-
riage of the water too.

In the "Papier Fabrikant," a writer,
who claims to have had considerable ex-
perience with china clay (kaolin),
recommends testing it both for sand ar.d
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micaceous particles. The former must

be regarded as a useless make-weight,

but it does not usually interfere with the

paper as it is caught in the sandfang.

With regard to the particles of mica, it

is otherwise. Being in the form of thin

plates, they are more readily carried away

in a stream of water, and eventually ar-

rive on the machine wire, and find their

way into the paper, where for some varie-

ties, sujh as chromo-paper, their pres-

ence is very harmful.

The method of testing the china clay is

in principle the same as that in use for

testing similar materials in the potteries.

A known weight of china clay is brought

into a vessel of water through which a

carefully regulated stream of water

passes. In this way the fine particles of

true clay are carried away, leaving behind

a deposit at the bottom of the vessel con-

taining the sand and coarser particles.

These are washed in another vessel, dried

and weighed, from which the percentage

of the useless coarser particles in the clay

can be estimated.

%l ^ ^

KOLLERGANG VS. PULPING
MACHINE.

A writer in the Wochenblatt fur Papier-

fabrikation enumerates the relative points

of merit of the KoUergang, as compared

with the pulping machine of the Wurster

or Dietrich type.

Advantages of the Kollergang.—The

KoUergang, in combination with a strainer,

is almost indispensable for pulping up

unsorted waste paper and trimmings con-

taining string, binding thread, and other

hard and elastic impurities. The stuff can

be prepared either "free" or "wet," ac-

cording to the density of the charge,

moisture, and length of treatment; on this

account a better felting and consequently

a tougher paper and better retention of

clay and fine fibres can be ensured. The

KoUergang, moreover, is the only satisfac-

tory means for pulping up ha-rd papers,

such as imitation parchment and strong

glazed papers, since it has a kneading and

rubbing action.

Disadvantages of the KoUergang.—The

KoUergang necessitates a small and inter-

mittent production; the period of treat-

ment cannot be controlled; a certain

amount of injury to the fibre cannot be

avoided; the treatment is a lengthy one;

the service is somewhat dangerous, and

the upkeep is costly; any foreign bodies,

such as wood or coal, are ground up with

pulp, which also becomes contaminated

with sand from the stones.

Advantages of the Pulping Machine.—

For "machine-broke" and clean-sorted

waste paper, and for all sorts of dry wood

pulp, the pulping machine is vastly super-

ior to the KoUergang. The work is con-

tinuous and the output is large; the oper-

ation is rapid and cheap; the machine hav-

ing been adjusted, the condition of the

prepared stuff is always constant; the fibre-

is improved; the service is perfectly safe;

space is economized; foreign impurities are

discharged intact.

Disadvantages of the Pulping Machine.

—Unsorted waste papers may cause clog-

ging and ultimately a breakdown of the

machine; the treatment is not sufficiently

drastic for certain kinds of hard paper;

the machines cannot be used for the pre-

paration of "wet" stuff.

^ ^ %l

PEAT IN PAPERMAKING.

Professor Frank, in Charlottenburg, re-

cently delivered a lecture on peat as a

source of fibre for spinning and paper-

making purposes. In spite of the large

number of patents that have been taken

out with this object in view, he does not

think that any results of practical import-

ance have been achieved. A microscopic

examination of those plants which form

the greater part of peat bogs, shows

that even when fresh they have very

short fibres, which become weaker and

less permanent when they have be-

gun to decay. The difficulties in the

way of using peat do not lie in manufac-

turing defects, but in the unsuitability of

the raw material.

The only plant which, in his opinion,

could yield a suitable fibre is the cotton-
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grass (eriophorum vaginatum), which ^
scmetimes found in peat bogs in consider-

able deposits attaining a depth of two or

three feet, and decay has not proceeded

far enough to weaken the fibre. Unfor-

tunately, the fibres are set in a mass of

vegetable matter, for the removal of which

a whole series of chemical processes is

necessary. In the end a product is ob-

tamed which looks very well in a specimen

bottle, but on carefully counting the cost

it soon becomes obvious that as a substi-

tute for other fibrous material it is out

of the question. It requires no proof, nor

yet fresh patents, to demonstrate that peat

fibre can be put into paper as well as me-
chanical wood pulp or china clay, but the

peat fibre binds hardly better than these

materials, and a serviceable paper does not

result unless a proportion of rags or other

material be added. In no case of itself

can peat yield a strong and useful paper.

^ ^

THE KOLLERGANG.

A. K. in Paper Trade Journal.

A rolling, kneading, and disfibering

paper pulp machine, useful for many pur-

poses, which has been operated in many
European mills during more than forty

years, has lately been introduced in a few
of the progressive American mills, and is

recognized to be a very useful and in many
cases indispensable auxiliary in the per-

formance of work, with a certain success

that cannot be equalled by any of the

beaters, refiners or disfiberers that have
been introduced since the time of the dis-

appearance of the old style stamping ma-
chines.

Let it be understood that nobody claims

a total preference in favor of the men-
tioned irreplaceable constructions, but its

useful and economical performance of a

part of the pulp preparing process for
special purposes is indisputable.

The modus operandi of the Kollergang
has been considered as being too slow to

suit our American spirit of progress, and
even with many of the more or less ini-

tiated this idea is incorrectly prevailing.

The error is explained by the superficial

consideration of the construction of the

Kollergang, as it appears that the level

ground stone measures about 7^4 feet in

diameter, being surrounded by an iron

shell or rim ; the vertically rolling and cir-

culating stones measure about 6 feet in

diameter by 20 inches in thickness; the

circulations vary between only 9 to 12 per
minute, and yet this bulky machine is capv

able of operating 400 pounds of dry stock

mmm 13

m
at a time and will disintegrate the same

in an average time of from three-quarters

to one hour. The space for holding the

stufif appears too small by comparison with

that required in the beaters, but in this

respect the Kol'ergang offers the advant-

age that the stock requires to be satur-

ated with a smaller proportion of water

sufficient to bind the pulp in a thick, pasty

shape, thus allowing the stones to traverse

the mass or layers of pulp in order to

exert their kneading and crushing effect by

their own gravity ; otherwise a well

diluted mass of pulp would be in a state

to flow away from under the rolling stones, .

thereby reducing the result considerably. ;

The total daily (ten hours) output of the
|

machine is variously claimed to reach be- (•

tween 4,000 and 6000 pounds, b.it this re- J.

suit depends upon the quality of the stuff'.

The Kollergang is in many cases used

as an assistant companion of the beater.

Frequently, however, the stuff is kneaded
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into a fine piili) that is readily prepared

to run on the machine unless the pulp is

applied as an addition or perfecter to an-

other class of stuff in the beater. The

machine is also preferably used for the

preparation of pulp for making cigarette,

silk or tissue papers, and owing to its

peculiar action of kneading and rubbing

the machine is unequalled in the operation

of turning hard parchment or hard sized

and glazed waterproof old papers into

their original form of slimy pulp. The

ol3jection to the otherwise required thor-

oughgoing boiling process of said stock is

overcome by the fact that the Kollergang

process requires no previous boiling of

said hard stock.

A specialty wherein the Kollergang is also

unequalled is the disfibering of old papers,

to be made over into bleached similarities

of their previous nature in sheets. An-
other advantage exists in the practicable

disfibration of certain classes of old papers

that require a too expensive sorting pro-

cess, especially for the purpose of elimin-

ating threads, cords or laces, etc. The
Kollergang leaves these parts undestroyed,

and they are readily separated on a shak-

ing and sorting device. Common paper

and board shreds are readily disintegrated

into a good pulp suitable for binders, box
or other boards. Another peculiarity

exists in the mincing of wood chips, sorted

pieces from the grinders, too large for the

beaters, into a very strong class of pulp,

used for making the new German and

Swedish so-called "Kraftpapier" (power
paper), that will be described hereafter. In

large paper mills, especially those running

several machines, the Kollergang is pre-

ferably used in a position underneath the

machine floor for kneading the breaks or

broken, whence the ground product is to

be returned either to the beater or to the

stuff chest. Thus it may be shown that

although the mills generally have pros-

pered without a Kollergang, yet those that

know how to appreciate its useful and

economical advantages have added to

their success by engaging the services of

this simple and old style machine.

One of the peculiar advantages of tht

1 neader exists in the fact that the fibres

are not ground into dead stock or dust

during the kneading between stones. That

the rubbing of the stone produces a bet-

ter and richer class of fibres has been

]:roven and requires no further argument;

the millstone has already gained an ap-

preciated position in the beater; its mild

disfibering action, as compared with that

derived from metallic appliances, is, or

ought to be, understood. The kneader

does not produce a short, hard cut fibre,

but it separates and splits the fibres by

kneading and pressing into a desirable

consistency, and it has, above all, the capa-

city to produce a uniform composition of

various grades from medium to fine into

a slimy pulp, the latter being frequently

very desirable for producing a hard and

snappy sheet.

For many years a great number of well

equipped European mills have used the

Kollergang for complementing the pro-

duct of the beaters and refiners in useful

co-operation, each machine in its indis-

pensable position. Regarding the pros-

pects of the Kollergang in its onward

march, it must be mentioned that for years

it has been in growdng competition with

the wood pulp grinder. The first wood

pulp paper was produced by Schafer 150

years ago, and he turned the wood sticks

into pulp on a stamping mill of his own.

The stamper, however, produces by far bet-

ter pulp than the grinder, and had he

ground his pulp the good old man mighi

have been discouraged. Now the Koller-

gang produces a pulp about as good as

the stamper ; the difficulty so far exists

in the yet unknown bleaching process of

boiled wood pulp, and in this respect the

Kollergang might be bettered so as to be

fit to master unboiled chip subject to

bleaching. However, it may be in place to

describe the first known process to make

unbleached wood pulp Kollergang Kraft-

papier, derived from a description of the

inventor, Professor E. Kircliner. Consul

E. Rasch, director of the wood pulp mill

Farssa, in Sweden, started the idea (in

the 70's), to produce wood pulp by less

power than that required in the grinding

process. He desired to make wood pulp

by rolling and squeezing on a kneader.
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Prof. E. Kirchner, following Rasch's ideas,

undertook to supply Rasch with the equip-

ment for starting a plant, consisting of

one chipper, two Kollergangs, one stuff

pump and a centrifugal Hollander of

Camus in Paris. Rasch constructed

waterworks producing 40 horse-power in

Farssa, in 1881, and succeeded with the

mill plant in the production from steamed

wood packed into chips of bean sizes,

kneaded on the Kollergang, between hard

quartz sandstones, in a slightly dampened
state, by soaking and agitating the kneaded
stuff in a tank, working the stuff into the

beater, a nice cleanly ground stuff that

proved of excellent quality for the pro-

duction of hard brown pasteboard. Rasch,

convinced of success (producing in 24

hours, with 40 to 45 horse-power, 3,000

pounds good board stock) and wishing to

introduce the process into other mills,

issued the following certificate : "Answer-
ing the demands of Prof. E. Kirchner, in

Aschaffenburg, we certify that a mill of

the system of Rasch-Kirchner has been

operated in this place since the month of

July, 1881, for the purpose of producing

wood pulp by the so-called squeezing pro-

cess. Our expectations have been fully

realized, since the results, as compared
with our older factory, offer the following

advantages : The grinding and forming
into boards of 100 kilogs. of stuff re-

quire 8 horse-power, whereas in the squeez-

ing process only 3 horse-power is suffi-

cient for the production of the same quan-
tity and quality. The cost of the new
mill, proportionate to its capacity, is one-
half of that of our grinding mill; the

working expenses are smaller, and less

waste takes place in the squeezing than
in the grinding process."

Based upon these results, Kirchner plan-
ned and built several mills that were, how-
ever, only in part successful, principally for

lack of experience and enterprise. Kirch-
ner sold his rights to the paper maker
Henseling in Brunswick, who succeeded
well in his two mills after perfecting the
process. He started by stamping the wood
chips, kneading them on the Kollergang,
and by finishing in a stone refiner. The
result afforded a soft stuff similar to rag

stock. On account of his using iron ves-

sels the pulp was of a darkened shade,

and therefore unfit for fine papers.

Meantime, the Swedish work continued
to run successfully, following the Rasch-
Kirchner process

; the output proved a

Hvefold increase in 1897 during the last

ten years. One chipper, three Kollergangs
and three beaters are still in operation;

plain wood pulp requires 6.25 horse-power
per 100 kilogs. The principal product is

a very salable binders' board. These vari-

ous processes have been materially im
proved, although reliable particulars are

not readily obtainable. Yet it is con-

stantly stated and shown that a very
strong and useful wrapping paper is pro-

duced in various German and Swedish
mills and that their output finds a ready
market, especially in England. The ac-

companying sketches illustrate the posi.

tion of the runners. The machine is

usually provided with scraping devices, al-

though in new constructions it is claimed
that the scraper is not required; yet it

.'eems that in their adjustment the same
may be made to operate in the manner of

a plowshare by turning the stuff over the

mold board, whereby the preference should
be maintained in favor of the scraper.

Also the rubbing of the rounded corner
of the runner against the lower part of

the shell appears to be like a crushing and
grinding to powder process. The position

of the stones, as shown in Eig. i, is con-
sidered to be the most rational, and the
same is preferably adopted. The position

of the stones, as in Fig. 2, causes increased

friction in the stone coupling device and
requires additional power; the increased

grinding surface could be well replaced b\

increased width of stone. No. 3 likewise

requires more power than No. i on ac-

count of the concave bottom stone, which
disadvantage is said to be well compen-
sated by the better kneading and rub-
bing process. Ways for improvements in

this line may be difficult to discover; the

whole arrangement has for a long time
been applied to a multitude of other pur-
poses. However, it is not unlikely that we
may learn in the near future from some part
or other in this country that the spirit
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of progress has taken this old matter m
hand, and the next step may be in the

welcome production of an improved con-

stritction for doubling or trebling the out-

put in order to answer to the restless

trend of our times.

^ ^ %l

THE BLEACHING OF WOOD PULP.

By R. W. Sindall, F.C.S., and F. Heck-

ford, in World's Paper Trade Review.

(Continued from last issue.)

In dealing with apparent discrepancies,

which occur when the consumption of

bleach shown by a chemical pulp in the

laboratory differs from that which ob-

tains in the mill, we must endeavor to

trace the causes of the diflferences rather

than merely condemn the laboratory

figures. This point we have already dealt

with, and we may now proceed to go

further into detail by means of some de-

finite experimental evidence.

Table III.

Showing percentage of bleaching powder

used on different pulps, in the laboratory

and in the mill

:

Percentage of Bleach Used.

Brand of Labora- Mill. Differ-

Pulp. tory. ence.

I 4.2 8.0 3-8

2 9-3 13-5 4.2

3 5.6 8.8 3-2

4 14.6 16.6 2.0

5 5-0 8.0 30
6 10.6 13.8 3-2

7 7.2 10.8 3-6

8 6.5 11.7 5-2

9 12.3 16.5 4.2

10 7.3 11.7 4.4

In Table III. we give the results

some laboratory trials on a certain num-
ber of sulphite pulps, and the figures ob-

tained in the mill. The consumption of

bleached is expressed in terms of the per-

centage of good average bleaching powder
used for a normal color in each case. Ac-

cording to this table, the pulps appear to

require on an average about 3.75 per cent,

more bleaching powder when treated in the

mill. A close examination of the condi-

tions under which the bleaching oper-

ations were conducted has proved that this

difference may be reduced to about i per

cent. In the laboratory trials the propor-

tion of wood pulp to solution was wood

pulp, 10 lbs., solution, 90 lbs.; the solu-

tion containing 22 lbs. of powder per 100

gallons, while in the mill the proportion

was wood pulp, 6 lbs.
;

solution, 94 lbs.

We have found that by using more water

per pound of pulp in the laboratory on

the one hand, or by using less water in the

mill on the other, that a much closer

agreement is possible. This question of

the proportion of water in relation to the

bleach consumption is in reality an import-

ant one. The infiuence of the quantity of

water used per cwt. of pulp in the beater

is not so fully appreciated by paper-

makers as it should be, and a few definite

trials under carefully regulated conditions

would soon convince them that the oper-

ation of bleaching wood pulp is not such

a simple matter of routine after all.

"More water, more bleach," is a com-

mon expression, and a common experi-

ence, but it is a fact which has not been

properly studied. We are too ready to

accept the idea that the extra bleach is

simply consumed by the extra water it-

self. But the amount used is always con-

siderably in excess of that actually re-

quired to neutralize the water, and we are

forced to seek some better explanation.

Probably the active bleach in solution at-

tacks the chlorinated organic compounds,

formed during the process, and the actual

bleaching of the pulp is retarded, so :hat

not only is the consumption of bleach

greater, but the period of time occupied is

longer.

This process of the dissociation of un-

stable soluble compounds takes place more

readily in dilute solutions and aids the

lowering of color, which is often observed

in pulps which are "over bleached." as it

is called. The recognition of these facts

finds practical expression in the operation

of what we may call "successive bleach-

ing." A pulp may be bleached to a much

better color by draining off the partially

spent bleach liquor after a given period,

and then following this with the addi-
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tion of a further one or two per cent, of

fresh liquor. This plan will often remove
the yellow tinge found in half-stuff from
poor qualities of pulp, and reduce the per-

centage of heavy matter.

The possibility of making such a pro-

cess pay on a large scale is determined by

the system of bleaching used in the mill,

and the plant which may be available. In

most cases, where the output of bleached

half-stuff from the engines has been in-

creased merely by the addition of an ex-

cess of bleach liquor, or by the liberal use

of steam, any alteration in the method
of treatment is not readily accomplished,

and it is then a question of determining
what additional plant would effect the

purpose.

The process of bleaching would be
greatly improved by the adoption of any
system by means of which the by-products
of the operation could be removed from
the sphere of action. The ideal method
would be one in which the resultant soluble

compounds could be got rid of as fast as

they were formed. Naturally such re-

moval by any simple process is out of the
question, and the nearest approach to it

IS the use of "small successive bleachings."
In actual working even this idea has to
be applied within very definite limits. We
may note the fact that the gradual aban-
doning of the old method of using spent
bleach liquors from bleach half-stuff for
breaking down fresh powder is an illus-

tration of the importance of these matters,
thourh probably the explanation would
not liadily suggest itself to papermakers,
except to those who had studied the mat-
ter carefully.

(To be continued.)

^ %l ^

EARLY PAPER-MAKING IN
ENGLAND.

At the Southampton Loan Exhibition of
relics of old Southampton, last month,
William W. Portal delivered a lecture hi
which he spoke of the art of paper-mak-
mg, as associated with the refugees at
Southampton, and from which we extract
the following:

Many industries received fresh strength

and developments from the energy and en-

terprise of the refugees who made their

home in England, and those industries

were often especially associated with the

various localities in which the "strangers"

were established. Among the trades

adopted by the foreign settlers at South-
ampton, prominence may be given to the

art of paper-making.

In the manufacture of paper this coun-
try had, until late in the 17th century, been
eclipsed by her Continental rivals; all the
best papers were imported, and chiefly

from Holland, France, and Italy.

Nor was it an easy matter for our coun-
trymen to acquire a knowledge of this art

from abroad. Ulman Stromer, the author
of the first work dealing with paper-mak-
ing, established a paper mill at Nurem-
burg, in 1390. He compelled his employees
to bind themselves by an oath that they
would neither make paper on their own
account nor communicate the art to any
other person, and in the i6th century we
find the Dutch so apprehensive lest their

pre-eminence in this industry should be
placed in jeopardy, that the exportation
of paper moulds was made punishable by
death.

A protective conservatism, differing in

degree, existed also in France and Italy.

Under these circumstances, it is not sur-
prising that paper-making in England did
not derive advantage from the more in-

ventive genius of Continental nations.

Fuller, writing in 1661, speaks in the
following quaint terms of the paper of
that time: "There are almost as many
several kinds of paper as conditions of per-
sons betwixt the Emperor and beggar; im-
perial, royal, cardinal, and so downwards
to that coarse paper called emporetica,'
useful only for chapmen to wrap their

wares therein." He adds: "Paper parti-

cipates in some sort of the country which
makes it, the Venetian being neat, subtile,

and court-like; the French light, slight,

and slender; and the Dutch thick, corpu-
lent, and gross."

In Fortrey's "Account of Trade Between
Great Britain, France, Spain, Etc.," (1663),
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we learn that paper of the vahie of £ioo,-

000 (no small snm in those days), was

then imported from Auvergne, Poitou,

Limousin, Champagne, and Normandy.

The Revocation of the Edict of Nantes

in 1685 would seem to have had an imme-

diate effect upon the development of the

paper industry in England.

"The first manufactories of fine, white

paper," says Mr. Weiss, "were founded

in London in 1685 and 1686 by French

workmen from Casteljaloux, Thiers, Am-
bert, and especially from Angouleme."

"The English," says another writer, in

1703, "have now so great an esteem for

the workmanship of the French refugees

that hardly anything vends without a

Gallic name."

About four miles from the mouth of the

River Itchcn, and three to the north of

Southampton, is still existing a corn mill,

formerly know4i as "Upmill," or the

"Paper Mill." At the commencement of

the i8th century, and probably at an

earlier date paper was here manufactured

and many names of Huguenot refugees, at

Southampton, occur as connected with it.

A noteworthy event in the history of

paper-making in this country was the grant

of a charter by James IL, in 16S6, the

year following the Revocation of the Edict

of Nantes, to "The Governor and Com-

pany of the White Paper-makers of Eng-

land."

At the date of the passing of the Act

for its formation, the company had but

five mills at work, as compared with about

100 mills employed by other paper-

makers in England. The locality of these

five mills has not been definitely ascer-

tained, but it is probable that one of them

was that at South Stoneham.

The members of the "Company of the

White Paper-makers" were 15 in number,

of whom nine were refugees, or members

of refugee families, and three of these

were actually resident in Southampton or

its neighborhood. Their names were

Adam de Cardonnel, Elias de Grouchy,

and Claude Bordier.

The name of one other refugee may be

mentioned, who in or about the year 1705

was associated with the paper mill at

South Stoneham, under remarkable cir-

cumstances, and who continued there for

eight or nine years. This was Henri Por-

tal, who became the founder of a still

existing Hampshire family. His remark-

able escape from France after the Revo-

cation of the Fxlict of Nantes is graphi-

cally described in Agnew's "French Pro-

testant Exiles," and Smiles' "Huguenots."

lie reached Southampton at the age of 14

or 15, and betook himself to Stoneham,

where many of his fellow-countrymen

were engaged, and where he obtained a

full knowledge of paper-making. He was

naturalized in 171 1, later obtained a lease

of Bare Mill, near Whitchurch, in the

north of Hampshire, and in 171B, of

Laverstoke Mill, in the immediate neigh-

borhood. He carried on the business of

paper-making at both of these mills, and

was joined by John de Vaux, and others

from South Stoneham. His energy and

enterprise were attended with success, and

in 1724 he obtained that privilege of

manufacturing the Notes of the Bank 01

England, which is still continued at

Laverstoke Mills by his lineal descendants

of the fourth generation.

It is a descendant of this refugee who

delivered the lecture from which the above

information is culled.

^ ^ ^

BRITISH PAPER TRADE AND THE
FISCAL POLICY.

Our w^orthy contemporary. Paper and

Pulp, in an article entitled: "Chamberlain-

ism and The Doctor,' " waxes eloquent

in an appeal to paper-makers not to be

"dragged under the chariot wheels of an

adventurous politician." "We have no

doubt at all," says that journal, "that in a

few months the utter defeat of the new

'Protection' will be assured, but we would

like that our manufacturers—especially

our paper manufacturers—were thoroughly

satisfied that its defeat means their salva-

tion." Very good indeed ; but can our

contemporary satisfy them on that head

when papermakers have such stubborn

facts to face as the following:

£1,695,006 of "unprinted" paper
—

"not on
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reels"—was imported into the United
Kingdom during the past eight months,

January to August, 42 per cent, of which
came from Germany, Holland and Bel-

gium, 39 per cent, from Norway and
Sweden, 6 per cent, from the United
States.

That, by the way, is only part of the

paper imported into this country, and is

not inclusive of "news" and "printings on
reels," nor of various other kinds of paper
and boards. The writer of the article

quite ignores the position of the paper-
making industry of the United Kingdom
when he points to our import trade in

1880-1884, as being £408,000,000 per an-

num—in 1895-1899 it was £453,000,000 per
annum, our exports having risen in the

same period from £234,000,000 to £239,.
000,000—and then refers to the tonnage
of our shipping as being some 8,000,000

more than all the rest of the world. We
maintain that our home paper-making
trade has not increased in anything like

the proportion it should have done to the

consumption.

"We have still more than half of the
carrying trade of the world, and our free

imports give us the largest export and re-

export trade in the world." Here, again,
does that help our paper-makers ? We fail

to see it. H we are simply to become
common carriers for the whole world, our
contemporary's argument is good; but as
an argument against protecting our home
industry it is useless. We notice the
words "have still" are used in the above
quotation, and it is well the writer put
It m that way, for it is patent to everyone
we shall not long continue to have the
giant share even in shipping.—Paper-Mak-
ing

it ^

TESTING PAPERS FOR GROUND
WOOD.

1. Strong nitric acid stains ground wood
papers brown.

2. A saturated solution of aniline sul^
phate in alcohol stains ground wood papers
yellow.

3- The best reagent for the purpose is

phloroglucin solution ; i gram phloroglu-
cin, 50 c.c. alcohol, 25 c.c. concentrated

hydrochloric acid.

This stains ground wood papers a bril-

liant red. Since the above reagents de-

velop their characteristic colors with any
lignified fibre, the only final and conclu-

sive evidence of the presence of ground
wood is that furnished by the microscope.

"Useful Data for Paper Makers," by
Little & Walker, Boston.

^ ^ ^

DIETRICH'S KNEADER.

Exhibits of paper making machinery at

the St. Louis Exposition are not so

numerous as to diminish the attention paid

to them as individual displays. One of

the most important contributions to the

illustration of the development of the in-

dustry is the exhibit of Robert Dietrich,

of Merseberg, Germany. Mr. Dietrich is

a manufacturer of paper and pulp, on a

large scale, with mills at Merseberg, and
he is also the inventor and builder of many
machines and appliances for use in paper

.

making, the need of which he has dis-

covered in the course of his experience as

a paper manufacturer. Mr. Dietrich has

had great success in introducing his de-

vice in Continental mills. He has ex-

hibited a number of them at St. Louis,

and the most important of them is doubt-

less the kneader for pulping paper stock.

The kneader to a large degree dis-

placing the Kollergang in Continental

mills, inasmuch as it does more work and
better work in less time and with less

power. In discussing the comparative

merits of kollergang and kneader, a tech-

nical writer in the Wochenblatt fur Papier-

fabrikation speaks, as follows, of the ad-

vantages of the kneader, having previously

referred to the Dietrich kneader as one of

great efficiency and usefulness :

"Continuous Operation.—The continuity

of the kneader's operation entitles it to

preference.

"Rapid disposal of the 'breaks' or
'broken' of a large machine, and speedy
treatment of dry wood and other fibres.

—Formerly a large Kollergang had to
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struggle day and night in order to over-

come the waste sheets of a few paper

machines. A't present one modern

kneader is al)le to treat the same amount

of broken during half the time.

"An exactly limited time of Operation.

—The stock fed into the kneader through

a hopper undergoes a change within a

few moments into a stuff that is readily

prepared for the l)eater or stuff chest. The

material may be directly worked up, or

stored for future use.

"Economy in Time and Money.—By
comparing the capacity of the Koller-

gang with that of the kneader, the pre-

ference must be awarded to the latter.

"The Facility of Producing a Uniform

Quality of Pulp.—The uniformity of the

working of the machine must naturally

produce an even quality of stuff ; a sub-

ject of great consequence regarding the un-

interrupted effort at the obtainment of in-

creasing speed.

"Saving of Fibre.—The kneading and

rubbing process is effected by a kind of

hydraulic pressure, respectively, by suc-

tion among the fibre bundles. Injury to

the fibre is thus prevented, because the

fibres are not submitted to any change of

their original character.

"Prevention of Accidents.—Although we
possess no statistics regarding any accidents

during the short period of operation, we

would state that any danger point in the

kneader is hard to discover in any part of

its substantial construction.

"Saving of Room Regarding the Waste

Paper from the Machines.—A special ad-

vantage is gained by carrying the 'broken'

directly into the machine, whence the pro-

duct may be directly conducted into the

stuff boxes or into the beaters.

"Foreign matter remains intact or un-

broken, without imparting injury to the

stuff. Undesirable substances, like pieces

of coal or wood, are separated in the ap-

paratus in a very reliable manner."

Among the advantages claimed by Mr,

Dietrich for his kneader are the following:

Simplicity of operation
;

greatest econ-

omy in power at the low speed of 90 to

100 revolutions per minute ; substantial

construction; stronger than all known

kneaders. Only one shaft; no spur gc

ing required; choking-up by iron and str

avoided. Fitted with a stone, sand .

iron trap underneath the patent knead

worm that draws in the paper, thus

viating damage to the kneading mecli

ism. Fitted with string, rope and 1

traps, easily cleaned while the machine

running; even without these traps, ]»

tions of string, rope and rags adhere

the kneading worm, from which they 11

easily be removed by merely shifting •

belt to the loose pulley. Manufactur

of wrapping paper are enabled to use

sorted waste paper or "broken;'' otlicr

kneaders would be choked by string and

rope. Wrapping paper from waste pap* r,

"broken" straw paper, and cardboard can

be made without the use of a beater. \'ery

large feed and delivery openings give in-

most unrestricted capacity for "broki

paper on account of the large arms

wings of the kneading worm. The km
ing wings are serrated on all their ed.

and work against toothed steel knife pla'

hence, the ready tearing of "broken" pa]

and even cardboard and paper tubes nia\

be worked up by the machine.— Pai

MORDANTS AND DYES FOR
PAPER.

Julius Hubner, of the dyeing, printing

and paper-making department of th(

School of Technology, Manchester, Eng-

land, has the following, in regard to papei

coloring

:

Paper fibres, being nearly exclusively o

vegetable origin, show much less afiinit]

toward coloring matters than do the anima

fibres, wool and silk. On account of th(

minute state of division of the fibres ii

the pulp, colors are, however, general!:

speaking, much more readily taken up thai

is the case in the dyeing of the same fibre

in the form of yarn or cloth.

The affinity of the various fibres towan

coloring matters differs considerably,
<j

factor to be taken into consideration ill

the manufacture of colored papers whicl

consist of a mixture of various kinds o

fibres. To secure a level appearance o
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the surface of papers of this description,

mineral loading materials or mechanical
wood pulp are added, the contrast of shade
being thus considerably reduced. The
coloring matters used in the dyeing of

paper pulp may be conveniently divided

into two groups, namely, the substantive

and the adjective colors. The former dye
fibres direct, that is without the applica-

tion of a mordant, whilst, when the latter

are used a previous mordanting of the

fibres is necessary to ensure fixation.

In the manufacture of cheap colored
papers, the rosin size added to the pulp
may be considered as the natural mordant
for many colors. The finely divided rosin,

which surrounds the fibres, acts in these

instances as a fixing agent.

The mordants most commonly used in

paper dyeing are alum and aluminum sul-

phate. Their application is .very simple,

and they possess a remarkable afifinity to-

ward many coloring matters. Iron salts,

such as ferrous sulphate, nitrate of iron
and acetate of iron, are used in the dye-
ing of greys, blacks and other dark shades
and in the manufacture of Prussian blue,
a color very much in demand for paper
dyeing.

Tannic acid is a very valuable mordant;
with iron mordants it produces useful
greys, which may be conveniently used as
a bottom for other colors. Tannic acid,
employed either by itself or neutralized!
or precipitated with tartar emetic, is the
best fixing agent for the basic aniline
colors, such as magenta, methylene blue
etc.

The principal coloring matters, which
are used in the dyeing of paper pulp, may
now be briefly reviewed, classifying them
for this purpose into "inorganic" and "or-
ganic" colors. Of the former class, the
natural mineral colors, also called earth
colors, are still very extensively used on
account of their cheapness and their pro-
perty of acting both as coloring and load-
ing materials. The various brands of iron
ochre, the oxide red, caput mortuum,
umber, sepia, green earth, mineral black,
China clay, and pearl hardening, are
amongst the principal representatives of
Hiis class.

The artificial mineral colors may either

be prepared outside the beater and then
added to the pulp, or the precipitation of
some of these colors may be actually

efifected in the beater. Wherever conveni-
ent, preference should be given to the
latter method, the precipitation of the
color as well as the fixing being partly ac-

complished in the fibres.

1« ^ ^

BRITISH PAPER IMPORTS.

The paper trade in Britam is rather dull
at present, with the exception of the news
trade, where the demand is steady. The
war in the East has not boomed this de-
mand to any great extent, however, as the
lack of definite information has called for
few special editions. Prices generally are
low, though company reports show good
dividends on the whole. Protectionists
point to foreign competition as the cause
of the prevailing low prices, while free
traders are extremely doubtful of any
lasting benefit to British trade to be de-
rived from a protective tarifif.

The annual consumption of news in the
kmgdom is over 400,000 tons, and of this
British paper makers supply only one-
half. Unexpected as it may be, Holland
IS the largest exporter of paper to Bri-
tain. Of course paper shipped from Hol-
land may not all have been made in
that country, but may have been shipped
from other European countries, through
Dutch ports. The official returns show
the following values of the principal
paper and board importations into the
United Kingdom for the years 1899 and
1903 :

1899- 1903.

£915,191 £i,2S7,859
Sweden 498,479 898,535

569,168 578,957
^^^Smm 367,089 566,545
^^'"^^"y 478,329 560,648
United States ... 405,905 359,897

It is seen from these figures that last

year 25 per cent, of the total imports
came from Holland.
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In the various classes of paper, of course

the countries stand in various relations.

In unprinted paper the order of countries

in value of their exports,, both in 1899 and

1903, was : Sweden, Norway, Holland,

Germany, Belgium, and United States.

Last year Sweden was away ahead, the

value of her exports being over £830,-

000, as against £556,000 from Norway,

the next competitor. The receipts of un-

printed paper are now classified "on reels"

and "not on reels ;" in the former class

the United States stands third on the list,

while in the latter class it is sixth.

In printed and coated paper, Belgium

has a practical monopoly, showing £287,-

000, as against the £91,000 of Holland,

the second on the list. The United States

comes in- fourth with £35,000.

It is in strawboards and millboards that

Holland gets her lead. Out of £775,000

worth of these goods received in 1903,

£633,000 worth, or over 80 per cent,

came from Holland. This leaves Ger-

many, United States, Sweden, Belgium

and Norway to come along with their

small contributions of from £48,000 down
to £ 1,000.

In wood pulp boards, Russia leads with

£107,000, Sweden, United States, Norway,

Germany and Holland following in that

order.

It will be seen from these figures that

the flooding of the British market is not

caused by "dumping" by American manu-

facturers, as has been often charged.

^ ^ ^

THE INFLUENCE OF ANIMAL
SIZE UPON THE PHYSICAL
PROPERTIES OF PAPER.

It has long been a well-knovv^n fact that

animal size influences both the strength

and elasticity of paper, and a more ac-

curate knowledge of the influences ex-

erted by this substance may, perhaps, be

of interest to many. By animal size I do

not mean the mere application of a thick

layer of size, forming a brittle, transpar-

ent mass all over the paper, but rather the

least possible quantity that will properly

size the paper and provide an agreeable

surface to write upon. In fact, the real

art of sizing paper consists in allowing

it to take up as little size as possible, as

an excess of size always detracts from

the pure white of the paper, the discolor-

ation increasing in proportion to the

amount of size applied. To attain the best

possible results, the sizing bath should be

as dilute as possible, the temperature

carefully watched, and the web of paper

allowed to remain in the bath long enough

to enable it to become completely satur-

ated with the dilute solution. After be-

ing sized and dried, the surface of the

paper should be quite smooth; any shiny

places indicate an excess of size, or that

the size bath has been too concentrated.

In the experiments recorded below, a pure

linen writing paper of exceptional

strength and sized with rosin size was
used, and the chief question to be an-

swered was whether the sizing per se in-

fluenced the strength and elongation of

the paper, or whether it was only the wet-

ting and subsequent air drying. The paper

was already fairly well sized, and could

consequently not take up any more, the

sizing bath was therefore quite dilute, but

after sizing the surface was perfectly

smooth and showed no excess. Several

sheets were also soaked in pure water and

dried in air like the others. Finally all

the sheets were slightly calendered and

kept in the laboratory for a considerable

time so as to be tested under perfectly

similar conditions. Three samples of

paper were examined and were as follows

:

I. Single rosin-sized paper.

II. The same paper wetted and air-

dried.

III. Paper sized with rosin and animal

size.

Two sheets of each kind were examined,

all the sheets being of faultless look

through and uniform surface. Paper 1.

was examined first. Both sheets gave the

breaking lengths and elongations stated

below

:

Paper I.

Average breaking length.

Machine direction. Cross.

Sheet I 8,480 m. 6,220 m.

Sheet 2 8,000 m. 6,500 m.
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Average elongation.

Machine direction. Cross.

Sheet I 5.1 p.c. 7-2 p.c

Sheet 2 5.2 p.c. 6.0 p.c.

Mean breaking length 7,300 m.

Mean elongation 5.88 p.c.

Paper II., satnrated with water and air-

dried, was next examined.

Paper II.

Average breaking length.

Machine direction. Cross.

Sheet I 8,136 m. 6,264 m.

Sheet 2 7,340 m. 6,920 m.

Average elongation.

Machine direction. Cross.

Sheet I 6.0 p.c. 7.0 p.c.

Sheet 2 5-2 p.c. 8.0 p.c.

Mean breaking length .... 7,165 m.

Mean elongation 6.55 p.c.

Lastly, Paper III. (double sized) was
examined.

Paper III.

Average breaking length.

Machine direction. Cross.

Sheet I 8,520 m. 6,940 m.

Sheet 2 8,210 m. 7,390 m.

Average elongation.

Machine direction. Cross.

Sheet I 6.3 p.c. 9.0 p.c.

Sheet 2 6.3 p.c. 7-7 P-C.

Mean breaking length 7,76o m.

Mean elongation 7.33 p.c.

Looking, first of all, at the three break-

ing lengths, I., 7,300 m.
;

IT., 7,165 m.
;
TIL,

7,760 m., it will at once be seen that the

animal size has influenced them consider-

ably, whereas the wetting has lowered the

breaking length somewhat, a matter of

lesser import, as similar slight variations

also frequently happen. The results of

the elongation tests, however, show a

marked rise : I., 5.88 p.c.
;

XL, 6.55 p.c.

;

III., 7.33 p.c; this testifies to the favor-

able influence of the moistening, but the

second sizing also shows a marked im-

provement.

The fact that merely air-drying paper

improves its physical properties is well

known, and has given rise to the practice

of air reeling on high-class paper ma-

chines. Good animal sizing is, however,

always valuable, as it not only increases

the tensile strength of the paper,' but

renders it much more pleasant to write

upon. The resistence to crumpling I can-

not give accurately, as this was ex-

traordinarily high in all three cases, and

as I had no mechanical crumpler at my
disposal, I am unable to give any figures

on this head. I also carried out some ex-

periments with totally unsized paper of

pure linen, which I sized with a solution

of animal size, using the very least pos-

sible quantity. I also determined the in-

crease in weight due to the sizing. Both

the sized and unsized sheets were kept in

the laboratory for a considerable time be-

fore being submitted to examination,

A—Unsized Paper.

(Weight per square metre, 55 g.)

Mean breaking length 6,300 m.

Mean elongation 5.4 p.c.

B—Paper Sized with Animal Size.

(Weight per square metre, 60 g.)

Mean breaking length 7,260 m.

Mean elongation 7-4 P-c

Increase on breaking length 960 m.=15 p.c.

Increase on elongation ... 2 m.=37 p.c.

Increase on weight per sq.

metre 5 g=9-04 P-c

It may be assumed, therefore, from the

foregoing, that a good sizing with animal

size, which, as above explained, must not

be too strong, materially improves a paper.

•—E. L. Selleger, in Der Papierfabrikant.

^ ^ ^

THE BRIGGS ELECTROLYTIC
CELL.

Our attention has been called to an im-

proved method of making bleach liquor

by the electrolytic process, invented by F.

J. Briggs, of Maiden, Mass., and for which

letters patent have been granted both by

the Dominion of Canada and the United

States.

The invention is designed to overcome

all of the defects of diaphram cells here-

tofore built and which have prevented

their general introduction by the mills

consuming chloride of lime in more or
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less quantities. A demonstration plant

which has been in operation for several

years, proves that the Briggs' system may

be installed with profitable results.

Long and severe tests have been made

by the leading experts of the country to

prove the following claims, viz. : High cur-

rent efficiency, high energy efficiency, sat-

isfactory strength of caustic, exception-

able durability of all parts. These claims

have all been substantiated, and the ex-

perts were also impressed with the cell's

simplicity in construction.

It is, however, the commercial side of

the process that will interest manufac-

turers particularly. Each cell is capable of

producing the equivalent of 35 tons of

chloride of lime annually with a by-pro-

duct of caustic soda. With horse-power

on a reasonable low basis, bleach may be

manufactured for $10 a ton.

^ ^ '4

LITERARY NOTES.

The growth of the English language is

remarkable. Between the 1890 edition of

Webster's International Dictionary and the

issue of 1900, no less than 25,000 words

were added to that work. Now a new
edition of this standard lexicon has been

issued, and this revision shows an increase

of 25,000 more words in the four years.

These additions to the language are no

doubt chiefly due to the rapid develop-

ment of practical science. For example,

the 1847 edition of Webster contained 44

entries between the words "electric" and

"electrum," in the 1864 edition these en-

tries were increased to 81, in 1890 to 145,

and in 1900 to 181. The new edition of

Webster's International not only contains

25,000 new words and terms, but the bio-

graphical dictionary and gazetteer of the

world has also been revised and brought

down to date under the supervision of

Dr. W. T. Harris. Among other features

there are new colored plates, a list of

authors quoted, a brief history of the

English language, guide to pronunciation,

principles of orthography, etc. It is re-

markable for compactness and compre-

hensiveness, and it will be found to contain

many definitions which will be looked for

in vain in some so-called cyclopedic dic-

tionaries. G. and C. Merriam, publishers,

Springfield, Mass.

Lockwood's Directory of the Paper and

Stationery Trades, 1905, is issued, and this

the 30th annual edition, makes a volume

of 698 pages, exclusive of the advertise-

ment section. It contains lists of the

paper, pulp and fibre mills of the United

States, Canada, Mexico, South America,

and Japan, with lists of the paper and

paper stock dealers of the United States

and Canada. Besides these, it gives a

directory of the wholesale and retail sta-

tioners, booksellers, wall paper manufac-

turers, blank book, paper bag, paper box,

and other manufacturers of articles made
from paper. The capacity and products

of the mills are given, with the kind of

power used, and where possible the officers

and directors of the companies. One sec-

tion is devoted to the water marks and

brands used by paper manufacturers, an-

other contains the names of the railway

purchasing agents of the United States and

Canada. The work also contains some

useful statistics and tables with a list of

the officers of the different associations

connected with the paper and allied

trades. The information appears to be

very complete. Published by the Lock-

wood Trade Journal Co., 150 Nassau

St., New York; price, $3.

The Educational Outlook of Prince

Edward Island has been combined with the

Prince Edward Island Magazine, and the

July and August numbers, issued together,

make a very interesting budget of his-

torical and general matter. The frontis-

piece is a striking view of Pollydale, where

the ship Polly landed many of the Sel-

kirk settlers of 1803. The magazine f-s

published by Archibald Irwin, Charlotte-

town, P.E.I.

a« ^ %l

In the fire in Winnipeg, a few days ago.

Bullman Bros., lithographers, were burnt

out, the machinery, as well as stock, being

a total loss. The loss was reported to be

about $150,000, with insurance of about

$40,000. The firm will rebuild.
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Mill Matters.

The Pejepscot Paper Co., of Topsham,
Maine, has been licensed to do business

in New Brunswick for one year, beginning

September ist.

The Granite Wall Paper Co., a United
States concern, will erect a factory in

Hull, Que., employing from ten to twenty
hands for the first year. The city coun-

cil has granted the company exemption
from taxes for five years. |-

A Quebec charter has been granted to

the Chatham Pulp and Paper Company;
capital, $200,000; headquarters at Lachute
Mills, to manufacture pulp and paper and
carry on a general lumbering business.

The charter members are: Thomas Henry
Ayers, John Thomas Ayers, William
Henry Ayers, Ernest Francis Ayers, and
James Thomas Griffith, all manufacturers,
of Lachute Mills.

The city of St. John has purchased the

mill of the St. John Sulphite Pulp Co,
at Mispec, their tender being $115,000. The
city thus obtains water rights necessary
in the proposed extension of the city water
supply, and may utilize the property in

the future in a scheme for municipal
lighting. It is reported that the property
with the exception of certain water rights,

may be disposed of by the city.

The Quatsino Pulp and Power Co. have
surveyed 50,000 acres of their extensive
limits and so far the cruise is fully up to

expectations, the field notes showing an
average of 50,000 feet to the acre in first-

class timber, which consists chiefly of

spruce, balsam and fir. Specifications and
plans are now being prepared for the erec-

tion of the plant, preparatory to calling

for tenders for its erection. The plant
and mill is to be capable of manufac-
turing 125 tons of pulp a day. This
will, no doubt, give a strong impetus to

the northern part of the Island, and the
pay roll, when work is under way, will be
a heavy one. Mr. Colby, hydraulic en-

gineer, has completed his plans for the

development of the water power. It is

the intention of the company, wherever
possible, to place its orders for machinery
in Canada.—B.C. Lumberman.
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The Spanish River Pulp and Paper Co.

are making satisfactory progress in the con-

struction of their power dam. When the

work was in the contractor's hands great

trouble was experienced with leaks in the

coffer dam. The company (which has now
taken over the work from the contrac-

tor), is using the old coffer dam merely

for a backing for a new line of piling and
filling, and the bad places are now being

successfully overcome.

Two actions of the Bank of New Bruns-
wick V. Montrose Paper Co. were before

the Court of Appeal in Toronto on the

5th inst. The defendants appealed from
the judgment of the Judge of the County
Court of Lincoln, on motion for summary
judgment under rule 603 in plaintiff's

favor for the amount sued for. The ac-

tions were on two promissory notes which
the St. John Sulphite Co. (in liquidation)

had discounted at the plaintiff's branch in

St. John. The defendants contended that

the notes were renewals of prior notes;

that the plaintiffs were not justified in re-,

fusing to pay a cheque sent by the St.

John Sulphite Co., to return the prior

notes; that the plaintiffs had notice of the

nature of the whole transaction, and that

the amount realized from discounting the

notes was to meet the cheque when re-

turned. The plaintiffs denied notice, and
contended that the notes were discounted

in the ordinary course of business, and
they were within their rights in applying

the amount to the credit of the company
on a demand note held by them, payment
of which had been demanded. The case

is not finished.

The Imperial Paper Mills, of Sturgeon
Falls, have been, running full capacity,

though under somewhat enhanced run-

ning expenses since their recent fire. The
output is 48 tons per day on an average.

About 130 men are employed in the mills,

and 300 in the camps. During the last

week of September, orders to the extent

of 4,000 tons of paper had to be refused

by the company. The barker room, which,

was burned, is about to be rebuilt. A I

temporary room was equipped immediately /

after the fire with 1)arkers fn^n the Span- ,

ish River mill (which is idle pending /
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power development), and operations were

resumed in eighteen hours, the men mean-

time peeling pulpwood with draw-knives,

John Craig, the general manager, is now
in England conferring with the directors

as to enlarging the mills. A sulphite mill

will probably be added to the plant, and

later it is the intention to enlarge the

ground wood mill. Arrangements arc-

about completed by which Mr. Craig will

take up his permanent residence in this

country. The town of Sturgeon Falls is

showing signs of prosperity. There is

considerable building going on; the C.P.R.

station is already too small for the town

;

and the mouth of the river is about to be

improved, the Dominion Government hav-

ing promised a dredge for that purpose

in the spring. With regard to the differ-

ences between the Imperial Paper Mills

and the Ontario Government, Hon. F. R.

Latchford, Commissioner of Public Works,

states that he has instructed the Govern-

ment Engineer, Mr. Fairbairn, to make a

survey of the outlets of the lake, with a

view to discovering exactly how far the

demands of the company may be acceded

to without injury to the lake.

^ ^ ^

Forestry and Pulpwood

Dr. J. M. Bell, who has been exploring

for the Ontario Government the iron ore

ranges of the Michipicoten, reports the

discovery of new ranges containing much
iron ore and other minerals, mainly mag-

netite. The timber in the district is of

great value, consisting of spruce, maple,

birch, poplar, and pine. There is a con-

siderable quantity of agricultural land on

the Pacaswa river.

An electrical paper states that wireless

telegraphy is to be employed to aid in sav-

ing the forests of the west. The United

States Bureau of Forestry will establish

wireless stations at intervals throughout

the Rocky Mountains, where there arc

large forests, and where fires occur in the

dry season every year. At these stations

observers will be kept who will give warn-

ing whenever a fire begins, and help will

be called to assist in extinguishing it. The

first system to Ijc set in operation will be

in the Black Hills.

Thomas Southworth, direct(jr of coloni-

zation for Ontario, has returned to Tor-

onto from a three-weeks' tour of the

Temagami forest reserve. He was ac-

companied by Dr. Clark, the provincial

forester, and four rangers, who went over

the whole reserve. Everything was found

satisfactory and the rangers reported that

they only had three fires to put out in the

last three months. None of these had as-

sumed very serious proportions and for

every one of them survey parties were re-

sponsible.

Alex. McMillan, of the Schopl of

Practical Science, who was sent out by
the Crown Lands Department to ex-

plore a district between Mattagami

River and Lake Abitibi, has returned.

He reports a somewhat flat, but well

drained clay country. Good spruce

grows along the streams up to 30 inches,

and inland there are great quantities of

pulpwood. There is plenty of poplar

too, and birch. Streams are reported

very numerous, and suitable for getting

out lumber.

The water in the Ottawa river is this

year lower than it ever has been within

the memory of the "oldest resident." Tim-

ber, wdiich used to float to Quebec, now
has to be put aboard train at Pembroke.

It has been proposed by a veteran lumber-

man of Ottawa to dam the northern out-

let of a lake at the height of land, divert-

ing its waters to the Ottawa. It is also

proposed to build retaining dams at

Moffat's Canal and Fitzroy Harbor, lower

down the river.

^ it %l

PERSONAL.

Sir George Newnes, of London, Eng.,

proprietor of Tit-Bits, the Strand, Review
of Reviews, and other publications, is on

a pleasure trip through Canada this

month, accompanied by his son, F. H.

Newnes, who is Liberal candidate in a

Nottinghamshire riding in the next elec-

tions.
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J. M. Mackiiinon is now in England in

connection with the business of the Orien-

tal Power and Pulp Co., of British Col-

umbia.

Among the recent arrivals from the

Northern Coast was Manager Williams,

of the Bella Coola Palp Mill Company. He
proceeded to Seattle. The company has

been conducting a number of surveys of

their timber limits in the north, but have

now suspended work until early spring.

—

B.C. Lumberman.

In the Superior Court of Montreal the

International Flax Fibre Company, of

New York, has brought action against

J. R. Lerendeau for $450,000. Mr.
Lerendeau was made a director and
vice-president of the company last

March, and it is stated that the presi-

dent, G. R. De Montlord, handed the

amount named, in stock certificates, to

the defendant, in payment of a debt to

the company. The defendant refused to

hand the certificates o^ver to the com-
pany, hence the action.

^ ^ ^

CATALOGUES, SAMPLES, ETC.

The following are among catalogues,

samples, booklets, etc., received, at the

office of the Pulp and Paper Magazine:

—

Montrose Paper Co., Thorold, Ont.,

book of samples of bond, linen laid,

envelope, book and litho. papers.

The Babcock Printing Press Mfg. Co.,

of New York, and New London, Conn.,

booklet descriptive of a new type of

^'Optimus" press.

The Geo.-F. Kenny Paper Co., Detroit,

Mich., samples of coated papers.

The Buyers' Reference Co., 123

Liberty St., New York, the "Steam
edition" of this company's publications,

containing the names of leading U.S.

dealers in and makers of steam plants

and supplies.

Illinois Iron & Bolt Co., Carpenters-
ville. 111., booklet of the Southworth
pattern hydrostatic paper testing ma-
chine.

PULP DRYING APPARATUS.

Fditor Pulp and Paper Magazine,

—

Sir,—In the Pulp and Paper Magazine,
I see the article on Wood Pulp, by S.

Gagne, B.A. Mr. Gagne refers to drying

the pulp and thus , saving paying freight

on 50 per cent, water.

This was my idea, too; therefore, I got

up apparatus to accomplish this; sample
of the dry pulp, as finished, enclosed here-

with. This pulp is dried as quickly as

the wet machine will deliver it, and as it

has not been in contact with hot metal

rolls, the fibre is not injured. This you
can see for yourself by placing some of

the sample in water for a moment or

two, when you can pull it apart without

l^reaking the fibre. I shall be glad to give

you or Mr. Gagne any further informa-

tion I can on this subject.

Yours truly,

F. C. CREAN.
Temple Building, Montreal.

^ ^ ^

PAPER-MAKING SCHOOL AT
BURY.

The committee of Bury Technical School

have arranged a useful series of lectures

for the winter session, dealing specially

with the important local industry of

paper-making. The lectures will be illus-

trated by means of lantern slides, models,

samples and experiments of an interest-

ing and practical character. In addition

to the lectures, advanced students with a

knowledge of chemistry will proceed with

practical experiments in boiling, bleaching,

dyeing and production of hand-made pat-

terns. The testing of materials used, and
examination of papers to determine com-
position—fibres, loading, sizing, also physi-

cal properties and strength, thickness,

opacity, stretch, C.B.S. units, etc.—will be

undertaken. A valua1)le collection of

microscopical slides of fibres and high-class

papers made from the same arc to b^

]>laced at the students' disposal. These
include some fine specimens of British,

American, Continental, and Oriental

specialties in paper-making. During the
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session, visits will be paid to the local

works of well-known firms of paper-

makers' engineers to inspect, under expert

guidance, the new features and improve-

ments of any new work or machines in

hand. The committee of the school also

secure the services of prominent trade ex-

perts to give occasional special lectures,

which are highly appreciated and well at-

tended.

A special feature of the Bury school is

the three years' course of organized study

for the various local trades. A student

or workman in paper manufacture, for in-

stance, of course acquires his practical

knowledge by observation and daily con-

tact with actual paper-making processes in

the mill. If necessary, a preliminary year

is spent at an evening continuation or

night school, where arithmetic and other

elementary subjects, as w^ell as mathe-

matics, are taught. These have a direct

bearing on the higher classes in the

sciences and technical subjects. The stu-

dent afterwards proceeds to take up in

the evenings special courses in chemistry,

engineering, drawing, bleaching and dye-

ing, etc., under able direction during the

three years at the school.

The paper-making lectures are given on
Friday evenings and also, to meet the re-

quirements of night workers, specially on
Saturday afternoons. The preliminary

work in the first year is very important,

and essential to the success of technical

education in any industry. Previously, the

teachers and examiners of technical sub-

jects have been faced and handicapped

with the difficulty that some of the pupils

were unable to take full advantage of the

instruction given, owing to the fact that

they had not been sufficiently grounded in

preliminary work. The night schools not

only afford young workers opportunities

of continuing their education after leaving

school, but also furnish the means by

which older persons may remedy the de-

fects of their early education.—Paper
Maker.

^ ^ ^

The timber land concession of the Paci-

fic Coast Wood Pulp and Power Co., of

British Columbia, which is now being pro-

moted in London, Eng., is in the vicinity

of Powell River. It is expected that a

start will be made by the erection of a

sawmill in the spring.

^ ^ ^

The Jonquiere Pulp Company, of Jon-

quiere, Que., shipped eleven cars of card-

board and made i8o tons ground-wood in

the week ending 15th inst., the best since

the company has been in existence. With
a new dam put in under the directions

of Alex. McDougall, of Ottawa, and some

350,000 logs in front of the mill, the com-

ing year's business of the company should

be all that can be desired.

^ ^ ^
Although the capital of the By- Products

Co., associated with the French-Hickman
Flax Fibre Co., has been exhausted, the

chairman of the latter company, in Lon-
don, states that it is the intention to

keep the Dakota mill running for the pres-

ent, and the company will advance money
enough to keep the Niagara Falls mill in

order. This mill was built to make paper

from flax waste by the process patented

by the company, and if the process proved

a success, it was the intention, we under-

stand, to extend operations to Canada,

w^iere raw material is plentiful.

^ ^ ^

A Dominion charter has been granted to

the "Canada Flax Fibre Co.," of Montreal,

capital, $100,000. The incorporators are

:

T. H. Tombyll and R. N. Tombyll, manu-
facturers

; James Walker, hardware mer-
chant; George A. Childs, sales agent; J.

H. Sherrard, manufacturer; S. P. Howard,
freight agent; T. E. Howard, sales agent,

and C. E. Scarff, druggist, all of Mont-
real, and George W. Fowler, barrister, of

Sussex, N.B., and the company has

power to acquire plant and machinery for

the treatment and manufacture of flax,

and its various products, "woven or other-

wise." It does not appear that the com-
pmy has any connection with the Flax
Pulp Co. or the French-Hickman Flax
Fibre Co., recently exploited in England
and the States.
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EME.RSON MFG. CO.

Engine EMERSON Bars

LAWRE,NCE„ - . MASS.'

If INTERESTED IN FUEL ECONOMY

THE LOSS ON of 2 Bare Pipe IS OVE,R $1.00
ONE, FOOT at 60 lbs. pressure PE,R YEAR.

The most satisfactory way to overcome this loss is by the use of proper

insulating material, and

ASBESTOS SECTIONAL PIPE COVERING
is universally acknowledged to be the most satisfactory and most economical
article manufactured for this purpose.

WE HAVE SUPPLIED SEVERAL MILLS IN CANADA
with our Asbestos Pipe Coverings and will be pleased to furnish estimates for

covering any quantity and size of pipes no matter how large or small. Why
not write for our Asbestos Catalog. Mailed free on request.

THE FAIRBANKS COMPANY,
MONTREAL TORONTO. VANCOUVER. WINNIPEG.
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PULP AND PAPER MARKET.

The demand for pulp is now very brisk,

and although all mills arc running full,

there is some difficulty in supplying the

demand. Some makers have been hold-

ing their pulp for higher prices, and

though they may gain somewhat in this

respect, it is probable that they will lose

as much through deterioration of the pulp

due to heating and moulding.

In the United States the supply of

ground-wood continues scarce, and very

little, if any, is to be had, except at very

high prices. Large purchases of pulp

have been made in Canada recently by the

International Paper Company and the Ber-

lin Mills Co., of Berlin, N.H.

As to the situation in papers, the Paper

Trade Journal summarizes as follows : The
demand for the various g^rades continues

steady at the old quotations. As this is

the season of heavy consumption all

grades are moving well, but none of them

can be said to be active. Prices continue

The Pulp and Paper

firm with a tendency upward. The de-

mand for newspaper is gradually increas-

ing. The better grades of book papers

are said to be growing stronger in re-

sponse to an enlarged demand. The
cheaper grades of book remain unchanged.

Writings are moving better, as the busi-

ness of printers and stationers is now
more active. The mills making writings

are now running full. Because of the ac-

tivity of general business the movement
in Manilas is considered very good. In

the cheaper grades of wrappings the mar-
ket is not in good shape, rather low quo-

tations prevailing in the ground-wood
Manilas. The No. I's are comparatively

quiet for this season. The No. 2's are said

to be practically out of the market, as

tliere is little of this grade being made.
Tissues, which have been growing in

strength for a number of weeks, are now
scarce and very firm. Side runs of news
are scarce. The situation in box boards

is still unsettled.

Pulp prices are quoted as follows in

ESTABLISHED 1842.

Cheney- Bigclow Wire Works
SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

... Manufacturers of ...

FOURDRINIER WIRES
CYLINDER MOLDS, DANDY ROLLS

ALSO

Brass, Copper and Iron Wire Cloth

SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF THE F

Bell Patent Flat Wires for Book Papers
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New York: Ground-wood, $i6, f.o.b., pulp

mill; domestic bleached sulphite, $2.50 to

$3.25 per cwt. ;
unbleached, $1.85 to $2.10;

foreign, bleached, $3.35; unbleached, $2.15

to $2.25.

On the British market prices are quoted

thus: Mechanical, moist, £2 to £2 2s. 6d.

;

dry, £4 5s. to £4 ICS.; sulphite, bleached,

£12 to £12 5s.; unbleached, £9 to £9
ICS.; soda, unbleached, £8 to £8 5s.

^ It ^

BRITISH CHEMICAL MARKET.

Market is steady. Quotations are nom-

inally as follows

:

Alkali, ammonia, 58% £ 4 15 0

Alum, lump, loose 5 o 0

Alumina, sulphate 3 10 o

Bleaching powder, 35% 4 15 0

Borax, crystals 13 0 o

Caustic, white, 76% 10 10 o

Caustic, white, 70% 9 15 0

Caustic, white, 60% 8 15 0

Soda ash, carbonated, 52% . . 626
Soda ash, carbonated, 48%... 600

13

Soda ash, caustic, 48% 6 50
Sal ammoniac (ists) 42 0 o

Soda crystals 3 2 6

Sulphate of ammonia 11 17 6

Sulphate of copper 20 0 o

Sulphur, rolls 6 12 6

Sulphur, flowers . 7 12 6

Sulphur, recovered 5 10 o

^ ^ ^

SCANDINAVIAN PULP TRADE.

Reports to hand from Scandinavia men-
tion the uneasiness of manufacturers of

mechanical wood pulp in regard to the

water supply, and already the scarcity ex-

perienced has necessitated a serious re-

duction in the output. Consequently,

higher prices are now demanded, but, at

the moment, business with Great Britain

is very small, mills on this side appar-

ently holding large stocks. The present

conditions, however, must strengthen the

position of exporters. Not only has

Germany (where a water scarcity has

SPECIAL:
Cyclone Separators for Barkers.

Extra Heavy Steel Plate

Exhaust Fans for Pulp Mills.

Heating and Ventilating by

Blower System.

Mechanical

Draft, Etc.

SHILLDON
<S SHE.LDON,

GALT, = ONTARIO.
,
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THE WM. HAMILTON MFG. CO., Limited,
BUILDERS OP A COMPLETE LINE OF

Pulp and Paper Mill Machinery

GRINDERS
SCREENS
PAPER MACHINES
WET MACHINES
WINDERS
WOOD CHIPPERS
STUFF PUMPS
SUPER -CALENDERS
The SAMSON TURBINE WATER WHEEL

Head Office "W^ ^ ^ 1 m •
and works- 1*etcrborough, Ontario.

F

DR. C. VVURSTER'S Patented

Pulping Machines & Kneaders
NEARLY 150 AT WORK.

LARGE PATTERN — Four Sizes.

PULPING-UP 3, 6 and 9 and 12 tons of Dry Papers or Pulp in

24 hours.

POWER—5 h.p., 8 h.p., 12 h.p. and 15 h.p.

SMALLER PATTERN—For Sorted Papers only.

PULPING-UP 2 to 3 tons of Dry Paper in 24 hours. 2 to 4 h.p.

Built in Iron.

For Better QuaHty Papers, Trough and Propellers made of Brass.

Special Machines -For Unsorted Paper.
These Machines do not Grind, Cut-up, or Wet the Fibres, and as the State of

Beating and Refining is Unaltered, neither Color nor Sizing being Affected, and
Impurities not touched, "BROKE" can be Re-used for the Same Quality of

Paper again.

FOR PARTICULARS APPLY TO i

DR. C. WURSTER, 29 Abbey Road, St. John's Wood, LONDON, N. W.

ENGLAND.

INCLUDING—

ALSO
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been experienced), bought largely of

Scandinavian pulp, but local paper mills

—

whose own pulp mills have been .forced

to shut down—have had to buy in the

market. In the Drammens district the

level of the water is very low, and we
are advised that four mills had to reduce

production. We quote from a communi-
cation received relating to a mill making
about 10,000 tons moist mechanical per

annum

:

"The position is so serious that we would
rather not enter into any contract for de-

livery in the late autumn and winter, be-

cause we fear we may not be able to de-

liver owing to deficiency in the supply of

water."

The above works have a great produc-

tive power, and the turbines are of the

most up-to-date kind. In substantiation

of the statement that local mills have had
to secure outside supplies, a Drammens
correspondent writes : "a sale was made
the other day of 300 tons to an inland

paper mill, whose pulp mill had stopped

on account of shortness of water, and this

will also be the case with many others."

15

A report dealing with another mill, also

making about 10,000 tons of moist per

annum, announces that already "a reduc-

tion of 25 per cent, in output has been
made owing to the water in the Dram-
mens river continually sinking." The west-
ern part of Sweden, which in normal years
is never subject to any shortness of water,

is also affected, as the following communi-
cation shows : "The water is continually

sinking, and our mill has already stopped

one stone, in order to stretch out the re-

mainder of our reserve supply of water as

long as possible. In the Baegna district the

shortness of water has likewise com-
menced, and the mills have besides to

shut down from Saturday till Monday
night, so that the floating of the logs can

take place. Fredrikshald and Wermland
are in a miserable condition, only Skien

and Larvik having still full supply of

water."—World's Paper Trade Review.

^ ^ ^
NEW INCORPORATIONS.

Commercial Publishers, Limited, has

been incorporated in Toronto with a capital

JAMES KENYON & SON,
Telegraphic Address

"KENYON-BUR\' DERBY STREET MILLS Address

BURY"

Manu-
facturers

of

BURY, = LANCASHIRE

FELTS
For

Paper

Makers,

Couch Roll G overs, Wet and Drv Felts
of all kinds, including— Patent Cotton Dry Felts—

Special attention paid to felts for fast running news machines
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I THE PUSEY & JONES COMPANY 1

I WILMINGTON, DELAWARE, U S.A. |

I
Machinery for Paper Mills and Pulp Mills

|
^ REPRESENTED BY

^

i THE WM. HAMILTON MFG. CO., Ltd., |
H PETERBOROUGH, ONTARIO, |

^ Who are prepared to Build the Inventions

^ Patented by THOMAS H. SAVERY, I

^ In Canada under Numbers 08,093, 71,746, 72,118 and 77,818; and also §
^ I
^ The Guard-Board patented by J. H. GATELY, in CANADA ^
i ^
g under Number 74,735. ^

The Sandusky Foundry & Machine Co.,
Founders and Machinists. — Sandusky, Ohio.

The Millspaugh Patent Shower Pipe System.

Canadian Pulp and Paper Manufacturers are entitled to as

good machinery as their competitors.

A large percentage of American Mills have

Millspaugh Patent Shower Pipes,
and our sales are constantly increasing.

Same prices and terms in Canada.

The Sandusky Foundry & Machine Co., Sandusky, Ohio.
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HYDRAULIC or

y KNUCKLE JOINT.

Heavy Duty Pulp and Baling: Presses.

WILLIAM R. PERRlF&~COMPANY, Linilted,

TORONTO, Canada.

of $200,000. The provisional directors are

:

C. B. Murray, A. W. Holmsted, J. Milne,

F. W. Holmsted, and D. A. Brebner.

A Dominion charter has been granted to

the Haskell Lumber Co., to carry on a

STUFF PUMP.
This pump is made

in three sizes, 5", 6"

and 8".

The valves are made
so as to be easily and

cheaply replaced and

can be got at without

using wrench.

We also make boiler

feed and other pumps.

Particulars and

references on request.

Manufactured

by

T.McOUAT&SON.Lacliute.Que.,

0. REICH & CO.
WOOD PULP AGENTS,

28 Budgie Row, London, E.C.

56 Royal Exchange, Manchester, England

Wallace—Jaastad—Drewsen
ASSOCIATED INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERS AND CHEniSTS

JOSEPH H. WALLACE. C.E., 1 A. U. JAASTAD, M.E., I VIGGO DREWSEN, Ph. D.
M.Am. Soc. C.E„ M.Can. Soc. C.E. | Steam Engmeer.

| Industrial Chemist.

Pulp and Paper Mills, Power Developments, Reports. Consultation.

Offices and Laboratories—Temple Court Bldg., New York.

BRUNNER MOND ttCO., Limited
NORTHWICH, ENG.

LARGEST ALKALI MANUFACTURERS IN THE WORLD.

Soda Ash 58 per cent.
Bieachine: Powder 35-38 per cent.

SOLE AGENTS IN CANADA

Winn & Holland. = - flontreal
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THIS MAGAZINE is printed on our ''Chalk White" Coated Book
Paper—the best and whitest coated paper sold. All regular sizes

and weights in stock. The Cover is our Art Litho Cover, stocked in four

tints, 2 sizes, 20 x 25 and 21^ x 28^. Samples gladly sent.

Canada Paper Co.
LIMITED

Windsor Mills, Que. = Montreal. - Toronto.

GETTHE BEST

Up To
Date 1
and H

^RfiUable

IwEBSTERS

! The Best

i

for
' Home

School 6 Office

DICTIONARY!

INTERNATIONAL
The New and Enlarged

Edition Contains

25.000 New Words
New Gazetteer of the World
with more than 25,000 titles, based on the
latest census returns.

New Biographical Dictionary
containing the names of OA er 10,000 noted
persons, date of birth, death, etc.

Edited by W. T. HAKRIS, Ph.D., LL.D ,

United States Commissioner of Education.

2380 Quarto Pages
New Plates. 5000 Illustrations. Rich Bindings.

NeededinEveryHome
Also Webster's Collegiate Dictionary with

iii6 Pages. 1400 Illustrations. Size : 7x10x2^3 in.

A Special Thin Paper Edition De Luxe
is printed from the same plates as regular edition. It

has limp covers and round corners. Size: 5%x8%xl54 in.

FREE, " A Test in Pronunciation," instruc-
tive and entertaining.

Also illustrated pamphlets.

G. 6 C. ME,RRIAM CO.,
Publishers, Springfield, Mass.

general lumber and pulpwood business at

Monte Bello, Que. The capital of the new
company is $400,000. The directors are

:

W. L. Haskell, of Ulysses, Pa.; M. S.

Haskell, of Herring, Pa.; D. R. Cobb, of

Syracuse, and others.

The business of the Port Arthur

Chronicle has been incorporated as a

joint stock company, known as the Chron-

icle Printing Co. of Port Arthur, with a

capital of $40,000. The directors are:

George Hodder, J. T. Emmerson, F. B.

Allen, G. F. Hourigan, and A. J. Mc-

Comber.

A Dominion charter has been granted

to the British-Canadian Bank Note Com-

pany; capital, $500,000; headquarters, Ot-

tawa, to carry on the business of steel

plate engraving, printing and book-binding,

bank notes, bonds, stock certificates, post-

age and other stamps and all documents

of an artistic or monetary or commercial

value in all of their branches; to carry

on a general engraving, lithographing,

photographing, electrotyping, printing and

publishing business in all branches; to

carry on the business of paper manufac-

turers and importers and dealers in all

materials and machinery. The charter

members are : W. McLea Walbank, vice-

president and chief engineer of the

Montreal Light, Heat, & Power Co.; G. F.

C. Smith, late manager Liverpool and Lon-

don and Globe Lisurance Co.; A. Ramsaj"-,

wholesale merchant and manufacturer; G.

N. Ducharme, capitalist; R. C. Smith,

advocate, K.C. ; H. Laporte, Mayor of

Montreal and wholesale merchant; Han-

son Bros., investment brokers; R. Wilson-

Smith, financial agent; R. A. Dunton, no-

tary; Robert Bickerdike, M.P., insurance

agent
;
Alphonse Racine, merchant ; Victor

Geoffrion, M.P., advocate; James Morgan,

merchant; R. R. Stevenson, merchant; S.

Carsley, merchant, all of the city of

Montreal, and James W. Woods, manu-

facturer; D. Murphy, M.P.P., director

Bank of Ottawa, and H. K. Egan, manag-

ing director Hawkesbury Lumber Co., all

of the city of Ottawa.
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MASSACHUSETTS
FAN COMPANY,

.VAI,THAM, MASS.

F. N. RITCHIE
EXPERT EXPLORER AND

PRACTICAL LUMBERMAN

30 YEARS' EXPERIENCE IN FORESTRY.
CoMMfiRciAL Exchange,

131 St. Peter Street, Quebec, Canada.

DEALER AND BROKER

PINE AND SPRUCE TIMBER LIMITS
PULP WOOD LANDS, FREEHOLDS, &c.

Reports on Timber Limits, Pulp Wood
Lands, etc. — Highest References.

Drainer Stones

The Klary and Snell Patent Drainer Stones are made
of the most durable material, and are proof ag-ainst
acids or bleaching- agfents ; smooth on both sides, and do
not soil stock. Send for description and a list of
Canadian and United States Mills using them.

SAMUEL SNELL. Holyokc, Mass,

REASONS
WHY THE CANADIAN OLIVER TYPEWRITER

IS SUPERIOR TO ALL OTHERS.
VISIBLE WRITING—The writing: is visible, each letter being in plain sight

the mstant it is made.
o t- &

DOUBLE TYPE BAR.-It has a double or U shaped Type Bar provided with
a shatt laeanng as broad as the bar is long, thus insuring Permanent Align-
meni without guides.

SPEED.— Its visible writing, rapid escapement, direct tvpe bar connection, down-
-r^^,Z^

Stroke, and light touch, makes it the most speedy ofall writing machinesT\ PL. face UPWARD FOR CLEANING.-The type are of steel and lie face upward
PT?Tr^''T^ i ^

'^^r^
cleaned with one sweep of the ordinary type brush.rKiLL.—$30.00 cheaper than imported machines of like standard ; becausemade in CANADA.
WHY PAY DUTY?

lADiAN Oliver Typewriter Co., Montreal. Branch :—
Manufacturers 55 VICTORIA ST , TORONTO

BARKER,
CHIPPER,
PAPER-CUTTER
The Peter

MACHiNE KNIVES
Of Every Description.

Hay Knife Co., Limited, Calt, Ont.
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A. WERTHEIM & Co.

HAMBUKG.
IMPORT AND EXPORT ALL KINDS OF

Sulphite,

Soda and
Mechanical

WOOD PULPS
OFFICES ATs

CHRISTIANIA (Norway) .. Kirkegaden No. 20.

GOTHENBURG (Sweden) .. Lilla Kyrkogatan No. 20.

MANCHESTER .. .. Guardian Buildings (opposite Exchange).

LONDON 77a Queen Victoria Street, E.G.

PARIS Rue de Londres No. 29.

ANGOULEME (France) .. 43 Rue Louis Desbrandes.

LYONS 54, Cours Gambetta.

MILAN 24 Via Solferino

TOLOSA (Spain) 18 Calle San Francisco.

NEW YORK 99 Nassau Street.

ST. PETERSBURG .. .. Little Podjascheskaja House, 4, Qu. 16.

Telegraphic Address s ^

WERTHEinO, HAHBURQ."
|
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I Paper Mill

Machinery.
n
|J( Guaranteed the most serviceable and efficient

of any built.

Modern Designs, New Patented Ideas,

Used Exclusively by us.

^ Cylinder and Fourdrinier Machines.

|g
Tissue Paper Machines a Specialty.

f BELOIT IRON WORKS, |
BELOIT, WIS., U S. A. ^
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We Manufacture

Heavy Duty and

Baling Presses,
and will be glad

to submit prices

and particulars on

request.

Write us for

anything for

PULP MILLS

The

JENCKES MACHINE
COMPANY, Limited,

117 Lansdowne St.,

Sherbrooke, Que.

1844 1904

Manufacturers of full lines of

Pulp Wood Machinery

WHITE FOR SPECIAL CATALOG.

The WATEROUS Engine

Works Company, Limited

BRANTFORD. CANADA.
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WIRE PULP MATS
Perforated Copper^ Brass anti Steel.

WIRE ROPE = All Kinds.
Wire Guards for Mill Wintlowsm Refuse Burner Cloth, eicm

The B. Greening Wire Co., Limited,
HAMILTON, Ont. - - - MONTREAL, Que.

DICK'S Balata BELTING.
The Strongest Belt in the World, and specially

adapted for Pulp and Paper Making.
LARGE STOCK always on hand.

J. S. YOUNG, = = Sole Agent for Canada.
413 St. Paul Street, Montreal. f

Before Starting with the Erection of a

PULP MILL
Write to Us.

We are the Pioneer makers of Pulp
Mill Machinery in Canada, and can

design and equip a mill throughout

Carrier, Laine 6 Co.,
LEVIS, - - Que.
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Every Grade of Waste for
Paper Making.

R. HOUGH,
LONDON, England.

Agent for Canada and U. S .

,

J. CHRISTIE,,
67 Yonge Street, TORONTO. Canada.

For Paper
and Pulp
Manufacturers

SAMUEL PORRin & SONS, LTD.
Bamford Woollen Mills, Nr. Rochdale, England.

Agent for Canada-JOHN CHRISTIE, 67 Yonge St., Toronto. F

EXPORTERS OF
WASTE PAPER for RE-MANUFAGTURE.

W.V. BOWATER & SONS,
LONDON, England.

IMPORTERS OF
NEWS IN REAMS and REELS.

FELTS
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The Largest Fourdrinier Wire Plant in the World
|

Eastwood Wire Mfg. Co.
Belleville, New Jersey, U.S.A.

j

MANUFACTURERS OF
\

FOURDRINIER WIRES,
I

CYLINDER and WASHER WIRE CLOTH,
DANDY ROLLS,

CYLINDER MOULDS,
ROLLED BRASS SCREEN PLATES,
PERFECTION BRONZE (cast metal) SCREEN PLATES. (

SUCTION BOX COVERS, COUCH ROLLS, I

NAME PLATES, i

PERFECTION BRONZE, DIGESTER CASTINGS and Y VALVES, !

for the manufacture of SULPHITE WOOD PULP,
|

PERFECTION BRONZE VALVES, bolts and fixtures, for SUL-
PHITE PROCESS.

BRASS, COPPER and IRON WIRE and WIRE CLOTH of every i

description,

BABBITT METAL and all grades of ANTLFRICTION METAL.
BRONZE and BRASS CASTINGS, from i oz. to 20,000 lbs. in weight.

N. B.—We manufacture all of the above articles, and are not
merely dealers. Write for prices to b

EASTWOOD WIRE MFG. CO.,
BELLEVILLE, NEW JERSEY, U.S.A. J

The Largest Fourdrinier Wire Plant in the World li
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I
Foreign Phosphorbronze

|
i Fourdrinier Wires,

|
I Sulphite Pulps, Paper Stock and Rags, |
I Bleached Straw Pulp, also China Glay. f|

I JEAN FREESE, iM^^^i^H NEW YORK, |

. FOURDRINIER MACHINE WIRES 1

I CYLINDER COVERS |
^ UnequaUed fop Strength, Smoothness and Long Litem

j{

I GEORGE CHRISTIE LIMITED |
g Ladywell Wire Works, GLASGOW, SCOTLAND jf

ft Agent—THOMAS L. PATON, 30 St. Francois Xavier Street, Montreal, who ^
jj^

holds stock for immediate delivery. F

J ADAMS CROCKER, Manager
|
E. J. WELCH, Gen. Supt.

|
EMMONS CROCKER, Treas. P

HENl Y W. S. DOWNS, Superintendent Lennoxville Works. |p

I
Union Screen Plate Co. I

I i
I Lennoxville, Que., Fitchburg, Mass., U.S.A. |

LARGEST MANUFACTURERS OF

Screen Plates

1

IN THE WORLD

The " Union " Bronze (best cast metal) Plates for Sulphite Mills. The Standai-d

Rolled Brass Plates. The " Union " Cast Metal Suction Plates. P

Old Plates re-closed by our process are practically as good as new and give %
better results than by any other process.

We shall keep on hand at our Lennoxville Works a large stock of the different ^
sizes of both metals and can fill large orders promptly. F E
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BERTRAMS, LIMITED

Papermakers'

Engineers
St, Katherine's Works,

SCIENNES, EDINBURGH,

The Newest and most Up-to-date Machinery for Papermakers,

embracing British, American and Continental Improvements.

REPRESENTED BY

C. H. JOHNSON <& SONS, LIMITED,
Wire Works, St, Henry, Montreal.

C. H. JOHNSON 6 SONS, Ltd.
WIRE. WORKS, — ST. HENRY, — MONTRE.AL.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Fourdrinicr Wires, Cylinder Wires,

Brass, Copper and Iron Wire Cloth, Dandy Rolls.

PORRITT BRO"^ & AUSTIN
Stubbins Vale Mills—RAMSBOTTOM^near Manchester, England.

Manufacturers of every description of

Feiis and Jackets for
Pulp and Paper Mills,

Agents for Canada: C. H. JOHNSON & SONS, Ltd., ST. HENRY, MONTREAL.
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Johnson & Sons, Limited, C. H 4
Kenyon & Son, James 15

Kli'pstein & Co., A 9
Kimball, Herbert S 7
Little & Walker 7
Massachusetts Fan Co 19
McOuat & Son, T 17
Paton, Thomas L 3
Philadelphia Clay Mfg. Co 7
Porritt & Sons, Joseph 8
Porritt & Sons, Limited, Samuel.... 24
Porritt Bror. & Austin 4
Perrin & Co., Ltd., Wm. R. 17
Pringle & Son, T 7
Pusey & Jones Co 16

Quebec & Lake St. John Ry 7
Reich & Co 17

Ritchie, F. N 19

Sandusky Foundry and Machine Co.. 16

Seymour & Guest 7

Sheldon & Sheldon 18

Snell, Samuel 19

Union Screen Plate Co 3

Vogel, C. H 7

Wallace-Jaastad-Drewsen 17

Wertheim & Co., A 20
Waterous Engine Works Co., Ltd. .. 22
Wilson, Paterson & Co 10

Winn & Holland 17

Wurster, Dr. C 14
Young, J. S 23

THE BLACK-CLAWSON CO.,
HAMILTON, OHIO, U.S.A.

Builders of HIGH-GRADE
MACHINERY for

Paper and Pulp
Mills

from new patterns and de-

sig'ns embodying the latest

improvements.

Foot-power Perforators.

3 ^o\\^x Ink Mills.

Evaporating and Drying
IVIachir^erg.

We Solicit Correspondence.
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The Canadian Rubber Co.
OF MONTREAL

Manufacturers of

Rubber BeltiDg, Packings, Valves, Gaskets, Fire, Steam

and Water Hose, Etc., Etc.

We make a specialty of covering

Couch, Press and Squeeze Rolls

For Pulp and Paper Mills.

Rubber Diaphragms for Screens.

If it's anything: in ilie Rubber Line we've got it. correspondence solicited

F
MONTREAL TORONTO WINNIPEG VANCOUVER

CARRIER, LAINE & CO.
LE,VIS, Que.

MAKERS OF

Pulp Machinery,

Paper Machinery,

Engines and Boilers^

Mills Built and
Equipped with Power Plant
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Little & Walker
93 Broad Street, Boston

CHEWICAL EXPERTS and ENGINEERS
SPECIALISTS I.V

Pulp and Paper making. p

HERBERT S. KIMBALL
Chemical Engineer and Mill Architect

101 Tremont St., Boston, Mass.

Desigfiis, Examinations, Reports, F

Sulphite and Soda Fibre, Pulp and Paper Mil's.

. AM. SOC. M.E.

. CAN. SOC. C.E.GEORGE F. HARDY,
Consulting Engineer.

Paper, Pulp and Fibre Mills, Examination of

Mill Properties, Water Power Developments.

Mutual Reserve Building, - 309 Broadway,

NEW YORK.

"Asbestine Pulp" Filler

Superior to any Clay.

Delivered price on application.

INTERNATIONAL PULP CO.
New York City, U.S.A.

fsn Tnn^ Improved Domestic

## Ji jr Making—Bright Color
High Retention—

Dailym Fine Quality.

The Philadelphia Clay Manufacturings Co.
706 Drexel Building-, Philadelphia, Pa., U. S. A.

T. PRINGLE & SON
Specialities:—Pulp Paper and Fibre Mills,

Hydraulic Developments and Electrical

j

Transmissions

i

409,410,411,412 Coristine Bldgf.,
MONTREAL. F

C. H. VOGEL
A. M. Can. Soc. C.E. ENGINEER

OTTAWA, CAN.

WATER POWER
Paper, Pulp and Sulphite Fibre Mills

Seymour & Quest
MILL ARCHITECTS AND

ENGINEERS.
Textile Mills, Merchants Bank
Pulp and Paper Mills, Building-,

Hydraulic Development. MONTREAL.

This Railway runs through TwO Hundred
Miles of the Finest Spruce Forests in

America, through a country abounding in

Water Powers suitable for Pulp and
Paper Mills and other industries, and of

easy access to the Steamship DOCkS at

Quebec.

Alex. Hardy,
J. G, Scott,

G.F. & P,A. General Manag-er

Quebec, P. Q .

n%4i4.4H{.4i4.4.4. 4.4.^4.4.4.4.4.4.^4.41 4.4.4.4.4.4.4.4.4>4>4>4i
4'4><i*<i>4*^4>^<i*«i>^4' 4i4>4>4i4*4>4i4i4*4'4'*

I CASTLE, GOHHEIL & OVERTON
4,

I 41 Park Row, Times BIdg., New York

J
AGENTS FOR

I Sulphite and Wood Pulp Mills
||

Dealers in all kinds of Paperstock, Sizing^, etc.

* Correspondence Solicited.

^4.4.4.4.4.4.4.4.4.4.4, 4.4.4^4^4.4.4.4,4.4. 4*4>4>4*4>4*4>4'4>4*4>4' *4»**4'*4"l'4"l'4^'*4'*«Mi4»**$
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1^CHINA CLAY^.?^™
I

Makers' Strained

Bleaching Powder. Soda Ash.
Ultramarine Blue.

|

STARCHES""^f^^^f""-', i

T. BENSON A. Co., 164 St. James St., Montreal, i

JOSEPH PORRITT & SONS,
HELMSHORE NEAR

MANCHESTER

FELTS
and JACKBLTS FOR PULP and PAPER MILLS

And all kinds of Woollen, Linen and Cotton Cloths for Mechanical Purposes.

Agents for the States and Canada,REGISTERED. ^ gpppj QQ^^ _ ,54 pyi^Q^ ji^ggj^ I^P^ YORK.

FOURDRINIER WIRES,
Cylintler Covers, Etc,

A. COUSLAND & CO., wigfe^^^S^Ks. GLASGOW, Scotland.

I W. A. FLEMING G CO., \

I MONTREAL. ^JS^mZSiKrf^^ ^^^^f'T^- \
jj^

yi#wrinii.i.wiiruiwY")fl 11 Ji^i-i-t**iv St. John, N. B. ^

Importers of Belting:, Hose, Mill Supplies, "Camel" Brand
j{

2^
Hair Belting, also " BALATA,' Rubber, Leather and n
Stitched Cotton Pulp and Paper Mill FELTS, Wet and Dry. %

Send for Prices and Discounts.
j|
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A. KLIPSTEIN & CO.
17 Lemoine St., flontreal

,
Sulphate

I Alumina
China Clay & Bleachine Powder

Ultramarine and
Aniline Blues

|\N- '?|'vV'''/l\N V/l\N V/J\N "/IXN '/jrjV

The Natal Government offers a first re-

ward of $8,500 and a second reward of

$2,500 for the first manufacture of pap.^-

to the value of $25,000 made in one year.

Natal is said to possess good, natural

paper-making fibre, cheap coal, first-class

water, and low price unskilled labor.

Id ^ ^

—The Board of Customs recently

handed out its decisions in some disputed

cases, some of which are of interest to the

paper trade. Regarding the duty on

bleached straw pulp, it was declared that

pulp of wheat straw and pulp of the straw

of other cereals are liable to duty at 25

per cent, ad valorem. A question having

been raised as to whether the weight of

paper bands on cigars should be included

with the cigars in the weight for specific

duty, the board declared that cigars with

paper bands may be entered for duty ex-

cluding the weight of the band in com-

puting the specific duty, but collecting

duty ad valorem on the band, the value of

which should be included in the invoice

price of the cigars.

^ ^ ^
—C. E. Sontum, Canadian Government

agent at Christiania, writes to Ottawa as

follows : It now seems quite certain that

there will be a water scarcity in the Nor-

wegian rivers during the coming winter,

so the pulp mills will have only a very

small chance of being kept running con-

tinually, as the frost has already set in

on the mountains, which are also very dry

after the long drought, which still con-

tinues. Also in Germany there is a water

scarcity, so that country must buy more

pulp from Scandinavia than usual, and

the prices are advancing, kr. 75 or $20,

being now asked for dry pulp. In a separ-

ate meeting of Swedish and Norwegian

cellulose makers, it was decided to start

a common office for the collection of sta-

tistics of production, of sales and of sell-

ing prices. The office will have its seat

at Gothenburg, Sweden, and was to open

on October ist.
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Wilson, Paterson & Coy.y
Boara of Tratte BIdg,, MONTREAL

OFFER TO THE TRADE:
SODA ASH, Caustic Soda, 50^ to 78^, Caustic Potash, Sal
Soda, SALT CAKES, Silicate of Soda, Pearlash, Potash, Sul-
phur. Also a full line of Resins, direct shipment from the south.

Contracts made -for reg:ular supplies.

ESTABLISHED 1850

BELLHOUSE, DILLON & CO.
IMPOKTIiRS e^F

China Clay, Sulphur, Bleaching Powder, Sulphate
Alumina, Soda Ash and Aniline Colors.

MAGHiNE WIRES, fELTS, ETC.

Offices-201 to 203 Coristine Building, St. Nicholas Street. iLifr^VTnrDTrAT
^

Telephones-Main 846, 847. MlJINllvlirAL/.

The JENCKES Machine

Company, Limited,

117 Lansdownc Street,

Shcibrooke, Que.
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OF CANADA

Vol. 2.—No. ii. TORONTO, NOVEMBER, 1904. $1 A Year,
Single Copy ICc

Pulp and Paper Magazine

A tnonthh- magazine devoted to the interests of Cana-

dian pulp and paper manufacturers and the paper trade

issued between the t5th and 215th of each month.

Subscriptions: Canada, Great Britain and the United

States, $1 a year ; to Foreign Countries, 5s. a year.

Changes of advertisements should be in the publishers

hands not later than the loth of the month, and, where
proofs are required, four days earlier. Cuts should be

sent to the Toronto office, by mail, not by express.

BIGGAR-SAMUEL, Limited,

PUBLISHERS
Court St., Toronto. Eraser Bldg., Montreal

PAPER TRADE WITH THE
UNITED STATES.

Since the anti-dumping regulations have

been put into shape, United States paper

manufacturers who have been cultivating

the Canadian market are somewhat anxi-

ous as to the effect of these regulations

upon their particular trade. Upon the

complaint of the Canadian Press Asso-

ciation, about four years ago, the Domin^

ion Government investigated the conditions

of the paper trade, and the commission in

its report brought in a finding that a

"combine" existed among the Canadian

paper manufacturers as to prices of news.

In consequence of this finding, the duty on

that class of paper was reduced from 25

per cent, to 15 per cent., when valued at

not more than cents per lb. This, it

was thought by the newspaper publishers,

would enable a number of p iblishers in

the towns near the United States border

to get in their supplies from United States

paper mills, while in the case of the

IMaritime Provinces, imports could be made
also from Great Britain. But one of the

effects of the Spanish-American war was

to increase the home consumption of news

in the United States, and a drought at

the same time contributed to increase the

price to such an extent that no attention

could be paid to the Canadian market by

United States makers. Nor could British

makers land news in Nova Scotia, New
Brunswick, or Quebec at prices to compete

with Canadian manufacturers. On the

other hand, the conditions were more

favorable to cheaper production in Can-

ada, and so it has come about that the

reduction in duty not only failed to dis-

place Canadian news from its home mar-

ket, but to-day the Canadian mills can

produce news paper as cheap, quality for

quality, as any country in the world,

if not cheaper. The limitations of the

home market and the relatively greater

distance to the large markets of Europe

are the only things that prevent an enor-

mous increase in the output of Canadian

news. There is no reason wdiy other

neutral markets, such as South America,

Asia, Africa, and Australasia cannot be
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developed, if the raw material of Canada

is used in Canadian mills. For example,

one United States concern derives from

Canada 200,000 cords of pulpwood out of

the 600,000 cords it uses, and such con-

cerns, while maintaining the price in their

own market, dump their surplus product

on the foreign markets, making the more

effective use of the cheap raw materials

they get from Canada to accomplish these

ends. It is contended that if it were made

necessary that these concerns should manu-

facture in Canada then this country would

get the henefit of the capital and labor

employed, and that the ben-jfits of the

export trade would be retained by Cana-

dian merchants and shippers.

Inasmuch as Canadian news mills have

nothing to fear from United States makers

under present conditions, there is no need

to invoke the anti-dumping law for this

class of papers, but the imports of book,

writing and coated papers from the States

are large and increasing, and the ques-

tion of the valuation of these classes of

papers is now being looked into. Should

it appear that British exporters to this

country are more honest in their declar-

ations of values than United States ex-

porters, the former will derive an ad-

vantage under the anti-dumping law, see-

ing that the preferential tariff of Canada

favors them by a reduction of a third off

the general tariff. British paper makers,

apparently, have not yet fully appreciated

the advantages given them under our pre-

ferential tariff, or they would have made
greater headway than they have during the

past three years.

Elsewhere in this issue will be found

some figures on the advance of British

trade with Canada in papers during the

past three years. For the purpose of com-

paring the relative advance of the United

States in its dealings with Canada, we

give, from United States official sources,

some figures of exports and imports:

UNITED STATES IMPORTS FROM CANADA.

Nine Months
l^^nding Sept. 1902. 1903. 1904.

^'^'^^^ $33,295 $27,451 $ 39,562
Music, maps,

engravings,

etc 38,966 39,990 37,372
Paper stock

(rags, etc.) 77,928 81,083 109,470

Paper Not specified.

Wood pulp,
tfJ"^ 10,649 64,053 23,536

Wood pulp,
value ... .1,136,337 1,383,759 981,053

UNITED STATES EXPORTS TO CANADA.

Nine Months
Ending Sept. 1902. 1903. 1904.

Books, maps,

engravings

etc $1,070,099 $1,222,197 $1,421,043

Paper, a 1

1

kinds ... 1,073,985 1,165405 1,405,659

The figures under the last heading are

of the exports of goods of United States

production, and do not include foreign

goods re-exported. The Canadian Gov-

ernment returns are made up for the fiscal

and not the calendar year, so that the

above figures cannot be checked by our own
official reports. The Canadian returns for

the first three months of this fiscal year

en^Jing September, show the following im-

ports from Great Britain (under the pre-

ferential tariff), and the United States:

Three Months' From From
Imports. Gt. Britain U.S.

Photographers' paper .... $ 2,987 $ 34,050

Paper. bags, etc., printed. 345 13,789

Playing cards 5,880 7,081

Cardboard, in sheets.... 1,797 16,851

Envelopes 3,576 16,026

Paper felt and straw

board 1.056 40,234

Wall papers 731 11,962

Leatheroid .... 4,584
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Mill board 291 9,715

Pads (imprinted), papier

mache, and other

papers not specified. . 43,826 139.339

Printing paper, dutiable

at 15 per cent 1,170

Printing paper, dutiable

37,760 54,276

Ruled, border and
coated papers 6.523 29,461

Strawboard, in sheets... 124 1,355

Wrappings 941 8,002

Other papers not speci-

fied 32,443 85,761

Wood pulp 82 18,952

Bibles and Prayer Books

(free) 50,382 18,184

Text books (free) .... 20,214 45,622

Technical books (free) . . 3,575 19,838

Bookbinders' cloth (free) 8,261 4,004

Newspapers and maga-

zines, unbound (free). 8,155

Our records show that there were ship-

ped from Canada to the United States

in the three months, ending September,

205,721 cords of pulpwood, valued at $908,-

103, but none to Great Britain. Of

wood pulp, we shipped to Great Britain

in the same time $215,356, to the United

States, $574,826, and to other countries,

$721.

It will be seen from the foregoing that

there is only one item, besides Bibles,

in which British exports to Canada ex-

ceed those of the United States, while

the disparity in other items in favor of the

United States is very marked.

^ ^ ^

Pulp 6 Paper Currency

One of the forestry officials of Maine

now comes forward with the statement

that the natural growth of timber in that

State is greater than the present ratio of

consumption. If so, Maine will soon be-

come the chief centre of pulp manufactur-

ing for the United States, for the same is

not alleged of any other State. Mean-

while, United States paper and pulp manu-

facturers are quietly securing desirable

pulp timber limits in Canada, even at the

relatively high prices now ruling. Sir

Alfred Harmsworth, who has recently se-

cured large pulp areas in Newfoundland,

is of opinion that the United States will

soon exhaust its pulp lands. Commenting

on other opinions of the same sort,

"G. A. F.," in the World's Paper Trade

Review, writes: "Canada would do well,

while there is yet time, to take a leaf out

of the book of the United States' experi-

ence, and wisely conserve, as well as utilize,

with discretion and foresight, the exist-

ing, but by no means inexhaustible wealth

of its magnificent forest resources. In

this connection there is a point which is

apt to be overlooked. It was very much

overlooked in the United States, until, in-

deed, it was too late to wholly remedy the

wastefulness and wanton mischief thought-

lessly wrought. In the State of Maine

alone, which, as I have indicated, has al-

ways been one of the greatest, and, will

be, prospectively, the greatest of the pulp

wood producing States in the American

Union, there was formerly no demand for

the timber of trees other than those of

goodly size and straight growth. Then a

cord of cypress would fetch the lumber

man only a matter of $7 or so. The same

quantity for paper-making purposes will

net him to-day some $40. This next ad-

vance is easily explained. For pulpmak-

ing purposes, branches, or gnarled and

twisted trees are just as good as the

straight ones, for the pulp mill is not at

all particular as to what it chews up if

only it be spruce—spruce, that is by pre-

ference. Formerly the lumberman passed

over these as being unfit for the lumber

mills. He left the young tree and those

that were not of the straightest contours.

But since the pulp mills' demand asserted
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itself, the young and the maimed and the

crooked in sprucedom came down as did

the forest giants, to feed the insatiable

macerators from which they issue as pulp/'

A rumor naving started in a Halifax-

paper that the Harmsworths had aban-

doned the idea of securing timber areas

in Newfoundland for their proposed pulp

mills, B. F. Pearson, secretary of the Tim-
ber Estates, Limited, wired from Boston

to the Colonial Premier that Sir Alfred

Harmsworth would purchase as he in-

tended. One of the St. John's papers

gave currency to the rumor of abandon-

ment, whereupon a colonial contemporary

announced that the Timber Estates were
bringing an action for libel against the

paper. The announcement was supple-

mented by the following comment: "Apart
from this, we would call the attention of

the electors to the fact that the alien

'tramp,' who edits that vile sheet, posi-

tively gloats over the idea of the venture

being abandoned, as thereby thousands of

deserving Newfoundlanders would be de-

prived of a livelihood." Genial chaps

those island editors

!

At the recent annual meeting of the

French Paper Makers' Association, the

question of the moisture in wood pulp was
once more discussed. It was decided to

adopt the standard of 90 per cent., ^ in

Norway and England, and not that of 88

per cent., which the Germans seemed

desirous of forcing upon them, the only

difificulty pointed out being that it was
ne:essary to use fractions when calculat-

ing the total weight by adding the usual

10 per cent. In the course of the pro-

ceedings, it was stated that certain German
pulp manufacturers were trying to deliver

pulp, not by the ton, but by the wagon,

the weight of pulp, these latter nominally

contain, being not always adhered to,

which resulted in the buyer often getting

short weight, up to as much as ten per

cent. The general opinion of the meeting

was in favor of the adoption of the deci-

mal system in making moisture calcula-

tions, but it was pointed out that the Eng-

lish practice stood in the way of a general

adoption of this mode of procedure, the

conservative Britons preferring to stick to

their own customs in this as in many other

matters.

Great Britain seems to hold her own «'n

\he papjr trade this year. The total im-

ports of all kinds of paper during the

first seven months of this year were 5,434,-

933 cwts., valued at £3,664,509, against

5-325,79 ^ cwts. in the like period of 1903

and 4,899,779 cwts. in 1902. The total

exports of British made paper were 932,-

175 cwts., valued at £1,402,052, in the

seven months of 1904, against 853,225 cwts.

in the same period of 1903, and 796,474

cwts. in the seven months of 1902. There

was also less foreign paper re-exported

from Great Britain in these months, the

figures being 107,887 cwts. in 1904, 118,-

291 cwts. in 1903, and 86,088 cwts, in 1902.

The record of British exports to Canada

was as follows

:

Seven Months, 1902. 1903. 1904.

Cwts. Cwts. Cwts.

Writings, printings

and envelopes .... 19,164 25,270 37,255

Other kinds 3,082 4,323 5,579

Scandinavia occupies by far the largest

place in the imports of paper into Great

Britain, which in the seven months of

this year took over 669,000 cwts. of paper

"on reels" from Norway and Sweden, be-

ing a heavy increase over the figures of

the two preceding years. The United

States ranks next to Scandinavia in the

supply of papers to the Old Country, the

amount sent in the seven months of this

year being 185,851 cwts., which, however,
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shows a decline on last year, whereas the

figures of most other countries show an

increase. In paper "not on reels" Scandi-

navia also overtops all other countries, the

exports to Great Britain being over 1,073,-

000 cwts., against 113,826 from the United

States. Here, however, the United States

returns show some increase.

It will be remembered that a mill was

started a year or so ago at Orange, Texas,

to make paper from shavings, sawdust and

mill refuse from yellow pine lumber. After

the original company had spent a good

deal of money and apparently exhausted

its capital, a new company, called the

Yellow Pine Paper Mill Co., has been or-

ganized by J. W. Link, Dr. E. W. Brown,

and others, who have employed E. S. Far-

well, late of the International Paper Co.,

as manager, and is putting in $50,000

worth of machinery. "When the mill

starts this time," says the Paper Trade

of Chicago, "it will be on a permanent

basis, the experimental stage having been

passed and the system of making paper

from yellow pine slabs, and shavings

proven a distinct success."

The Moniteur de la Papeterie Fran-

caise observes that although Great Bri-

tain exports more paper to France than she

receives from thence, the sales of French

paper makers are the more remunerative

of the two. For example, last year the

supplies to the British market despatched

by France were 63,927 cwts. of the value

of £211,415, whereas the French purchases

of British paper were 82,376 cwts. valued

at only £147,865.

Some months ago we directed atten-

tion to the field there was in South Africa

for some lines of Canadian , papers, nnder

the preference given to Canadian goods.

United States paper makers, without the

help of a preference, are going to fight

for an entrance into that market, and ap-

pear to be succeeding, as their exports

there for the eight months of this year

show an increase of $17,000 over the

same period of last year.

At a meeting of the Paper Makers' As-

sociation of Great Britain last month, en-

C[uiries were made for the report of the

tariff commission of some months ago, and

members expressed a wish to see the evi-

dence given by the paper men. It ap-

peared that the paper trade committee was

not ready with its report, and did not wish

to give the evidence of individuals till the

committee's report was published.

The Pulp and Paper Magazine is not a

political journal, and is interested in the

pending elections in Quebec only because of

their special bearing on the pulp and paper

industry. Those in the trade who are

more than politicians feel that if the in-

terests of the province had been considered

some years ago by the Parent administra-

tion, millions of dollars would to-day be

invested in this industry where thousands

are under existing conditions, and that

the potential wealth of the province in

pulpwood has been made to serve the in-

terests of a few United States pulp and

paper men instead of the interests of a

home industry. To some extent, no

doubt, the owners of pulp lands and tim-

ber limits in the province have condoned

if not abetted the squandering of this

most valuable of all the natural assets of

Quebec, for they have easily been per-

suaded that the present cent is more to

them than the future dollar to their

children. They and the public will wake

up some day to the enormity of their im-

providence, and perhaps the present elec-

tions will be the beginning of this awaken-

ing. The Provincial Government, in

springing the elections, so as to take their

opponents at a disadvantage, have '-over-

shot the mark, for the Opposition have de-
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cided, as a protest against unfair methods,

to take no part in the elections. The

Parent Government will thus be left to

meet the fate of the snake that had gorged

itself on the chicken. The Opposition have

left them to trip themselves, "that their

heels may kick at heaven." It is a pity

that the poor province should forever

suffer at the hands of its prodigal sons.

It is the more lamentable that the particu-

lar form of wastefulness in which the pres-

ent administration has rim its riotous

course is one the full effects of which will

appear only after the Parent Government

has been relegated to the long catalogue

of administrative failures. When the de-

struction of forests has reduced the valley

of the St. Lawrence to an arid region

subject to alternate drought and flood,

and the dairy and stock-raising interests

have been ruined along with the timber

and pulp trades, then the improvidence of

the present regime will be understood. But

why should the people of the province

wait till they have reduced themselves to

this diet of husks before they reach this

knowledge ?

^ ^ ^

"A PHANTOM MILL."

It is said that on one occasion, George

Augustus Sala being commissioned to

write up a great state ceremonial, went to

his hotel and called on his assistants for

"a. flask of whiskey and a few facts ;" and

from this material he evolved his lengthy

and interesting description. Somewhat

similar seems to have been the method of

a political speaker at Rat Portage, in the

recent election contest, . except that he

does not seem to have been particular

about the facts. He is credited with hav-

ing narrated the following: "At the time

of the last local election, the Liberal party

at Toronto published thousands of copies

of an illustrated magazine, called the

'New Ontario Edition of the Toronto Daily

The Pulp and Paper

Star,' and among other wise things said

about the development of New Ontario, it

was stated that 'at the Norman dam there

was a pulp company in full working order,

having a capital of $1,500,000 invested, that

employed 500 men, that manufactured 40,-

000 tons of pulp every year and used 50,-

000 cords of wood every season.' Gentle-

men, that mill sprang into existence at

one turn of the machine. Thousands of

copies of this paper were scattered broad-

cast over Eastern Ontario, in an endeavor

to convince the people of Canada of the

honesty of a Government that did not

know the meaning of the word honesty.

Hundreds of copies of this magagine were

sent into Rat Portage, but as soon as the

election workers of the Liberal Party read

the news that a party pulp mill had sprung

into existence at Norman, they decided

that the voters of this place had better not

know anything about it, and they de:ided

that these Toronto Stars' had better be

burned, and that is why Rat Portage has

never realized that they have had a pulp

mill at Norman for many years, employ-

ing 500 men."

The story found its way to New York,

and the Paper Mill of that city com-

mented on the "Phantom Mill" of Rat

Portage. The story proved so fascinat-

ing that the Pulp n'ld Paper Magazine fol-

lowed it up, but soon found itself out

of the enchanting realm of fiction and face

to face with cold facts, which follow.

The Toronto Daily Star published a

New Ontario edition in May, 1902, in which

it said: "The following is a list of agree-

ments entered into with different com-

panies, and the amount agreed to be in-

vested." Here follow seven items, one of

which is : "Keewatin Power Co.
;

capital

to be invested, $1,500,000; employees, 500;

capacity, 40,000 tons per annum ; wood

used yearly, 50,000 cords." A further

paragraph stated that "nothing has yet

been done in the construction of mills by

the Keewatin Power Co., although the

sum of $500,000 has already been expended

on their water-power on the Winnipeg

river."

Investigation at the Crown Lands De-

partment revealed the fact that the agree-

ment between the Government and the
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Keewatin Power Co., Limited, was dated

April 4th, 1901, and one clause reads : "If

the company shall not within three years

from the date hereof expend at least the

sum of one million, five hundred thousand

dollars in erecting the said pulp mill and

paper mill and other necessary plant . . .

this agreement shall become null and

void, and of no effect so far as the whole

territory is concerned." Three years have

passed ; the company has not erected a mill

;

hence the agreement has lapsed.

Rat Portage may resume the even tenor

of its way. The Phantom Mill, which has

disturbed its peace of mind, does not exist,

and the pulpwood has reverted to the

Crown.

^ ^ ^

FORESTRY CONGRESSES.

Preliminary arrangements have been

made for the annual meeting of the Cana-

dian Forestry Association, to be held in

Quebec on 9th and loth March next. The

programme has not been definitely ar-

ranged, but it is understood that consider-

able prominence will be given to speakers

from Quebec and the Maritime Provinces.

Heretofore, the Association has always met

in Ontario, and it has been felt that this

province has rather monopolized the stage.

The Association now numbers about s'x

hundred members in all parts of the

Dominion, and a number of foreign coun-

tries. One of the most recent additions

to the life membership is Prince Col-

loredo-Mannsfeld, of Austria, who has

been visiting Canada recently, and takes

a great interest in forest management, as

he has large forest estates in Bohemia.

The Association has decided to issue a

'"Forestry Journal," which will appear in

Ottawa in January. Dr. Wm. Saunders,

Professor John Macoun, and E. Stewart

were appointed an editorial committee, and

R. H. Campbell as editor and business

manager. The new journal will include

\scientific and descriptive articles relating

to the Canadian forests and their man-

agement, forest administration in other

countries, the planting and care of trees

and such other related subjects as are of

public interest. The aim will be to pre-

sent the subjects in a popular style, so

that it may appeal to the general public

as well as to the scientific student. The
number and standing of the contributors

already secured give promise that the char-

acter of the magazine will do full credit

to the Association and worthily represent

forestry interests.

E. Stewart and R. H. Campbell will re-

present the Canadian Forestry Association

at the Forest Congress to be held in

Washington, in January.

Another forestry convention of scarcely

less interest to Canadians is a special con-

gress of the American Forestry Associ-

ation to be held at Washington in Janu-
ary next, commencing o;i the 2:id, and
lasting till the 6th. Among the subjects

to be considered are the relation of forest

land to irrigation and to grazing, the im-

portance of forestry to mining and the

railway interests, and the relations of the

nation and the state to forest policy. A
number of delegates are expected from
Canada, representing the Canadian For-

estry Association, and the Dominion and

Provincial forestry services. Various as-

sociations will be represented, and it is

expected that several hundred will be in

attendance.

The fact that the President of the

United States will address the Congress

and receive its members is significant of

its national importance, while the promised

attendance of many of the foremost men
in industrial life in the United States as-

sures definite and far-reaching results

from its deliberations. The programme
will be of especial interest to lumbermen

and pulp men by reason of its dealing

throughout with the more profitalile use of

the forest. The president of this Asso-

ciation is the Hon. James Wilson, Secre-

tary of Agriculture, and the secretary,

William L. Hall, Atlantic Building, Wash-
ington, D.C. Correspondence should be

addressed to the latter.

^ ^ ^

ISJEW INCORPORATIONS.

The Vehicle Trade Publishers, Eimit-

ed, is the name of a new corporation,

with headquarters in Toronto, formed
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to take over the Canadian Implement
and Vehicle Trade, now published by
P. G. Van Vleet, and to carry on a gen-
eral printing and publishing business.

The incorporators are: P. G. Van Vleet
and John S. Murray, publishers; Jas. P.

Langley, accountant; Edward M. Wil-
cox, editor; ^^nd D'Arcy D. Grierson,

barrister, all of Toronto. The capital of

the company is $50,000, and the pro-

visional directors are Messrs. Van Vleet,

Murra}^ and Wilcox, mentioned above.

Martel's, Limited, has been incor-

porated in Winnipeg, with a capital of

$100,000, to carry on an engraving, pub-

lishing and fine art printing business.

Wm. A. Martel, Mark Fortune, J. A.

Banlneld, Hon. Colin H. Campbell, and
Hon. Rob.M-t Rogers are the provisional

directors.

The Northern Power and Lumber Co.

has been incorporated in British Col-

umbia with a capital of $50,000 to pur-

chase and operate the plants of the

Northern Lumber Co. and the British

Columbia Power and Manufacturing
Co., both at Atlin. The new company
has very broad powers, among which
is the right to make pulp and paper.

The St. John Times Printing and
^

Publishing Co. has been incorporated

under the laws of New Brunswick wath

a capital of $100,000. The incorporators

are: John Russell, Jr., merchant; Wm.
H. Murra}', manufacturer; John E.

Moore, merchant: James V. Russell,

merchant; Howard D. Ti^Dop, ship

broker: James Kennedy, merchant, all

of St. John: and James Robertson, mer-

chant, of ^^lillerton. The St. John Times
is a new evening paper succeeding the

Gazette.

^ II

LITERARY NOTES.

A circular to hand from the Michigan

Agricultural College outlines the for-

estry course offered there, which covers

a period of four years. The first two
years are the same as for agricultural

students, aufl farm forestry with general

subjects makc^ up the work. In the

third year the forestry students take up
technical studies, and besides regular
work carry on original investigations.

The forestry department manages 200
acres of the college farm, and an ar-

boretum is being established. The for-

estry department proper was not or-

ganized until September, 1902, but it

now counts about thirty professors and
assistants, and is well equipped in every
way. Over sevent}^ students were en-

rolled last year.

The Printing Art, "a monthly magazine
of the art of printing and of the allied

arts," is published by the University Press,

Cambridge, Mass. The November num-
l)er, just to hand, is attractive from cover

to cover. Among the notable articles are:

About Sizes of Books, Styles in Lettering,

and The "Three-Color" Process. The
magazine is illustrated throughout with

splendid specimens of printing. In the

current number there are examples of the

colortype process, the three-color pro-

cess, color and design in pamphlet pages,

and illustrations of border treatment of

iialf-tones, besides specimen catalogue

covers, and a good number of advertising

pages, arranged in an interesting and at-

tractive fashion.

°4 ^ ^

—A consignment of 1,800,000 bags, the

largest consignment that ever entered

British Columbia, was recently received

by Hibben & Co., of Victoria, from the

Continental Bag Co., of Rumford Falls,

'Me., for which concern the Hibben Co.

are British Columbia agents.

^ ^ ^
Dr. J. F. Clark, provincial forester for

Ontario, is delivering a course of lectures

in farm forestry at the Ontario Agricul-

tural College. The course was planned to

last about three weeks, but may be ex-

tended. Several students have expressed

a desire to take a full course in forestry,

and unless a forestry school is opened in

this country, they will be forced to go

for their training to one of the United

States schools, which, of course, intro-

duces the danger that Canada will lose

tlieir services entirely.
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AN APPARATUS FOR RE-GRIND-
ING STUFF.

Among the patents recently issued in

the U.S.A. is one to Solomon R. Wagg,
of Appleton, Wis., for improvement in

apparatus for returning stock to refining

engines. The object of the invention is

to provide means in connection with the

ordinary Jordan or other type of refin-

ing engine for returning the stock, or a

portion thereof, which is passed through

the engine, back to the same for re-

grinding, to provide means for returning

said stock for re-grinding at different

points in the engine whereby it may be

reground to a greater or less extent, to

provide means for regulating the amount
of stock to be returned to the engine,

and to provide means for withdrawing

the stock at different points in the

engine for the purpose of returning it to

the same.

In the accompanying drawing, the

figure represents in side elevation a re-

fining engine of Jordan type provided
with the improvement.

Referring to this drawing, i indicates

a refining engine; 2, the box containing

the stock for supplying the engine; 3,

the pipe for feeding stock into the box
2 from a chest containing the stock; 4,

a pipe leading from the box 2 into the

sand catcher 5; and 6 a pipe leading from
the sand catcher into the inlet end of

the engine. These parts are of the usual

well-known construction and need not
be described more in detail. Also the

engine as a whole is mounted and oper-
ates in the ordinary manner, and a de-

scription in this regard is unnecessary;

7 indicates the outlet pipe from the

engine. This pipe has its discharge end
located a slight distance above the

separating-box 8, which is provided with
a swinging partition 9, mounted on the

bottom of the box 8, centrally thereof.

The box 8 is provided in its bottom
on either side of the partition g with
two outlet-pipes 10, 11. The pipe 11

leads to the machine-chest, and the pipe
10 leads to a pump 12, driven by any
suitable means, as by a pulley 13. From

the pump 12 a pipe 14 extends to a point

a considerable distance above the engine

I and communicates with a distributing-

box 15 through the upper side thereof.

From the box 15 pipes 16 and 17 lead

to and communicate with the engine i,

the pipe 17 communicating with the

engine near the outlet e^id thereof and

the pipe 16 near the inlet end thereof.

The pipe 16 is provided with a cut-off

valve 18, and the pipe 17 with a similar

valve 19. From the box 15 a third pipe

20 leads to and communicates with the

supply-box 2. The pipe 20 is provided

with a cut-oft valve 21.

At suitable points intermediate the

ends of the engine i there are provided

in the bottom of the engine outlet-pipes

22, 23, communicating with a common
pipe 24, which in turn discharges into

the box 8 directly over the pipe 10. The
outlet-pipes 22 and 23 are provided,

respectively, with valves 25 and 26.

In operation stock enfers the engine

through the pipe 6, and passing through

the same, is discharged through the

outlet-pipe 7. It will be noted that the

swinging partition 9 has its free end

located immediately under the discharge

end of the pipe 7. By swinging this

partition to one side or the other a

greater or less amount of the stock

passing from the pipe 7 may be caused

to fall on one side of the partition and
pass through the pipe ir to the paper-

machine, while the remaining portion of

the stock will be caused to fall on the

other side of the partition 9 and pass

through the pipe 10 to the pump 12,

whence it is forced up through the pipe
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14 and discharged into the distributing

box 15.

From the distributing-box 15 the stock
thus returned may be caused to enter

the supply-box 2 by opening the valve

21 in the pipe 20, the valves 18 and 19
of course being closed, and thus to pass
again entirely through the engine, or

the valves 21 and 19 being closed, the

valve 18 may be opened and the returned
stock caused to enter the engine through
the pipe 16, and thus only pass again
through about two-thirds of the engine;
or, the valves 21 and 18 being closed,

the valve 19 may be opened and the

stock returned to the engine through
the pipe 17, and thus passed again only
through about one-fourth of the engine.

The operation, it will be seen, is con-

tinuous, a portion of the stock leaving

the engine constantly passing to the

paper-machine chest, while the remain-
ing portion is returned to the engine
for further grinding.

By moving the partition 9 to one side

or the other the amount of stock re-

turned to the engine may be adjusted ac-

cording to the character of paper de-

sired to be produced, or according to the

character of stock being' refined. A still

further variety in the treatment of the

stock is offered by the outlet-pipes 22

and 23, for by opening one or the other

of the valves 25 and 26 stock may be

withdrawn from the engine in a partial-

ly-ground or refined condition and be

discharged through the pipe 7 into the

separating-box 8, where it will be!*mixed

with the stock which has passed en-

tirely through the engine, and a portion

of said stock be returned to the engine
for regrinding if desired, as usual.

It will also be seen that by turning

the partition 9 to one side—that is, to

the right in the drawing—all the stock

passing from the discharge-pipe 7 may
be returned for regrinding, while by
turning the partition 9 to the left all of

the stock may be passed from the

engine directly to the paper machine
chest without regrinding.

"Tt will be seen from the above," says

the inventor, "that I provide for making
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paper containing long and short fibres,

which may be perfectly blended, owing
to the treatment to which the stock is

subjected, as described herem, regrind-
ing of the stock operating to smooth
and repolish the same, so that the fibres

may be more perfectly united and blend
into an even-surfaced homogeneous
sheet. Paper thus produced will take
up printers' ink and will develop the
fine lines of printing more perfectly
than is possible with paper manu-
factured by the method now in vogue.
"To illustrate further the object

sought it may be stated that the stand-
ard length of fibre passed through the
Jordan engine is fixed at, say, fifty

points. Ry the present manner of
manipulating stock, as herein described,
I produce fibre of variable length, ap-
proximating sixty-five points long and
forty-five, thirty-five, or thirty, etc.. short

which in the process of regrinding will

be caused to blend perfectly in the paper
sheet, finer fibres when combined with
the longer fibres giving to the paper
superior strength, smoothness, and
flexibility.

"According to the character of paper
^desired or J:he character of stock being
treated I can by the means described
vary the percentage of short fibres to
long fibres, and by such means provide for

a very large margin between the size

of the fibres blended.

"I do not limit myself to the exact
details of construction shown except as

indicated in the claims appended hereto.

Thus, for example, I may employ a worm
or other well-known form of conveyor
for returning the stock to the engine in

place of the pump 12. Also I do not
limit myself to any given number of

extra inlets to and outlets from the
engine. The arrangement whereby the

stock is withdrawn from the engine at

determinable points between its inlet

and discharge is valuable in and of itself

and may be utilized because of the value
thereof separate and independent of the
arrangement by which the stock is re-

turned to the engine to be reground.
Therefore this arrangement of with-
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drawal is claimed by me as a novel in-

vention."—Paper Mill.

^ ^ ^

PULP TREATING MACHINE.

Howard Parker, of Bellows Falls, Vt.,

has patented in the United States a pulp

treating machine.

In the accompanying- drawings the

letter a denotes the pulp tank, to which

the pulp is supplied in any suitable man-

ner. In this tank there revolves a

cylinder having a perforated surface

readily identified by the eye, which is

rotated in some suitable manner, as by a

gear meshing with the gear b, which is

fixed on the same shaft with the cylinder.

As the cylinder revolves in the pulp it

takes a coating thereof upon its surface,

which is pressed between the cylinder

and the couch roll c, becoming thereby

attached to the felt d and travelling on

its surface to some proper destination,

which may, if desired, be any proper part

of a paper making machine.

The cylinder shaft e (to which gear b

is fixedly attached) rotates in

suitable bearings—as, for instance, in

bearings f, carrying stuffing boxes f.

This cylinder shaft has perforatiqns e,

which are primarily for permitting the

working of a certain suction draft. A
proper mechanism for producing that

suction draft (see Fig. i), is attached to

the pipe g, which is in connection with a

non-rotary pipe h, which is within the

hollow shaft of the revoluble cylinder.

In the upper part of the pipe h there

are perforations h', wherefore the suction

draft is confined to the upper part of

the cylinder and is confined to that por-

tion of the cylinder which in revolution

precedes its contact with the felt d. This

suction draft draws the coating of pulp

which is on the cylinder into regular and

intimate contact therewith and to a sub-

stantial degree draws the water there-

from. The water passes through the

perforated exterior part of the cylinder

and into the interior thereof. There the

troughs I, which are on the wing arms

i, catch the water, conduct it to one end

of the cylinder, when it is delivered

through the perforated cylinder head k,

at the lower part thereof, whence it

runs off through the pipe /. The water

escapes thus from the cylinder at its

lower part only, for it is necessary that

the upper part be closed for the main-

tenance of the suction draft already re-

ferred to. In order to bring that about,

there is a flexible valve much like a

gasket in shape and which may well be

of rubber or rubber compound, which is

attached by its central part to the per-

forated cylinder head k, being loose

therefrom elsewhere.

At their inner ends the wing arms t

are inserted in grooves e', which are cut
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in the periphery of the cylinder shaft e.

At the ends they are entered into radial

grooves in the cylinder heads, as well

seen in Fig. 5. At the outer edges they

are held in secure relation to each other

by being secured to the rings 11. These
rings n carry the crossbars 0, which are

entered at their ends into the cylinder

heads. On their outer surfaces the

crossbars 0 bear grooves or notches 0'

in a spiral relation to each other, and

in them the wire p is laid spirally.

The letter r denotes a wire screen,

such as cylinders for like purposes are

often surfaced with, which is laid upon
the exterior of the spiral wires p and

forms the superficial part of ^Jhe cylinder.

The suction draft through the upper

part of the cylinder is constant.

The letter s denotes a packing be-

tween the tank and the perforated

cylinder head. It is fastened to a parti-

annular projection S' on the inside of

the tank and presses against an an-

nular flange projecting from the ex-

terior of the perforated cylinder head.

The pipe h is slightly smaller than the

cylinder shaft e which incloses it. The
pipe Ji is kept pressed against the upper

interior part of the cylinder shaft e by
the counter-weights t. The letter u de-

notes the bearings of the shaft h, which

are pivotally hung to the levers v

(carrying the counterweights t), which
are in turn pivotally hung to the

rotatable shafts w.

The letter lu denotes a cam arm prac-

tically fast to a rotatable shaft a-. This
cam arm takes hold of the cam flange

e'\ and the co-operation of the two gives

the pipe h the back and forth movement
already referred to.

Vig. 7 is intended to illustrate the con-

struction of the rings n. One of these

rings may be made of one entire piece;

but preferably it is made in two parts,

and it is that construction which is

illustrated in Fig. 7. In that construc-

tion two bars of rectangular shape in

cross section and of greater width than
thickness are bent edgewise. Then by
means of suitable milling or other ma-
chinery they are given the appropriate

and proper contour.

In Fig. 8 the trough i' is shown as de-

livering at both ends of the wing arm in-

stead of wholly at one end, as in the

other figures of drawings. In case this

trough is thus made to deliver at two
ends both of the cylinder heads must be
perforated and otherwise provided with
means for the escape of the water.

^ ^ %l

THE PAPER TREE OF TONKIN.

The tree known in Tonkin under the

name of "cay gio" is cultivated by the

natives for the sake of its bark, which is

employed in the manufacture of paper.

This plant has hem identified as

Daphne involucrata. Wall., of the natural

order Thymelaeaceoe. It has long been
used in India for papermaking, the bark

being employed in admixture with that

of the allied species, Daphne cannabina,

the so-called Nepal paper plant. In An-
nam, an extensive area is devoted to its

cultivation, amounting, in the Province

of Hung-hoa alone, to about 670 acres.

An account of the cultivation of the tree

and the method of utilizing its bark has

been contributed recently to the Revue
des Cultures Coloniales, 1904, vol. 14,

pp. 175-182 and 271-273.

The plant grows best in an alluvial
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soil which is rich in hnmus and can be

easily irrigated, and it readily accom-
modates itself to the changes of tem-
perature of the Tonkin climate.

The following method of cultivation

is practised by the natives. The seed is

sown in February or March, according
to the temperature. If the heat tends
to injure the seedlings they are shaded
with screens of palm-leaves. In the

same period of the following year the

young trees are transplanted at inter-

vals of 30 to 40 inches in plantations

which usually have an area of ^ to

acres, and rarely extend to 2^ acres.

The branches are cut in August or

September of the third year, before the
plant has flowered; they have a diameter
varying from about one-half to an inch
and a length of ij^ to 2 yards. The num-
ber of branches borne by one tree is

usually from five to twelve, but some-
times amounts to as many as twenty.
After the branches have been gathered
the leaves are removed and the bark is

stripped off by hand, The product thus
obtained has the appearance of soft,

flexible, fibrous ribbons; it is dried thor-
oughly by exposure to the sun.

A tree of the age of three years yields,

on the average, about 12 oz. of fresh
bark or 4!/^ oz. of the dry material.
Assuming the presence of 1,400 plants
per acre, the yield of dry bark would
amount to approximately 400 lbs. per
acre. This quantity is the maximum ob-
tainable by the cultural methods ai

present employed. The natives usually
make four cuttings at regular intervals
of three years; the second crop is of
the best quality. At the end of twelve
years the plant is exhausted and is then
considered to furnish too small a yield
to warrant its further cultivation. The
bark in its raw state sells at different
prices according to its quality; the first

quality realizes about 24s. per cwt.,

whilst the lowest quality is sold at about
half this price.

The total quantity of the dry bark
produced annually in Hung-hoa amounts
to about 120 tons. About 24 to 30 tons
is used in the village of Pin-dinh for the
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manufacture of paper; the remainder is

distributed among the following vil-

lages :—Vu-yen, 35 tons; Yen-luong, 15

tons; Van-phu, 35 tons; Thach-de, five

tons.

It is considered that the yield of fibre

might be greatly increased by the adop-
tion Qf improved methods of cultivation.

Before transplanting the young trees, the
soil should be well prepared and freely

manured. The plants should be selected
rigorously and only those should be
transplanted which bear well-formed
stems, and are provided with numerous
roots. During the first year, the planta-
tion should be weeded two or three
times. In the second and third years
occasional ploughing is required in order
to clear the ground of adventitious
plants and to allow of the admission of

air to the lower layers of the soil; this

treatment is particularly necessary if the
soil contains much clay.

It is estimated that under systematic
cultivation each plant would yield about

9 oz. of dry bark or double the amount
produced by the native methods. Since
an acre would probably produce 4,000
plants under these conditions, the total

yield of dry bark would amount to about
one ton per acre of the average value
of £16.

In the village of Phi-dinh, Hung-hoa
Province, the manufacture of paper is

carried on by the following method. The
bark of "cay gio" is immersed in water
for 48 hours, and is afterwards soaked
in weak milk of lime for the same length
of time. Whilst still impregnated with
lime it is submitted to the action of
steam for" 24 hours, and is afterwards
washed and cleaned, and reduced to a

pulp by means of a pestle and mortar.
The pulp is again washed, and then
transferred to a rectangular w^ooden
vessel filled with water to which a

gummy substance has been added derived
from a tree known as "cay mo." The
paper manufacturers purchase the wood
of this tree from the native foresters

who collect it in the mountains. The
wood is converted into chips or shavings
which are steeped in water for 12 hours.
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The gummy water so obtained is poured

into the wooden vessels in which the

pulp is afterwards placed. About i lb.

of "cay mo" shavings is required for

30 lbs. of the "cay gio" bark. The pulp

is withdrawn, shaken, and spread out in

thin layers. The sheets thus formed are

placed in a pile which is pressed, in order

to remove the excess of water. Finally,

the sheets are separated from one an-

other and dried in the sun. The paper

obtained in this way is always more or

less bibulous. The process of sizing

paper, with the object of rendering it

impermeable, is quite unknown to the

natives.

In the village of Lang-buoi, near

Hanoi, paper is manufactured in a some-

what different manner. The bark is

macerated first in water and afterwards

in lime water. It is then heated with

water in a hermetically sealed vessel

for three or four days. The two layers

of which the bark is composed are next

separated by means of a knife; the outer

layer is brown whilst the inner layer is

yellowish in color and more fibrous. The
former serves for the manufacture of

paper of inferior quality the latter being

reserved for a finer, whiter, and less

bibulous paper. Each portion is con-

verted into a pulp by means of a pestle

and mortar, and the pulp is transferred

to large baskets and carefully washed

with water. The product is put into

wooden troughs provided 4*\'ith water

which contains a certain amount of the

gummy substance derived from "cay

mo." The sheets of paper are then made
in the manner already described.

There is another plant used in Tonkin

for papermaking which bears the native

name of "cay canh," or the wild

"cay gio." This is a small bush not ex-

ceeding 36 to 40 inches in height. The
branches attain a maximum thickness of

about half an inch; the bark contains a

fibrous tissue, the fineness of which con-

tributes to the production of pulp of

very good quality. The plant has not

been completely identified, but is

recognized as a member of the natural

The Pulp and Paper

order Thymcla.'acca.'. It grows in poor,

dry, stony soil, and is able to bear the

greatest summer heat without injury.

"Cay canh" has always been neglected

on account of the small proportion of

bark that it yields, and experiment has

shown that notwithstanding the superior-

ity of the paper made from this ma-

terial the regular cultivation of the

species would not prove remunerative.

The pulp, however, might be utilized in

combination with the ordinary pulp to

improve the quality of the paper.

The paper mulberry (Broussenetia

papyrifera), a plant indigenous to China,

Siam, Polynesian Islands, and Burma, is

frequently met with in Tonkin by the

roadside, but its cultivation has never

been adopted by the natives. This tree

bears a greyish-brown bark which is

greatly esteemed in Japan as a paper

stock, is used in Burma for the manu--

facture of papier mache, and is em-

ployed in the Sandwich Islands and

Hawaii for making native cloth.—Bul-

letin of the Imperial Institute.

H ^ ^

HEATING DRYING CYLINDERS.

The practice often recommended of

heating up drying cylinders when the

machine is at rest may easily lead to a

disastrous catastrophe. When a machine

has been standing idle, as for example

on a Sunday, the steam remaining in

the cylinders when the machine was

stopped condenses to water, which col-

lects in the lower part of the cylinders

and is augmented by the condensed

water which leaks in from the steam

pipes, as the valves seldom fit absolutely

tight. In addition to this also, more or

less water always collects in the

cylinders, the amount depending upon

whether the draining apparatus works

well or otherwise. When, therefore,

the cylinder is heated up, the bottom is

covered more or less with cold water,

and the part not in contact with the

water heats up much more rapidly, and

moreover, being itself cold to start with.
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still further increases the total amount

of water as it condenses the first por-

tions of the steam admitted thereto. If,

now, after a short time, the machine is

started, the lower portion of the

cylinder, which up to now has been

covered with cold water, comes suddenly

into contact with the hot steam, with

the result that the brittle material is un-

able to withstand such a sudden differ-

ence of temperature, there being no

time for it to adapt itself thereto, and

the inevitable cracking of the cylinder

and explosion follows. A terrible ac-

cident which occurred in a mill a few

years ago was undoubtedly due to this

cause. The best and surest way to

avoid accidents of this nature is to first

set the cylinders in motion, and then

proceed to heat up, so that the draining

apparatus may clear the cylinders of

water before the steam is- admitted.

Only by so gradually heating up the

cylinders in this way can the heat be

uniformly applied, which i a matter of

fundamental necessity if the operation

is to be carried out safely.—R. Erch-

horn, in Wochenblatt fur Papierfabrika-

tion.

^ ^ ^

SCANDINAVIAN PULP TRADE.

(Correspondence of World's Paper

Trade Review).

The position of the pulp mills over

here is gradually becoming worse and

worse. A number of mills have been

obliged to stop entirely for want of

water-power. In the Skien district the

water-power has been reduced by the

River Regulation Committee to 40 per

cent, of normal power for all the mills

situated at the head waterway in the

town of Skien. In the Drammen dis-

trict the mills are running with an aver-

age of one-third of the usual number of

stones. The mills of Edward Lloyd,

Ltd., Honefos, are at present only using

six to seven stones out of the twenty-

one stones usually working.

If the rain so much needed should not

appear in another month, the frost

might set in and transform the rain into

snow and ice, and in that case we may
look forward to a winter with pulp mills

shut up all round. It would be in March
or April before the mills would then be

able to start working again. This is, of

course, taking a rather outre view of

the position, as in all probability we
shall have a good downpour of rain be-

fore the middle of l^ovember, but the

chance of having no rain before then,

how remote this chance may be, has not

been without effect upon the sellers'

views and upon the whole market.

The stock of prompt wood pulp may
now be considered as cleared at satis-

factory prices, and there is also very

little left of wood pulp for shipment

during the remainder of this year.

For shipment over next year the sel-

lers have disposed of some very large

quantities, I have heard mentioned

about half of the total production, and

it seems as if the advance in prices,

which has undoubtedly taken place

lately, will last for some time to come.

As long as, however, the sellers con-

tent themselves with a reasonable ad-

vance on late unprofitable prices, and

the market rules steadily at these prices,

there should be no bad feeling among
buyers to have to pay these prices.

The purchase of logs is proceeding

very slowly this autumn. The high

prices paid during the last years still

cling to the memories of the forest

owners. These high prices have, how-
ever, never been brought about by the

price paid for the finished article—wood
pulp. The mill owners have been forced

to compete with the saw mills when
buying white wood logs, and as long as

the prices paid for sawn and planed

wood have been good, the saw mills

have been able to pay high prices for

logs. In order to secure the necessary

timber the pulp mills have been forced

to follow the lead.

During the latter years many of the

pulp mills have from this reason in-

vested some capital in forest property

in order to regulate by this means the

cost of their log purchases.
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This autumn the wood market is

throughout bad and does not allow the

saw-mills to pay the same prices as be-

fore for their logs. The pulp mills are
now trying to make use of this fall in

saw-mill log values to bring the price

of white wood logs down to a reason-
able level. Whether they will succeed
or not is at present difficult to say.

^ ^ ^
NEWS AT A PENNY A POUND.

If in the later sixties, after makers had
got accustomed to esparto, and what they

then thought cheap papers, any one had
mentioned the possibility of "news" sell-

ing at one penny per pound, he would
have been thought a pessimist, and prob-
ably called something worse. Yet the

time has come, that if a maker cannot
sell what is called the "common news"
quality used for daily papers at some-
thing in the immediate neighborhood of

that price, he is out of the running.

The position is sufficiently serious to all

in the trade; for, if we as a nation can-

not compete with our rivals in the two
continents and make a reasonable profit,

then the natural course will be adopted
by present niakers of "news" of trying

other and higher qualities, thereby compet-
ing with other members of the trade

whose product may be attended by more
S'-iccess in a profit-making sense, and with

the inevitable result. In this way the pres-

ent position of news makers is of interest

tj the whole body of the ^rade.

A proposition having beei\ put forward
that "news" can, under certain conditions,

be made and sold at a profit at a penny
per pound (net), and this, backed up by

an account showing items of expense—not

in such detail as one could wish, but

giving specific items—and supported by an

explanatory statement, it seems becoming
in present circumstances to receive it with

respect, and from the tone of his remarks

the writer does not object to his general

proposition being subjected to some sift-

ing in a good natured sort of way. If the

gift horse may not be looked in the mouth,

perhaps a glance at his legs may l)e par-

dor.ed to see if he is fit to go.

In approaching the propositions general

assent will be given to the statement that

while there may be the same few mills

that have been so altered and improved as

to be able to compete successfully and

profitably for the news trade, the bulk

of our mills are not suited to meet pres-

ent conditions. Nor is that surprising,

when it is borne in mind that the greater

number were erected and fitted up with

plant for treating esparto and other fibres,

and at a time when it was not thought of

that all material might be furnished to

beaters direct, without much previous

treatment at the mill. The plant that has

already been thrown out of many mills

and lying unemployed at others, must be

very great ; a fact, by the way, that en-

forces the wisdom of writing ofif freely for

depreciation.

It is obvious that a thoroughly modern
mill adapted to present conditions as regards

site, with machinery proved to be the best

adapted to produce the greatest quantity

of paper at the smallest cost, would be

better able to meet the necessities of the

position than many of our present mills.

How this is to be got is the question,

and an examination of the statement and

acco.mt showing cost of 20 cwts. news

—

estimated at £8 6s. 8d.—cannot be devoid

of interest. Let it be noted that this is

a manufacturing account, and is not con-

cerned with questions of charges for

capital, depreciation or reserves. And first

let the output be assumed, though some

would prefer a greater width of wire.

Then as to speed, it would be interesting,

and perhaps instructive, to have rea-

sons specifically stated why we should

stop short of the maximum speed run by

our friends in the States and Canada.

On point of output, it might be suggested

that the quantity (400 tons) might be at-

tained on three machines with wider wires.

And in these days of agitation for shorter

hours, is it wise in estimating for the

future to assume 132 working hours, with

machines running 125 ? Would it not be

safer to go on machines running, say, 120

hours? At speeds of 350, 400, 450, and

500 feet per minute, with a web of no
inches and substance proposed (21 D.C,
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iSj), with 120 hours' work, the q.ianti-

t.'es at reel would be 108, 123, 139, and

154 tons respe:tively per machine per

week. These and any other suggestions

that may follow are thrown out, not by

way of attacking the proposal, but rather

to elicit the best thoughts in the trade.

The heaviest item in account is "raw

materials," £5 is. 3d. per ton, and it is of

importance that there should be no mis-

understanding on this head. We would
have preferred to have had details of pap^r

at machine reel, with the broke as deckle

edges, etc., as well as the finished weight,

and perhaps this may yet be given, as in-

vestigation is invited. The calculation we
take to be something like this, the con-

stit:ients of the made sheet to be : China

clay, about 7 per cent., equals per ton,

157 pounds; wood pulp, about 93 per cent.,

eq lals per ton, 2,083 pounds
;

total, 2,240

pounds.

Then as to yield, say that 30 per cent,

of the clay is lost, and as for the mer-
chantable dry wood pulp (10 psr cent.

moist:-.re), it is presumed that 95 per "cent,

is counted on to be got—size, etc., included

—in paper with its natural moisture. This
would work thus: China clay, 227 pounds
at 70 per cent., 157 pounds; wood pulp,

mechanical, 1,644 pounds at 95 per cent.,

1,562 pounds; wood pulp, sulphite, 548
pounds at 95 per cent., 521 pounds; total,

2,240 pounds.

This shows 2,419 pounds of materials to

a ton of paper, 21.59 cwts., or 11 pounds
over estimate, and the cost, as below,

I02S. lod., instead of lois. 3d., but the

discrepancy is not very material. Cost
of quantities as above : China clay, 22;*

pounds at 25s. per ton, 2s. 6d. ; wood pulp,

mechanical, 1,644 pounds at 4s. 6d. per
cwt., £3 6s. id.; wood pulp, sulphite, 248
pounds, at 7s. per cwt, £1 14s. 3d.; total,

£5 2S. lod.

Regarding the furnish, some would be
inclined to call what is proposed, 75 per
cent, mechanical to 25 per cent, sulphite,

rather extravagant and out of proportion
to the product. An American furnish for

common news before us shows 82 per cent,

mechanical to 18 per cent, sulphite. Eighty
per cent, and 20 per cent, is believed to

hi a c.'.stomary furnish, and even 85 per

cent, and 15 per cent, has been mentioned,

but we have no wish to dogmatize, and

merely note that if 80 per cent, and 20 per

cent, could be considered suitable the cost

could be reduced to iocs. 3d., thus : China

clay, as above, 2s. 6d. ; wood pulp, me-
chanical, 1.754 lbs., at 4s. 6d, per cwt.,

£3 ICS. 5d. ; wood pulp, sulphite, 438

pounds at 7s. per cwt., £1 7s. 4d.
;

total,

£5 3d.

Without wishing to be critical in re-

marks, might experience not question the

yield named, 95 per cent, for the pulp, as

rather high, and the more so as it is under-

stood that we are dealing with finished

paper, reeled or reamed, without taking in-

to account broke returned to mdl, as

deckle edges, etc.? Even with best pulp

saving plant, some fibre must go with the

effluent water.

Alum and size, 4s. 6d. per ton, or on
week, £90. In estimates of this kind it

is generally advisable not to slump items,

but roughly we fancy 3s. and is. 6d. will

be meant, or about 130 to 140 pounds alum
cake and 30 to 40 pounds rosin. Does
this assume the mill making its own size

or using prepared size? Some insist that

they are better, more regular in sizing and
cheaper buying size made and ready for

use.

Wages, 14s. per ton; £280 per v/eek.

This charge must of necessity depend

much on the plant, and the only way it

can be judged of, or a correct opinion

formed, would be by having made out a

list of departments and plant, each named
and a suitable wage put against each per-

son. Wages vary somewhat in different dis-

tricts, and what would be a suitable wage
in Scotland would not be accepted, say, in

Lancashire or the neighborhood of London.
So much will depend on the nature of the

preparing plant up to beaters, and the

facilities for storing and handling pulp,

that it is difficult to form an opinion as

to the adequacy of 14s. per ton, but we
would be inclined to t'.unk tlie estimate a

low one. At the same time there seems
to be room for economy in some mills,

where the beaters are filled by men with

shovels out of stuff' boxes, and where the
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P-ilp is steeped and broken in edge run-

ners. On 194. persons the average wage
would 293. per week. On this and in-

deed on many other items authority

must guide, if experience cannot modify.

Up-keep and repairs, 5s. per ton, £ 100

per week seems at first sight low to pro-

vide for materials, staff of mechanics,

joiners, etc., breakages, etc., but those ac-

customed to news mills must decide. Coals,

22 cwts. per ton at 12s., 13s. 2d. per ton,

£264 per week.

We will not go into the question in the

meantime that has been raised as to what
is necessary to dry the paper, and as to

power, but would not be surprised if 22

cwts. of good coals might be found sufficient

for a ton of paper. We know of a case

where a ton of news and common print-

ings is made with less than 40 cwts. of

very inferior coal, and costing per ton of

paper about 12s. It would be well, how-
ever, to have this question of drying and

power thrashed out, and the figures made
clear on which the estimate is based. The
writer of the paper, however, seems to

found on what has been, as well as what
he is convinced can be done with im-

proved machinery.

Wires and felts, 5s. per ton, £100 per

week. We will not be far out in assum-

ing IS. and 4s. respectively. How long

for a wire running 400 or 500 feet, and

average quantity per wire? Wrappers
and thirteen other items, 5s. yd. per ton,

£111 13s. 4d. per week. These may be

founded ou experience, and must be ac-

cepted as result of examination into ac-

counts of other mills, but it must be said

they seem low. If the items were given

in detail there might be something to lay

hold of. Carriage, 93. per ton, £180 per

week, must depend entirely on site and its

contiguity to market. Management, sal-

aries and travelling, 4s. per ton, £80 per

week, should be sufficient. Insurance,

rates, taxes, rent, London warehouse,

53. 2d., £103 63. 81 pzr week. These

will much depend on cost of mill, ground

rent, amount fixed on which rating

charged, etc. Though classification of ac-

counts may differ, it is to b2 presumed

that each item, as bars and plates, tools.

commiss'ons, miscellaneous charges, ad-

vert' sing, have not been lost sight of.

Subject to what has been said as to

want of details, the account is calculated

to encourage investigation as to the reason

why others can evidently produce cheaper

paper than we can, and it would be inter-

esting and highly desirable to see Ameri-

can and Scandinavian figures put down
alongside those here given. To the most

conceited there is always some advantage

in measuring and comparmg ourselves with

our opponents. Be the estimate correct or

otherwise, it affords basis of comparison,

and gives opportunity for our students of

paper making of putting forward their

views and showing themselves more men
of affairs than merely laboratory hacks.

The communication also emphasizes the

necessity of news making being special-

ized. Had the statement been in the hands

of Mr. Moseley's commission, some inter-

esting information might have been got as

to the expense of some of the items in the

United States and Canada.—World's

Paper Trade Review.

^ ^ ^

FISCAL HISTORY OF THE BRIT-
ISH PAPER TRADE.

The Free Trader of London, Eng., has

an article on "Protection for Paper, from

the Free Trade Point of View." The
writer thinks that with respect to countries

such as Sweden, Norway, and the United

States, seeing that a large quantity of

their paper is made from wood pulp, it

would seem natural that the countries

which produce the raw material should

also supply the finished article. Upon
this the Paper Maker's Monthly Jour-

nal comments

:

It is not for us to point out to other

nations that it is more natural for them

to do a portion of the work we do at

present, and hand it over to them accord-

ingly. Are we to abandon those manu-

factures the raw material of which is

produced in other countries, and inform

the people of those countries that we
think it would be more natural that they

should supply the finished article instead
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of ourselves? We do not act in such a

manner with our fellow competitors in

business. If we did so, we should scon

have no business left. The question of

Protection or Free Trade is one of prin-

ciple. Which is the principle that enables

us tj retain the greatest share of the

world's trade? Whichever is the best we
must adopt, whether it be Free Trade,

Protection, or a modification of either.

In the case of the paper trade, we have

thought it advisable to refresh the memory
of our readers with a resume of the

growth of the paper-making industry in

this country as stimulated by the intro-

duction and perfection of the paper-mak-

ing machine, nurtured and developed by

British patience and capital. This will

serve to show how after being the pio-

neers in the improvement of this indus-

try, at the beginning of the last century,

having previously obtained our best sup-

plies from Italy, France, Holland and

Belgium, through not sufficiently safeguard-

ing the interests of our own manufac-

turers, we have instructed other countries

in the improved art of paper-making, by

selling to them our machines, which we
might safely have done, so long as the

extra duty was imposed on foreign paper,

to prevent the foreigner coming into

competition with the home manufacturer.

But after continuing this extra duty for

a long period of years to protect our own
makers, our policy was suddenly reversed,

and the foreigner having obtained our ma-
chines and become fully instructed in our

methods, was then freely admitted to com-

pete with our own paper makers, with the

result that a large portion of the British

paper trade and its profits has fallen in-

to the hands of foreign manufacturers.

It was early in the i6th century that

a manufacturer named Tate had a paper

mill at Hertford; and another mill was
established in 1588, at Dartford, in Kent,

by John Spelman, who was knighted by

Queen Elizabeth. Previously to this, and
for some time afterwards, our principal

supplies were from France and Holland.

The making of paper in England had

made little progress even so late as 1662,

It is stated that Fuller wrote the follow-

ing remarks respecting the paper of his

time : "Paper participates in some sort of

the character of the country which makes

it; the Venetian being neat, subtle, and

court-like ; the French, light, slight and

slender; and the Dut:h, thick, corpulent

and gross, sucking up the ink with the

sponginess thereof." He complains that

the making of paper was not sufficiently

encouraged, "considering the vast sums of

money expended in our land for paper out

of Italy, France and Germany, which

might be lessened were it made in our

nation."

It was in 1713 that one Thomas Wat-
son, a stationer, by the introduction of

foreign improvements, gave a great im-

pulse to the manufacture of paper. Still,

notwithstanding the great increase of de-

mand and the application of capital, it was
much retarded by a heavy excise duty. So
late as the middle of the last century,

only very common paper, principally for

wrapping, was made in Great Britain. It

was not until 1770 that the celebrated

Whatman introduced fine paper making at

his mill at Maidstone.

Just at the close of the last century, iM.

Robert, a workman in the employ of M.
Francois Didot, at a paper mill at Essones

in France, invented a machine for making
continuous paper; Didot set the apparatus

to work; and in 1799 Robert obtained

8,000 francs from the Government, and a

patent for fifteen years. In 1801 Didot

came over to England, accompanied by

John Gamble, who had resided some time

in France. After sundry negotiations, and

the obtaining of two English patents,

these patents were sold to Messrs. Four-

drinier. It was at Messrs. Hall's estab-

lishment, at Dartford, in Kent, that the

construction of the machines was carried

on under the special supervision of

Bryan Donkin. It was in 1802 that the

model of the first self-acting machine

was set up at Frogmore, in Hertford-

shire; and in 1804 that the system came
successfully into work at a pap.M" mill at

Two Waters. Since that year a succes-

sion of beautiful additions and improve-

ments have been made; although it is only

just to mention that the main principles
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of the machine have all along r.mained
nearly the same. Bryan, Donkin & Co.

devoted such special attention to this s.ib-

ject that they w^ere then the chief makers
of the machines; in the first ten years

they set up thirteen paper machines; in

the next ten, twenty-five; by the year 185

1

they had set up 191, and subsequently the

number steadily increased. So far from

these having all been intended for home
use, more than half were made for foreign

manufacturers
;
Germany being the best

customer on the Continent of Europe.

Until 1837, the duty on paper was
charged in two classes. That made wholly

out of old tarred rope, without extract-

ing the pitch or tar, was considered as

second-class paper, and paid only a duty

of i^d. per lb., whiie paper made of any

other material was considered as first-

class paper, ar.d was charged with a duty

of 3d. per lb. In the year above men-
tioned this distinction was abolished, and

the duty on all kinds of paper was fixed

at i^d. per lb., which gave an immediate

impulse to the trade. The effect of this

change in augmenting the quantity used

was SDon shown. In round numbers the

quantity made in 1835 and 1833 averaged

78,000000 lbs. (34,821 tons) per year,

whereas in 1837 and 1838 it averaged 91

million lbs. (40,625 tons). Foreign paper

had not hitherto competed largely with

home-made because a customs duty ha:l

interfered with it. In 1857 and the two
following years the quantity of paper made
in the United Kingdom was as fol-

lows :

18 7 198000,000 lbs. (88,392 tons).

1858 i93,cco ooo lbs. (86,160 tons).

1859 218,000,000 lbs. (97,321 tons).

271,873 tons.

Of the total production for the three

years, as given above, it is estimated that

about 22,656 tons were cxpo/ted and 249 -

216 tons used at h:me.

The average quantity of paper made at

each mill- mav be inferred from the fol-

lowing table for the year 1859:

No. of

No. of Paper Paper Mills at

Mills, 1859 Work, 1859.

England 694 333
Scotia id 79 1:4

Ircl n i 7:) 27

843 414

The principal counties in England for

the ma.uifacture in the year 1859 were
Kent, Hertfordshire, Lancaster, and
Devonshire. In Scotland, the chief paper
making counties were Lanark, Midlothian

and Aberdeen.

The numbir of paper m ils in Great
Britain in the year 1859 was larger than

at the present time. The elimination of

the small mills and the introduction of effi-

cient machinery to economize and increase

the output has placed the trade in the

hands of a smaller number of firms than

formerly. It was in i860 that Mr. Glad-

stone, as Chancellor of the Exchequer,

reduced the customs duty on foreign

paper of 2^d. per lb. with 5 per cent, ad-

ditional to V/id. per lb. with 5 per cent,

additional, making it equal to the excise

duty on home manufactured paper, which
placed the foreign paper maker on an

equality with the home manufacturer, and
led to the first unimpeded rush of foreign

manufactured paper into this country. The
immediate results of this policy wdll be

seen from the following figures given be-

low, and its ultimate effect has been the

continued increise cf importations cf for-

eign manufactured paper, to the benefit of

the foreign p"per manufacturer, and to the

loss of the British paoer maker until the

present tim^.

Lrports of fercign manufactured paper

int) Great Britain from i:6i to 1872:

Quantity, Estin:at:d

Cwts. Value.

18 )I 61, ^o5 £1560:0
1 852 .... Il=:,927 2:94.oco

186 i
• • • • 153,034 392,840

18 '6 i59,co8 408 121

1868 . ... 177^^0 454,865

1870 173,616 445.613

1872 .... .... 203 742 578,833
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COTTON RAG PAPERS.

The specific tendency of the cotton fibre,

especially in the unsized state, to roll and
cnrl up so as to form clots is well known.
"M.," writing in the Papier Zeitung, says

these clots are not, however, "knots" in

the true sense of the word, and they are

easily disintegrated by gentle agitation,

such as pouring pulp from one vessel to

another. The rolling up of the fibres is

caused on the one hand by the friction

of the arms of the agitator on the pulp,

but, on the other hand, in a far greater

degree, by the friction of the pulp against

the sides and bottom of the stuff chest.

The trouble will be greater the rougher

the internal surface of the chest, and it

can be obviated to a large extent by lin-

ing the stuff chest with glazed tiles. The
fibres will then tend to slide over the

glazed surface, instead of rolling. Reduc-
ing the speed of the agitator and discharg-

ing the pulp into the chest simultaneously

with a large volume of water will reduce

the evil, but will not prevent it entirely.

The ease with which the clots are disinte-

grated in the presence of water enables

them to be disposed of in the knotter.

If the knotter be adjusted so as to give

the greatest possible, vertical motion, i.e.,

to work with a heavy "jog," the beating

action of the knotter plates on the pulp

will completely unroll the clotted bundles

of fibres. It is true that a violent action

of the knotter permits a few of the true

knots, i.e., unreduced particles of rag and
thread in the pulp, to pass through into

the paper, but a pulp which has been care-

fully and thoroughly prepared in the beater

ought not to contain a serious proportion

of such knots.

^ ^ ^

HARD WATERS IN SIZING.

It being an incontestable fact that the

earthy resinates tend to render writing

paper impermeable to ink, the best authori-

ties agree that the formation of these com-
pounds should be avoided by employing
only the softest waters which can be ob-

tained. I have, however, been somewhat
at a loss to explain why difficulties in siz-

ing occur more frequently in paper mills

situate on the slopes of the Alps, and
which use waters less rich in lime and
magnesium salts than other mills using
selenitic waters. In two cases which I

had occasion to stiidy, the permeability

of the paper manifested itself more par-

ticularly in the summer and autumn, as well

as in the rainy season. During these

periods the hardness of the waters fluctu-

ates largely, falling sometimes to a mini-

mum of 3 to 7 deg. This was due not

only to the purity of the waters, but also

to the elimination of earthy salts, pro-

duced from the products of the disinte-

gration of felspathic rocks.

The technical staff in these mills not
being aware of these fluctuations, and not
knowing how to account for the effects

caused by the variations in the amount of

earthy bases contained in the water, could
not understand why the anomalies which
they complained of were produced, seeing

that they were using the same raw ma-
terials, and that there was no variation in

the sizing process. On examining, by
means of color reagents, these papers,

which were found to be permeable to ink,

it was discovered that their acidity was
higher than usual, and it did not take long
to find that when written on with inks

consisting of a lake of haematoxylin and
oxide of chromium dissolved in oxalic or
hydrochloric acid, inks which are in com-
mon use, the slightest variations in the

acidity of the paper manifested themselves
with extreme sensitiveness by their action

on the excellence of the sizing.

The greatest difficulties observable in

passing from hard to soft waters may per-

haps be explained by the fact that where
waters are employed which contain cal-

cium and magnesium salts, these latter re-

place the aluminum sulphate by decom-
posing an equivalent quantity of the rosin

size, and so causing the fixation of the

earthy soaps. These are unaffected by
cold, but are capable under the influence

of heat of reacting upon the aluminum
sulphate interspersed among the vegetable
fibres, producing either double decomposi-
tion or neutralizing the sulphuric acid,

which tends to become set free owing to

the well-known dissociation which this salt
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undergoes when the paper is dried on

steam-heated drying cylinders.

In investigating these reactions it is

necessary to remember that the composi-

tion of the precipitate formed when
alkalies or alkali or earth alkali carbon-

ates are added to a solution of aluminum

sulphate in the cold, varies according to

the temperature at which the reaction is

carried out. According to the recent re-

searches of O. Sehmatolla, the ratio be-

tween the alumina and the sulphuric acid

is as follows :

1. AI2O3 : (SO3), when the calcium sul-

phate reacts in the cold.

2. Al"03:t: 1-12 (SO;t), when the calcium

sulphate reacts at boiling heat.

3. AliiOs: 1-6 (SO3), when making the

calcium sulphate react by precipitation in

the cold with alkalies till an alkaline re-

action is produced.

4. AI2O3: 1-24 (SO3), when the calcium

sulphate reacts at boiling heat.

From the moment in which the aqueous

solution of the rosin size tends to de-

compose and liberate the alkali, it is obvi-

ous that the aluminum salts cannot behave

otherwise than as above indicated, and

that the alumina must to a great extent

be present in the pulp as the sub-sulphate.

As a matter of fact, the precipitate formed

when the rosin size is caused to act upon

the aluminum salts in a cold and dilute so-

lution, as is the case in vegetable sizing, con-

tains appreciable quantities of sulphuric acid,

even after prolonged washing with water.

It will thus be seen that the correspond-

ing acidity set up in the paper remains

invariable, even after drying, and may be

excessive in the absence of earthy resin-

ates, and if the water employed does not

contain earthy bicarbonates which act as

alkaline reagents as the water flows over

the machine.

The influence exercised by these vari-

ations in the degree of hardness of the

waters employed for sizing seems to me

to be sufficiently proved by the acidity

which the paper acquires according to

whether the sizing is carried out with the

help of pure or selenitic waters. After

sizing the pulp under precisely equal con-

ditions, and determining the total acidity

of the paper volumetrically, I have found

on disintegrating the samples i.i boiling

water, that the results vary as follows

:

i.e., assigning the value of 100 to the

acidity of a paper sized with a selenitic

water containing 2 grammes of CaSO* per

litre, the acidity varied with pure water

between 141 and 169, according to the ex-

cess of aluminum sulphate employed and

the volume of water present. These differ-

ences occur in the reverse direction in the

waters employed for sizing, which leads us

to the conclusion that the use of pure

water ensures a better fixing of the alum-

inum sulphate, since this latter contains a

large proportion of sodium sulphate with

which it is capable of undergoing double

decomposition.

If the rosin size is partially converted

into earthy soaps, which only react feebly

in the cold, these become lost in waters

containing large quantities of aluminum

salts. Where the causes rendering the

succes of the sizing uncertain are known,

it is not difficult to find a remedy, it be-

ing sufficient to regulate the proportion of

aluminum sulphate and the alkalinity of

the size so as to keep the final acidity of

the paper within narrow limits, which

may be done most efficaciously by sizing in

two stages, adding part of the aluminum

sulphate before the size, and the rema'nder

afterward. Admitting the imperfect

knowledge which we possess at the present

time of the phenomena concerned in the

operation of sizing, it cannot be denied

that there are factors other than those

above mentioned, which render difficult or

favor the fixing of the sub-sulphate of

aluminum or alter its relations with the

other constituents.

A vigorous research into this important

problem has recently been undertaken in

the Milan paper research laboratories,

which I hope may be a complete solution

of it. At the present time it seems to

me that the preliminary experiences, above

described, prove that the difficulties en-

countered when the hardness of the waters

varies are due to an effect exercised by

the earthy resinates which prevent a sub-

sequent excess of the sub-sulphate of

aluminum, but require an attentive control

as they lessen the complementary quan-

tity of alumina fixed. Without disputing
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as to whether it is preferable to use pure

water for sizing, it would seem that the

quantity of rosin which enters at first into

combination with the lime and mag'nesium

is not waster, since a portion of the rosin

is set free.—Professor Gianoli, in Rivista

Tecnica.

^ ^ ^
DIMENSIONS OF BEATING

ENGINES.

A good hollander, or beating engine,

should, says a writer in Papier Zeitung.

require the smallest possible expenditure of

power to drive, and in the first place as

little as possible of the roll should be im-

mersed in the stuff, all sharp bends and
corners should be avoided, and on the

front or roll side of the backfall the stuff

should stand at as low a level as possible

in contrast to that on the further side.

For these reasons the roll should not be

placed in the middle of the hollander,

but there should be more room in front of

the roll than on the further side. The
proportion is advantageously taken as

4 : 5- Further, the midfeather must reach

nearer the side of the vessel beyond the

roll than on the side of the roll. With
moderate sized hollanders these distances

between the ends of the midfeather and
the sides should be taken in the propor-
tion of 3 : 5. By this means the contents
will stand higher beyond the roll than in

front of it, and thus the roll will be im-
mersed to a lesser extent. That circula-

tion of the material may be kept up, there
should be a gradual slope in the bed ol

the hollander from behind the roll, round
the vessel, to the front of the roll. A
suitable gradient is i in 40 for most ma-
chines. Again, the midfeather must be
nearer one side of the hollander than the
other; the channel in which the roll lies

should be wider than the empty one on
the other side in the proportion of 100 :

75-

These rules are frequently broken, and
it is common to meet with hollanders
with the midfeather exactly centred, both
laterally and longitudinally, so that the
channels on either side are of equal width
and the ends of the midfeather equidistant

from the ends of the vessel. Many peo-

ple think that a machine is the more effec-

tive the larger the number of fixed knives

in the bed plate. Yet experience teaches

that it is useless to increase the breadth
beyond a certain point, when, on the con-
trary, more power will be required with-
out producing any further effect. The
breadth should not exceed 10 to 12 inches.

The machine is advantageously fitted with
two rolls, one stone and the other with
steel or bronze bars. In this way it is

possible to produce stuff at any partxular
stage and beaten wet or free as desired.

The stone rolls are most useful, especially

for the production of wet beaten stuff,

and the writer enlarges on the necessity
of this in order to attain the high figures

for strength demanded for so many varie-
ties of paper.

^ ^ ^

—A correspondent of the World's Paper
Trade Review, writing from Sydney, says
that the experience of Australian users of
news (roll) paper is that in a reel which
runs out about 8,000 four-page papers
there is a difference of 500 to 750 copies
in favor of the Swedish over the Ameri-
can paper. It may be claimed that the
American is a trifle heavier and of better
finish, but even that claim is open to argu-
ment; certainly it is not near as tough as
the Swedish product, and the spoils on a
machine where the tension is a trifle er-
ratic also amount up to thousands of
copies during the week in favor of the
Swedish paper.

—In a report of the industrial develop-
ment of Italy, A. Percy Bennett, commer-
cial attache to the British Embassy at
Rome, briefly refers to the paper indus-
try. It appears that the average yearly
production of paper exceeds 95,000 tons.
The number of paper and wood pulp fac-
tories is 424, giving employment to 16.-

000 hands. The total motive force is 26,-

204-h.p., including 2,089-h.p. steam, 18,-

900-h.p. hydraulic, and 1,075-h.p. electric.
The advance made in the paper industry
has led to an increased importation of
wood pulp. The export of both writing
and wrapping paper is said to be rapidly
increasing.
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THE BLEACHING OF WOOD
PULP.

By R. V/. Sindall, F.C.S., and F. Heck-
ford, in World's Paper Trade Review.

(Continued from last issue.)

Although we have emphasized the fact

that laboratory trials made under definite

conditions are indispensable to cfificient and

economical treatment in the mill on the

large scale, and that such tr'als in the

hands of an intelligent operator are of

great value for daily application, yet

there are certain interesting exceptions.

With one of these we shall de:d in the

present article.

During the course of some investiga-

tions as to the possibility of modifying

the methods of bleaching, we studied the

et¥ect of washing the pulp with water be-

fore actually bleaching it, so as to deter-

mine the influence of any soluble con-

stituents upon the rate of bleach consump-

tion, and the color of the final product.

The laboratory trials 'indicated that in

some cases such a process might be

adopted with advantage in the mill. Thus
a preliminary washing with water, gener-

ally speaking, causes a more rapid con-

sumption of the bleach, with a produc-

tion of a much better color, as compared

with the ordinary method.

In one trial a pulp consumed 12.5 per

cent, of bleach when first extracted with

water in three hours. Under ordinary

conditions this pulp only consumed 11 per

cent., but there was no comparison of

color, the former being infinitely better. In

another case with three hours' bleaching

a pulp, after a preliminary extraction

with water, gave a very good color, con-

suming 7.5 per cent, bleach, and only a

moderate color consuming 6 per cent, of

bleach in the ordinary way. It is to be

noted that the further consumption of 1.5

p;r cent, in the latter instance did

not bring up the color equal to the former.

Here in these particular instances the re-

moval of some soluble matters from the

wood pulp has improved the final bleach-

ing effect.

It would appear reasonable to suppose

that the operations conducted on a large

scale would give similar results. Such is

not the case, however, for, in the mill,

the element of '"bulk" enters largely into

the question. It is true that with the

laboratory trials one may readily use the

pulp and bleaching solutions in the propor-

tions which obtain in the mill, but cer-

tain effects are produced with operations

on the large scale, which escape the at-

tention of the operator working 0:1 a

small scale. Thus in th-e washing of pulp

in large quantities, resinous matters are

mechanically liberated and gradually accu-

mulate in the form of sticky tenacious

masses which give endless trouble. The

appearance of resinous matter of this

description on the sides of beating engines

has long been known, and its accumula-

tion is greatly aggravated during a pro-

cess which at first sight seems likely to

give beneficial results.

The element of "bulk," to which we have

referred, is an important factor in many
chemical operations. For example, with

certain chemical reactions it is necessary

to conduct the operations at a low tem-

perature, not allowing the solutions to

get heated. On a small scale it is com-

paratively easy to keep the temperature

down, but in working with large bulks and

quantities, the reduction of temperature

is not so easy, as large quantities of solu-

tion cannot be cooled very quickly. While

there is no parallel between this example

and the washing of wood pulp, it seems

to show that the influence of bulk is one

which cannot always be allowed for in the

laboratory.

The influence of the soluble constituents

upon the consumption of bleach and the

ultimate color may easily be studied by

determining the bleach required after re-

moval of some of these bodies. We ap-

pend a table showing the results obtained

with two brands of pulp. In one case we
extracted the pulps with water and ether

before bleaching, with the result that the

percentage of bleach consumed by brand D
was greatly reduced, and the color im-

proved.
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Mill Matters

Work is progressing- rapidly on J. R.

Booth's paper mill. The walls are now
up to the third story.

Satisfactory progress is being made by

the Spanish River Pulp and Paper Co.

in the construction of their dam, which

is the only part of the equipment still

incomplete.

It is reported from Sault Ste. Marie,

Mich., that Francis H. Clergue and other

capitalists, some of whom are residents

of Detroit, are planning to erect one of

the biggest paper mills in the country

a few miles below that city.

The Sault Ste. Marie Pulp and Paper

Company, of Sault Ste. Marie, Ont., will

shortly commence the manufacture of

tarred paper, such as is used for build-

ing purposes. The machinery for this

work has been ordered, and it is ex-

pected the new plant will be ready for

operation this month.

It is reported that the Chatham pulp

mill at Chatham, N.B., has been sold to

the Nashua River Paper Co., of East

Pepperell, Mass. The mill will be

operated to its full capacity and the pro-

duct used at the Pepperell mill. Mr.

Beveridge, of the Cushing Sulphite

Fibre Co., is said to have negotiated the

sale. The price paid was $250,000.

The St. Lawrence River Power Co.,

of Massena, N.Y., is taking measures to

deflect floating ice at the canal intake

by means of booms made out of heavy

timber, which will extend about four

feet into the water. Ice has been a great

hindrance to this company and others in

the neighbourhood in the past, and the

experiment will be watched with great

interest.

The Sandusky Foundry and Machine

Co., of Sandusky, Ohio, are issuing an

illustrated catalogue of pumping ma-
chinery, in which is described their mul-

tiple cylinder pumps, double cylinder and

duplex double cylinder pumps, variable

stroke pumps, single and double acting,

triplex stuff pumps, patent shower pipes

and pipe and well tools. The Waterous

Engine Works Co., of Brantford, Ont., are

manufacturers of these pumps for the

Canadian market.

Property owners of Merritton, Ont., have

passed a by-law, by a large majority,

which exempts the Lincoln Paper Mills

Company from taxation for ten years.

This company has taken over the property

known as the Lybster Cotton Mills, and

will expend thereon the sum of $250,000

in converting it into an extensive paper

factory.

The Cornwall Paper Manufacturing Co.

has started its mill at Mille Roches. Mill

wrapper was made for some time to get

the machine in operation, and now the

mill is turning out its permanent product,

namely, writing. The machine, which was

made by Bentley & Jackson, of Bury, Eng.,

was described in a recent number of this

magazine.

Mr. Colby, the hydraulic engineer of

Boston, has investigated the water-

powers of the Quatsino Pulp and Paper

Co. in British Columbia, and reports

that there is about 14,000 horse-power

available. This will be sufficient for the

company to operate on the large scale

intended. Plans for the pulp mill are

complete, and those for the paper mill

are being prepared.

There is rumor of another coating mill

in Canada. It is reported that an Eng-

lish syndicate is negotiating for the patent

rights of an American inventor of a

double coating machine for the purpose of

installing the machines in connection with

a paper mill which it is said the owners

have been anxious for some time to sell.

Should the project go through, the com-

pany will make coated paper for the Eng-

lish market.

A new and larger wood-room is under

construction at the Imperial Paper Mills,

Sturgeon Falls, to replace the one des-

troyed in the recent fire. The boiler-

room is also being extended to accom-

modate a new boiler which is being in-

stalled. Logs are being taken from the

water and piled in the yard at the rate

of about 4,500 logs per day, which is a

record for a single jackladder. Re-

cently 6,560 logs were taken out and

piled in a single day.
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Forestry and Pulpwood

A course of lectures in farm forestry

will be delivered by Dr. Clark to the

Farmers' Institute speakers, when they as-

semble in Toronto next month.

The administration of Ontario's pro-
vincial parks has been removed from the

Bureau of Mines to Mr. Southworth's sec-

tion, which is now known as the Bureau
of Forestry, Colonization and Parks, and
there has been added to the staff of that

bureau, George Yates, formerly private

secretary to Hon. E. J. Davis. By the new
arrangement it is thought that the man-
agement of our parks and forests will be
more expeditiously and conveniently

handled.

The town and environs of Orsa, in

Sweden, has in the course of a generation

sold £1,150,000 worth of trees, and by
means of judicious replanting has pro-

vided for a similar income every thirty

or forty years. In consequence of the de-

velopment of this commercial wealth there

are no taxes. Railways and telephones

are free, and so are the school-houses,

teaching, and many other things. This
is a remarkable object lesson on the value

of systematic forestry.

The Board of Directors of the Cana-

dian Forestry Association recently passed

a resolution expressing^ the opinion that

in view of the annual destruction of tim-

ber in British Columbia and the difficulty

of guarding the forests from fire, it is de-

sirable that the Bush Fires' Act of that

province should be amended so as to pro-

hibit the starting of fires for the clearing

of land between the first day of May and

the first day of November in each year un-

less a special permit for that purpose be

granted by the forest ranger or other

officer appointed for the district in which

such permission is asked»

A large purchase of spruce land in New
Brunswick was recently made by the Bay

Shore Lumber Co., a new company incor-

porated in Maine with $500,000 capital.

The new company is made up of men in-

terested in the Bowdoin Paper Manufac-

turing Co. and the Pejepscot Paper Co.,

The Pulp and Paper
|

so that these two companies are assured
^

a supply of pulpwood. The president of
j

the Bay Shore Lumber Co. is David S. *

Cowles, president of the Pejepscot Co. ; the

treasurer is F. C. Whitehouse, vice-presi- J

dent of the Bowdoin Co., and treasurer

of the Pejepscot Co.; while the secretary is
|

W. W. Nearing, secretary-treasurer of the i

Bowdoin Co., and secretary of the Pejepscot ;

Co. President Cowles is also associated
'

with W. H. Parsons & Co., of Montreal. i

Peter McKenzie, head of the Mc- j

Kenzie Trading Co., recently returned

from an extended trip to the country in
,

northern Quebec, between Lake St.
;

John and James Bay. He reports great :

mineral wealth—in iron and asbestus

particularly—and almost unlimited pulp-

wood supplies. In speaking of his trip

north, Mr. McKenzie said: 'T think that
j

northern Quebec is most rich in lumber,

agricultural lands, water power and fish,

and I would like to see that country

opened up and developed immediately.
]

I would like to suggest that the local
j

Government give a subsidy sufficiently
i

large to build a railway that would en-
^

courage prospectors and settlers to open
|

up and settle. It is, indeed, one of the ^

finest portions of land in the entire Do- t

minion, and Canadians who have not '

visited that district have no idea of its i

dimensions and possibilities."

^ ^ ^
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING

i

NOTES. :

The Assiniboia Church Advocate is n

new 16-page monthly in the interests of

the Moose Jaw and Soo Line district of

the Assiniboia Methodist Conference. Rev.

T. E. Holling, B.A., is editor.

The headquarters of the Canadian Hor-

ticulturist are to be moved from Hamil-

ton to Toronto, and the paper is to bs

placed under one management with a new

dairy paper. The Dairymen's Association

of western and eastern Ontario have de-

clared in favor of having a paper of their !

own. A companv is being formed to take
|

charge of the fruitmen's paper, and a
|

joint stock company will control the dairy-

men's paper. The arrangements are being
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made under the approval of the Depart-
ment of Agriculture.

^ ^iC H

PERSONAL.

Henry Smith, aa employee of the Mont-
rose Paper Company, Thorold, was caught

on a shaft of one of the machines in the

mill on the i6th inst., and died from his

injuries about two hours afterwards. He
leaves a widow and seven small children.

Capt. James E. Partlane, of Liverpool,

recently visited Three Rivers and Mont-
treal, in the interests of an English syndi-

cate that desires to cut pulpwood in Que-
bec. He expressed confidence in the ability

of Canada to keep British mills supplied

with the raw material for paper-making.

Charles W. Rantoul, Jr., formerly
with the Imperial Paper Mills, Sturgeon
Falls, has opened an office at 41 Park
Row, New York City, under the name
of the C. W. Rantoul Company, Inc.

The company will act as a selling agency
for paper mills.

Patrick Byrne, formerly superinten-

dent for the Canada Paper Co., is now
with the Riordon Paper Mills at Mer-
ritton in the same capacity.

MAP MOUNTING.

Maps or plans that are worth printing

or drawing should be worth preserving,

and cannot be so kept unless they are pro-

perly mounted. There are many ways of

doing this, namely, mounted to hang on
the wall neatly, either varnished or un-

varnished or on spring rollers to place in

a cabinet, or for dissecting and folding

to carry in the pocket or file away in a

bookshelf. This work can only be done
by experienced workmen, and our readers

will no doubt be pleased to know that the

Steinberger-Hendry Co., Toronto, whose
card appears in*our advertising columns,

make map mounting . their special busi-

ness. They will give estimates on any

work of this kind. They also carry in

stock maps and atlases of every description

and invite correspondence.

USES OF PAPER IN GERMANY
AND RUSSIA.

In the rebuilding of the King of
Corea's palace, which was recently des-
troyed by fire, papier mache will be
solely employed. To obtain a sufficient

quantity for the purpose there has been
engaged a staff of 1,000 Coreans, pos-
sessed of strong teeth, for chewing up
paper.

At Savinoroska, in Russia, is a paper
house. It has been entirely built of
blocks of papier mache, even the foun-
dations and roof being made from that
material. So, too, are the chimneys,
although the paper used in their con-
struction was first mingled with a fire-

proof material. The house, which is of
considerable extent, will, in the opinion
of its architect, outlast such as are built

of stone and brick. It cost over £8,000.
In certain towns of Russia the experi-

ment is now being made of utilizing

paper for paving the roads and streets.

In this case also blocks compressed to
great solidity are employed, and are
said to stand excellently the wear and
tear of traffic. The cost, however, is at

present too great to permit of anything
like their universal adoption. For court-
yards of mansions and similar purposes
where expense need not be of much
consideration, paper pavement, it is

averred, will soon come into vogue.
Out of the sheets of an Austrian daily

paper an ingenious Viennese engineer
has lately constructed for his own use
a small yacht, fifteen 'feet long, decked
all over, and provided with a centre-
board. In the making of the hull, deck,
masts, sails and rudder several thousand
copies of the journal were used—each
plank requiring no fewer than 2,500
leaves—and enormous pressure had to

be employed before the necessary
solidity could be obtained. The inven-
tor has already made several excursions
on the Woerth Sea, and even in squally

weather his boat is said to have be-

haved admirably.

The late Henry Krupp completed, a

few months before his death, a number
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of i>aper field pieces. These unique

guns, which were made to the order of

the German Government, are intended

for the exclusive use of the infantry.

Their calibre is very small, being, in-

deed, less than two inches, and so light

are they that a single soldier can, un-

aided, shoulder one with ease. Despite

their small weight, however, the resist-

ance is greater than that of a steel field

piece of the same calibre.

Germany, too, can boast itself the

pioneer in a dental novelty, viz., in paper

teeth, which are constructed from paper

pulp instead of from the porcelain or

other material usually employed. They

are said to have given satisfaction to

such as have ventured on their use, for

not only do they keep their color well,

but, not being brittle, are much less

liable to chip than the ordinary false

teeth. They are likewise guaranteed to

be very durable.—London Tit Bits.

^ ^ ^

ELECTROLYSIS.

The electrolytic manufacture of chlorine

and alkali is making much progress, and

promises to develop so much further in

the future, that an account of the present

position of the industry, and of recent im-

provements, is of interest. There are

already a number of different electrolytic

methods that are worked upon a com-
mercial scale, and which differ one from
the other, not only in principle, but in

most of the details.

These are reviewed by Albert Neu-
burger in the Zeitschrift fur angewandts
Chemie. Of the methods in which use is

made of a porous diaphragm, the author

observes that the process of Hargreaves

and Bird is undoubtedly the most import-

ant, and all others . in this class are more
or less founded upon it. The Electrolytic

Alkali Co. are now working the Har-

greaves-Bird process on a large scale, at

Middlewich, where they pump their own
brine and have a plant which comprises

150 electrolytic cells.

Of the processes which depend upon the

use of mercury to form an amalgam with

the sodium, which is afterwards decom-

posed with water in a separate compart-

ment, the Castner-Kellner is the most im-

portant. Like the Hargreaves-Bird pro-

cess, it may be taken as being typical of a

whole class.

The variations consist mostly in differ-

ences in the mechanism by which the de-

composition of the sodium amalgam is

carried out. Recently the "bell" process

has acquired considerable favor; although

it has only existed a comparatively short

time, it is already being worked in one

factory in Austria and three in Germany,

and the development would no doubt have

been greater were it not that the condi-

tions have been unfavorable, the over-pro-

duction of chloride of lime rendering the

industry somewhat unremunerative.

^ °4 ^

—An important discovery of china

clay has been made at Coedpoeth, near

Wrexham. The clay is said to be the

best china clay in North Wales. A com-
pany is to be formed to work the clay,

and the Great Central and London and

North-Western Railways have been

asked to extend their systems to Coed-

poeth.

4 °4 ^

—Two judgments summarily recovered

by the Bank of New Brunswick against

the Montrose Paper Company, of St.

Catharines, for $540 and $556 on two

promissory notes, have been set aside by

the Divisional Court, and the cases ordered

to go to trial in the regular way.

^ ^ ^
The wife of a well known New York

paper dealer has discovered a new use

for parchment paper. It has been proved

that poultry for roasting can be placed in

the oven wrapped in parchment paper.

By this process all the juices are retained,

which does away w.'th the necessity of

basting, which has heretofore required

much of the time of the person doing the

cooking. The poultry is left in the paper

until the flesh is almost done, when the

paper is removed and the roasting—or

browning—completed.
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TABLE IV.

Showing effects on bleach consumption

and color after a preliminary extraction

of pulp, with water, etc.

PULP BLEACHED FOR THREE HOURS AT

65-70 DECS. FAH.

Brand D.
|
Brand E.

Conditions
% Bleach
consumed Col r

% Bleach
consumed C4>lor

(i.) Pulp
bleached in

ordinary
way in shal-
low dish.... 10.8 Moderate 6.9 Fair
U.) Pulp
bleached in

ordinary
way in

10.8 6.7
(3.) Pulp
bleached
after first

extracted
with water.. '2-5 Fair 7.5 Good
(4.) Pulp
bleached af-

ter extrac-
tion with
water, then
ether 7.6 Good 7-5 Very gocd

The great variation in the composition

and quality of the wood pulps offered

makes a thorough investigation of the

whole subject a matter of the utmost im-

portance. The pulp manufacturer raises

the quality of his product by boiling the

wood for a greater length ot time, or by

the use of a stronger liquor. The precise

effects of these altered conditions in terms

of the chemical constitution of the wood
pulp obtained are not known, although the

practical results in the shape of an "easy

bleaching" pulp are.

It might be asked by the practical

papermaker: "What object would be

gained if we did know?" The answer to

such a question is that any knowledge of

constitution gained in this direction would
enable the pulp maker to modify the con-

ditions of treatment to suit given require-

ments.

Thus we have an easy bleaching pulp

on the one hand characterized chiefly by

its soft handle and lack of hardness. On
the other hand we get a hard, strong pulp

of a totally different character, which can-

not be described as an "easy bleaching"

pulp.

Investigations which might lead to the

manufacture of a pulp possessing both

qualifications must be of the greatest value.

(To be continued.)

METHOD OF^ ^MAKING PAPER
MOISTURE- OR GREASE-

PROOF.

Improvements in methods of making

paper water-and grease-proof have been

invented by Isidor Kitsee, of Philadel-

phia. The improvements are described by

the inventor as follows :

^, "Cases often arise where it is preferred

to employ paper proof against moisture

or grease. I refer here only to paper bags

which enclose meats for shipment and where
it is desired that the meat should be pro-

tected entirely from outside influence and

the grease and moisture of same shall not

penetrate the bag; but besides this,

different occasions have arisen where paper

should be substituted for other material,

provided the same can be made in a cheap

and economical way proof against mois-

ture and grease. To- produce such paper

is the aim of my invention.

"It is well known that if a fibrous ma-
terial is subjected to the process of nitra-

tion—is immersed in a liquid containing

nitric acid or any other nitrate—the ma-
terial loses its cellulose construction and

assumes a state wherein it is easily dis-

solved in an alcohol-ether, acetone, amyl

acetate, or acetic aid ; but in this state the

material becomes entirely amorphous and

forms a jelly-like substance with the sol-

vent.

"In technic the nitrated material is

mostly called soluble cellulose and the ma-
terial dissolved is called dissolved cellu-

lose. These operaticins are old in the art

and are well understood l)y persons speci-

ally versed in the art of making celluloid,

celluloidine, and other like compounds.

In carrying out my invention, I make use

of this property of the fi1)r()us material

to become solu1)le through the process of

nitration; but it is a >ine (|ua non with my
invention that tlu ])roccss sliall not be car-

ried out in its enlircty, l)ut should be

stopped as soon as the surface has become

nitrated enougli to be slightly soluble in
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one or the other of the above mentioned
solvents. Whereas, therefore, in all pro-

cesses of nitration, it is the aim to pro-

duce a thoroughly nitrated article, one
which readil}^ dissolves in its entirety in

the solvents above mentioned, it is the aim
of this my invention that the paper as such

should not lose any of its strength due
to its fibrous condition, but that its surface

alone should have changed its structure

so as to l)e enabled to become a soluble

cellulose through the application of one
of the solvents.

"The usual liquid for nitrating fibrous

material consists of one part of nitric acid

to two parts of sulphuric acid by measure,

and, as said above, the fibrous material

has to be kept in this liquid until it be-

comes entirely soluble. In this, my in-

vention, I rather prefer that the liquor

should consist of one part of nitric acid

and three parts of sulphuric acid, for the

reason that the sulphuric acid imparts to

the paper a greater strength, as is well

known in the process of parchmenting

paper. In my experiments, which mostly

had for their purpose to produce a paper

useful for wrapping or packing, I allowed

heavy wrapping paper made of wood and
straw to remain in this liquid (temperature

about 60 deg.) only for from one and a

half to two minutes. This paper was then

washed in a liquid containing ammonia
or sometimes containing carbonate of soda

and after drying subjected for one minute

to the action of one of the above men-
tioned solvents.

'T found that it is not well to use for

this my invention either alcohol-ether or

acetone, but that amyl acetate, and speci-

ally acetic acid, are to be preferred, and

I, to the exclusion of all others, now use

the same. The product is rather tougher -

than the paper before undergoing the pro-

cess, and that only the surface is made
slightly soluble can be seen therefrom that

the surface itself has assumed a brownish

hue due to nitrating, whereas the inner

part of the paper has retained its former

grayish-white appearance. I do not claim

here that the nitrating of paper, as such,

is old. and my claims are limited so as to

include only the partial nitration of paper

whereby the same is made waterproof and

greaseproof witho.it losing th.; peculiar

structure and toughness it originally pos-

sessed.

"Out of the product packing bags may
then be produced, and these ba^s will not

allow the moisture or grease to penetrate;

but to produce these bags it is not neces-

sary to use any foreign substance, such

as the usual paste, for the purpose of past-

ing together the edges so as to form a

receptacle, for the reason that the surface

is, before drying, sticky enough to per-

form this function, and it is my purpose
to produce these bags out of the paper

treated in the manner as described be-

fore the surface is dried and is sufficiently

moist to hold together. This part of my
invention will be more clearly S2t forth

in a separate application.

"I have not in this .specifiL'ation stated

that the paper, after being made water-

proof, can be carried through rollers for

the purpose of smoothing the same and for

the further purpose of compressing the

moist surface, as the process of carrying

papers through rollers, heated or other-

wise, is w-ell known by persons versed in

the art of paper making."'

^ ^ ^

SIZING SUBSTANCES.

Dott. Camillo Levi recently read a paper

at the meeting of the Societa Chemica di

Milano, Italy, the subject being: "Some
Sizing Substances and Their Use in the

Manufacture of Paper." LTndustria gives

the following synopsis of his remarks, a'^

well as opinions of its own, that will be

found of value to our paper makers.

Casein, he said, was suitable for use

in mills turning out coated paper. He
referred to the experiments already made
in the laboratory by Dott. Lamberti with

Milan paper, and observed that it was im-

possible to express any definite opinion

from the samples analyzed. He therefore

repeated the experiments in the paper

works of A. Binda & Co., with paper pulp

sized with casein alone, a mixture of

rosin and casein and pure rosin. Results

were not as expected, as considerable

quantities of casein were requisite to at-

tain satisfactory sizing, and opposed to ac-
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counts previously published. The pro-

portion of mineral filling retained by the

fibre was not greater thau that left in

paper sized with rosin.

Although casein gives paper greater

whiteness and the required gloss more
easily and with less pressure on the cahn-

der rolls, Dr. Levi does not consider its

use recommendable, especially owing to its

cost, and is of opinion that his experi-

ments are conclusive in the question of

practical use of casein for sizing pulp.

Results obtained in sizing paper sheets

were, on the contrary, promising. All the

samples coated with casein were much
whiter than paper sized with gelatine. The
degree of sizing was not the maximum,
but was greater than that obtained with

gelatine. Mechanical properties were weak,

though but slightly so, and resistance to

crushing equal in all the samples exam-
ined.

The rupture length of unsized paper

was 2.777 meters and elongation 3.85 per

cent.; the same paper sized with gdatine,

4,995 meters and 5.08 per cent.
;

finally,

sized with casein, 4,612 meters and 5.27

per cent. In another variety of paper the

rupture length for unsized sheets was 2,556

meters and elongation 4.18 per cent.; sized

with gelatine, 5,215 and 5.25 per cent.

;

with casein, 4,664 and 5.20 per cent. The
slight difference in rupture length may be

eliminated, according to the experiments,

when certain precautions are taken, especi-

ally with regard to drying, it ^eing noted

that sized paper is more resisting accord-

ing to the greater slowness of drying.

To prevent casein solutions from de-

composing in summer and paper kept in

humid places from emitting unpleasant

odors, Dott. Levi adds 2 to 3 per cent,

of formic aldehyde to the dry casein.

Casein sized paper was found satisfa:-

tory to touch and less vitreous thjtn the ,

made with gelatine, .and there, were no
bright spots, such as ' thos« sonTetimes

found on paper treated with animal size.

The greatest inconvenience met with in

these experiments was the difficulty in de-

taching the sized and pressed sheets. Casein

solutions thicken much more rapidly than

gelatine, so that it is requisite to work

more rapidly to avoid a fall of temper-

ature.

The two felts employed in gelatine siz-

ing are not sufficient with casein owing to

gliding of the sheets in the press. By in-

serting a felt saturated with a hot solu-

tion of casein, after each tenth sheet, glid-

ing is prevented, and at the same time re-

moval of the pressed sheets facilitated.

For good sizing, especially hand, about

14 grammes of casein are needed per 100

of paper, viz., about the same as in the

case of gelatine, so that cost is not more
than usual.

Amongst the solvents for casein, viz.,

the borate, carbonate, silicate of soda and
ammonia, Dott. Levi prefers the latter,

because in drying it evaporates, thus

facilitating insolubilization. Addition of

boric acid is advisable, as it acts as an

antiseptic, and gives fluidity to the solu-

tion.

Another material examined by the ex-

perimenter was viscose, recommended by

Messrs. Cross and Bevan. As is known,
the aqueous solution of cellulose in the

state of sulpho-carbonate has the property

of decomposing spontaneously into its

component parts, i.e., regenerates the cellu-

lose to which a sizing property is ascribed.

Decomposition of solution of sulpho-car-

bonate of cellulose is favored by sulphate

of zinc and of magnesia.

To form an idea of the advantages

which could be obtained in sizing paper,

Dott. Levi prepared a certain amount of

paper by hand, without size, and an equal

amount of pulp mixed with viscose, be-

ginning with I per cent, of cellulose and

ending with 6 per cent. ; he employed sul-

phate of zinc to cause decomposition of the

sulpho-carbonate. From these experiments

it appears that viscose possesses cement-

ing properties, but not sizing, f'or all the

samples, even ; that containing 6 per cent,

of cellulose, were not sized. Besides this,

the paper had a yellowish tint, less con-

spicuous in that dried at a high temper-

ature.

The mechanical properties of the paper

made were greater than those of ordinary

paper, but Dott. Levi is of opinion Miat

viscose is not advantageous for i)nlp siz-

ing.
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With regard to this communication,

Dott. O. C. remarks that as regards em-

ployment of casein to size paper in sheets,

the difficulties mentioned 1)y Dott. Levi

must have been already solved, judging

from the extensive consumption of case-

in. In his opinion it would be well if siz-

ing tests made in paper works were pre-

ceded by a study on the 1)ehavior of case-

in solutions prepared with various re-

agents, viscosity being determined, as also

congealing point and cementing proper-

ties, knowing that results vary consider-

ably in solutions made with alkaline and

neutral reagents.

It is to be noted that the slighter

degree of tenacity of paper sized with

casein dissolved in ammonia, compared

with gelatine size, is ascribable to the fact

that the first is coagulated before the sep-

arate fibres are brought close so as to

unite ; thus lumps are left partially iso-

lated. A proof that the experiments of

Dott. Levi were not made in the best of

conditions is given by his assertions that

casein does not retain mineral fillings

more, as Dott. Zanardi surely observes, it

does. An interesting point upon which

Dott. Levi might have dwelt is the pre-

servation of paper sized with casein com-

pared with gelatine for, as with the first

sulphate of alumina is not employed,

there is no possibility of free acid remain-

ing in the fibre which, as is known, slowly

causes hydrolosis of the cellulose and de-

composes the fibre.

In the case of paper for records to

be handed down to posterity, as, for ex-

ample, public and private deeds, employ-

ment of casein should not be delayed, the

more so as it not unfrequently happens

that for the sake of economy gelatine is

utilized which has been decolored or de-

ordized with large quantities of sulphurous

acid, which necessitates addition of lime to

render the paper less hygroscopic. As re-

gards the yellow tint of paper sized with

viscose, this inconvenience has already

been the subject of extensive researches.

The remedy adopted is employment of sul-

phites to separate the yellow matter which

is formed and precipitation of the sulpho-

carbonate of cellulose into alkaline solu-

tions by aid of a saline mixture, so that

subsequently the material thus purified

does not lose solubility in water.

"A ^ °4

BROOM FIBRES IN PAPER MANU-
FACTURE.

The efforts that have been male
hitherto to utilize the fibres of the

broom for the preparation of paper pulp

have not succeeded on account of

technical or economic obstacles, says La
Revue des Produits Chimiques. On the

contrary, good results have been at-

tained by employing the entire branches

or roots of the shrub.

yi. Scopinich operates in this way:

The branches, twigs or roots are cut up

and placed in a cold alkaline bath, for

example, one of caustic soda of io°

Baume, or else a bath formed of the

carbonate of soda mingled with milk of

lime, or a bath of potash or other

alkaline substances, in suitable propor-

tions for producing an effect equal to

that of caustic soda of io° B. Three or

four days after the immersion the con-

tents, disintegrated by the action of the

alkali, are taken from the solution,

pressed, washed carefully, and put in a

bath of water containing chloride of lime

in proportion of i or 2 per cent. They'

are left in the water for two or three

hours, until they become sufficiently

friable. Then they are removed and in-

troduced into another w^ashing bath,

containing a small quantity of sulphuric

acid or sodium hj^posulphite. After

these two operations are completed the

material is ground in a suitable ap-

paratus for a time sufficient to secure a

pulp of the desired fineness. The
alkaline liquid of the bath of caustic soda

or other alkalies not only retains all the

chlorophyl but also dissolves the gums
and resins, of which a part is saponified,

and a part set at liberty. By adding

fats or oils the liquid of the bath may
serve for the production of a compact
soap of good quality.
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EME,RSON MFG. CO.

LAWRE,NCE„ = . MASS.

If INTERESTED IN FUEL ECONOMY

I^EAP THIS
THE LOSS ON of 2 • Bare Pipe IS OVE.R $1.00
ONE FOOT at 60 lbs. pressure PE.R YEAR.

The most satisfactory way to overcome this loss is by the use of proper

insulating material, and

ASBESTOS SECTIONAL PIPE COVERING
is universally acknowledged to be the most satisfactory and most economical
article manufactured for this purpose,

WE HAVE SUPPLIED SEVERAL MILLS IN CANADA
with our Asbestos Pipe Coverings and will be pleased to furnish estimates for

covering any quantity and size of pipes no matter how large or small. Why
not write for our Asbestos Catalog. Mailed free on request.

THE FAIRBANKS COMPANY,
MONTREAL TORONTO VANCOUVER. WINNIPEG.
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BRITISH CHEMICAL MARKET.

The Pulp and Paper

PULP AND PAPER MARKETS.

Trade is steady, quotations are as fol-

lows :

Alkali, ammonia, 58% £ 4 15 o

Alum, lump, barrels 5 o 0

Alumina, sulphate 3 10 o

Bleaching powder, 35% 4 15 o

Borax, crystals 13 o o

Caustic, white, 76% lo 10 o

Caustic, white, 70% 9 15 0

Caustic, white, 60% 8 15 0

Soda ash, carbonated, 52%.. 626
Soda ash, carbonated, 48% ... 6 00
Soda ash, caustic, 48% 6 50
Sal ammoniac (2nds) 4c c 0

Soda crystals 3 2 6

Sulphate of ammonia 12 2 6

Sulphate of copper 21 10 o

Sulphur, rolls 6 12 6

Sulphur, flowers 7 12 6

Sulphur, recovered 5 10 0

Through the western paper States

groundwood is holding stitf. There is no
surplus to be noted anywhere. Although

water is good in Wisconsin, the price of

wood is still high. In sulphite there ar^

very few mills that want to make any con-

tracts, as higher prices are anticipated.

They sell from month to month, and prices

are running from $1.95 to $2.10. There
was some surplus news in the market, but

the election used it all up and prices are

held firm for present business.

A recent report stated that ground-

wood was going from Canada to the Ea.-t-

ern States at the rate of a thousand tons

per day; this, however, was pulp that had
been held in storage, and the figure quoted

was quite abnormal. Though pulp is go-

ing across the line from Quebec, there is

no surplus in the market. Sulphite is

stiffer
;
pulps from Scandinavia are quoted

at much higher prices, and it is an easy

matter for domestic sulphites to be placed,

in many cases, at an advance. There is

ESTABLISHED 1842.

Cheney-Bigclow Wire Works
SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

... Manufacturers of ...

FOURDRINIER WIRES
CYLINDER MOLDS, DANDY ROLLS

ALSO

Brass, Copper and Iron Wire Cloth

SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF THE F

Bell Patent Flat Wires for Book Papers
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Bcntlcy & Jackson,
LIMITED^^ =

PAPER MAKERS' ENGINEERS,

BURYp near Manchester, England.

Telegraphic Address s

Calender - Bury^

MaRers of

Complete Paper Making Plants for all Classes

of Paper,

High Class Fast Running News Machines,

Single Cylinder Paper Making Machines, with

Cylinders up to 12 feet Diameter,

And all other Accessory Machines used in the

Manufacture of Paper.

ILSTIMATES ON APPLICATION.
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THE WM. HAMILTON MFG. CO., Limiteil,

BUILDERS OF A COMPLETE LINE OF

Pulp and Paper Mill Machinery
INCLUDING—

GRINDERS
SCREENS
PAPER MACHINES
WET MACHINES
WINDERS
WOOD CHIPPERS
STUFF PUMPS
SUPER - CALENDERS

ALSO The SAMSON TURBINE WATER WHEEL

"w^s- Peterborough, Ontario.
F

DR. C. WURSTER'S Patented

Pulping Machines & Kneaders
NEARLY 150 AT WORK.

LARGE PATTERN — Four Sizes.

PULPING-UP 3, 6 and g and 12 tons of Dry Papers or Pulp in

24 hours.

POWER—5 h.p., 8 h.p., 12 h.p. and 15 h.p.

SMALLER PATTERN—For Sorted Papers only.

PULPING-UP 2 to 3 tons of Dry Paper in 24 hours. 2 to 4 h.p.

Built in Iron.

For Better Quality Papers, Trough and Propellers made of Brass.

Special Machines -For Unsorted Paper.

These Machines do not Grind, Cut-up, or Wet the Fibres, and as the State of

Beating and Refining is Unaltered, neither Color nor Sizing being Affected, and
Impurities not touched, "BROKE" can be Re-used for the Same Quality of

Paper again.

FOR PARTICULARS APPLY TO i

*DR. C. WURSTER, 29 Abbey Road, St. John's Wood, LONDON, N. W.

ENGLAND.
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a possilj.llty of pulp going still higher.

Wood is much higher in Canada, from

$1 to Si.50 per cord higher than last sum-
mer. Many of the streams used for the

transportation of pulpwood are becoming
more and mere congested each season, as

the cut increases in volume. They are too

small to bring down the whole cut in one
season, and a great deal of wood is hung
up. A great deal was left high and dry
last spring, owing- to the water subsiding

very quickly. This fact, together with the

fact that very little p.ilp is b^ing ex-

ported this season from S:andinavia, is

going to make pulp higher this winter.

Quotations in New York for ground-
wood are $18 to $20, f.o.b., at the pulp
mill. Sulphite pulps are quoted as fol-

lows: Domestic bleached, $2.50 to $3.25;
unbleached, $1.85 to $2.10; foreign

bleached, $3.12 to $3.37; unbleached, $2.15

to $2.25; domestic soda fibre, $2.25 to

S2.35.

London quotations on ground-wood are

from £2 to £2 2s. 6d. for 50 per cent,

moist, and from £4 5s. to £4 los. for dry.

Sulphite pulp, bleached, is quoted at £12

to £12 5s, and unbleached at £9 to

£9 los. Soda, unbleached, first quality,

brings £8 to £8 5s.

^ ^ 4

UTILIZING SULPHITE MILL
WASTE.

The long sought for method of a

practical and economic disposition of

the refuse matter from sulphite pulp

mills has at last been discovered, says

the Essex County Republican, of Reese-

ville, N.Y. For years the J. and J.

Rogers Company, of Ausable Forks, has

been trying to lind the answer to this

troublesome question, and has spent

thousands of dollars in experiments of

various kinds. One of these objects has

been to find a way to prevent the refuse

from injuring the waters of the Ausable

River, but while this has been the prime

object, the company at the same time

has felt that there must be some method
by which this refuse matter could be de-

veloped into a valuable by-product of

commercial value. At last the problem

Telegraphic Address

"KENYON-BUR\

JAMES KENYON & SON,
DERBY STREET MILLS ^?S™hv

BURY, = LANCASHIRE
Manu- r-™ |— I I

For
facturers ^ tmmm I I Paper

of I L. L» I Makers

Couch Roll G overs. Wet and Drv Felts
of all kinds, including— Patent Cotton Dry Felts—

F

Special attention paid to felts for fast running news machines
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I THE PUSEY & JONES COMPANY I

1 I
I

WILMINGTON, DELAWARE, U S.A. f

I Machinery for Paper Mills and Pulp Mills

REPRESENTED BY

THE WM. HAMILTON MFG. CO., Ltd.,

^ IM ^ BH ^ mm a MH A A. .

^
^ I nr wwiwi. numii i iim nririi. i i

^ ' ' I
I PETERBOROUGH, ONTARIO, 1^

g Who are prepared to Build the Inventions S

^ Patented by THOMAS H. SAVERY, ^

^ In Canada under Numbers G8,093, 71,746. 72,118 and 77,818; and also ^

^ The Guard-Board patented by J. H. GATELY, in CANADA ^
i i^ under Number 74,735. ^

I I

The Sandusky Foundry & Machine Co.,

Founders and Machinists. — Sandusky, Ohio.

The Millspaugh Patent Shower Pipe System-

Canadian Pulp and Paper Manufacturers are entitled to as

good machinery as their competitors.

A large percentage of American Mills have

Millspaugh Patent Shower Pipes,
and our sales are constantly increasing.

Same prices and terms in Canada.

The Sandusky Foundry & Machine Co., Sandusky, Ohio.
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HYDRAULIC or

y KNUCKLE JOINT.Ml

Heavy Duty Pulp and Baling Presses.

WILLIAM R. PERRInITcOMPANY, Limited,

TORONTO. Canada.
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has been solved. For some time J. S.

Robeson, a chemist and inventor, has

been experimenting at Ausable Forks
with a new process for evaporating the

waste liquor from the digesters, and

STUFF PUMP.
This pump is made

in three sizes, 5", 6"

and 8".

The valves are made
so as to be easily and
cheaply replaced and

can be got at without

using wrench.

We also make boiler

feed and other pumps.

Particulars and

references on request.

Manufactured

by

TJcOUAT&SON.Lachute.Que.,

0. REICH & CO

,

WOOD PULP AGENTS,
28 Budg:e Row, London, E.C.

56 Royal Exchange, Manchester, England.

Wallace—Jaastad—Drewsen
ASSOCIATED INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERS AND CHEHISTS

JOSEPH H. WALLx\CE. C.E.
|

A. U. JAASTAD. M.E.. I VIGGO DREWSEN, Ph. D.,M.Am. Soc. C.E„ M.Can. Soc. C.E.
| bteam Engineer.

i
Industrial Chemist.

Pulp and Paper Mills, Power Developments, Reports, Consultation.
Offices and Laboratories—Temple Court Bldg., New York.

BRUNNER MOND ^ CO., Limited
XORTHWICH, ENG.

LARGEST ALKALI MANUFACIURERS IN THE WORLD.

Soda Ash 58 per cent.
Bleachina: Powder 35-38 per cent.

SOLE AGENTS IN CANADA

Winn & Holland, = - ilontreal
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THIS MAGAZINE is printed on our Chalk White " Coated Book
Paper—the best and whitest coated paper sold. All regular sizes

and weights in stock. The Cover is our Art Litho Cover, stocked in four

tints, 2 sizes, 20 x 25 and 21^ x 28^. Samples gladly sent.

Canada Paper Co.
LIMIT£D

Windsor Mills, Que. - Montreal. - Toronto

SPECIAL:
Cyclone Separators for Barkers.

Extra Heavy Steel Plate

Exhaust Fans for Pulp Mills.

Heating and Ventilating by

Blower System.

Mechanical

Draft, Etc.

she:ldon
cS SHIILDON,

GALT, ONTARIO,

finally a small plant was erected to make
a practical demonstration. This plant

is now in operation, and is taking care

of 10 per cent, of the waste liquor of the

mill. The result is entirely satisfactory.

The water is freed from all foreign

substances, and emerges from the plant

as clear as mountain spring water. All

the pulp fibre and other substances are

taken from it, and become a valuable

product. This product is used for sizing

paper, and is in great demand. It is also,

by further treatment, hardened and

made into cores for paper rolls. One

hundred barrels of this material have

already been produced, and the Rogers

Company now sees the heretofore value-

less refuse being turned into good dol-

lars, and the obnoxious matter kept out

of the Ausable River. Plans are already

under way for the erection of a $35,-

000 plant, which will be able to treat

the entire waste liquor of the mill. The

present plant is the property of a newly

organized company, the American

Glucose Company, of which Mr. Robe-

son is president. This company will

erect the new plant.
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F. N. RITCHIE
EXPERT EXPLORER AND

PRACTICAL LUMBERMAN

30 YEARS' EXPERIENCE IN FORESTRY.
Commercial Exchange,

131 St. Peter Street, Quebec, Canada.

DEALER AND BROKER

PINE AND SPRUCE TIMBER LIMITS
PULP WOOD LANDS, FREEHOLDS, &c.

Reports on Timber Limits, Pulp Wood
Lands, etc. — Highest References.

Drainer Stones

The Klary and Snell Patent Drainer Stones are made
ot the most durable material, and are proof ag-ainst
acids or bleaching: ag-ents ; smooth on both sides, and do
not soil stock. Send for description and a list of
Canadian and United States Mills using- them.

SAMUEL SNELL. Holyokc, Mass.

REASONS
WHY THE CANADIAN OLIVER TYPEWRITER

IS SUPERIOR TO ALL OTHERS.
VISIBLE WRITING—The writing: is visible, each letter being- in plain sight

the mstant it is made.
DOUBLE TYPE BAR.—It has a double or U shaped Type Bar provided with

a shaft bearmg as broad as the bar is long, thus insuring Permanent Align-
ment without guides.

SPEED.— Its visible writing, rapid escapement, direct type bar connection, down-
-nx.o'?'"'^

stroke, and light touch, makes it the most speedy of all writing machines.TYPL. face UPWARD FOR CLEANING.-The type are ofsteeland lie face upward
uDT^^T^ * cleaned with one sweep of the ordinary type brush.PRICE.—$30.00 cheaper than imported machines of like standard : because

MADE IN CANADA.
WHY PAY DUTY?

Canadian Oliver Typewriter Co., Montreal, Branch :—
Manufacturers 55 VICTORIA ST., TORONTO

BARKER,
CHIPPER,
PAPER-CUTTER

MACHINE KNIVES
Of Every DesGripiion,

The Peter Hay Knife Co., Limited, Calt, Ont,
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A. WERTHEIM & Co.

HAMBUKG.
IMPORT AND EXPORT ALL KINDS OF

Sulphite^

Soda and
Mechanical

WOOD PULPS
OFFICES AT:

CHRISTIANIA (Norvvaj)

GOTHENBURG (Sweden)

MANCHESTER ..

LONDON
PARIS

ANGOULEME (France)

LYONS
MILAN
TOLOSA (Spain) ..

NEW YORK .. ..

ST. PETERSBURG ..

Kirkegaden No. 20.

Lilla Kyrkogatan No. 20.

Guardian Buildings (opposite Exchange).

77a Queen Victoria Street, E.G.

Rue de Londres No. 29.

43 Rue Louis Desbrandes.

54, Cours Gambetta.

24 Via Solferino

18 Calle San Francisco.

99 Nassau Street.

Little Podjascheskaja House. 4, Qu. 16.

Telegraphic Address s

I
'WERTHEinO, HAnBURG."
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Paper Mill i

S Machinery. 8

8
Guaranteed the most serviceable and efficient

^ of any built.

j|
Modern Designs, New Patented Ideas,

Used Exclusively by us. &
X( 0
jX Cylinder and Fourdrinier Machines. M
% Tissue Paper Machines a Specialty. X{

iL ^

j BELOIT IRON WORKS, 11

JJ{
BELOIT, WIS., U. S. A. ffi
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We Manufacture

Heavy Duty and

Baling Presses,

and will be glad

to submit prices

and particulars on

request.

Write us for

anything for

PULP MILLS

The

JENCKES MACHINE
COMPANY, Limited,

11 r Lansdowne St.,

Sherbrooke, Que.

1844 1904

Manufacturers of full lines of

Pulp Wood Machinery

WRITE FOR SPPXIAL CATALOG.

The WATEROUS Engine

Works Company, Limited

BRANFFORD. CANADA.
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WIRE PULP MATS
Perforaiea Copper, Brass anil Steel.

WIRE ROPE = All Kinds. ^

Wire Guards for Mill Wimlows. Refuse Burner Oloili, etc.

The B. Greening Wire Co., Limited,
HAMILTON, Ont. - - - MONTREAL, Que.

DICK'S Balata BELTING.
The Strongest Belt in the World, and specially

adapted for Pulp and Paper Making.
LARGE STOCK aiways on hantim

J. S. YOUNG, = - Sole Agent for Canada.
413 St. Paul Street, Montreal. f

Before Starting with the Erection of a

PULP MILL
Write to Us.

We are the Pioneer makers of Pulp
Mill Machinery in Canada, and can
design and equip a mill throughout

ADDRESS

Carrier, Laine 6 Co.,
LEVIS, ... Que.
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Every Grade of Waste for
Paper Making.

K. HOUGH,
LONDON, England.

Agent for Canada and U.S.,

J. CHRISTIE,,
67 Yonge Street, TORONTO. Canada.

For Paper
and Pulp
Manufacturers

SAMUEL PORRin & SONS, LTD.
Bamford Woollen Mills, Nr. Rochdale, England.

Agrent for Canada-JOHN CHRISTIE, 67 Yonge St., Toronto. F

EXPORTERS OF
WASTE PAPER for RE-MANUFAOTURE.

W,V. BOWATER & SONS,
LONDON, England.

IMPORTERS OF

NEWS IN REAMS and REELS.

FELTS
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The Largest Fourdrinicr Wire Plant in the World

Eastwood Wire Mfg. Co.
Belleville, New Jersey, U.S.A.

MANUFACTURERS OF

FOURDRINIER WIRES,
CYLINDER and WASHER WIRE CLOTH,
DANDY ROLLS,

CYLINDER MOULDS,
ROLLED BRASS SCREEN PLATES,
PERFECTION BRONZE (cast metal) SCREEN PLATES,
SUCTION BOX COVERS, COUCH ROLLS,
NAME PLATES,

PERFECTION BRONZE, DIGESTER CASTINGS and Y VALVES,
for the manufacture of SULPHITE W^OOD PULP,

PERFECTION BRONZE VALVES, bolts and fixtures, for SUL-
PHITE PROCESS.

BRASS, COPPER and IRON WIRE and WIRE CLOTH of every
description,

BABBITT METAL and all grades of ANTI-FRICTION METAL.
BRONZE and BRASS CASTINGS, from i oz. to 20,000 lbs. in weight.

N. B.—We manufacture all of the above articles, and are not
merely dealers. Write for prices to

EASTWOOD WIRE MFG. CO.,
BELLEVILLE. NEW JERSEY, U.S.A.

The Largest Fourdrinier Wire Plant in the World
F
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I Foreign Phosphorbronze
|

Fourdrinier Wires, I1
i
^ Sulphite Pulps, Paper Stock anti Rags,

I Bleachetl Straw Pulp, also China Olay. f|

JEAN FREESE, 'tlS't;SSJ'^i^ NEW YORK. I

I FOURDRINIER MACHINE WIRES 1

f CYLINDER COVERS |
1^ Unetiuailed fot* Strength, Smoothness and Long LifOm

j{

I GEORGE CHRI5TJE LIMITED
|

J Ladywell Wire Works, GLASGOW, SCOTLAND ^
2, A grent -THOMAS L. PATON. 30 Si. Francois Xavier Street, Montreal, who ^
jj^

holds stock for immediate deliver}-. tf»

ADAMS CROCKER, Manager
|

E. J. WELCH, Gen. Supt.
|
EMMONS CROCKER, Treas,

HENRY W. S. DOWNS, Superintendent Lennoxville Works.

Union Screen Plate Co
Lennoxville, Que., Fitchburg, Mass., U.S.A.

LARGEST MANUFACTURERS OF

Screen Plates
i IN THE WORLD

The " Union " Bronze (best cast metal) Plates for Sulphite iVIills. The Standard
Roiled Brass Plates. The " Union " Cast Metal Suction Plates.

Old Plates re-closed by our process are practically as good as new and give

better results than by any other process.

We shall keep on hand at our Lennoxville Works a large stock of the different

sizes of both metals and can fill large orders promptly. F
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BERTRAMS, LIMITED

Papermakers'

Engineers
Si. KatheHne^s Works,

SCIENNES, EDINBURGH.

The Newest and most Up-to-date Machinery for Papermakers,

embracing British, American and Continental Improvements.

REPRESENTED BY

C. H. JOHNSON 6 SONS, LIMITED,
Wire Works, St. Henry, Montreal.

C. H. JOHNSON 6 SONS, Ltd.
WIRE. WORKS, — ST. HENRY, — MONTRELAL.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Fourdrinicr Wires, Cylinder Wires,

Brass, Copper and Iron Wire Cloth, Dandy Rolls.

PORRITT BRO'^ & AUSTIN
Stubbins Vale Mills—RAMSBOTTOM—near Manchester, England.

Manufacturers of every description of

Feiis and Jackets lor
Pulp ant/ Paper Miils.

Agents for Canada : C. H. JOHNSON & SONS, Ltd., ST. HENRY, MONTREAL.
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THE BLACK-CLAWSON CO..
HAMILTON, OHIO, U.S.A.

Builders of HIGH-GRADE
MACHINERY for

Paper antt Pulp
Mills

from new patterns and de-

signs embodying the latest

improvements.

Foot-power Perforators.

3 Holler Ink Mills.

Evaporating and Drying

lVIachir;)ery.

We Solicit Correspondence.
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The Canadian Rubber Co.
OF MONTREAL

Manufacturers of

Fubber Belling, Packings, Valves, Gaskets, Fire, Steam

and Water Hose, Etc., Etc.

We make a specially of coverin<^^

Couch, Press and Squeeze Rolls

For Pulp and Paper Mills.

I^ubber Diaphragms for Screens.

If it's anythinj in ihe Rubber Line we've got it. Correspondence solicited

I-

MONTREAL TORONTO WINNIPEG VANCOUVER

CARRIER, LAINE & CO.
LE,VIS, Que.

MAKERS OF

Pff/p Machinery,

Paper Machinery,

Engines and BoiierSm

Mills Built and
Equipped with Power Plant.
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Little & Walker
93 Broad Street, Bos

IHENICAL EXPERTS and ENGI^EE
SPECIALISTS I\

Pulp and Paper making.

HERBERT S- KIMBALL
Chemical Engineer and Mill Architect

101 Tremont St., Boston, Mass.

Designs, Examinations, Reports, F

Sulphite and Soda Fibre, Pulp and Paper Mil's.

AM. SOC. M.E.

CAN. SOC. C.E.GEORGE F. HARDY,
Consulting Engineer.

Paper, Pulp and Fibre Mills, Examination of

Mill Properties, Water Power Developments.

Mutual Reserve Building, - 309 Broadway,

NEW YORK.

Asbestine Pulp" Filler

Superior to any Clay.

Delivered price on application.

INTERINATIONAL PULP CO.
New York City, U.S.A.

Improved Domestic
China Clay for Paper
Making—Bright Color
Higli Retention

—

Fine Quality.

The Philadelphia Clay Manufactunng^Co.
706 Drexel Building-. Philadelphia, Pa., U. S. A.

ISO Tons

CLAY
Daily.

T. PRIN6LE & SON
Specialities;— Pulp Paper and Fibre Mills,

Hydraulic Developments and Electrical

Transmissions

409, 410, 411, 412 Coristine Bld§:.,

MONTREAL. F

O. If. VOGEL
A. M. Can. Soc. C.E. ENGINEER

OTTAWA, CAN.

WATER POWER
Paper, Pulp and Sulphite Fibre Mills

Seymour & Quest
MILL ARCHITECTS AND

ENGINEERS.
Textile Mills, Merchants Bank
Pulp and Paper Mills, Building,

Hydraulic Development. M O N T R E A L.

This Railway runs through TwO Hundred
Miles of the Finest Spruce Forests in

America, through a country abounding in

Water Powers suitable for Pulp and
Paper Mills and other industries, and of

easy access to the Steamship DockS at

Quebec.

Alex. Hardy, J.
G.F. & P.A.

QUKBHC, P. Q.

G. Scott,
General Manager

1 CASTLE, GOHHEIL & OVERTON
% 4/ Park Row, Times BItIgm, New York
% AGENTS FOR

! Sulphite and Wood Pulp Mills
40 Dealers in all kinds of Paperstock, Sizing:, etc.

4» Correspondence Solicited.

^4.4i4.,{i4.4.4.4.4i4.4^iM|.4r4r:f^4..2..!.4.4.4. ••{•^ 'I* 'X* •i'
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iCHINA CLAY^ff™'!
^ Makers' Strained

g
I Bleaching Powder. Soda Ash. i

I Ultramarine Blue.

STARCHES"''-tr^OfSSiJ:"-' „
W. T. BENSON A Co., 164 St. James St., Montreal.

JOSEPH PORRITT & SONS,
HELMSHORE NEAR

MANXIIESTER

FELTS
and JACKE.TS FOR PULP and PAPER MILLS

And all kinds of Woollen, Linen and Cotton Cloths for Mechanical Purposes.

FOURDRINIER WIRES,
Cyiintter Covers, Etc,

A. COUSLAND & CO., wigfe^'^^g^Ks, GLASGOW, Scotland.

I
W. A. FLILMING 6 CO., |

I
MONTREAL. ^mS^^^E^^ ^raZTl f

I
Importers of Belting:. Hose Mill Supplies Camel Brand 5

J Hair Belting, also BALATA, Rubber Leather and %Stitched Cotton Pulp and Paper Mill FELTS, Wet and Dry. 5
it Send for Prices and Discounts. jf
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A. KLIPSTEIN & CO.
17 Lemoine St., flontreal

Sulphate
Alumina

China Clay & Bleachine Powder

Ultramarine and
Aniline Blues

Richard WhittaKer
VICTORIA aun and starch works

ARDWICK^^^ ^MANCHESTE^R.

INVENTOR AND SOLE MANUFACTURER
OF THE RENOWNED ....

XX Paper Finish,
WHITE GUM

NOW EXTENSIVELY USED AND UNIVERSALLY
ADMITTED TO BE THE ....

Best Paper Finish
EVER OFFERED TO THE TRADE.

GENERAL DRYSALTER, &C.
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Wilson, Paterson & Co y.,
Boarti of Trade BIdy,, MONTREAL

OFFER TO THE TRADE:
SODA ASH, Caustic Soda, 50° to 78°, Caustic Potash, Sal
Soda, SALT CAKES, Silicate of Soda, Pearlash, Potash, Sul-
phur. Also a full line of Resins, diiect shipment from the south.

Contracts made for reg^ular supplies.

ESTABLISHED 1850

BELLHOUSE, DILLON & CO.
l.MPOKTIiKS OF

China Clay, Sulphur, Bleaching Powder, Sulphate
Alumina, Soda Ash and Aniline Colors.

MACHINE WIRES, fELTS, ETC.

Offices-201 to 203 Coristine Building. St. Nicholas Street, lUfr^XTT^Tl XT A t
r>.'cnhoncs-.M.-.;ii 846, 847. 1 Ixl!^ALr,

The JENCKES Machine

Company, Limited,

117 Lansdowne Street,

Shetbrooke, Que*
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TEST OF THE TESTING QUES-
TION.

From the abstract given in another part

of this issue, it will be seen that the ques-

tion of chief interest which came up at the

annual meeting of the British Wood Pulp

Association last month was that of samp-

ling and testing wood pulp. On the sat-

isfactory solution of this question depends

the development of the pulp trade between

Canada and Great Britain, and upon it

too, will depend to a vital extent the future

position of the British pulp-paper maker

as a competitor in the world's markets.

Scandinavian pulp makers supply the bulk

of the wood pulp used in British paper

mills at present, but it has been for some

years the hope and ambition of Canadian

pulp makers to share this trade with Scan-

dinavia, if not to take the place those twin

states now occupy in the British market.

If one could get at the true inwardness of

the correspondence between the British

Wood Pulp Association and the two Scan-

dmavian associations, representing the me-
chanical and chemical pulp interests, one

could form a better estimate of what is in

store for Canadian shippers of pulp. The
earlier letters in this correspondence start

out with the statement by the British as-

sociation that something should be done
to end the dissatisfaction that prevails both
among makers and consumers of pulp as

to the question of excess of moisture, and
a joint committee of the Bntish and Scan-
dmavian associations was proposed. To
this both sections of the Scandi-
navian association agreed, but they

wished to know whether the British com-
mittee would be composed of others than

producers and consumers of pulp (hinting,

apparently, at the agents or brokers who
constitute a considerable proportion of the

membership of the British Wood Pulp As-
sociation), and they also requested that the

terms of the "contract note" should be
discussed in connection with the question

of sampling and testing. The British As-

sociation declined to bring the latter ques-

tion into the field of discussion on the

ground tTiat the contract note had been in

use for a year without giving rise to dilh-
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ciilties. It was evident, however, that the

contract note was not satisfactory from the

Scandinavian side, as in that association's

reply they said that while they would not

insist on a total revision of this contract

note, they would limit their demand to the

revision of a clause against which they had

always protested, namely, Section 2, the

new version of which dropped the pro-

vision that "in the event of a claim for

deliciency, etc., eight days' i^otice is to he

given in writing to the seller to attend and

control the sampling and testing, and that

samples are to he drawn in the presence

of the two parties or their representatives."

On this point negotiations came to a

hitch for the time being, and as stated in

the report, the British Association has

said that it will take its own measures

without reference to the Scandinavian

pulp men. Neither the committee's report

nor the correspondence discloses any hint

of how the sampling and testing question

is to be carried out in a way that will be

fair and satisfactory to both pulp makers

and paper makers. Certainly the methods

now in vogue in Great Britain are as un-

satisfactory to Canadian pulp shippers as

to those of Norway and Sweden, and it

may be well to remind British paper makers

that claims for rebates and reductions on

account of excess moisture do not occur

to the same extent in Canadian shipments

to the United States as to Great Britain.

A number of Canadian pulp makers have,

during the past five years, withdrawn al-

together from the British market, and now
confine their shipments to the United States

and other foreign markets, where there is

less trouble and loss from these claims.

In this connection one of the letters ad-

dressed by the British Association to the

Scandinavian pulp men should be noticed.

*In the course of this letter the secretary

says: "In the meantime, after consultation

with my chairman, T desire to point out to

you: (a) Tlvdt this Association is iIk

originator of an attempt to revise th<

.sampling and testing, (b) That the paper

makers express no dissatisfaction with tin

present system of sampling and testing.

All the dissatisfaction comes from the

makers of pulp and the members of tin-

Association. (c) You overlook the fact

that this Association is composed of bona
fide agents, merchants, and manufacturer^
of wood pulp, and is the Oii'iy Association

which in any way represents the Cana-
dian trade. There are vohm.es of exten-

sive experiments, long investigations, and

vigorous protests in the hands of the

executive of this Association from the

Canadian manufacturing mtmbers."

There are certainly protests on record

from Canadian pulp manufacturers, but the

British Association can hardly claim that

it represents the Canadian trade. Agents

who sell Canadian pulp may say they re-

present the individual mills for whom they

sell, but there is no organization in Canada

which can speak for the Canadian pulp

manufacturers as a whole, and if a pro-

nouncement were to be made to-day on the

chief question involved, it would be found

that the Canadian pulp manufacturer is

more in line with the Scandinavian pulp

maker than with the British Wood Pulp

Association, which is not composed solely

of pulp manufacturers. The correspond-

ence makes it apparent that the Scandi-

navian pulp makers feel just a little bit

shy in trusting their interests to their

friends in the trade in Great Britain. The

phrase "chose jugee," used by the secre-

tary of the British Association, may be

freely interpreted by some pulp shippers

doing business in the Old Country : "Mene,

mene, tekel, upharsin."

Now there is only one way for ,the

settlement of difficulties such as those so

commonly occurring in the rale and pur-

chase of pulp, and that is for the seller
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to give good, honest measure and the buyer

to pay the full vahie of the goods without

taking advantage of the distance that sep-

arates them ; and a system or a contract

note form which does not truly protect

both parties will give trouble and damage

the trade interests of both sides. On the

face of the report of the meeting, it looks

as if the paper makers were not willing

to give time enough to enable the seller to

prove the correctness of his bill. If this

is not the case, the sooner the whole sub-

ject is threshed out and differences ad-

justed on a sound basis, the better for both

sides.

Canadian pulp makers would like to ex-

tend their trade with Great Britain, but

as a class, they do not wish to take ad-

vantage of injustice done to a rival. That

is a kind of physic which they will sooner

or later be called upon to take themselves.

We do not question the general fairness

and honesty of British manufacturers of all

classes, but the paper makers of the Mother

Country should see to it that the present

methods of sampling and testing are re-

formed in such a way as to leave no doubt

about their determination to place their

buying and selling on the foundation of the

Golden Rule. It is not upon that safe foun-

dation at the present time, though no one

will pretend that the short comings are en-

tirely on one side.

^ It 1«

Pulp 6 Paper Currency

As noted elsewhere, a severe drouth is

being experienced in the pulp and paper

sections of the United States, which bids

fair to cause a famine of greater or less

extent. It is not always realized, how-

ever, how it rests in the power of Canada

to produce famine conditions in the United

States at any time. Were it not for the

wood and pulp obtained from Canada, the

present situation would be a serious calam-

ity to our neighbors to the south. The

American market to-day is short of ground

wood, even when every stone in the coun-

try is grinding. Canadian wood and Cana-

dian pulp together form 33 per cent, of the

total requirements of the United States,

and should this be retained in this country,

a famine would immediately be produced

across the line. The situation is intensi-

tiQd at present by conditions in Scandi-

navia. Owing to the climate of those coun-

tries, it is practically impossible that the

drouth should b^ broken before spring, and

consequently that source cannot be looked

to for supplies to relieve the situation in

America. Under the circumstances, the

recent decision of the Canadian Paper

Makers' Association, not to raise prices for

the present, should be greatly appreciated

by the paper trade of the country.

At the recent Ontario Liberal Conven-

tion, the Government's future policy in

the matter of pulpwood was expressed in

the resolution given below, which indi-

cates a radical change from the conces-

sion system to the auction system. Moved

by Mr. Leckie, seconded by J. A. Halstead:

"That before the pine and pulpwood on

any of the lands now in the Crown are

offered for public sale, a careful enq liry

should be made by the Government to as-

certain whether some method might not

be adopted whereby the matured timber

could be disposed of by open competition,

to be cut under the direction of forest

rangers, leaving the remainder of the pine

timber and pulpwood to be cut when suffi-

ciently matured for the market, and that

all lands imfit for agricultural p.irposes

on which pine has l)een cut should be re-

served for reforestation, with a view to

preserve for the future needs of the Pro-

vince a source of revenue which'has yielded

since Confederation $-JO.ooo.ooo to the Pro-
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\incjal treasury. 11iat while this conven-

tion approves of the concessions ah-eady

made for the esta])lishment of pulp indus-

tries, as being- the only practicable method
of securing- the necessary capital for their

early development, the convention is of the

opinion that in all future concessions

north of the height of land, where large

areas of pulpvvood timber not interfering

with pine timber limits and numerous water

powers exist, and the water power and

pulp concessions are both in the Crown,

tributary the one to the other, that both

should be submitted to public auction

jointly, one of the conditions of sale be-

ing that the purchaser should pay a bonus

for the right of occupation and an an-

nual rental for the water power, as well as

reasonable dues for the pulpwood required

for the industry."

^ ^ ^
BRITISH WOOD PULP ASSOCI-

ATION.

The annual meeting of the British Wood
Pulp Association was held in London last

month, C. T. Craig, in the absence of Capt.
Partington, presiding.

The subject of chief interest dealt with
by the executive committee was the
sampling and testing of pulp. The com-
mittee reported that much correspondence
had taken place with the Scandinavian as-
sociations for a whole year from Sept.,

1903, to Sept., 1904, the result not being
satisfactory to the British Association.
The correspondence took place beween F.

Becker, hon.-secretary of the British Wood
Pulp Association, and Frantz E. Melhuus,
secretary of Den Skandinaviske Cellulose-

foreings Norske Afdeling. The British

committee asked that something should be
done to remove the dissatisfaction existing

on the question of excess moisture, and a

joint committee was suggested consisting

of members of the British Wood Pulp As-
sociation, the Scandinavian associ-

ations, and the Papermakers' Associ-

ation. The Scandinavian associations were
prepared to send delegates, and thought

it also advisable to deal with the contract

note, with a view to revision. The Paper-
makers' Association and British Wood
Pulp Association were not inclined to re-

open the (luestion of the contract note, as

during the year it had been in us- no
difficulties had arisen. In reply the Scan-

dinavian associations expressed their will-

ingness to "limit their demand in so far to

the point against which they have always

protested, viz., that in section 2 of the new
contract note the provisions had been drop-

ped that in the e\ent of a claim for de-

ficiency, etc., eight days' notice is to be

given in writing to the seller to attend and
control sampling and testing, and that the

samples are to be drawn in the presence of

the two parties or their representatives,

if attending." In regard to the proposed

committee the Scandinavian associations

were prepared to send four representatives

in the interests of sellers in Norway and
Sweden, and suggested four mrmbers to

represent British buyers Cpapermakers),

members of the British Wood Pulp Asso-

ciation not to act as members of the com-
mittee, but to join as consultative mem-
bers with no voice in the matter. The
British Wood Pulp Association, in reply,

pointed out: "(a) That this Association is

the originator of an attempt to revise the

sampling and testing; (b) that the paper-

makers express no dissatisfaction with the

present system of sampling and testing.

All the dissatisfaction comes from the

makers of pulp and the members of this

Association; (c) you overlook the fact that

this Association is composed of bona fide

agents, merchants and manufacturers of

wood pulp, and is the only Association

which in any w^ay represents the Canadian
trade." No reply being received, the British

Wood Pulp Association communicated to

the Scandinavian associations that their

committee intended to proceed with the

question without the assistance of the

Scandinavian associations, and that the

opinion of the general meeting would be|

taken before doing so.
j

The result of the discussion of the re-'

port was that the committee was left to|

deal with the question either with or with-

out the co-operation of the Scandinavian -

associations.

i
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W. J. Mather, of INIanchestei", was elected

secretary in the place of l\lr. Becker, re-

signed.

^ '4 ^

Mill Matters
Rangers have surveyed over 50,000 acres

of the extensive limits of the Quatsino

Pulp and Power Company in British

Columbia, and an average of 50,000 feet

of good timber to the acre has been re-

ported, consisting chiefly of spruce, bal-

sam and fir. Plans for the mill, which

is to have a daily output of 125 tons of

pulp, are now being prepared.

The B. Greening Wire Co., Hamilton,

Out., have issued their calendar for 1905.

This is got out with the same large print

which has made it so serviceable in past

years. The wire tables are retained, and

the style in other respects is the same, but

there is a notable change in the pictorial

features, the top of the calendar showing

the important additions which have been

made to those large works during the last

year or two. The company's buildings now

occupy half a block on both sides of Queen

St., between Peter and Napier. In addi-

tion to this there is the office and store-

room on the southwest corner of Queen

and Napier, as shown in the calendar.

Au issue of $1,200,000 of 7 per cent,

cumulative preference stock was ofifered

last month by the Laurentide Paper Com-

pany, through the Royal Trust Company,

of Montreal, at 102^2- The proceeds of

the issue are to be applied to the paying

of the cost of the enlargement of the

C(Mupany's paper mills, and provide addi-

tional working capital. On the enlarge-

ments spoken of, a great expenditure was

made, $797,179 being due to the Bank of

Montreal on that account. This expendi-

ture has put the paper mill in a condition

to work up all the output of the com-

pany's ground wood and sulphite pulp

mills. It is stated that the industry at

Grand Mere has been profitable from the

beginning, dividends aggregating 37 per

cent, of the ordinary stock having been

paid out in the last five years. The en-

larged works have been in operation since

August 1st, and three months' operation

has paid 16 per cent, on the ordinary

stock ($1,600,000), after providing sinking

fund and dividends on the preference stock

now offered. The company's securities are

largely held in IMontreal.

The City of St. John has several alter-

native propositions for the utilization of

the Mispec mill property, recently acquired,

and three engineers have b:en appointed

to report on the water-power available ac-

cording to various plans of diversion. It

has been estimated that the INIispec river,

by a proper utilization of lake storage,

is capable of developing 500-h.p. for twelve

hours each day, after diverting the water

required by the city for its supply. This
power nn'ght be used by the city for light-

ing purposes, thus leaving the mill to be

dismantled or operated by steam. Numer-
ous enquiries ha^•e been received by the

IMayor, as to purchasing the mill, but this

matter cannot be gone into until the city

decides definitely what uses it will make
of the property.

The paper mill being built by the St.

George Pulp and Paper Co., at Norwalk,
Conn., is approaching completion. The
first cargo of pulp from St. George, N.B.,
for the new mill was shipped the end
of last month. The departure of the

schooner from St. George was regarded
as marking a new epoch for that port.

Price Brothers' Company is the name
of a corporation recently chartered in

Quebec with a capital of $2,000,000. The
new company will take over the business
now carried on by Price Bros. & Co., at

Quebec, Montmagny, Batiscan, Rimouski
and elsewhere, and will purchase the stock
of the Price-Porrit Co., the Jonquieres
Pulp Co., and the Montmagny Light and
Pulp Co. The charter members of the
new company are : William Price, Henry
Edward Price, and Robert Ritchie, mer-
chants; Gustavus George Stewart, advocate
and King's counsel; Andrew Thompson,
banker, all of Quebec; Ian Hamilton
Benn and Edward George Price, both of

London, England, merchants; Wm. S.

Hofstra, of New York, merchant, and

Granger Farwell, Chicago, banker. The
company will have headquarters at Que-

bec.
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Owing to lack of water, Eddy's and
Booth's pulp mills have been running only

intermittently for the past two weeks.

The Chicoutimi Pulp Co. shipped about

6,000 tons of pulp to the International

Paper Co., during the autumn.

The Kingston Hosiery Co. is adding a

plant for manufacturing paper boxes, which

will soon be in full running order.

It was stated a short time ago that pulp

was being shipped from the Nova Scotia

Pulp Co. This must have been old stock,

however, as the mill is not running.

Callender's Paper Manufacturing Co.,

who started a peat paper mill in Ireland,

are receiving fresh life. A petition for

winding up was held over and the company

given power to issue 5 per cent, deben-

tures to the extent of £4,000. It is now^

reported that a total of £1,390 has been

raised, charged on the mills, patents, and

other assets.

The Manitoba Free Press announces that

application will be made at the coming

session of the Legislature for the incor-

poration of a pulp and saw^mill company
which has been organized by Winnipeg and

Minnesota men. The capital stock is

placed at $300,000. The company v^ill

operate on the Winnipeg river, east of

Fort Alexander. After they have got the

pulp and sawmills in operation the same
company will apply for separate incor-

poration to establish and operate an
electric power transmission plant.

A new pulp mill is to b^ erected on the

Maine side of the St. Croix river, near

St. Stephen, N.B. The St. Croix Paper

Co., who will erect the mill, has been or-

ganized only a few weeks, though the in-

dustry has been in contemplation for years.

The mill will be capable of turning out

100 tons of paper daily. The plant will

give employment to 400 hands, and it is

expected that a village of 1,500 people will

spring up around the mills. The company
owns 210,000 acres of timberland along the

St. Croix river, and at Sprague's Falls,

where the mill is to be built, there is

power enough for a plant ten times the

size. The St. Croix Paper Company is

capitalized at $2,500,000, and has elected

officers as follows: President, Frank Todd,

1 he Pulp and Paper

of St. Stephen, N.B.
; vice-president an-

general manager, Isaac B. Horeford.
New York City; treasurer, A. L. H<,

son. of Boston; clerk, B. V. Curran, 01

Calais, Me.; directors, Frank Todd, F. 11

Todd, of St. Stephen, N.B.; J. L. Hobson
A. L. Hob.son, John A. Knowles, of E ^

ton.

Application is being made at Frederictoii

for incorporation of a company to be

known as the Miramichi Pulp and Paper
Co. The object of the company is to ac-

quire the property of the Maritime Sul-

phite Fibre Co., at Chatham, N.B., and
carry on a pulp and paper business in that

town. The company is to be capitalized

at $300,000. The applicants are: George
T. Keyes, East Pepperell, Mass., president
of the Nashua River Paper Co.; Janv
Beveridge, St. John, paper maker; Cha
A Haight, Boston, Mass., attorney; Cha^,
\v. Keyes, East Pepperell, Mass., papcr
maker; Henry W. Keyes, Haverhill, N.H.,
paper maker; the first four mentioned to

be provisional directors. James Beveridge,
who was formerly with the Cushing mill,

has been appointed manager of the Chat-
ham mill. The machinery is being over-
hauled, and it is expected that the mill

will start in January. Pulpwood supplies
?re being stored on the grounds. The
mill will run to its full capacity. Whether
the output will be manufactured into paper
at the East Pepperell mill, or whether a

paper mill will be erected at Chatham, has
not yet been definitely decided. It is stated
the question of freight rates to New Eng-
land has been satisfactorily settled with
the Intercolonial Railway.

^ ^ 1«

PAPER TRADE OPENINGS IN
AUSTRALIA.

D. H. Ross, Canadian Commercial Agent
at Melbourne, writes as follows of open-
ings for Canadian paper:

A large and wealthy Melbourne firm—
with established branches throughout Aus-
tralia and New Zealand—wishes to be

placed in direct communication with a

Canadian paper mill. The firm in ques-
tion, for years past, has done an immense
business in "news" paper and all kinds of
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printers' supplies. Their distributing power

is so great that it offers an exceptional

opportunity for Canadian paper mills to

establish a direct purchasing agency upon

the very best basis. I strongly urge paper

manufacturers to take note of this enquiry,

and also to promptly communicate with

the Department of Trade and Commerce,

Ottawa, for the address of this influential

and important company.

It is impossible to ascertain, with any

degree of accuracy the quantities and values

of butter paper imported into Australasia,

as this item is not separately classified in

the customs returns. From careful en-

quiries made, I am of the opinion that at

least 700 tons will be required by Australia

and New Zealand for the butter season of

1904-05. In the marked development and

extension of the dairying industry there is

certain to be an increasing demand. Butter

paper—classified as "true vegetable parch-

ment"—is duty free according to the Com-

monwealth customs tariff. Europe—prin-

cipally Belgium—supplies the bulk of the

importations.

I know of several importers in these

states who would be glad to receive samples

and quotations of Canadian butter paper

upon the basis of f.o.b. (free on board)

steamer, New York, or, preferably, upon

the basis of c.i.f. & e. (cost, insurance,

freight and exchange) Melbourne. Any
particulars forwarded to this Canadian

commercial agency are assured of receiv-

ing every consideration from leading im-

porters and consumers of this product.

The address of one of the largest importers

of butter paper in Australia can be ob-

tained upon application to the Department
of Trade and Commerce, Ottawa, should

manufacturers prefer to communicate

direct with them.

In this connection it is interesting to

note the following items gleaned from
statistics supplied by J. S. Larke, Canadian
Commercial Agent at Sydney. The figures

given show the value of the imports from
Canada during the years 1901-02-03 :

1901. 1902. 1903.

Books £393 £176 £275
Printing- machinery. 248 229 490
Printing paper 1,078 3.189 2,116

Writing paper .... 523 359 907

Wrapping paper 38 24

Paper hangings .... 543

£2,242 £3,991 £4,355
It will be seen that while the whole vol-

ume of trade for these items has increased,

the separate amounts have varied in any-

thing but regular fashion during the three

years.

I« ^ II

TECHNICAL EDUCATION IN THE
PAPER TRADE.

Editor, Pulp and Paper ivIa^a/Jne.—

Sir,—The interest of stationers and
printers in the subject of paper is evi-

denced by the large attendance of men at

lectures which I am now giving in Lon-
don in the Central Y.M.C.A. on the sub-

ject of 'Taper Making and Paper Test-

ing." The total attendance at this c\tss

is 260, and when you learn that last year
a similar course was attended by 320 men,
you will readily understand ihat on this

side commercial and business men are

alive to the importance of technical knowl-
edge. The samples submitted to me for

illustration at the lectures by the students

form valuable evidence of the need of an
adequate acquaintance with the technology
of a growing industry.

Yours faithfully,

R. W. SINDALL.
Chamber of Commerce Bldgs.,

London, Eng., Nov. 26th, 1904.

^ ^ ^

MARKETS FOR CANADIAN PULP.

In an interview with the Pulp and Paper
Magazine, W. P. Ryrie, of the Ryrie Paper
Co., made the following remarks in regard
to the present condition of the trade in

mechanical wood pulp for export : "In

view of the fact that we, in Canada, are

now supplying nearly 20 per cent. <>i the

total British requirements in this commo-
dity, as well as a small proportion of the

United States demand, it becomes a very
important question as to which is to be the

market of the future. Situated as we are,

it would appear as though our neighbors

to the south must eventually become our
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chief cnstomcrs, but a number of our
largest nulls are geographically situated so

tl'iat the British market holds out induce-
ments, where the cost of .'l.'ipiicnt l)y rail

on this side is very high. It is claimed
by some of our pulp makers th.at the treat-

ment received at the hands ->f the British

paper makers is not all tliat could be
desired, but to those who are conversant
with the methods of testing, there can be
nothing fairer in theory, though in practice

it would appear to discriminate agiinst
our p.ilp makers. The procedure is to make
tests at the mill on receipt of shipments,
and if these do not come within i per cent,

of tlie invfjiccd weights, the services of an
ohicial analyst are called in to determine
the exact moisture, thus arri\'ing at a de-

hnite result, the settlement being effected

on the basis of his award. On the face

of it there could be nothing fairer than this

procedure, but a number of our producers
cannot understand why there should be
such discrepancies as exist between their

own mill tests and the results arriv-d at on
the other side.

Some pulp makers state that on ship-

ments to the United Stat es, where the goods
are turned out and shipped r.nder exactly

similar conditions, claims will not occur
once in twenty times, and it •

- hard to con-
ceive why there should be such differences.

Added to this, the inducement held out for

sending our outputs to the south are

numerous, chief amongst which might be
mentioned the fact that ^o many of our
mills the price paid is higher, and in a

great many instances the pulp is stowed in

a car, wrapped in its own nakedness,
whereas for shipments to Europe it must
be baled, which entails an additional cost
of some 40 to 50 cents per ton.

The opinion prevails in many circles that,

speaking generally, the market for our pro-
duction will eventually be almost exclu-
sively in this country and the United
States, leaving the British market to the
Scandinavians.

Personally, I feel that the paper makers
in the Old Country do not appreciate the
advantages which they have derived from
the fact of a very considerable competi-
tion of the Canadian producers, as it is

beyond question that had it not been

for the supplies from Canada, the Scandi-
navian pulp nun would have received much
better prices than they have had during
the past two or three years. The matter
of quality calls for no comment, as little

or no fault is to be found with our pulp
where the requirements of the British

paper maker are studied, and in point of

fact, they are more exacting than the user.s

on this side of the Atlantic."

^ "4 ^

PRINTING AND PUBLISHING.

J. & A. McMillan, printers and station-

ers, St. John, N.B., were burned ..out this

month for the eighth time in the 82 years

during which the firm has been in busi-

ness. Damage. $45,000; partly covered by
insiu-ancc. Cause of fire unknown.

The Canadian Preference League will

next month issue the initial number of ,1

magazine to be known as "Canada First."

Messrs Miller & Richard, the Scotch

type founders, are opening a branch in

Winnipeg. A warehouse 90 feet square is

being erected, and 1.000,000 pounds of type

will be kept in stock.

La Presse Publishing Co. has been in-

corporated at Montreal, under a Dominion
charter, with $1,250,000 capital. The com-
pany will acquire and publish La Presse
newspaper, and carry on a general print-

ing and publishing business. The incor-

porators are: Hon. Treffle Berthiaume,
ivI.L.A., journalist: Hermenegilde Godin,
manager; Simeon Beaudin, K.C. ; Louis G.
Gratton, general superintendent, and Joseph
E. Dupont, superintendent.

A change is being made in the stock
holdings of the Saturday Night, Toronto,
by which E. E. Sheppard will obtain com-
plete control. Application will be made
for the incorporation of the Saturday
Night. Limited, which will be entirely

distinct from the Sheppard Publishing Co.

The contract has been let for a build-

ing for the St. John Times, the new even-
ing paper in that city. It is to be of four
stories and will be the largest newspaper
building east of Montreal,
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PULP WASHER.

Horace Greeley Turner, of Montreal,

has been granted a patent on a pulp
washer.

Figure i is a side elevation of a pulp

washer constructed according to the in-

vention. Fig. 2 is a longitudinal vertical

sectional view thereof, taken on line A A,
Fig. I. Fig. 3 is a horizontal sectional

view taken on line B B, Fig. 2, and with
the series of openings in the horizontal

partitions shown in dotted lines; and Fig.

4 is a horizontal sectional view of the

automatically variable discharge valve.

and Hangs downwardly over the bearing
seat and keeps the pulp from leaking
through the bearing faces, but allows the
water to pass. A discharge pipe leads
from the bottom of the tank and com-
municates at its upper end with the in-

terior of the screening cylinder (through
the opening in the bearing block and its

seat), and at its lower end through a T
with one end of a pipe length h, the op-
posite end whereof has a loose joint elbow
/^' thereon, having the main discharge pipe

y mounted rigidly in the other end there-
of, such discharge pipe, through the
medium of the elbow, being adjustable to

If
!i

II

1

1 1 1 IJI

A circular tank b has a screening mem-
ber in the form of a cylinder c therein,

preferably constructed of perforated sheet
metal and extending from within a short
distance of the bottom thereof to a point
within a short distance of the top. The
lower end of this screening cylinder has a
bottom d, to which the lower end of the
driving shaft e is rigidly connected, as at

and the upper end has a solid head
with an opening d\ to prevent a vacuum
forming in the interior of the cylinder,
while an annular bearing block g of trun-
cated conical form upon the under side of
this bottom rests in a correspondingly
formed annular bearing seat upon the
bottom of the tank, thereby guiding the
lower end of the screening member and
centralizing it when it is inserted. A flex-
ible shield in the form of an annular apron
is fastened to the conical bearing block g

different angular positions to vary the
height of its discharge end, and conse-
quently adjust the resistance to the sub-
stance flowing through the screening
cylinder. The automatically variable dis-

charge valve is connected to the lower
end of the T.

A series of horizontal annular partitions
m are disposed a short distance above one
another within the tank, and with the wall
of the tank and the screening meriiber they
form a series of stages in each of which
the pulp passing through the tank receives
an independent washing. These plates are
of a width to extend from within contact
with the interior of the tank to within
close proximity to the screening cylinder,
the spaces between the inner edges of
such partitions and the screening cylinder
being closed by flexible packing rings n
while each partition is provided with an
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opening o, the openings of the series of

partitions being set in different angular

positions, and the corresponding side edge
of each opening has a vertical partition p,

extending upwardly to the opposite side

edge of the opening in the annular parti-

tion next above it. The lower-most an-

nular partition is supported on a ring q,

secured rigidly to the inside of the tank

a short distance above the lower end of

the screening cylinder, and the other an-

nular partitions are supported upon dis-

tance pieces r, each resting upon a parti-

tion and supporting the one next above it.

A series of doctors s are pivotally con-

nected at one side edge to the annular par-

titions between which they extend, and a

series of springs t yieldingly maintain these

doctors in bearing relation with the screen-

ing cylinder.

A series of perforated annular pipes u

of preferably upwardly progressively de-

creasing capacity are located one in each

stage, and they are of sufficient diameter

to encircle the stage near the outer peri-

phery thereof. These annular pipes are

fed from a common feed pipe v through

a series of branches, each controlled by a

valve w, and a series of nozzles y com-

municate at one end with the perforated

pipes and are disposed to direct a jet

diagonally upon the doctors to prevent

the collection of pulp on the latter. The

object of the diagonal arrangement of the

jets is to cause it to agitate the thickened

stock.

The branch pipes, which connect the com-

mon water feed pipe to the annular per-

forated pipes are connected to such an-

nular perforated pipes by plug joints 5

to allow the perforated pipe or sprinklers

to be easily removed. A series of wedges

7, driven between the interior of the tank

and the sides of the sprinkler pipes op-

posite to the common supply pipe, keep

the sprinkler pipes in place, and the upper

end of the driving shaft is provided with

a driving pulley 10, and such shaft bears

and is localized in a vertical opening or

a bearing box in a transverse girder 12,

supported upon the top of the tank, while

an oil tray 13, located beneath the girder

and encircling the shaft, prevents the drip

of oil from the bearing box or pulley

reaching the washer.

The automatically variable discharge

valve connected to the lower end of the T,

as before mentioned, consists of a short

sleeve 14, having a series of longitudinal

valvular slots or ports 15, and a valve disk

16 within this slotted sleeve is supported

by an expansible helical spring 17, sup-

ported in turn upon a cap 18, closing the

lower end of this sleeve.

The valve controlling the intake pipe is

opened and the pulp laden water is al-

lowed to flood the tanic. m so doing the

pulp laden water must first fill the first

stage and then rise through the opening in

the first annular partition into the second

stage, around which it is made to circle

until it comes in contact with the vertical

partition, when it will rise through the next
opening to the third stage, and so on un-

til it reaches the topmost stage. As it

flows around each stage the water will

flow through the screening cylinder to the

water discharge pipe, which it floods, and

simultaneously sufficient fresh water will

be sprayed into the stage to maintain

the original or any desired consist-

ency, thus causing a change of water

in each stkge, and consequently a pro-

gressive ^t^p by step washing of the pulp.

As the washing water flows from the

different stages into the screening cylinder

the level in the latter will gradually rise

until it overflows the discharge end or

mouth of the adjustable discharge pipe.

By adjusting this discharge pipe to differ-

ent angular positions, the working head

is varied, and the degree to which it is

set is uniformly maintained by the auto-

matically variable discharge valve.

^ H ^

PAPER DYEING.

Paper dyeing may be divided into dye-

ing the pulp and dyeing the finished paper.

In the latter case aqueous solutions of

first the rosin soap, then the dye solution,

or gum and painted on to the paper. In

pulp dyeing the usual method is to add

first the rosin soap, then the dye solution,

and then the fixing solution. In this way
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tli« paper is sized and dyed with an in-

sohible lake at the same time. Bleached

pulp must be nearly free from chlorine

when dyed, as the chlorine may destroy

the dye. In dyeing with acid dyes the lake

is precipitated with various metallic salts,

such as barium chloride or sugar of lead,

according to the nature of the dye. Blot-

ting paper is best dyed with substantive

dyes as it is disadvantageous to use a

mordant.

Variegated papers are made by incor-

porating dye fibres of jute, chopped small,

with the pulp after sizing. The jute is

dyed with, at most, one to one and a half

per cent, of dye and sulphate of alumina
or soda. The following is an example of

the process of pulp dyeing. To looo lb.

of pulp add first the dye, then 4 lb. of sul-

phate of alumina, and then the size. If

a quantity of tannin equal to twice or
thrice the weight of the dye is also added,
the color will be faster. The size is made
by boiling 10 lb. of rosin and 2 lb. of cal-

cined soda in a gallon and a half of water
for about three hours. Allow the mass to

stand, skim it, and dilute to ten times its

volume in distilled water.

For lithographic purposes and for get-
ting colored papers fast to water, aniline

dye lakes are painted on with a gelatine
vehicle, and the surface is lustred when
dry by calendering. The lakes are made by
adding solutions in water of the dyes to
kaolin, gypsum, starch, blanc fixe, etc., and
for lithographic purposes to hydrate of
alumina made by precipitating a solution
of 12 lb. of alum or sulphate of alumina
with one of 5 lb. of calcined soda. The
following are some good recipes:

1. For Basic Dyes—Dye, 2 lb., dissolved
in

:

Water 200 lb.

Kaolin 10 to 40 "

20 per cent, tannin solution. 20 to 25
"

20 per cent, sulphate of alum-
ina solution 20 to 25

"

2. For Acid Dyes—Dye, 2 lb., dissolved
in

:

W^te^ 200 lb.

Kaolin 10 to 40 "

20 per cent, solution of barium
chloride 20 to 25

"

20 per cent, solution of alum-

ina sulphate 20 to 25
'*

3- For Resorcin Dyes—Dye, 2 lb., dis-

solved in

:

Water 200 Ib^

Kaolin 10 to 40
"

20 per cent, solution of sugar

of lead 20 to 25

4. For Substantive Dyes—Dye, 2 lb., dis-

solved in :

Water 200 Ib^

Kaolin 10 to 40
"

20 per cent, solution of bari-

um chloride 20 to 25
"

When the lakes have been filtered oflT

and dried, they are ground, mixed with
vehicle, and applied to the paper, which is

calendered when dry.—Farben Zeitung of
Berlin.

^ ^ ^

PULP TIMBER OF THE HUDSOM
BAY REGION.

In a recent letter to the Globe on the
resources of the Hudson Bay district, J.
W. Tyrrell, the explorer, says this re-
gion is not, as a whole, a great timber
country. Indeed, the northern half of the
district is entirely devoid of timber of any
description, but the land of the southern
half is covered by forests of more or
less value, some river valleys and more
favored localities being well wooded by
valuable trees of good size.

The various trees include white elnr,

white pine, red pine, black ash, cedar,,
jack pine, balsam fir, canoe birch, the pop-
lars, larches, and spruces. Of those suit^
able for pulp, he says :

Aspen, or Common Poplar.—Has about
the same northern limit as the birch, and
is the most widely diffused tree of North
America. It is very abundant within its

range throughout the Hudson Bay dis-
trict, and is one of the most valuable
of the forest trees, being commonly as
much as 10 or 12 inches in diameter.

Balsam Poplar, or Balm of Gilead.

Extends considerably further north than
the white poplar, but is much less com-
mon. East of Hudson Bay this tree is

found as far north as Richmond GulJF.

West of the Bay it disappears near Fort
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Churchill, and thence its limit extends in

a northwesterly direction, about parallel

with those of the other northern trees.

Black Spruce.—Is by far the most

abundant tree in the Hudson Bay district,

forming, I should judge, 75 per cent, of

the whole forest. It is much to be re-

gretted that this tree does not attain a

larger size, being, as a rule, too small for

the manufacture of lumber.

White Spruce.—Though much less

abundant than black, is very common
everywhere throughout the forests of the

Hudson Bay district Its northern limit,

•which is about the same as the black

spruce, is, on the east side of James' Bay,

in about latitude 57 deg., a few miles

north of Richmond Gulf. On the west

coast of the Bay the limit extends to lati-

tude 59 deg., at the mouth of the Seal

river; thence it extends in a northwesterly

direction, passing close to the mouth of

the Copper Mine river, and on to the

mouth of the Mackenzie river. In latitude

•62 deg. 15 min. north, on the shore of

Cary Lake, I have seen white spruce

trees the largest of which measured 29

inches in diameter, two feet above the

ground. This was, of course, very ex-

ceptional. Mr. Low reports 18 inches as

no uncommon size for the species in

Labrador, and 20 inches at one locality,

near Lake Mistassini. Dr. Bell reports

cut spruce logs on Lake St. Joseph 18 and

20 inches in diameter.

In connection with the forest resources

of the district, it is very much to be re-

gretted that disastrous bush fires are of

more frequent accurrence, and some sys-

tem of fire prevention is of the highest im-

portance if these great resources are not

to be destroye'^

^ ^ ^

GRADING AND SORTING RAGS.

In a fine writing and printing mill

where many different qualities of paper

-are made the work done in the rag

house is necessarily important and the

examination, sorting and grading of the

rags after they reach the mill requires

experienced supervision. Many of the

trade grades are sorted or sub-graded by
different mills into qualities with differ-

ent numbers or names so that the sys-

tem of classification is only an arbitrary

one.

In a general way, however, the rags

may be classed as follows:

—

(a) New Material.—Hemp, linen, cot-

ton (white and colored), bleached and
unbleached. This includes English and
foreign white cuttings; moleskins;

muslins; canvas; brown, grey and cream
linens; light prints; shoe linings; stay

cuttings, etc.

(b) Clean white cotton and linen ma-
terials that have been used and washed.

This includes English, superfines, fines;

French, i and 2 linens, and No. i cot-

ton; German SPFFF and SPFF; Dutch,

extra fines; Belgian, i and 2, white

linens, etc.

(c) Soiled white and colored rags, in-

cluding outshots, seconds, thirds, old

canvas, blue cottons, house cloths. SPF
and the lower brands of German linen,

old rope, etc.

In class A the sorting of unbleached

cotton and linen and new canvas takes

a minimum time and is of an easy de-

scription, generally resolving itself into

cutting up the larger pieces into a suit-

able size for the machine cutter. New
white cuttings require somewhat more
attention. There is often a considerable

quantity of loading and starchy matter

present, some material containing as

much as 30 and even 40 per cent. If

there is much of this it is revealed in

the preliminary examination of the rags

in the bale, a claim, of course, being

made on the seller. Long muslin strips

are cut, and silk and woolen faced ma-
terial are looked for. Very small stuff

is generally objected to, owing to the

mechanical loss likely to occur in dust-

ing.

New colored prints need careful sort-

ing. There is the division of fast and

fugitive colors to be made, and a good

sorter will skilfully discriminate between

these. The chief evil is the rubber and

mackintosh article—a triumph of the

maker's art which often deceives the
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most expert over-looker, so like is it

to the ordinary print. The boot and
shoe lining variety take time whtn much
of it is composed of linen and jute.

In class B the parcels of cotton

articles that have seen better days, but

are still fairly strong and clean, offer

some scope for the grader. Where, for

instance, a soft cotton half-stuff is

wanted for a moderately priced paper,

the rag may be selected from a consign-

ment of fines, and this takes the

maximum time. Incidental to the sort-

ing of these for the softer rag a num-
ber of other sorts are made, and it is

possible for the parcel to yield some-
thing like the following: . soft cottons

70 per cent., strong No. 2 cottons 15

per cent., new cottons 4 per cent., old

linens 3 per cent., No. 3 cottons 6 per
cent., and the discriminating capacity of

the sorter is sometimes taxed in decid-

ing the line which divides hard from
soft rag in a bale of old material. Rags
in this class require attention for the

cutting of seams and removal of but-

tons.

It is in Class C where the greater
quantity of objectionable matter is

found. In the case of extremely dirty

rag, it is advisable, if only from a

humanitarian point of view, to treat it

to a sprinkling of a deoderiser, and a

preliminary dusting before weighing it

out to the sorters. In inferior outshots,

seconds and S.P.F., there is generally a

miscellaneous collection of rubber, but-
tons, string, cardboard, paper, etc., to

be picked out. It is, however, not always
a question of parting rag and rubbish
with these qualities. The art of grading
is often extended to them. Although, as
a rule, rag merchants grade on fairly

definite lines, observing a certain give
and take in the way of mixing, they are
not all connoisseurs on fibres, nor cog-
nizant with the divisions the mill makes
of a trade grade, and so occasionally an
expert supervisor gets a small harvest of
superior rag from a parcel of the C type.

A consignment of outshots at 9s. 6d.

per cwt. will sometimes yield 15 per
cent, of strong and 5 per cent, of soft

cottons, of fines quality. From some
seconds a fairly good outshot cotton is

made, and with old canvas a picking of

new stuff worth about 20s. a cwt. may
be obtained. The lower grades such as

thirds are often an inextricable and
almost unrecognizable mixture of dirty

linen and cotton articles, but a careful

sorting is sometimes rewarded by a few
good cottons being made. Of all ma-
terial, old tarred rope presents the least

difiiculty in actual sorting, and the

maximum in preparing. Before the

sorter can be said to have done with it,

the process of fitness for the bleaching

department, presuming it is to be used

for good white paper, is probably as fol-

lows: hand cutting; machine cutting;

devilling; back to the sorter to complete

the unravelling of the strands; a second

devilling and sometimes a third, after

boiling.

The sorter's connection with the hemp
waste and like material is the removal
of the larger woody tissue and shaking
it at the lattices, which has to serve in

the case of such loose-fibred material

for the more complete dusting by ma-
chinery.—J. Jonns, in Paper Makers^
Monthly Journal.

^ ^ ^

CHINA CLAY, GYPSUM AND SPAR
—THEIR MERITS AS FILLERS.

It may be thought that if a filling is only

white, it can always be used for any and
every kind of paper, and that if white-

ness and cheapness go together, the selec-

tion of a filling is not such a difficult mat-
ter. This view is, however, ])y no means
correct, as the nature of a filling plays

a very important part.

We need only considei here the three

most commonly-used fillings, namely,,

china clay, gypsum and heavy spar, as

they are the cheapest and also possess the

characteristic properties which I wish to

discuss. Asbestine and talc are also much
used, it is true, but the use of these fill-

ings is confined almost entirely to high-

class papers, the absolute whiteness of
which is t^e principal desideratum. The
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main question for every analyst is : How
can these three substances be most quickly

identified? As every paper chemist pos-

sesses a microscope, he is in a position to

carry out easy microchemical analyses,

which in the present case are most de-

cidedly to be preferred to those on a larger

scale.

To identify china clay, the well-known
Ignition test with the ash and treatment

with a drop of cobalt nitrate, which pro-

duces a blue color, the cobalt ultramarine

or Thenard's blue, may be employed and
is easily carried out with the coherent ash.

Gypsum is most rapidly identified micro-

scopically. As, however, gypsum which has

been ignited is only soluble with great

difficulty, it is better to work with the un-

ignited paper. A fragment of the paper

is boiled with a drop of distilled water,

and the water renewed until the paper

is thoroughly extracted. After gentle

evaporation, the concentrated drop of

gypsum solution is allowed to cool, when
fine crystals will deposit round the edge,

and which may be readily recognized even

on slight magnification. The long needles

with their characteristic points can be

easily seen and are a sure and certain

proof of gypsum. No reagents whatever
are required to detect this substance, and

with a little practice the operation can be

very quickly and accurately carried out.

Heavy spar causes the investigator

somewhat more trouble, but after a little

practice the manipulations can be per-

formed quite easily. A minute quantity of

the ash is taken and boiled with a drop

of concentrated sulphuric acid on the

slide. This operation will at first be

found difficult, as the drops run off and the

slides easily crack with the heat. A few
attempts will nevertheless overcome these

little troubles. When sufficiently boiled,

the preparation is allowed to cool, the dis-

solved barium sulphate crystallizing out

but very slowly. The crystals are, how-
ever, visible in a few mmutes, and take

the form of minute stars.

Having thus indicated how fillings may
be rapidly detected, we may now proceed

to discuss their properties. There are

papers which it is desirable should be

opaque, whereas others must be as trans-

parent as possible; again, others must be

hard and tough, while some papers must
be soft and lie as flat as possible. Ali

these requirements cannot obviously b(

fulfilled by one particular filling. The
best results will be obtained by taking not

only the composition of the stuflf, but also

the nature of the filling into consideration.

Take, for example, a paper which must be

produced as cheaply as possible, and must
yet be fairly hard and bulky. Papers of

this kind will be invariably found to be

made with a mixture of china clay and
gypsum, these being the two cheapest;

moreover, gypsum imparts a peculiar hard-

ness to a paper. I have always noticed

that papers which were fairly heavily

loaded and yet bulky, invariably contained

gypsum, whereas heavily loaded papers,

which contained china clay only, were of

a soft, limp nature, and could only be used

for printing purposes.

Writing papers, which it is desired

should be resonant, should be preferably

prepared with gypsum. The look-through
is also better and clearer when gypsum is

used. China clay always dims the trans-

parency. It is better, however, to mix the

two fillings together, as gypsum alone

causes too much loss and is consequently

unprofitable. As a rule, gypsum, on ac-

count of its solubility, entails more loss

than the other fillings. To produce

opacity in thinner papers, such as thin

printings, it is preferable to use china

clay. In chromo papers the chief require-

ments is that they shall lie perfectly flat,

and to this end a very heavy filling should

be chosen, which will compel them to do
so by its high specific gravity. The best

filling for this purpose is heavy spar, and
many excellent chromo papers which I

have specially examined for fillings con-

tained heavy spar.

It is manifest that a unit weight of

heavy spar will occupy a much smaller

paper will be less prejudicial to the felting

clay or gypsum, and for this reason a

fairly high percentage of heavy spar in a

paper will be less prejudicial to the felting

of the fibres than would be the case with

a specifically lighter material. For the

same reason also the transparency of the

paper will be comparatively clear and the
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tensile strength greater; the thickness,

however, is slightly less for the same
weight per square metre, while the total

specific gravity will have increased. Heavy
spar may also be detected by a much
shorter method, without a microscope. As
with coated papers, it is only necessary
to make a streak on the paper with a gold
ring and a distinct grey mark will be pro-
duced.

As a rule, the fillings which are indivi-

dually most suitable for a given kind of

paper are—gypsum for papers which must
be resonant and tough, china clay for

opaque papers, and heavy spar for fine

printing and chromo papers which must
lie flat readily. In working to pattern,

the manufacturer should always see that

the nature of the filling is ascertained, and
as the operation, as above described, is

not difficult and does not take up much
time, it can easily be carried out by most
paper chemists.—E. L. Selleger, in Der
Papierfabrikant.

^ ^ '4

PULP STRAINERS.

The accompanying illustrations show
a pulp strainer for pulp manufacture with
vertical strainer plates between which is

arranged a part (a swinging plate

pivoted at the end or in the centre) for

producing pulsations in the pulp.

Figs. I and 2 show respectively a cross
section and a longitudinal section of
such a strainer with bottom discharge.
In the casing a with a bottom outlet b

are arranged two vertical strainer plates

d, below which a channel c is provided,
covered at the top by a detachable cover
e. Below the cover is the inlet f for the
pulp to be strained, admitting it into the
working chamber A between the two
plates. The chamber A is closed at the

bottom by a rotatable plate g which,
when necessary, allows communication
to be established with the channel c.

Between the two strainer plates is ar-

ranged centrally a through spindle h

supported outside in stuffing boxes and
cprrying a perforated or non-perforated
swinging plate i. This swinging plate

(or plates, as several pairs of strainer

plates can he arranged behind each
other in separate working chambers) is

rocked to and fro between the plates d

by means of a suitable eccentric mechan-
ism through a lever k. The result of

this movement is that the material sup-

plied for the purpose of being strained,

is forced by the said swing plate from
one side, at the top, and from the op-

posite side, at the bottom, through the

Figs. I and 3.

strainer plates, and at the same time, the

other half at the top, and the opposite

half at the bottom, exercise suction on
it. The purified strained material passes

through the slots in the strainer plates,

which retain the knots, etc., into the

space / of the casing a and is discharged

through the outlet b of the latter, while

the knots and other heavier impurities

sink to the bottom and collect in the
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groove c, as during the operation the
valve g remains open. If it is desired
to clean the channel c from the im-
purities which have accumulated therein,
the working is stopped, the plate g closed
and the groove emptied through a suit-

able lateral discharge valve or door at s.

The suction produced by the swing
plate assists in the removal of any im-
purities that may have collected over
the slots of the strainer plates, that

is to say, it continuously cleans the
strainer plates, and as during the work-
ing all impurities are continuously al-

lowed to sink to the bottom, the slots

of the strainer plates always remain
clean and unobstructed. The result of

the construction described is that the
rocking movement of the swinging plate

is fully utilized, that is to say, when the
halves of the swing plate approach a

strainer plate, the material is corres-
pondingly forced out, and at the saii

time it is sucked in at the opposite side,

each of the two halves produces, there-
fore, above or below the swinging axis, a
suction and a forcing action. Owing to
the arrangement of the swing plate be-
tween two strainer plates, it works con-
tinuously with each of its halves, and
simultaneously exercises both a sucking
and a forcing action, while, if the swing
plates were not arranged between two
strainer plates, they could only be half
utilized. The result is that the

I

dimensions of the swing plate need be
only half as great as would be required
if the latter acted only on one side, and
this means, of course, reduced consump-
tion of power, combined with an ad-
vantage which is not to be despised, that
the external dimensions of the apparatus
are also reduced by about one-half. The
vertical arrangement of the strainer
plates has a further advantage that the
heavier particles naturally continuously
sink to the bottom, even though follow-
ing a zig-zag path on account of the
movement of the swing plate, and meet
no obstacles on their way and have no
opportunity of collecting at some unde-
sirable spot. The described action of
the swing plate is assisted by the fact

that any escape of the material upwards
(as happens in the case of open pulp
strainers) is prevented by the space be-
tween the two strainer plates d being
closed at the top, so that the material
can escape merely through the slots in

the strainer plates. For cleaning the ap-
paratus there is arranged at its lowest
point a washing valve v which can be
opened from the outside.

Fig. 3 shows a pulp strainer with out-
let at the top, in cross section. Gener-
ally the construction is the same as that
shown in Fig. i, with the difference that
the lateral chambers do not communicate
at the bottom, but the overflow box is

placed so high, that the cover is flooded
by the material.

Fig. 4 shows a double pulp strainer of
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the same construction in cross section.

Two single pulp strainers are arranged

in the same casing, and the swinging
levers are coupled together and are

operated simultaneously by the same
driving device.

A British patent has recently been
granted to Philipp Nebrich, of Germany.

%l ^ ^

EARLY PAPERMAKING IN THE
FAR EAST.

A very interesting contribution to the

history of paper manufacture has lately

been made by Dr. Julius Wiesner, of the

Academy of Sciences, at Vienna, to the

Zentralblatt fur die Ossterr.-Ungar. Papier-
industrie. During the past twenty years
Dr. Wiesner has devoted considerable at-

tention to the subject, and has demon-
strated that the art of papermaking was
practised since the 8th century by the
Arabs, who—themselves instructed by the
Chinese—communicated the process to

Europe perhaps as early as the nth cen-
tury. The oldest specimens of paper
hitherto discovered were sized with starch,

which since about the 14th century has
been replaced with animal size. Dr. Wies-
ner has studied not only the historical,

but also the practical and technical side
of the matter, having made careful micro-
scopical investigations of several early

samples of paper discovered in Egypt, etc.

More recently he has been enabled to
throw further light on the subject, owing
to the discovery by Dr. A. Stein, in some
ruins explored by him in Eastern Turke-
stan, of some very ancient documents on
paper—four in number, now in the British

Museum—which were referred to and il-

lustrated in his books on the Sand Buried
Ruins of Khotan, published in London in

1901 and 1903. Dr. Stein brought them
under the notice of Prof. A. F. Hoernle,
of Oxford, who in his turn submitted
them to Dr. Wiesner for microscopical ex-
amination, sending with them some other
specimens of known origin and date, for

purposes of comparison. It was in two
cases impossible to date the Stein docu-
ments with absolute certainty, b .t, gen-

erally speaking, the same characteristics

were present in each, viz., a mixture of
rag and vegetable fibres, sized with starch.

Two of them were found among the ruins
of Dandan-Uilig, in the desert of Takla-
makan, northeast of Khotan (Chinese
Turkestan), and the other two in the
ruins of the adjacent temple of Endere.
No. I was a Chinese document dated in

A.D. 782; it was composed partly of veget-
able fibres from Broussenatia Papyrifera
and other plants, and rags. Of what the
latter were composed Dr. Wiesner cannot
say, but many woolen threads were dis-

covered, with traces of starch adhermg,
though it did not appear that the paper
was sized with starch or any other m.at-

ter. Document No. 2 was also in Chinese,

and dated in 784. It had been made from
similar matter, there being no trace of

cotton, but plenty of vegetable fibres and
rags, which latter had evidently been
macerated and mechanically treated, like

those in document No. i. There were
traces of starch sizing, and also of pure
starch not in the condition of size, so

that Dr. Wiesner thinks there must have
been a gradual growth of practice from
using the starch in the ordinary pure
state to making it into size. Wheat or

barley starch was probably used. Docu-
ment No. 3, a Thibetan MS., bore no
date, but as an inscription found in the

Temple of Endere (whence it came), re-

corded the fact that the building had been
covered with sand as early as 719, it is

assumed to be at least as old as that date.

It was composed entirely of vegetable

fibres, which had been subjected to a

macerating process. They were probably

derived from some species of Daphne
such as Daphne cannabina or Daphne
papyracea, the latter being used in Ne-
paul for papermaking purposes. As there

was a considerable percentage of rice

starch embedded in the substance of the

paper, it was almost impossible to resist

the conclusion that it had been added with
the view of making some special variety.

There was also a decided coating of starch

on the written surface of the sheet, as

well as traces of it on the back, possibly

communicated by contact with the coated

face of some other sheet. It was, in fact,
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evident that the addition of starch to the

paper alone enabled it to be used for writ-

ing purposes. Document No. 4 (of which

only a tiny strip could be examined), was

a Brahmin MS. in an unknown tongue; it

was undated, but was possibly as old as

the seventh century. It was composed al-

most entirely of vegetable fibres, which

had been macerated. The sizing was a

mixture of starch-size and free starch,

with traces of gelatine derived from
lichens. As the Chinese employed that
plant as a basis for size in papermaking,
the Doctor thinks that the document under
notice was perhaps made from waste paper
which had been sized in that way. In all

four do:uments dicotyledonous plant fibres

appeared to enter into the composition of
the paper, a practice which was probably
of Chinese origin. At some later date
rag fibres were added, both sorts being
beaten or pounded for use in papermak-
ing, and also submitted to some macerat-
ing process. Although various plant fibres

were used by the Chinese, the quality of
the paper made was about the same, and
the makers of it were probably the first

to use starch for sizing purposes. In the

earliest stage of papermaking in the Far
East, the sheets turned out were of the

consistence of blotting, and thus could
only be written on by means of Indian
ink. Then came a time when a better

writing surface was obtained by facing the

paper with a coating of, say, gypsum. The
next stage was sizing with lichen gelatine,

and then came the application of starch

in the dry state, to which was subsequently

added the use of diluted starch size. As
soon as it was seen that the latter was an
excellent sizing material, it was used to

the exclusion of all others, and is found
in most samples of early Chinese paper.

The Arabs followed the latest practice

of the Chinese in using starch-size

without the addition of any granular

starch. A knowledge of papermaking can
thus only have been acquired by them at

a time when the Chinese had 'passed all

the preliminary experimental stages and
arrived at the point of making ordinary

size paper. Document No. 3 is supposed

to have been manufactured in Thibet, and
brought to Turkestan by the Thibetan.,
who conquered that district about 71;
The Thibetan papermakers only seem
have used a single dicotyledonous plant
their work, i.e.. Daphne cannabina or son
closely allied variety, excluding rags alto-

gether. The face of their paper was ap-

parently only treated with starch for the

purpose of rendering it fit to write on,

whereas the Arabs and the Chinese user]

starch in paper to render it strong,

whiter, less permeable, and heavier. Tl

notion hitherto entertained by those bc-i

entitled to speak on the subject, i.e., that

the manufacture of rag paper was fir^i

practised by the Arabs, has been practically

demolished by Dr. Wiesner's researches,

which have demonstrated that rags wcr.-

used in papermaking by the Chinese
early as the beginning of the eighth cc 1

tury. The Arabs, no doubt, brought tin

branch of the art to a state of perfection

some three or four centuries later, and it

was then communicated by them to the

Europeans. But the Chinese were certainly

first in the field in this direction, perhaps
as early as the fourth or fifth century,

or even earlier still, and their most an-

cient papers are distinguished from early

Arab ones by the fact that the rags have
been mechanically treated. Space has only

permitted us to make for this journal a

brief resume of Dr. Wiesner's papers on
this interesting subject, but they will be

found in full in the pages of our Vienna
contemporary. It may be mentioned that

Dr. Wiesner had, prior to his receiving the

Stein documents, made an examination of

several other early papers, of Arab origin,

dating from 751 to 796 (one was definitely

dated 768), so that his previous researches

placed him in a position to duly appreci-

ate and recognize the special character-

istics of early papers from the East.

Nevertheless, the result of his investiga-

tion of the Stein documents has led him
to change his preconceived ideas in some
respects, and has also enabled him t'

carry back the history of the papermak-

ing industry to a still more remote period

than before, basing it, not on mere tradi-

tion, but on actual specimens of paper

made.—World's Paper Trade Review. i
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EDGE-RUNNERS AND PULPING
MACHINES.

The relative advantages and disad-

vantages of edge-runners compared with

pulping machines, such as those of Wur-

I

ster and Dietrich, are summed up by a

[
writer in the Wochenblatt. For pulping

waste paper where the expense of sort-

ing is too great, and various foreign

I

bodies, as pieces of string, thread and

other hard or elastic impurities are pre-

sent, edge-runners are indispensable.

They further allow of the stuff being

beaten wet or free to any desired extent,

so that by varying conditions, such as

quantity of charge, moisture and dura-

tion of treatment, any desired effect may

be produced.

On account of this a better felting of

fibres, and hence a tougher paper is

obtained, which is better suited to re-

tain coloring matter, mineral matter or

other loading. The edge-runners are,

further, the best and safest means for

reducing such hard papers as parchment

or strong glazed papers. It is a further

advantage that wet beaten stuff can be

obtained from such paper. Opinions are

divided as to the advantage of a pre-

liminary boiling, but the work of edge-

runners the author considers to be

effective without this.

On the other hand, with edge-runners

a loss of time results in charging and

emptying the pans; the period of treat-

ment cannot be controlled, and a certain

proportion of the fibres are damaged
and ground so fine that they are lost.

The process is a long one, and much
power is frequently wasted yielding a

product lacking in uniformity, Acci-

I

dents to the workmen are not uncom-
mon, and repair of the stones is ex-

I

pensive as it is not infrequent, and fur-

!

ther loss results from the plant being

I

kept at a standstill for a time. Any

I

foreign bodies, such as wool or coal are

[

ground up and contaminate the stuff, as

i also a certain proportion of sand from
the stones.

With the pulping machinery the work

I

is continuous and the yield large. There
is a great saving in time and expense;

product is of a uniform character; no
damage is done to the fibres; there is

no danger in working the plant; less

space is occupied, and foreign bodies

do not get ground in and mixed up with

the pulp. On the other hand, unsorted
waste papers are unsuitable, as they

would clog up the machine, and certain

hard, tough papers cannot be treated,

but most important of all, wet stuff can-

not be prepared with a pulping machine;
resource must be had to the edge-
runner.

Clayton Beadle is of opinion that,

although the foregoing is true in many
respects, there are many statements

made which are certainly not borne out

in the practice of this country. Thus,

edge-runners are found to be not effec-

tive in Iiard-sized papers if the papers

have not been previously boiled. It is

next to impossible to grind up hard-

sized papers that show lumps unless the

stuff has been previously submitted to

boiling. With papers containing rosin

size the grinding can be effected the

more easily in edge-runners, especi-

ally if a small amount of alkali is added
during the grinding.

On the other hand, pulping machines
are able to pulp up hard sized papers

which have not been previously boiled,

and to give a very excellent result. It

can hardly be said that the period of

treatment cannot be controlled with the

edge-runners. The extent of the treat-

ment is controlled by the time that the

material is left in the runners, and by
the amount of charge, etc., and the edge-

runners need not be discharged until de-

sired result is obtained, whereas, with a

continuous machine, unless care is ex-

ercised, the stuff will come through be-

fore it has been properly pulped.

Accidents with edge-runners in this

country are, Mr. Beadle thinks, very

rare, and with a good pair of edge-run-

ners with a granite bed and granite

stones the wear is only slight, and the

liability to injure the stones is very re-

mote, but with most other remarks Mr.

Beadle's opinion is in accord witli that

of the author.—Henry P. Stevens, in the

Paper Trade Review.
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FORESTRY EDUCATION.

1 lie November niimiier of the University
of Toronto Monthly contains an article

with the above title, v^ritten by E. J.

Zavitz, B.A., superintendent of the
forestry experimental plots at the On-
tario Agricultural College in Guelph.
The writer quotes Professor Fernow in

defining a forester as follows:

—

"A forester is not, as the American
public has been prone to apply the word,
one who knows the names of trees and
flowers,—a botanist; nor even one who
knows their life history,,—a dendro-
logist; nor one who, for the love of trees,

proclaims the need of preserving them,

—

a propagandist; nor one who makes a

business of planting parks or orchards,

—

an arboriculturist, fruit-grower, land-

scape gardener, or nurseryman; nor one
who cuts down trees and converts them
into lumber,—a wood-chopper or lum-
ber-man; nor one sent to prevent fires

or depredations in woodlands,—a forest

guard; nor one who knows how to pro-
duce and reproduce wood crops,

—

a silviculturist
;

but, in the fullest

sense of the term, a forester

is a technically educated man, who, with
the knowledge of the forest trees and
their life history, and all that pertains

to their growth and production, com-
bines further knowledge which enables
him to manage a forest property, so as
to produce certain conditions resulting

in the highest attainable revenue from
the soil by wood crops."

Proceeding, Mr. Zavitz outlines the
need of forest management in Ontario.

We have forty million acres of non-
agricultural land to be held as a forest

reserve, besides a great number of small
areas in the older parts of the province
which have been cleared or burned over,

and which might better be bearing wood
crops than be lying idle or yielding

agricultural crops at a loss.

The writer outlines what is being done
in other countries in the way of forestry

education—much of which information
was also given in an article in this maga-
zine in a recent issue—and closes with the

following paragraph, which we hear'

endorse:

—

"In our own Province, consider^:

agitation in many quarters has sho

.

that public opinion is demanding a ni

intelligent consideration of our fore-^-

problems. Much can be learned fruii

foreign methods, but it will be nec-

sary for us to develop a system al<.

lines which are peculiar to our o\\

conditions. Technical training is :

necessary for the proper treatment
forest lands as it is for the operation
mining or agricultural interests.

Forestry School in the Province of On
tario is evidently the next step toward-,

the formation of a rational forest'

policy. This step should not be difficr,

as we have guidance in the experien
of many older countries. The natui

place for a Forestry School is in a st;.

or provincial institution^ such as li

University of Toronto. Very valuab
relations could be established between
such a school and the Crown Lands De-
partment, which has the administration
of our forest reserves. As the Ontanu
Agricultural College is in affiliation w^tli

the provincial University at Toront
such a school could be of great bene:
to any agricultural forestry movement. '

H ^ ^

COLORIMETRIC TEST FOR
CELLULOSE.

Cellulose may be assumed to be

composed of those carbohydrates which,
when heated for twenty-four hours at a

temperature of io8° C. with a solution

of calcium or magnesium bisulphite of

a certain strength do not pass into solu-

tion. By this treatment other carbo-

hydrates similar to cellulose are dis-

solved, such being, e.g., hydrocellulose

oxycellulose, and pentosanes. Pure cel-

lulose yields perfectly clear solutions

with concentrated sulphuric acid, and
such solutions only become colored very

graduall3^ In many celluloses, such a-

those from birch and beechvvood, 0.2 t'>

0.3 per cent, more carbon is found than
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required by the formula H^^^ O^.

L ellulose is most probably not a single

chemical compound, but a mixture of

compounds containing also hexose and

pentose groups. To enable impure

cellulose to be accurately weighed, the

sample should be dried in a desiccator

over phosphorus pentoxide, at a tem-

perature of 60° C. Muller's process of

alternate treatment with bromine water

and ammonia is preferable to Schultze's

method for the determination of the

cellulose in wood fibre. To obtain pure

cellulose, however, Muller's method of

treatment must be continued for eight

days, but the cellulose becomes attacked

by the bromine. In such case a correc-

tion of about 3 per cent, should be made.

The methods at present in use for the

accurate determination of cellulose are

so complicated and consume so much
time that a colorimetric method for the

rapid determination of cellulose is pre-

ferable.

By this method the purity of a cellu-

lose is determined by the brown color

yielded by the treatment of a certain

amount of cellulose with a certain

amount of concentrated sulphuric acid.

The more intense the brown color pro-

duced the more impure the cellulose so

treated. The method may be carried out

as follows: 22 milligrammes of the

sample (corresponding to 22 milli-

grammes of absolutely dry fibre) are

dissolved in 20 c.c. of concentrated sul-

phuric acid. Comparative colors are

obtained by dissolving other kinds of

fibre in the same way, the cellulose in

which has been determined by one of the

accurate but more complicated methods
above mentioned.

The solution of the sample under ex-

amination is diluted with alcohol until

of the same color as the pattern con-

taining a particular amount of cellulose.

From the ratio of the volume thus ob-

tained the percentage of cellulose or

impurities, etc., can then be calculated.

The results are accurate to within o.i

per cent.—Professor P. Klason, in

Papier Zeitung.

THE BLEACHING OF WOOD PULP.

By R. W. Sindall, F.C.S., and F. Heck-

ford, in World's Paper Trade Review.

(Continued from last issue.)

The Tacts recorded in tlxe previous article

as to the behavior of wood pulp when
brought into contact with solutions of or-

dinary bleaching powder indicate that con-

siderable variations in the final results are

possible. At the same time the paper-

maker is, generally speaking, only con-

cerned with the problem of getting a cer-

tain desired result in a minimum of time

with the least amount of expenditure.

Unfortunately there is a great tendency

on the part of most practical men to re-

gard this problem as a merely mechanical

process, and that it may be solved by hap-

hazard alterations of existing methods.

Now while it is true that some of the

modern systems have displaced older

methods with advantage, probably as a re-

sult of a lucky hit, yet we cannot look

upon any such procedure with satisfaction

if all the intricate paper mill problems are

to be dealt with similarly.

In the case of wood pulp, it is well

known that improvements have been made
with the operation of bleaching to such an

extent that any further progress seems

out of the question, but our knowledge
of the reactions taking place is after all

extremely limited, and so long as this limi-

tation exists, the work of bleaching cannot

be put on a satisfactory basis.
,

In proportion as we investigate the con-

ditions under which the bleaching takes

place, we accumulate facts and data upon

which to devise methods of treatment cal-

culated to give definite results. It is obvi-

ous that a papermaker would be amply re-

paid for the costs of such an investigation,

but so long as the technical chemist at-

tached to many mills is merely regarded

as an official for testing moisture in pulp,

bleach, soda, ash in papers, and so forth,

all of which details are important enough,

then so long will the higher and more

valuable branches of scientific pap:rniak-

ing remain untouched.

These remarks may appear to be a di-

gression from the main subject under con-
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sideration, but as a matter of fact they

have an important bearing on such a tech-

nical matter as the bleaching of pulp.

The rate at which the bleach used for

pulp is consumed when a known weight of

the latter is mixed with a measured vol-

ume of solution, must throw some light

on the question. The precise relations be-

tween the chemical constitution of wooa
pulp and the rate of consumption have not

been studied, and therefore it is scarcely

possible to say at the moment what prac-

tical results would accrue to the paper-

maker.

Pulps vary a great deal in their be-

havior. Two brands may bleach to an

equal color in the same time, and show
considerable differences in color during

successive periods. Some pulps bleach

slowly at first, and more rapidly in the

later stages, while others behave in quite

the opposite manner.

The methods for determining the rate

of consumption of bleach are very simple,

and in order to assist our younger readers

to working out problems for themselves,

we append a few directions.

(i) Solutions Necessary. — Standard

solution of arsenious acid, and a freshly

prepared bleach liquor of convenient

strength. For investigation of a pro-

longed character it is very convenient to

make up the bleach so that its strength is

1,000 cc. bleach liquor = 50 grammes
of strong powder.

Since I cc. normal arsenious acid =
•00355 grammes chlorine, we may also as-

sume that for good bleaching powder of

35 to 36 per cent, chlorine, i cc. normal
arsenious acid .01 grammes of good
bleaching powder (having an average

strength of 35.5 per cent, available chlor-

ine).

If the powder used for the preparation

of the solution is weak, corrections must
be made accordingly.

Example.—If powder tests 35.5 per cent,

available chlorine weigh out 50 grammes
for 1,000 cc. solution. If powder tests only

33 per cent, available chlorine weigh out

5303 grammes for 1,000 cc. solution.

By this means the relative strengths of

the arsenious acid and bleach solution are

constant, so that

5 cc. normal arsenious acid = i c(

strong bleach solution.

A convenient quantity of the air (lr\

wood pulp, say 5 grammes, careful 1>

selected so as to form an average sampk
of the sheets taken, is thoroughly broken
up by being moistened with hot water and
then torn in small shreds. The pulp
placed in a dish with a measured quan-
tity of water, and the volume of bleadj
added in requisite proportions. For
pulp likely to consume a large amount
bleach, add such a volume of solution

will contain dry powder equivalent to 25
per cent, of the weight of wood.
The following proportions have be

found to work well for an investigation

this character

:

Air dry wood pulp, 5 grammes.
Solution of bleach, 25 cc. (equal to i _

grammes powder.)

Water, 55 cc.

Ratio of wood pulp to solution, 1:16.

From time to time, at intervals of one
hour, more or less, according to circum-
stances, small definite quantities of 2 cc.

are withdrawn and titrated with normal
arsenic and the consumption of bleach

noted.

Example.—2 cc. of the solution made
according to the instruction given (viz..

25 cc. strong bleach and 55 cc. water),

will require 13.12 cc. normal arsenious

acid for neutralization.

If after one hour, 2 cc. withdrawn re-

quires 2.5 cc. normal arsenious a;id, the

conditions are :

2 cc. solution = 2.5 normal arseniou-

acid.

2 cc. solution = 0.5 cc. strong bleach solu-

tion.

Hence, 80 cc. solution = 20 cc. strong

bleach solution which represents the bleach

unconsumed at the end of the first hour.

In calculating the bleach unconsumed at

the end of the successive hours, correc-

tions must be applied for the quantitir

withdrawn for titration.

In order that experiments on the amount
of bleach consumed by one ton of a cer-

tain pulp shall give consistent and uni

form results, it is necessary to exerci-

some care in the selection of samples. Th'^
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refers more particularly to laboratory

trials on consignments delivered for mill

11 -e. When we consider that four or five

•grammes of pulp (453 grammes = i lb.

a\oirdupois) , have to be taken as repre-

-^ciitative of a delivery of say 50 tons air-

dry pulp, it is obvious that careful dis-

crimination must be exercised in drawing-

sheets for ultimate analysis.

The Selection of Samples.

The process known as "quartering," so

common in the operation of sampling ores,

may be adopted in principle; at least, with
great advantage. In its application to the

method of sampling pulp we proceed as

follows

:

If the parcel of 50 tons consists of 400
bales, take 16 or 20 bales equivalent to 4
or 5 per cent, of the total number from
various sections of the stack. Where pos-
sible, it is far better to take every twenti-

eth bale from the consignment as it is be-

ing delivered into the mill. Out of each
bale draw a sheet, preferably from the

centre. Cut each sheet into four parts.

Reject three of the quarter sheets and keep
the 20 quarter sheets for analysis.

The laboratory sample thus obtained
gives an ample supply for several dupli-

cate tests, and also sufficient pulp to be
kept as a reserve for reference.

The small quantity necessary for bleach-
ing, viz., four to five grammes, can be
obtained by cutting out small discs with
an ordinary cork borer, two or three discs

being taken from each sheet. Or strips

one-quarter inch wide can be cut from
all the laboratory sheets, and divided into

suitable lengths.

This method is simple, and ensures ac-

curate results.

The Rate at which Bleach is Consumed.
We have suggested that the rate

of bleach consumption might be
studied with advantage as probably
affording some data for the investigation
of the nature of the constituents of wood
pulp. We now give the results of some
preliminary trials in this direction.

Experiment I.—Brand C—An ordinary
soda wood pulp. 50 grammes air-dry pulp
with 450 cc. bleach liquor at 65 degs. F.

(containing bleach solution equivalent to
IT.7 grammes of dry bleaching powder).

Experiment II.—Brand B.—A sulphite

pulp. About 14 per cent, of bleaching

powder, calculated on the air-dry weight

of pulp, added. Actual consumption for

color required amounted to 12.5 per cent.

Experiment III.—Brand A.—A sulphite

wood of good color, requiring a consump-
tion of 8 per cent, of bleach.

Setting out in tabular form the rate at

which the amount of dry bleaching powder
is consumed, we obtain the following re-

sults, expressed in terms of the percent-

age rate. The total bleach added is taken

as 100 and the proportions consumed each

hour are taken as percentages of the

total

:

RATE OF CONSUMPTION.

Hours. Brand C. Brand B. Brand A.
0 .0 .0 .0

I 330 20.0

2 440 30.0 330
3 51.0

,
43 0

4 66.0 550 490
5 70.0 56.0

6 78.0 63

7 80.0 90.0 70

It will be noticed that in none of these
cases was the total bleach consumed in the
seven hours. If the figures are plotted out
on a curve, the differences in behavior be-
come very clear and may be expressed in

definite form.

Thus with Brand C, we have a pulp
which bleaches very rapidly during the first

hour, and then bleaches at a uniform rate
for the succeeding four hours, and subse-
quently consumes bleach very slowly.

In the case of Brand B., the pulp
bleaches somewhat rapidly during the first

hour, and then the rate of consumption is

quite uniform for the following six hours.

Finally with Brand A., the pulp, in com-
mon with most brands, consumes bleach
rapidly at first, but afterwards the rate

of consumption gets slower and slower.

These three brands are tj^pical of the
conditions which will occur with the ma-
jority of pulps. The rate of consumption
beyond the period of seven hours is not
of immediate interest to the papermaker,
but it is still a question of some moment
in an investigation of this kind. The
period for absolute and final disappear-
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ance of the total bleach added was not
determined in these preliminary trials.

(To be continued)

It ^ ^

REMINISCENCE OF THE DON
PAPER MILLS.

V. H. Hickox, of Niagara Falls, gives
to a contemporary some recollections of
the Don Valley Paper Mills. Although
Mr. Hickox is mistaken in stating that this

was the first paper mill in Upper Can-
ada, his letter is an interesting contribu-
tion to the history of paper manufactur-
ing in Canada

:

"It was the summer of 1841 that my
father and another paper maker, whose
name was Samuel Prine, engaged to go to

Toronto and start the first paper mill in

Upper Canada. They left Niagara Falls

in June of that year. This mill was
located about three miles from the city,

up the River Don, a beautiful, clear stream
of water, well supplied with trout and
other kinds of fish in abundance. The
country round abo.it was a vast wilder-

ness of heavy timber, mostly pine, with here
and there a little clearing with log cabin

homes of the early pioneers. Eastwood &
Skinner, brothers-in-law, two enterprising

Englishmen, built the first mill and re-

ceived a cash premium from the Canadian
Government. In connection with the paper
mill there was a grist mill, a brewery and
distillery, owned by the Helliwell Bros.,

and the place was named Don Mills.

Owing to the ruggedness and beauty of

scenery and the genial and fraternal spirit

of the inhabitants, my father and Prine

became attached to this new neighborhood
and resolved to move from Niagara Falls

that summer. I was five years old, and
a sister three, when my father migrated
to Don Mills. Mr. Prine had three little

boys. We soon formed an acquaintance

with other children in that locality in the

old red school-house on the hill. Charley
Medford, George Cudmore, Tom Thorn,
Dave Cramp, they were the favorites. Mr.
Prine, after a stay in Don Mills of three

years, got homesick, and, to please his

wife, moved back to Niagara Falls, in

1844, and soon after died on Bath Island.

My father made a sojourn of seven ye.,

during which time he started a seco
paper mill on the Don river, two mi
above the first mill. We moved to Ham
burg, west of Buffalo, about 1848. In tli(

year 1851 Albert H. Porter sold the paper
mill on Bath Island, and my father, I.,

this change, secured his old position
superintendent of the upper Don papu
mills. Then he moved back to Toronto m
1851, where he remained for many years,
respected as the man who made the first

sheet of paper in the Upper Province of

Canada. The wilderness of the Don ha^
changed like other localities. The old
paper mills are no more. Others of later

date have taken their places. I strod*

down the old hill road into the vail. >

where I oft coasted with play-mates. Ai
the foot of this hill road is where the first

paper mill stood. Now a brick structure

has taken its place. The old Eastwood
home, a stone house, still remains. The
Skinner house, that stood near by, known
as the old red house, built of wood, h;

disappeared, nothing but the foundatio
remains, overgrown with weeds and \\\

grass. Where the grist mill and brewei
of the Helliwell Brothers stood and
large dwelling house, nothing but ruins re-

main."

^ ^ %l

—Karl Gaertner, of Berlin, has invented
a process for turning to account the sticky

wastes arising from the manufacture of

paper and cellulose, which have hitherto

been only incumbrances to manufacturer>.

Gaertner works the waste up into a plastic

mass and makes friezes, wall ornaments,
etc. His method is to cover the object (or

form) from which a cast is required with
a tolerably wide-meshed tissue, and then

paint the paste on the latter, which also

serves to suck up the moisture of the

mass, so that within a few minutes the

cast can be rolled off. The "Plastoid-

Industrie" in Munich, has put some "tak-

ing" samples on the market.

^ ^ ^
Twelve improved diaphragm screens are

being installed in the pulp mill at Sault

Ste. Marie, Ont., replacing those that have

been in use for some time.
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Forestry and Pulpwood

On the 1st inst., word was received at

St. John's, Nfld., by cable, that the direc-

tors of the Amalgamated Press, Limited,

had accepted the terms of the purchase

of timber lands, recently arranged by Sir

yXlfred Harmsworth. The price to be paid

is $500,000, and it is stated that the Harms-

worths will spend $2,000,000 in erecting

pnip mills.

W. H. Parsons, of New York, who has

owned the controlling interest in five com-

panies—the W. li. Parsons Company of

New York, the Bowdoin Paper Company
of Brunswick, l\Ie., the Lisbon Falls Paper

Company of Lisbon Falls, INIe., the

Pejepscott Paper Company of Brunswick,

Me., and the Bay Shore Lumber Company
-—has just sold his interest in the same to

David S. Cowles of New York, and the

Hon. F. C. Whitehouse of Topsham. i\Ir.

Whitehouse for many years has been the

head of the Bowdoin Paper Company. Mv.

Parsons' retirement further consolidates

the important paper interests which have

extensive timber land holdings in New
Brunswick. The formation of the Bay

Shore Lumber Co., and their acquisition

of timber lands at Great Salmon River,

N.B., was noted in this column last month.

The Upper Spanish Improvement Co. has

been incorporated under an Ontario char-

ter, with a capital of $20,000, to construct

dams, slides, piers, etc., on the Spanish

River at and above Biscotasing Lake. The
headcjuarters of the company will be at

Biscotasing, and the provisional directors

will be Robert Booth and Patrick Shannon,

of Pembroke, and John A. Shannon, of

Biscotasing, all lumbermen.

%l ^ ^

PERSONAL.

Harry Smith was caught in a shaft in

the Montrose paper mill, St. Catharines,

Ont., Canada, last month, and was almost

instantly killed. He was forty-one years

of age, and is survived by a widow and

seven children.

F. Howard Wilson, president of the J.

C Wilson Co., Limited, was presented by
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the employees of the Montreal, Lachute,

St. Jerome, and Winnipeg branches of the

lirm with a grandfather's clock on the occa-

sion of his marriage.

It is stated that John R. Barber, M.P.P.,

will retire from political life. He has been

member for Halton for six years, and

though never prominent as a politician, he

has done good committee work and has

been an able supporter of the Government.

^ ^ ^

CATALOGUES, BOOKLETS, ETC.

The Canadian C)liver Typewriter Co. has

issued a leaflet reporting the results of

the awards at the World's Fair, St. Louis.

The Oliver machine took the gold medal.

Each of the many exhibitors urged a score

of claims why they should get honors, and

there was so much fighting for the chief

prize that the jury must have had a hard

time of it. It is very gratifying to know
that the grand prize was carried off by a

machine which was invented by a Cana-

dian and developed in Canada.

The Kinleith Paper Co., of St. Cath-

arines, for whom C. Howard Smith, 4
Cote St., Montreal, and 84 Wellington St.

W., Toronto, is selling agent, advise their

customers that having got settled in their

new quarters, after the Toronto fire, they

will resume the issue of their samples of

special papers.

The B. D. Rising Paper Co., of Housa-
tonic, Mass., are sending out a series of

special makes of bond papers for which
high claims are made. The Buntin-Reid

Co., Toronto, are Canadian agents for one

class of these papers, the Barber & Ellis

Co., Toronto, for another, and Davis &
Plenderson, Toronto, for a third.

The B. Greening Wire Co., of Hamilton,

Ont., are publishing in January a series

of catalogues, one for each separate de-

partment. The first deals with wire cloth

and perforated metal. They have spent a

great deal of labor on this book, and it is

the most complete catalogue in these two

lines of business we have yet seen. It is

not only complete, but convenient in form.

The mesh in wire cloth is measured from

the centre to centre of wire and this frc-
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qucntly leads to confusion owing to cus-
tomers and others measuring between the
wires, so the Greening Wire Co. publish
a half-tone with rule on it (page 21),
showing how cloth should be nu-asured,
and on page 10, a half-tone showing how
screening is measured. One is from centre
to centre of wire, and the other in the
clear or between the wires. They also

show through the catalogue a great many
cuts showing the full size of the screen-
ing and wire cloth, but the most import-
ant improvement this year is giving the
decimal size of the opening as well as

the decimal size of the wire, thus en-
abling anyone at a glance to see what to
order should he have been using a wire
cloth and want to replace it with some-
thing heavier or lighter, which would give
exactly the same size of opening. In per-
forated metals they give illustrations of
the exact size of the dies, besides the trade
number and measurement of the holes.
The general appearance in regard to the
paper, printing, etc., is highly creditable. A
cut shows the latest additions to the com-
pany's works. Pulp manufacturers will
be specially attracted to page 47, where
pulp mats are described, although every
pulp maker will be interested in the bal-
ance of the catalogue. The company will
be pleased to forward copies of these
catalogues to any readers interested.

^ ^ ^

SCREENING PULP.

Among patents recently issued in Great
Britain is one to Theodor Qviller, resid-
ing at Essvik, near Sundsvall, Sweden,
and Hans Stub, residing at Christiania,'

Norway, for improvements in centrifugal
machines for screening pulp and paper
stock. In their specifications, the inven-
tors say: "Our invention relates to cen-
trifugal machines for screening pulp and
paper stock, and especially to that type of
such machines in which the stock is thrown
against a circular pulp-screen by means of
a wheel provided with wings mounted in-
side the screen and rotating with a high
speed, whereby the fine stock will by the
centrifugal action be pressed through the

screen and gathered on the other -

while the coarse fibres or slivers are w;
held by the screen and conveyed aw
for further treatment.

"The object of our invention is to mi-
prove this type of centrifugal screening-

machines, first, so that their efficiency sh;iM

be increased; secondly, so that as little

possible of the fine stock shall be c
ried away with the coarse fibres, and
that the coarse fibres shall be obtain
in as dry state as possible. With th(

ends in view, our invention consists in

means for spreading the stock in a thm
and uniform layer on the wings, wherel.\
it will hit the screen in broad streams of

uniform thickness. It also consists in

means whereby the thickness of these
streams may be easily regulated at will,

according to the nature of the stock and
other circumstances. It further consist
ni means for providing a certain vibration
of the air surrounding the screen for the
purpose of facilitating the pas.sage through
the screen of the fine particles and the
dropping down of the coarse particles."

In the drawings, Fig. i shows a vertical
axial section through one form of the im-
proved centrifugal pulp-screen. Fig. 2 :

a horizontal section, and Fig. 3 is a detail,

being a developed cylindrical section
through part of the distributing-channeh.
Fig. 4 is a vertical axial section througli
another embodiment of the invention.
Referring more particularly to Figs. i.

2 and 3, I represents the circular screen,
which is mounted in a suitable way be
tween the base-casting 6 and the top ca^
ing 5 of the machine; 3 is th^ outer shei'
of the machine, being also fixed in suit^
able way between the two castings; 2 re-
presents the wings of the centrifugal wheel
7, which is keyed or otherwise secured to
the axle 8. The upper hub of the wheel
IS united with the wheel 7 itself hy a
conical part 10, between which and the
top casting there is in this manner formed
a passage for the stock, which enters the
machine through a pipe connected to the
openmg 4, and passes down over the cone
10, in the form of a conical disc-shaped
stream, the thickness of which may be
regulated by way of a ring-gate 11, which I

may be moved vertically by means of
'
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rods, as indicated, or in any other suitable

way.

From the foot of the cone 10, channels

or tubes 9, are led in an inclined position,

as clearly shown in Fig. 3. There are a

number of such channels in each space be-

tween the wings close to the outer side of

the wheel cylinder 7, and they have their

lower openings in a short distance from a

wing. The stock will, therefore, be dis-

tributed over the wing in its whole height.

These channels may be tubes, as shown,

or may be cast in the wheel. They need

not be closed on the inward side, because

the centrifugal force will press the stock

outwardly. 12 represents openings in the

top of the machine through which a clear-

ing out of the channels may be effected by

means of a water-rjet during the working

centrifjgal wheel openings 18, and provid-

ing similar openings 20 in a flange 19, pro-

jecting downwardly from the wheel. When
the wheel revolves, these openings will in-

termittently correspond with each other

and b; covered by the flanges, whereby

the vibrations in the air will be created.

The wings 2 will, by their suction, cause

air to enter through the said openings, and,

if necessary, special wings for this pur-

pose may be arranged on the lower side

of the wheel. This vibratory air-stream

will act to loosen the fibres accumulating

in the perforations of the screen and also

according to their experience, involves a

less percentage of water in the coarse

stock gathered in the trough 14.

In the modification shown in Fig. 4,

the wings 2 are carried by only one hub

of the machine and by means of stakes

when the machine is at rest. The fine

stock is gathered in a circular trough 13,

from which it is carried away through a

chute 15. The coarse fibres are gathered

in the trough 14, and are conveyed from

here through the chute 16.

The inventors find it advantageous to al-

low air to enter the machine and to do

this in such way that a vibratory air-cur-

rent presses on the screen i. This may
be effected by providing in a flange 17,

which projects from the bottom casting 6

of the machine to close underneath the

21, and the distributing-tubes 9 do not,

therefore, rotate with the wheel, but are

stationary, the cone 10 being mounted on

the top casting of the machine. In this

case the lower openings of the tubes have

to be directed outwardly, as shown. The
machine may in other respects be like the

first-described modification.

The inventors assert that by their ma-

chine they are able to distribute the stock

over the whole height of the screen in a

uniform layer as by regulating the valve

J I the amount of stock passing to each

channel will be exactly regulated. In
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<'ther known apparatus a regulating <>{ tlic

How of stock into tlie ceiUr.fu.^.- will only
or chiefly have the result that more or
less of the screen-s n-face will be utilized,

and a regulation of the thickness of thj
layer is therefore hardly possible l)y these
apparatus.

^ ^ ^

PAPER MARKET OF JAPAN.

Previous to the outbreak of the war be-
tween Japan and Russia, there was plenty
of foreign paper on the Japanese mar-
kets, but, owing to the increased number
of papers and periodicals relating to- the
war that have SiUce beeen issued, the de-
mand has increased over 20 per cent. A
large number of the leading papers have
also been issuing supplements, and
though these are chielly printed on small
slips of paper th.y have done much to in-

crease the demand. As the war continues,
it is expected that the amount of foreign
paper used in Ja])an will materially in-
crease.

Before the war broke out all the
superior quality paper was imported, but,
as IS usual in case of war. owing to the
want of ships and the higher rates of in-
surance, there has been a decrease in the
imports and this has resulted in the
price being raised mere than usual. Nearly
all the better quality paper used to be
imported from Germany and Australia, the
Japanese themselves chiefly manufac-
turing paper of coarse quality, for which
there is a very great demand in the
"Island Empire of the East." However
the general tendency in Japan is to use
better papers for newspapers and periodi-
cals generally, and the Japanese are pre-
parmg themselves to meet the new de-
mands of the market. During the year
1903 £306,422 worth of European paper
was miported into the island, as against
£366,440 in 1902.

The chief aim of the Japanese, never-
theless, is to manufacture paper for China.
For over ten years they have been work-
ing to this end, and there does not appear
to be any doubt that when this object is
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acc( mplished it will do much to prc^m-
the cause of the country among t

Chinese. About ten years ago the ]'i

Taper Mills (one of the most importam
paper-making concerns in Japan), used lo
export about 15,000 yen (or £1,500) worth
of paper to China per month, but the war
with China completely su.spended the trarle

i)etween the two countries. After the war
the Japanese made every possible effort to
restore happy j)nsiness relations, and
v.iien success was well in sight the Boxer
outbreak in Northern China again checked
the trade. And then again, when another
attempt to regain the business had nearly
reached maturity, the present war brok'
f)ut. Although this has imdoubtedly ii,

jtn-ed the business, it has not done so to
anything like as great an extent as wa^
at fn-st feared. In fact, just before war
was declared, it was anticipated that the
entire trade would have to be su.spended,
hnt fortunately, this is not so, and much
of the business is now proceeding as usual
—the Japanese victories at' Chemulpo and
Port Arthur having reduced Russia'^
naval strength so much that the Japanes.
merchantmen can ply in the China Se;i

with practically no danger.

Chma, itself, however, is not entirely
without the means of manufacturing
paper, but as the enterprise is confmed to
Southern China ( especially Fukien and the
neighboring provinces), it is in many case-^

cheaper to import direct from Kobe and
Osaka.

The Chinese use a kind of bamboo a^

material for their paper, and this tend-
to increase its value. The paper that tlu

Japanese export to China difTers from that
used in England and America; it is

known as •"toshi," and is used by the
Chinese in large quantities. H. Kawase
(director of the Fuji Paper Mill, and a

well known authority on this subject) ex-
presses his opinion in the Tokio Sun Trade
Journal, or Taiyo, that there will be '"a

grand opening for this kind of paper in

China, and when the war ends in our com-
plete victory, and the credit of Japan is

raised in the eyes of China, there will be
a splendid market for Japanese paper."—
Stanley Roe in 'Taper Making."
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IN CASE YOU FORGET
The Celebrated Renewable Asbestos Disc Feature of Fairbanks Valves

This Will Remind You.
IN UNION 1HERE

IS STRENGTH

and in the union
of thousands c f

strong fibres of

Asbestos strongly

pressed together
and vulcanized bv
a secret process of

our own

Fairbanks Valve
Discs Obtain

Showing How Easily a Disc is Changed. Their Strength.

It is therefore an impossibility for our Discs to break or flake off as
most discs do. Jf you aie a valve user this feature alone should appeal to

you. Our valve ciiculats will give you several other reasons that make Send for Circulars

FAIRBANKS VALVES "THE BEST"
THE FAIRBANKS COMPANY,

MONTREAL. TORONTO. VANCOUVER. WINNIPEG.
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PULP AND PAPER MARKETS.

Droiilli and consequent lack of power is

the cry in nearly all parts of the co.mtry
<'it present. On tlie Ottawa, the lack of
power has curtailed the rnnnir.j;- of some of

the mills, while the drouth is also seri-

ously affectiuf*- tlie wood siipply. Attenii)ts

have heen made t ) get out pulpwood hung
np last sunnner, hut tluse have heen
st()p])ed l)y a sudden freeze. In Vermont
the droith is so serio is that farmers ha\-e

to draw water as far as three miles, ddie
IMilton, Vt., nnll (,f the I nt , rnational Taper
Co. was recently rLp:)rted as seriously

handicai)ped, and unless rain came, it was
cxpecled that a great many plants \\<r.\] \

^'^ tied up. It is admitted hy New York
pap-rs that tliere is drouth from Maine to

Wisconsin. In the ])ast f-w (lays ground
wood t'^ok a jump of $| -.^ i,„i, aud mills
are holding .slock w!iere\er pr)ssihle for
very much higher jMaccs. If a fair (de-

mand comes for r.ew : print, it would not
be surprisino- to ground wo ),1 <xn '•)

lo $30, deli\-,'red at t];e .Vnurican mill. At
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pre-ent there is no price for ground wof^d
One Ontario mill is paying $10.40 for peeh <'

.si/iuce from (juehec.

'idle i)resent supplies of wood are rath
short, and the mills will he in need of wo'
which will have to he brought in by rail

an increased cost of $2 or $3 a cord, 'i
i

present cut in the woods and the wood h
on the hanks of the streams will not r.

lieve the situation until the nn'ddle of April
(u- lirst of May.

'I he demand for sulphite is good, and
I):i;-es have risen $3, bit mills are not anx
o IS to sell. One or two makers have c

lu-essed themselves to the effect that pulp
will go at least $5 higher than it is now.

In Scandinavia th? drouth still continur
and winter is apparently setting in will

out rain. Sulphite prices have increase
ahout $7 a ton o\er last summer's pric

this being in sympathy with the price -

ground wood. '

'Jdie Ca-a lian Papier Makers' Associati'^
ni t recently in Ottawa and decided n
to increisc the price of paper, on accouu:
' f r.ew mids openin

g up and seeking a

ESTABLISHED 18^2.

Chcncy-Bigclow Wire Works
SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

... Manufacturers of ...

FOURDRINIER WIRES
CYLINDER MOLDS, DANDY ROLLS

ALSO

Brass, Copper and Iron Wire Cloth

SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF THE

Beil Patent Flat Wires far Book Papers
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Bcntlcy & Jackson,
Limited

PAPER MAKERS' ENGINEERS,

BURY, near Manchester, England.

TelegpaphiG Address:

Calender - Bury.

MaKers of

Complete Paper Making" Plants for all Classes

of Paper,

Hig"h Class Fast Running" News Machines,

Sing"le Cylinder Paper Making" Machines, with

Cylinders up to 12 feet Diameter,

And all other Accessory Machines used in the

Manufacture of Paper.

ESTIMATES ON APPLICATION.
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THE WM. HAMILTON MFG. CO., Limited,
BUILDERS OF A COMPLETE LINE OF

Puip and Paper Mill Machinery
INXLUDING

ALSO

GRINDERS
SCREENS
PAPER MACHINES
WET MACHINES
WINDERS
WOOD CHIPPERS
STUFF PUMPS
SUPER -CALENDERS
The SAMSON TURBINE WATER WHEEL

Head Office

and workt- Peterborough, Ontario,

DR. C. WURSTER'S Patented

Pulping Machines & Kneaders
NEARLY 150 AT WORK.

LARGE PATTERN — Four Sizes.
PULPING-UP 3, 6 and g and 12 tons of Dry Papers or Pulp in

24 hours.

POWER—5 h.p., 8 h.p., 12 h.p. and 15 h.p.

SMALLER PATTERN—For Sorted Papers only.
PULPING-UP 2 to 3 tons of Dry Paper in 24 hours. 2 to 4 h.p.

Built in Iron.
For Better Quality Papers, Trough and Propellers made of Brass.

Special Machines for Unsorted Paper.
These Machines do not Grind, Cut-up, or Wet the Fibres, and as the State of
Beating and Refining is Unaltered, neither Color nor Sizing being Affected and
Impurities not touched, "BROKE" can be Re-used for the Same Quality ofPaper again. ^ ^

FOR PARTICULARS APPLY TO i

DR. C. WURSTER, 29 Abbey Road, St. John's Wood, LONDON, N. W.
ENGLAND.
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market. This decision applies to news
print and wrappings. Book papers and
writings should have an immediate advance

on account of the high price of both for-

eign and domestic linen and rags, also sul-

phite and soda pulps, all of whch have
sharply advanced.

The New York market is reported thus

:

The market for ground wood is very firm.

Supplies are scarce. Both foreign and
domestic sulphite fibres are strong, but the

volume of business doing has fallen off.

We quote: Domestic bleached sulphite,

2 50 to 3/4c.
; unbleached, 1.85 to 2.10c.;

foreign bleached sulphite, 3% to 3^c. (de-

livered, New York and Boston)
; un-

bleached, 2.15 to 2.25c.; domestic soda fibre,

2.14 to 2.35c.

Latest reports from London quote
bleached sulphite, £12 to £12 los. ; un-
bleached, first quality, £9 5s. to £9 15s.;

soda, first quality, £9 to £9 los. ; me-
chanical, 50 per cent, moist, £2 ids.; dry
£5.

^ ^ ^
—The World's Paper Trade Review in

reporting the recent dinner of the British

Wood Pulp Association, makes one speaker

use the expression, the "Dominion of

British Columbia," while another speaks

of "that western province, the Dominion
of Canada." Is Canada a province of

British Columbia, or is British Columbia a

country distinct from Canada as some
Unitd States papers would have us think?

^ ^ ^

PAPER STOCK MARKET.

Paper Stock.—There has been a gradu-
ally increasing scarcity of all kinds of

waste material for paper stock, with the

exception of old bagging, of which there

are full stocks, but for which there is little

or no enquiry. Blues and thirds are scarce

and have advanced $3 to $4 per ton since

our last quotation. New cuttings are all

higher, and the best lines are being bought
up by American mills. There is a good
demand for waste paper, but no serious ad-
vance in price. Stocks are being shipped
as soon as picked, and there are no ac-

cumulations to meet any increased demand.
Manilla rope is a little firmer, the avail-

JAMES KENYON & SON,
^S^i^^K?. DERBY STREET MILLS 'ts^t;^

BURY, = LANCASHIRE
Manu- |~- |— I

—|— For
facturers L-i I I Paper

of I L. L_ I Makers.

Couch Roll Covers, Wet and Drv Felts
of all kinds, including—= Patent Cotton Dry Felts—

Special attention paid to felts for fast running news machines
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i THE PUSEY & JONES COMPANY I

WILMINGTON, DELAWARE, US.A.

? - - - - - ^

^ mni.iiiiiKi V UN FHiiKi ifiiiiN Hiiii niiii miii>c /Machinery for Paper Mills and Pulp Mills

REPRESENTED HV

THE WM. HAMILTON MFG. CO., Ltd.,

% PETERBOROUGH, ONTARIO, %

i
^ Who are prepared to Build ihe Inventions /

^ Patented by THOMAS H. SAVERY, ^
^jj

^ In Canada under Numbers G8.093. 71,746, 72.118 and 77,818; and also ^,

^ The Guard-Board patented by J. H. GATELY, in CANADA f
^ if?

^ under Number 74,735. f>

The Sandusky Foundry & Machine Co.,

Founders and Machinists. — Sandusky, Ohio.

The Millspaugh Patent Shower Pipe System.

Canadian Pulp and Paper Manufacturers are entitled to as

good machinery as their competitors.

A large percentage of American Mills have

Millspau^h Patent Shower Pipes,
and our sales are constantly increasing.

Same prices and terms in Canada.

The Sandusliy Foundry & Machine Co., Sandusky, Ohio.
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HYDRAULIC or
KNUCKLE JOINT.

Heavy Duty Pulp and Baling: Presses.

WILLIAM R. PERRIN & COMPANY, Limited,

TORONTO, Canada.

FOR SALE
$175.00 wi'l buy one of the moFt handsome pony out-

fits in Canada co isisting- of pony, pony bug-gy, cutter,
harness, robe, blankets, whip, etc. Nothing nicer for
children or ladies driving. A perfect pet. Will make a
handsome Christmas gift for the family. Fuller partic-
ulars and photos. Box 603, Gait.

STUFF PUMP.
This pump is made

in tliree sizes, 5", 6"

and 8".

The valves are made
so as to be easily and

cheaply replaced and
can be got at without

using wrench.

We also make boiler

feed and other pumps.

Particulars and

references on request.

Manufactured

by

T.McOUAT&SON.Lacliute.Que.,

0. REICH & CO,
WOOD PULP AGENTS.

28 Budgie Row, London, E.G.

56 Royal Exchange, Manchester, England.

Wallace—Jaastad—Drewsen
ASSOCIATED INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERS AND LHEniSTS

j

A. U. JAASTAD, M.E..
I

bteam Engineer.

Pulp and Paper Mills, Power Developments, Reports, Consultation
Offices and Laboratorirs—Temple Court Bldg., New York.

JOSEPH H. WALLACE. C E.,
M.Am. Soc. C.E,, M Can. Soc. C.E

VIGGO DREWSEN, Ph. D
,

Industrial Chcn.isl.

BRUNNER MOND <t CO., Limited
NORTHWICH, EN'G.

LARGEST AlKAII JWANUFACIURERS IN THE WORLD.

Soda Ash 58 per cent.
Bleachins: Powder 35-38 per cent.

SOLE AGENTS IN CANADA

Winn & Holland. = - flontreal
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'X'HIS MAGAZINE is printed on our " Chalk White " Coated Book
1 Paper—the best and whitest coated paper sold. All regular sizes

and weights in stock. The Cover is our Art Liiho Cover, stocked in four
tints, 2 sizes, 20 x 25 and 21^ x 28^. Samples glad.y sent.

Canada Paper Co.
LIMIT ?D

Windsor IMills, Que. = Montreal. Toronto

SPECIALS
Cyclone Separators for Barkers.

Extra Heavy Steel Plate

Exhaust Fans for Pulp Mills.

Heating and Ventilating by
Blower System.

Mechanical

Draft, Etc.

SHELLDON
6 SHILLDON,

GALT, = ONTARIO, p

able stock here at present is very smail.

Quotations are as follows

:

White shirt cuttings $005 to $0 05'^
Light print cuttings 3'/2 to 4
Unbleached cuttings .... 3^4 to 4^4
Corset cuttings 4 to 4i/>

White shoe rags 4 to 4^4
Colored shoe rags 2)4 to 3)4
Blues and thirds 1.30 to 1.4s

Roofing stock 50 to 60
White paper shavings. .. . i.oo to 1.50

Mixed colored shavings. to to 75
Common waste paper . . 40 to 50
Manilla rope 2 to 2j4
Old bagging 45 to 55

—R. W. Sinc'all, p.ilp and paper chem-
ist, commenting on a note in Pulp and
Paper, London, on testing paper for

ground w-ood, says : "My own experience

is that users of paper rely too much upon
the phloroglucine testing. The mere fact

that lignified fibres give this red color-

ation must not be overlooked in testing

papers for ground work. In some cases

an injustice may be done to the paper-

maker. Curiously enough I have had cases

brought under my notice in connection

with lectures which I am giving in Lon-
don. In one case the phloroglucine test

(lid not give a general red color to the
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paper, but at the same time a few small

fibres here and there were colored red,

but these libres were so scattered over the

sheet that they did not give the sheet, as

a whole, a red coloration. The paper on
being examined in the microscope showed
traces, and only traces, of mechanical

wood. In another case a super-calendered

printing paper, guaranteed to be free from
mechanical wood, gave a red coloration,

with phloroglucine. This paper proved to

be free of ground wood but consisted of

a hard sulphite pulp. It is well known that

a hard boiled sulphite pulp gives a strong
red color with this reagent."

Drainer Stones

Save your stock and temper by using: the Klary &
Snell Patent Drainer Stone 3. They are the only drainers
that give satisfaction.

Send for Sample and Price List.

SAMUEL SNELL CO., Holyoke, Mass.

rMASSACHUSETT^
{ FAN COMPANY,
) WAI^THAM, MASS.

REASONS
yjjg CANADIAN OLIVER TYPEWRiT£R

IS SUPERIOR TO ALL OTHERS.
VISIBLE WRITING—The writing is visible, each letter being in plain sight

the instant it is made.
DOUBLE TYPE BAR.—It has a double or U shaped Type Bar provided with

a shaft bearing as broad as the bar is long, thus insuring Permanent Align-
ment without guides.

SPEED.— Its visible writing, rapid escapement, direct type bar connection, down-
ward stroke, and light touch, makes it the most speedy ofall writing machines

TYPE. FACE UPWARD FOR CLEANING.—The type are of steel and lie face upward
so that they can be cleaned with one sweep of the ordinary type brush,

PRICE.— $30.00 cheaper than imported machines ot like standard
; because

MADE IN CANADA.
WHY PAY DUTY?

Canadian Oliver Typewriter Co., Montreal, Branch :—
Manufacturers 55 VICTORIA ST., TORONTO

BARKER,
CHIPPER,
PAPER-CUTTER

MACHINE KNIVES
Of Every DesoHptionm

The Peter Hay Knife Co., Limited, Calt, Ont,
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"

A. WERTHEM & Co. i

HAMBUKG.
IMPORT AND EXPORT ALL KINDS OF

Sulphite

f

Soda and
Mechanical

WOOD PULPS
OFflCES AT:

CHRISTIANIA (Norway) .. Kirkegaden No. 20.

GOTHENBURG (Sweden) .. Lilla Kyrkogatan No. 20.

MANCHESTER .. .. Guardian Buildings (opposite Exchange).

LONDON 77a Queen Victoria Street, E.G.

PARIS Rue de Londres No. 29.

ANGOULEME (France) .. 43 Rue Louis Desbrandes.

LYONS 54, Cours Gambetta.

MILAN 24 Via Solferino

TOLOSA (Spain) 18 Calle San Francisco.

NEW YORK 99 Nassau Street.

ST. PETERSBURG .. .. Little Podjascheskaja House, 4. Qu. 16.

Telegraphic Address:
|

''WERTHEinO, HAHBURQ/'
|
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I Paper Mill

I
Machinery. x(

Guaranteed the most serviceable and efficient

of any built.

Modern Designs, New Patented Ideas,

Used Exclusively by us.

Cylinder and Fourdrinier Machines. XC

Tissue Paper Machines a Specialty.
^

I BELOIT IRON WORKS, |W BELOIT, WIS.. U S. A. ^
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We Manufacture

Heavy Duty and

Baling Presses,
and will be glad

to submit prices

and particulars on

request.

Write us for

anything for

PULP MILLS

The

JENCKES MACHINE
COMPANY. Limited,

117 Lansdowne St..

Sherbrooke, Que.

1844 904

Manufacturers of full lines of

Pulp Wood Machinery

WRITE FOR SPECIAL CATALOG.

The WATEROUS Engine

Works Company, Limitec

BRANTFORD. CANADA.
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WIRE PULP MATS
^ Perforated Copper, Brass and Steel.

I WIRE ROPE = All Kinds.
Vire Guards for Mill Windows^ Refuse Burner Cloth, etcm

I The B. Greening Wire Co., Limited,
HAMILTON, Ont. " - - MONTREAL, Que.

DICK'S Balata BELTING.
Iho Strongest Belt in the World, and specially

adapted for Pulp and Paper Making.
LARGE STOCK always on handm

J. S. YOUNG, = = Sole Agent for Canada.
413 St. Paul Street, Montreal. f

Before Starting with the Erection of a

PULP MILL
Write to Us.

We are the Pioneer makers of Pulp
Mill Machinery in Canada, and can

design and equip a mill throughout

ADDRESS

Carrier, Laine 6 Co.,
LEVIS, - - - Que.
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Every Grade of Waste for
Paper Making.

K. HOUGH,
LONDON, England.

Agent for Canada and U. S .

,

J. Christie:,
67 Yonge Street, TORONTO, Canada.

ftXt"T C For Paper

~ Manufacturers

SAMUEL PORRITT & SONS, LTD.
Bamford Woollen Mills, Nr. Rochdale, England.

Agent for Canada-JOHN CHRISTIE, 67 Yonjre St., Toronto. F

EXPORTERS OF
WASTE PAPER for RE-MANUFAOTURE.

W.V.BOWATER&SONS.
LONDON, England.

IMPORTERS OF
NEWS IN REAMS and REELS.
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